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298. Straight-hafted scraper ___________________________________________ _ 
299. Bone scraper ____ . __ . _ ... ____ ....... _____ ... ___ .... ___ .. ____ ______ . 
300. Scraper cups __________ ··-· ·····- _____________ ___________ : ________ _ 
301. Combs for cleaning deer-skins .. _______ ... _. _ .. ___ . __ . _____ . _. ____ _ 
302. "Double slit" splice for rawhide lines ... ________ .. _______________ _ 
303. Mattock of whale's rib .. ________ ...... _. _____ .. _. ____ .. _____ .. ___ _ 
304-. Pickax-heads of bone, ivory, and whale's rib. ______________ _______ _ 
305. Ivory snow knife . _. _ .. ___ . __ ..... ___ . ___ . _________ . ___ .. ______ . __ _ 
306. Snow shovels .. _ . __ . _____ ..... ______ .. ___ _ .. _________ . _ . ___ . _ . ____ . 


























































l<'IG. 308. Snow pick ....................................................... . 
309. Snow dnll ....................................................... . 
310. Ice scoop ......................................................... . 
311. Long l>-lubber hook ............................................... . 
312. Short-handled blubber hook ...................................... . 
313. Fish scaler .................................................... · ... . 
314. Ivory shuttl~ ................................................ - . -.. . 
315. Netting needle .............................................. - - --.. 
316. Mesh stick ....................................................... . 
317. Netting needles ............................................. - .. -.. 
318. Netting needles for seal net ....................................... . 
319. Netting needle ................................................... . 
320. Mesh sticks ...................................................... . 
321. Net ting weights .................................................. . 
322. Shuttle belonging to set of feather tools ..................... _.._ ... . 
323. Mesh stick ....................................................... . 
324. "Sword" for feather weaving .................................... . 
325. Quill case of bone needles ........................................ . 
326. (a) Large bone needle and peculiar thimble; (b) Leather thimbles 
with bone needles .. - - - - - - . - - . - - - ....... - - - - .... - .... - .......... . 
327. Needle cases with belt hooks ..................................... . 
328. (a) Needle case with belt hook; (b) needle case open, showing bone 
needles ......................................................... . 
329. Trinket boxes ..................................................... . 
330. Trinket boxes .................................................... . 
331. Ivory box ........................................................ . 
332. Bone box ......................................................... . 
333. Little flask of ivory .............. .. ............................... . 
334. Box in shape of deer .............................................. . 
335. Small basket ..................................................... . 
336. Small basket .............................................. ~ ...... . 
337. Small basket ..................................................... . 
338. Kaiak ........................................................... . 
339. Method of fastening together frame of kaiak ...................... . 
340. Double kaiak paddle ............................................. . 
341. Model kaiak and paddle ................... _ ..................... _ . 
342. Frame of umiak .................................................. . 
343·. (a) Method of fastening bilge-streaks to stem of umiak; (b) method 
of framing rib to gunwale, etc .................................. . 
344. Method of slinging the oar of umiak ............................... . 
345. (ti) Model of umiak and paddles; (b) model of umiak, inside plan .. . 
346. Ivory bailer for umiak ........................................... . 
347. Ivory crotch for harpoon ......................................... . 
348. Ivory crotch for harpoon ......................................... . 
349. Crotch for harpoon made of walrus jaw ........................... . 
350. Snowshoe ........................................................ . 
351. Knot in snowshoe netting ........................................ . 
352. (a) First round of heel-netting of snowshoe; (b) :first and second 
round of heel-nett,ing of sno~shoe ....... ....................... . 
353. (a) First round of heel-netting of snowshoe; (b) first, second, and 
third rounds of heel-netting of snowshoe ....................... . 
354. Small snowshoe ............................................... ~ .. . 
355. Old '' chief," with staffs .......................................... . 
356. Raileo. sledge (diagrammatic), from photograph ................... . 




































































'mall 1 dg with ivory rnnner ... ......... . . ...... .... ... .... .... . 
'mall tol>0g<Yan of whalebone .................................. . . . 
Hunting core engraved on ivory ................................. . 
Huntin<r core engraved on ivory, obverse and reverse ............ . 
Ilnnting score engraved on ivory .. ............ . .................. . 
Hunting score engraved on ivory, obverse and reverse ............ . 
am of fox and geese from Plover Bay ....... . ................... . 
Dancing cap .................. . ..................... .. ........... . 
"\Vooden mnsk .................................................... . 
Wooden mask nnd dancing gorget ................................ . 
Old grotesque mask .. ... ... ..... . ........... ... ................. . . 
Rnde ma ·k of wood ..................... ·_ .. .... ..... ........ ..... . 
W oli' mask of wood ........................................ -...... . 
371. Very ancient small mask .. ....................... . ... . ........... . 
372. Dancing gorgets of wood ......................................... . 
373. Youth dancing to the aurora ..................................... . 
374-. \Vhu:ligigs ....................................................... . 
375. Teetotum ........................................................ . 
376. Buzz toy ............................ . ............................ . 
377. ·whizzing stick ................................................. · '· 
378. Pebble snapper ... ............................... . ............... . 
379. Carving of human head ........................................ : .. 
380. Mechanical doll-drum-player .................................... . 
381. Mechanical toy-kaiak pacldler ................................... . 
382. Kaiak carved from block of wood ................................ . 
383. Drum ........... . ............... . ................................ . 
3 4. Handle of drum secured to rim ... .. . ................ .. ........... . 
385. Drum handles .................................................... . 
386. Ivory drumsticks ........................................ _ .. . .... . 
3 7. Ancient carving-human head .................................... . 
38 . W ooclen figures ................ __ ................................ . 
3 9. Carvin<Y-face of Eskimo man .................................... . 
390. Grotesque soapstone image-" walrus man" ....................... . 
391. Bone image of dancer .... ..... . ... .. ........ . ............. .. ..... . 
392. Bone image of man ............................................... . 
393. Grotesque bone image ............................................ . 
394. Bone image-sitting man ......................................... . 
395. Human figure carved from walrus ivory .......................... . 
396. Ivory carving-three human head ............................... . 
397. Rude human head, carved from a walrus tooth .... .... . .. .... . .... . 
398. Elaborate ivory carving ........................................... · 
399. Bear carved of oapstone . . ........ .. .. . ... . . .... . ......... ..... .. . 
400. Bear flaked from flint .... ... .............. ..... ...... ............. . 
401. (a) Bear carved from bone; ( b) bear's head ...... .. ..... . ......... . 
402. Ivory figures of bears ........... _ ................................ . 
403. Rud ivory figures of walrus ................ ... , ... : ......... _ ..... . 
40-1. Images of seal-wood and bone ................................... . 
405. \Vhite whale carved from gypsum ... . ............ ... .. ............ . 
406. Wooden carving- whale .. ___ ... _ .. ............ _ .................. . 
407. \Vhale carved from soapstone ........................ _ .... ... . .... . 
408. Rude fl.at image of whale ................... _ ..................... . 
409. Ivory image of whale ... .. ..... . ...... ....... .................. _ .. _ 
410. Ivory image of whale ........ _ .................................... . 
411. Pair of little ivory whales ... _ ...... .. ..... _ ......... .... . ......... . 


























































FIG. 413. Ivory carving, seal with fish's head ____ ---·---··-·-···· ...... -····· 
414. Ivory carving, ten-legged bear ____ --·· ____ -·-- ____ ---····-·-·-----· 
415. Ivory carving, giant holding whales_ ..... - - . _ - - _ ... _ - - - .... - - - - - - - -
416. Double-headed animal carved from antler._._. _____ .. ___ .. _____ .. - -
417. Ivory carving-dog ___ ......... __ . __ .. _______ . ___ . ___ . ___ . .. _ . __ .. _ 
418. (a) Piece of ivory, engraved with figures; (b) development of 
pattern _ . _. ____ ___ . __ .. __ .. ___ - - - - - - . - . - - .. - ..... - .. - - . - - - - -
419. (a) Similar engraved ivory; (b) development of pattern ... _._ .... _ 
420. Ivory doll _. __ .. _ .. _ .. _. _ .. __ .. __________________ .... .......... __ - . 
421. Whale flaked from glass . _ . _ . __ . ____ . ___ . ___ . ___ . ___ . _ . __________ .. 
422. Whale flaked from red jasper . _____ . __ . __ . ____ .. _. _ ... ____ .. __ .. __ . 
423. Ancient whale amulet, of wood __________________ ·· --·· ___________ _ 
424. Amulet of whaling-stuffed godwit __________ ···--· _______________ _ 
425. Amulet consisting of ancient jade adz. _____ ... __ .... __ . .. ___ ... ___ _ 
426. Little box pontaining amulet for whaling. _____ .. _._ . . .. __ .. ____ . __ 
427. Amulet for catching fowl with bolas .. _ ..... _._. ____ ..... _ ... __ . __ _ 
428. Box of dried bees-amulet ... ____ .. ___ ... _ . __ . __ . _ .. ____ .. , ___ . ___ . 
429. Medicine arrow used by Apache and Pueblo women . ___ . ___ ....... . 
430. Rhombus of the Apache .. ____ ... __ _  .. _____ .. ___ ... __ · __ . ___ . _____ .. 
431. Rhombus of the Apache .... _. __ .·. ___ ._ .. __ . ___ . ____ .. _ ... _ .. . _._._ 
432. The scratch stick and drinking reed. ___ . _. _ ..... _ ... __ ___ . _____ ... 
433. Bag containing hoddentin ........ __ .. _____ . _____ . ____ .. ______ . _. __ 
434. Nan-ta-do-tash's medicine hat .. _._ .. ___ ... ___ . ____ . _____ . __ ... ___ _ 
435. Single-strand medicine cord (Zuni) . ____ ... __ . ___ .... __ . _. _. __ . _. __ 
436. Four-strand medicine cord (Apache) ____ .. _._. ___ . ____ .. _____ . ___ .. 
437. Three-strand medicine cord (Apache). ___ .. _. ______ . _. ___ . ________ . 
438. Two-strand medicine cord .. ____ .. _____ . _____ . __ .... _____ . _ ..... __ . 
439. Four-strand medicine cord (Apache) .. __ _ .... ____ . . _________ . __ . __ _ 
44-0. Apache war bonnet_ .... _. _ . _ ..... _ ... _ . ______ . __ .. _. __ . __ .. __ . __ . _ 
441. Ghost dance headdress ... _ . _ . __ .. ____ ... __ . _ . ___ .... _ .. ___ .. __ . _ .. 
442. Apache kan or gods. (Drawn by Apache) ... _ ... . . __ ... _. ____ .. _. _ 
443. 'l'zi-daltai amulets (Apache) ._ . ____ ... ___ .. __ .. _. _ . _____ . ___ . . . ____ _ 
444. Tzi-daltai amulet (Apache)----·---·····- _________________________ _ 
445. Tzi-daltai amulet (Apache). ____ .. ___ . _____ ... ______ . ________ . __ ... 
446. 'l'zi-daltai amulet (Apache) .. ____ . ________ .. _________ . ____ .. _ .. ___ . 
447. Phylacteries _ .. _. ___ . _ ... _. ___ . __ .. ____ .. ______ ... ____ . ______ . _ .. . 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY' 
Washington, D. C., October 1, 1888. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith my ninth annual 
report as Director of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
The first part of the report presents an exposition of the 
operations of the Bureau during the fiscal year 188 7-'88 ; 
the second part consists of papers on anthropologic subjects, 
prepared mainly by my collaborators, which illustrate the 
methods and results of the work of the Bureau. 
I desire to express my thanks for your earnest support and 
your wise counsel in relation to the work under my charge. 
I am, with respect, your obedient servant, 
Prof. S. P. LANGLEY, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
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NINTH ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 
BY J. w. POWELL, DIRECTOR. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The prosecution of research among the North American 
Indians, as directed by acts of Congress, was continued dur-
ing the fiscal year 1887-'88. 
The general plan upon which the duties of the Bureau have 
been performed from year to year has been fully explained 
in former reports. As it has seemed to be successful, it remains 
unchanged. The lines of investigation regarded from time to 
time as the most important or useful have been confided to 
persons specially trained in or adapted to their pursuits. The 
results of their labors, when properly prepared, are presented 
in the publications of the Bureau, constituting the series of re-
ports, of monographs, and ·of bulletins whose publication has 
been authorized by Congress. A brief statement of the work 
upon which each one of the special students was actively en-
gaged during the fiscal year is furnished below ; but it should 
be noted that this statement does not specify all the studies 
made or services rendered by them, since in this, as in form~r 
years, particular lines of research have been suspended in order 
to prosecute work regarded as of pressing importance. 
Explorers, writers, and students who are not officially con-
nected with the Bureau are again invited to render assistance 
in the prosecution of its work. Their contributions, whether 
of suggestions or of extended communications, will be grate-
xxn1 
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fully acknowledged, will always receive proper credit, an.d, 
when practicable, will be published in the manner provided by 
law. The present volume contains two valuable papers by 
collaborators who are not directly connected with the Bureau. 
The report now submitted consists of three principal divi-
sions. The first relates to the publications made during the 
fiscal year, the second to the work prosecuted in the field, 
and the· third to the office work, which consists largely of the 
preparation for publication of the results of field work, with 
the corrections and additions obtained from the literature on 
the subjects discussed and by correspondence relating to them. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
The publications actually issued and distributed during the 
year were as follows: 
The Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to . 
the Smithsonian Institution, 1883-'84. It is an imperial octavo 
volume of liii+560 pages, illustrated by 23 plates ( of which 
10 are colored) and 77 figures in the text. The official re-
port of the Director, occupying 3 7 pages (pp. xvii-liii), is accom-
panied by the following papers: 
Burial Mounds of the Northern Section of the United States, 
by Cyrus Thomas; pp. 3-119, Pls. r-vI, Figs. 1-49. 
The Cherokee Nation of Indians: A Narrative of their Offi-
cial Relations with the Colonial and Federal Governments, by 
Charles 0. Royce; pp. 121-378, Pls. vn-Ix, of which vm and 
IX are folding maps in a pocket at the end of the volume. 
The . Mountain Chant: A Navajo Ceremony, by Dr. Wash-
ington Matthews, U.S. Army; pp. 379-467, Pls. x-xvm, Figs. 
50-59. . 
The Seminole Indians of Florida, by Olay lVIacOauley; pp. 
469-531, PL XIX, Figs. 60-77. 
The Religious Life of the Zuni Child, by Mrs. Tilly E. Steven-
son; pp. 533-555, Pls. xx-xxm. 
Also the following bulletins, all 8vo : 
Bibliography of the Eskimo Language, by James C. Pilling; 
18 7,pp. v+l-116, with facsimile, on page 73, of first syllabary 
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used in printing Eskirno texts, and one on page 97 of Veni-
aminoff's Guide Road. 
Perforated Stones from California, by Henry W. Henshaw; 
-1887, pp. 34, Figs. 1-16. 
The Use of Gold and other Metals among the Ancient Inhab-
itants of Chiriqui, Isthmus of Darien, by William H. Holmes; 
1887, pp. 27, Figs. 1-22. 
Work in Mound Exploration of the Bureau of Ethnology, 
by Cyrus Thomas; 1887, pp. 15, Fig. 1. 
Bibliography of the Siouan Languages, by James C. Pil-
ling; 1887, pp. v+l-87. 
FIELD WORK. 
The field work of the year divides into (1) mound explora-
tions and (2) general field studies, the latter being chiefly di-
rected to archeology, linguistics, and pictography. 
MOUND EXPLORATIONS. 
WORK OF MR. CYRUS THOMAS. 
The work of exploring the mounds of the eastern United 
States was, as in former years, under the superintendence of 
Mr. Cyrus Thomas. During the year his assistants were Messrs. 
James D. Middleton, Gerard Fowke and Henry L. Reynolds. 
Much of his attention and that of his assistants was directed 
to the preparation for publication of his reports on the work 
of the mound division during previous years. 
As the work of unfolding and systematizing the field notes, 
examining the collections and preparing the plats and illustra-
trations proceeded, it was found that there were some omissions 
in the original examinations which left the details of certain 
sections incomplete, and it became important to obtain as far 
as possible the missing information. The most serious hiatus 
was filled by an examinat~on of the lake border of the United 
States from Detroit westward to the head of Lake Superior, for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether the historic Indian local-
ities along that line were marked by mounds or other ancient 
works. 
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Another undertaking, which had been begun during the last 
month of the preceding year, was a survey of several inclo-
sures and other ancient remains of Ohio, to test the accuracy 
of the surveys by Squier and Davis and others. This was 
continued during a portion of the year. A third item con-
sisted in completing the list of mound localities to be used 
in preparing the maps. 
On July 15 Messrs. Middleton and Fowke went to Ohio,' 
where they were engaged about one month in surveying the 
ancient works of that region. During the same time Mr. Rey-
nolds was employed in the same State in collecting data for 
the archeologic maps. From Ohio Mr. Fowke went to Mich-
igan, making the tour of the lake border of the United States 
from Detroit westward to Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior. 
He made careful examinations of ancient works and aborig-
inal remains, especially at the following-named points: De-
troit, Port Huron, Saginaw, Ogemaw Coui1ty, about Traverse 
Bay, Beaver Island, Mackinac Island; and the mainland on 
both sides, Sault Ste. Marie, Marquette, Munissing, the copper 
region, Ontonagon, Ashland, Bayfield, La Pointe (the old Cha-
quamagon ), and Duluth. Returning by way of Prairie du 
Chien, Wis., and Davenport, Iowa, he stopped at Carbondale, 
Ill., the point selected as headquarters _ for the season. After 
writing a preliminary report of his trip he went to Kentucky 
to examine certain works in the northern part of that State, 
and thence to Washington. During May and June, 1888, he 
was engaged in exploring mounds in Pike County, Ohio. 
From Ohio, Mr. Middleton went to Wisconsin to survey 
certain groups of works in the southern -and southwestern part 
of that State, which occupied him until autumn. Most of the 
winter he was engaged in working up the plats and other re-
sults of his surveys. Before spring he made a survey of cer-
tain groups in southeastern Missouri and of the Seltzertown 
group in Mississippi. During April, May, and June, he was 
engaged in surveying and examining groups in southern Ohio 
and northern Kentucky. 
Mr. Reynolds, after leaving Ohio, was engaged during the 
remainder of the summer, and until he went to Carbondale, 
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in the autumn, in collecting map material in Michigan and 
Wisconsin. He remained at Carbondale until the ]~st of 
December. 
. GENERAL FIELD STUDIES. 
WORK OF THE DIRECTOR. 
While engaged in making a geological reconnaissance of the 
Tewan Mountains, the Director was· enabled to study on the 
ground a large field of archeology. This is an extensive dis-
trict of country drained by the Chama and Jemez and other 
tributaries of the Rio Grande del Norte. In prehistoric and 
early historic times the region was mainly occupied by tribes 
of the Tafioan stock. The people lived in villages, or pueblos, 
many of which were built of the rude stone that abounds in 
forms and sizes adapted to such structures. The cliffs of the 
canyons carved by the many streams that drain the mountain 
area are often composed of volcanic tufa so soft that it can be 
easily worked with rude stone tools, and many of the people 
had learned to hew it into shapes convenient for architectural 
purposes. 
· Some of the tribes at different periods in their history left 
their stone pueblos and constructed homes for themselves by 
excavating chambers in the tufa cliffs. These cavate dwell-
ings, now abandoned and in ruins, and the ruins of many other 
ancient dwellings are scattered throughout this entire country. 
On the northern flank of the Tewan Mountains, near the 
River Chama and about 3 miles below Abiquiu, an exten-
sive ruin was visited, the walls of which were constructed of 
clay built up in a mass. The mechanical devices by which 
they were built were not discovered, but it is evident that the 
clay was not made into adobes. During the study of all these 
ruins interesting archeologic collections were made, especially 
of articles in stone and clay. · 
WORK OF MR. JAMES STEVENSON. 
Mr. James Stevenson, who had accompanied the Director in 
the above mentioned explorations, proceeded, at the beginning 
of October, 1887, to the Pueblo of Sia, _about 8 miles south 
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of Jemez, and spent six remarkably successful weeks in mak-
ing a collection and studying the customs, sociology, and my-
thology of the people. 
The Sia retain their ancient religion in great purity in spite 
of the efforts of Christian priests, which have been continued 
for centuries. Their ceremonial chambers contain brightly 
colored altars of wood, before which many idols and other 
sacred objects are placed, while the walls are hung with various 
mythologic emblems of great delicacy and beauty. Mr. Stev-
enson was invited to inspect all these freely. The fact was 
disclosed that these people have a· finer variety of fetiches than 
even the Zuni. Their stone fetiches in human form present a 
special feature, the carving being of a higher type than any 
before seen in the region. 
From one of the large ceremonial chambers he was passed 
through a concealed opening into a much smaller room liter-
ally filled with masks made in imitation of their fetiches, all of 
which he · was permitted to examine at leisure, a most unusual 
privilege, as these people have a superstitious dread of their 
masks being seen when off the person. The collection of 
masks made at this place is not only large, but is especially in-
teresting by reason of the variety in its articles. Sketches 
were made of many of them. 
The Sia, like the other Pueblos, have shrines scattered around 
the village, both near and at a considerable distance from it, 
which Mr. Stevenson was invited to visit and inspect. Some 
of them are guarded by colossal stone animals crudely 
formed. Having unexpectedly discovered, while studying the 
mythology of these people, that, like the Tusayai1 Indians, 
they hold ceremonials with live snakes, including the rattle-
snake, he asked to be shown the exact place where the snake 
ceremonials were held. This proved to be 5 or 6 miles dis-
taut from the pueblo, in a desolate spot among the arid hills, 
where there i a small square log structure in which the Snake 
Order hold ceremonies before the dance, the snakes being con-
tained in two large pottery vases. The cave, when found, was 
clo ed and completely concealed by a stone· slab, upon the re-
moval of which two admirable specimens of ancient vases were 
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disclosed, decorated with pictures of the rattlesnake, mountain 
lion, and bear. One of these vases is now deposited in the 
National Museum as a part of the collection of the season. 
This collection, consisting of 864 specimens, is in many re-
spects the most valuable secured by Mr. Stevenson, as it not 
only ~xhibits ·a great variety of form and decoration in pottery 
(some of the pieces being very old), but it embraces the larg-
est and most interesting collection of fetiches yet made. Many 
of the stone- images are in human form and different from any-
thing possessed by the Zuni or Tusayan Indians, those of the 
latter being, with few exceptions, carved in wood, while the 
Sia possessed a large number of well c.arved stone images 
in human form. The .stone animal f etiches are also superior 
in workmanship to and larger than any. heretofore collected. 
One of the features of the collection is an unusual variety of 
beautiful plumed fetiches. 
Mr. Stevenson made copious notes on the mythology and 
sociology of _the Sia and obtained their cosmogony with 
completeness. He closed his :fiel_d season by obtaining from 
the Zu.iii priest-doctors additional detailed accounts of their 
secret "Medicine Order." 
WORK OF MR. W. H. HOLMES. 
During the months of August and September Mr. W. H. 
Holmes was engaged in studying the antiquities of Jemez Val-
ley, New Mexico. This valley is tributary to the Rio Grande 
on the west, and its middle portion is about 50 miles west of 
Santa Fe. 
Fifteen -important ruined pueblos and village sites were ex-
amined. They correspond closely in type to those of the north · 
and bear evidence in most cases of pre-Spanish occupation. 
B~sides the larger ruins there are a multitude of minor ones, 
small houses and lodges of stone, scattered, through the forests. 
Mr. Holmes carried his investigations of the ruins of Colorado 
and New Mexico as far south as Abiquiu, ~hich village lies at 
the northern end of the group of mountains in which the Rio 
Jemez takes its r~se. His work of the year, therefore, enabled 
him to connect his studies of the northern localities with those 
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f h uth, in which the numerous modern pueblos are situ-
at d. The chain of ob ervations thus secured is of value in 
th ·tudy of the art products of the vast region formerly oc-
cupied b3 t wn-building tribes. 
Particular attention was given to an examination of the ce-
ramic remains. These constitute one of the means of develop-
ing the history of the pre-Columbian inhabitants. A large 
series of specimens was forwarded to the National Museum. 
WORK OF MESSRS. V. AND C. MINDELEFF. 
· Mr. Victor Mindeleff, with Mr. Cosmos Mindeleff as his 
assistant, left Washington for the field September 1, 18 8 7, and 
returned March 18, 1888. A group of cave lodges, excavated 
in the top and sides of a cinder cone at the base of San Fran-
cisco Mountain, and situated about 18 miles northeast of Flag-
staff, Arizona, was visited and sketches and diagrams were 
made. The cliff dwellings of Walnut Canyon, about 12 miles 
southeast of Flagstaff, were also examined. 
Later the work of the field party was among the ruined 
pueblos near Kearn Canyon, which connect traditionally with 
the present Tusayan villages. These ruins, six in number, 
are distributed on the north border of the J editoh Valley and 
are scattered along for a distance of 12 miles. 
The party afterwards camped in the vicinity of Oraibi, the 
largest of the present villages of Tusayan. Here a study was 
made of the primitive constructional devices still in use. Two 
interesting ruins were discovered in this neighborhood and 
their ground plans secured. In the northern ruin a cave or 
underground apartment was found containing vestiges of stone 
wall and timber supports. The small village of Moen-kopi 
was urveyed. This is an outlying farming pueblo, occupied 
mainly during the planting and harvesting seasons. An ex-
tensive system of irrigation was in operation in this vicinity. 
Subsequently the party spent six weeks at the Chaco ruins 
in New Mexico. An accurate architectural survey of the more 
important ruins was made, and the plans obtained reveal many 
points of interest. The degree of mechanical know ledge dis-
played by the builders of these pueblos and also the quality 
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of the masonry have been greatly exaggerated by earlier ex-
plorers. Close examination reveals ignorance on the part of 
the builders of some of the simplest principles of construction. 
Several ruins not previously known were surveyed and others 
were visited. Late in the season the party platted the pueblo 
of Jemez, situated upon the river of the same name. 
At various times during the progress of the field work stud-
ies were made of the more primitive Navajo architecture, and 
many sketches and diagrams were prepared illustrating the 
Navajo system of framing their ''hogans," or conical wood and 
earth houses. Several photographs of typical examples were 
taken. 
Mr. Cosmos Mindeleff left Washington for the field Sep-
tember 1 and returned February 23. He rendered general 
assistance to the party under the direction of Mr. Victor Min-
deleff and was in immediate charge of the surveying. Ground 
plans of thirteen important ruins, in addition to sketch plans of 
a number of others of less importance, and of two inhabited 
pueblos were added to those already in the possession of the 
Bureau. The methods of surveying followed in previous years 
were continued. The plans, as a rule, are drawn to a scale of 
20 feet to 1 inch, and the drawing is finished in the field. The , 
topography is in all cases indicated by contour lines of 5-foot in-
tervals, sketched upon a basis of a number of points determined 
with the level. The ground plan is usually drawn over a 
number of points and lines located with an instrument, and 
the direction of all the walls is determined by a compass, in 
order to detect any irregularities. It was found that the regu-
larity and symmetry of plan which characterize many published 
ground plans of ruins in the Southwest-notably those of the 
Chaco ruins-are not justified by the facts as disclosed by a 
careful survey of the ruins themselves, though upon cursory 
examination, and even upon preliminary survey, the ground. 
plans of many of them are apparently symmetric. The plans 
obtained will be published in articles now in preparation. 
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WORK OF MR. A. M. STEPHEN. 
Mr. A. M. Stephen was engaged during half of the fiscal 
year in collecting traditions and other matter from the Tusayan 
villages and among the Navajo. He has transmitted a number 
of valuable short papers on these topics and also on the house-
lore of the Tusayan Indians, and has furnished descriptions 
and drawings of the "kisis '' or rude temporary shelters of the 
Tusayan, comparing these with the primitive structures of the 
Navajo. 
WORK OF MR. JAMES MOONEY. 
Mr. James Mooney spent the earlier months of the fiscal 
year in making ·an examination of the northern division of the 
Cherokee tribe with reference to the dialectic difference be-
tween its vocabulary and that of the main body of the same 
tribe in the Indian Territory, from which it has long been sep-
arated, and also in studying for a like comparison their religious 
practices, traditions, social customs, and arts. The northern 
Cherokees are found to have bee:o. less affected by civilization 
than those of the south, and they can therefore be studied 
with manifest advantage. Mr. Mooney procured a large amount 
of valuable material from them, some of which has been pub-
lished in the Seventh Annual Report of this Bureau. 
PICTOGRAPHY. 
The publications of Henry R. Schoolcraft, issued in 1853, 
upon the pictographs of the Ojibwa give the impression that 
they were nearly as far advanced in hieroglyphic writing as 
the Egyptians were immediately before their pictorial repre-
sentations had become syllabic. Doubts had been entertained 
of the accuracy of this account, and it was considered to be 
the duty of the Bureau of Ethnology to resolve them. At the 
b~ginning of the fiscal year, therefore, Col. Garrick Mallery 
and Mr. W. J. Hoffman, his assistant, were directed to proceed 
to Indian reservations in Minnesota and Wisconsin and study 
what might remain accessible on the subject. 
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WORK OF MR. W. J. HOFFMAN. 
Mr. Hoffman proceeded to the White Earth and Red Lake 
reservations, Minnesota, and remained for three months, making 
researches among the Ojibwa. He found that the most im-
portant birch-bark records are those relating to the Ojibwa cos-
~ogony, the institution of the Midewiwin or Grand Medicine 
Society, and the songs us~d in connection with the ritual and 
ceremony pertaining to the initiation of candidates into that 
society. 
The pictographic charts are, as a rule, in the possession of 
the Mide or Grand Medicine men, though records relating to 
hunting and personal exploits, as well as directions for killing 
game, gathering fruits, and making journeys, and even per-
sonal letters, are made by other members of the tribe who 
possess more than the average intelligence. · 
The great mass of charts consists of mnemonic songs per-
taining to incantations, exorcism, and other ceremonies, and a 
considerable number of them were obtained, together with 
their interpretations. Sketches of tattooed Indians were also 
made, but the custom of tattooing is almost extinct, the only 
modern markings being those applied to various portions of 
the face for the exorcism of evil spirits which are supposed to 
cause neuralgia, headache, and other pains. Hasty sketches 
were obtained also of an old Grand Medicine chart at Red Lake, 
a protracted examination of it not being permitted by the 
keeper of the record. 
In addition to the pictographic material, a quantity of myth-
ologic data was collected, all or nearly all of which was in-
timately connected with the rite~ of tlrn secret society of the 
Midewiwin, or Grand Medicine. 
WORK OP COL. GARRICK MALLERY. 
Col. Mallery at first directed his attention to the exami-
nation of the Ojibwa on the La Pointe and Red Oliff reser-
vations in Wisconsin, and, although that proved to be a less 
. favorable field for ethnologic research than those in Minne-
sota, above mentioned, owing to the stronger local influence 
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of civilization, he obtained evidence complementing the obser-
vations and conclusions of Mr. Hoffman. As a general result 
it is found that there still exists among the Ojibwa a remark-
able degree of pictographic skill, which is employed in ordi-
nary affairs of life as well as in religious and ceremonial rites. 
The statements of Schoolcraft, however, are found to be exag-
gerated and erroneous, especially in their attribution of mystic 
symbolism to devices purely ideographic or mnemonic. In 
particular the apparently significant coloration of his published 
figures is deceptive. Among the large number of genuine 
ancient records obtained, no colors appear to have been used, 
either symbolically or even in ornamentation, .except that the 
more recent shamanistic rolls show paintings in red for the 
hearts of animals. Indeed the mechanical work of the birch-
bark pictographs was wholly by indented outlines, and the 
artists of former generations were not able to· fix colors on the 
bark surface. 
In August, Col. Mallery proceeded to the islands of Cape 
Breton and Prince Ed ward, and thence to Nova Scotia and 
Maine, to investigate the bark records and petroglyphs of the 
Micmac and the Abnaki. Special study was made as to the 
probability of an aboriginal source of many or any of the 
characters supposed to have been first used by French mis-
sionaries in 1652, and printed at Vienna, Austria, in 1862, 
with additions and changes, under the direction of Rev. 
Christian Kauder, and now generally styled the "Micmac 
Hieroglyphs." The result of this study was that very few of 
the characters could be traced to Indian invention. The picto-
graphy of the Indian tribes was mainly confined to the represen-
tation. of ideas or concepts, but the attempt of Father Kauder 
was to represent words and grammatic devices by special signs. 
His invention, therefore, was an artificial alphabet not naturally 
evolved from picture-writing, as has been the course of alpha-
bets in general use over the world. 
A most interesting and unique body of rock etchings was 
discovered at and near Kejimkoojik Lake, Nova Scotia, and 
accurate copies of many of them were secured. On account 
of their number, their intrinsic interest, and the evidences _of 
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th ir antiquity, these etchings form a highly important addi-
tion t th collections before made, especially as they are in. a 
region from which no representation of that nature had been 
reported. A petroglyph of interest near Machias, Maine, not 
before known, was also copied. A valuable collection was for 
the first time obtained of birch-bark pictographs which for-
merly were in general use and still are made by the Passama-
quoddy and Penobscot tribes of the Abnaki in Maine, showing 
a similarity in the use of picture-writing between the members 
of the extensive Algonquian stock in the regions adjacent to 
and west of the Great Lakes and thos<: in the northeast part of 
America and on the Atlantic coast. The correlation of the 
pictographic practice in manner and extent \ ·as before infer-
entially asserted, but no satisfactory evidence of it had been 
presented untii the researches of this year brought into direct 
comparison the pietography of the Ojibwa with that of the 
Micmacs and Abnaki. Col. Mallery returned to Washington 
in October. · 
OFFICE WORK. 
·THE DIRECTOR was frequently engaged during the year in 
examining undetermined problems pertaining to his work upon 
the classification of the Indian lingu_istic stocks, the scope of 
which has been explained in his former reports. It was found 
necessary to defer decision respecting some of the stocks until 
after obtaining the result of additional field-work planned for 
the ensuing year. 
CoL. MALLERY, after his field:-work before mentioned, was 
engaged in study of important and novel points developed 
thereby, and in continued research and correspondence on sign 
language and pictography. 
l\rlR. HOFFMAN, while assisting ii1 the _work last mentioned, 
prepared a topographic chart showing all the petroglyphs within 
the limits of the United States so far recorded by the Bureau,. 
with the particulars of their workmanship, coloration, position,. 
and other characteristics. 
Mr. HENSHA w was chiefly employed in a solution of prob-
lems relating to the geographic distribution of the linguistic 
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famili :>, of th North Americau Indiaus in the territory north 
of Mexico. Wh 11 uot engaged in this work or in executive 
dutie he coutinued the preparation of a dictionary of the 
nature of a synonymy of tribal names of North American In-
dians, the general character and object of which have been 
set forth in a former report. While in general charge of that 
divi ion of the office work, he specially attended to the Sahap-
tinian, Salishan, Chemakuman, Chinookan, and several other 
linguistic stocks of the Pacific slope. 
Mr. ALBERTS. GATSCHET was engaged during the first five 
months of the year in digesting the results of his recent trip to 
Louisiana, Texas1 and Mexico, and utilizing them in the com-
pilation of the ~ Lldian tribal synonymy in course of prepara-
tion by the Bureau. His designated share in that work com-
prised the families of the southern Indians from the Rio Grande 
to the Atlantic seaboard of Florida, namely, the stocks of the 
Natchez, Atakapa, Shetimasha, Tonka we, Pakawa ( otherwise 
known under the vague designation of "Coahuilteco or Te-
jano "), Tonica, Yu chi, Timucua, and-most important of them 
all-the Mask6ki. His work of correlating for the synonymy 
the information gained concerning these tribes was completed, 
though some important tribes can not be classified linguis-
tically, e.g., the extinct Koroas and Pascagoulas, on account of 
the absence, in the documents of early chroniclers, of all in-
formation relating to them. The Ada-i, classed by Gallatin 
as a distinct family, is believed by Mr. Gatschet to be affiliated 
with the Caddoan stock as a dialect distantly related to Yatassi 
.and Caddo proper. 
After concluding his labors on the tribal synonymy, Mr. 
Gatschet resumed work on the grammar of. the Klamath lan-
guage of southwestern Oregon. He combined all the results 
of his recent studies of both dialects, the northern and the 
outhern, with the facts previously acquired by him and com-
posed a treatise on the morphology of the language. This 
wa rewritten by him three times in order to secure complete-
nes · and accuracy. The "phonetics" and the chapters on 
rndi ~al. · and on prefixion were stereotyped. 
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Mr. J. OWEN DoRSEY was engaged from July to December, 
1887, in translating the Teton texts of Mr. George Bushotter, 
a Dakotan, who wa8 employed under his direction. This col-
lection consists of myths, legends, historical papers, an auto-
biography, accounts of games, folk-lore, and epistles, amount-
ing to two hundred and fifty-eight textual manuscripts. This 
· joint work was continued untH the following December, when 
Mr. Bushotter's employment ceased, leaving one hundred and 
twenty-nine texts to · be translated. Mr. Dorsey then con-
tinued the work alone until April 18, 1888, when another Da-
kotan, Mr. John Bruyier, of Cheyenne River agency, began 
to revise and interpret the Teton texts, making many correc-
tions in the originals and supplying important parts omitted 
by Bushotter. Mr. Bruyier also furnished Mr. Dorsey with 
many examples of the Teton as spoken at the Cheyenne River 
reservation, which showed that it differed considerably from 
that spoken at the Lower Brule and Pine Ridge reservations. 
He also wrote new versions of several myths, continuing his 
work until June 30, 1888. 
During the autumn of 1887, Mr. Dorsey completed his work 
on the Siouan, Oaddoan, Athapascan, Takilman, Kusan, and 
Y akonan cards for the Indian synonymy. He also prepared 
nearly four hundred type-written foolscap pages of (/]egiha 
epistles, legends, and other texts, which co11stitute an important 
addition to those published in Contributions to North Amer-
ican Ethnology, vol. v1, Part 1. He also transliterated on 
slips in alphabetic order his Winnebago material, obtained in 
1878-'79, collating it with the additional material obtained in 
1886. This contains fully four thousand entries. He gave 
much attention to the Catawba language, collating parts of a 
recent vocabulary which had been procured by Mr. Gatschet 
with all others which were accessible. 
Mr. JEREMIAH OuRTIN contributed to the Indian synonymy 
with reference to several tribes in Oregon and California and 
devoted much study to the large number of myths obtained 
by him from the same tribes; also to those of the Iroquois. 
Mr. ·JAMES 0. PILLING continued throughout the year to give 
a portion of his time to the preparation of the bibliographies 
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of the more important stocks of North American languages. 
A· tated in the last report, the manuscript for the Siouan bib-
liography, the second of the series, was sent to the printer 
late in the fi cal year 1886-'87. The proof was read during 
the summer months and the work was received from the Pub-
lic Printer in November. Work was then begun on the Iro-
quoian stock of languages, and at the close of the fiscal year 
that bibliography was ready for printing. Some preliminary 
work was also done on the Muskhogean bibliography. Late 
in December Mr. Pilling made a visit to the library of the 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia, for the 
purpose of inspecting and taking descriptions of several im-
portant manuscripts, temporarily there, written by Moravian 
missionaries on Indian languages and permanently preserved 
in the Moravian archives at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and 
Fairfield, Canada. 
Mr. JAMES MooNEY, when not in the field, continued to be 
charged with the synonymy relating to the Iroquoian and Al-
gonquian linguistic stocks, and also worked upon the vocabu-
laries, myths, and notes of information procured by him from 
the northern Cherokee. 
Mr. CYRUS r_rHOMAS during the entire year has been busily en-
gaged upon his report, before mentioned, except . at short inter-
vals when he visited the field to make personal observations. 
The manuscript for the first volume of that report with the 
illustrations was presented for publication about a month be-
fore the close of the fiscal year. Work upon the manuscript, 
illustrations, and maps for the second volume was continued. 
Mr. HENRY L. REYNOLDS was at Washington from Decem-
ber until the close of the fiscal year, occupied in the prepara-
tion of maps, plates, and diagrams for the report last mentioned. 
Mr. GEMRD FowKE was engaged during the winter and un-
til the 1st of May, 1888, in preparing a paper for a report on 
the articles of stone in the Bureau collections. 
Mr. WILLIAM H. H01.MES has had charge of the illustrations 
intended for the Bureau publications, as in previous years, and 
ha , o far a possible, continued his studies in aboriginal art 
and archreology. 
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The collections acquired during the summer, although not 
lacking in interest and value, are not so extensive as those of 
previous years. Acquisitions are made in three modes: first, 
through members of the Bureau of Ethnology and of the U. 
S. Geological Survey, who act as collectors; second, by means 
of exchange for publications or duplicate specimens from pre-
vious collections; and, third, by donation. Dr. Thomas and his 
assistants, working in the Mississippi Valley and on the Atlan-
tic slope, report but few accessions during the year. Mr. 
James Stevenson secu~ed important collections from the Pueblo 
country, as before stated, especially from the villages of Jemez 
and Sia in the Jemez Valley, New Mexico. These collections 
include about five hundred specimens of pottery and nearly four 
hundred of stone, wood and other substances. A large percent-
age of these specimens are ancient. A considerable number 
of ancient relics of pottery and stone were obtained from 
ruin sites in the Jemez and Rio Grande valleys, New Mexico, 
by the Director and Mr. Holmes. Mr. A. P. Davis collected a 
number of fragments of ancient pottery from the ruin of 
Pueblo Alto, New Mexico. A very interesting series of ob-
jects illustrating the present condition of the arts among the 
Cherokee and Catawba Indians was procured by Mr. James 
Mooney. Mr. DeLancey W. Gill, of the U. S. Geological Sur-
vey, has added to the collection many specimens of rude stone 
implements from the vicinity of Washington. Donatjons have 
been received from the following persons: Mr. C. C. Jones, 
fragments of ancient pottery from Stallings Island, near Au-
gusta, Georgia; Doctor Taylor, fragments of ancient pottery 
from Baldwin County, Alabama; Gen. G. P. Thruston, frag-
ment of an enormous earthen vase from a suburb of Nash ville, 
Tennessee; Mr. W.W. Adams, articles of stone from Union 
Springs, New York ; Mr. C. L. R. Wheeler, cast of a unique 
stone knife from Westchester County, New York; and Mr. 
James Tilton, fragments of pottery from Plum Island, Massa-
chusetts. 
By exchange for books and duplicates from the National 
Museum the following acquisitions have been made : from Mr. 
H. P. Hamilton, fragments of ancient pottery from Two Rivers, 
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Wi con in ; and from Mr. H . W. Hakes, fragments of pottery 
from Broome County, New York. 
By purchase or part purchase the Bureau has obtained from 
Mr. J. A. McNiel one hundred and seventy pieces of ancient 
pottery from Chiriqui, Panama, besides some very interesting 
objects of stone. From Mr. Ward Bachelor it has acquired a 
fine collection of earthen and stone objects from Mexico. From 
Dr. E. Bohan a few fine samples of Mexican pottery were ob-
tained. All these have been catalogued and turned over to 
the National Muse um. 
Mr. L. B. Case, of Richmond, Indiana, has presented to the 
Bureau the records of the State Archeologic Association of In-
diana, which fell into his hands as secretary at the discontin-
uance of the society several years ago. 
Valuable photographs of arch~ologic subjects have been re-
ceived from Prof. Anastasio Alfaro, secretary of the National 
Museum of Costa Rica; also, from Mr. C. F. Low, of Cincin-
nati; from Mr. A. F. Sears, of Portland, Oregon; and from 
Mr. D.S. Sears, of Cuba, Illinois. 
Mr. VICTOR MINDELEFF was engaged during the first two 
months of the fiscal year upon a report on the architecture of 
the Cibola and Tusayan groups of pueblos, in New Mexico 
and Arizona. Subsequent to his return from the field, on 
March 18, that report was resumed, but it was not completed 
at the end of the fiscal year. The additional data secured 
from the Tusayan district during the field season are being pre-
pared for incorporation into the same report. 
Mr. CosMos MINDELEFF was occupied during the early part 
of the year upon that portion of the report on pueblo archi-
tecture which had been assigned to him. On his return 
from the field, on February 23, he resumed work upon that 
rnport, but it wa suspended in order to take up the prepara-
tion of an exhibit to be made by the Bureau at the Cincinnati 
entennial Expo ition. An exhibit to cover nearly 2,000 
quare feet of floor pace was prepared, but, as the space was 
limited, only the field work of the Bureau in one special region, 
viz, th pueblo country, was illustrated, though a small amount 
of other material wa. added for purposes of comparison. rrhis 
w rk wa not completed at the close of the fiscal year. 
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The work of the modeling room was continued in his charge 
throughout the year. No new work was taken up, all avail-
able labor being used in preparing a series of duplicates of 
models previously deposited in the National Museum. This 
work was continued from last year. The series is not yet com-
pleted, but the accumulations on hand at the end of the fiscal 
year were sufficient to enable the Bureau to make a creditable 
display at the Cincinnati Exposition without withdrawing, to 
any large extent, the models deposited in the N atioual Mu-
seum. During the year eight models were added to the dupli-
cate series and three other models were commenced. 
Dr. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS, Surgeon U. S. Army, continued 
work upon a grammar and dictionary of the Navajo language. 
Mr. W. NELSON was still engaged in the preparation of his 
paper, mentioned in the last report, upon the Eskimo of north-
ern Alaska, comprising a dictionary with notes upon the gram-
mar of the language and also upon the myths and customs of 
the people. 
Mr. JoHN N. B. HEWITT has continued the studv of the 
.; 
Iroquoian languages and the preparation of a Tuscarora-Eng-
lish dictionary. He also worked upon the comparison of 
words, radicals, and terms in the Iroquoian languages ·with 
those in the Cherokee and in determining the prehistoric hab-
itat of the Iroquois. 
For several years past it has been part of the work of the 
Bureau to take advantage of the frequent presence in Wash-
ington of parties styled "delegations" from the several Indian 
tribes, for the purpose of photographing all the individuals 
composing them. These are generally the prominent men of 
the tribes represented by them, and their photographs have 
biographic and historic interest as well as anthropologic impor-
tance. Mr. J. K. Hillers has been in charge of this branch of 
the work, and during the last year has secured ninety-nine 
photographs of prominent Indians in both full face and pro-f;ile, 
in order to exhibit to better advantage all their facial charac-
teristics. The subjects were from the following tribes, viz: 
White Mountain Apache, 15 persons; Chiricahua Apache, 
20; Jicarilla Apache, 8; Sac and Fox, 7; Utes, 4; Shawnee, 
9; Omaha, 20; Dakota, 11 ; Oto and Missouri, 5. 
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It ha· been the practice to note, in connection with the name 
of each Indian photographed, his age, status in the tribe, and 
such biographic information as could be obtained. 
AOUOMP ANYING PAPERS 
ETHNOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE POINT BARROW EXPEDITION, 
BY JOHN MURDOCH. 
Mr. John Murdoch was the naturalist and one of the observ-
ers detailed in 1881 by the Chief Signal Officer of the Army with 
the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska. 
That point was established as one of the stations in the work 
of circumpolar observation proposed by the International Con-
ference on that subject. In addition to the specific duties of 
the expedition, which were connected with meteorology, re-
searches were made by all of its members, during the two 
years of their stay, on the habits and customs of the Eskimo 
of the neighborhood, and full notes taken. The et~nological 
material obtained consisted of those notes and of the objects 
collected. The notes were so voluminous and the objects 
which required description and illustration were so many 
that it was impracticable to publish them in the report of the 
commanding officer of the expedition, Lieut. P.H. Ray, Eighth 
Infantry, U. S. Army, which was issued in 1885. In order 
that the valuable ethnologic results obtained . should not be 
lost, the Chief Signal Officer permitted the continued employ-
ment of Mr. Murdoch to complete a special report upon them, 
and the late Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution furnished 
him important facilities for the work. It was decided to publish 
th report with full illustrations, as it now appears, in one of 
the serial volumes of Annual Reports of this Bureau. 
The work of collecting the objects mentioned and of making 
the ethnological notes was continued for more than two years, 
and two more years were occupied by Mr. Murdoch in the an-
alytical tudy of tho e objects and notes before the present re-
port could be completed. In this report Mr. Murdoch has pre-
ented a imple and exhau tive account of the Eskimo of Alaska 
with commendable ab ence of theory. At the same time he 
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makes judicious comparisons between the people observed and 
the eastern division of the same rac~, including the Eskimo of 
Greenland, and also between all the American- divisions and 
those of Siberia. These-comparisons were made possible by 
his extensive reading and by his study of former collections 
deposited in the United States National Museum. 
The ample illustrations of the text, 428 in number, are nearly 
all sketched or photographed from the articles brought to Wash-
ington by the expedition, and show in connection with them 
the numbers attached to those articles as now deposited and 
displayed in the National Museum. Thus the opportunity for 
verification and for furthei~ examination is proffered. The 
. topics discussed are so many and varied that they can not be 
recapitulated here with advantage. An examination of the 
table of contents will be more satisfactory and useful. Such 
examination will invite the study of the paper, which will 
prove to be a compendium of all that is noteworthy about a 
body of peculiar people who have lately been included among 
the inhabitants of the United States. 
THE MEDICINE-MEN OF THE APACHE, BY JOHN G. BOURKE, CAP-
TAIN THIRD CAVALRY, U.S. ARMY. 
Notwithstanding the length of time, nearly three centuries, 
during which Europeans have been in contact with the Indian 
tribes of North America, wholly erroneom; ideas of their the-
ology have prevailed and are still entertained. The popular 
conception of their religious belief, which has been ascribed to 
all the tribes of the continent, is that it was substantially mono-
theistic, a grade of theology connected with the higher civil-
izations and never appearing in the stages of savagery or bar-
barism, beyond which no Indian tribe had advanced at the 
European discovery of America. Captain Bourke recognizes 
this fact, and believes that the misconception has been disas-
trous in its influence upon the national treatment of the Indian 
tribes. The special influence to be considered and combated 
is that of the "medicine-man," a title for which that of shaman 
might have been substituted with advantage. The form of 
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belief and practice called shamanism is well known in many 
part of the world as a phase in religious evolution. Although 
at fir t applied only to the practices observed among some 
tribe of northern Asia, it has of late been generally used by 
scholars to express the placation and control by magic and 
fetichistic rites of pirits or daimons who are suppm~ed to rule 
all mankind and indeed the whole realm of nature. rrhe 
shaman is not only a practitioner of sorcery, able to drive off 
the spirits which bring death, sickness, and misfortune, and to 
invoke others which confer success and love, but he is a priest, 
who by communion with the higher powers learns and after-
wards teaches to others the articles of a creed. The term 
shaman means all that Capt. Bourke intends to express by 
"medicine-man," while that awkward compound, invented by 
early explorers in North America, must always mislead by 
conveying some implication of therapeutics. 
Capt. Bourke, in twenty-two years of active service in the 
United States Army, has directed his attention to the observa-
tion and study of the Indian tribes of the Great Plains and of 
the Southwest. During a considerable part of that time he 
has enjoyed special facilities and opportunities as aid-de-camp 
to Maj. Gen. Crook. His familiarity with the tribes in general 
enables him to introduce many comparisons between the 
Apache, who are the special subjects of his paper, and many 
other tribes and to note parallels and contrasts in the practices 
of all. The extensive reading which is indicated by his copious 
list of authorities consulted has enabled him to supply anal-
ogies from foreign lands and remote ages, so that his paper is 
much more comprehensive than its title. 
Among the many topics suggestively treated are those of 
the rhombus or bull roarer, the scratch stick, and the drinking 
reed, all considered ceremonially; but in especial the discus-
ions upon hoddentin and the izze-kloth present unsuspected 
facts and permit curious inferences. 
Hoddentin i · the pollen of the tule, which is a variety of the 
cat-tail ru h growing in all the ponds of the southwestern parts 
of the United State . It is a yellow powder with which small 
buck kin bags are filled and those bags then attached to the 
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belts of Apache warriors. They are also worn as amulets by 
othei~ members of the tribe. In dances for the cure of sick-
ness the shaman applies the powder to the forehead of the 
patien.t, then to his breast in the figure of a cross; next he 
sprinkles it in a circle around his couch, then on the heads of 
the chanters and the assembled friends of the patient, and 
lastly upon his own head and into his own mouth. It is also 
used in other ceremonies described. Capt. Bourke points out 
the similarity between the use of the tule pollen and that or 
the kunque or sacred corn meal of the Zuni, and dwells upon 
many analogies to their practices found in both hemispheres. 
The izze-kloth is the magic cord of the Apache, which Capt. 
Bourke describes and illustrates with full details. He does 
not mention, however, whether the fact stated about the same 
articles used among the Zuni is true of the Apache cords, i. e., 
that they must be made of rawhide or sinew taken from a 
beast of prey or a human enemy. The cords are often deco-
rated with beads and shells strung at intervals with pieces of 
the sacred green chalchihuitl, often called American turquoise, 
and of petrified wood, and with rock crystal, eagle down, 
claws of the hawk or eaglet or of the bear, fragments of aba-
lone shells from the Pacific, circles of buckskin inclosing pieces 
of twigs and branches of trees which have been struck by 
lightning, and other objects of shamanistic sanctity. The use 
of these cords was reserved for the most sacred and important 
occasions, such as dances for war, for curing disease, and for 
conjuration, when every important shaman would appear with 
one of the cords hanging from his right shoulder over his left 
hip. 'rhey are also used as amulets and charms. Capt. 
Bourke associates these cords with the quipus of the Peruvians 
and the wampum of the northeastern tribes of America, and 
then proceeds with enthusiasm to discover analogies among 
nearly all the races of earth, paying special attention to the 
rosaries and belt cords of the Roman Catholic Church. ~Though 
some readers will hesitate to adopt all his deductions, none 
will disagree with his concluding remarks upon the necessity 
of breaking up by the exhibition of true science the sorcery 
and jugglery practices which both retard the civilization of the 
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trib s and shorten and destroy the lives of many individuals 
among them. 
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ETHNOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE POINT BARROW 
EXPEDITION. 
BY .T OHN MURDOCH. 
IN rRODUCTION. 
The International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, .A.laska, was 
organized in 1881 by the Chief Signal Officer of the Army, for the pur-
pose of cooperating in the work of circumpolar observation proposed 
by the International Polar Conferenc_e. The expedition, which was 
commanded by Lieut. P.H. Ray, Eighth Infantry, U.S. Army, sailed 
from San Francisco July 18, 1881, and reached Cape Smyth, 11 miles 
southwest of Point Barrow, on September 8 of the same year. Here a 
permanent station was established, where the party remained until 
August 28, 1883, when the station was abandoned, and the party sailed 
for San Francisco, arriving there October 7. 
Though the main object of the expedition was the prosecution of the 
observations in terrestrial magnetism and meteorology, it was possible 
to obtain a large collection of articles illustrating the arts and industries 
of the Eskimo of the region, with whom the most friendly relations 
were early established. Nearly all of the collection was made by barter, 
the natives bringing their weapons, clothing, and other objects to the 
station for sale. Full notes on the habits and customs of the Eskimo 
also were collected by the different members of the party, especially 
by the commanding officer; the interpreter, Capt; E. P. Herendeen; the 
surgeon, Dr. George Scott Oldmixon, and myself, who served as one of 
the naturalists and observers of the expedition. It fell to my share 
to take charge of and catalogue all the collections made by the expedi-
tion, and therefore I had especially favorable opportunities for becoming 
acquainted with the ethnography of the region. Consequently, upon 
the return of the expedition, when it was found that the ethnological 
observations would occupy too much space for publication in the official 
report, 1 all the collections and notes were in trusted to me for the purpose 
of preparing a special report. The Smithsonian Institution, through 
the kindness of the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird, then secretary, furnished 
1 Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska, by Lieut. P.H. Ray, Wash 
ington, 1885. 
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work of tudying the oll •tion could be carried on, 
and all w d m a . to it · Ii rarie an<l to th exten ive collections 
f th ation I )In um for th pnrpo e of omparison. The Director 
of th Bur au of Ethnology, Maj. J. W. Powell kindly agreed to furnish 
th iilu tration: for the work aud to publi 11 it a~ part of his annual 
r port, whil th Uhief ignal Officer, with the greatest consideration, 
p rmitted me to remain in the employ of his Bureau until the complet.iou 
of the work. 
Two year were spent in a detailed analytical tudy of the articles in 
the collection, until all the information that could be gathered from the 
object them elve and from the notes of the collectors had been recorded. 
Careful compari ons were made with the arts and industries of the 
E ·kimo race a illustrated by the collections in the National Museum 
and the writing of variou explorers, and these frequently resulted in 
the elucidation of ob cure point in the history of the Point Barrow 
E kimo. In the form in which it i presented this work contains, it is 
believ d, all that is known at the present day of the ethnography of 
thi interesting people. 
Much lingui ' tic material was also collected, which I hdpe some time 
to be able to prepare for publication. 
The ob ervation are arranged according to the plan proposed by 
Prof. Oti · T. Ma on in hi "Ethnological Directions, etc.," somewl.ia.t 
modified to uit the circumstances. In writing Eskimo words the alpha-
b t given in Powell' · "Introduction to the Study of Indian Languages" 
ha been u d, with the addition ?J for an obscure a (like the fiual a in 
soda), 0 for a ·imilar ob cure e, and o for the sound of the Germano or 
Fr nch eu. 
I de ire to expres my gratitude to the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, to the late Gen. William B. 
Hazen, Chief Signal Officer of the Army, and to M3:j. J. W. Powell, Di-
rector of the Bureau of Ethnology, for their kindness in enabling me to 
carry on the e investigation . Grateful acknowledgment h, due for valu-
able assi tance to various members of the scientific staff of the National 
Mu ' um, e p ially to th curator of ethnology, Prof. Otis T. Mason, 
and to Mr. William H. Dall. Valuable suggestions were received from 
Mr. Luci n M. Turner, Dr. Franz Boas, the late Dr. Emil Bessels, and 
Dr. H. Riuk, of hri, tiania. 
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SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The people who ·e art aud indu tries are represented by the collec· 
tion to be de cdbed are the Eskimo of the northwestern extremity of 
the continent of North America, who make permanent homes at the two 
villages of Nuwuk and Utkiavwrn. Small contributions to the collec. 
tion were obtained from natives of Wainwright Inlet and from people of 
the Inland River (Nunataumiun) who vii:dted the northern villages. 
Nuwuk, "the Point," i::i situated on a slightly elevated knoll at the 
extremity of Point Barrow, in lat. 71 ° 23' N., long. 156° 17' W., and 
Utkiavwrn, "the Cliffs," at the beginning of the high land at Cape 
Smyth, 11 mile " ,·outhwe t from Nuwuk. The name Utkiavwfii was ex. 
plained as meaning "the high place, whence one can look out," and was 
said to be equivalent to 1kp1k, a cliff. This name appears on the various 
maps of this region under several corrupted forms, due to carelessness 
or inability to catch the .finer distinctions of sound. It first appears on 
Capt. Maguire's map1 a "Ot.ki-a.wing," a form of the word very near 
the E kimo pronunciation. On Dr. Simpson's map2 it is changed to 
"Ot.ke-a-vik," which on the admiralty chart is misprinted "Otkiovik." 
Petroff on hi ma,p3 calls it "Ootiwakh," while he gives an imaginary 
village "Ootkaiowi.k, A.retie Ocean," of 55 inhabitants, in his census of 
the A.retie Divi ion ( op. cit., p. 4), which does not appear upon his map. 
Our party, I regret to , ay, is responsible for the name" Ooglaamie" or 
''U glaami e," which has appeared on many maps since our return. Strictly 
speaking thi name hould be used only as the official name of the United 
tate ignal tation. It aro e from a mi understanding of the name as 
heard the day after we arrived, and was even adopted by the natives in 
talking with us. It wa not until the second year that we learned the 
correct form of the word, which ha been carefully verified. 
The inhabitant of these two villages are so widely separated from 
their neighbor -th neare t permanent villages are at Point Belcher 
and Wainwright Inlet, 75 mile southwest, and Demarcation Point, 350 
mile ea 't4-aud so ·lo ely connected with each other by intermarriage 
and common int re t , that they may be con idered as a single people. 
In their hunting and trading expeditions they habitually range from the 
n ighborhood of R fuge Inl t along the coast to Barter Island, going 
inland to th" upp r water of the larg rivers which flow northward 
wto th A.retie O · an a t of Poiut Barrow. Small parties occasionally 
trav la far a Wainwright Inlet and more rarely to Point Hope, and 
1Parl. Report , 1854, vol. 42, p. 1 6. 
2Further Papers, &c., Parl. R 'P· (1&55). 
1 R port on th population, etc., of Alaska. 
' apt. E. E. 'mith , wl10 in command of a steam whaler penetrated as far east as Return Reef in the 
11ummer of 1885, says that th native told him there was no permanent village west of Herschel Island. 
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some times as far as the Mackenzie River. The extent of their wander-
ings will be treated of more fully in connection with their relations to 
the other natives of the Northwest. They appear to be unacquainted 
with the interior except for about 100 miles south of Point Barrow. 
The coast from Refuge Inlet runs nearly straight in a generally north-
east direction to Point Barrow, and consists of steep banks of clay, 
gravel, and pebbles, in appearance closely resembling glacial drift, bor-
dered by a narrow, steep beach of pebbles and gravel, and . broken at 
intervals by steep gulleys which are the channels of temporary streams 
running only during the period of melting snow, and by long, narrow, 
and shallow lagoons, to whose edges the cliffs slope gradually down, 
sometimes ending in low, steep banks. The mouths of these lagoons 
are generally rather wide, and closed by a bar of gravel thrown up by 
the waves during the season of open water. In the spring, the snow 
and ice on the land melt months before the sea opens and flood the ice 
on the lagoons, which also melts gradually around the edges until there 
is a sufficient head of water in the lagoon to break through the bar at 
the lowest point. This stream soon cuts itself a channel, usually about 
20 or 30 yards wide, through which the lagoon is rapidly drained, soon 
cutting out an open space of greater or less extent in the sea ice. 
Before the sea opens the lagoon is drained down to its level, and the 
tide ebbs and flows through the channel, which is usually from knee-
deep to waist-deep, so that the lagoon becomes more or less brackish. 
When the sea gets sufficiently open for waves to break upon the beach, 
they in a short time bring in enough gravel to close the outlet. The 
cliffs gradually decrease in height till they reach Cape Smyth, where 
they are about 25 feet high, and terminate in low knolls sloping down 
to the banks of the broad lagoon Isfttkwu, which is made by the con-
fluence of two narrow, sinuous gulleys, and is only 10 feet deep in the 
deepest part. 
Rising from the beach beyond the mouth of this lagoon is a slight ele-
vation, 12 feet above the sea level, which was anciently the site of a 
small village, called by the same name as the lagoon. On this elevation 
was situated the United States signal station of Ooglaamie. Beyond 
this the land is level with the top of the beach, which is broad and nearly 
flat, raised into a slight ridge on the outer edge. About half a mile 
from the station, just at the edge of the beach, is the small lagoon 
Imernyie, about 200 yards in diameter, and nearly filled up with marsh. 
From this point the land slopes down to Elson Bay, a shallow body 
of water inclosed by the sandspit which forms Point Barrow. This is 
a continuation of the line of the beach, varying in breadth from 200 to 
600 yards and running northeast for 5 miles, then turning sharply to the 
east-southeast and running out in a narrow gravel spit, 2 miles long, 
which is continued eastward by a chain of narrow, low, sandy islands, 
which extend as far as Point Tangent. At the angle of the point the 
land is slightly elevated into irregular turf-covered knolls, on which the 
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Yilla of :N"nwuk i.· Hituated.. At various point. along the beach are 
h ap of grav I, ,·ometime 5 or 6 feet in height, which are raised by the 
it . }fa.-: ,' of old ic , bearing large quantities of gravel, are pushed 
up on the b ach during severe storm, and melt rapidly in the summer, 
.d po iting theiT load of gravel and pebbles in a heap. These masses 
are often pushed up out of reach of the waves, so that the heaps of 
grav 1 are left thenceforth undi turbed. . 
Between Imernyu and Elson Bay (Ta/syuk) is a series of large shal-
low lagoons, nearly circular and close to the beach, which rises in a regu-
lar ea-wall. All have low steep bank' on the land side, bordered with 
a narrow beach. !J:he first of these, l'kpfffii (" that which has high 
bank,"), break out in the spring through a narrow channel in the beach 
in the manner already described, and is salt or brackish. The next is 
fresh and connected with Ikpil'ffi by a small stream running along be-
hind the beach. It is called Si'.'n-nyu, and receives a rivulet from a 
mall fresh-water lake 3 or 4 miles inland. The third, Ime'kpuii ("great 
water"). is al o fresh, and has neither tributary nor outlet. The fourth, 
Imekpu'niglu, is brackish, and empties into Elson Bay by a small stream. 
Between this tream and the beach is a little fresh-water pond close to 
the bend of Elson Bay, which is called K'i'.kyukta'ktoro, from one or two 
little islands (k'ikyu'ktu) near one encl of it. 
Ba ·k from the Hhore the land i::; but slightly elevated, and is marshy 
and inter per ed with many small lakes and ponds, sometimes con-
nected by inconsiderable streams. This marsh passes gradually into 
a omewhat higher and drier rolling plain, stretching back inland from 
the cliff and growing gradually higher to the south. Dr. Simpson, on 
the authority of the Point Barrow natives, describes the country as 
"uniformly low, and full of small lakes or pools of fresh water to a dis-
tance of about 50 miles from the north shore, where the surface becomes 
undulating and hilly, and, farther south, mountainous."1 This descrip-
tion ha been sub tantially verified by Lieut. Ray's explorations. South 
of the u ual deer-hunting ground of the nativeR he found the land decid-
edly broken and hilly, and rising gradually to a considerable range of 
mountains, running approximately east and west, which could be seen 
from the farthe t point he reached.2 
The native also speak of high rocky land "a long way off to the 
ea. t, which ome of them have viRited for the purpose of hunting the 
mountain beep. The low rolling plain in the immediate vicinity of 
Point Barrow, which i all of the country that could be visited by our 
party when the land was clear of snow, presenti.:i the general appear-
an e of a country oven;pread with glacial drift. The landscape is 
ttikingly like the rolling drift hill of Cape Cod, and this resemblance 
i.' in ·r a ed by the ab ence of tree · and the occurrence of ponds in all 
th d pr : . ion.-. Th r are no rocks in situ visible in this region and . ' - ---- --------------
' .Arct if' papers, p . 233. 
1 R port U. '. International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, p . 28 . 
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large bowlders are absent, while pebbles larger than the fist are rare. 
The surface of the ground is covered with a thin soil, supporting a rather 
sparse vegetation of grass, flowering plants, creeping willows, aud 
mosses, which is thicker on the higher hillsides and forms a layer of 
turf about a foot thick. Large tracts of comparatively level ground 
are almost bare of grass, and consist of irregular hummocks of black, 
muddy soil, scantily covered with light-colored lichens and full of small 
pools. The lowlands, especially those back of the beach la.goons, are 
marshes, thickly covered with grass and sphagnum. The whole sur-
face of the land is exceedingly wet in summer, except the higher knolls 
and hillsides, and for about 100 yards back from the edge of the cliffs. 
The thawing, however, extends down only about a foot or eighteen 
inches. Beyond this depth the ground is perpetually frozen for an 
unknown distance. There are uo streams of any importance in the im-
mediate neighborhood of Point Barrow. On the other hand, three of 
the rivers emptying into the Arctic Ocean between Point Barrow and 
the Colville, which Dr. Simpson speaks of as" small and hardly known 
except to persons who have visited them," 1 have been found to be con-
siderable streams. Two of these were visited by Lieut. Ray in his ex-
ploring trips in 1882 and 1883. The first, Kua'ru, is reached after trav-
eling about 50 miles from Point Barrow in a southerly direction. It 
has been traced only for a small part of it8 course, and there is reason 
to believe, from what the natives say, that it is a tributary of the sec-
ond named river. Lieut. Ray visited the upper part of the second 
river, Kulugrua (named by him "Meade River"), in March, 1882, when 
he went out to join the native deer hunters encamped on its banks, just 
on the edge of the hilly country. On his return he visited what the 
natives assui'ed him was the mouth of this river, and obtained observa-
tions for its geographical position. Early in April, 1883, he again vis-
ited the upper portion of the stream, and traced it back some distance 
into the hilly country. The intermediate portion has never been sur-
veyed. At the time of each of his visits the river was, of course, frozen 
and the ground covered with snow, but he was able to see that the 
river was of considerable size, upwards of 200 yards wide where he first 
reached it, about 60 miles from its mouth, and showing evidences of a 
large volume of water in the spring. It receives several tributaries. (See 
maps, Pls. I and II.) 
The third river is known only by hearsay from the natives. It is 
called l'kpikpufi (Great Oliff), and is about 40 miles (estimated from 
day's journeys) east of Kulu'grua. It is described as being a larger and 
more rapid stream than the other two, and so deep that it does not 
freeze down to the bottom on the shallow bars, as they say Kulu'grua 
does. Not far from its mouth it is said to receive a tributary from 
the east flowing out of a great lake of fresh water, called Ta'syftkpftn 
(Great Lake-.) This lake is separated from the sea by a comparatively 
-- - ---- - ---------------' 
1 Op. cit., p. 235. 
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narr w ~trip ·o la1·ge that a, mau taniling on the north-
ern hor ·an no · ery high' land on the southern. It takes 
an umiak a day trav 1 th length of the Jake under ail with a fair 
wind and when the .N U.11atafimiun ·oming from the south first saw the 
lak they ·aid Taxaio !" (the ·ea). 
On apt. .Maguire's map I thi ,· lake is laid down by the name 
"Ta o'kpolt" ' from native report." It is represented a lying between 
Smith Bay and Harri on Bay, and connected with each by a stream. 
Maguire eem to have heard nothing of Ikpikpuii. This lake is not 
mentioned iu the body of the report. Dr. Simpson, however, 2 speaks of 
it in the following words: "They [i. e., the trading parties when they 
reach Smith Bay] nter a river which conducts them to a lake, or rather 
erie of lake.·, and descend another stream which joins the sea in Har-
ri on Bay." They are well acquainted with the Colville River, which in 
their intercour e with us they u ually called "the river at NI' galek," 
Nr' galek being the well known name of the trading camp at tlle mouth. 
It wa al o ometimes spoken of a tbe "river of the Nunatafimiun." 
The Mackenzie River i known a· "Kup11ii" (great river). We found 
them al o acquainted with the large unexplored river called "Kok" on 
the map , which flows into Wainwright Inlet. They called it "Ku" (the 
river). The river "Cogrua," which is laid down on the charts as empty-
ing into Peard Bay was never mentioned by tbe Point Barrow natives, 
but we were informed by Capt. Gifford, of the whaler Daniel Webster, 
who traveled along the coa -t from Point Barrow to Cape Lisburne after 
the lo of hi ve el in 1881, that it is quite a considerable stream. Ile 
had to ascend it for about a clay's journey-20 mHes, according to Capt. 
Hooper 3-before he found it shallow enough to ford. 
,, . 
CLIMATE. 
The climate of this region is thoroughly arctic in character, the mean 
annual temperature being 8° F., ranging from 650 to -520 F. Such 
temperature a the la -t mentioned are, however, rare, the ordinary 
winter temperature being between -20° and -30° F ., rarely rising 
during Decemb r, January, February, and March as high as zero, and 
still m re rar ly pas ing beyond it. The winter merges insensibly by 
low cl gre . into summer, with occa ional "cold snaps," and frosty 
night,· begin again by the 1 t of September. 
Th , un i. · "Utir ly below the horizon at P.9int Barrow for 72 days in 
th winter ginning :November 15, though visible by refraction a day 
or w later at he b ginning of thi. period and a day or two earlier at 
th end. The midday darkne. i. never complete even at the winter 
L-ti · a. th , uni, ,·uch a , hort cli · tance below the horizon but the 
. . ' tim rutabl for outdoor mployment is · limited to a short twilight 
fr m a. m. to 3 p. m. Th r i. of cour. e, an equal time in the :ummer 
1 Parl. Rep., 1 54, vol. 42, opp. p. 186. 2 0p. cit., p. 265. 3 Corwin Report, p. 72. 
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when the sun is continually above the horizon, and for about a month 
before and after this period the twilight is so bright all night that no . 
stars are visjble. 
The snowfall during the winter is comparatively small. There is 
probably not more than a foot of snow on a level anywhere on the land, 
though it is extremely difficult to measure or estimate, as it is so fine 
and dry that it is easily moved by the wind and is constantly in motion, 
forming deep, heavy, hard drifts under all the banks, while many ex-
posed places, especially the top of the sand beach, are swept entirely 
clean. The snow begins to soften and melt about the first week in 
April, but goes off very slowly, so that the ground is not wholly bare 
before the middle or end of June. The grass, however, begins to turn 
· green early in June, and a few flowers are seen in blossom as early as 
June 7 or 8. 
Rain begins to fall as early as April, but cold, snowy days are not un-
common later than that date. There is a good deal of clear, calm weather 
during the winter, and extremely low temperatures are seldom accom-
panied by high wind. Violent storms are not uncommon, however, 
especially in November, during the latter part of January, and in Feb-
ruary. One gale from the south and southwest, which occurred January 
22, 1882, reached a velocity of 100 miles an hour. The most agreeable 
season of the year is between the middle of May and the end of July, 
when the sea opens. After this there is much foggy and cloudy weather. 
Fresh-water ponds begin to freeze about the last week in September, 
and by the first or second week in October everything is sufficiently 
frozen for the natives to travel with sledges to fish through the ice of 
the inland rivers. Melting begins with the thawing of the snow, but the 
larger ponds are not clear of ice till the middle or end of July. The sea 
in most seasons is permanently closed by freezing and the moyjng in of 
heavy ice fields from about the middle of October to the end of July. 
The heavy ice in ordinary seasons does not move very far from the shore, 
while the sea is more or less encumbered with floating masses all summer. 
These usually ground on a bar which runs from the Seahorse Islands 
along the shore parallel to it and about 1,000 yards distant, forming a 
"barrier" or "land-floe" of high, broken hummocks, inshore of which 
the sea freezes over smooth and undisturbed by the pressure of the 
outer pack. 
Sometimes, however, the heavy pack, under the pressure of violent and 
long-continued westerly winds, pushes across the bar and is forced up 
on the beach. The ice s~metimes comes in with great rapidity. The 
natives informed us that a year or two before the station was established 
the heavy ice came in against the village cliffs, tearing away part of the 
bank and destroying a house on the edge of the cliff so suddenly that 
one of the inmates, a large, stout man, was unable to escape through the 
trap-door and was crushed to death. Outside of the land-floe the ice is 
a broken pack, consisting of hummocks of fragmentary old and new ice, 
interspersed with comparatively level fields of the former. During the 
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arly part of th, wint r thi pack i:-; most of the time iu motion, some-
tim s moviug northea ·tward with the pr vailiug current and griuding 
along th dg of the barrier, , om time::; moving off to sea before an o:fl'-
· hor wind leaviu 0 · ' leads" of opeu water, which iu calm weather are 
immediately ·o,ered with new ice (at the rate of 6 inche:-; in 24 hours), 
a]l(l again corning in with greater or less violence against the edges of 
this n w ice crushing and crumpling it up against the barrier. Portions 
of he land-floe even float off and move away with the pack at this season. 
Th we terly gales of the later winter, however, bring in great quau-
tities of ice, which, pressing against the laud-floe, are pushed up into 
hummock. and ground firmly in deeper water, thus increasi11g the breadth 
of the fixed land-floe until the line of separation between the land-floe 
and the moving pack is 4 or 5 or sometimes even 8 miles from land. The 
hummock, of the land-floe show a tendency to arrange themselves in 
lines parallel to the shore, and if the pressure has not been too great 
there arc often field ' of ice of the season not o-ver 4 feet thick between 
the ranges of hummocks, as was the case in the winter of 1881-'82. In 
the following year, however, the pressure was so great that there were 
no such fields, and even the level ice inside of the barrier was crushed 
into hummocks in many places. 
After the gales are over there i:::, generally less motion in the pack, 
until about the middle of April, when easterly winds usually cause 
lead · to open at the edge of the laud-floe. These leads now continue to 
open and ·hut, varying in Rize with the direction and force of the wind. 
A the ea on advance ' , especially in July, the melting of the ice on 
the urface loo ens portions of the land-floe, which float off and join the 
pack, bringing the leads nearer to the shore. In the meantime the level 
shore ice ha been cut away from the beach by the warm water running 
down from the land and has grown "rotten" aud full of holes from the 
heat of the Run. By the time the out, ide foe has moved away so as to 
leav only the floe · grounded on the bar the inside ice breaks up into 
loo e ma ·e ·, moving up and down with wind and current and ready 
to mov off through the fir. t break in the barrier. Portions of the re-
maining barrier gradually preak off and at la t the whole finally floats 
and move out with the I)ack, ometimes, a:-; in 1881-a very remarkable 
ea on-moving out of, ight from the land. 
This final departure of th ice may take place at any time between 
the middle of July and the middle of Augu t. Ea t of Point Barrow 
w had opportunities only for ha,·ty aud ,·uper:ficial ob. ervations of the 
tat of th i · . Th land floe appear. to form some cfo;tance outside 
of th . andy island: all(l from the account of the native:-; there is much 
open wat r al D<T .·hor early in tl1 . ea:-;or1, cau ed by the breaking up 
f h riY "r-.. Dr. imp. on1 1 arned from the native· that the trading 
parti .' whi h 1 ft tb Poiut about the 1 't of July found open water at 
D a. Inl t. Thi.· i ' mor d ti.nit information than we were able to · 
obtain. 1\ , ouly 1 am d that th y counted on finding open water a 
few day. journ y ea. -t. 
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THE PEOPLE. 
PHYRICAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
In stature these people are of a medium height, robust and muscular, 
"inclining rather to spareness than corpulence," 2 though the fullness 
of the face and the thick fur clothing often gives the impression of . 
the latter. There is, however, considerable individual varfation among 
them in this respect. The women are as a rule shorter than the men, 
occasionally almost dwarfish, though some women are taller than many 
of the men. The tallest man observed measured 5 feet 9½ inches, and 
the shortest 4 feet 11 inches. The tallest woman was 5 feet 3 inches in 
height, and the shortest 4 feet ½ inch. The heaviest man weighed 204 
pounds and the lightest 126 pounds. One woman weighed 192 pounds 
and the shortest woman was also the lightest, weighing only 100 pounds.3 
The hands and feet are small and well shaped, though the former soon 
become distorted and roughened by work. We did not observe the 
peculiar breadth of hands noticed by Dr. Simpson, nor is the shortness 
of the thumb which he mentions sufficient to attract attention.4 Their 
feet are so small that only one of our party, who is much below the 
ordinary size, was able to wear the boots made by the natives for them-
selves. Small and delicate hands and feet appear to be a universal 
characteristic of the Eskimo race and have been mentioned by most 
observers from Greenland to Alaska. 5 
The features of these people have been described by Dr. Simpson,6 
and are distinctively Eskimo in type, as will be seen by comparing 
the accompanying portraits (Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, from photographs by 
Lieut. Ray) with the many pictures brought from the eastern Arctic 
1 Op. cit., p. 264. 
2 Simpson, op. cit., p. 238. 
8 See Report of Point Barrow Expedition, p; 50, for a table of measurements of a number of indi· 
viduals selected at random from the natives of both villages and their visitors. 
4Op. cit., p. 238. 
5Davis (1586) spea.1rn of the "small, slender hands and feet" of the Greenlanders. Hakluyt's Voya· 
gee, etc. (1589), p. 782. 
"Their hands and feet are little and soft." Crantz, vol. 1, p. 133- (Greenlandl. 
Hands and feet'' extremely diminutive," Parry 1st Voy., p. 282 (Baffin Land). 
"Their hands and feet are small and well formed." Kumlien Contrib., p. 15 (Cumberland Gulf). 
"Feet extraordinarily small." Ellis, Voyage, etc., p. 132 (Hudson Strait). 
Franklin (1st Exp., vol. 2, p. 180) mentions the small hands and feet of the two old Eskimo that he 
met at the Bloody Fall of the Coppermine River. 
" . . . boots purchased on the coast were sel.dom large enough for our people." Richardson 
Searching Exp., i, p. 344 (Cape Bathurst). 
"Their hands and feet are small." Petroff, Report, etc., p. 134 (Kuskoquim River). 
Chappell (Hudson Bay, pp. 59, 60) has a remarkable theory to account for the smallness of the 
extremities among the peo:13le of Hudson Strait. He believes that "the same intense cold which 
restricts vegetation to the form of creeping shrubs has also its effect upon the growth of mankind, 
preventing the extremities from attaining their due proportion"! 
6 Op. cit., p. 238. 
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Fw. 1.- Unalina, a mau of Nuwuk. 
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regions by various explorers, some of which might easily pass for por-
traits of persons of our acquaintance at Point Barrow.1 
The face is broad, flat, and round, with high cheek bones and rather 
low forehead, broad across the brow and narrowing above, while the 
head is somewhat pointed toward the crown. The peculiar shape of the 
F10. ·2.-Mumtifiina, a woman of Nuwuk. 
head is somewhat masked by the way of wearing the hair, and is best 
seen in the skull. The nose is short, with little or no bridge (few Eski-
·mo w~.re able to wear our spring eye-glasses), and broad, especially 
across the alrn nasrn, with a peculiar rounded, somewhat bulbous tip, 
1 One young man at Point Barrow looks remarkably like the well known "Eskimo Joe " as r remem-
ber him in Boston in the winter of 1862-'63. . ' 
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and la:rg no, tril . The y are horizontal, 1 with rather full lids, and 
ar u , li ·htly , unk n b low the level of the face. 
Th mouth i large and the lip full, especially the under one. The 
t hare naturally larg , and in youth are white and generally regular, 
bu by middl ag they are generally worn down to :flat-crowned stumps, 
a, i u ual among he E kimo. The color of the skin is a light yellowish 
Fro. 3.-Akabiana, a youth of Utkiavwiii. 
brown, with often con iderable ruddy color on the cheeks and lips. 
Th r app ar, to be much natural variation in the complexion, some 
worn n b ing n arly a,· fair a· Euro]_Jeans, while other individuals seem 
to hav naturally a cop ry color.2 In most ca ·es the complexion ap-
p ar, darker han it really i · from the effect of exposure to the weather. 
11 unburn v ry a i1y, e pecially in the priug when there is a strong 
r fl tion fr m th 
yes, mentioned by Dr. Simpson {op. cit., p. 239), seems to me to 
k bones. I may be mistaken, however, as no careful compari-
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The old are much wrinkled, and they frequently suffer from watery 
eyes, with large sacks under them, which begin to form at a compara-
tively early age. There is considerable variation in features, as well as 
complexion, among them, even in cases where there seems to be ~o sus-
picion of mixed blood. There were several men among them with de-
cided aquiline noses and something of a Hebrew cast of countenance. 
FIG. 4.-Puka, a young man of Utkiavwiii. 
The eyes are of various shades of dark brown-two pairs of light hazel 
eyes were observed-and are often handsome. The hair is black, per-
fectly straight, and very thick. With the men it is generally coarser 
than with the women, who sometimes have very long and silky hair, 
though it generally does not reach much below the shoulders. The eye-
brows are thin and the beard scanty, growing mostly upon the upper 
lip and chin, and seldom appearing under the age of 20. In this they 
resemble most Eskimo. Back, 1 however, speaks of the "luxuriant 
1 Journey, etc., p . 289. 
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b ard and flowing mu taches" of the Eskimo of the Great Fish River. 
ome of th older men have rather heavy black mustaches, but there is 
much variation in thi re pect. The upper part of the body (as much 
i commonly expo ed in the house) is remarkably free from hair. The 
general expre sion is good humored and attractive. 
The male , even when very young, are remarkable for their graceful 
and dignified carriage. The body is held erect, with the shoulders 
square and chest well thrown out, the knees straight, and the feet firmly 
planted on tbe ground. In walking they move wjth long swinging elas-
tic trides, the toes well turned out and the arms swinging. 
I can not agree with Dr. Simpson that the turning out of the toes 
give "a certain peculiarity to their gait difficult to describe." 1 I should 
ay that they walked like well built athletic white men. The women, 
on the other hand, although possessing good physiques, are singularly 
ungraceful in their movements. They walk at a sort of shuffling llalf-
trot, with the toes turned in, the body leaning forward, and the arms 
hanging awkwardly.2 
A noticeable thing about the women is the remarkable flexibility of 
the body and limbs, and the great length of time they can stand in a 
stoopiug posture. (See Fig. 5 for a posture often assumed in working.) 
FIG. 5.-Woman stretching skins. 
Both men and women have a very fair share of muscular strength. 
Som of the women, especially, showed a power of carrying heavy loads 
up rior to most white men. We were able to make no other compari-
on of their trength with ours. Their power of endurance is very 
gr at, and both exe are capable of making Jong distances on foot. 
Two ~en om ti.me,' p nd 24 hour tramping through the rough ice in 
arch of eal , and w knew of in tances where small parties made 
journ y of 50 or 75 mile on foot without stopping to sleep. 
The women ar not prolific. Although all the adults are or have been 
marri d many of them ar childle , and few have more than two chil-
dr n. On woman wa known to have at least four, but investigations 
of thi,' ort w r rendered extremely difficult by the universal custom 
I Op, Cit., p. 238, 2 Cf. Simpson, op. cit., p. 240. 
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of adoption. Dr. Simpson heard of a "rare case" where one woman had 
borne seven children.1 We heard of no twins at either village, though 
we obtained the Eskimo word for twins. It was impossible to learn 
with certainty the age at which the women first bear children, from the 
impossibility of learning the age of any individuals in the absence of 
any fixed method of reckoning time. Dr. Simpson states that they do 
not commonly bear children before the age of 20,2 and we certainly saw 
no mothers who appeared younger than this. We knew of but five cases 
of pregnancy in the two villages during the 2 years of our stay. Of 
these, one suffered miscarriage, and of the other four, only two of the 
infants lived more than a short time. It is exceedingly dLfficult, for the 
reasons stated above, to form any estimate of the age to which these 
people live, though it is natural to suppose that the arduous and often 
precarious existence which they lead must prevent any great longevity. 
Men and women who appeared to be 60 or over were rare. Yuks'i'.'i'ia, .. 
the so-called "chief" of Nuwuk, who was old enough to be a man of 
considerable influence at the time the Plover wintered at Point Barrow 
(1852-'54), was in 1881 a feeble, bowed, tottering old- man, very deaf 
and almost blind, but with his mental faculties apparently unimpaired. 
Gray hair appears uncommon. Even the oldest are, as a rule, but 
slightly gray. 
PATHOLOGY. 
Diseases of the respiratory and digestive organs are the most frequent 
and serious ailments from which they suffer. The former are most 
prevalent toward the end of summer and early in winter, and are due 
to the natives sleeping on the damp ground and to their extreme care-
lessness in exposing themselves to drafts of wind when overheated. 
Nearly everyone suffers from coughs and colds in the latter part of 
.August, and many deaths occur at this season and the beginning of 
winter from a disease which appears to be pneumonia. .A few cases, 
one fatal, of hemorrhage of the lungs were observed, which were proba-
bly aggravated by the universal habit of inhaling tobacco smoke . . The 
people suffer from diarrhea, indigestion, and especially from constipa-
tion. 
Gonorrhea appears common in both sexes, but syphilis seems to be 
unknown in spite of the promiscuous intercourse of the women with the 
· :whalemen. One case of uterine hemorrhage was observed. Cutaneous 
diseases are rare. .A severe ulcer on the leg, of long standing, was cured 
by our surgeon, to whose observations I am chiefly indebted for what I 
have to say about the diseases of these people; and one man had lost 
the cartilage of bis nose and was marked all over the body with hideous 
scars from what appeared to be some form of scrofulous disease. .A 
single case of tumor on the deltoid muscle was observed. Rheumatism. 
is rather frequent. .All are subject to snow blindness in the spring, and 
1 Op. cit., p. 254. 20p. cit. p. 254. 
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or . on th fac from n glected frost bite are common. Many are 
blin l in one ey from what appear to be cataract or leucoma, but only 
on ca of ompl te blindue wa noticed. Dr. Sutherland states that 
11 doe not r collect a ingle instance of total blindness among the 
E 'kimo that he saw in Baffin Land, and expresses the opinion that "An 
individual in , uch a state would be quite unfit for the life of toil and 
hard hip to which the hardy Esquimaux is exposed. The neglect con-
equent upon tbi helpless condition most probably cuts off its afflicted 
object.." 1 
This eems quite reasonable on a priori grounds, but nevertheless the 
blind man at Cape Smyth had lived to middle age in very comfortable 
circum tances, and though supported to a great extent by his relatives 
lie was; nevertheless able to do a certain share of work, and had the 
reputation of being a good paddler for a whaling umiak. 
Injurie are rare. Oue man had lost both feet at the ankle and moved 
about with great ease and rapidity on his knees. All are subject to 
bleeding at the nose and usually plug the bleeding nostril with a bunch 
of d er hair.2 
Thi habit, as it has been termed, of vicarious hemorrhage seems to 
be characteri tic of the Eskimo race wherever they have been met with, 
and ha, been supposed to be a process of nature for relieving the full-
nes · of the circulatory system caused by their exclusively animal diet.3 
Natural deformities and abnormalities of structure are uncommon, 
except strabi mu , which is common and often, at least, congenital. One 
boy in Utkiavw'i'.n had his forehead twisted to one side, probably from 
, ome accident or difficulty during delivery. His intelligence did not 
, eem to be impaired. The people are, as a rule, right handed, but that 
left-handed persons occasionally occur is shown by their having a word 
for a left-handed man. We also collected a "crooked knife," fitted for 
u 'e with the left hand.4 
PSYCHICAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
As a rule they are quick-witted and intelligent, and show a great 
capacity for appreciating and learning useful things, especially mechan-
ical art . In di po ·ition they are light-hearted and cheerful, not easily 
ca t down by sorrow or mi fortune, and though sometimes quick-tem-
p r d, tb ir anger eldom lasts long.5 They have a very keen sense of 
humor, and are fond of practical jokes, which they take in good part, 
1Jonrn. Ethnol. Soc., Y0l. 4, p. 206. 
2 Compare what Davis wrote in 15 6 of the Greenlanders: "These people are much given to uleed, 
autl, therefore, stoppe the yr noses with deere hayre or the hayre of an clan." Hakluyt, Voyages, etc., 
15 0, p. 7 2. 
3 E re<l , Greenland, p. 120; Crantz, ~ol. 1, p. 234 (Greenland); Southerland. J ourn. Ethnol. Soc. , vol. 
1v, J>. 207 (Baffin Land); Chappell , "Hudson Bay," p. 74 (North Shore of Hudson Strait); Lyon, 
,Journal, p. 1 (Iludson Strait); Franklin, 1st Exp. , 1, p. 29 (Raelson Strait) ; Parry, 2d Voy., p. 544 
(Iglnili k); Iloopn, Tents of the Tu ski, p. 185 (Plover Bay, t-:iiberia). 
4 I han• au inclii,tinct r coll ction of having once seen a left-handed person from Nuwi'ik. 
6 Hohn 1·alls the East Greenlan<lerB "et meget livligt Folkefierd" Geogr. Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 96. 
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even when practiced on themselves. They are generally peaceable. 
We did not witness a single quarrel among the men during the two years 
of our stay, though they told us stories of fatal quarrels in former years, 
in which firearms were used. Liquor may have been the cause of these 
fights as it is said to have been of the only suicide I ever heard of 
amon~ them, which I am informed by Capt. E. E. Smith, the whaling 
master already referred to, occurred in 1885 at Nuwuk. Disagreements 
between man and wife, however, sometimes lead to blows, in which the 
man does not always get the best of it. 
When the station was first established many of the natives began 
pilfering from our stores, but they soon learned that by so doing they 
cut themselves off from the privilege of visiting the station and enjoying 
the opportunity for trading which it afforded, and were glad to promise 
to refrain from the practice. This promise was very well observed, 
though I think wholly from feelings of self-interest, as the thieves when 
detected seemed to have no feeling of shame. Some, I believe, never 
yielded to the temptation. There was seldom any difficulty in obtaining 
restitution of stolen articles, as the thief's comrades would not attempt 
to shield him, but often voluntarily betrayed him. They acknowledged 
that there was considerable thieving on board of the ships, but the men 
of Utkiavw'i'il tried to lay the blame on the Nuwu.k people, and we may 
suppose that the charge was reciprocated, as was the case regarding 
the theft of the Plover's sails.1 We also heard of occasional thefts 
among themselves, especially of seals left on the ice or venison buried 
in the snow, but m~n who were said to be thieves did not appear to lose 
any social consideration. 
Robbery with violence appears to be unknown. We never saw or 
heard of the "burglar-alarm" described by Dr. Simpson,2 which I am in-
clined to believe was really a '' demon trap" like that described by 
Lieut. Ray (see below, under Religion). 
They are in the main truthful, though a detected lie is hardly con-
sidered more than a good joke, and considerable trickery is practiced in 
trading. For instance, soon after the station was established they 
brought over the carcass of a dog, with the skin, head, feet, and tail 
removed, and attempted to sell it for a young reindeer; and when we 
began to purchase seal-oil for the lamps one woman brought over a tin 
can nearly filled with ice, with merely a layer of oil on top. 
Clothing and other articles made especially for sale to us were often 
very careles~ly and hastily made, while their own things were always 
carefully finished. 3 
Their affection for each other, especially for their children, is strong, 
1 Simpson, op. cit., p. 248. 
2Qp. cit., p. 247. 
3 Compare N ordenskiold's experience in Siberia. The "Chukches" sold him skinned foxes with the 
head and feet cut off for hares, (Vega, vol. 1, p. 448), young ivory gnlls for ptarmigan, and a dog's skull 
for a seal's (vol. 2, p. 137). Besides, '' While their own things were always made with the greatest care, all 
that they did especially for us was done with extreme carelessness" (ibid). The Eskimos at Hotham 
Inlet also tried to sell Capt. Beechey fishskins sewed together to represent fish. (Voyage, p. 285.) 
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h th y m k littl how of grief for bereavement, and their minds 
i rt d y amu ement . I am inclined to beEeve, however, 
a I have ob erved, that grief is deeper and more perma-
n n than uper:ficial appearances would indicate. 
Th ir urio ity i unbounded, and they have no hesitation in gratify-
ing it by unlimited que tioning. All who have read the accounts of the 
E ·kimo character given by explorers in other parts of the Arctic regions 
will recognize thi as a familiar trait. We also found the habit of 
beuging at :fir t quite a offensive among some of these people as other 
traveler have found it, but as they grew better acquainted with us they 
cea ed to beg except for trifling things, such as a chew of tobacco or a 
matcb. ome of the better cla never begged at all. Some of them 
, e m cl to feel truly grateful for the benefits and gifts received, and en-
ueavored by their general behavior, as well as in more substantial ways, . 
to make ome adequate return. Others appeared to think only of what 
they might receive. 
Ho pitality i a universal virtue. Many of them, from the beginning 
of our acquaintance with them, showed the greatest friendliness and 
willingne s to a sist us in every way, while others, especially if there 
were many of them together, were inclined to be insolent, and knives 
were occasionally drawn in sudden :fits of passion. These "roughs," 
however, oon learned that behavior of this sort was punished by prompt 
o traci m and threats of severer discipline, and before the first nine 
month were pa t we had established the most friendly relations with the 
whole village at Cape Smyth. Some of those who were at :first most 
in olent became afterwards our best friends. Living as these people 
do at peace with their neighbors, they would not be expected to exhibit 
th :fl. r martial courage of many other savages, but bold whalemen 
and venturou. ice-hunters can not be said to lack bravery. 
In th ir dealing with white men the richer and more influential 
among them at lea ·t consider themselves their equals if not their supe-
rior , and they do not appreciate the attitude of arrogant superiority 
adopted by many white men in their intercourse with so-called savages. 
Many of them how a grace of manner and a natural delicacy and polite-
n whi hi" quite urprising. I have known a young· Eskimo so polite 
that in conver ing with Lieut. Ray he would take pains to mispronounce 
hi word in the ame way as the latter did, so as not to hurt his feelings 
by c rre ting him bluntly.1 
'i'RIB.AL PHENOMENA. 
W were unabl to di. cover among the e people the slightest trace of 
tribal orO'anization or of divi ion into gentes, and in this our observa-
tion a r with tho. e f all who have -tudied the Eskimos elsewhere. 
They ·all h m Ive.· a.· a race "In'uin," a term corresponding to the 
1 Compar Vega, vol. 1, p. 4 9. The Chukche were " so courteous as not to correct but to adopt the 
miatakes i11 th pronunciation or meaning of words that were made on the Vega." 
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"Inuit" of other dialects, and meaning "people," or "human beings." 
Under this name they include white men and Indians as well as Eskimo, 
as is the case in Greenland and the Mackenzie River district, and prob-
ably also everywhere else, though many writers have supposed it to be 
applied by them only to their own race. 
They have however special names for the former two races. The 
people of any village are known as "the inhabitants of such and such 
a place;" for instance, Nu wu'fimiun, "the inhabitants of the point;" 
Utkiavwlfimiun, "the inhabitants of Utkiavwfii;" Kunmiun (in Green-
landic "Kungmiut"), "the people who live on the river." The peo11le 
about Norton Sound speak of the northern Eskimo, especially those of 
Point Barrow and Cape Smyth, as" Kflnmfl'dl'iii,'' which is not a name 
derived from a location, but a sort of nickname, the meaning of which 
was not ascertained. The Point Barrow natives do not call themselves 
by this name, but apply it to those people whose winter village is at 
Demarcation Point ( or Herschel Island, see above, p. 26). This word 
appears in the corrupted form "Kokmullit," as the name of the village 
at Nuwuk on Petroff's map. Petroff derived his information regarding 
the northern coast at second-hand from people who had obtained their 
knowledge of names, etc., from the natives of Norton Sound. 
The people of the two villages under consideration frequently go back-
ward and forward, sometimes removing permanently from one village to 
the other, while strangers from distant villages sometimes winter here, 
so that it was not until the end of the second year, when we were inti-
mately acquainted with everybody at Utkiavwrn, that we could form 
anything like a correct estimate of the population of this village.1 
This we found to be about 140 souls. As well as we could judge, there 
were about 150 or 160 at Nuwuk. These figures show a great decrease 
in numbers since the end of 1853; when Dr. Simpson2 reckoned the pop-
ulation of Nuwuk at 309. During the 2 years from September, 1881, to 
August, 1883, there were fifteen deaths that we heard of in the vi1lage 
of Utkiavwrn. alone, and only two children born in that period survived. 
·With this ratio between the number of births and deaths, even in a 
period of comparative plenty, it is difficult to see how the race can es-
cape speedy extinction, unless by accessions from without, which in their 
isolated situation they are not likely to receive.3 
SOCIAL SURROUNDINGS. 
CONTACT WITH UNCIVILIZED PEOPLE. 
Other Eskimo.-The nearest neighbors of these people, as has been 
stated above, are the Eskimo living at Demarcation Point (or Herschel 
1 See ''Approximate Census, etc.," Report of Point Barrow Exp., p. 49. 
2op. cit. , p. 237. 
3P etroff 's estimate (Report, etc., p. 4) of the number of natives on this part of the Arctic coast is 
much too lar ge. H e gives the population of " Ootiwakh " (UtkiavwHi) as 225. Refuge Inlet (where 
there is merely a summer camp of Utkiavwiiimiun) , 40, and "Kokrnullit," 200. The supposed settle-
ment of 50 inhabitants at the Colville River is also a mere summer cam.I?, not existing in the winter. 
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!:land) a tward, and tho e who inhabit the mall villages between 
Point B 1 h r aud Wainwright Inl t. The e vil1ages are three in num-
ber. The neare t to Point Belcher, Nuna'ria, is now deserted, and its 
inhabitant have e tabli hed the new village of Sida'ru nearer the inlet. 
The third village con i t of a few houses only, and is called A'tfm(j. 
The people of the e viDages are so closely connected that they are some-
time poken of collectively as Sida'runmiun. .At a distance up the 
river, which flow into Wainwright Inlet, live the Ku'fimiun, "the peo-
ple who live on the river." These appear to be closely related to the 
people of the first village below Wainwright Inlet, which is named 
K'i'.IanwitawHi. At any rate, a party of them who came to Cape Smyth 
in the spring of 1883 were spoken of indifferently as Kufimiun or KII-
auwitawfiimiun. 
mall parties from all the villages occasionally visit Point Barrow 
during the winter for the purpose of trade and amusement, traveling 
with ledges along the laud ice where it is smooth, otherwise along the 
edge of the cliffs; and similar parties from the two northern villages 
return these visits. No special article of trade appears to be sought at 
either viDage, though perhaps the southern villages have a greater 
supply of skins of the bearded seal, fit for making umiak covers, as I 
knew of a load of these brought up for sale, and iu the spring of 1883 a 
party went clown to the inlet in search of such skins. Single families 
and mall parties like that from Kllauwitaw'fn, mentioned above, some-
time, pend the whaling season at Point Barrow, joining some of the 
whaling crews at the northern villages. The people that we saw from 
these ettlements were very like the northern Eskimos but many of 
th m poke a, perceptibly harsher dialect, sounding the final consonants 
di tinctly. 
The people at Point Hope are known as Tikera'nmiun "inhabitants 
of the forefinger (Point Hope)," and their settlement is occasionally vis-
ited by traggling parties. No natives from Poiut Hope came north 
during the 2 years of our stay, but a party of them visited the Plover 
in 1853.1 We found some people acquainted byname with the Kuwfa'fi-
miun and Silaw'i'.'fimiun of the Kuwfak (Kowak or" Putnam") and Sil-
awik River · emptying into Hotham Inlet, and one man was familiar with 
the name of Si ualffi, the great trading camp at Kotzebue Sound. We 
were unabl to find that they had any knowledge of Asia(" Kokhlit-
nuna,") or the Siberian E kimo, but thi was probably due to lack of 
prop rly direct d inquirie , as they seem to have been well informed on 
the .·u d ct in the Plover's time.2 
With the people of the Nu'natak (Inland) River, the Nun~tanmiun, 
th y ar wen acquainted, a they meet them every summer for purposes 
of trading and a family or two of Nunataiimiun sometimes spend the 
1Maguir, 'W. Passag , p. 384. 
2 It i to be r grrtted that tlie eX])edition was not supplied with a copy of Dr. Simpson's excellent 
paper, as much valuable information was missed for lack of suggestions as to the direction of inquiries. 
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winter at the northern villages. One family wintered at Nuwuk in 
1881-'82 and another at Utkiavwm the following winter, while a wid-
ower of this "tribe" was also settled there for the same winter, having 
married a widow in the village. We obtained very little definite infor-
mation about these people except that they came from the south and 
descended the Colville River. Our investigations were rendered difficult 
by the engrossing nature of the work of the station, and the trouble 
we experienced, at first, in learning enough of the language to make 
ourselves clearly understood. Dr. Simpson was able to learn definitely 
that the homes of these people are on the N unatak and that some of 
them visit Kotzebue Sound in the summer, while trading parties make 
a portage between the Nunatak and Colville, descending the latter 
river to the Arctic Ocean.1 I have been informed by the captain of one 
of the American whalers that he has, in different seasons, met the same 
people at Kotzebue Sound and the mouth of the Colville. We also re-
ceived articles of Siberian tame reindeer skin from the east, which must 
have come across the country from Kotzebue Sound. 
These people differ from the northern natives in some habits, which 
will be described later, and speak a harsher dialect. We were informed 
that in traveling east after passing the mouth of the Colville they came 
to the Kui'imu'dlfi'i (" Kangmali enyuin" of Dr. Simpson and other 
authors) and still further off " a great distance" to the Kupftii or " Great 
River "-the Mackenzie-near the mouth of which is the village of the 
Kupftfimiun, whence it is but a short distance inland to the "great 
house" (iglu'kpftk) of the white men on the great river (probably Fort 
Macpherson). Beyond this we only heard confused stories of people 
without posteriors and of sledges that run by themselves without dogs 
to draw them. We heard nothing of the country of Kitiga'ru 2 or of the 
stone-lamp country mentioned by Dr. Simpson.3 The Kui'imudlifi are 
probably, as Dr. Simpson believes, the people whose winter houses were 
seen by Franklin at Demarcation Point,4 near which, at Icy Reef, Hooper 
also saw a few houses.5 
As already stated, Capt. E. E. Smith was informed by the natives 
that there is now no village farther west than Herschel Island, where 
there is one of considerable size. If he was correctly informed, this 
must be a new village, since the older explorers who passed along the 
coast found only a summer camp at this point. He also states that he 
found lar.ge numbers of ruined iglus on the outlying sandy islands 
along the coast, especially near Anxiety Point. We have scarcely any 
information about these people, as the only white men who have seen 
them had little intercourse with them in passing along the coast.6 The 
1 Op. cit., pp. 234 and 236. 
2 This was the name of a girl at Nuwuk. 
3 Op. cit., p . 269. 
4 Second Exp. , p . 142. 
5 Tents of the Tuski, p. 255. 
6 .All the published information there is about them from personal observation can be found in Frank 
lin, Second Exp., p. 142; T. Simpson, Narrative, pp.118-123; andHooper, Tents, etc., pp.255-257 and 
260. 
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Point Barrow people hav but light acquaintance with them, as they 
th m only' a hort time each ummer. Captain Smith, however, in-
form m " that in the ummer of 1885 one boat load of them came back 
with the Point Barrow trader to Point Barrow, where he saw them on 
b ard of hi hip. There was a man at Utkiavwrn who was called" the 
Kuiimu'dli'.n." He came there when a child, probably, by adoption, and 
wa in no way distinguishable from the other people. 
Father Petitot appears to include these people in the "Tapeopmeut" 
divi ion of hi "Tchiglit" Eskimo, whom he loosely describes as in-
habiting the coa t from Herschel Island to Liverpool Bay, including 
tbe delta of the Mackenzie/ without locating their permanent villages. 
In another place, however, he excludes the "Tapeopmeut" from the 
"Tchiglit,' aying, "Dan l'ouest, les Tchiglit communiquaient avec 
leurs plu proches voi in le Tapeop-meut," 2 while in a third place 3 he 
give tbe country of the "Tchiglit" a extending from the Coppermine 
River to the Colville, and on his map in the same volume, the" Tareor-
meut" are laid down in the Mackenzie delta only. According to his 
own account, however, he had no personal knowledge of any Eskimo 
we t of the Mackenzie delta. These people undoubtedly have a local 
name derived from that of their winter village, but it is yet to be learned. 
It is po ible that they do consider themselves the same people with 
the E kimo of the Mackenzie delta, and call themselves by the general 
name of "Tapeopmeut" (= Taxaiomiun in the Point Ba.1-row dialect), 
"tho e who live by the sea." That they do not call themselves "Kflfi-
mu'dli'.ii" or "Kanmali-enyuin" or "Kangmaligmeut" is to my mind 
quite certain. The word "Kufimu'dlffi," as already stated, is used 
at orton Sound to de ignate the people of Point Barrow (I was 
called a '' Kufimu'dlin" by ome Eskimo at St. Michaels because I 
poke the Point Barrow dialect), who do not recognize the name as be-
longing to them elve , but have transferred it to the people under con-
ideration. Now, "Kuiimu'dlrn" is a word formed after the analogy of 
many E kimo word from a noun kunmiu and the affix Im or dliil (in 
Greenlandic lik), "one who has a--." The radical noun, the mean-
ing of which I can not a certain, would become in the Mackenzie dialect 
kpagmapk (u ing Petitot' orthography), which with -lik in the plural 
would make kpagmalit. ( According to Petitot's " Grammaire" the 
plural f -lik in tbe Ma kenzie dialect is -lit, and not -gcllit, as in Green 
lanclic). Thi i tb name given by Petitot on his map to the people of 
the nder on River, 4 whil he call the Anderson River itself Kpagmalik. 5 
Th fath r, however, had but little personal knowledge of the natives 
of tbe Ander on, having made but two, apparently brief, visits to their 
villag in 1 65, when he fir t made the acquaintance of the Eskimo. 
afterward b came fairly intimate with.the E kimo of the Mackenzie 
1 .Monographie, p. xi. 
2 Ibid, p. xvi. 
1 Bull. de la Societ6 do Geographie, 6• s6r., vol. 10, p. 256. 
4 al o .Monographie, olc., p. xi, where the name is spelled :Kpamalit 
2 Vocabulaire, etc., p . 76. 
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delta, parties of whom spent the summers of 1869 and 1870 with him. 
From these parties he appears to have obtained the greater part of the 
information embodied in his Monographie and Vocabulaire, as he ex-
plicitly states that he brought the last party to Fort Good Hope 
"autant pour les instruire a loisir que pour apprendre d'eux leur 
idiome." 1 Nothing seems to me more probable than that he learned 
from these Mackenzie people the names of their neighbors of the Ander-
son., which he had failed to obtain in his flying visits 5 years before, and 
that it is the same name, "Kuiimu'dl'ifi," which we have followed from 
Norton Sound and found always applied to the people just beyond us. 
Could we learn the meaning of this word the question might be settled, 
but the only possible derivation I can see for it is from the Greenlandic 
KarmaK, a wall, which throws no light upon the subject. Petitot calls 
the people of Cape Bathurst Kpagmaliveit, which appdars to mean 
"the real Kuiimu'dli'ii" ('' Kuiimu'dl'iii" and the affix -vik, "the real"). 
The Kupf1iimiun appear to inhabit the permanent villages which have 
been seen near the western mouth of the Mackenzie, at Shingle Point2 
and Point Sabine,3 with an outlying village, supposed to be deserted, at 
Point Kay.4 They are the natives described by Petitot in his Mono-
graphie as the Tapeopmeut division of the Tchiglit, to whom, from the 
reasons already stated, most of his account seems to apply. There ap-
pears to me no reasonable doubt, considering his opportunities for ob-
serving these people, that Tapeopmeut, "those who dwell by the sea," 
is the name that they actually apply to themselves, and that Kupufimiun, 
or Kopagmut, "those who live on the Great River," is a name bestowed 
upon them by their neighbors, perhaps their western neighbors alone, 
since all the references to this name seem to be traceable to the author-
ity of Dr. Simpson. Should they apply to themselves a name of similar 
meaning, it would probably be of a different form, as, according to 
Petitot, 5 they call the Mackenzie Kupvik, instead of Kupuk or Ku pun. 
These are the people who visit Fort Macpherson every spring and 
summer,6 and are well known to the Hudson Bay traders as the Mac-
kenzie River Eskimo. They are the Eskimo encountered between Her-
schel Island and the mouth of the Mackenzie by Franklin, by Dease and · 
Simpson, and by Hooper and Pullen, all of whom have published brief 
notes concerning them. 7 
We are still somewhat at a loss for the proper local names of the last 
1 Bull. Soc. de Geog., 6• ser. , vol. 10, p. 39. 
2 T. Simpson, Narrative, p. 112. 
3 Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 264. 
4 Ibid, D, 263. 
5 Bull. Soc. de Geog., 6 ser., vol. 10, p. 182. 
6 Petitot, Monographie, etc., pp. xvi and xx. 
7 Franklin, 2d Exp., pp. 99-101, 105-110, 114--119 and 128; T. Simpson, Narrative, pp. 104--112; Hooper, 
Tents, etc., pp. 263-264. There is also a brief note by the Rev. W.W. Kirkby, in a "Journey to the 
Youcan." Smithsonian Report for 1864. These, with Petitot's in many respects admirable Mono-
graphie, comprise all the information regarding these people from actual observation that has been pub-
lished. Richardson has described them at second hand in his "Searching Expedition" and "Polar 
Regions." The "Kopagmute" of Petroff (Report, etc., p. 125) are a purely hypothetical people in-
vented to fill the space between "the coast people in the north and the Athabascans in the south." · 
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nam I r ucl r. on,River and Cape 
n. id r cl by the Tapeopmeut a belong-
in (T to he am tri wi h th m Iv i vid nt from the names 
Kpagmali an I Kpagmaliv .. it appli d t th m by Petitot. Sir John Rich-
ard on th fir whit man to ncounter them (in 1826), ays that they 
called th m Ive Ki te-garr -oot, n and the Point Barrow people 
tol<l Dr. imp on of country called Kit-te-ga'-ru" beyond the Mac-
kenzie.2 Th people, a well a the Tapeopmeut, whom they closely 
re mble, are de ribed in Petitot' Monographie, and brief notices of 
them are giv n by Sir John Richard on,3 McOlure,4 .Armstrong,5 and 
Hoop r.6 The art and indu tri of these people from the Mackenzie 
to the .Ander on, e pecially the latter region, are well represented in 
the National Mu eum by the collections of Messrs. Kenuicott, Ross, and 
Ma Farlane. The Point Barrow people say that the Kupufimiun are 
"bad;" 7 but notwith tanding thi mall parties fro;m the two villages 
occa ionally travel ea t to the Mackenzie, and spend the winter at 
the Kupflfimiun village, whence they visit the "great house," returning 
the following ea on. Su h a party left Point Barrow June 15, 1882, 
declaring their intention of going all the way to the Mackenzie. They 
returned .Augu t 25 or 26, 1883, when we were in the midst of the con-
fu 10n of clo ing the tation, o that we learned no details of their jour-
ney. .A lett r "'ith which they were intrusted to be forwarded to the 
United State through the Mackenzie River posts reached the Chief 
Signal Officer in the ummer of 1 83 by way of the Rampart House, on 
the Porcupine River, whence we received an answer by the bearer from 
the factor in charge. The Eskimo probably sent the letter to the Ram-
part ou e by the Indian who visit that post. 
Th intercour e between the"e people is purely commercial. Dr. Simp-
son, in the paper o often quoted, gives an excellent detailed description 
of the cour e of thi trade, which agrees in the main with our observa-
tion , though we did not learn the particulars of time and distance as 
accurately a he did. There have been some important changes, how-
ever, ince hi time. .A ·mall party, perhaps :five or six families, of "Nu-
nataiimiun" now come every ummer to Point Barrow about the encl of 
July, or a oon a the hallow bays along shore are open. They estab-
lish themselve at the ummer camping ground at Perny'B, at the south-
w 't orn r of El on Bay, and tay two or three weeks, trading with the 
nativ and the hip ,dancing,and hooting ducks. The eastward-bound 
partie em to tart a little earlier than formerly (July 7, 1853, July 
3, 1 54 11 Jun 1 , 1 2, and June 29, 1883). From all accounts their rela-
1 Franklin, 2cl Exp., p. 203. 
2 lbiu., p. 260. 
3 Franklin, 2d Exp., pp. 193, 203 and 230; earching Exp., and Polar Regions, p. 300. 
4 N. W. Pas age, pp. 84-98. 
'Penional T arrative, p. 176. 
6 Tents, t ., pp. 343-348. 
7 'ompare what P titot bas to say-Monographie, etc., p. xiii and. passim-about the turbulent and 
reven" fu l character of th " Tchiglit." 
8 Dr. Simpson, op. cit., p. 264. 
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tions with the eastern people are now perfectly friendly. We heard 
nothing of the precautionary measures described by Dr. Simpson,1 and 
the women talked frequently of their trading with the Kufimfl'dl'ffi and 
-even with the Kupufimiun.2 We did not learn definitely whether they 
met the latter at Barter Point or whether they went still farther east. 
Some of the Point Barrow parties do not go east of the Colville. The 
.articles of trade have changed somewhat in the last 30 years, from the 
fact that the western natives can now buy directly from the whalers iron 
articles, arms, and ammunition, beads, tobacco, etc. The Nunatafimiun 
now sell chiefly furs, deerskins, and clothing ready made from them, 
woodenware (buckets and tubs), willow poles for setting nets, and some-
times fossil ivory. The double-edged Siberian knives are no longer in 
the market and appear to be going out of fashion, though a few of them 
are still in use. Ready-made stone articles, like the whetstones men-
tioned by Dr. Simpson,3 are rarely, if ever, in the market. We did not 
hear of the purchase of stone lamps from the eastern natives. This is 
-probably due to a cessation of the demand for them at Point Barrow, 
-0wing to the falling off in the population. 
The Kufimf1'dlrn no longer furnish guns and ammunition, as the west-
ern natives prefer the breech-loading arms they obtain from the whalers 
to the :flintlock guns sold by the Hudson Bay Company. The trade with 
these people seems to be almost entirely for furs and skins, notably 
black and red fox skins and wolverine skins. Skiiis of the narwhal or 
beluga are no longer mentioned as important articles of trade. 
In return for these things the western natives give sealskins, etc., 
especially oil, as formerly, though I believe that very little, if any, whale-
bone is now carried east, since the natives prefer to save it for trading 
with the ships in the hope of getting liquor, or arms and ammunition, 
and various articles of American manufacture, beads, kettles, etc. I was 
told by an intelligent native of Utkiavwfil that brass kettles were highly 
prized by the Kupufimiun, and that a large one would bring three wolver-
ine skins, 4 three black foxskins, or five red ones. One woman was anxious 
to get all the empty tin cans she could, saying that she could sell them to 
the Kufimu'dli.ii for a foxskin apiece. We were told that the. eastern na-
tives were glad to buy gun flints and bright-colored handkerchiefs, and 
that the N unatafimiun wanted blankets and playing-cards. 
Indians.-They informed us that east of the Colville they sometimes 
met "ltku'dl'ffi," people with whom they could not converse, but who 
were friendly and traded with them, buying oil for fox skms. They 
were said to live back of the coast between the Colville and the Macken-
zie, and were described as wearing no labrets, but rings in their ears and 
nose:-;. They wear their hair long, do not tonsure the crown, and are 
dressed in jackets of skin with the hair removed, without hoods, and 
10p. Cit., p. 265. 
2 In the Plover 's time they were left a day's journey in the rear. 
3 Op. cit., p. 266. 
4 T . Simpson saw iron kettles at Camden Bay which had been purchased from the western natives 
.at two wolverine skins apiece. Narrative, p. 171. 
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rnam nt d with bead and fringe. VVe , aw one or two such jackets in 
tkiavwin appar ntly made of moo e skin, and a few pouches of the 
'am matn-ial, hi hly ornamented with bead' . They have long flint-
lo ·k gun , white man" wooden I ipe , which they value highly, and 
ax -not adze -with which they "break many trees." We easily 
under tood from thi. de cription that Indians were meant, and since 
our return I have been able to identify one or two of the tribes with 
tolerable certainty. 
They eem better acquainted with these people than in Dr. Simpson's 
time, and know the word "kntchin," people, in which many of the tribal 
names end. We din not hear the names Ko1yukan or Itkalya'ruin which 
Dr. Simp on learned, apparently from the Nunatanmiun.1 I heard one 
man peak of the Kntcha Kutchin, who inhabit the "Yukon from the 
Birch River to the Kotlo River on the east and the Porcupine River ou 
the north, a 'cending the latter a short distance." 2 
One of the tribe· with which they have dealings i8 the "Rat Indians" 
of the Hud ·on Bay men, probably the Vunta1-Kutchin,3 from the fact 
that they vi it Fort Yukon. These are the people whom Capt. Maguire 
met on hi , un8uccessful sledge journey to the eastward to communicate 
with Collinson. The Point Barrow people told us that "Magwa" went 
ea t to ee "Colli'k- ina," but did not see him, only saw the Itkudliri. 
Collin on,4 peaking of Maguire's second winter at Point Barrow, says: 
" In attempting to prosecute the search easterly, an armed body of 
Indians of the Koyukun tribe were met with, and were so hostile that 
h wa comp lled to return." Maguire himself, in his official report, 5 
, peak ' of meeting four Indian · who had followed his party for several 
<l.ay ·. He ay nothing of auy hostile demonstration; in fact, says they 
·bowed ·ign of di appointment at hi having nothing to trade with 
them, but his Eskimo, he says, called them Koyukun, which he knew 
wa the tribe that bad so barbarously murdered Lieut. Barnard at 
Nulato in 1 51. Moreover, each Indian bad a musket, and he bad only 
two with a party of eight men, so he thought it safer to turn back. 
However, he eem. to have distributed among them printed "informa-
tion lip ," which they immediately carried to Fort Yukon, and return-
ing to the coa. t with a letter from the clerk in charge, delivered it to 
Capt. Collinson on board of the Enterprise at Barter Island, July 18, 
1 -4. The letter i a follow : 
FORT YoucoN, June 27, 1854. 
The printed slip of paper delivered by the officers of H. M. S. Plover on the 25th 
of April, 1854, to the Rat Indian were received on the 27th of June, 1854, at the 
Hudon Bay Company's establishment, Fort Youcon. The Rat Indians are in the 
1 " The inland Eskimo also call them Ko1-yu-kan, and divide them into three sections or tribes. * .. * 
One is called l 1t-ka-lyi [apparently the plural of ltkftdllii), * * * the second It-kal-ya'-ruin [differ-
ent or other Itkfldllii]," op. cit., p. :169. 
2 Dall, ont. to .i:T . A. Ethn., vol. I , p. 30, where they are identified with Itkalyaruin of Simpson. 
3 Ibid., p. 31. 
' Arcti Paper . p. ll9. 
b Further paper:,, tc., pp. 905 t seq. 
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ha.bit of making periodical trading excursions to the Esquimaux along the coast. 
Thev a,re a harmless, inoffensive set of Indians, ever ready and wirnng to render 
any ·assistance they can to the whites. 
WM. LUCAS HARDISTY, 
Clerk in charge. 1 
Capt. Collinson evidently never dreamed of identifying this "harm-
less inoffensive set of Indians" with "an armed body of Indians of the 
' Koyukun tribe." It is important that his statement, quoted above, 
should be corrected lest.it serve as authority for extending the rang·e of 
the Koyukun Indians 2 to the Arctic Ocean. The Point Barrow people 
also know the name of the U'na-kho-tana, 3 or En'akotina, as they pro-
nounce it. Their intercourse with all these Indians appears to be rather 
slight and purely commercial. Friendly relations existed between the 
Rat Indians and the '' Eskimos who live somewhere near the Colville" 
as early as 1849,4 while it was still "war to the knife" between the Peel 
River Indians and the Kupuiimiun.5 
The name Itkft'dlrn, of which l't-ka-lyi of Dr. Simpson appears to be 
the plural, is a generic word for an Indian, and is undoubtedly the same 
as the Greenland word erKileK-plural erKigdlit-which means a fabu-
lous" inlander" with a face like a dog. "They are martial spirits and 
inhuman foes to mankind; however, they only inhabit the east side of 
the land." 6 Dr. Rink 7 has already pointed out tliat this name is in use 
as far as the Mackenzie River-for instance, the Indians are called 
"eert-kai-lee" (Parry), or "it-kagh-lie" (Lyon), at Fury and Hecla Strait; 
ik-kil-lin (Gilder), at the west shore of Hudson Bay, and "itkpe'le'it" 
(Petitot) at the Mackenzie. Petitot also gives this word as itkpe'lit in 
his vocabulary (p. 42.) These words, including the term Ingalik, or 
In-ka-lik, applied by the natives of Norton Sound to the Indians,8 and 
which Mr. Dall was informed meant "children of a louse's egg," all 
appear to be compounds of the word erKeK, a louse egg, and the affix 
lik. (I suspect erKileK, from the form of its plural, to be a corruption 
of "erKiliK," since there is no recognized affix -leK in Greenlandic.) 
Petitot 9 gives an interesting tradition in regard to the origin of this 
name: '' La tradition Innok dedaigne de parler ici des Peaux-Rouges. 
L'ayant fait observer a mon narrateur Apviuna: 'Oh!' me repondait-il, 
'il ne vaut pas la peine d'en parler. Ils naquirent aussi dans l'ouest, sur 
l'ile du Castor, des larves de nos poux. C'est pourquoi nous les nom-
mons Itkpe'le'it." 
CONTACT WITH CIVILIZED PEOPLE. 
Until the visit of the Blossom's barge in 1826 these people had never 
seen a white man, although they were already in possession of tobacco 
and articles of Russian manufacture, such as copper kettles, which they 
1 .A.retie Papers, p. 144. 6 Crantz, vol, 1, p. 208. 
2 Koyu1-ku1kh-ota1na, Dall, Cont. to N . .A .• Eth., p. 27. 7 Journ . .A.nthrop. Inst .. 1885, p. 244. 
3 Ibid., p. 28. 8 Dall, Alaska, p. 28, and Contrib., vol. 1, p. 25. 
4 Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 276. 9 Monographie, p. xxiv. 
b Ibid., p. 273. 
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had ib ria by wa of th Diomede . Mr. Elson's party 
land Cld only at R fu · ul t and had but littl intercourse with the 
nativ '. i.· ,i ·i ,· m d to have b en forgott n by the time of the 
Plover' tay at Point Barrow though Dr. Simp on found people who 
r oil ct d the vi it of Thoma Simp on in 1837. 1 The latter, after he 
had I f the boat and wa proceeding on foot with his party, first met 
th uwiifimiuu at Point Tangent, where there was a small party en-
camp d, from whom he purchased the umiak iu which he went on to 
Point Barrow. He landed there early in the morning of August 4, and 
went down to the summer camp at Peruye, where he stayed till 1 o'clock 
in the afternoon, trading with the natives and watching them dance. 
On hi return to Point Tangent some of the natives accompanied him 
to Boat Extr me, where he parted from them August 6, so that his 
whol intercour ·e with them wa confined to less than a week.2 
Tb next white men who landed at Point Barrow were the party in 
the Plover's boat , under Lieuts. Pullen and Hooper, on their way to the 
Mackenzie, and the crew of Mr. Sheddon's yacht, the Nancy Dawson, in 
the "ummer of 1849. The boats were from July 20 to August 3 getting 
from Cape Smyth past Point Barrow, when the crews were ashore for a 
couple of days and did a little trading with the natives, whom they 
found v ry friendly. 'They afterward had one or two skirmishes with 
evil-di po ed partie ofNuwuiimiun returning from the east in the neigh-
borhood of R turn Reef. The exploring ships Enterprise and Investi-
gator al o had ca ·ual meetings with the native8, who received tobacco, 
etc., from th ship . 
Th depot hip Plover, Commander Maguire, spent the winters of 
1 52-'53 and 1 53-'54 at Point Barrow, and the officers and crew, after 
ome mi under tanding and skirmishe , established very friendly and 
ociable relation · with the native . T!Je 011ly published accounts of the 
Plover's tay at Point Barrow are Commander Maguire's official reports, 
publi ·hed in the Parliamentary Report (Blue Books) for 1854, pp. 
165-1 5, and 1 '"'5, pp. 905 et seq., and Dr. Simpson's paper, already 
m ntioned. Maguir ' report of the first winter's proceedings is also 
publi h d a an app ndix to Sherard O borne' "Discovery of the North-
w t Pa ag .' 
found that the elder natives remembered Maguire, whom they 
called Ma O'wa,' v ry w 11. They gave us the name of many of his peo-
pl and a very orrect ac ·ount of the mo t important proceedings, though 
th y did not mak it clear that the death of the man mentioned in his 
r port wa. a cid ntaJ. T~ y de cribed "Magwa" as short and fat, with 
av ry thick n k and all , med very much impre ed with the height 
ofhi' fir,·t li u uant, Epi'ana" (Vernon,) who bad "lots of guns." 
I wa diffi ·ul to ·e hat the Plover's visit had exerted any perma-
n n influ n · on h , p ople. In fact, Dr. Simpson's account of their 
habit: and c·u t m, woull rv v ry well for the pre ent time, except 
1 Op. cit., p. 264. 2 'arrative, VP· 146-168. 
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in regard to the use of :firearms. They certainly remember~d no English. 
Indeed, Dr. Simpson says1 that they learned hardly any. The Plover's 
people probably found it very easy to do as we did and adopt a sort of 
jargon of Eskimo words and "pigeon English" grammar for general in-
tercourse. Although, according to the account of the natives, there 
was considerable intercourse between the sailors and the Eskimo women, 
there are now no people. living at either village who we could be sure . 
were born from such intercourse, though one woman was suspected of 
being half English. She was remarkable only for her large build, and 
was not lighter than many pure-blooded women. 
Since 1854, when the first whalers came as far north as the Point, 
there has hardly been a season in which ships have not visited this re-
gion, and for a couple of months every year the natives have bad con-
siderable intercourse with the whites, going off to the ships to trade, 
while the sailors come ashore occasionally. We found that they usually 
spoke of white men as "kablu'na ;" but they informed us that they had 
another word, "tfr'n-nyin," which they used to employ among themselves 
when they saw a ship. Dr. Simpsonz says that they learned the word 
"kabluna" from the eastern natives, but that the latter (he gives it 
Tan'-ning or Tan'-gin) came from the Nunata'fi.miun. He supposes it to 
apply to the Russians, who had regular bath days at their posts, and 
says it is derived from tan•nikh-lu-go, to wash or cleanse the person. 
Tbe chief change resulting from their intercourse with the whites has 
been the introduction of :firearms. Nearly all the natives are now pro-
vided with guns, some of them of the best modern patterns of breech-
loaders, and they usually succeed in procuring a supply of ammunition. 
'rhis is in some respects a disadvantage, as the reindeer have become so 
wild that the natives would no longer be able to procure a sufficient 
number of them for food and clothing with their former appliances, and 
they are thus rendered dependent on the ships. On tbe other hand, 
with a plentiful supply of ammunition it is easier for them to procure 
abundance of food, both deer and seals, and they are less liable to famine 
than in former times. 
There is no reason to fear, as has been suggested, that they will lose 
the art of making any of their own weapons except in tbe case of the 
bow. ·with :firearms alone they would be unable to obtain any seals, 
a much more important source of food than the reindeer, and their own 
appliances for sealing are much better than any civilized contrivances. 
Although they have plenty of the most improved modern whaling gear, 
they are not likely to forget tbe manufacture of their own implemeiits 
for this purpose, as this important fishery is ruled by tradition and 
superstition, which insists that at least one harpoon of the ancient pat-
tern must be used in taking every whale. All are now rich in iron, 
civilized tools, canvas and wreck wood, and in this respect their con-
dition is improved. 
1 Op. cit., p. 251. 2 Op. cit., p. 271. 
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how v r adopted v r £ w ciYiliz d habit, . They have 
l a ta. t £ r iviliz u foo p cially hard bread and fl.our1 
unable to obtain for 1 month of the year, and they 
adh re to their former habit . In fact, except in 
r gar l to th u of fir arm and mechanic ' tools, they truck me as 
e entially a con ervative people. 
Petroff I make the a· rtion that in late y ar their movements have 
been guided chiefly by tho e of the whal r . A far as we could observe 
they have not changed the cmus or time of their journeys since Dr. 
imp on' time, except that they have given up the autumn whaling, 
po· ibly on account of the presence of the ships at that season. Of 
cour e, men who are rich in whalebone now stay to trade with the ships, 
whil tho e who have plenty of oil go east. They are not absolutely 
dependent on the ship for anything except ammunition, and even dur-
ing the hort time the ·hip are with them they hardly neglect their 
own pur uit . 
Tb one unmitigated evil of their intercourse with the whites has 
been the introduction of spirits. Apart from the direct injury which 
liquor does to their health, their passionate fondness for it leads them 
to barter away valuable articles which hould have served to procure 
ammunition or other thing of permanent use. It is to be hoped, how-
ev r that th liquor traffic is decrea ing. The vigilance of the revenue 
cutter prevent,' regular whi ky traders from reaching the Arctic Ocean, 
and publi • opinion among the whaling captains seems to be growing in 
th right dire tion. 
Another · riou, vil, which it would be almost impossible to check, 
i th unlimited intercour e of the ailors with the Eskimo women. 
Tb white,· can hardly be aid to have introduced laxity of sexual 
m ral , but they have encouraged a natural avage tendency, and have 
tau ht th m pro titution for gain, which has brought about great 
exce. fortunately onfined to a. bort eason. This may have some-
thing to do with th want of fertility among the women. 
ur two y ar. of friendly relations with these people were greatly to 
tll ir advantage. ot only were our house and our doings a constant 
our of amu m nt to them, but they learned to respect and trust 
tb whit . Without becoming depend nt on u, or receiving any favors 
without . om ad quate return either in work or goods, they were able 
t obtain to a co hard bread, and many other things of use to them, all 
hr ugh th y ar. ur pre ence prevented their procuring more than 
trifl.in uantitie of pirit , and though the upply of breech-loading 
ammunition wa pr tty well cut off, they could get plenty of powder and 
. ho for their muzzle loader . The abundance of civilized food was 
undoubt dly good for th m, and our urgeon wa · able to give them a 
gr(>a d al of help in ickne ·. 
In ll th ir int r our , wi h th white" they have learned very little 
1 Report, etc., p. 125. 
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English, chiefly a few oaths and exclamations like "Get out of here," 
and the words of such songs as "Little Brown Jug" and "Shoo Fly," 
curiously distorted. They have as a rule invented genuine Eskimo 
words for civilized articles which are new to them.1 Even in their 
intimate relations with us they learned but few more phrases and in 
most cases without a knowledge of their meaning. 
There are a few Hawaiian words introduced by the Kanaka sailors on 
the whaleships, which are universally employed between whites and 
Eskimo along the whole of the Arctic coast, and occasionally at least 
among the Eskimo themselves. These are kau-lcau,2 food, or to eat; hana-
hana, work; punt-p11n-t, coitus, and pau, not. W ahine, woman, is also used, 
but is less common. Another foreign word now universally employed 
among them in their intercourse with the whites, and even, I believe, 
among themselves, is "kunfo" for woman or wife. They themselves 
told us that it was not an Eskimo word-"When there were no white 
men, there was no lcuniv"-and some of the whalemen who had been 
at Hudson Bay said it was the "Greenland" word for woman. It was 
not until our return to this country that we discovered it to be the 
Danish word lcone, woman, which in the corrupted form "coony" is in 
common use among the eastern Eskimo generally in the jargon they 
employ in dealing with the whites. Kuniv is "coony" with the suffix 
of the third person, and therefore means "his wife." It is sometimes 
used at Point Barrow for either of a married couple in the sense of our 
word " spouse/' 
NATURAL RESOURCES. 
ANIMALS. 
These people are acquainted with the following animals, all of which 
are more or less hunted, and serve some useful purpose. 
Mammals.-The wolf, amaxo (Canis lupus griseo-albus), is not uncom-
mon in the interior, but rarely if ever reaches the coast. Red and black 
foxes, kaia/ktf1k (Vulpes fulvus fulvus and argentatus), are chiefly known 
from their skins, which are common articles in the trade with the eastern 
natives, and the same is true of the wolverine, ka'vwrn (Gulo luscus), 
and the marten, kabweatyia (Mustela americana). The arctic fox, 
terrgunirp, (Vulpes lagopus), is very abundant along the coast, while the 
ermine (Putorius erminea) and Parry's spermophile (Spermophilus 
empetra empetra) are not rare. The last is called s'iksrn. Lemmings, 
a'vwmu, of two species (Ouniculus torquatus and Myodes obensis) are 
1 See list of "New Words," Rep. Point Barrow Exp., p. 57. 
2 The history of this word, which also appears as a Chuckch word in -some of the vocabularies col-
lected by Nordenskiold's expedition, is rather curious. Chamisso (Kotzebue's Voyage, vol. 2, p. 392, 
foot-note) says that this is a Hawaiian corruption of the well-known "Pigeon-English" (he calls it 
Chinese) word "chow-chow" recently (in 1816-'17) adopted by the Sandwich Islanders from the people 
with whom they trade. I am informed that the word is not of Chinese origin, but probably came from 
India, like many other words in "Pigeon-English." Chamisso also calls puni-pt2ni a Chinese word, 
but I have been able to learn nothing of its origin. 
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very abundant ome year , and they recognize a tiny shrewmouse (Sorex 
for teri). Thi little animal i called ugr(m'l:l, a word corresponding to 
the name ugssungnaK given to the same animal in Labrador, wltich, 
according to Kleinschmidt, 1 is an ironical application of the name of 
the largest seal, ugssuk (ugru at Point Barrow), to the smallest mammal 
known to the Eskimo. The same name is also applied at Point Barrow 
to the fossil ox, whose bones are sometimes found. The most abundant 
land animal, however, is the reindeer, tu'ktu (Rangifer tarandus grcen-
landicu ), which is found in winter in great herds along the upper waters 
of the rivers, occasionally coming down to the coast, and affords a very 
important supply of food. 
The moose, tu'ktuwun, or "big reindeer" (A.lee machlis), is well known 
from the accounts of the Nunataiimiun, who bring moose skins to trade. 
Some of the natives have been east to hunt the mountain sheep, i'mne~ 
(Ovis canadensis dalli), and all are familiar with its skin, horns, and 
teeth, which they buy of the eastern natives. The musk ox, umrnmau 
(Ovibos moschatus), is known only from its bones, which are sometimes 
found on the tundra. Inland, near the rivers, they also find a large 
brown bear, a/kqlak, which is probably the barren ground bear, while 
on the ice-pack, the polar bear, na'nu (Thalassarctos maritimus), is not 
uncommon, sometimes making raids on the provision storehouses in 
the villages. 
The mo t important sea animal is the little rough seal, nety'i'.K (Phoca 
fretida), which is very abundant _at all seasons. Its flesh is the great 
taple of food, while its blubber supplies the Eskimo lamps, and its skin 
serves countless useful purposes. The great bearded seal, ugru (Erigna-
thu barbatu ), is less common. It is especially valued for its hide, 
which s~rves for covering the large boats and making stout harpoon 
line . Two other species of seal, the harbor seal, kasigfa (Phoca 
vitulina), and the beautiful ribbon seal, kaix6lrn (Phoca fasciata), are 
known, but both are uncommon, the latter very rare. 
Herd of walru , ai'bwek (Odobrenus obesus), pass along the coast 
in the open sea on, generally resting on cakes of floating ice, and are 
pur ued for their hides and ivory as well as their flesh and blubber. 
Whale , akbwek, of the pecies Balama mysticetus, most pursued for 
it oil and whalebone, travel along the coast in the leads of open water 
above de cribed from the middle of A. pril to the latter part of June in 
large number , and return in the autumn, appearing about the end of 
ugu ·t. White whales, kilelua (Delphinapterus sp.), are not uncom-
mon in the ummer, and they say the narwhal, tugalrn (Monodon 
monocero ) i occa ionally een. They are also acquainted with another 
cetacean which they call axlo, and which appears from their description 
to be a ·pecie of Orea. 
Birds.-In the , pring that i during May and the early part of June, 
va t fl k of migrating duck pa , to the northea t, close to the shore, 
1 Grenlandsk Ordbog, p. 386. 
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a few only remaining to breed, and return at the end of the summer 
from the latter part of July to the end of September. Nearly all the 
returning birds cross the isthmus of Point Barrow at Pernyu where the 
natives assemble in Ia,rge numbers for the purpose of taking them. 
These migrating birds are mostly king ducks, klfial'iii (Somateria spec-
t abilis), Pacific eiders, . amau'lffi (S. v-nigra), and long-tailed ducks, 
a 'dyigi'a, a'hadl'i'.ii (Clangula hyemalis), with smaller numbers of the 
spectacled eider, ka'waso (Arctonetta fischeri), and Steller's ducks, 'fgni-
kau'kto (Eniconetta stelleri). At the rivers they also find numbers of 
pintails, i'vwf1gu (Dafila acuta), which visit the coast in small numbers 
during the migrations. Geese of three species, the American white-
fronted goose, nft'glugruu (Anser albifrons gambeli), the lesser snow-
goose, kft'iio (Chen hyperborea), and the black brant, nuglu'gnu (Branta 
nigricans), are not uncommon on the coast both during the migrations 
and the breeding season, but the natives find them in much greater 
abundance at the rivers, where they also find a species of swan, ku' gru, 
probably Olor columbianus, which rarely visits the coast. 
Next in importance to the natives are the gulls, of which the Point 
Barrow gull,nau'yu (Larusbarrovianus),isthemost abundant all through 
the season, though the rare rosy gull, ka'iimaxlu (Rhodostethes rosea), 
appears in multitudes late in the autumn. The ivory gull (Gavia alba), 
nariyalbwun, and Sabine's gull, yuku'dr1gugi'iu (Xema Sabinii), are un-
common, while the Arctic tern, utyuta'kin (Sterna paradisea), is rather 
abundant, especially about the sandspits of Nuwuk. All these species, 
particularly the larger ones, are taken for food. 
Three species of loons are common: the great white-billed loon, tu'dl'iii 
(Urinator adamsi), and the Pacific and red-throated divers (U. pacificus 
and lumme ), which are not distinguished from each other but are both 
called ka'ksau. They also occasionally see the thick-billed guillemot 
a'kpa (Uria lomvia arra), and more often the sea-pigeon, sekbwiuk (Ce-
phus mandtii). The three species of jaegers (Stercorarius pomarinus, 
parasiticus, and longicaudus) are not distinguished from one another 
but are all called isuiiiu. They pay but little attention to the numerous 
species of wading birds which appear in considerable abundance in the 
migrations and breeding season, but they recognize among them the 
turnstone, tul'i'gwa (Arenaria interpres), the gray plover, ki'raio'n (Oha-
radrius squatarola), the American golden plover, tu'dllii (0. dominicus), 
the knot, tu'awi'a (Tringa canutus), the pectoral and Baird's sandpipers, 
(T. maculata and bairdii), both called ai'bwukiiu, the red-backed sand-
piper, me.kapm (T. alpina pacifica), the semipalmated sandpiper, niwil-
fw'f'lftk (Ereunetes pusillus), the buff-breasted sandpiper, nu'dluayu 
(Tryngites subruficollis), the red phalarope, sabraii (Ohrymophilus fuli-
carius), and the northern pbalarope, sabrannu (Phalaropus lobatus). 
The last is rare at Point Barrow, but they see many of them near the 
Colville. The little brown crane, tuti'drigiu (Grus canadensis), is also 
rare at the Point, but they say they find many of them at the mouth of 
Kulu'grua. 
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f land bird h mo t familiar are the little snow bunting, amaulig~ 
(Pl 1 troph na , nirnli ,·) th fir t bird to arrive in the spring, the Lap-
Ian l Ion . pur n ·an'dlio·u ( al arin. lapponicus), and two species of 
gr u e th ·willow grou e (Lagopu lagopu ) and the rock ptarmigan 
(L. rnpe, tri ) which are both called akiVd'igrn. These two birds do not 
migrate, but ar to be een au winter, as is also the well known snowy 
owl,u'kp1k (Nycteanyctea). A gerfalcon,kI'ddgumrn (Falco rusticolns), 
i al 'o ometime een, and skin' and feathers of the golden eagle, ti'fi-
miekpuk, "the great bird" (Aquila chrysmtos), are brought from the 
eat for charm and ornaments. The raven, tuluu (Corvus corax sin-
uatu ), wa not een at Point Barrow, but the natives are familiar with 
it and have many of its skins for amulets. Several species of small 
land bird also occur in small numbers, but the natives are not familiar 
with them and call them all "su'ksaxfo." This name appears to mean 
"wanderer" or "flutterer," and probably belongs, I believe, to the dif-
ferent species of redpolls (Aegiothus) . 
Fishes.-A few species only of fish are found in the salt water. Of 
these the most abundant are the little polar cod (Boreogadus saida), 
which i plentiful through the greater part of the year, and is often an 
important source of food, and the capelin, a.ii.mu' gruii (Mallotus villosus), 
which is found in large schools close to the beach in the middle of sum-
mer. There are also caught sometimes two species of sculpins, ku'naio 
(0ottu quadricornis and decastrensis), and two species of Lycodes, ku-
graunu (L. turnerii and coccineus). In the gill nets at Elson Bay they 
al o catch two pecies of salmon (Onchorhynchus gorbuscba and nerka) 
and a whitefi h (0oregonus laurett::e) in small numbers, and occasion-
ally a large trout (Salvelinus ma1ma) . The last-named ·fish they find 
sometime in great numbers, near the mouth of the Colville. 
The greate t quantities of fish are taken in the rivers, especially 
Knaru and Kulugrua, by fishing throug)l the ice in the winter. They 
say there are no fl h taken in Ikpikpilii, and account for this by explain-
ing that the former two rivers freeze down to the bottom on the shallow 
bar inclo ing deep pools in which the fish are held, while in the latter 
the ice never toucbe the bottom, so that the fish are free to run down 
to the ea. The species caught are the small Coregonus laurett::e, two 
1arg whitefi b (0. kennicottii and nelsoni), and the burbot, tita'liii 
(Lota ma ulo ·a) . They peak of a fish, sulukpau'ga (which appears to 
mean "wing-fin" and is applied in Greenland to a species of Sebastes), 
that i caught with the hook in Kulugrua apparently only in summer, 
and eems from the de ·cription to be Back's grayling (Thymallus sig-
nif r ). In th riv r Ku is caught a melt, 'ithoa'nrn (Osmerus dentex). 
In the !ITeat lake, Ta/ yflkpuii (see above, p. 29), they tell of an enor-
m n fi.·h a. ig a· a kaiak." They gave it no name, but describe it 
a ' having a r db lly and white flesh. One man said be had seen one 
1 f t l ng but an tber wa mor moderate, giving about 3 feet as the 
1 n(J'tb of th 1 ng ,.-t lt had .,e n. 
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Insects and other invertebrates.-Of insects, they recognize the trouble-
some mosquito, kiktoriu (Culex spp.), flies, humblebees, and gadflies 
(CEestrus tarandi), both of which they seem much afraid of, _and calli'gu-
tyai, and the universal louse, ku'muk. .All the large winged insects, 
including the rare butterflies and moths and crane flies, are called tft-
k'f1ft'kica, or tflkilftktdja'ksfm, which is also the name of the yellow poppy 
(Papaver nudicaule). We were told that "by and by" the poppies 
would turn into "little birds'' and fly away, which led us to suppose 
that there was some yellow butterfly which we should find abundant 
in the later summer, but we saw none either season. .A small spider is 
sometimes found in the Eskimo houses, and is called pidrairu'ru, "the 
little braider." They pay but little attention to other invertebrates, 
but are familiar with worms, kupidro, a species of crab, kinau'ru, (Hyas 
latifrons), and the little branchipus, iritu'na, (Greenlandic issit6rak, 
"the little one with big eyes"), of the fresh water-pools. Cockles (Buc-
cinum, etc.) are called siu'tigo (Gr. sinterok, from siut, ear), and clams 
have a name which we failed to obtain. Jellyfish are called ipiaru'n~, 
"like bags." They say the "Kftiimudlfi'i" eat them! 
PL.A.N1'S. 
Few plants that are of any service to man grow in this region. The 
willows, u'kp'fk, of various species, which near the coast are nothing 
but creeping vines, are sometimes used as fuel, especially along the 
rivers, where they grow into shrubs 5 or 6 feet high. Their catkins are 
used for tinder and the moss, mft'ntk, furnishes wicks for the lamps. 
We could find no fruit that could be eaten. .A cranberry (Vaccinium 
vitis-idffia) occurs, but produced no fruit either season. No use is made 
of the different species of grass, which are especially luxuriant around the 
houses at Utkiavwrn, where the ground is richly manured with various 
sorts of refuse, 1 though the species of mosses and lichens furnish the rein-
deer with food easily reached in the winter through the light covering 
of snow. Little attention is paid to the numerous, and sometimes 
showy, flowering plants. We learned but two names of flowers, the 
one mentioned above, tftkilu'kica, tuktlukidja'ksun, which seemed to be 
applied to all striking yellow or white flowers, such as Papaver, Ranun-
culus, and Draba, and mai'sun, the bright pink Pedicularis. .All the 
wood used in this region, except the ready-made woodenware and the 
willow poles obtained from the Nunataiim.iun, comes from the drift on 
the beach. Most of this on the beach west of Point Barrow appears 
to come from the southwest, as the prevailing.current along this shore 
is to the northeast, and may be derived from the large rivers flowing 
into Kotzebue Sound, since it shows signs of having been long in the 
water. The driftwood, which is reported to be abundant east of Point 
Barrow, probably comes from the great rivers emptying into the .Arctic 
1 · • The oil had act ed as a manure on th e soil, and produced a luxuriant crop of grass from l to 2 feet 
high" (village a~ Point Atkinson, east of the Mackenzie). Richardson Searching Exp.,vol.1, p. 254. 
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an. Thi wood i. uffi iently abundant to furnish the natives with 
all th y n d for fu I and other purposes, and consists chiefly of pine, 
, pru · , nd ottonwood, mo tly in the form of water-worn logs, often of 
Iar iz . Of late year , al o, much wood of the different kinds used 
in hipbuilding ha drifted ashore from wrecks. 
MINERALS. 
The people of this region are acquainted with few mineral substances, 
excluding the metals which they obtain from the whites. The most 
important are flint, late, soapstone, jade, and a peculiar form of massive 
pectolite, fir t described by Prof. F. W. Clarke 1 from specimens brought 
home by our party. Flint, an.ma, was formerly in great demand for 
arrow and pear heads and other implements, and according to Dr. 
Simp on 2 was obtained from the Nunataiimiun. I_t is generally black 
or a slightly translucent gray, but we collected a number of arrowheads, 
etc., made of jasper, red or variegated. A few crystals of transparent 
quartz, sometimes smoky, were also seen, and appeared to be used as 
amulet . Slate, ulu'ks'B, "material for a round knife," was used, as its 
name imports, for making the woman's round knife, and for harpoon 
blade , etc. It is a smooth clay slate, varying in hardness, and. light 
green, red, purple, dark gray, or black in color. All the pieces of soft 
gray oap ·tone, tuna'ktm, which are so common at both villages, are 
probably fragments of the lamps and kettles obtained in former years 
from the ea tern natives. The jade is often very beautiful, varying 
from a pale or bright translucent green to a dark olive, almost black, 
and wa formerly u ed for making adzes, wp.etstones, and occasionally 
other implements. The pectolite, generally of a pale greenish or bluish 
color, wa only found in the form of oblong, more or less cylindrical 
mas e , u ed as hammerheads. · Both of these minerals were called 
kau'dlo, and were said to come "from the east, a long way off? from 
high rocky ground, but an that we could learn was very indefinite. 
Dr. Simp on was informed 3 that the stones for making whetstones were 
brought from the Kuwuk River, so that this jade is probably the same 
a that which i aid to form Jade Mountain, in that region. 
Bit of porphyry, syenite, and similar rocks are used for making 
labret , and large pebble are used as hammers and net sinkers. They 
hav al o a little iron pyrite , both massive and in the form of spherical 
concretion·. The latter were said to come from the mouth of the Col-
ville, and ar believed by the native to have fallen from the sky. Two 
other kind of tone are brought from the neighborhood of Nu''Bsuknan, 
partly it appear , a curio itie , and partly with some ill defined mysti-
cal n ion . The fir t are botryoidal masses of brown limonite, resemb-
ling og iron or , and the other sort curiou concretions, looking like the 
familiar lay ton ," but very heavy, and apparently containing a 
1U . .'. Geol. urv. , Bull. 9, p . 9, 1884. 2 Op. cit., p. 266. aop. cit., p. 266. 
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great deal of iron pyrites. White gypsum, used for rubbing the flesh 
side of deerskins, is obtained on the seashore at a place called Tfl'tye, 
"one sleep" east from Point Barrow. 
Bituminous coal, alu'a, is well known, though not used for fuel. 
Many small fragments, which come perhaps from the vein at Cape Beau-
fort, 1 are picked up on the beach. Shaly, very bituminous coal, broken 
into small square fragments, is rather abundant on the bars of KuJu-
grua, whence specimens were brought by Capt. Herendeen. A native 
of Wainwright Inlet gave us to understand that coal existed in a regu-
lar vein near that place, and told a story of a burning hill in that 
region. This may be a coal bed on :fire, or possibly "smoking cliffs," like 
those seen by the Investigator in Franklin Bay.2 We also heard a story 
of a lake of tar or bitumen, adngun, said to be situated on an island a 
day's sail east of the point. Blacklead, m1.'i'iun, and red ocher are 
abundant and used as pigments, but we did not learn where they were 
obtained. Pieces of amber are sometimes found on the beach and are 
carried as amulets or (rarely) made into beads. Amber is called au.mu, 
a word that in other Eskimo dialects, and probably in this also, means 
" a live coal." Its application to a lump of amber is quite a striking 
:figure of speech. 
CULTURE. 
MEANS OF SUBSIS'l'ENCE. 
FOOD. 
Substances used for food.-The food of these people consists almost en-
tirely of animal substances. The staple article of food is the flesh of 
the rough seal, of which they obtain more than of any other meat. Next 
in importance is the venison of the reindeer, though this is looked upon 
as a kind of dainty.3 Many well developed fmtal reindeer are brought 
home from the spring deer hunt and are said to be excellent eating, 
though we never saw them eaten. They also eat the flesh of the other 
three species of seal, the walrus, the polar bear, the "bowhead" whale, 
the white whale, and all the larger kinds of birds, geese, ducks, gulls, 
and grouse. All the different kinds of :fish appear to be eaten, with the 
possible exception of the two species of Lycodes ( only a few of these 
were caught, and all were purchased for our collection) and very little 
of a :fish is wasted except the hardest parts. Walrus hide is sometimes 
cooked and eaten in times of scarcity. Mollusks of any kind are rarely 
eaten, as it is difficult to procure them. After a heavy gale in the 
autumn of 1881, when the beach was covered with marine animals, mostly 
lamellibranch mollusks with their shells and softer parts broken off by 
1Hooper found coal on the beach at Nuwiik in 1849, showing that this coal has not n ecessarily been 
thrown over from ships . Tents of the Tuski, p. 221. 
2 Discovery of the Northwest Passage, p . 100. 
3 The Eskimo of Iglulik ' ' prefer venison to any kind of meat." Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 510. 
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urf, we aw one woman collect a lapful of these 
which ll aid he wa going to eat. The "blac.kskin" 
( pidermi ) f th wbal i.' onsidered a great delicacy by them, as by 
all h oth r E kimo who ar able to procure it, and they are also very 
foud of th tou ·h whit . kin or gum round the roots of the whalebone.1 
vVe aw an lb ard nothing of the habit so generally noticed among 
otb r E kimo and in Siberia of eating the half-digested contents of the 
tomach of the reindeer, but we found that they were fond of the faeces 
tak n from the rectum of the deer. I find that this curious habit bas 
been noticed among E kimo only in two other places-Greenland in 
former time and Boothia Felix. The Greenlanders ate "the Dung of 
th Rein-deer, taken out of the Guts when they clean them; the Entrails 
of Partridge and the like Out-cast, pass for Dainties with them." 2 The 
dung of the mu k ox and reindeer when fre h were considered a delicacy 
by the Boothian , according to J. 0. Ross.3 The entrails of fowls are 
al o con idered a great delicacy and are carefully cooked as a separate 
di h.4 
.A far as our observations go these people eat little, if any, more fat 
than civilized man, and, a a rule, not by itself. Fat may occasionally 
b eaten (they are fond of the fat on the inside of duck skins), but they 
do not habitually eat the great quantities of blubber spoken of in some 
other place 5 or drink oil, as the Hudson Bay Eskimo are said to do 
by Hall, or u it a· a , auce for dry food, like the natives of Norton 
Sound. It i u ually upposed and generally stated in the popular ac-
count of the E kimo that it is a physiological necessity for them to eat 
enormou quantitie of blubber in order to obtain a sufficient amount ot 
carbon to enable them to maintain their animal heat in the cold climate 
whi h they inhabit. A careful comparison, however, of the reports of 
actual ob erver 6 shows that an excessive eating of fat is not the rule, 
and i perhap confined to the territory near Boothia Felix. 
Egg · of all kind, , except, of course, the smallest, are eagerly sought 
for, but the maller bird ' are eldom eaten, as it is a waste of time and 
ammunition to pur ue them. We saw thi people eat no vegetable sub-
tance though they informed us that the buds of the willow were some-
time at,en. Of late years they have acquired a fondness for many 
kind of civilized food, e pecially bread of any kind, flour, sugar, and 
mola and ,•ome of them are learning to like salt. They were very 
'Compare Hooper, Tents, etc. "This, which the Tuski call their sugar," p.174; and Hall, Arctic 
Researches, p. 132 (Baffin Land). 
2Egede, Greenland, p. 136. 
8 ppenclix to Ross's 2d Voyage, p. xix. 
4 ompar the passage from Eg de, just quoted, and also Kumlien, Contributions, etc., p. 20, at Cum-
berland Gulf. 
6For in tance, Schwatka says that the Netcmk of King William Land devour enormous quantities 
of aeal blubber, "noticeably more in summer than the other tribes," viz, those of the western shores 
of Hud on's Bay (, ience, vol. 4, p. 544). Parry speaks of the natives of the Savage Islands, Hud-
son' 'trait, eating raw blubber and sncking the oil remaining on the skins they had emptied (2d Voy-
ag. p. 14). 
'." · for e:ampl Eg d 'A Gre nland, p. 134; Crantz, History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 144; Dall, 
Alaska, pas un; Hooper. Tent of tbe Tu lti, p. 170; Nordensltiold, Vega, p. no. 
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glad to purchase from us corn-meal "mush" and the broken victuals from 
the table . . These were, however, considered as special dainties and 
eaten as luncheons or as a dessert after the regular meal. The children 
and even some of the women were always on the watch for the cook's 
slop bucket to be brought out, and vied with the ubiquitous dogs in 
searching for scraps of food. Meat which epicures would call rather 
"high" is eaten with relish, but they seem to prefer fresh meat when 
they can get it. 
Means of preparing food.-Food is generally cooked, except, perhaps, 
whale-skin and whale-gum, which usually seem to be eaten as soon as 
obtained, without waiting for a fire. Meat of all kinds is generally 
boiled in abundance of water over a fire of driftwood, and the broth 
thus made is drunk hot before eating the meat. Fowls are prepared for 
boiling by skinning them. Fish are also boiled, but are often eaten raw, 
especially in winter at the deer-hunting camps, when they are frozen 
hard. Meat is sometimes eaten raw or frozen. Lieut. Ray found one 
family in camp on Kulugrua who had no fire of any kind, and were 
eating everything raw. They had run out of oil some time before and 
did not like to spend time in going to the coast for more while deer were 
plentiful. 
When traveling in winter, according to Lieut. Ray, they prefer frozen 
fish or a sort of pemmican made as follows : The marrow is extracted 
from reindeer bones by boiling, and to a quantity of this is added 2 or 3 
pounds of crushed seal or whale blubber, and the whole beaten up with 
the hands in a large wooden bowl to the consistency of frozen cream. 
Into this they stir bits of boiled venison, generally the poorer portions 
of the meat scraped off the bone, and chewed up small by all the women 
and children of the family, "each using some cabalistic word as they 
cast in their mouthful." 1 The mass is made up into 2-pound balls and 
carried in little sealskin bags. Flour, when obtained, is made into a 
sort of porridge, of which they are very fond. Cooking is mostly done 
outside of the dwelling, in the open air in summer, or in kitchens opening 
out of the passageway in winter. Little messes only, like an occasional 
dish of soup or porridge, are cooked over the lamps in the house. This ' 
habit, of course, comes from the abundant supply of firewood, while the 
Eskimo most frequently described live in a country where wood is very 
scarce, and are obliged to depend on oil for fuel. 
Time and frequency of eating.-When these people are living in the 
winter houses they do not, as far as we could learn, have any regular 
time for meals, butea,twheneverthey are hungry and have leisure. The 
women seem to keep a supply of cooked food on hand ready for any 
one to eat. When the men are working in the ku' dy1gi,or " club house," 
or when a number of them are encamped together in tents, as at the 
whaling camp in 1883, or the regular summer camp at Pe'rnyu, the 
women at intervals through the day prepare dishes of meat, which the 
1 Lieut. Ra:y's MS. notes. 
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men a by them elve . When in the deer-hunting camps, according 
to Lieut. Ray they eat but little in the morning, and can really be said 
to take no more than one full meal a day, which is eaten at night when 
th day work 1 done. 1 When on the march they usually take a few 
moutl1ful of the pemmican above described before they start out in 
th morning, and rarely touch food again till they go into camp at 
night. 
When a family returns from the spring deer hunt with plenty of ven-
ison they u ually keep open house for a day or two. The women of the 
hou ehold, with sometimes the assistance of a neighbor or two, keep 
the pot continually boiling, sending in dishes of meat at intervals, 
while the house i full of guests who stay for a short time, eating, 
smoking, and chatting, and then retire to make room for others. Messes 
are sometimes sent out to invalids who can not come to the feast. One 
household in the spring of 1883 consumed in tbis way two whole rein-
deer in 24 hours. They use only their hands and a knife in eating meat, 
usually filling the mouth and cutting or biting off the mouthful. They 
are large eaters, some of them, especially the women, eating all the time 
when they have plenty, but we never saw them gorge themselves in the 
manner described by Dr. Kane (2d Grinnell Exp., passim) and other 
writers. 
Their habits of hospitality prevent their laying up any large supply 
of meat, though blubber is carefully saved for commercial use, and they 
depend for sub istence, almost from day to day, on their success in 
hunting·. When encamped, however, in small parties in the summer they 
often take more seals than they can consume. The carcasses of these, 
stripped of their skins and blubber, are buried in the gravel close to the 
camp, and dug up and brought home when meat becomes scarce in the 
winter. · 
DRINKS. 
The habitual drink is water, which these people consume in great 
quantitie when they can obtain it, and like to have very cold. In the 
winter there i al ways a lump of clean snow on a rack close to the lamp, 
with a tub under it to catch the water that drips from it. This is re-
placed in the summer by a bucket of fresh water from some pond. or 
lake. Wh n the men are ' itting in their open air clubs at the summer 
camp. there i alway ' a bucket of fresh water in the middle of the cir-
cl , with a dipper to drink from. Hardly a native ever passed the sta-
tion without topping for a drink of water, often drinking a quart of 
cold water at a time. When tramping about in the winter they eat 
large quantitie ' of ice and now, and on the march the women carry 
mall cante n,' of eal kin, which they fill with snow and carry inside 
of h ir ja ·k t . , wh r th heat of the body melts the snow and keeps 
1 "Tbey havo no set Time for Meals, but every one eats when he h, hungry, except when they go to 
s a. and then their chief R past is n. supper after they are come home in the E-vening." (Egede, Green-
land, p. 135. Compare also, Grantz, vol. 1, p . 145.) 
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it liquid. This great fondness for plenty of cold water has been often 
noticed among the Eskimo elsewhere, and appears to be quite charac-
teristic of the race.1 They have acquired a taste for liquor, and like to 
get enough to produce intoxication. .As well as we could judge, they 
are easily affected by alcohol. Some of them during our stay learned 
to be very fond of coffee, "ka'fe," but tea they are hardly acquainted 
with, though they will drink it. I have noticed that they sometimes 
drank the water produced by the meltfng of the sea ice along the beach, 
and pronounced it excellent when it was so brackish that I found it quite 
undrinkable. 
NARCOTICS. 
The only narcotic in use among these people is tobacco, which they 
obtain directly or indirectly from the whites, and which has been in use 
among them from the earliest time when we have any knowledge of 
them. When Mr. Elson, in the Blossom's barge, visited Point Barrow, in 
1826, he found tobacco in general use and the most marketable article.2 
This undoubtedly came from the Russians by way of Siberia and Ber-
ing Strait, as Kotzebue found the natives of the sound which bears his 
name, who were in communication with the Asiatic coast by way of the 
Diomedes, already addicted to the use of tobacco in 1816. It is not 
probable that tobacco was introduced on the .Arctic coast by way of the 
Rm;sian settlements in .Alaska. There were no Russian posts north of 
Bristol Bay until 1833, when St. Michael's Redoubt was built. When 
Capt. Cook visited Bristol Bay, in 1778, he found that tobacco was 
not used there, 3 while in Norton Sound, the same year, the natives "had 
no dislike to tobacco." 4 Neither was it introduced from the English 
posts in the east, as Franklin found the "Kf!nmu'dl'i'.n" not in the habit 
of using it-"The western Esquimaux use tobacco, and some of our 
visitors had smoked it, but thought the flavor very disagreeable," 5-nor 
had they adopted the habit in 1837. 6 
When the Plover wintered at Point Barrow, according to Dr. Simpson's 
account,7 all the tobacco, except a little obtained from the English dis-
covery ships, came from .Asia and was brought by the Nunatanmiun . 
.At present the latter bring very little if any tobacco, and the supply is 
obtained directly from the ships, though a little occasionally finds its 
way up the coast from the southwest. 
1 See, for instance, E gede : "Their Drink is nothing but Water" (Greenland, p. 134), and, "Fur-
thermore, they put great Lumps of Ice and Snow into the Water they drink, to make it cooler for to 
quench their Thirst '', ( p. 135) . ''Their drink is clearwater,which stands in the house in a great copper 
vessel, or in a wooden tub. * * * They bring in a supply of fresh water every day * * " and 
that their water may be cool they choose to lay a piece of ice or a little snow in it" ~ * * (Crantz, 
vol. 1, p, 144). Compare, also, Parry, 2d voy., p. 506, where the natives of Iglulik are said to drink a 
great rleal of water , which they get by melting snow, and like very cold. The same fondness for water 
was observed by Nordenskiold in Siberia (Vega, vol. 2, p. 114) 
2 Beechey, Voyage, p. 308. 
3 Third Voyage, vol. 2, p. 437. 
4 Ibid, 2, p. 479. 
6 Second E xp ., p. 130. 
6 See T. Simpson, Narrative, p.156. 
7 Op. cit., pp., 235, 236, 266. 
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They u e all kind of tobacco, but readily distinguish and desire the 
sort con idered better by the white . For instance, they were eager to 
get the excellent quality of "Navy" tobacco furnished by the Oom-
mj 'ary Department, while one of our party who had a large quantity 
of exceedingly bad fine-cut tobacco could hardly give it away. A little 
of the trong yellow "Oircassian" tobacco used by the Russians for 
trading is occasionally brought up from the southwest, and perhaps also 
by the Nunatanmiun, and is very hig·hly prized, probably because it was 
in this form that they first saw tobacco. Snuff seems to be unknown; 
tobacco is used only for chewing and smoking. The habit of chewing 
tobacco is almo t universal. Men, women, and even children, though 
the latter be but 2 or 3 years old and unweaned,1 when tobacco is to be 
obtained, keep a" chew," often of enormous size, constantly in the mouth. 
The juice is not spit, out, but swallowed with the saliva, without pro-
ducing any signs of nausea. The tobacco is chewed by itself and not 
sweetened with sugar, as was observed by Hooper and N ordenskiold 
among the "Ohukches.'' 2 I knew but two adult Eskimo in Utkiavwrn 
who did not chew tobacco, and one of these adopted the habit to a cer-
tain extent while we were there. 
Tobacco is· smoked in pipes of a peculiar pattern called lmi'ny~, of 
which the collection contains a series of ten specimens. 
Of these, No. 89288 [705],3 figured in Ray's Point Barrow Report, 
Ethnology, Pl. 1, Fig. 1, will serve as a type. The bowl is of brass, 
neatly inlaid on the upper surface with a narrow ring of copper close to 
the edge, from which 1 un four converging lines, 90° apart, nearly to the 
center. Round the under urface are also three concentric rings of 
copper. The wooden stem appears to be willow or birch, and is in two 
longitudinal ections, held together by the lashing of sealskin thong 
which serves to attach the bow 1 to the stem. This lashing was evidently 
put on wet and allowed to shrink on, and the 2nds are secured by tuck-
ing under the turns. The whipping at the mouthpiece is of fine sinew 
thread. A picker of teel for cleaning out the bowl is attached. to the 
tern by a piece of seal thong, the encl of which is wedged under the 
turn. of the la hing. The remaining pipes are all of the same general 
pattern, but vary in the material of the bowl and in details of execu-
tion. The ·tern are al way · of the same material and put together in 
the ame way, but are ometirne lozenge-shaped instead of elliptical 
in ection. The la hing i sometimes of three-ply sinew braid. The 
bowl hows the greate t variation, both in form and material. 
Fig. 6a (No. 56737 [10], from UtkiavwHi) has ~,n iron bowl, noticeable 
for h ornamentation of the . hank. The metal work has all been done 
with h file except the fit ing of the saucer to the shank. This has 
evid n ly b en heated. and shrunk on. Three pipes have bowls of 
1 Compare J., impson, op. cit., p. 250, and Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 2, p.116. 
2 T nt!!, ·tc., p. 83; Vega, vol. 2, p.116. 
a The numbers first given are those of the ational Museum; tho numbers in brackets are those of 
the collector. 
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smoothly ground stone. No. 89289 [1582] (Fig. 6b from Utkiavw'i'.ii) is 
ofrather soft greenish gray slate. No. 89290 [864] is of the same shape, 
but of hard greenish stone, while the third stone pipe (No. 89291 [834], 
from Utkiavwrn.), of gray slate, is of quite a different pattern. Three of 
the series have bowls of reindeer antler, lined with thin sheet brass, 
and one a bowl of walrus ivory, lined with thin copper. (See Fig. 6c, 
Nos. 89285 [954J, 89286 [915], and 89287 [1129].) 
C 
FIG. 6.-Pipes: a, pipe with metal bowl; b, pipe with stone bowl; c, pipe bowl of antler or ivory. 
Antler and stone pjpes of this pattern and rather small are usually 
carried by the men out of doors, while the more elaborate metal pipes, 
which are often very large and handsome (I have seen some with a 
saucer at least 3 inches in diameter) are more frequently used in the 
house and by the women. The stem is usually 1 foot or 13 inches long, 
though pipes at least 18 inches long were seen. 
To most pipes are attached pickers, as in the type specimen. The 
picker is in all cases of metal, usually iron or steel, b'llt sometimes of 
copper (see the pickers attached to pipes above). When not in use the 
point is tucked under the lashing on the stern. The pipes are readily 
taken apart for cleaning. 
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o. 9292 [1752] (Fig. 7) is an extemporized pipe made in a hurry 
by a, man who wi bed to moke, but bad no pipe. 
It i , imply a, rough willow stick, slightly whittled into shape, split 
and holl wed out lik a pipestem. It is held together by a whipping 
of inew thread and a lashing of deerskin thong, fastened by a slip-
½ 3 
FIG. 7 .-Pipe made of willow stick. 
knot at one end, the other being tucked in as usual. A small funnel-
shaped hole at one end erves for a bowl, and shows by its charred 
surface that it has been actually used. This pipe was bought from one 
of the "Nunatanmiun," who were in camp at Pernyu in 1883, and shows 
its inland origin in the use of the deerskin thong. .A coast native would 
have u ed eal thong. 
The pipe is carried at the girdle, either with the stem thrust inside 
the breeche or in a bag attached to the belt. No. 56744 [55] (Utkiavwfii) 
i, the only pecimen of pipe bag in the collection. It is a long, narrow, 
cylindric bag, made of four white ermine skins, with two hind legs and 
two tail forming a fringe round the bottom, which is of dressed deerskin, 
in one piece, fie h side out. The band round the mouth is of gray deer-
skin, running only two-thirds of the way round. The piece which fills the 
remaining third runs out into the strap for fastening the bag to the 
belt. The ornamental trips on two of the longitudinal seams and 
round the bottom are of deerskin. The seams are all sewed "over and 
over" on the "wrong" side with sinew thread. This is an unusually 
hand ome bag. 
Tobacco i carried in a small pouch of fur attached to the girdle, and 
tucked in ide of the breeche , or sometimes worn under the jacket, 
lung round th neck by a tring or the necklace. The collection con-
tains thr of the e, of which No. 89803 [889] (Fig. 8a) will serve as a 
typi al I ·im n. 
It i made by ·ewing together two pieces of wolverine fur, hair out, 
of the arne hape and ize, and round the mouth of thi a band of short-
hair d light-colored deer. kin, also hair out, with the ends meeting at 
on . ide in a am corre. ponding to one of the seams of the wolverine 
fur. The mouth i ornamented with a narrow band of wolverine fur, 
th fie. h i l , which i · colored red, turned out. It is closed by a 
pi f . · al hong about 5 inche long, one end of which is sewed to the 
middl f h earn in the deer kin band and the other passed through 
a larg blu la .. · b a and knott d. Thi tring is wound two or three 
time round the neck of the bag, and the bight of it tucked under the 
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turns. The seams are all sewed " over and over" on the " wrong" side 
with sinew thread. 
These tobacco pouches are usually of a similar pattern, often slightly 
narrowed at the neck, and generally fringed round the mouth with a 
narrow strip of wolverine fur as above. They are often ornamented 
with tags of wolverine fur on the seams (as in No. 89804 [1341, Fig. 
8b]), and borders of different colored skin. No. 89805 [1350] is very 
elaborately ornamented. It is made of bro-w11 deerskin, trimmed with 
white deerskin clipped close and bordered with narrow braids of blue 
and red worsted, and little tags of the latter. According to Dr. Simp-
son,1 these bags are called "del-la-mai'-yu." We neglected to obtain 
the proper names for them, as we always made use of the lingua franca 
"tiba' p(1ksak," bag for tiba' (tobacco). No. 89903 [889] contains a spec-
imen of tobacco as prepared for smoking by the Eskimo. This consists 
b a 
'Fm. 8.-'l'obacco pouches. 
of common _blackCavendish o~ "Navy" tobacco, cut up very fine, and 
mixed with finely chopped wood in the proportion of about two parts of 
tobacco to one of wood. We were informed that willow twigs were used 
for this purpose. Perhaps this may have some slight aromatic flavor, 
as well as serving to make the tobacco go further, though I did not 
recognize any such flavor in some tobacco from an Eskimo's pouch that 
I once smoked and foun<l. exceedingly bad. The smell of an Eskimo's 
1 Op. cit., p. 243. 
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diffi r n from any other tobacco smoke and is very disagreeable. 
m r emblanc to the mell of ome of the cheaper brands of 
rth arolina tobacco "hich are known to be adulterated with other 
veg table ub tance . The method of moking is as follows: After 
clearing out the bowl with the picker, a litt le wad of deer hair, plucked 
from the clothes in ome inconspicuous place, generally the front skirt 
of the inner jacket, is rammed down to the bottom of the bowl. This is 
to prevent the fine tobacco from getting into the stem and clogging it 
up. Th bowl i then filled with tobacco, of which it only holds a very 
mall quantity. The mouthpiece is placed between the lips, the tobacco 
ignit d and all smoked out in two or three strong inhalations. The 
smoke i very deeply inhaled and allowed to pass out slowly from the 
mouth and nostrils, bringing tears to the eyes, often producing giddi-
ne , and almost always a violent fit of coughing. I have seen a man 
almo t pro trated from the effects of a single pipeful. This method 
of moking ha been in vogue since the time of our first acquaintance 
with the e people.1 
Though they smoke little at a time, they smoke frequently when to-
baccoi plentiful. Oflateyears, sincetobaccohasbecomeplentiful, some 
have adopted white men's pipes, which they smoke without inhaling, 
and they are glad to get cigars, and, since our visit, cigarettes. In con-
ver ation with us they usually called all means for smoking "pai'pa," 
the children sometimes specifying "pai'pa-sigya.' '' (cigar) or "mukpara-
pai'pa,' -paper-pipe (cigarette). The use of the kui'nyie, which name 
appear to be applied only to the native pipes, seems to be confined to 
the adult . We knew of no children owning them, though their parents 
made no objection to their chewing tobacco or owning or using clay or 
wooden pipe which they obtained from us. They carry their fondness 
for tobacco so far that they will even eat the foul oily refuse from the 
bottom of the bowl, the smallest portion of which would produce nausea 
in a white man. Thi habit ha been observed at Plover Bay, Siberia.2 
Tobacco a be are also eaten, probably for the sake of the potash they 
contain, a one of the men at Utkiavwffi was fond of carbonate of soda, 
whi ·h he told the doctor wa ju t like what be got from his pipe. 
Pipe of thi type, differing in detail , but all agreeing in having very 
mall bowl , frequently of metal, and some contrivance for opening the 
, t rn are u d by the E kimo from at least as far south as the Yukon 
d lta (a, , hown by the collections in the National Museum) to the An-
T. imp. ou: '·Not content with cl1ewing and smoking it, they swallowed the fumes till they 
b cam 11ick, ands med to reYel in a momentary intoxication." Point Barrow (1837), Narrative, p.156. 
' .Al o Kotzebu : "T11ey cl1ew, sn aff, smoke, and e~en swallow the smoke." Kotzebue Sound (1816) 
Voyage, vol. 1, p. 237. Be ch y also d cnbes the people of Hotham Inlet in 1826 as smoking in the 
manner above described, obtaining the hair from a strip of dogskin tied to the pipe. Their tobacco 
wru mixed with wood. Voyage, p. 300. Petitot (Monographie, etc., p. xxix) d scribes a, precisely sim-
ilar method of smoking among th Ma kenzie E kimos. Their tobacco was ·' melang6 a de la raclure 
de saul "an<l tho pip was call <1 ·' kwiil pk," (Yocabnlair , p. 54). 
2 
• Iloop r, Tent , etc., p. 177, and Dall, .Alaska. p. 81. 
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derson River and Cape Bathurst,1 and· have even been adopted by the 
Indians of the Yukon who learned the use of tobacco from the Eskimo. ' . They are undoubtedly of Siberian origin, as will be_ seen by comparmg 
the figure of a "Chukcb ,> pipe in N ord~nskiold's Vega~ vo~. ~' p. 1~ 7,; 
Fig. 7, and the figure of a Tunguse pipe m Seebohm:s "Siberia m Asrn 
(p. 149), with the pipes figured from ou~ coll_ecti~n. . Moreover, the 
method of smoking is precisely that practiced m Siberia, even to the 
proportion of wood mixed with the tobacco.2 • • • • 
The consideration of the question whence the Siberians acquired this 
peculiar method of smoking would lead me beyond the bound:; of the 
present work, but I can not leave the subject of pipes without calling 
attention to the fact that Nordenskiold3 has alluded to the resemblance 
of these to the Japanese pipes. A gentleman who has spent many 
years in China also informs me that the Chinese pipes are of a very 
similar type and smoked in much the same way.4 The Greenlanders 
and eastern Eskimo generally, who have learned the use of tobacco 
directly from the Europeans, use large-bowled pipes, which they smoke 
in the ordinary manner. In talking with us the people of Point Barrow 
call tobacco " tiba' " or " tibak1," but among themselves it is still known 
as ta'wak, which is the word found in use among them by the earliest 
explorers.5 "Tiba" was evidently learned from the American whalers, 
as it was not in use in Dr. Simpson's time. It is merely an attempt to 
pronounce the word tobacco, but has been adopted into the Eskimo 
l_This is an interesting fact, as it shows that the Eskimo from Demarcation Point east learned to 
· s~oke from the people of Point Barrow, and not from the English or the northern Indians, who use 
pipes "modeled after the clay pipes of the Hudson Bay Company." (Dall, Alaska, p. 81, Fig. A.) 
They acquired the habit some time between 1837, when T. Simpson found them ignorant of the use of 
tobacco (see reference above, p. 65), and 1849, when they were glad to receive it from Pullen-and Hooper. 
(Tents, etc., p. 258.) Petitot (Monographie, etc., p. xxvi) states that the Eskimo of the Mackenzie 
informeu bim that the use of tobacco and the form of the pipe, with blue beads, labrets, and other things, 
came through the neighbors from a distant land called "Nate'povik," which he supposes to mean St. 
Michaels, but which, from the evidence of other travelers, is mnch more likely· to mean Siberia. 
The Eskimo geography, on which Fr. Petitot relies so strongly, is extremely vague west of Barter 
Island, and savors of the fabulous almost as mnch as the Point Barrow stories about the eastern natives. 
The evidence which leads Fr. Petitot to believe ''Nate'povik" to be St. Michaels is rather peculiar. 
The Mackenzie natives call the people who are nearest to Nate' povik on the north '' the Sedentary." 
Now, the people who live nearest to St. Michaels on the north are the "Sedentary American Tchu-
katchis ''( !) ; therefore Nate'povik is probably St. Michaels. (" Le nom Natepovik semble convenir a 
l'ancien fort russe Michaelowski, en ce que la triba innok la plus voisine de ce poste, vers le nord, est 
designee par nos Tchiglit sous le norn d' A.pkwam-meiit ou de Sedentaires; or telle est la position 
g0ographique qui convient aux scdentaires Tchukatches americains, dont la limite la plus septen-
trionale, sel-0n le. capitaine Beechey, est la pointe Barrow.") A slight acquaintance with the work of 
of Dall and other modern explorers in this region would have saved Fr. Pet.itot from this and some 
other errors. 
2 See Wrangell, Narrative of an E:rpedition, etc., p. 58. ' ' The Russians here [at Kolymsk, 1820) 
smoke in the manner common to all the people of northern Asia; they draw in the tobacco smoke, 
swallow it, and allow it to escape again by the nose and ears ( !).'' The tobacco is said to be mixed 
with "finely powdered larch wood, to make it go further" (ibid.). See also Hooper, Tents, etc.: "Gen-
erally, I believe, about one-third part of wood is userl" (pp. 176 and 177; and Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 
2, p. 116.) 
3 Vega, vol. 2, p. 116. 
4 See also Petitot, Monographie, etu., p. xxix. 
6 See Beechey, Voyage, p. 323; T. Simpson, Narrative, p. 156-"tobacco, which * * * they call 
tawac, or tawakh, a name acquired of course from Russian traders;" Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 239; also 
Maguire and J. Simpson, loc. cjt. passim. Petitot calls ta'wak "mot fraw;ais corrompu "! 
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uffi i ntl to b u eel a the radical in compound words such 
'xutika/ktf1fi'8 ' ' I have a upply of tobacco." There is no 
id n e ha anything 1 e wa smok d before the introduction of 
toba O and no pip e u or coll cted appear older than the time when 
w know th m have had tobacco.1 
HABITATIONS. 
The winter house (i''glu) .-The permanent winter houses are built of 
wood2 and thickly covered with clods of earth. Each house cousists of 
a ingle room, nearly quare, entered by an underground passage ab~ut 
25 feet long and 4 to 4½ feet high. The sloping mound of earth which 
/--;-"'··- .. (1j 
__ \}.)7h,p-- &,,,,I,,. 
Lamp. 
~ 
GROUND P LAN . 
~.h-_& 
V ERTICAL S r:CTION. 
FIG. 9.-Plans of Eskimo winter house. 
cover the hon e, grading off in ensibly to the level of the ground, gives 
th hou e the appearanc of being undergro~nd, especially as the land 
on which they tand i irregular and hilly. Without very careful 
mea ur ment which we w re unable to make, it is impossible to tell 
wheth r the floor i abov or below the surface of the ground. It is 
certainly n t very far either way. I am inclined to think that a space 
1 
ince the above was written, the wonl for pip . "kuin~." has been found to be of Siberian origin. 
th writer' article "On the Siberian origin of some customs of the Western Eskimos" (Amer-
ican Anthropologist, vol. 1, pp. 325--336). 
2 
In ome of the old r bou s, th ruin. of which are still to be seen at the southwest end of the vil-
lag of tkiavwrn. whal ' bon w r used for timbers. Compare Lyon Journal, p. 171, where the 
wintn hut at I •lnlik ar cl cribcd a. "entirely con tructed of tho bones of whales unicorns wal-
rn , and small r animals. " with th interstices filled with earth and moss. 
1 1 
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at or near the top of a hillock is simply leveled to receive the floor. In 
this case the back of the house on a hill side, like some in Utkiavwrn, 
would be underground. 
The passage is entered at the farther end by a vertical shaft about _6 
feet deep in the center of a steep mound of earth. Round the mouth _is 
a square frame or combing of wood, and blocks of wood are placed m 
the shaft to serve as steps. One or two houses in Utkiavwm had ship's 
companion ladders in the shaft. This entrance can be. closed with a 
piece of walrus hide or a wooden cover in severe weather or when the 
family is away. The passage is about 4 feet wide and the sides and 
FIG. 10.-Interior of iglu, looking toward door. 
roof are supported by timbers of whalebone. On the right hand near 
the inner end is a good-sized room opening from the passage, which has 
a wooden roof covered with earth, forming a second small mound close 
to the house, with a smoke hole in the middle, and serves as a kitchen, 
while various dark and irregular recesses on the other side serve as 
storerooms. The passage is always icy and dark. 
At the inner end of the passage a circular trapdoor in the floor opens 
into the main room of the house, close to the wall at the middle of one 
end. The floor is at such a height from the bottom of the tunnel that a 
man standing erect in the tunnel has his head and shoulders in the 
room. These rooms vary somewhat in dimensions, but are generally 
about 12 or 14 feet long and 8 or 10 feet wide. The floor, walls, and 
roof are made of thick planks of driftwood, dressed smooth and neatly 
fitted together, edge to edge. The ridgepole runs across the house and 
the roof slopes toward each end. The two slopes are unequal, the front, 
or that towards the entrance, being considerably the longer. The walls 
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ar vertical tho e at the end' being between 3 and 4 feet high, while 
h id run up to 6 or 7 feet at the ridgepole. The wall planks run 
up and down and those of the roof from the ridge to the ends of the 
hou e where there is a stout horizontal timber. In some houses the 
walls are made of paneled bulkheads from some wrecked whaler. 
In the front of the house over the trapdoor there are no planks for a 
pace of about 2 feet. The lower part of this space is :filled in with 
hort tran ver e beams, so as to leave a square hole close to the ridge. 
Thi hole has a tout transverse beam at the top and bottom and serves 
a a window. When the house is occupied it is covered by a translucent 
membrane made of strips of seal entrail sewed together and stretched 
FIG.11.-Interior of iglu, looking toward bench. 
over two arched stick of light wood-whalebone was used in Dr. Simp-
on' time1-running diagonally across from corner to corner. The win-
dow i ' lo d with a wooden hutter when the house is shut up in winter, 
bu both aperture are left open in summer. Just above the window, 
clo to the ridgepole, i a little aperture for ventilation. Across the 
ba k f th room run a, platform or banquette, about 30 inches high in 
front and loping back a little, which serves as a sleeping and lounging 
pl . It i ~ about 5 feet wide, and the front edge comes nearly under 
th ridg p le. It i ' made of thick planks running across the house, and 
, upport d a each nd by a horizontal beam, the end of which projects 
, om what yond the-bench and i upported by around post. At each 
f h hou e tand a lamp, and over these are sm,pended racks in 
ha of mall ladder for drying clothing,2 etc. Deerskin blankets 
I , Cit., p. 256. 
2 ompar Hooper, T nt , tc., p. 46: "Small lattice sh Ives • • * on which moccasins 
ar put to dry." Plover Bay. also plate to face p.160 Parry's Second Voyage. 
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for the bed, which are rolled up and put under the bench when not in use, 
and a number of wooden tubs of various sizes-I counted nine tubs 
and buckets in one house in Utkiavwrn!:..,_complete the furniture. 
Two families usually occupy such a house, in which case each wife has 
her own end of the room and her own lamp, near which on the floor she 
usually sits to work. Some houses contain but one family and others 
more. I knew one house in Utkiavwrn whose regular occupants were 
thirteen in number, namely, a father with his wife and adopted daughter, 
two married sons each with a wife and child, his widowed sister with her 
son arid his wife, and one little girl. . This house was also the favorite 
stopping-place for people who came down from Nuwiik ~o spend the 
night. The furniture is always arranged in the same way. There is 
only one rack on the right side of the house and two on the left. Of 
these the farther from the lamp is the place for the lump of snow. In this 
same corner are kept the tubs, and the large general chamber pot and 
the small male urinal are near the trap door. Dishes of cooked meat 
are also kept in this corner. This leaves the other corner of the house 
vacant for women visitors, who sit there and sew. Male visitors, as well 
as the men of the house when they have nothing to do, usually sit on 
the edge of the banquette. 
In sleeping they usually lie across the banquette with their feet to 
the wall, but sometimes, when there are few people in the house, lie 
lengthwise, and occasionally sleep on the floor under the banquette. 
Petitot says that in the :Mackenzie region op.ly m_!;l,rried people sleep with 
their heads toward the edge of the banquette. Children and visitors 
lie with their heads the other way. 1 (See Fig. 9, ground plan andsection 
of house, and Figs. 10 and 11, interior, from ~ketches by the writer. 
For outside see Fig. 12, from a photograph by Lieut. Ray). 
At the back of the house is a high oblong scaffolding, made by set-
ting up tall poles of driftwood, four, six, or eight in number, and fasten-
ing on cross pieces about 8 or 10 feet from the ground, usually in two 
tiers, of which the lower supports the frames of the kaiaks and the 
upper spears and other bulky property. Nothing except very heavy 
articles, such as sledges, boxes, and barrels, is ever left on the ground. 
A man can easily reach this scaffold from the top of the house, but it is 
high enough to be out of reach of the dogs. The cross pieces are us·ually 
support~d on crotches made by lashing the lower jaw of a walrus to 
the pole, so that one ramus lies along the latter. Scaffolds of this sort, 
usually spoken of as "caches" or "cache frames," are of necessity used 
among the Eskimos generally, as it is the only way in which they can 
protect their bulky property.2 
1 Monographie, etc., p. xxiii. 
2 See for instance, Crantz, History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 141; Franklin, 1st Exped., vol. 2, p. 194 
(Copperrnine River); 2d Exped., p. 121 (Mouth of the Mackenzie, where they are made of drift logs 
stuck up so that the roots serve as crotches to hold the cross pieces); Hooper, Tents, etc., pp. 48, 228, 
and 343 (Plover Bay, Point Barrow, and Toker Point); J. Simpson, op. cit., p. 256 (Point Barrow); Nor-
denskii:ild, Vega, vol. 2, p. 92 (Pitlekaj), 
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Around Norton Sound, however, they use a more elaborate structure, 
con i ting of a regular little house 6 feet square, raised 6 to 10 feet from 
the ground on four posts. 1 
Belonging to each household, and usually near the house, are low 
scaffolds for the large boats, rows of posts for stretching lines of thong, 
and one or more small cellars or underground rooms framed with whales' 
bones, the skull being frequently used for a roof, which serve as store-
houses for blubber. These may be called "blubber rooms." 
These winter houses can only be occupied when the weather is cold 
enough to keep the ground hard frozen. During the summer the pas-
sageways are full of water, which freezes at the beginning of winter 
FIG. 12.-House in Utkiavwiii. 
and i dug out with a pickax. The people of Utkiavwrn began to come 
to u. to borrow our pickax to clean out their iglus about September 24, 
1 2, and all the hou es were vacated before July 1, both seasons. 
Thi particular form of winter house, though in general like those 
built by other E kimo, nevertheless differs in many respects from any 
de crib d el ewhere. For instance, the Greenland house was an oblong 
flat-roofed building of turf and stones, with the passageway in the 
mid le of one ide in tead of one end, and not underground. · Still, the 
do rand windows were all on one side, and the banquette or "brix" 
only on the ide oppo ite the entrance. The windows were formerly 
made of eal entrail , and the pa age, though not underground, was 
till lower than the floor of the hou e, so that it was necessary to step 
up at a h end.2 
d tail d d cription of the pe uliar communal house of the East 
1 Dall, laska, -p. 13. 
2 
E"<:d , Greenland, p. 114; Crantz, History of Greenlaud, vol. 1, p. 139; Riuk, Tales aud Traditions, 
p. 7. 
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Greenlanders of which there is only one at each village, will be found ' . in Capt. Holm's paper in the Geografisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, pp. 87-89. This 
is the long house of West Greenland, still further elongated till it will 
accommodate "half a score of families, that is to say, 30 to 50 people." 
John Davis (1586) describes the houses of the Greenlanders "neere the 
Sea side," which were made with pieces of wood on both sides, and 
crossed over with poles and then covered over with earth.1 
At Iglulik the permanent houses were dome shaped, built of bones, 
with the interstices filled with turf, and bad a short, low passage.2 No 
other descriptions of permanent houses are to be found until we reach the 
\ 
FIG. 13.-Ground plan and section of winter house in Mackenzie region. 
people of the Mackenzie region, who build houses of timbers, of rather 
a peculiar pattern, covered with turf, made in the form of a cross, 
of which three or all four of the arms are the sleeping rooms, the floor 
being raised into alowbanquette.3 (See Fig.13.) Petitot4 gives a very 
excellent detailed description of the houses of the Anderson River people. 
According to his account the passageway is built up of blocks of ice. He 
mentions one house with a single alcove like those at Point Barrow.5 
We have no description of the houses at the villages between Point 
Barrow and Kotzebue Sound, but at the latter place was found the 
1 Hakluyt, Voyages, etc. (1589), p. 788. 
2Lyon, Journal, p . 171. 
3 See Fig. 13, ground plan and section, copied from Petitot, Monographie, etc., p. xxm. 
4 Monograpbie, etc., p. xxr. 
6 See also Franklin, 2d Exped., p. 121 (Mouth of the Mackenzie), and pp. 215 and 216 (Atkinson 
Island, Richardson. A ground plan and section closely resembling Petitot's are given here); and 
Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 243 (Toker Point). 
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rib d by Dr. Simpon, and compared by him 
Ri hard on, though in some respects it more 
lo ly r m l tho n by Hooper.1 This house really has a fire-
pla in th middle and in thi approaches the houses of the southern 
E kimo f la ka. According to Dr. Simp on,2 "a modification of the 
la t fi rm built of undre ed timber, and ometimes of very small dimen-
ion with two re e e oppo ite each other, and raised a foot above the 
middl pa i ery common on the shores of Kotzebue Sound," but he 
do n t make it plain whether houses like those used at Point Barrow 
are no u d th re al o. 
Thi form of hou e i very like the large snow houses seen by Lieut. 
Ray at hunting camp on Kulugrua. Dr. Simpson describes less perma-
nent tructure which are u ed on the rivers, consisting of small trees 
plit and laid "inclining inward in a pyramidal form towards a rude 
quare frame in the center, supported by two or more upright posts. 
Upon the e the smaller branches of the felled trees are placed, and the 
whole, except the aperture at the top and a small opening on one side, 
is covered with earth or only snow.m These buildings, and especially 
the temporary one described by Dr. Simpson, used on the Nunatak, 
probably gave ri e to the statement we heard at Point Barrow that 
"the people outh bad no iglu and lived only in tents." The houses at 
Norton Sound are quite different from the Point Barrow form. The 
floor, which i not planked, is 3 or 4 feet under ground, and the passage 
enter one ide of the hou e, instead of coming up through the floor, 
and a mall h di built over the outer entrance to the passage. The fire 
i built in the middle of the house, under the aperture in the roof which 
erve for chimney and window, and there is seldom any banquette, but 
the two end of the room are fenced off by logs laid on the ground, to 
erve a leeping places, straw and spruce boughs being laid down and 
cover d with gra , mat . 3 
The hou e in th Ku kokwim region are quite similar to those just 
de cribed, but are aid to be built above ground in the interior, though 
they ar till overed with od .4 There are no published accounts of the 
hou of the t. Lawrence i lander , but they are known to inhabit sub-
terranean or partly underground earth-covered houses, built of wood, 
whil th iati E kimo have abandonded the old underground houses, 
whi h w re till in u e at the end of the la t century, and have adopted 
th d ubl - kin tent oftheOhukche .5 In addition to the cases quoted by 
all apt. k p ak of finding the natives of St. Lawrence Bay in 
177 Ii ing in partly underground earth-covered houses.6 
Mr. E. W. Nelson tells me, however, that the village 
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· Arrangement in villages.-The village of Utkiavwiil occupies a narrow 
strip of ground along the edge of the cliffs of Cape Smyth, about J ,000 
yards long, and extending some 150. yards inland. The houses are 
scattered among the hillocks without any attempt at regularity and at 
different distances from each other, sometimes alone, and sometimes in 
groups of two contiguous houses, which often have a common cache 
frame. Nuwuk, from Dr. Simpson's account 1 and what we saw in our 
hurried visits, 1s scattered in the same way over the knolls of Point 
Barrow, but has its greatest extension in an east and west direction. 
From Simpson's account (ibid.) double houses appear more common at 
Nuwuk than at Utkiavwrn, and he even speaks of a few threefold ones. 
All the houseE agree in facing south. This is undoubtedly to admit 
the greatest amount of _light in winter, and seems to be a tolerably 
general custom, at least among the northern Eskimo. 2 
The custom of having the dwelling face south appears to be a deeply 
rooted one, as even the tents in summer all face the same way. 3 
The tents on the sandspit at Plover Bay all face west. The same was 
observed by the Krause brothers at East Cape. 4 At Utkiavwrn there 
are twenty-six or twenty-seven inhabited houses. The uninhabited are 
mostly ruins and are chiefly at the southwest end of the village, though 
the breaking away of the cliffs at the other end has exposed the ruins 
of a few other old houses. Near these are also the ruins of the buildings 
destroyed by the ice catastrophe dei:,cribed above (p. 31). The mounds 
at the site of the United States signal station are also the ruins of 
old iglus. We were told that "long ago," before they had any iron, 
five families who "talked like dogs" inhabited this village. They 
were called Isu'tkwamiun. Similar mounds are to be seen at Pernyu, 
near the present summer camp. About these we only learned that 
people lived there "long ago." -We also heard of ruined houses on .the · 
banks of Kulugrua. 
Besides the dwellings there are in Utkiavwrn three and in Nuwuk 
two of the larger buildings used for dancing, and as workrooms for the 
men, so often spoken of among other Eskimo. 
Dr. Simpson states 5 that they are nominally the property of some of 
the more wealthy men. We did not hear of this, nor did we ever hear 
the different buildings distinguished as "So-and-so's," as I am inclined 
to think would have been the case had the custom still prevailed. They 
are called ku'dy'i'.gi or ki}'dr'i'.gi (karrigi of Simpson), a word which cor-
responds, mutatis mutandis, with the Greenlandic kagsse, which means, 
first, a circle of hills round a small deep valley, and then a circle of 
1 Op. cit., p. 256. 
2 For example, I find it mentioned in Greenland by Kane, 1st Grinnell Exp., p. 40; at Iglulik by 
Parry, 2d Voy., p. 499; and at the mouth of the Mackenzie by Franklin, 2d Exp., p. 121, as well as 
by Dr. Simpson at Nuwuk, op. cit., p. 256. 
3 Frobisher says the tents in Meta Incognita (in 1577) were "so pitched up, that the entrance into 
them, is alwaies South, or against the Sunne." Hakluyt's Voyages, etc., (1589) p. 628. 
4 Geographische Blatter, vol. 5, p. 27. 
6 Op. cit., p. 259. 
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peopl who it clo e together (and then, curiously enough, a brothel). 
A. tkiavwHi they are situated about the middle of the village, one 
lo to the bank and the others at the other edge of the village. They 
are built like the other hou es, but are broader than long, with the 
ridg pole in the middle, so that the two slopes of the roof _are equal, 
and are not covered with turf, like the dwellings, being only partially 
banked up with earth. 
The one vi ited by Lieut. Ray on the occasion of the "tree dance" 
wa 16 by 20 feet and 7 feet high under the ridge, and held sixty people. 
In the fall and pring, when it is warm enough to sit in the kf1'dyigi 
without :fire and with the window open, it is used as a general lounging 
place or club room by the men. Those who have carpentering and sim-
ilar work to do bring it there and others come simply to lounge and 
gos ip and hear the latest news, as the hunters when they come in gen-
erally repair to the kil'dJigi as soon as they have put away their 
equipment. 
They are o fond of this general resort that when nearly the whole 
village wa encamped at Imekpilfi in the spring of 1883, to be near the 
whaling ground, they extemporized a club house by arranging four 
timber , large enough for seats in a hollow square near the middle of 
the camp. The men take turns in catering for the club, each man's 
wife furnishing and cooking the food for the assembled party when 
her hu band' turn comes. The club house, however, is not used as a 
leeping place for the men of the village, as it is said to be in the terri-
tory south of Bering Strait, 1 nor as a hotel for visitors, as in the Nor-
ton Sound region.2 Visitors are either entertained in some dwelling or 
build temporary now· huts for themselves. 
The ku'dyigi is not used in the winter, probably on account of the 
difficulty of warming it, except on the occasions of the dances, festivals, 
or conjuring ceremonies. Crevices in the walls are then covered with 
block of snow, a lab of transparent ice i fitted into the window, and 
the hou e i lighted and heated with lamps. Buildings of this sort 
and u ed for es entially the ame purposes have been observed among 
nearly all known E kimo, except the Greenlanders, who, however, 
till retain the tradition of uch structures.3 Even the Siberian Eski-
mo, who hav abandoned the iglu, still retained the ku'dyigi until a 
recent date at 1 a t, a Hooper saw at Oong-wy-sac a performance in a 
' large tent, appar ntly erected for and devoted to public purposes 
(po ibly a a ouncil room as well a a theater, for in place of the 
1 Petroff, Report, tc., p. 128. 
2 Dall, Alaska, p. 16. 
1 e Rink, Tale and Traditions, p. 8; also Geogra:fisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 141. Speaking of build-
ings of this sort, Dr. Rink says: "Men i Granland kjendes de vel kun af Sagnet. Paa 0er Disko vil 
man have paavist Ruinen af en saadan Bygning, som besynderlig nok srerlig sagdes at have vreret 
benytt ·t tilF tligh deraf rotisk 1.:-atur. " Boas, ''The Central Eskimo," passim; Lyon, Journal, p. 325 
(Iglulik); Richard on, in Franklin's 2d Exp., pp. 215-216 ( tkinson I sland); Pet:tot, Monographie, 
tc. , xxx; "Kechim, ou maisond •,; as emblees;" .B echey, Voyage, p, 268 /Point Hope); Dall, Alaska, p . 
16 and elsewhere; Petroff, Rep. p. 128 and el'lewher . 
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usual inner apartments only a species of bench of raised earth ran 
round it)." 1 The~e buildings are numerous and particularly large and 
much used south of Bering Strait, where they are also used as steam 
bath houses.2 
Snow houses (apuya).-Houses of snow are used only temporarily, as 
for instance at the hunting grounds on the rivers, and occasionally by 
visitors at the village who prefer having their own quarters. For 
example, a man and his wife who had been living at Nuwuk decided in 
the winter of 1882-'83 to come down and settle at Utkiavwrn, where 
the woman's parents lived. Instead of going to one of the houses in 
the village, they built themselves a snow house in which they spent 
the winter. The man said he intended to built a wooden house the 
next season. These houses are not built on the dome or beehive shape so 
often described among the Eskimo of the middle region of Dr. Rink.3 
The idea naturally suggests itself that this form of building is 
really a snow tupek or tent, while the form used at Point Barrow is 
simply the iglu built of snow instead of wood. When built on level 
ground, as in the village, the snow house consists of an oblong room 
about 6 feet by 12, with w~lls made of blocks of snow, and high enough 
for a person to stand up inside. Beams or poles are laid across the top, 
and oyer these is stretched a roof of canvas. At the south end is a 
low narrow covered passage of snow about 10 feet long leading to a 
low door not over 2½ feet high, above which is the window, made, as 
before described, of seal entrail. The opening at the outer end of the 
passage is at the top, so that one climbs over a low wall of snow to 
enter the house. 
At the right side of the passage, close to the house, is a small fire-
place about 2½ feet square and built of slabs of snow, with a smoke hole 
in the top·and a stick stuck across at the proper height to hang a pot 
on. When the first fire is built in such a fireplace there is considerable 
melting of the surface of the snow, but as soon as the fire is allowed 
to go out this freezes to a hard glaze of ice, which afterwards melts 
only to a trifling extent. Opposite to the door of the house, which is 
protected by a curtain of canvas, corresponding to the Greenlandic 
ubkuaK, "a skin which is hung up before the entrance of the house,''4 
the floor is raised into a banquette about 18 inches high, on which are 
laid boards and skins. Cupboards are excavated under the banquette, 
or in the ~alls, and pegs are driven into the walls to hang things on. 
1 Tents, etc., p. 136. 
2 See references to Dall and P etroff, above . 
3 Parry, 2nd Voy., p. 100 and plate opposite; Franklin, 1st Exped. vol. 2, pp. 43-47, ground plan, p. 46; 
Boas, "Central Eskimo," pp. 539-553; Kumlien, Contributions, etc., p. 31; Petitot, Monographie, etc., 
p. xvii (a full description with a ground plan and section on p. xix), and all the popular accounts of 
the Eskimo. 
4 Gr0nlandsk Ord bog, p. 404 ; Kane's 1st Grinnell Exp. , p. 40, calls it a "skin-covered door." Com-
pare, also, the skin or matting hung over the entrance of the houses at Norton Sound, Dall, Alaska., p. 
13, and the bear-skin doors of the Nunatafimiun and other Kotzebue Sound natives, mentioned by Dr. 
Simpson, op. cit. , p . 259 . 
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,·u ·h c h u. i.· oul r lar nough for one family, there i · only one 
lam1 whl h taud, at th right-hand ide of the house1• 
t th hunting ground , or on the road thither in the winter, a place 
i 1 t d for h hou where the uow is deeply drifted under the edge 
f. mP bank, o that mo t of the house can be made by excavation. 
Wh 11 n · ary, the walls are built up and roofed over with slabs of 
now.. uch a hou e i very speedily built. The first party that goes 
over the road to the hunting ground usually builds houses at the end of 
each da march, and these serve for the parties ~omillg later, who 
have imply to clear out the drifted snow or perhaps make some slight 
r pai1 . On arriving at the hunting ground they establish themselves 
in lar er and more comfortable houses of the same sort; generally for 
two famHi . Lieut. Ray, who visited these camps, has drawn the plan 
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a 
F10. 14.-Grouncl plan of large snow house. 
whi ·_h i. much broader than long ( compare the form of house common 
at K9 z bue Sound, mentioned above, p. 78), but only one_ lamp, on 
a low helf of now b, running aero the back of the room and excavated 
below int a ort of cupboard. There arc also similar cupboards, c, at dif-
ferent pla in the wall , and a long tunnel,/, with the usual storerooms, 
i, and kit ·h n, h, from which a branch tunnel often leads to an ad.joining 
hon . Th fl or i · mark d d, the entrance to the tunnel g, ancl the 
door e. Th h u. i. · lighted by the eal-gut windows of the iglu 
brought from th village. 
n oiug into ·amp the railed. led i stuck point down into the snow 
and n -1 1 , or i -pi b;, thru,t through the rails, making a tempo-
rary a ·h fram / 011 whi ·h ar hung bulky articles-i:mO\..-shoes and 
1 C-Ompare Dr., imp on' ,le cription. op. cit., p. 259. 
2 C-Ompar the woo<lcu ton p. 406, vol. 1. of Kane'i; 2d Exp , where two sled!! are represented as stuck 
up on end with their " upstantler:1 " meeting to form a platform-Smith Sound. 
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guns.' Small storehouses of snow or ice are built to contain 1wovisions. 
In the autumn many such houses are built in the village, of slabs of 
clear fresh-water ice about 4 inches thick cemented together by freezing. 
These resemble the .buildings of fresh-water ice at Iglulik, described by 
Capt. Lyon. 2 
Other temporary structures of snow, sometimes erected in the village, 
serve as workshops. One of these, which was built at the edge of the 
village in April, 1883, was an oblong building long enough to hold an 
umiak, giving sufficient room to get around it and work, and between 6 
and 7 feet high. The walls were of blocks of snow and the roof of can-
vas stretched over poles. One end was left open, but covered by a canvas 
curtain, and a banquette of snow ran along each side. It was lighted 
by oblong slabs of clear ice set into the walls, and warmed by several 
1amps. Several men in succession used this house for repairing and 
rigging up their umiaks, and others who had whittling to do brought 
their work to the same place. 
Such boat shops are sometimes built by digging a broad trench in a 
snowbank and roofing . it with canvas. Women dig small holes in the 
snow, which they roof over with canvas and use for work-rooms in which 
to dress seal skins. In such cases there is probably some superstitious 
reason, which we failed to learn, for not doing the work in the iglu. 
The tools used in building the snow houses are the universal wooden 
snow-shovel and the ivory snow-knife, for cutting and trimming the 
blocks. At the present day saws are very much used for cutting the 
blocks, and also large iron knives (whalemen's "boarding knives," etc.) 
obtained from the ships. 
Tents (tupek).-During the summer all the natives live in tents, 
which are pitched on dry places upon the top of the cliffs or upon the 
gravel beach, usually in small camps of four or :five tents each. A few 
families go no farthfr than the dry banks just southwest of the village, 
while the rest of the inha,bitants who have not gone eastward trading 
or to the rivers hunting reindeer are strung along the coast. The :first 
camp below Utkiavwrn is just beyond the double lagoon of Nunava, 
about 4 miles away, and the rest at intervals of 2 or 3 miles, usually at 
some little inlet or stream at places called ~e'kq Iuka, N ake' dl"ixo, Kuos-
u' gru, Nuna/ktuau, lpersua, Wa'lakpa (Refuge Inlet, according to Capt. 
Maguire's map, Parl. Rep. for 1854, opp. p. 186), Er'n'i'vwrn, S'i''naru, 
and Sa'kamna. It is these summer camps seen from passing ships 
which have given rise to the accounts of numerous villages along this 
coast. There is usually a small camp on the beach at S'i''nnyft and one 
at Ime'kpun, while a few go to Pernyft even early in the season . 
.As the sea opens the people from the lower camps travel up the coast 
and concentrate at Pernyu, where they meet the Nuwuiimiun, the Nuna-
1 Firearms can not be carried into a warm room in cold weather, as the moisture in the air immedi-
ately condenses on the cold surface of the metal. 
2 Journal, p. 204; see also the plate opposite p. 358 of Parry's 2d Voyage. 
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taiimiun trad r , and the whalemen, and are joined later in the season 
by th tra lin partie r turning from the ea t, all of whom stop for a 
few day at Pernyu. On returning to the village also, in September, 
the t nt are pitched in dry places among the houses and occupied till 
the latter are dry enough to live in. Tents are used in the autumnal 
deer hunt before snow enough fall to build snow houses. In the ~pring 
of 18 3, when the land floe was very heavy and rough off Utkiavwrn, 
all who were going whaling in the Utkiavwfii boats went into camp 
with their families in tents pitched on the crown of the beach at Imek 
pun, whence a path led off to the open water. 
The t nt are nowaday always made of cloth, either sailcloth obtained 
from wre k or drilling, which i purchased from the ships. The latter 
i preferred. a· it make a lighter tent and both dark blue and white are 
u eel. Reindeer or seal skins were used for tents as lately as 1854. 
El on aw tent of eal kin lined with reindeer skin at Refuge Inlet,1 
and Hooper mentions ealskin tents at Cape Smyth and Point Barrow.2 
Dr. Simp on gives a description of the skin tents at Point Barrow.3 
Indeed, it i probable that canvas tents were not common until after the 
great "wreck seasons" of 1871 and 1876, when so many whaleships 
were lost. The Nunataiimiun at Pernyu had tents of deerskin, and I 
remember al o seeing one sealskin tent at the same place, which, it is 
my impres ion, belonged to a man from Utkiavwrn. Deerskin tents are 
u ed by the .Ander on River natives,4 while sealskins are still in use in 
Greenland and the east generally.5 The natives south of Kotzebue 
Sound do not u e tents, but have ummer houses erected above ground 
and de cribed a "generally log structures roofed with skins and open 
in front."6 That they have not always 1>een ignorant of tents is shown 
by the u e of th word "topek 71 for a dwelling at Norton Sound.7 
The tent · at Point Barrow are still constructed in a manner very sim-
ilar to that de cribed by Dr. Simpson (see reference above). Four or five 
pole about 12 feet long are fastened together at the top and spread out 
so a to form a cone, with a ba e about 12 feet in diameter. Inside of 
the e about (3 £ et from the ground i lashed a large hoop, upon which 
ar laid hort r pole (sometimes pear , umiak oars, etc.). The canvas 
cov r, which i now made in one piece, i wrapped spirally round this 
1 B cchey's Voyag , p. 315. 
2 Tent , tc., pp. 216, 225. 
• Op. cit., p. 260. 
4 MacFarlane M · ·. ancl P etitot, Monographie, etc., p. xx, "des tentes coniqucs (tuppepk) en peaux de 
renne." 
6 
• Rink, Tales, tc., p. 7 (" skin "in this passage undoubtedly means sealskins, as they are more 
plentiful than de r11kins among the Gr enlanders, an<l were used for this purpose in Egede's time-Green, 
land, p.117; andKumlien, op.cit., p.33.). In astGr cnland, accordingtoilolm, "OmSommeren bo Angs-
ma,,salik rn i T •It , derere betroknom cldobbelte kindog have Tarmskinds Forhreng." Geogr. Tids., 
vol. 8, p. O. In Frobil her's description of M ta Incognita (in 1577), he says: "Their l1ouscs are tents 
mad of cale skin , pitcbe<l up with 4 Firr quarters, foure square, rn eting at the toppe, and the skinnes 
s v.- d tog thcr with sinewe , andlayd thereupon. " Hakluyt's Voyages, etc. (1580), p. 628. See also Boas, 
" ntral E kimo." 
•p troff, op. cit., p. 128. 
'Dall, Alaska, p. 13. 
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frame so that the edges do not meet in front except at the top, leaving 
a tria~gular space or doorway, filled in with a curtain of which part is a 
translucent membrane, which can be covered at night with a piece of 
cloth. A string runs from tbe upper corner of the cloth round the apex 
of the tent and comes obliquely down the front to about the middle of 
the edge of the other end of the cloth. The two edges are also held 
together by a string across the entrance. Heavy articles, stones, gravel, 
etc., are laid on the flap of tbe tent to keep it aown, and spears, pad-
dles, etc., are laid up against the outside. (See Fig. 15, from a photo-
graph by Lieut. Ray.) 
Inside of tbe tent there is much less furniture than in the iglu, as the 
lamp is not needed for heating and lighting, and tbe cooking is done 
outdoors on tripods erected over fires. The sleeping place is at the 
- ·-:.Z.--~ 
_. -.-::-
. ~ z::-~~-:_·-· 
FIG. 15.-Tent on the beach at Utkiavwiii. 
back of tbe tent, and is usually marked 'Off by laying a log across the 
floor, and spreading boards on the ground. Not more than one family 
usually occupy a tent. The tents at the whaling camp mentioned above 
were, at first, fitted out with snow passages and :fireplaces like a snow 
hut, and many had a low wall of snow around them, but these had all 
melted before the camp was abandoned. 
These tents differ considerably in model from those in use in the east, 
though all are made by stretching a cover over radiating poles. For 
example, the tents in Greenland have the front nearly vertical/ while at 
Cumberland Gulf two sets of poles connected by a ridgepole are used, 
those for the front being the shorter.2 The fashion at Iglulik is some-
1 Egede, Greenland, p.117; Crantz, vol. I , p.141; Rink, Tales, etc., p. 7. 
2 Kumlien, op. cit., p. 33. 
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what imilar.1 Small rude tents only large enough to hold one or two 
p pl are used as habitations for women during confinement, and for 
wing room when they are working on deerskins in the autumn. 
Tents for the latter purpose are called "su' dliw'ffi," the place for 
working. 
HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS. 
FOR HOLDING AND CARRYING FOOD, WATER, ETC. 
Oanteens (i'm,uttn).-None of the canteens, the use of which has been 
de:cribed above (under "Drinks"), were obtained for the collection. 
They were een only by Lieut. Ray and Capt. Herendeen, who made 
winter journeys with the natives. They describe them as made of seal-
kin and of small size. I find no published mention of the use of such 
canteen among the Eskimo elsewhere, except in Baffin Laml.2 
Wallets, etc.-Food and such thing8 are carried in roughly made bags 
of kin or cloth, or sometimes merely wrapped up in a piece of skin or 
entrail, or whatever is convenient. Special bags, however, are used for 
bringing in the small fish which are caught through the ice. These are 
flat, about 18 inches or 2 feet square, and made of an oblong piece of 
ealskin, part of an old kaiak cover, doubled at the bottom and sewed up 
each ide, with a thong to sling it over the shoulders. 
Buckets and tiibs.-Buckets and tubs of various sizes are used for 
holding water and other fluids, blubber, flesh, entrails, etc., in the house, 
and are made by bending a thin 
plank of wood (spruce or fir) round 
a nearly circular bottom and sew-
ing the ends together. These are 
probably all obtained from the Nu-
natanmiun,. as it would be almost 
impossible to procure suitable 
wood at Point Barrow. The col-
lection contains four specimens-
two tubs and two buckets. 
No. 56764 r370] (Fig. 16) will 
serve as a type of the water- bucket 
(kutau''B) . A thin strip of spruce 
8 inches wide is bent round a circu-
lar bottom of the same wood 10¼ 
Fm.16.-Wooden bucket. inches in diameter. The edge of 
the latter is slightly rounded and 
fit:, into a, hallow croze one-fourth inch from the lower edge of the strip. 
Th ndH of he . ·trip overlap 3½ inche · and are sewed together with 
narr w , trip: of whalebone in two vertical seams of short stitches, one 
1 e Parry's 2nd Voyage, p. 271 and plate opposite. Compare also Chappell, "Hudson Bay," pp. 75-
77, fi ,ur on p. 75. 
2 "Wh n out traveling, thf'y mo. tly carry th ir water supply iu a seal 's stomach, prepared for the 
purpose." Kumlien op. it., 11. 41. Compare also Hall, Arctic Researches, p. 584. 
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· i:;eam close to the outer end, which is steeply chamfered off and pa,inted · 
red and the other 1·6 inches from this. Both seams are countersunk in 
shallow grooves on the outer part. The bucket is ornamented with a 
shallow groove running round the top, aud a vertical groove between 
the seams. These grooves and the seam grooves are painted red. The 
bail is of stout iron wire fastened on by two ears of white walrus ivory 
cut into a rude outline of a whale, and secured by neat.lashings of whale-
bone passing through correspon~ng holes in the ear and the bucket. 
The bucket has been some time in use. 
No. 56763 [369] is a bucket with a bail, and very nearly of the same 
shape and dimensions. It has, however, a bail made of rope yarns 
braided together, and the ears are plain flat pieces of ivory. Buckets 
of this size, with bails, are especially used for water, particularly for 
bringing it from the ponds and streams. The name "kfltauiu" corre-
sponds to the Greeularrdic katauaK, "a water-pail with which water is 
brought to the house." 1 · 
No. 89891 [1735] (Fig. 17), which is nearly new, is a very large tub 
(ilull'kpf1fi, which appears to mean "a capacious thing") without a bail, 
and is 11 inches high and 20 in diameter. 
The sides are made of two pieces of plank 
of equal length, whose ends overlap alter-
nately and are sewed together as before. 
The bottom is in two pieces, one large and 
one small, neatly fastened together ·with 
two dowels, and is not only held in by hav-
ing its edge chamfered to :fit the croze, but 
is pegged in with fomteen small treenails. 
The seams, edges, and two ornamental 
grooves around the top are painted red as 
before. 
Fro. 17.-Large tub. 
No. 89890 [1753] is smaller, 9·7 inches high aud 14·5 in diameter. It 
has no bail, aud is ornamented with two grooves, of which the lower is 
painted with black lead. The bottom is in two equal pieces, fastened 
together with three dowels. This is a new tub and has the knotholes 
neatly plugged with wood. There are a number of these tubs in every 
house. They are known by the generic name of imusiaru (which is ap-
plie9- also to a barrel, and which means literally" an unusual cup or 
dipper," small cups of the same shape being called i'musyfa), but have 
special names signifying their use. For instance, the little tub about 6 
inches in diameter, used .by the males as a urinal, is called kuvwm 
(" the place for urine.") One of these large tubs always stands to 
catch the drip from the lump of snow in the house, and those of the 
largest size, like No. 89891 [1735], are the kind used as chamber pots. 
Vessels of this sort are in use throughout Alaska, and have been ob-
served among the eastern Eskimo where they have wood enough to 
1 Grenl. Ordbog., p. 135. 
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E kimo of the Ooppermine River 
ides being made of thin deal, bent 
int , n oval form nd by sewing, and :fitted so nicely 
to th bottom a to be perfectly water-tight." 1 There are specimens in 
th Mu 'eum from the Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers, described in the 
Ma •Far1aue MS. a "pot for drinking with, pails for carrying and 
k pi11g water, and a,1 o as chamber pots. Oil is also sometimes carried 
in them in winter." 
In om lllace where wood i scarce ves els of a similar pattern are 
ma<l of whalebone. Ve ls "made of whalebone, in a circular form, 
one pi ce b ing bent juto the proper shape for the sides," are mentioned 
by apt. Parry on the west shore of Baffins Bay,2 and "circular and 
oval ve el of whalebone" we;re in use at Iglulik.3 This is the same 
as the Greenlandic ves el called pertaK (a name which appears to have 
be n tran ferred in the form p'i'.'tuiio to the wooden meat bowl at Point 
Barrow), "a di h made of a piece of whalebone b6Ilt into a hoop, which 
make the ides, with a wooden bottom inserted." 4 N ordenskiold 
speak of ve eL of whalebone at Pitlekaj, but does not specify the 
pattern.5 Whalebone dishes were used at Point Barrow, but at the 
present day only small ones for drinking-cups are in general service. 
One large di h wa collected. (Fig. 18. No. 89850 [1199] ). · 
A trip of whalebone 4i inches wide is bent round a nearly circular 
bottom of otton wood so a to form a small tub. The edges of the bot-
tom are chamfered to :fit a 
FIG. 18.-Whalebone ilisb. 
shallow croze in the whale-
bone. The overlapping ends 
of the whalebone are sewed 
together with a strip of 
whalebone in long stitches. 
This dish is quite old and 
impregnated with grease. 
Vessels of this kind are un-
common, and it is probable 
that none have been made 
since whalebone acquired its 
present commercial value. 
Th y w r very likely in much more general use formerly, as when there 
wa no ·u h mark t for whalebon as at present it would be cheaper to 
mak tub of thi, material than to buy wooden ones. In corroboration 
of thi · vi wit may b not d that Dr. Simpson does not mention wooden-
war among th ar icl brought for sale by the Nunatafimiun.6 The 
mall whal b n v 1 will be de "cribed under drinking cups, which 
1 Franklin, 1st Exp., vol. 2, p. 181. 
2 Firi;t Yoy., p. 286. 
1 cond Voy ., p. 603. 
4 Granl. Ordbog., p. 293. 
6 Vega, vol. 2, p. 124. 
6 Op. cit., p. 266. 
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Meat bowls.-(P'fltuno, see remarks on p. 88.) Large wooden bowls 
are used to hold meat, fat, etc., both raw and cooked, which are gen-
erally served on trays. These are of local manufacture and carved 
from blocks of soft driftwood. The four specimens collected are all 
made of cottonwood, and, excepting No. 73570 [408], have been long in 
use and are thoroughly impregnated with grease and blood. 
_No. 89864 [1322] (Fig. 19) will serve as the type. This is deep and 
nearly circular, with flat bottom and rounded sides. The brim· is orna-
mented with seven large sky-blue glass beads imbedded in it at equal 
intervals, except on one side, where there is a broken notch in the place 
of a bead. 
Another, No. 89863 [1320], is larger and not flattened on the bottom, 
and the brim is thinner. 
It is also provided with ¾ 
a bail of sealthong, very 
neatly made, as fo~lows: 
One end of the thong 
is knotted with a single 
knot into one of the holes 
so as to leave one long 
part and one short part 
(about 3 inches). The 
long part is then carried 
across and through the 
Fm. 19.-Meat bowl. 
other hole from the outside, back again through the first hole and again 
across, so that there are three parts of thong stretched across the bowl. 
The end is then tightly wrapped in a close spiral round all the other 
parts, including the short end, and the wrapping is :finished off by 
tucking the end under the last turn. The specimen shows the method 
of mending wooden dishes, boxes, etc., which have split. A. hole is 
bored on each side of the crack, and through the two is worked a neat 
lashing of narrow strips of whalebone, which draws the parts together. 
In No. 89865 [1321 ], which has been split wholly across, there are six 
such stitches, nearly equidistant, holding the two parts together. This 
bowl is strengthened by neatly riveting a thin flat" strap" of walrus 
ivory along the edge across the end of the crack. These three bowls 
are of nearly the same shape, which is the common one. The new bowl 
(No. 73570 [ 408]) is of a less common shape, being not so nearly hemis-
pherical as the others1 but shaped more l~ke a common milk pan. It is 
ornamented with straight lines drawn in black lead, dividing the sur-
face into quadrants. These were probably put on to catch the white 
man's eye, as the bowl was made for the market. Dishes of this descrip-
tion are common throughout Alaska (see the National Museum collec-
tions) and have been noted at Plover Bay.1 
1 Hooper, Tents, etc., p.147. 
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FOR PREPARIX 1!'0 D. 
ton , and oth r material (il,1tkuzi'1"'i) .-In former time , pots of 
mployed by th ea ·tern E kimo, and 
pr babl o tain d fr m th am region a' the lamps, were used for 
o kin £ oin Barrow, bli.t the native have so long been· able 
to pr ur m tal k ttl .· clir •ctl or indirectly from the whites (Elson 
found 01 p r k ttl , a Point Barrow in 1826)1 that the former have 
gon wholl out of u · , and at the pre ent day fragments only are to be 
found. Th r are fom· , u h fragments in the collection, of which three 
ar of the am. model and one quite different. 
o. 9 "'-6 [1559] (Fig. 20) i ufficiently whole to show the pattern 
of the fir, t type. It i of oft gray soap tone. A large angular gap is 
brok n from the middle of 011e side, taking out about half of this side, 
and a small angular 
¼ piece from the bot-
-r tom. From the cor-
!•'IG. 20.-Stone pot 
ner of this gap the 
pot has been broken 
obliquely across the 
bottom, and mended 
in three places with 
stitches of whale-
bone made as de-
scribed under No. 
80 65 [1321 ]. One nd i cut rloW11 for about half its height, and the 
edg carri d round in a traigbt line till it meets the gap in the broken 
ide. Thi , nd appear to have been pieced with a fresh piece of stone, 
a there are holes for 'titche ' in the edge of the whole side and in the 
upper dg of the broken ide. There are also two "stitch holes" at 
th oth r 8id of th gap, bowing how it was originally mended. A 
low tran ' V r , e ridgf' aero the middle of the whole end was probably 
an ornam u . oles for triugs by which the pot was hung up are 
bored on -fourtl1 to on -half inch from the brim. Two of these are 
The 
1ne h y' "Voyag , p. 5i2. 
2Tbi 11pccimen was broken iu trans1>ortation , ancl the pieces r ceived differ ent Museum numbers. 
It is now m •nd d with glu . 
1 'ompar the pot11 w ith t h two figured in Parry's 2d Voyage {plate opposite p. 160) . The smaller 
of th ·s: 11a a ric1 e only on th rnl , but 0 11 tho la:-gcr tho r idge rans all the way round. The plate 
a how bow fhe pot were bung up . e also Fig . 1, plat e opposi te p . 548. 
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in both pots are holes showing where they have been mended by whal?-
bone stitches, fragments of which are stilI sticking in one_ pot. This 
method of mending soapstone vessels by sewing is mentioned by Capt. 
Parry as practiced at Iglulik.1 
No. 89883 l 1097] (Fig. 21) is a small pot · of a quite different shape, 
best understood from the figure. Round the edge are eight holes for 
strings nearly equidistant. The outside is rough, especially on the 
bottom. One of the sides is much gapped, and the acute tip has been 
broken off obliquely and mended with a stitch of whalebone. The care 
used in mending these vessels shows that they were valuable and not 
easily replaced. I can 
find no previous mention 
of the use of stone ves-
sels for cooking on the 
western coast, and there 
are no specimens in the 
National Museum collec 0 
tions. The only Eskimo 
stone vessels are a couple 
of small stone bowls from 
Bristol Bay. These are 
1rery much the shape of 
FIG. 21.-Small stone pot. 
the wooden bowls above described, and appear to have been used as oil 
dishes and not for cooking, as the inside is crusted with grease, while the 
outside is not bla,ckened. On the other hand, stone cooking pots are 
very generally employed even now by the eastern Eskimos, and have 
been frequently described.2 The close resemblance of the pots from 
Point Barrow to those described by Capt. Parry, taken in connection 
with Dr. Simpson's statement 3 that the stone lamps were brought from 
the east, renders it very probable that the kettles were obtained in the 
same way. The absence of this utensil among the southern Eskimo of 
Alaska is probably due to the fact that being inhabitants of a well 
wooded district they would have no need of contrivances for cooking 
over a lamp. 
I obtained three fragments of pottery, which had every appearance 
of great age and were said to b·e pieces of a kind of cooking-pot which 
they used to make "long ago, when there were no iron kettles." The 
material was said to be earth (nu'na), bear's blood, and feathers,4 
and appears to have been baked. They are· irregular fragments (No. 
12d Voyage, p. 502. 
21 need only r efer to Crantz, who describes the "bastard-marLle kettle," banging "by four strings 
fastened to the roof, which kettle is a foot long and half a foot broad, and shaped like a longish box" 
(vol. 1, p. 140); the passage from Parry's 2d Voyage, referred to above; Kumlien, op. cit., p. 20 (Cum-
berland Gulf); Boas, "Central Eskimo," p. 545; and Gilder, Schwatka's Search, p. 260 (West Shore 
of Hudson Bay). 
30p. cit., pp. 267-269. 
4Compare the cement for joining pieces of soapstone vessels mentioned by Boas (" Central Eskimo,'' 
p. 526) consisting of "seal's blood, a kind of clay, and dog'a hair." 
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96 7 [1 9], Fig. 22) of perhaps more than one vessel, which appears 
+o hav b en tall and ylindrical, perhap haped like a bean-pot, pretty 
mooth in ide, and coated with dried oil or blood, black from age . . 
The out ide i rather rough, and marked with faint rounded transverse 
ridge , as if a large cord had been wound round the vessel while still 
oft. The large t ·shard ha. been broken obliquely across and mended 
with two titches of sinew, and all are very old and black._ 
Beechey (Voyage, p. 295) speaks of "earthen jars for cooking" at 
Hotham Inlet in 1826 and 1827, and Mr. E . W. Nelson has collected a 
Frn. 22.-Fragments of pottery. 
few jars from the Norton Sound region, very like what those used at 
Point Barrow must have been. Ohoris figures a similar vessel in his 
Voyage Pittore.·que, Pl. III (2d), Fig. 2, from Kotzebue Sound. Metal 
k ttle of variou ort are now exclusively used for cooking, and are 
call d by the ame name a the old soap tone vessels, which it will be 
ob · rv corre pond to the name used by the eastern Eskimo. Light 
·h -iron amp-kettle are eagerly purchased and they are very glad 
to g t any kind of small tin can ·, uch as preserved meat tins, which 
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they use for holding water, etc., and sometimes fit with bails of string 
or wire, so as to use them for cooking porridge, etc., over the lamp. 
They had learned the value of these as early as Maguire's time, 1 as had 
the people of Plover Bay in 1849.2 
Bone crushers.-In preparing food it is often desirable to break the 
large bones of the meat, both to obtain the marrow and to facilitate the 
trying out of the fat for making the pemmican already described. Deer 
bones are crushed into a sod of coarse bone-meal for feeding the dogs 
when traveling. For this purpose heavy short-handled stone mauls are 
used. These tools may have been formerly serviceable as hammers for 
driving treenails, etc., as the first specimen obtained was described as 
"savik-pidjuk-nunamisin't'ktuu-kau'"t'E" (literally "iron-not-dead-ham-
mer"), or the hammer used by those now dead, who had no fron. For 
this purpose, however, they are wholly superseded by · iron hammers, 
and are now only used for bone crushers. The collection contains a 
large series of these implements, namely, 13 complete mauls and 13 
unhafted heads. All are constructed on the same general plan, con-
sisting of an oblong roughly cylindrical mass of stone, with flat ends, 
mounted on the expanded end of a short haft, which is applied to the 
middle of one side of the cylinder and is slightly curved, like the handle 
of an adz. Such a haft is frequently made of the "branch" of a rein-
deer antler, and the expanded end is made by cutting off a portion of 
the " beam" where the branch joins it. A. haft so made is naturally 
elliptical and slightly curved at right angles to the longer diameter of 
the ellipse, and is applied to the head so that the greatest thickness 
and therefore the greatest strength comes in the line of the blow, as in 
a civilized ax or hammer. The head and haft are held together by a 
lashing of thong or three-ply braid of sinew, passing through a large 
hole in the large end of the haft and round the head. This lashing is 
put on wet and dries hard and tight. 3 It follows the same general plan 
in all the specimens, though no two are exactly alike. The material of 
the heads, with three exceptions (No. 56631 [222], gray porphyry; No. 
89654 [906], black quartzite, and No. 89655 [1241 ], coarse-grained gray 
syenite),is massivepectolite(seeabove, p. 60), generally of a pale greenish 
or bluish gray color and slightly translucent, sometimes dark and opaque. 
No. 56635 [243] will serve as the type of these implements.4 
The head is of light bluish gray pectolite, and is lashed with a three-
ply braid of reindeer sinew to a haft of some soft coniferous wood, prob-
ably spruce, rather smootl?-ly whittled out and soiled by handling. The 
transverse ridge on the under side of the butt is to keep the hand from 
slipping off the grip. The whole is dirty and shows signs of consider-
able age. 
1 See Further Papers, etc., p. 909. 
2 Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 57. 
3 w e· saw this done on No. 56634 [83], the h ead and haft of which were brought in separate and put 
together by an E skimo at the station. 
4 Figured in Ray's Point Barrow Report, Ethnology, Pl. u, Fig. 6. 
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Th. maul vary con i<l.erablein ize. The largest is 7·1 inches long 
an l ..,·.3 in diam ter, and the smaUest 2·1 inches long by 2·4. This is a 
v ry mall hammer, No. 56634 [ 3] having a haft only 4·7 inches long. 
Th haft i u ually about 5 inche long. The longest (belonging to one 
of the mall r head , 4 inches by 2) i 7 ·2 inches long, and the shortest 
(b longing to a lightly larger head, 4·7 by 3·1 inches) is 4·5 inches. The 
larg t two heads, each 7·1 by 2·5 inches, have hafts 5 inches long. 
The la hing of all is put on in the same general way, namely, by se-
curing one end round the head and through the eye, then taking a varia-
]'10. 23.-Stone maul. 
ble number of turns round 
the head ·and through the 
hole, and tightening these 
up by wrapping the end 
spirally round all the parts, 
where they stretch from 
head to haft on each side. 
Seal thong, narrow or broad, 
is more generally used than 
inew braid ( only three specimens out of the thirteen have lashings of 
inew). When broad thong is used the loop is made by splicing, as 
follow : A lit i cut about 1½ inches from the end of the thong, and 
the encl i doubled in a bight and passed through this slit. The end is 
then slit and the other 
end of the thong pas ed 
through it and drawn 
taut, making a splice 
which hold all the 
tighter for drawing on 
it. A imple loop i tied 
in inew braid. 
The following figure 
will illu tra te the most 
important variation in 
the form of thi imple-
m nt. Fig.23, o.56634 
[ ] from tkiavwrn,has 
a h ad of light gray 
p tolite, "lightly tran -
lu nt and vidently 
ground fl.at on th face. 
1!'10 . 2-l.- Stone maul. 
and th haft i.' of reindeer autl r, with a light knob at the butt. A 
: quar pi c of bu k kin i · doubled and in 'erted between the head and 
haft. Th la. hing i. of fine, eal kin twine, and the spiral wrapping is 
·, rri wholly round h h ad. Th. wa th fir t stone maul collected, 
and wa. rm too- th rat th . tati011, a. mentioned above. It is rather 
mall r than ual. ig. 24, o. 56 37 [196], from Utkiavwln, has the 
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head of grayi::,u pectolite, rough and unusually large. The haft is of 
some soft coniferous wood soaked with grease. It is nearly round, in-
stead of elliptical, with an irregular knob at the butt, and not curved, 
but fastened obliquely to the head. The loop of double thong attached 
to the haft is probably to go round the wrist. 
Fig. 25, No. 56639 (161], from Utkiavwrn, is of pectolite, the upper 
and lower faces almost black and the sides light gray. The haft is of 
FIG. 25.-- Stone maul. 
hard wood and unusually long (7 ·2 inches). It is noticeable for being at_ 
tached at right angles to the head, by a very stout lashing of thong of 
the .usual kind, and further tightened by a short flat stick wedged in 
below the head on one side. There appears to have been a similar "key" 
on the other side. This is an unusual form. 
Fig. 26, No. 89654 (906], is from Nuwuk. The head is an oblong, 
nearly cylindrical, water-
worn pebble of black 
quartzite, 7·1incheslong; . 
the haft is ofreindeer ant-
ler, and thelashingof seal 
thong. 
Fig. 27, No. 89655 
[1241 ], from Utkiavwrn. 
The head of this maul i;:; 
a long pebble of rather 
coarse-grained gray sy-
enite, and is peculiar in 
having a shallow groove 
roughly worked out 
round the middle to keep 
foe lashing from slip-
ping. It is 4·7 inches 
long and 3·1 in diameter. 
Fm. 26.-Stone maul. 
The h_aftis of~eindeer antler 4·5 inches long, and the lashing of seal thong 
peculiar only m the large number of turns in the spiral wrappings. 
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Fig. 28, No. 657 [ '""7], from Nuwuk. Thi i pe uliar in having the 
haft fitted into ad ep angular gr v on one side of the head, which is 
of pe tolite and oth rwi 'e of the common pattern. The haft of reindeer 
antl r and he la hing of broad thong are evid ntly newer than the head 
and are clu.m ily made and put on, the latter niaking several turns 
about oue side of the 
% haft as well as thTough 
it and round the head. 
FIG. 27.-Stone maul. 
None of the unmount-
ed heads, which are all 
of pectolite, are grooved 
in this way to receive 
the haft, but No. 56658 
[205] has two shallow, 
incomplete gr o o v e s 
round the middle for 
lashings, and No. 56655 
[218], which is nearly 
square in section, has 
shallow notches on the edges for the same pmpose. One specimen of 
the eries comes from Sidaru, but differs in no way from specimens from 
the nor hern village . 
tonemaul of thi., tY11e have previously been seldom found among 
th American E . kimo. Th only specimens in the Museum from America 
are two small unhaft ,(l maul heads of pectolite, one from Hotham Inlet 
and the oth r from Cape Nome, and a rouglily made maul from Norton 
S01md, all coll ted by Mr. N el on. The last is an oblong piece of dark-
color d jade rudely la 'hed to the end of a short thick stick, which has a 
lateral projection round which the la hing passe in teacl of through a 
FIG. 28.- tone maul. 
Arn011g the " 1huk ·he " at Pithkaj, however, Nor-
tone maul: of pr ·i ·ely the same model as ours and 
al.· u: a, b ne crw h r . He ob, ervecl that the natives themselves 
at th -ru. h d bone aft r boiling it with blood and water.1 Lie:ut. Ray 
aw only og: fi d 'th it in the interior. Norden. kiold does not men-
1 Vega, vol. 2, p. 113 ; figures on p. 112. 
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tion the kind of stone used for these tools, but the two in the National 
Museum, collected by Mr. Nelson at Cape Wankarem, are both of 
granite or syenite and have a groove for the lashing. (Compare No. 
89655 [1241 ], fig. 27.) 
In addition to the above-described stone mauls, there are in the col-
lection five nearly similar mauls of heavy bone, which have evidently 
FIG. 29.-Bone maul. 
served the same purpose. They were all" brought over for sale from 
Utkiavwffi at about the same time, and from their exceedingly oily con-
dition were evidently brought to light in rummaging round in the old 
"blubber-rooms," where they have long lain forgotten. Four of these 
differ in no respect from the stone mauls except in having the heads 
made of whale's rib; the fifth is all in one piece. 
The following figures will illustrate the general form of these imple-
- % 
Fm. 30.-Bone maul. 
ments: Fig. 29, No. 89847 [1046]: The head is a section of a small rib, 
4·8 inches long, and has a deep notch on each side to receive the lashing. 
The haft is probably of spruce (it is so.impregnated with grease that it 
9ETH--7 
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i imJ)O, ibl to b , me about it), and i rough and somewhat knobby, 
with a, rounded knob on the butt and two shallow :finger notches on the 
und r ·id of be grip. It i attached by a lashing of stout thong of the 
ordinary pattern. Fig. 30, No. 89849 [104 7]: The head is a straight 
four- id d block of whale's rib, (3 inches long. The deep notches for the 
la hing, one on each side, are 1 inch behind the middle. The haft is a 
Fig. 31.-Bone maul. 
roughly whittled knotty piece of spruce, and instead of a knob bas a 
thick flange on the lower side of the butt. The lashing is of fourteen or 
fifteen tmn of seal twine, and keyed upon each side by a roughly split 
tick thru tin under the head. Fig. 31, No. 89846 [1048]: This is pecul-
iar in having the haft not attached at or near the middle of the head, 
but at one end, which i houldered to receive it. The haft is of the com-
mon pattern and attached as usual, the lashing being made of very stout 
Fig. 32.- .Bone maul. 
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the next step would be to increase the weight of the head by lashing a 
large piece of bone to the end of the haft, instead of carving the whole 
laboriously out of a larger piece of bone. The substitution of the still 
heavier stone for the bone would obviously suggest itself next. The weak 
point in this argument, however, is that the advantage of the transition 
from the first to the next form is not sufficiently obvious. It seems to me 
more natural to suppose that the hafted stone hammer ·has been de-
veloped here, as is believed to have been the case elsewhere, by simply 
adding a handle to the pebble which had already been used as a hammer 
without one. These bone implements are then to be considered as mak€-
shifts or substitutes for the stone hammer, when stones suitable for 
making the latter could not be procured. Now, sueh stones are rare at 
Point Barrow, and must be brought from a distance or purchased from 
other natives; hence the occasional use of such makeshifts as these. 
This view will account for the rarity of these bone hammers, as well as 
the rudeness of their construction. No.89845 [1049] would thus be merely 
the result of individual fancy and not a link in the chain of development. 
FOR SERVING AND EATING FOOD. 
TRAYS. 
Cooked food is generally served in large shallow trays more or less 
neatly carved from driftwood and nearly circular or oblong in shape. 
½ 
Fm. 33.-Meat dish. 
The collection contains two specimens of the circular form and three ob-
long ones. .All but one of these have been long in use and are very 
greasy. No. · 73576 [392] (Fig. 33) has been selected as the type of the 
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(i'libiu). Thi i. very moothly carved from a single piece 
of pin w Th brim is rounded, with a large rounded gap in one 
id wh r a pi ha probably been broken out. The brim is slightly 
era ·k d and •hipp cl. The ve el i very greasy and shows marks in-
id wh rem at ha' been cut up in it. No. 89867 [1323] is a very simi-
FIG. 34.-0blong meat dish. 
lar dish, and made 
of the same mate-
rial, but elliptical 
instead of circular, ' 
and larger, being 
22·5 inches long, 15·5 
broad, and 2·1 deep. It ha been split in two, and mended with whale-
bon titche in the manner previously described. 
No. 73575 [223] (Fig. 34) is a typical oblong dish. It is neatly hol-
lowed out, having a broad margin painted with red ocher. It measures 
24 inche in length, is made of pine, rather roughly carved on the out-
side, and i new and clean. This is a common form of dish. Fig. 35, No. 
FIG. 35.-01.,long meat dish; very old. 
[1 77], i · an old tray of an unusual form. It is rudely hewn 
out fa, traight piec of plank, 34·8 inches long, sho'1ring inside and out 
h 'mark of a dull adz, called by the , ell er "kau' dlo tu'mai," "the foot-
print.· of th tone(, cil. adz)." The excavation is ,·hallow and leaves a 
mar in of 2 in ·h . at one end, and the outside is roughly beveled off 
at th ,jd, · and end,·. The hole. near the endis were evidently for 
handle: of hong. The material i pruce, discolored and somewhat 
gr,a.·y. Fig. 36, o. 9 66 
[1' 7 J wa.· aid by th native 
who brought it ov r for sale to 
b . p ·ially iut nd d for ii h, 
It i mu h the hape of o. 
7 575 f .. 23] but broader, 
lightly d p r, and more 
Fro. 36.-Fish dish. 
urv d. Th rim i narrow and rounded and the bottom smoothly 
r un cl ff. It m c ur • · 2 ·3 in ·h in length, and is made of pine. 
Itha been d ly plit in two place and titched together with whale-
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bone in the usual way. Trays and dishes of this sort are in general use 
among all Eskimo, 1 and are sometimes made of tanned sea.Iskins.2 
DRINKING VESSELS. 
Whalebone Cup (I'musyu).-One of the commonest forms of drinking 
vessels is a little tub of whalebone of prech;ely the same shape as the 
large whalebone dish described above (p. 88). Of these there are five 
specimens in the collection, all from U t-
kiavwrn. No. 89853 [1302] (Fig. 37) will 
serve as the type. It is 4:·6 inches long 
and made by binding a strip of black 
whalebone round a spruce bottom, and 
8ewing together the ends, which over-
lap each other about 1½ inches, with 
coarse strips of whalebone. 
There are two vertical seams three-
fourths inch apart. The bottom is held 
in by :fitting its slightly chamfered edge 
½ 
Fm.37 .-Whalebone cup. 
into a shallow croze cut in the whalebone. All these cups are made 
almost exactly alike, and nearly of the same size, varying only a frac-
tion of an inch in height, and from .J,2 to 5·5 inches in length. The 
only variation is in the distance the ends overlap and the number of 
stitches in the seams. Such cups are to be found in nearly every house, 
and one is generally kept conveniently near the water bucket.~ Though 
the pattern is an ancient one, they are still manufactured. No. 56560 
Fm. 38.-Horn dipper. 
[ 654] was found among the 
debris of one of the ruined 
houses at Utkiavwrn, and 
differs from the modern 
cups only in having the 
ends sewed together with 
one seam instead of two, 
while No. 89851 [1300], 
though it has been in ac-
tual use, was made after 
our arrival, as the bot~om 
is made of a piece of one of 
our cigar boxes. 
Dippers of horn are in very general use for drinking water. These 
are all of essentially the same shape, and are made of the light yellow 
translucent horn of the mountain sheep. There are three specimens. in 
our collection, of which No. 56534 [28] (Fig. 38) has been selected as the 
type. This is made of a single piece of pale yellow translucent horn, 
1 See for example, Crantz, vol. 1, p. 144, Greenland; Parry. 2d. Voy., p. 503, Iglulik; and Hooper, 
Tents, etc., p. 170, Plover Bay. 
2 Bessels, Naturalist, Sept. 1884, p. 867. 
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appar ntly ft n d a,nd mold d into hap , cut only on the edges and 
h handle. tout p o· of antler i driven through the handle, 1 inch 
from the tip and proj ct, behind, erving as a hook by which to hang 
th dipp r on h dg of a bucket. The other two are similar in shape 
and iz bu o. 9 31 [1293] ha no peg, and has one side of the handle 
cut into 'a erie.· of light notche ta keep the hand from slipping, while 
No. 9 32 [1577] i. rather traighter and has a smaller, shallower bowl, 
and th grip of the handle roughened with transverse grooves. Fig. 
39 No. 9739 [774], i a horn dipper, but one that is very old and of a 
pattern no longer in use. The bowl, 
which is much broken and gapped, 
is oval and deep, with a thick handle 
at one end, running out in the line 
ofth9 axis of the bowl. This handle, 
which is the thick part of the horn, 
near the tip, is flat above, rounded 
FIG. 39.-Rorn dipper. 
below, and ha it tip slightly rounded, apparently by a stone tool. 
Ju t where the bowl and handle meet there is a deep transverse saw-
cut, made to facilitate bending the handle into its place. The material 
i horn, apparently of the mountain sheep, turned brown by age and 
expo ure. The pecimen had been long lying neglected round the vil· 
lage of Utkiavwii'i. 
Horn dipper of the ame general pattern as these are common 
throughout .Alaska. The Mu eum collection contains a large series oi 
uch uten il , collected by Mr. Nel on and others. The cups and dip-
per of mu k-ox horn found by Parry at Iglulik are somewhat different 
in hape.1 ·rhose made of the enlarged base of horn2 have a short 
handle and a nearly quare bowl, while the hollow top of the horn is 
u d for a cup without alteration beyond sometimes bending up the 
end, which rve a a handle.3 Ouriou ly enough, cups of this last 
patt rn app ar not to be found anywhere else except at Plover Bay, 
a -t rn Siberia, wh re very similar vessels (as shown by the Museum 
c 11 ction ) are made from the horn of the Siberian mountain sheep . 
.An unu ual form of dipper i, beautifully made of fossil ivory. Such 
cup are rar and highly prized. We aw only three, one from each 
villa , Nuwuk tkiavwrn, and Si<l.aru, an<l. all were 0btained for the 
oll tion. Th y how sign of age and long u e. They differ some-
what in hap and, ize, but each i carved from a ingle piece of ivory 
and ha a lar bowl and a traight handle. No. 56535 [371] (Fig. 40), 
whi ·h will erve a the typ of the ivory dipper (i'musyu, ku'i'.gwu'garo), 
i, n atly car d fr m a , ingle pi ce of fine-grained fossil ivory, yel-
low cl by ag . Th haudl poli hed by long use, terminates in a blunt, 
r urv <l. tap ring hook wbi ·h erve tl1e purpo e of the peg in the 
1 : •cond Voyago, p. 503. 
2 ' Fig. 26, plate opposite p. 550. 
a Seo Figs. 8 and 9, opposite p . 548. 
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horn dipper. The rounded gap in the brim opposite the handle is an 
accidental break. Another, ~o. 89830 [1259], from Sidaru, is a long 
trough-like cup, with rounded ends and a short flat handle at one end, 
made of a short transverse section of a rather small tusk, keeping the 
natural roundness of the tusk, but cut off flat on top and excavated. A 
wooden peg, like those in the horn dippers, is insertec.. in the end of 
the handle. This cup is especially interesting from its resemblance to 
the one obtained by Beechey (Voyage, Pl. r, Fig. 4) at Eschscholtz 
Fm. 40.-Dipper of fossil ivory. 
Bay, from which it differs only in being about 2 inches shorter and 
deeper in proportion. Thomas Simpson speaks of obtaining an ivory 
cup from some Point Barrow natives at Dease Inlet exactly like the one 
figured by Beechey, but with the handle broken off. 1 Fig. 41, No. 89833 
[933], from Nuwuk, has a large bowl, nearly circular, with a broad, 
straight handle and a broad hook. The part of the bowl to which the 
handle is attached, a semicircular piece 3 inches long and 1¾ wide, has 
been split out with the grain of the tusk, and mended with three 
stitches, in this case of sinew, in the usual manner. There was an old 
gap in the brim opposite to the handle, and the edges of it have been 
Fro. 41.-Dipper of fossil ivory. 
freshly and roughly whittled down. The ornamentation of the outside 
and handle, consisting of narrow incised lines and small circles, each 
with a dot in the center, is well shown in the figure. These engrav-
ings were originally colored with red ocher, but are now filled with 
dirt and are nearly effaced by wear on the handle. This dipper is not 
of such fine quality of ivory as the other two. It is not unlikely that 
all these vessels were made by the natives around Kotzebue Sound 
where ivory is plenty, and where Beechey, as quoted above, found on; 
so like one of ours. We were informed by the owner that No. 56535 
[371] was obtained from the Nunatanmiun. 
1 Narrati ve, p. 148. 
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poon and ladle .-Ea •h family ha. everal poon of various sizes, 
and narr w . ballow ladle of born bone, etc. The large spoon is for 
and ladling oup tc. There i only one specimen in the coJ-
o. 97 [1352] (Fjg, 42). Thi i a new one, made by a native 
whom I a ked to make him elf a uew spoon and bring 
me his old one. He, how-
ever, misunderstood me and 
brought over the new one, 
whlch Lieut. Ray pur-
chased, not knowing that 
I had especially asked for 
\ ~~~7 the old one. These spoons . seem to be in such constant 
FIG 42.-Wooden spoon . 
use that the natives did not 
offer them for sale. This 
pecimen i i;;moothly carved from a single piece of pine, and painted all 
ov r, xcept the in ide of the bowl, with red ocher. A cross of red ocher 
i marked in the middle of the bowl, and there is a shaJlow groove, colored 
with blacklead, along the middle of the handle on top. The length is 13·2 
inche . A mall poon of light-colored horn, No. 89416 [1379], has a bowl 
of the common poon bape with a short, fiat handle. Spoons of this sort 
were not ·een in u e, and as this is new and evidently made for sale it 
FIG. 43.- Ilorn ladle. 
may e meant for a copy of one of our poons. The narrow ladles of horn 
orb n may form rly Jiave b en u ed for eating before it was so easy to 
g t tin pot , but at pr ~ nt are chiefly u ed for dipping oil, especially for 
filliJJg th lamp. Th ollection contains one of horn and four of bone. 
. 9415 [1070 I Fig. ~:3, i.· made of a single piece of mountain-sheep 
horn, dark brown from a,ge and use, softeued and molded into shape. 
1/2 
FIG. 44.-Bone ladle. 
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a typical bone ladle. The material is rather coarse-grained, compact 
bone from a whale's rib or jawbone. No. 89414 [1013] closely resembles 
this but is a trifle larger. The other two specimens are interesting as 
showing an attempt at ornamentation. No. 89412 [1102] (Fig. 45, from 
Nuwu.k) is carved smoothly into a rude, :flattened figure of a whale (Ba-
laena mysticetus ). The flukes 
form the handle and the be1ly 
is ho1lowed out into the bowl 
of the ladle. No. 89413 [934] 
(Fig. 46, from Utkiavwfii) has 
the h andle carved into a rude 
bear's head, which has the eyes, 
nostrils, and outline of the FIG. 45.-Bone ladle in the form of a whale. 
mouth incised and filled in with 
dark oil dregs. .All these ladles have the curved side of the bowl on the 
left, showing that they were meant to be used with the right hand. The 
name, kHiu'te, obtained for these ladles is given in the vocabulary col-
lected by Dr. Oldmixon as "scraper," which seems to be the etymological 
meaning of the word. These implements may be used for scraping 
blubber from skins, or the name may correspond in meaning to the 
FIG. 46.-Bone ladle. 
cognate Greenlandic kiliortut, "a scraper; especially a mussel she11 (a 
natural scraper)." The resemblance of these ladles to a mussel she11 is 
sufficiently apparent for the name to be applied to them. Indeed, they 
may have been made in imitation of mussel shells, which the Eskimo, 
in all probability, like so many other savages, used for ladles as well as 
6crapers. 
MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, 
Lamps (Mdlo).-Mention has already been made of the stone lamps 
or oil-burners used for lighting and warming the houses, which, in Dr. 
Simpson's time, were obtained by trading from the "Kft:ilmu'dl'ffi," who 
in turn procured them from other Eskimo far to the east. These are 
fl.at, shallow dishes, usually like a gibbous moon in outline, and are of 
two sizes: the larger house lamp, 18 inches to 3 feet in length, and the 
small traveling lamp, 6 or 8 inches long. The latter is used in the tem-
porary snow huts when a halt is made at night. In each house are 
usually two lamps, one standing at each side, with the curved side 
against the wall, and raised by blocks a few inches from the floor. In 
one large house, that of old Yf1ks'i'.'na, the so-called "chief," at Nuwuk, 
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a 
.FIG. 47.-Stone house lamp. 
bright flame, the size of which is regulated by kindling more or less of 
the wick, aud i u uaUy kept filled by the drip from a lump of blubber 
. tuck on a harp tick (aju'ksuxbwrn) projecting from the wall about a 
foot above the middle of the lamp.1 
In mo. t hou e there i ' a long , lender stick (kukun, "a lighter"), 
which the man of th hon, e u es to light his pipe with when sitting on 
th banquette, without the trouble of getting down, by dipping the encl 
in th oil of the lamp and lighting thi at the flame. The sticks used 
for trimming th wick also serve a!:! pipe-lighters and for carrying fire 
a ro, th room in the ame way.2 No food, except an occasional 
1 Compare tl1 custom noticed by Parry, at Iglulik, of hanging a long thin strip of blubber near the 
flame of th· l· mp to fcecl H (2d Yoyag , p. 502). According to Petitot (Monograpbie, etc., p. xviii), the 
lamps in tho I:ack nzi district are f d by a lump of !,lubber stuck on a stick, as at Point Barrow. 
2 'ompare 'onlenskiol<l, Vega, vol. 2, p.119: "The wooden pins she uses to trim the wick . . . 
arc used when roquir ·<1 as a light or torch . . . to light pipes, etc. In the same way other pins 
dipp<'tl in train -oil ar used" (Pitlekaj), and foot-noto on same page: "I have seen such pins, also oblong 
stone., ooty at ono ml, which, after li:wing bern <lipp cl in train-oil, have been used as torches. 
. . . in old E kimo grave in northwestern Greenland." 
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luncheon of porridge or something of the sort, is now cooked over these 
lamps. Two such lamps burning at the ordinary rate give light enough 
to enable one to read and write with ease when sitting on the ban-
quette, and easily keep the temperature between 50° and 60° F. in the 
coldest weather. In the collection are three house lamps, two complete 
and one merely a fragment, and three traveling lamps. 
Fig; 4 7 (No. 89879) [872] is a typical house lamp, though rather a 
small specimeu. It is carved out of soft gray soapstone and is 17 inches 
long. The back is nearly vertical, while the front :flares strongly out-
ward. The back wall is cut down vertically inside with a narrow 
rounded brim and the front curves gradually in from the very edge to 
the bottom of tJ?_e cavity, which is 1½ inches deep in the middle. The 
posterior third of the cavity is occupied by a fl.at, straight shelf with a 
sloping edge about 0·7 inch high. About a third of one encl of the lamp 
Fm. 48.-Sandstone lamp. 
has been broken off obliquely and mended, as usual, with stitches. 
There are two of these neatly countersunk in channels. The specimen 
has been long in use and is thoroughly incrusted with oil and soot. No. 
89880 [1731] (Fig. 48) is peculiar, from the material of which it is m·ade. 
This is a coarse, gritty stone, rather soft, but much more difficult to work 
than the soapstone. It is rudely worked into something the same shape 
as the type, but has the cavity but slightly hollowed out, without a shelf, 
and only a little steeper behind than in front. The idea at once sug-
gests itself that this lamp, which is very old and sooty, was made at 
Point Barrow and was an attempt to imitate the imported lamps with 
stone obtained from the beds reported by Lieut. Ray in Kulugrua. 
There is, of course, no means of proving this supposition. There is 
no mention of any material except soapstone being made into lamps 
by the Greenlanders or other eastern Eskimo, but the lamps from 
Kadiak. and Bristol Bay in the National Muse um are made of some bard 
gray stone. 
Fig. 40, No. 56673 [133], is a traveling lamp, and is a miniature of the 
large lamp, No. 89879 [872], 8·7 inches long, 4·2 wide, and 1 inch high, also 
of soapstone and without a shelf. The front also is straighter, and the 
whole more roughly made. No. 89882 [1298] is another traveling lamp, 
also of soapstone, and made of about half of a large lamp. It has been 
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ll>e inc it wa made ~ver, a the in ·ide is almost new 
whil ut ide i coat d with oot and grea"e. It i ' 6·3 inches long-
No. 898 1 [1209] i a mini-
ature of No. 89880, 8·1 
inches long, and is made 
of the same gritty stone. 
Suitable material is not 
at hand for the proper 
FIG. 49.-Traveling lamp. COmpariSOll Of the ]amps 
u ed by th <.liffi rent branches of the Eskimo race. All travelers who 
hav wri ten about the E ·kimo speak of the use of such lampR, which 
agr e in being shallow, oblong di ·hes of stone. Dr. Bessels1 figures 
a lamp of oap, tone from Ita, Smith 
ound, clo ely re embling No. 89880, 
and a little lamp in the Mu eum from 
Gr enland i' of e entially the same 
, hape, but deeper. The same form ap-
pear · at Hudson Strait iu the lamps 
collected by Mr. L. M. Turner, while 
tho e u, ed at Iglulik are nearly semi-
circu1ar.2 South of Kotzebue Sound 
lamp of the Rhape so common in the 
ea.tar u ed, but the e, Mr. Turner in-
form m , are never made of oap tone, 
but alway of and tone, shale, etc. 
Th p ople of Kadiak and the Aleut 
an iently u eel lamps of hard stone, 
o- nerally oval in shape, and ometimes 
made y lightly hollowing out one 
·ide of a large round pebble.3 Such 
a rough lamp was brought by Lieut. 
ton y, U. S. Navy, from Kotzebue 
ouncl. o uch highly :fini hed and 
laborat lamp a. the large hou e 
lamp at Point Barrow are mentioned 
xc pt by Nord ~n kiold, who figure 
on from iberia.4 Thi · lamp i"• inter-
, tin a.· the only one de cribe<.l with a 
l dge comparable to tb e h lf of No. 
9 79. Lamp from theregion b tween FIG. 50.-Socket for blubber bolder. 
Point Barrow and Boothia F lix are e pecially needed to eluci(la.te tho 
di ·tribution and development of thiH uten il. Tho rudely hollowed peb-
1 .. taturali<it. ptomb r, 1884, p. 867, Fig. 2. 
2 Parry,, ,cond Voya"'e, Pl. oppm1ito p . 54 , Fig. 2. 
a Sf> Dall, .1\.lai1ka, p. 3 7; an<l Petroff, Report, tc., p. 141. Seo also tho collections of Turn rand 
Fis ·h •r from Attu ancl Kacliak. 
'Vega, vol. 2, p. 23, Fig. b on p. 22, and diagrams, p. 23. 
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ble of the ancient Aleut and the elaborate lamp of the Point Barrow 
Eskimo are evidently the two extremes of the series of forms, but the 
intermediate patterns are still to be described. 
Fig. 50, No. 56492 [108], is a peculiar article of which only one specimen 
was collected. We were given to understand at the time of purchasing 
it that it was a sort of socket or escutcheon to be fastened to the wall 
above a lamp to hold the blubber stick described above. No such 
escutcheons, however, were seen in use in the houses visited. The 
article is evidently old. It is a fiat piece of thick plank ~f some soft 
wood, 11 ·4 inches long, 4·2 broad, and about 1½ thick, very rudely carved 
into a human head and body without arms, with a large round hole 
about 1¼ inches in diameter through the middle of the breast. The eyes 
and mouth are incised, and the nose was in relief, but was Jong ago split 
off. There is a deep furrow all around the head, perhaps for fastening 
on a hood. 
CLOTHING. 
MATERIAL. 
The clothing of these people is as a rule made entirely of skins, though 
of late years drilling and calico are used for some parts of the dress 
which will be afterwards described. Petroff1 makes the rather sur-
prising statement that "a large amount of ready-made clothing finds its 
way into the hands of these people, who wear it in summer, but the ex-
cessive cold of winter compels them to resume the fur garments formerly 
in general use among them." Fur garments are in as g~neral use at 
Point Barrow as they ever were, and the cast-off clothing obtained from 
the ships is mostly packed away in some corner of the iglu. We landed 
at Cape Smyth not long after the wreck of the Daniel Webster, whose 
crew had abandoned and given away a great deal of their clothing. 
During that autumn a good many men and boys wore white men's coats 
or shirts in place of the outer frock, especially when working or loung-
ing about the station, but by the next spring these were all packed 
away and were not resumed again except in rare instances in the sum-
mer. 
The chief material is the skin of the reindeer, which is used in various 
stages of pelage. Fine, short-haired summer skins, especially those of 
does and fawns, are used for making dress garments and underclothes. 
The heavier skins are used for everyday working clothes, while the 
heaviest winter skins furnish extra warm jackets for cold weather, 
warm winter stockings and mittens. The white or spotted skins of the 
tame Siberian reindeer, obtained from the "Nunatanmiun," are espe-
cially valued for full-dress jackets. We heard no mention of the use of 
the skin of the unborn reindeer fawn, but there is a kind of dark deer-
skin used only for edgings, which appears to be that of an exceedingly 
young deer. This skin is extremely thin, and the hair so short that it 
is almost invisible. Siberian deerskins can always be recognized by 
1 Report, etc., p. 125. 
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olor d r d,1 while American-dre sed skins are 
ft and rub d with chalk or gypsum, giving a beautiful 
whit ·urfa like pi1 -clayed leather. 
kin , f the white m untain heep, white and blue fox, wolf, dog, 
rmin , and lynx ar ometime u ed for clothing, and under jackets 
made of eider duck kin are rarely u ed. Sealskin dressed with the 
hair on i, u d only for breeche and boots, and for those rarely. Black 
dre ed eal 'kin- that i , with the epidermi left on and the hair shaved 
o:ff-i u ed for waterproof boots, while the 
white eal kin, tanned in urine, with the epi-
dermis removed, is used for the soles of winter 
boots. Waterproof boot soles are made of oil-
dre sed skins of the white whale, bearded seal, 
walrus, or polar bear. The last material is not 
u ually mentioned as serving for sole leather 
among the Eskimo. Nordenskiold,2 however, 
found it in use among the Ohukches for this 
purpose. It is considered an excellent ma-
terial for soles at Point Barrow, and is some-
time used to make boat covers, which are 
beautifulJy white. Heavy mittens for the win-
ter are made of the fur of the polar bear or of 
dog kin. Waterproof outer frocks are of seal 
entrails, split and dried and sewed together. 
For trimmings are used deerskin of different 
color , mountain- heep skin, and black and 
white sealskin, wolf, wolverine, and marten 
fur, and whole ermine skins, as well as red 
worsted, and occasionally beads. 
STYLE OF DRESS. 
Dr. Simpson3 gave an exceDent general de-
scription of the dress of these people, which is 
Fro. 51.-Man in ordinary deer- the ame at the pre ent day. While the same 
skin clothes. 
in g n ral pattern a that worn by all other 
E kimo, it differ in many detail,· from that worn by the eastern Eskimo, 4 
and mo t ·lo ely re emble the tyle in vogue at and near Norton Sound.5 
The man' dr · (Fig. 51, from a photograph of Apaidyao) consists of the 
hooded frock, without opening except at the neck and wrists. 
ju t over the hip , rarely about to mid-thigh, where it is cut. 
1 'ompar Nordenskiolcl, Vega, vol 2. p. 213. 
2 Vcga, vol. 2, p. 98. 
3 Op. cit., pp. 241.-245. 
4 e for xample, Egede, p. 219; Crantz, YO!. 1, p. 136; Bessels, Op. cit., pp. 805 and 868 (Smith 
Sound); K:rne, 1st Grinnell Exp., pp. 45 (Grc nland) an1l 132 (Cape York); Brodbeck, "Nach Osten," 
pp. 23, 24, an!l Jlolm, Gcografisk Titlskrift, YO!. 8, p. 90 (East Greenland); Parry, 2d Voy., pp. 494-6 
(I •lulik); Hems, " ' ntral Eskimo," pp. 554-6; Kum lien, loc. cit., pp. 22-25 (Cumberland Gulf); also, Fro-
bi h ·r, in Jfakluyt's Voyagr-S, 15 9, etc., p. 62 , 
•Dall, Alaaka, pp. 21 and 141. 
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off square, and is usually confined by a girdle at the waist. Under this 
garment is worn a, similar one, usually oflighter skin and sometimes with-
out a hood. The thighs are clad in one or two pairs of tight-fitting knee 
breeches, confined round the hips by a girdle and usually secured by a 
drawstring below the knee which ties over the tops of the boots. On 
the legs and feet are worn, :first, a pair oflong, deerskin stockings with the 
hair inside; then slippers of tanned sealskin, in the bottom of which is 
spread a layer of whalebone shavings, and outside a pair of close-fitting 
boots, held in place by a string round the ankle, usually reaching above 
the knee and ending with a rough edge, which is covered by the breeches. 
Dress boots often end with an ornamental border and a drawstring just 
below the knee. The boots are of reindeer skin, with white sealskin 
soles for winter and dry weather, but in summer waterproof boots of 
black sealskiu with soles of white whale skin, etc., are worn. Over-
shoes of the same material, reaching just above the ankles, with a draw-
string at the top and ankle strings, are sometimes worn over the winter 
boots. When traveling on snowshoes or in soft dry snow the boots 
are repla.ced by stockings of the same shape as the under ones, but made 
of very thick winter deerskins with the flesh side out. 
Instead of breeches and boots a man occasionally wears a pair of 
pantaloons or tight-fitting trousers terminating in shoes such as are 
worn by tlrn women. Over the usual dress is worn in very cold weather 
a circular mantle of deerskin, fastened by a thong at the neck- such 
mantles are nowadays occasionally made of blankets-and in rainy 
weather both sexes wear the hooded rain frock of seal gut. Of late 
years both sexes have adopted the habit of wearing over their clothes 
a loose hoodless frock of cotton cloth, usually bright-colored calico, 
especially in blustering weather, when it is useful in keeping the drift-
ing snow out of their furs. 
Both men and women wear gloves or mittens. These are of deer-
skin for ordinary use, but in extreme weather mit-
tens of polar bear skin are worn. When hunting in 
winter it is the custom to wear gloves of thin deer-
skin under the bearskin mitten, so that the rifle can 
be handled without touching the bare hand to the 
cold iron. The women have a common trick of wear-
ing only one mitten, but keeping the other arm with-
drawn from the sleeve and inside of the jacket. 
The dress of the women consists of two frocks, 
which differ from those of the men in being con-
tinued from the waist in two rather full rounded 
Frn. 52.-Womans' hood. 
skirts at the front and back, reaching to or below the knee. A woman's 
frock is always distingujshed by a sort of rounded bulge or pocket at 
the nape of the neck (see Fig. 52, from a sketch by the writer), which is 
intended to receive the head of the infant when carried in the jacket. 
1rhe little peak at the top of the hood is also characteristic of the 
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w man n h r l g a woman wear a pair of tight-fitting 
d r, ·kin pc nt lo n wi h th hair n xt th kin, and out ide of these a 
imilar air ma f h ·kin of deer l g , with the hair out, and having 
I al: kin but no ankle tring . The outer pantaloons are usually 
lai 1 a id in pring and waterproof boot like the men's, but fastened 
b low h kn with draw tring , are worn over the under pantaloons. 
In the ummer pantaloon wholly of waterproof sealskin are often put 
on. The worn n' pantaloon , like the men's breeches, are fastened with 
a girclleju t above the hip . It appear that they do not stay up very 
well, a the women are continually "hitchiug" them up and tightening 
th ir girdle . 
Until th y reach manhood the boys wear pantaloons like the women, 
but their ja ket are cut ju t like tho e of the men. The dress of the 
girl i a complete miniature of that of the women, even to the pocket 
for the child' head. Those who are well-to-do generally own several, 
complete nit. of clothe , and present a neat appearance when not en-
gaged in dirty work. The poorer ones wear one suit on all occasions 
till it become habby. New clothes are seldom put on till winter. 
The outer frock is not often worn in the iglu, being usually taken off 
before entering the room, and the under one is generally dispensed with, 
M n habitually leave off their boots in the house, and rarely their 
to king and breeche ', retaining only a pair of thin deerskin drawers. 
Thi cu tom of tripping in the house has been noticed among all E s-
kimo who e habit · have been describ d, from Greenland to Siberia. 
The native are low to adopt any modifications in the style of dress, 
th excellen ·e and convenience of which ha been so frequently com-
m nt d upon that it i unnecessary to refer to it. One or two youths 
l arned from a ociation with us the convenience of pockets, and accord-
ingly had "patch pocket " of cloth sewed on the outside of the skirt of 
th inner fro ·k, and one young man fa 1883 wore a pair of sealskin 
hip oot , vid ntly copie from our india-rubber wading boots. I now 
pro d to th de cription of the clothing in detail. 
Head clothing.-The only head covering usually worn is the hood of 
th frock, which r aches to about the middJe of the head, the front 
ing overed by the hair. Women who are carrying children in the 
ja k t om tiJn · wrap the h ad in a cloth. (I have a,n indistinct rec-
oil · ion of on e eing a woman with a deerskin hood, but was too 
bu y at the time to make a note or ketch of it.) One man at Utki-
avwfii ( agawan'ra, now de· a ed), who wa quite bald on the forehead, 
u ·ed to prot th front of hi head with a ort of false front of deer-
kin, ti cl round lik a fillet. No ·p cimen of any of these articles 
w r o tain d. Fan y conical cap are worn in the dances and theat-
ri alp r:£ rman . , ut the. e belong more properly under the head of 
(where they will be de cribed) than under that of 
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Frocks (a,tige).-Two frocks are always worn by both sexes except in 
the house, or in warm weather, the inner (flupa) with the hair next the 
skin, and the outer (kaluru'ru) 
with the hair out. The outer 
frock is also sometimes worn with 
the hair in, especially when it is 
new and the flesh side clean and 
white. This side is often orna-
mented with little tufts of marten 
fur and stripes of red ocher. The 
difference in shape between the 
frocks of the two sexes has been 
already mentioned. The man's 
frock is a loose i:;hirt, not fitted to 
the body, widening at the bottom, 
and reaching, when unbelted,just 
below the hips. The skirts are 
cut off square or slightly rounded; 
and are a little longer behind 
than in front. The hood is 
rounded, loose around the neck, 
and fitted in more on the sides 
than on the nape. Thefrontedge FIG. 53.-Man's frock. 
of the hood, when drawn up, comes a little forward of the top of the 
head and runs round under the chin, covering the ears. 
There are in the collection three specimens, all rather elaborate dress 
frocks, to be worn outside. .All have been worn. No. 56751 [184] 
(Fig. 53), brown deerskin, will serve as the type. The pattern can best 
C f'rone.. 
C C 
FIG. 54.- Pattern of man's deerskin frock. 
be explained by reference to the accompanying diagrams (Fig. 54). 
The body consists of two pieces, front and back, each made of the 
9ETH--8 
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err •at •r par of th• ,kin of a reill(l r fa,n1 with the back in the 
,i l •: aud b lly •on1ing at the edge·. The head of the 
b a 
~- ... ., ., ..... ;·,,, 
•i,. ' ~ ,f.. Ir, .. 
¼ 
FIG. 55.-Detail of trimming, skirt and shoulder of man's frock. 
animal i mad into the hood, which is continuous with the back. 
Ea h 1 v i jn two piece,, front and back, of the same shape, which 
are wed together along the upper edge, but separated below by the 
lfIG. 56.-Man wearing plain, heavy frock. · 
arm flap of the front, which 
is bent down and inserted 
like a gusset from the arm-
pit nearly to the wrist. A 
band of deerskin an inch 
broad is sewed round the 
edge of the hood, flesh side 
out. The trimming consists, 
fir t, of a narrow strip oflong-
haired wolfskin (taken from 
themiddleofthe ba.ck) sewed 
to the outer ide of the bind-
ing of the hood, its ends sep-
arated by the chin piece, so 
that the Jong hairs form a 
fringe around the face. Sim-
ilar trip are sewed round 
each wri t with the fur in-
ward. The binding round 
the skirt (Fig. 55a) is 2¼ 
inche · broad. The light-
colored strips are clipped 
mountain beep skin, the 
narrow pipings are of the 
dark brown skin of a very 
young fawn, the little tags 
on the e ond trip are of red 
wor t d and the fringe is of 
fie. h id , which is colored red, prob-
and of imilar material , arranged a 
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little differently (Fig. 55b) and 1¼ inches broad, is inserted into the 
body at each shoulder seam, so that the fringe makes a sort of epaulet. 
This jacket is 24·5 inches long from the chin to the bottom of the ski:r:t, 
21 inches wide across the shoulders, and 24·5 inches wide at the bottom. 
Apart from the trimming this is a very simple pattern. There are 
no seams except those absolutely necessary for producing the shape, 
and the best part of each skin is brought where it will show most, 
while the poorer portions are out of sight under the arms. 
The chief variation in deerskin frocks is in the trimming. All have 
the hood fitted to the head and throat, with cheek and throat pieces, 
and these are invariably white or light colored, even when the frock is 
made of white Siberian deer skin. When possible the head of the deer 
Fro. 57.-Man's frock of mountain sheepskin, front and back. 
is always used for the back of the hood, as Capt. Parry observed to be 
the custom at Iglulik.1 A plain frock is sometimes used for rough 
work, hunting, etc. This has no fringe or trimming round the hood, 
skirt, or wrists, the first being smoothly hemmed or bound with deer-
skin and the last two left raw-edged. Fig. 56 shows such a jacket 
. . ' which 1s often made of very heavy winter deerskin. Most frocks, how-
ever, have the border to the hood either of wolf or wolverine skin, i1i 
the latter case especially having the end of the strips hanging down 
like tassels under the chin. The long hairs give a certain amount of 
protection to the face when walking in the wind.2 Instead of a fringe 
the hood sometimes has three tufts of fur, one on each side and one 
above. 
1 Second Voy., p. 537. 1 Compare Dall, Alaska, p. 22. 
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ing lik that abov <l.e cribed, or of plain wolverine 
fur r und th ·kirt · and wri t , are ·omrnon, aud the shoulder straps 
ratll ~r 1, ·s ,·o. Fro k, are oruetime" also fringed on tlle skirts and 
am:.. with littl ·trip, of deerskin, after what the Point Barrow people 
·all ,(l th ' Kft.iirnftdI:fii" fa hiou. 1 .Nearly all the natives wear outer 
frock of d r kin, but on great occa ion elabomtely made garments 
of oth r mat rials are ometimes eeu . No . 56758 [87] (Fig. 57, a and 
b) aud 56757 [11] (Fig. 58, ci and b) are two such frocks. No. 56758 f87] 
i,· of mountain beep , kin, nearly white. As shown in the diagrams 
(Fig. 59 a, b, c ) tbe general pattern is not unlike the type described, 
but her are more pieces in the hood and several small gussets are in-
rted to improve the set of the garment. The trimmi11gs are shoulder. 
1 Th r are 
region, 
a 
FIG. 58.-Man's frock of onuino skins, front and Lack. 
veral fr kl$ o trimmed m tho National Museum, from the Mackenzie ancl .Anderson 
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gram (Fig. 60 a). The middle piece is the skin of a reindeer he~d, 
the two cheek pieces and median chin piece of mountain sheep skm. 
When the hood is put together the lower edge of it is sewed to the neck 
of the body . which has the back and front of nearly the same size and . 
shape (diag~am, Fig. 60 b), though the back is a little longer in the 
FIG. 59.-Pattern of sheepskin frock. 
skirt. There is no regular seam on the shoulders, where irregular bits 
of white ermine skin are pieced together so as to fit. From the armpit 
on each side runs a narrow strip of sheepskin between back and front. 
The sleeve is a long piece made of three white ermine skins put together 
lengthwise, doubled above, with a straight strip of sheepskin let in be-
low, and enlarged near the body by two triangular gussets (front and 
back) let in between the ermine and sheepskin. The wristbands are 
broad pieces of sheepskin. The skirts are of white ermine skins pieced 
together irregularly, but the skins composing the front, back, and 
sleeves are split down the back of the animal an<;l neatly cut into long 
rectangular pieces, with the 
feet and tails still attached. 
They are arranged in a pat-
tern of vertical stripes, two 
skins fastened together end 
to end making a stripe, 
which is the same on the 
front and the back. There 
FIG. 60.-Pattern of ermine frock. a, hood; b, body. 
is a brown stripe down the middle, then two white stripes on each side, 
and a brown stripe on each edge. The hood is bouud round the edge 
with white sheepskin and bordered with wolfskin. There are shoulder 
straps and. a border round the skirt of edging of the usual materials, but 
slightly different arrangement, and tagged with small red glass beads. 
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a 
Fm. 61. - ,Voman 's frock, front and back. 
1 econd Grinnell Exp. , vol. 1, p. 203. 
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light and dark stripes. The pattern is shown in the diagram, Fig. 62. 
The sleeves are of the same pattern as those of No. 56751 [184]. The 
edge of the hood is bound with 
deerskin, hair outwards. Trim-
ming: a strip of edging (Fig. 63) 
in which the light stripes are 
clipped white mountain sheep-
skin, the dark ])ipings brown, 
almost hairless, fawnskin, and the 
tags red worsted, is inserted in 
the seam between 7 on each side 
and 6 and 2, and a similar strip 
between the inner edge of 3, 2, 7, 
9, and 1. A broader strip of simi-
lar insertion, fringed below with 
marten fur, with the flesli side out 
FIG. 62.-Pattern of woman's frock. 
and colored red, runs along the short seam Jiff. The seam between 9 
and 7 has a narrow piping of thin brown deerskin, tagged with red 
worsted. A strip of edging, without tags and fringed with marten fur 
(Fig. 64), is inserted in the sea.m gggg. The border of the skirt is 1 inch 
wide (Fig. 64). The dark stripe is bt'own deerskin, 
, the white, mountain sheep, and the fur, marten, with 
the red flesh side out. The fringes are double strips 'E~\J~.:~'l'J~ :~:::t: ~::~::na~=d ~!!e ;:~~~~~:t~:~~:t :::f 
edging like that at g, but have the fur sewed on so· 
FIG. 63--Detail of edg- as to show the red flesh side. The hood has a fringe 
ing, woman's frock. 
ofwolfskin sewed to the outside of the binding. This 
frock measures 45 inches in the back, 32 in the front, 19 across the 
shoulders, and 17 at the waist. The skirts are 21 inches wide, the 
front 18, and the back 20 inches long. The pieces 7, 8, and 9 of the 
hood are white. This is an unusually handsome garment. 
Mti54 ½ 
( 
FIG. 64.-Details of trimming, woman's frock. 
Deerskin garments rarely have the ornamental piecing seen in this 
frock. Each one of the numbered parts of the pattern is generally in 
one piece. The pieces 8 and 9 are almost universally white, and 7 is 
often so. About the same variety in material and trimming is to be 
found as in the men's frocks, though deer and mountain sheep skins 
were the only materials seen used, and the women's frocks are less often 
seen without the fringe round the hood. Plain deerskin frocks are 
often bordered round the skirts with a fringe cut from deerskin. The 
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ft n lin th out r fro k with drilling, bright calico, 
and h n w ar it with thi icle out. 
Tb fro k for th exe , while made on the same general pattern 
a tho e of th oth r E ·kimo, differ in many detail from those of east-
ern .America. For in tance, the hood i not fitted in round the throat 
with the pointed throat pieces or fringed with wolf or wolverine skin 
until we reach the E kimo of the .Ander on River. Here, as shown by 
the pecimen in the National Mu eum, the throat pieces are small and 
wide apart, and the men' hood only are fringed with wolverine skin. 
The women' hood are very large everywhere in the east for the better 
accommodation of the child, which is sometime carried wholly in the 
hood.1 
The hind flap of the kirt of the woman's frock, except in Greenland, 
ha. developed into a long narrow train reaching the ground, while the 
front flap i very much decrea ed in size (see references just quoted). 
The modern frock in Greenland i very short and has very small flaps 
(see illu tration in Rink's Tale , etc., pp. 8 and 9), but the ancient 
fashion, judging from the plate in Crantz' History of Greenland, re-
ferred to above, was much more like that worn by the western Eskimo. 
In the .Anderson and Mackenzie regions the flaps are short and rounded 
and the front flap con iderably the maUer. There is less difference in 
the general shape of the men's frocks. The hood is generally rounded 
and clo e :fitting, except in Labrador and Baffin Land, where it is 
pointed on the crown. The skirt is sometimes prolonged into rounded 
flap and a hort scallop in front, a at Iglulik and some parts of Baffin 
Land.2 Petitot3 gives a full ~escription of the dress of a "chief" from 
the Ander on River. He call the frock a" blou e echancree par cote et 
terminee en queue arrondies par devant et par derriere." The style of 
frock worn at Point Barrow i · tbe prevalent one along the western coast 
of America nearly to the Kuskokwim. On this river long hoodless 
frock rea bing nearly or quite to the ground are worn.4 The frock 
worn in Kadiak wa boodle and long, with short sleeves and large 
armh 1 . b neath the,' .5 
The m n of the edentary Ohukche , as at 
PJ v r Bay wear in ummer a loo ·e traight-bottomed frock without a 
hood ut with a frill oflono- fur round the neck. The winter frock is 
de rib d a having' a quare hood without trimmings, but capable of 
b ing drawn like the mouth of a bag, around the face by a string in_ 
1 Eg de, p.131; Crantz, i, p. 137 and Pl. rn. (Greenland); Bessels, op. cit., p. 865 (Smith Sound-married 
women only); Parry, 2nd Voy., p. 494, and numerous illustrations, passim (lglulik); Packard, Naturalist 
Vol. 19, p . 6, Pl. x.xrn (Labrador), and Kumlien, 1. c., p. 33 (Cumberland Gulf). Seo also several speci-
mens in the National Museum from ngava (collected by L. M. Turner) and the Mackenzie and .A.nder-
Aon rivers (coll c d by MacFarlan ). The hood from the last region, while still much larger and 
wider than tho in fashion at Point Barrow. ar not so enormou~ a the more eastern ones. The little 
P ak on th top of th woman's ho d at Point Barrow may be a reminiscence of tho pointed hood worn 
by the women mention d by B sels, op. it. 
2 Parry, 2d Voy., p. 494. and 1st Voy., p. 283. 
z Monographie, tc., p. :xit". 
'P troff', op. cit. p.134, Pl . 4 and 5. also specimens in tho National Museum. 
6 P troff, op. cit., p.139, and Li cansky, Voy., etc., p. 10-1. 
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serted in the edge.m .According to Nordenskiold,2 the men at Pitlekaj 
wear the hoodless frock sumruer and winter, putting on one or two sep-
arate hoods in winter. The under hood appears to be like one or two 
which I saw worn at Plover Bay, namely, a close-fitting nightc~p of 
thin reindeer skin tied under the chin. The 
dress of the Siberian women consists of frock 
and baggy kneebreeches in one piece, sewed 
to tightfitting boots reaching to the knees. 3 
Mantles.-" Circular" mantles of deerskin, 
fastened at the neck by a thong, and put on 
over the head like a poncho, are worn by the 
men in very cold weather over their other 
clothes when lounging in the open air about 
the village or watching at ;l, seal hole or tend-
ing the seal nets at night. The cloaks are 
especially affected by the older men, who, 
having grown-up sons or sons-in-law, do not 
have to go sealing in winter, and spend a 
great deal of their time in bright weather 
chatting together out of doors. There is Frn. 65.-Man's cloak of deerskin. 
one specimen in the collection, No. 56760 [94] (Fig. 65). It is made of 
fine summer doe-reindeer skin, in three pieces, back and two sides of 
dark skin, sewed to a collar of white skin from the belly of the animal. 
BaclC,,. Side. 
.FIG. uti.-.l:'atteru otman·s cloak. 
For pattern see diagram 
(Fig. 66). The seams at a 
are gored to make the cloak 
hang properly from the 
shoulder. The collar is in 
two pieces, joined in the 
middle, and the edge c is 
turned over toward the hair 
side and "run" down in a 
narrow hem. The points b 
of the collar are brought 
together in the middle and 
joined by a little strap of 
deerskin about an inch 
long, so that the edge c 
makes a round hole for the 
neck. The width of the 
mantle is 60 inches and its' 
depth 39. It is worn with 
the white flesh side out, as is indicated by the seams being sewed "over 
1 Dall, .Alaska, p. 379. 
2 Vega, vol. 2, p. 98. 
ii Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 2, p.100 and Fig. on p. 57; Dall, Alaska, p. 379andplateopposite. I also no-
ticed this dress at Plover Bay in 1881. Compare also Krause Brothers, Geogr. Blatter, vol. 5, No.1, p. 5, 
where t_he dress along the coast from East Cape to Plover Bay is described as we saw it at Plover Bay. 
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hair id . All th mantle een were essentially of 
th am at rn. Th edg i · ometimes cut into an ornamental 
frin · , and th fl h ide marked with a few narrow stripes of red ocher. 
Thi arm nt appear, to be peculiar to northwestern America. No men-
tion i to be found of any uch a thing except in Mr. MacFarlane's 
MS. note , where he peaks of a deerskin blanket "attached with a line 
aero s the houlder in cold weather," among the Anderson River Es-
kimo. We have no means at present of knowing whether such cloaks 
are worn by the coa t natives between Point Barrow and Kotzebue 
Sound, but one was worn by one of the Nunata'nmiun who were at 
Nuwuk in the autumn of 1881. 
Rainjroclcs.-The rain-frock (siltl'iia) is made of strips of seal or wal-
rus intestines about 3 inches broad, sewed together edge to edge. This 
material is light yellowish brown, translucent, very light, and quite 
waterproof. In shape the frock resembles a man's frock, but the hood 
come well forward and fits closely rouud the face. It is generally plain, 
but the seams are nowadays sewed with black or colored cotton for orna-
ment. The garment is of the same shape for both sexes, but the women 
frequently cover the flesh side of a deerskin frock with strips of entrail 
sewed together vertical1y, thus making a garment at once waterproof 
and warm, which is worn alone in summer with the hair side in. These 
gut shirts are worn over the clothes in summer when it rains or when 
the wearer is working in the boats. There are no specimens in the co!-
lection. 
The kaiak jacket of black sealskin, so universal in Greenland, is un-
known at Point Barrow. The waterproof gut frocks are peculiar to the 
w tern E kimo, though shirts of seal gut, worn between the inner and 
outer frock, are mentioned by Egede (p. 130) and Orantz1 as used in 
Greenland in their time. Ellis ah,o2 says : "Some few of them [i.e., the 
E:·kimo of Hudsons StraitJ wear shifts of seals' bladders, sewed to-
geth r in pretty near th ame form with those in Europe." They have 
be n de cribed generally und r the name lcamle"ilca (said to be a Siberian 
word) by all the authors who have treated of the natives of this region, 
Eskimo, ib riam,, or Aleut . We saw them worn by nearly all the 
nativ s ct Plover Bay. One handsome one was observed trimmed on 
th eams with rows of littler cl nodules (pieces of the beak of one of 
th puffin ) and tiny tufts of black feathers. 
Th cotton frock, already alluded to as worn to keep the driving snow 
out of the fur , i a long, loo e shirt reaching to about midleg, with a 
round hole at th ueck large enough to admit the head. This is gener-
a11y of bright-color cl calico, but hirt of white cotton are sometimes 
worn wh n hunting on the ice or snow. Similar frocks are worn by the 
nativ at Pitl kaj.3 
1 Vol. 1, p. 137. 
2 Voyage to Hudsons Bay, p. 136. 
1 Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 2, p. 98. 
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ARM CLOTHING. 
Mittens.-The hands are usually protected by mittens (aitka'ti) of 
different kinds of fur. The commonest kind are of deerskin, woru with 
the flesh side out. Of these the collection contains one pair, No. 89828 
[973] (Fig. 67). They are made of thick winter reindeer skin, with the 
white flesh side outward, in the shape of ordinary mittens but short and 
not narrowed at the wrists, with the thumb short and clumsy. The 
seams are all sewed "over and over" on the hair side. These mittens 
are about 7 ½ inches long and 4½ broad. The free part of the thumb is 
only 2¼ inches long on the outer side. Such mittens are the ordinary 
hand covering of men, women, and children. In extreme cold weather 
or during winter hunting, very heavy mittens of the same shape, but 
gathered to a wristband, are worn. These are made of white bearskin 
for men and women, 
for children of dog-
skin, with the hair 
out. When the hand 
covered with such a 
mitten is held upon 
the windward sideof 
the face in walking, 
the long hair affords 
a very efficient pro-
tection against the 
wind. The long stiff 
h air of the bear-
skin also makes the 
mitten a very con-
venient brush for re- Fm. 67.-Deerskin mittens. 
moving snow and hoar frost from the clothes. It is even sometimes 
used for brushing up the floor. 
In the MacFarlane collection are similar mittens from the Mackenzie 
region. Petitot 1 says the Anderson River "chief" wore pualuk "mi-
taines en peau de morse, aussi blanches et aussi soyeuses que de belle 
laine." These were probably of bearskin, as a mitten of walrus skin 
is not likely to be "blanche" or "soyeuse." Gloves are worn under 
these as at Point Barrow. All these mittens are short in the wrist, 
barely meeting the frock sleeve, and leaving a crack for the cold to get 
in, which is partially covered by the usual wolf or wolverine skin fringe 
of the sleeve. I have already mentioned tbe common habit among the 
women of carrying only one mitten and drawing one arm inside of the 
frock. 2 The men, except when hunting, frequently wear only one of 
these heavy mittens, which are called pn'alu. Waterproof mittens of 
black sealskin, coming well up over the forearm, were also observed, but 
not obtained. I do not remember ever seeing ,them in use. 
1 Monographie, etc., p . xv. 
2 Compare Parry, 2d Voy., p. 494, where a simila:.: habit is mentioned at Iglulik. 
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Glo, .- lo f thiu de r kiu worn with the hair in, and often 
I antly ornam u ted ar u.· cl with full dre8s, especially at the dances. 
A alr ~~dy tated, th men wear u h gloves under the pualu when 
:hootincr in th wiut r. Wb n ready to shoot, the hunter lips off the 
mitt II aud hold. it between his leg , while the glove enables him to 
·o ·k the rifle and dra,w th trigger without touching the cold metal with 
hi , bar hand . 'Iher are two pairs of gloves in the wllectiou. No. 
< 9, 29 f974] (Fig. 6 ) illustratei:; a very common style called a'drigudr'i'.n. 
Th y ar made of thin reindeer skin, with the white flesh side out, and 
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Mittens are universally employed among the Eskimo, but gloves 
with :fingers, which, as is well known, are a much less warm covering 
for the hand than mittens, are very rare. -They are in use at Norton 
Sound 1 and in the Mackenzie district,2 and have even been observed 
among the Arctic Highlanders of Smith Sound, who, however, gener-
ally wear mittens. 3 Dr. Simpson 4 mentions both deerskin and bear-
skin mittens as used at Point Barrow, but makes no reference to 
gloves. The natural inference from this i~ that the fashion of wearing 
gloves has been introduced since his time. It is quite probable that 
the introduction of firearms has favored the general adoption of gloves. 
The following hypothesis may be suggested as to the way the fashion 
reached Point Barrow: We may suppose that the Malimiut of Norton 
Sound got the idea directly from the Russians. They would carry the 
fashion to the N unatafimiun at Kotzebue Sound, who in their turn 
would teach it to the Point Barrow traders at the Colville, and these 
would carry it on to the eastern natives. 
LEG AND FOOT CLOTTTING, 
Breeches (ka'kli).-The usual leg-covering of the men is one or two 
pairs of knee breeches, rather 
loose, but :fitted to the shape of 
the leg. They are very low in 
front, barely covering the pubes, 
but run up much higher behind, 
sometimes as high as the small 
of the back. They are held in 
place by a girdle of thong round 
the waist, and are usually fas-
tened below the knee, over the 
boots, by a drawstring. There 
is one pair in the collection, No. 
56759 [91 ], Fig. 69. They are 
of short-haired brown reindeer 
skin, from the body of the ani-
mal, worn with the hair out. 
The waist is higher behind than 
in front, and each leg is slightly 
gathered to a band just be-
low the knee. Pattern ( see 
diagram, Fig. 70): There are 
two pieces in each leg, the in-
side and the outside. The Fm. 69.-Man's breeches of deerskin. 
spaces between the edges e of the two legs is filled by the gusset, 
1 Dall, Alaska, pp. 23, 152, and 153. He speaks of the th urn u (p. 23) as "a triangular, shapeless pro-
tuberance"; a description which applies well to those in our collection. 
2 MacFarlane MS., and Petitot, Monograpbie, etc., p. xv. 
3 Bessels, Naturalist, vol. 18, p. 865. 
4 Op. cit., p. 242. 
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m, l ov r the pube . The rotch i reinforced 
b a , qnar pat ·h of whit d r kin ewed on th iu,·ide. The trim-
ming n Lt. f , trip: f dcring. Th fir ·t, trip (Fig. 71) i 1½ inch es 
wid and run.· al ug th front eam, in erted in the out ide piece, to 
th kn -band, b ginning 5 inche · from the wai t. The light strips 
are of clipped mountain sheepskin; 
the dark one of dark brown deerskin; 
the piping ' of the thin fawn skin, and 
the tags of red worsted. The edges 
of the trip are fringed with narrow 
double strips of mountai11 sheepskin 
2 inches long, put on about 1½ inches 
apart. A straight strip, 2 inches wide, 
is in erted obliquely across the outside 
piece from seam to seam. It is of the 
FIG. 70.- Pattern of man's brec,,bes. Same materials, but differs slightly in 
pattern. The knee-band is of the same materials and 2½ inches deep. 
The length from wai t to knee i 24 inches behind, 23 in front; the 
girth of the leg 24 inche round the thigh and 14 round the knee. 
The e repre ent a common style of full-dress breeches, and are worn 
with a pair of trimmed boots held up by drawstrings 
They are alway worn ·with the hair out and usually 
over a pair of deerskin drawers. The ordinary 
br ·he ' are of heavier deerskin, made perfectly 
plain, being u ually worn alone, with the hair turned 
in. When a pair of under breeches is worn, however, 
th hair of the outer one i turned out. Trimmed 
bre he are le common than trimmed frocks, as , ··:-\:f':- I:: 
the plain br eche when new are often worn for full · ;~· · ··; . ,' - ·, 
dre . The clean, white fie. h side pre ent a very '¼ 
8 n at appearance. The ·kin of the rough eal is Fm. 71.-Trimming 
om time ' but rarely, u ed for ummer breeches, ofman'sbreeches. 
whi h ar worn with th hair out. With thi · exception, breeches seem 
to b invariably made of d er kin. Thi · garment i practically uni-
v r ·al am ng the E kimo and varie. very little in pattern. 
Pantawons (kitmun).-Tbe women and children, and occasionally the 
m n, w ar pantaloon: (, tri ·ly peaking), i. e., tight-fitting trousers con-
tinu u, with the foot cov ring. Of the two pairs of pantaloons in the 
c 11 tion o. 7 4042 [1792 J (Fi . 72) will erve a the type. The hoes 
with ,' al. kin mo a "in ,·ol 8 and d er:ldn uppers are ewed at the 
ankl : to a I air of igb -fitting deer: kin trou, er ·, reaching above the 
hip: and high r b hin han in front. Pattern (diagram, Fig. 73a) : 
Ea ·h 1 ompo d of four long piece· (front 1, out icle 2, back 3, 
in:i 4) ti u · et. (on on the thigh 5, and four on the calf, 
6 , 6) whi h nlarg : b garm nt to fit the i-;well of the ca1f and 
thigh and the half-wai · baud (7). The two leg are put together by 
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joining the edges d d d of the opposite legs and sewing the gusset (8) 
into the space in front with its base joined to the edges e e of the two 
legs. The sole of each shoe is a single piece of white tanned sealskin 
with the grain side out, bent up about 
1¼ inches all round the foot, rounded 
at the toe and heel and broadest across 
the ball of the foot. The toe and heel 
are" gathered" into shape by crimping 
the edge vertically. A space of aborit 
3½ inches is left uncrimped on each 
side of the foot. (The process of crimp-
ing these soles will be described under 
the head of boots and shoes, where it 
properly belongs). Around the top of 
this sole is sewed a narrow band of 
white sealskin, sewed "over and ~ver" 
on the edge of the uncrimped space, 
but "run" through the gathers at the 
ends, so as to draw them up. The 
upper is in two pieces (heel, 9, and 
toe, 10). The heel piece is folded round 
the heel, and the toe piece doubled 
along the line/, and the curved edges 
g g joined to the straight edges h h, 
which makes the folded edge f, fit the 
outline of the instep. The bottom is 
then cut off accurately to fit the sole 
andsewedtotheedgeoftheband. The 
trousers and shoes are sewed together 
at the ankles. The whole is made of the 
Fm. 72.-Woman's pantaloons. 
short-haired skin from the deer's legs. Pieces 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are of 
dark brown skin (10 put on so that the tuft of coarse hair on the deer's 
ankle comes on the outside of the wearer's ankle), while the remain-
ing pieces are white, making a pleasing pattern of broad stripes. The 
inner edge of 5 is piped with dark brown fawnskin, and a round piece 
of white skin is inserted at the bottom of 2. No. 567 48 [136] is a 
pair of pantaloons of nearly the same pattern (see diagram, Fig. 73b) . 
and put together in a similar way. These pantaloons have soles of 
sealskin with. the hair left on and worn inside, and are made of deer 
leg skin, wholly dark brown, except the gussets on the calf, which are 
white. There is a piece of white skin let out, 2, as before, and the 
ankle tuft is in the same position. 
From the general fit of these garments they appear to be all made on 
essentially the same pattern, probably without greater variations than 
those already described. When worn by the women the material is 
usually, if not always, the skin of reindeer legs, and most commonly of 
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th pa t rn f o. 5674 [136], namely, brown, with white leg gussets. 
autal n: wholly of brown .:kin are quite common, especially for every-
day w ar whil triped one. , like No. 74042 [1792], are ;much less mmal 
and worn p ially for full dre s. Children's pantaloons are always 
brown, and I have een one pair, worn by a young lad, of lynx skin. 
The two or three pair· which we saw worn by men were wholly brown. 
The e pantaloon of leg 'kiu with seal kin soles are always worn with 
the hair out and u ·ually over a pair of under pantaloons of the same 
hape, but made of ofter ·kin with longer hair, which is worn next 
the kin, and with 'tocking feet. The outer pantaloons a.re discarded 
~ 
~ 
.Fm. 73.-Patterns of worcan's pantaloons. 
in summer and the inner ones only worn, the feet being protected by 
eal kin wat rproof boots, a already stated. The waterproof sealskin 
pantaloon, m ntioned in the ame connection do not :fit so neatly, as 
they ar mad with a· few earns a possible (usually only one, up the 
I g) to avoid I kag . They are ewed with the waterproof seam, and 
b Id up round th ankl by tring , like the waterproof boots to be de-
, rib d furth r on. Thi lat-mentioned garment seems to be peculiar 
to th Point Barrow region (including probably Wainwright Inlet and 
p rhap ·there t of th coat down to Kotzebue Sound). No mention 
f uch a mplete protection against wet i to be found in any of the 
publi h d a ount of the E kimo el ewhere, nor are there any speci-
men. in the fo eum..1 
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Boots and breeches united in this way· so as to form pantaloons are 
J)eculiar to the west of America, where they are universally worn from 
the Mackenzie district westward and southward. We have no speci-
mens of women's leg coverings from the Mackenzie district, but Petitot 1 
describes them thus: "Le pan talon * * * fait corps avec la chaus-
sure." In the east the women always wear breeches separate from the 
boots, which usually differ from those of the men in their size and length, 
often reaching to the hips.2 
Stockings.-Next to the skin on the feet and legs the men wear stock-
ings of de~rskin, usually of soft, rather long-haired skin, with the hair in. 
These are usually in three pieces, the leg, 1, 
foe piece, 2, and sole, 3 (see diagram, Fig. 
74). A straight strip about 1 inch wide often 
runs round the foot between the sole and the 
other pieces. Stockings of this pattern, but 
made of very thick winter deerskin, are sub-
stituted for the outer boots when deer-hunt- 1• 
ing in winter in the dry snow, especially 
when snowshoes are used. They are warm; 
the flesh side sheds the snow well and the 
thick hair acts as a sort of wadding which 
keeps the feet from being galled by the bars 
and strings of the snowshoes. Many of the 
-deer-hunters in 1883 made rough buskins 
of this pattern out of the skins of freshly 
killed deer simply dried, without further 
preparation. 
Boots and shoes.-Over the stockings are 
worn boots or shoes with uppers pf various 
kinds of skin, with the hair on, or black· 
tanned sealskin, always fitted to heelless 
crimped moccasin soles of some different 
leather, of the pattern which, with some 
slight modifications of form, is universal 
among the Eskimo. These soles are made 
as follows: A "blank" for the sole is cut 
out, of the shape of the foot, but a couple 
of inches larger all round. Then, begin-




J!'m. 74.-Pattern of stocking. 
toe part is doubled over toward the inside of the sole, so that the 
-edges just match. The two parts are then pinched together with 
1 Monographie, etc., p. xv. 
2 Bessels, Naturalist, vol. 18, p. 865, Smith Sound; Egede, p.131, and Crantz, Yol.1, p.138, Greenland; 
'Parry, 2tl Voy., p. 495 and 496, Iglulik, and Kurnlien, op. cit., p. 23, Cumberland Gulf. Also in Labra-
dor, see Pl. XVII, Naturalist, vol. 19, No. 6. The old couple whom Franklin met at tbe Bloody Fall of 
the Coppermine appear to have worn pantaloons, for he speaks of their "tight leggings sewed to 
shoes" (1st Exp., vol. 2, p.180). 
9 ETH--9 
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th t th al ng a llil parallel t th folded edge and at a distance 
from it qual t h d pth of th intended fold. Thi bitten line runs 
from th dge of th l ather a far a · it i intended to turn up the side 
of th "ol . erie of, imilar fold i arried round the toe to a point 
on the other ide of the ole oppo ite the starting point. In the same 
way a :erie of crimp i carried round the heel, leaving an uncrimped 
space of 2 or 3 inche on each ·ide of the foot. The sole is then sewed 
to a band or to the edge of the upper, with the thread run through each 
fold of the crimps. This gather the sole in at the heel and toe and 
bring the uncrimped part tra1ght up on each side of the shank. When 
the fold are all of the ame length and but slightly gathered the sole is 
turned up nearly traight, a at the heel usually, and at the toe also of 
waterproof boots. When the fold are long and much gathered the sole 
lope well in over the foot. Some boots, especially those intended for full 
dre , have the ·ole d eper on the ·ide than at the toe, so that the top of 
the ole come to a point at the toe. The ordinary pattern is about the 
same height all round and follow the shape of the foot, being rather more 
gathered in over the toe than at the heel. The ''blank" for the sole is cut 
out by mea µring the size of the foot on the leather and allowing by eye 
the margin which is to be turned up. The criIQ.ping is also done by 
eye. .Any irregularity in the length of the crimps can be remedied by 
pre , 'ing out the crea e. I have never seen at Point Barrow the ivory 
kniv , uch a are u ed at Norton Sound for arranging the crimps. 
Diff rent kinds of leather are u ed for tbe oles, and each kind is 
suppo d to be best uited for a particular purpose. The beautiful 
whit urine-tanned eal kin i · used for winter wear when the snow is 
dry, but i not uited for standing the roughness and dampness of the 
salt-wat r i e. For thi purpo ·e ealskin dres ed with the hair on and 
worn :fie ·h ·ide out is aid to be the very be t, preferable even to the 
variou · waterproof ·kin u ed for summer boot oles. For waterproof 
ol · r u · d oil-dre ed kin 1 of the walrus, bearded eal, polar bear, 
or, b .~t fall the whit whale. ThiR la t makes a beautiful light yellow 
tran lucent 1 ather about 0·1 inch thick, which i quite durable and 
k p out wat r :£ r a long time. It i, highly prized and quite an article 
of rad am ng th native , a pair of ole u. ually commanding a good 
pri . Th ,' E ·kimo appear to be the only ones who have discovered 
the x 11 n · of thi material for waterproof sole , as there is no men-
ti n to b fi und f it u. eel ewhere. The "narwhal kin" spoken of 
by Dr. imp on2 i probably thi material, a he call it "Kel-lel'-lu-a," 
which i, th ordinary word for white whale at Point Barrow. The nar-
whal i, V ry rar in th ' wat r , While the white whale i. comparatively 
abun ant. n appear not to have e n the animal from which 
tain It i , however by no mean, impo ible that some 
narwhal , hi h wh n dre ed would be in.di tinguishable 
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from the white whale skins, are obtained from the eastern natives or 
elsewhere. Such crimped soles are in use among the Eskimo every-
where, varying but little in general pat-
tern. The Greenland boots are specially 
noticeable for the neatness of the crimp-
ing, while specimens in the Museum from · 
the central region are decidedly slovenly 
in their workmanship. The boots worn 
by the natives of Plover Bay have the 
sole narrowed at the shank aud hardly 
coming over the foot except at the toe 
and heel, where they are crimped, but 
less deeply than usual. This style of sole 
very much resembles those of a pair of 
Kamchatdale boots in the National Mu-
seum, which, however, are turned up with-
out crimping, as is the case with the boots 
used by the Aleuts on the Commander 
Islands, of which Dr. L. Stejneger bas 
kindly shown me a specimen. There is a 
folded "welt" of sealskin in the seam be-
tween the upper and sole of the Plover 
Bay boots. I am informed by Capt. Heren-
deen that the natives have been taught to 
put this in by the whalemen who every 
year purchase large numbers of boots on Fm. 75.-Man's boot of deerskin. 
tbe Siberian coast, for use in the Arctic. Similar welts, which are very 




from Kings Island and Norton Sound. The 
winter boots usually have uppers of deer-
skin, generally the short-haired skin from 
the legs. Mountain-sheep skin is sometimes. 
. used for full-dress boots, and sealskin with 
the hair out for working boots. The latter 
is not a good material, as the snow sticks. 
to it badly. There are four pairs of men's. 
winter boots in the collection, from which 
No. 56750 [111] (Fig. 75) has been selected 
as the type of the everyday pattern. They 
are made of deer-leg skin with white seal-
skin soles. Leg and upper are iiJ. four 
FIG. 76.-Pattern of deerskin boot. piec~S, 1 back 1, two Sides 2 2, and front 3 ;. 
1 and 3 are gored at a a a to fit the sweU 
of the calf; 1 and 3 are of dark skin, and 2 2 lighter colored, especially 
along the middle. The bottom is cut off accurately to :fit the sole but the-
top is left irregular, as this is concealed by the breeches. The boots are: 
1 See diagram, Fig. 76. 
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ewed iu be.-
do not show on the outside. 
Boot, of thi style are the common every-
day wear of the meu, sometimes made wholly 
of dark deerskin and 'Ometimes variegated. 
They are often made of a pattern like that of 
the low r part of the women's pantaloons; 
that i , with the uppers eparate from the leg 
piece , which are brown, with four white gus-
ets on the calf. Fig. 77, No. 56759 [91 ], is 
on of a pair of full-dress boots of a slightly 
different pattern. The leg pieces are the 
·ame in number a,s in No. 56750, and put to-
gether in the same way, but 2 and 3 are of a 
different hape. 1 They are made of deer-
I g , ·kin ·, each piece with a lighter streak 
FHJ. 77.-Man'ti dre boot of deer- do~ ll the middle. The oles are of white 
!:! kin. ,· al ki11, finely crimped, with the edge com-
in · t a, point at the to , and th five ornamental bands are of Real-
kin alternat ly black and whj te. 
trip of dgin O' three-fourth,· of ~Ln inch 
wid i. · in, rt <l in the , am b tween 
>J and on a h , ide. Th light Htdp 8 
ar mountain-,·h p ·kin and th dark 
n ' h U.'ual younO' fawn.'ki11 tagged 
with r d wor t d. Th . 1 :>o· r a h to 0 
ju,'t b low th kn and i.- h mmecl 
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tain-sheep skin and a dark brown deerskin, tagged with red worsted, with 
the edge which laps over the side piece cut into oblique tags. There are 
no tiestrings, as the soles are turned up high enough to stay in place 
without them. These boots were brought from the east by one of the 
Nuwuk trading parties in 1882. Fig. 80, No. 56749 [110], is also afull-
dress boot, with soles like the last and no tiestrings. The leg is of two 
pieces of dark brown deerskin with the hair clipped short. These 
pieces are shaped like 2 in No. 56750, and the inner is larger, so that it 
laps round the leg, bringing the seam on the outside. The leg is en-
larged to fit the swell of the calf by a large triangular gusset from the 
knee to the midleg, meeting the in-
side piece in an oblique seam across 
the calf. Instead of a hem, the 
top of the leg has a half-inch band 
sewed round it and a binding for 
the drawstring above this. Edging 
is inserted in the front seam, and 
obliquely across the outside of the 
leg. That in the front seam is three 
narrow strips of deerskin, dark in 
the middle and light on each side. 
The other is of mountain-sheep skin 
in three strips, piped with fawnskin 
and tagged with worsted. 
The boots belong with the 
breeches, No. 56759. They fairly 
represent the style of full-dress 
boots worn with the loose-bottomed 
breeches. They all have draw-
strings just below the knee, and FIG. 79.-Man's dress boot of skin of mountain 
often have no tie-strings at the sheep. 
ankles. The eastern Eskimo are everywhere described as wearing the 
boots tied a,t the top with a drawstring and the bottoms of the breeches 
usually loose and hanging down on them. Tying down the breeches 
over the tops of the boots, as is done at Point Barrow, is an improve-
ment on the eastern fashion, as it closes the garments at the knee so as 
to prevent the entrance of cold air. The same result is obtained in an 
exactly opposite way by the people of Smith Sound, who, according to 
Bessels (Naturalist, vol. 18, p. 865), tie the boots over the breeches. 
All fur garments, including boots, are sewed in the same way, usually 
with reindeer sinew, by fitting the edges together and sewing them 
"over and over" on the "wrong" side. The waterproof boots of black 
sealskin, however, are sewed with an elaborate double seam, which is 
quite waterproof, and is made as follows: The two pieces are put to-
gether, flesh side to flesh side, so that the edge of one projects beyond 
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th other whi h L th n blind- +itched" down by sewing it "over and 
over' on th eel taking pain to run the stitches only part way 
thr ugh the other piece. The earn is then turned and the edge of 
the outer piece is turned in and 
"run" down to the grain sid~ 
of the under with fine stitches 
which do not run through to 
the flesh side of it. Thus in 
neither seam are there holes 
through both pieces at once. 
The sewing is done with fine 
sinew thread and very fine 
round needles (the women used 
to ask for "little needles, like 
a hair"), and the-edge of the 
leather is softened by wetting 
it in the mouth. A similar wa-
terproof seam is used in sewing 
together boat covers. 
There is one pair of water-
proof boots in the collection 
(No. 76182 [1794] Fig. 81). The 
tops are of black dressed seal-
skin, reaching to the knee and 
F10. 80.- Pair of man's dress boots of deerskm. especially full on the instep and 
ankj , which re ult from their being made with the least possible num-
ber of , am , to reduce the chance of leaking. The soles are of white 
whal 'kin, turned up about 1½ inches all around. The leg and upper 
are made all in one piece o that the double water-tight seam runs down 
the fi'ont of the leg to the instep, and then diagonally across the foot 
to th quarter on one ide. The bottom is cut off accurately to fit the 
top of th ole. The edge of the upper and the sole are put together 
o that th in.-ide of the former come against the inside of the latter, 
and the two ar ' run" together with fine titches, with a stout double 
und r-thr ad running through them along the surface of the upper. 
Tll omam ntal band at the top is of white sealskin "run" on with 
tro11 dark thread, and the checkered pattern is made by drawing a 
trip ,f black skin through lit in the white. Round the top of the 
bancl L· .- w d a binding of lack eal kin, which holds a drawstring 
of ,'in w braid. The 1 i · kept up in hape and the boot made to fit 
round th ankle by a , tring of ·eal kin twine passed through four loops, 
n a h i ju, t ba k of th ball of the foot, and one on each 
Th 1 op are mad of little ·trip · of white whale skiu, 
lou 1 d ff\ r and . · w d. to th d.ge of th ole on the outside. The 
en .- of th · ring ar pa ed hrough tlte front loop so that the bight 
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comes across the ball of the foot, then through the hinder loops, and 
are crossed above the heel, carried once or twice around the ankle, and 
tied in front. 
Such boots are universally worn 
in summer. The men's boots are 
usually left with an irregular edge 
at t_he top, and are held up by the 
breeches, while the women's usually 
have white bands around the tops 
with drawstrings. Half-boots of 
the same material, reaching to mid-
leg, without drawstrings, or shoes 
reaching just above the ankle with 
a string round the top are some-
times worn over the deerskin boots. 
Similar shoes of deerskin are spme-
times worn in place of boots. 
Waterproof boots of black seal-
skin are universally employed by 
Eskimo and by the Aleuts. These 
boots stand water for a long ti me 
without getting w.et through, but 
when they become wet they must 
be turned inside out and dried very 
slowly to prevent them from shrink-
ing, and worked soft with a stone FIG. 81.-w·oman's waterproof sealskin boot. 
skin-dressing tool or the teeth. The natives prefer to dty them in the 
sun. When the black epidermis wears off this leather is no longer 
waterproof, so that the women are always on the watch for white spots, 
which are mended wfth water-tight patches as soon as possible. 
In the early spring, before it thaws enough to render waterproof boots 
necessary, the surface of the snow becomes 
very smooth and slippery. To enable them-
·selves to walk on this surface without fall-
ing, the natives make a kind of "creeper" 
out of strips of sealskin. These are doubled 
Fw.82.--Sketchof"ice-creepers" on lengthwise, and generally bent into a half-
boot sole. moon or -horseshoe shape, with the folded 
edges on the outside of the curve, sewed on the toe and heel of the 
sealskin sole, as represented in Fig. 82. 
PARTS OF DRESS. 
Belts (tapst).-The belt which is used to hold up the pantaloons or 
breeches is simply a stput strip of skin tied round the waist. The gir-
dle, which is always worn outside of the frock, except when the weather 
is warm or the wearer heated by exercise, is very often a similar strap 
of deerskin, or perhaps wolfskiu. Often, however, and especially for 
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full dr h men , ar c hand._ om bel "oven from feathers, and the 
worn none made of wolverine 'toe'. There are in the collection two 
of th former and one of the latter. 
No. 9-44 [1419] (Fig. 83a) has been cho en as the type of ~ man's 
belt. It i 35 inches long and 1 inch broad, and made of the shafts of 
feather· woven into an elegant pattern, bordered on the edges with 
deer kin, and terminating in a leather loop at one end and a braided 
string at the other. The loop is a fl.at piece of skin of the bearded seal,, 
in which i cut a large oblong eye. The weaving begins at the square 
end of the loop. The warp consists of nine long strands sewed through 
the inner face of the leather so as to come out on the hinder edge. 
The middle trand is of stout sinew braid, ending in a knot on the 
FIG. 83.-Man's I.J lt, woven of feathers. The lower cut shows detail of pattern . 
inner , ide of the 1 ath r . The four on each side are of :fine cotton 
twin or tout thr ad, each two being one continuous thread passing' 
through th 1 ath r and out again. The woof is the shafts of small 
feath r, r gularly wov n, the :fir t trand woven over and under, end-
ing ov r th warp, the n xt under and over, ending under the warp,. 
and , o on alternately, each trand extending about one-fourth inch 
b y nd the out r warp- 'trand on each ide. This makes the pattern 
hown in Fi . 3b a long Rtitch on each side, three very short one 
on a h ide of the mi ldl , and a lightly longer one in the mid-
dl . The trip of f, ather · forming the woof are not joined together, 
bu n trip i, wov n in a far a it will go,. ending always on the-
inner ,·ide of b b l a new trip beginning where the other ends. 
Tb . haft. of bla ·k fea h r.', with a, few of the barbs attached, are 
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woven into the woof at tolerably regular intervals. Each black strand 
starts under the first strand of the warp, making the outer and inner 
of the three short stitches on each side black. This produces a checkered 
pattern along the middle of the belt (see enlarged section,_ Fig. 83b). 
The woof strands are driven home tightly and their ends are secured 
on each side by a double thread of cotton sewed into the corner of the 
leather loop. One thread runs along the out-
side of the belt and the other along the inside, 
passing between the ends of the feathers about 
every ten feathers and making a turn round 
the outer thread, as in Fig. 84. The edges of FIG. 84· -Diagram showing method of fastening the 
the belt are trimmed off even and bound with ends of feathers in belt. 
a narrow strip of deerskin with the flesh side out and painted ~red. 
The binding of the upper edge makes an irregular loose lining on the 
inside of the belt. Across the end of the belt is sewed on each side a 
narrow strip of sealskin, and the ends of the warp are gatliered into 
a three-ply braid 16 inches long, which is used to fasten the belt by 
drawing it through the loop and knotting it. An ancient bone spear-
head is attached to the belt as an amulet by a stout strap. 
No. 89543 [1420] is a similar beit worn in precisely the same wayr 
but with the black feathers introduced in a different pattern. The 
weaving is done by hand with the help of some little tools, to be 
described under implements for making and working fiber. Belts of 
FIG. 85.-Woman's belt of wolverine toes. 
this style appear to be peculiar to the Point Barrow region. Indeed, 
girdles of any kind are seldom worn over the jacket by the men in the 
eastern regions. 
The women never wear anything except a simple strip of skin or the 
wolvervine belt mentioned above. No. 89542 f1421], Fig. 85, is one of 
these. It is made of nine strips of dark brown skin from round the 
foot uf the wolverine, sewed together end to end. Each strip, except 
the one at the end, has a claw at the lower corner ( on some of the 
strips the bit of skin bearing the claws is pieced in) so that there are 
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i ·ht n arly quidi ·tant law,' making a fringe round the lower edge 
f the belt. There i a hole at each end into which is half-hitched the 
end of a narr w trip of deer ·kin about 8 inches long. These strings 
er e to tie the girdle. Thi belt i · 33 inches long and 1½ inches wide, 
and ha. been worn so long . that the inside is very dirty. Such belts 
are very valuable and highly prized, and are worn exclusively by the 
women. 
Fig. G, :No. 89718 [1055], is an object which is quite uncommon and 
seldom if ever now seen in use. It is of walrus ivory, 
very old and yellow. It served as a belt-fastener (tap-
s'i'g13). I have seen a brass clock wheel used on a girl's 
belt for the same purpose. This specimen is very old, 
Fro 86.-Belt-fast· neatly made, and polished smooth, probably from long 
ener. use. 
Ornaments.-In addition to the trimmings above described there are 
certain ornamental appendages which belong to the dress, but can not 
be con idered as e sential parts of any garments, like the trimmings. 
For instance, nearly every male in the two villages wears dangling from 
hi back between the shoulders an ermine skin either brown or white, 
or an eagle's feather, which is transferred to the new garment when the old 
one is worn out. This is perhaps an amulet as well as an ornament, as Dr. 
Simp on states. 1 An eagle's feather is often worn on the outside of the 
hood, pendant from the crown of the head. Attached to the belt are vari-
ou amulets (to be described under the head of" Religion") and at the 
back always the tail of an animal,. usually a wolverine's. Very seldom 
a wolf' tail i worn, but nearly all, even the boys, have wolverine 
tail , which are always saved for this purpose and used for no other. 
Thi habit among the E kimo of western America of wearing a tail at 
the girdle ha been noticed by m.any travelers, and prevails at least as 
far a the Ander on River, since Petitot, 2 in describing the dress of the 
nder on River "chief," says: "par derriere il portait aux reins une 
queue epai se et ondoyante de renard noir." According to him 3 it is 
the women of that region, who wear, "a titre de talismans, des defroques 
empaillee de corbeau, de faucon, ou d'hermine." The custom of wear-
ing an ermine kin on the jacket was observed by Dr. Armstrong of the 
Investigator at Cape Bathurst. 4 
PER 'ON.AL ..A.DORNMEN'l'. 
'KIN ORNAMENTATIOI\. 
Tattooing.-The cu tom of tattooing is almost universal among the 
women but the mark are c ufined almost exclusively to the chin and 
form a very imp le pattern. Thi con i ts of one, three, five, or perhaps as 
I p. Cit.. p. 243. 
2 Monographie, eto., p. xiv. 
3 Ibicl. 
4 Personal Narrative, p. 176. 
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many as seven vertical lines from the under lip to the tip of the chin, 
slightly radiating when there are more than one. When there is a 
single line, which is rather rare, it is generally broad, and the middle 
line is sometimes broader than the others. The women as a rule are 
not tattooed until they reach a marriageable age, though there were a 
few little girls in the two villages who had a single line on the chin. 
I remember seeing but one married woman iu either village who was 
not tattooed, and she had come from a distant settlement, from Point 
Hope, as well as we could understand. 
Tattooing on a man is a mark of distinction. Those men who are, or 
have been, captains of whaling umiaks that have taken whales have 
marks to indicate oois tattooed somewhere on their persons, sometimes 
forming a definite tally. For instance, Afioru had a broad band across 
each cheek from the corners of the mouth (Fig. 87, from a sketch by the 
writer), made up of many indistinct lines, which was said to indicate 
"many whales." Amaiyuna had the "flukes" of seven whales iu a line 
across his chest, and M111fiialu had a couple of small marks on one fore-
arm. Niaksara, the wife of Afioru, also had a little mark tattooed in 
each corner of her mouth, which she said were 
"whale marks," indicating that she was the wife 
of a successful whaleman. Such _rnarks, accord-
ing to Petitot (Monographie, etc., p. xv) are a part 
of the usual pattern in the Mackenzie district-
"deux traits aux commissures de la bouche." One ( 
or two men at Nuwuk had each a narrow line Fm. 87.-Man with tattooed 
across the face, over the bridge of the nose, which cheeks. 
were probably also "whale marks," though we never could get a definite 
answer concerning them.1 
The tattooing is done with a needle and thread, smeared with soot or 
gunpowder, giving a peculiar pitted appearance to the lines. It is 
rather a painful operation, producing considerable inflammation and 
swelling, which lasts several days. The practice of tattooing the 
women is almost universal among the Eskimo, from Greenland to 
Kadiak, including the Eskimo of Siberia, the only exception being the 
1 Compare the custom observed by H. M. S. Investigator, at Cape Bathurst, where, according to Mc-
Clure (Discovery of the Northwest Passage, p. 93), a successful harpooner has a blue line drawn across 
his face over the bridge of the nose; or, according to .Armstrong (Personal Narrative, p. 176), he has a 
line tattooed from the inner angle of the eye across the cheek, a new one being added for every whale 
he st,rikes. Pe ti tot, however (Monographie, etc., p. xxv), says that in this region whales are'' scored" by 
tattooing crosses on the shoulder, and that a murderer is marked across the nose with a couple of hori-
zontal lines. It is interesting to note in this connection that one of the "striped" men at Nuwiik told 
us that he had killed a man. .According to Holm, at .Angmagsalik (east Greenland), "Mrendene ere 
kun undtagelsvis tatoverede og da kun med enkelte ruindre Streger paa .Anne og Haandled, for at 
kunne harpunere godt" (Geogr. Tids., vol. 8, p. 88). Compare also Hooper, Tents, etc ., p. 37, "Men 
only make a permanent mark on the face for an act of prowess, such as killing a bear, capturing a 
whale, etc.;" and Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 449, where some of the men at Iglulik are said to ue tattooed 
on the back of the hand, as a souvenir of some distant or deceased person. 
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native of mith Sound, though the custom is falling into disuse among 
the E~kimo who have much intercour e with the whites.1 
The imple pattern of straight, slightly diverging lines on the chin 
seem to prevail from the Mackenzie district to Kadiak, and similar 
chin lines appear always to form part of the more ela-
borate patterns, sometimes extending to the arms and 
other parts of the body, in fashion among the eastern 
~ Eskimo2 and those of Siberia, St. Lawrence Island, and 
· · - the Diomedes. 
FIG. 88.-Woman k h d th t b th ·t 
withordinary tattoo- Fig. 88, from as etc ma eon e spo y e wri er, 
ing. shows the Point Barrow pattern . 
Painting.-On great occasions, such as dances, etc., or when going 
whaling, the face is marked with a, broad streak of black lead, put on 
with the :finger, and usually running obliquely across the nose or one 
cheek.3 Children, when dressed up in new clothes, are also frequently 
marked in this way. This may be compared with the ancient custom 
among the people of Kadiak of painting their faces "before festivities 
or games and before any important undertaking, such as the crossing 
of a wide strait or arm of the sea, the sea-otter chase, etc." 4 
HEAD ORNAMENTS. 
Method of wearing the hair.-The men and boys wear their hair combed 
down traight over the forehead and cut off square across in front, but 
hanging in rather long lock on the sides, so as to cover the ears. There 
i alway a mall circular tonsure on the crown of the head, and a strip 
i generally clipped down to the nape of the neck. (See Fig. 89, from 
a ketch from life by the writer.) The natives believe that this clip-
piug of the back of the head prevents snow blindness in the spring. 
Th people of the Mackenzie district ha,ve a different theory. "La large 
1Bessels, aturalist, vol.18, p. 875 (Smith Sound); Egede, p. 132, and Crantz, vol. 1, p. 138, already 
given up by tho Christian Greenlanders (Greenland); Holm, Geogr. Tids., vol. 8, p. 88, still practiced 
regularly in east Greenland; Parry, 1st Voyage, p. 282 (Baffin Land); 2d Voyage, 11. 498 (Iglulik); 
Kumlien, Contrib., p. 26 (Cumberlancl Gulf, aged women chiefly); Boas, 11 Central Eskimo," p. 561; 
Chapp 11, 11 IludsonBay," p. 60 (Hudson Strait); Back, Journey, etc., p. 289 (Great Fish River); Frank-
lin, 1st Exped., Yol. 2, p. 1 3 (Coppermine River); 2cl Exped., p. 126 (Point Sabine) ; Petitot, Mono-
graphie, etc., p. xv (Mackenzie district); Dall, ".Alaska," pp.140, 381 (Norton Sound, Diomede Islands, 
and Plo,·er Bay); Petroff, R port, etc., p. 139 (Kadiak); Lisiansky, Voyage, p. 195 (Kadiak in 1805, 
"th fairs x were al o fond of tattooing the chin, breasts, and back, but this again is much out of 
fashion ' '); :Xordenskiold, V ga, vol. 2, pp. 99,100,251, and 252, with :figures (Siberia and St. Lawrence 
Ialand) ; Krau e brothers, Geographi che Blatter, vol. 5, pp. 4, 5 (East Cape to Plover Bay); Hooper, 
Tents, tc .. p . 37, 11 Women w re tattooed on the <Jhin in cliverging lines" (Plover Bay) ; Rosse, Cruise 
of the 'orwin, p. 35, fig. on p. 36 ( t. Lawren e Island!. 
Frobisher's account, being the artiest on record, is worth quoting: 11 • * * The women are 
mark cl on th face with blewe stre kes downe the choekes and round about the eies '' (p. 621). • * * 
•'Al o, some of their women race their faces proportionally, as chinne, cheekes, aml forehead, aud the 
wri te. of their hand . whereupon they lay a colour, which continueth dark azurino" (p. 627). Hak-
h1)'t':1 "Voyage , tc., 15 9. 
2 Ilolm (Ea.st Gr enland) says: " t Paar korte 'tr ger paa Hagen" (Geogr. Ticls. vol. 8, p. 88). 
1
Compare Kotz bu 's Voy. , vol. 3, p. 296, wher Chamisso describes the nativ s of St. Lawrence 
Ilay, · ib •ria, a havinu largP quantiti s of fine graphite, with which they painted their faces. 
~ Petroff Report, <,tc. , p. 139. 
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tonsure que portent nos Tchiglit a pour but, m'ont-ils dit, de permettre 
au soleil de rechauffer leur cerveau et de transmettre par ce moyen 
sa bienfaisante c]rnleur a leur camr pour les faire vivre."1 Some of the 
Nunatanmiun and one man from Kilauw'i'.taiw'i'.ri that we saw wore their 
· front hair long, parted in the middle, and confined by a narrow :fillet 
of leather round the brow. The hair on the tonsure is not always 
kept clipped very close, but sometimes allowed to grow as much as an 
inch long, which probably led Hooper to believe that the tonsure was 
not common at Point Barrow.2 It is universal at the present day, as 
it was in Dr. Simpson's time.3 The western Eskimo generally crop 
or shave the crown of the head, while those of the east allow their hair 
to grow pretty Jong, sometimes clipping it on the forehead. The practice 
of clipping the crown appears to be general in the Mackenzie district, 4 
and was occasionally observed at Iglulik by Capt. Parry (2d Voy., p. 493). 
The natives of St. Lawrence Island and the Siberian coast carry this 
custom to an extreme, clipping the whole crown, so as to leave only a 
fringe round the head. 5 The women dress their 
hair in the fashion common to all the Eskimo ex-
cept the Greenlanders and the people about the 
Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers, where the women 
bring the hajr up from behind into a sort of high 
top-knot, with the addition in the latter district of 
large bows or pigtails on the sides. 6 The hair is 
parted in the middle from the forehead to the nape 
of the neck, and. gathered into a club on each side Fw. 89--Man's method of 
wearing the ha.ir. 
behind the ear. The club is either simply braided 
or without further dressing twisted and lengthened out with strips of 
leather, and wound spirally for its whole length with a long string of 
small beads of various colors, a large fl.at brass button being stuck into 
the hair above each club. The wife of the captain of a whaling umiak 
wears a strip of wolfskin in place of the string of beads when the boat 
is "in commission" (as Capt. Herendeen observed). 
Some of the little girls wear their hair cut short behind. The hair is 
not arranged every day. Both sexes are rather tidy about arranging 
their hair, but there is much difference in this between individuals. 
The marrow of the reindeer is sometimes used for pomatum. Baldness 
1 P etitot, Monographie, etc., p. xxxi. 
2 Tents, etc., p. 225. 
3 Op. cit., p. 238. 
4 Petitot, Monographie, etc., p. xxxi. See also Franklin, 2d Exp., p. 118. 
5 See also N ord,.:mskiold, Vega, vol. 2, pp. 9 ancl 252, ancl figures passim, especially pp. 84 and 85; 
Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 27; and Dall, Alaska, p. 381. 
6 See Kane, 2cl Grinnell· Ex:p. Many illustrations, passim, Smith Sonncl; Egecle, p. 132, and Crantz, 
vol. I, p.128, Greenland; Brodbeck, "Nach Osten," p. 23, and Holm, Geogr. Tids., vol.8, p.90, East Green-
land; Frobisher, in Hakluyt, Voyages, etc. (1589), p. 627, Baffin Lancl; Parry, 2d Voy., p. 494., and 
Lyon, J' ournal, p. 230, Iglulik; Petitot, Monographie, etc., p. xxix, Mackenzie district; Hooper, Tents, 
etc., pp. 257, Icy Reef, and 347, Maitland Id.; Franklin, 2d Exp., p. 119, Point Sabine; Dall, Alaska, 
pp. 140 and 381, Norton Sound and Plover Bay. See also references to Norclenskiold, given above, and 
Krause Bros., Geographische Blatter, vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 5. 
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· i , rar . I do not ; m mber ver eei11g a bald woman, and 
onl wo bald men at the two villages. Neither of these 
m n w ( ·, v ry old. 
Hi ad-band .- om of the m u and boy wear across the forehead a 
tring f large blu gla · bead ometimes sewed on a strip of deer- · 
kin. Occa ionally, al o a fillet i · worn made of the skin.of the head 
of a fox or a dog, with the no e coming in the middle of the forehead. 
u ·h head-dre es are by no means common and seem to be highly 
prized a.· they were never offered for sale. MacFarlane (¥ S.) speaks 
of a "imilar head-dres worn a,t the Anderson River, "generally made 
of the kin of the fore part of the head skin8 of wolves, wolverines, and 
marmot ·. Very often, however, a string of beads is made use of in-
tead." Another tyle of head-dres ' is the badge of a whaleman, and 
i worn only when whaling (and, I believe, at the ceremonies in the 
pring preparatory to the whaling). This seems to be very highly 
prized, and i , perhaps, "looked upon with superstitious regard." 1 
None were ever offered for sale and we had only two or three oppor-
tunitie of eeing it. It consists of a broad fillet of mountain-sheep 
kin, with pendant of flint, ja per, or crystal, rudely flaked into the 
hape of a whale ( ee under "Amulets," where specimens are described 
and :figured), one in the middle of the brow and one over each ear. 
Som of them are al o fringed with the incisor teeth of the mountain 
·h p attached by means of a mall hole drilled through the end of the 
r o a on the dancing cap ( eeunder "Games and Pastimes"). The cap-
tain and harpooner of a whaling crew which I saw starting out in the 
pring of 1 82 ea h wore one of these fillets. The harpooner's had 
only the whale pendant , but the captain's wa also fringed with teeth. 
Thi ' ornament clo ely resemble the fillet fringed with deer's teeth, 
ob, erv d by Capt. Parry at Iglulik,2 which "was understood to be 
worn on the head by men, though we did not learn on what occasions." 
Earrings (n6golu).-Nearly all the women and girls perforate the 
lob · of th ear and wear earrings. The commonest pattern is a little 
h k of ivory to which are attached pendants, short strings of beads, 
t . Larg , oblong, dark-blue bead and bugle are specially dmdred 
for thi purpo · . heap bra · or "brummagem" earrings are some-
tun · worn nowaday ·. The fa hion in earring ' seems to have changed 
m what inc Dr. imp on'· time, a I do not remember ever having 
n h lon°· ,· tring1, of beads hanging aero the breast or looped up 
b hind a h d . ·ri .· them.3 At pre ' ent, one earring is much more 
fr qu n ly w rn than a pair. There are in the collection two pairs of 
th i or h ok for earring , whi h, though made for sale, are of the 
r inary I att rn. Of the e o. 93 7 [1340] (Fig. 90) will serve as 
th yp . Th ar of ar e, white walru. · ivory. 
Dr. • "imp on, op. ·i t ., p . 243. Compare also Brotlb ck , '· a b O. ten " (p . 23). Speaking of II ein 
r • tirnbancl ," lie ay : 11 Vielleicbt gilt es ibnen als in Art von Zauberschiitzmittel , tlenn 
i tum k in lrl zu haben. Driingt mau s ie, so sagen s ie wohl, el'! sei nicht ibr eigen." 
2
, cond Voy., Jl . 49 and Fig. 7, pl. opposite p . 548. 
a p. cit., p. 241. 
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No. 89386 [1340] is a similar pair of earrings, in which the hook pro-
jects at right angles and terminates in a flat, round button. Both of the 
specimensareoftheusualpattern, but very roughly made. Thecustom of 
wearing earrings is very general among the Eskimo. I need only refer 
to the descriptions of dress and ornaments already quoted. 
Labrets.-As has been stated by all travelers who have visited Point 
Barrow since the time of Elson, all the adult males wear the labrets 
or stud-shaped lip ornaments. The discussion of the origin and e~tent 
of this habit, or even a comparison of the forms. of labrets in use among 
the Eskimo, would lead me far beyond the scope of the presentwork.1 
They are or have been worn by all the Eskimo of western America, 
.including St. Lawrence Island and the Diomedes, from the most south-
ern 1,oint of their range to the Mackenzie and Anderson district, and 
were also worn by Aleuts in ancient times.2 East of the Mackenzie dis-
trict no traces of the habit are to be observed. Petitot 3 says that Cape 
Bathurst is the most eastern point at 
which labrets are worn. The custom of 
wearing them at this place is perhaps 
recent, as Dr. Armstrong, of the Investi-
gator, expressly states that he saw none 
there in 1850. At Plover Bay, eastern 
Siberia, however, I noticed one or two 
men with a little cross or circle tattoed 
under each corner of the mouth, just in 
the position of the labret. This may be a, 
reminiscence of an ancient habit of wear-
ing labrets, or may have been done in imi-
tation of the people of the Diomedes and 
the American coast. FIG. 90.-Earrings. 




At Point Barrow at the present day the lip is al ways pierced for two 
labrets, one at each corner of the mouth, though one or both of them 
are frequently left out. They told us, however, that in ancient times 
a single labret only was worn, for which the lip was pierced directly in 
the middle. Certain old and large-sized labrets in the collection are said 
to have been thus worn. The incisions for the labrets appear to be made 
about the age of puberty, though I knew one young man who had been 
married for some months before he had the operation performed. From 
the young_ man's character, I fancy shyness or timidity, as suggested by 
Dr. Simpson,4 had something to do with the delay. Contrary to Dr. 
Simpson's experience, I did not see a single·man above the age of 18 or 
19 who did not wear the labrets. It seems hardly probable that ability 
1 This subject has been thoroughly treated by Mr. W. H. Dall .in his admirable paper in the Report of 
the Bureau of Ethnology, No. 3 for 1881-'82, pp. 67-203. 
2 See Dall, Contrib., etc., vol. I , p. 87, and the paper just referred to. 
3 Monographie, etc., p. xxvi. 
4 Op. cit. , p. , 241. 
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t tak a,· al ,u itl · a boy to wear labret, as he suggests. We knew 
a numb r of b y who were excellent seal hunters and even able to 
mana · a kaiak but none had their lips pierced under the age of 14 or 
15 wh n th y may be ·uppo ed to have reached manhood. The in-
·i. ·iou · ar at fir t only large enough to admit a flat-headed pin of wal-
ru.· iYory about the diameter of a crow quill, worn with the head rest-
iu · agaiu t th gum. These are soon replaced by a slightly stouter 
pair and the e again by touter ones, until the holes are stretched to a 
diameter of about one-half inch, when they are ready for the labrets. 
We h ard of no pecial ceremonies or festivals connected with the 
making of the e inci ion , such as Dall observed at Norton Sound, 1 but 
in the one ca e where the operation was performed at the village of 
tkiavw'i'.il duriug our tay, we learned that it was done by a man out-
ide of the family of the youth operated upon. We were also informed 
that the inci ion mu t be made with a little lancet of slate. The em-
ployment of an implement of ancient form and obsolete material for this 
purpo:e indicates, a Dall says in the passage referred to above, "some 
gr ater ignificance than mere ornamentation ." 
The collectioh contain two specimens of such lancets. No. 89721 
[1153) (figur d in Rept. Point Barrow Expedition, Ethnology, Pl. v, 
Fig. 4) iR th type. A little blade of soft gray slate is carefully inclosed 
in a neat case of cottonwood. The blade is lanceolate, 
1·3 inche, long, 0·6 broad, and 0·1 thick, with a ~hort, 
broad tang. The faces are ' omewhat rough, and ground 
with a broad bevel to very sharp cutting edges. The 
ca e is made of two similar pieces of wood, flat on one 
sid and rounded on the other, o that when put together 
they make a rounded body .3 inches long, slightly flat-
tened, and tapering toward the rounded ends, of which 
Fro. 91.-Plug for one i omewhat larger than the other. Round each 
·nlarging labr t end i a narrow deep transverse groove for a string to 
110] • ' ' 
hold the two part· together. A shallow median groove 
om1 , ·tH th cro groove on one piece, which is hollowed out on the 
in o a r ugh cavity of a hape aud Hize suitable to receive the 
bla<l , whi ·h i pr duced into a narrow, deep groove at the point, prob-
ably to k p the point of the blade from being dulled by touching the 
woo . Th oth r pi ce, which ,·erve as a coYer, has merely a rough, 
, ·hallow oval d pr , · ion n ar the middle. The whole is evidently very 
old and h ·a. i. brown d with ag and dirt. 
. 9570 [1200) i.- a, imilar blade of re<ldi b purple slate, mounted 
in a rou h haf f bon . Fi ·. 91 o. 9715 [1211 ], is one of a pair of 
on mod 1 mad for , al of th ivory I lugs u ed for enlarging the 
h l •:forth la r t ·orr ·ponding in iz to about the 'econd pair used. 
I i, roughly wliittl d on of a <:oar e-grain d ompact bone, and closely 
1 laska, p. 141. 
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resembles the plugs figured by Dall from Norton Sound, 1 but lacks the 
hole in the tip for the transverse wooden peg, which is not used at ~oint 
Barrow. One youth was wearing the final size of plugs when we landed 
at the station. These were brought to a point like the tip of a walrus 
tusk, and had exactly the appearance of the _tusks of a young walrus 
when they first protrude beyond the lip. The labrets worn at Point 
Barrow at the present day are usually of two patterns. One is a large, 
flat, circular disk about 1½ inches in diameter, with a flat stud on the 
back something like that of a sleevebutton, and the other a thick 
cylindrical plug about 1 inch long, and oue-lrnlf inch in diameter, with the 
protruded end rounded and the other expanded into an oblong flangve, 
presenting a slig];itly curved surface to the gum. These plug labrets 
are the common fashion for everyday wear, and at the present day, 
.as in Dr. Simpson's time, are almost without exception made of stone. 
Granite or syenite, porphyry, white marble, and sometimes coal (rarely 
jade) are used for this purpose. 
One of the N unatanrniun wore a glass cruet-stopper for a labret, and 
maE.y nativeR of Utkiavwfii took the glass stopples of Worcestershire 
sauce bottles, which were thrown away at the station, and inserted them 
in the labret holes for everyday wear, sometimes grinding the round 
top into an oblong stud. There is one specimen of the plug labret 
in the collection. Labrets of all kinds are very highly prized, and it 
was almost impossible to obtain them.2 Though we repeatedly asked 
for them and promised to pay a good price, genuine labrets that had 
been worn or that were intended for actual use were very rarely offered 
for sale, though at one time a large number of roughly made models or 
imitations were brought -in. The single specimen of the plug labret 
(tu'tu) is No. 89700 [1163] (figured in Point Barrow Report, Ethnology, 
Pl. v, Fig. 3) . It is a cylindrical plug of hard, bright green stone 
(jade or hypochlorite), 1·1 inches long and 0·6 in diameter at the outer 
end, which is rounded off, tapering slightly inward 
and expanded at the base into an elliptical disk 1 ·~ 
inches long and 0·9 broad, slightly concave on the 
surface which rests against the teeth and gum. The 
specimen is old and of a material very unusual at 
Point Barrow. Fig. 92, No. 89719 [1166], from Nu-
wuk, may also be called a plug labret, but is of a 
very unusual pattern, and said to be very old. It 
has an oblong stud of walrus ivory surmounted by 
a large, transparent, slightly greenish glass bead, F,a. 92.-La~ret of lleads 
t f h . h · 1 and ivory on op o w 1c IS a sma 1, translucent, sky-blue · 
bead. The beads are held on by a short ·wooden peg, running through 
the perforations of the beads and a hole drilled through the ivory. 
There is a somewhat similar labret in the Museum collection (No. 48202) 
1 Alaska, p. 140. 
2 The men whom Thomas Simpson met at or uear Barter Island sold their labrets, but demanded. a. 
hatchet or a dagger for a pair of them (Narrative, p. 119). 
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f al ' al, y ry ld. I i,' urmount cl by a ingle 
pe im n. 
I obtain done pair of ,yenite di::;k labret , No. 56716 [197] (figured in 
Point arrow Rept., Ethnoloo-y, Pl. v, Fig. 2). Each is a flat circular 
di k (1·7 and1·6inche · in <liameter, re ·pectively) ofrather coarse-grained 
bla ·k and white yenite, ground v ry smooth, but not poll hed. On the 
ba k of ea h i an elliptical tud, like that of a sleeve-button, 1 ·2 and 
1·1 in he· long and O· aud 0·6 broa,d, respectively. 
1 i . n o. 20 3, i one of the blue and white disks said to come from 
the ud r n River. Thi. i introduced to represent those worn at 
oiut Barrow which are of preci ·ely the ame pattern. The disk is of 
whit marb1 l½ inch in diameter, and in the center of it is cemented, 
apparently with oil dregs, 
half of a transpa.rent blue 
gla bead, three-quarters of 
an inch in diameter, around 
the middle of which is cut a 
i--hallow groove. Similar mar-
ble di ks without the bead 
1 oyag , -vol. 1, p. 210. Lal>r ts of pr •cis ly th sam pattern as the one described are figured in the 
fronti pi c of tbi11 ,olume. (, also 'horis, Voyage Pittoresque). 
2 2d Exp., p. 11 . 
3 
T' rrativ , p. 119. 
• p. cit., p. 230. 
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first to recognize that the disks were made of marble. All previous 
writers speak of them as made of walrus ivory. 
There are still at Point Barrow a few labrets of a very ancient pattern, 
such as are said to have beeu worn in the middle of the lip. These are 
very rarely put on, but are often carried · by the owners on the belt as 
amulets. All that we saw were of light green translucent jade, highly 
polished. I obtained one specimen, No. 89705 [866] (figured in Point 
Barrow Rept., Ethnology, Pl. v, Fig.1), a thin oblong disk oflight green, 
translucent, polished jade, 2·6 inches long, 1·1 wide in the middle, and 
0·8 wide at the ends, with the outer face slightly convex. Ou the back 
is an oblong stud with rounded ends, slightly curved to fit the gums. 
Labrets of this material and pattern do not seem to be common any-
where. Beechey saw one in Kotzebue Sound 3 inches long and l½wide,t 
and there is a large and handsome one in the Museum brought by Mr. 
Nelson from the lower Yukon. A similar one has recently been re-
ceived from Kotzebue Sound. 
Fig. 94, No. 89712 [1169], from Sidaru is a labret of similar shape, 3 
inches long and 1½ broad, but made of compact bone, rather neatly 
carved and ground 
smooth. It shows 
some signs of having 
been worn. There 
are marks on the stud 
where it appears to 
have been rU b bed FIG. 94-0blong labret of uone. 
ag·ainst the teeth, and it is probably genuine. The purchase of this 
specimen apparently started the manufacture of bone labrets at Utki-
avwrn, where no bone labrets, old or new, had previously been seen. 
For several days after we bought the specimen from Sidaru the natives 
continued to bring over bone labrets, but all so newly and clumsily made 
FIG. 95.-0blong labret of soapstone. 
that we declined to purchase 
any more than four specimens. 
About the same time they began 
to make oblong labrets ot1t of 
soapstone ( a material which we 
never saw used for genuine la-
brets ), like Fig. 95, No. 89707 
[1215]. The purchase of three specimens of these started a whole-
sale manufacture of them, and we stopped purchasing. 
The oblong labret appears to have been still in fashion as late as 1826, 
for Elson saw many of the men at Point Barrow wearing oblong labrets 
of bone (cf No. 89712 [1169] and stone,3incheslongand 1 broad.2 Un-
fortunately, he does not specify whether they were worn in pairs or 
1 Voyage, p. 249. 2 Beechey's Voy .. p. 308. 
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,·in ·ly, and if ,·i110'ly, as would b natural from their Rize and sltape, 
wh th<•r in th , midcll of th lip or a one 'ide. 
o:. ,9304: [1713 J, 971G [1042], and 89717 [1031] (Fig. 96) are very old 
labr ts whid1 are intere ~ting from tlieir re:::;em blance to the ancient 
1 utian ingle labret fom1d by Dall in th cave on .Amaknak falancl.1 
o. < 9' 04 fl 71 J is au lliptical plug of bituminous coal, with a projecting 
flaug round the ba e -which is ·lightly concave to fit the curve of the 
jaw. This labret is very old and was said to have been found iu one of 
the ruined hou es in Utkiavwrn.. The other two labrets are of walrm; 
ivory and of ,·imilar hape, but have the flange only at the end::, of the 
ba · . ll of the e three are large, the largest being 2·2 inche:::; wide and 
FIG. 96.-AncicuL laurctl:l. 
0·7 thick, and the , mallest 1 ·3 by 0·5, o that they required a much larger 
inci 'ion in th lip tha,n is at present made. In connection with what 
ha, · n aid of th ancient habit of wearing labrets in the middle of the 
lip, it i: inter .·ting to note that Nordenskiold saw men at Port Clarence 
who had, be id s th ordinary labret holes, "a similar hole forward in 
th lip. 2 Th variou.· portraits of natives previously inserted Hhow the 
pr nt mann r of w aring the labrets at Point Barrow . 
• ' E 'K ORNA.;\lEXT~. 
wome~1 and girl.' wear necklace. made of strings of beads, 
larg r, mall fr qu ntly :trnng together with much ta,·te. The tobacco 
I on ·h i. oft n atta<'hed to thi: ne<·klac . 
OR)(A:\JEXTS OF THE LIMBS. 
Brrwelets.-Tb women all wear brace! t~, which are ometimes stringH 
of b act· bu more ·ommonly ircle of iron bra :-i, or copper wire, of 
whic-h , · v ral are oft n wom on th ·am wri t, after the fashion of 
l anglr:. Th m n al.·o ometim : w ar bra ·elet . The econ, iHt of cir-
1 · · '11utril,., 1·tL. n,I. l, p. !J aml till' two 11ppt-r figures on the• plate oppo ite. 
2 Yega. vol. 2, p. 2'J3. 
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cles of narrow thoug, upon which are strung one or two large beads or 
a couple of Dent~lium shells (p11't11).1 
We brought home one pair of men's bracelets (newly made), one of 
which (89388 [1355]) is figured in Point Barrow Rept. Ethnology, Pl. 1, 
Fig. 4. They are made of strips of seal thong 0·2 inch broad, bent 
into rings (9·4 and 8·6 inches in circumference, respectively), with the 
encls slightly overlapping and sewed together. On each is strung a 
cylindrical bead of soapstone about one-half inch long and of the same 
diameter. A single bracelet is generally worn. 
Finger-rings.-Both sexes now frequently wear brass finger-rings, 
called katfa'kqlerftii, from kat11'kql11n, the middle finger, upon which 
the ring is always worn. 
:l'IISCELLANEOUS ORNAMENTS. 
Beads.-ln addition to the ornaments already described, the women 
use short strings of beads, buttons, etc., to ornament various parts of 
the dress, especially the outer side of the inner frock (i'lupa), and 
strings of beads are often attached to various objects, such as pipes, 
tobacco pouches, etc. One or two women were also observed to wear 
large bunches of beads and buttons attached to the inner girdle in 
front so as to hang down between the legs 
inside of the pantaloons. A similar strange 
custom wasobserved byBeecheyatHotham 
Inlet, where a young woman wqre a good-
sized metal bell in the same uncomfortable 
manner.2 These people appear to have at-
tempted the manufacture of beads in former 
times, when they were not so easily obtained 
as at present. There is in the collection a Fm. 97.-Beads of amber. 
string of four small beads made from amber picked up on the beach 
(Fig. 97, No. 89700 [1716] ). They are of dark honey-colored transparent 
amber, a,bout one-third inch long and one-half inch diameter at the 
base. Such beads are very rare at the present day. The above speci-
mens were the only ones seen. 
TOILET ARTICLES. 
The only object in use among these people that can be considered a 
toilet article is the small hair comb (ft1Jai'utfo), usually .made of walrus 
ivory. -
The collection contains ten specimens, from which No. 56566b [182] 
(Fig. 98a) has been selected as the type. It is made of walrus ivory 
(from near the root of the tusk). When in use, it is held with the tip of 
the forefinger in tbe ring, the thumb and middle finger resting on · each 
1 There is in the collection a bunch of five of these shells (No. 89530 [1357] , which are scarce and highly 
valued as ornaments. Mr. R. E. C. Stearns, of the U . S. National Museum. has identified the species 
as Deutalium Indianorum Cpr. (probably= D. pretiosum, Sby .), called "al'i:kotci'k" by the Indians of 
northwest California, anu "hiqna" (J. K. Lord) or ' ' hya-qua" (F. Whymper) oy the Indians round 
Queen Charlotte Sound. 
2Voyage, p. 295. 
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i 1 of th n k. Thi. i perhap the commonest form of the comb, 
th ugh it i. often mad with two curved arms at the top instead of a 
rin a in Fig. 9 b No. 56569 [194], or sometimes with a plain top, like 
0 • -6572 [210] (Fig. 9 c) . Nine of the ten combs, all from Utkiavwrn, 
are of walrus ivory, but No. 89785 [1006], which was the property of 
Dft'bwga, the Nunatanmiun, who spent the winter of 1882-'83 at Utki-
a 
avwrn, i · made of reindeer antler. This was probably made in the 
interior, where antler is more plentiful than ivory. All these combs are 
made with great care and patience. The teeth are usually cut with a 
saw, but on on pecimen the maker used the sharp edge of a piece of 
tin, a we had refused to loan him a :fine saw. This kind of comb is very 
like that described by Parry from Iglulik.1 
IMPLEMENTS FOR GEN"ER.A.L USE. 
TOOL. 
Knives.-All the men are now supplied with excellent knives of civil-
ized manufa ·ture, mo tly butcher knives or sheath knives of various 
pa tern which they employ for numerous purposes, such as skinning and 
but h ring game, cutting up food, and rough .whittling. Fine whittling 
and carving i, u ualJy done with the "crooked knife," to be described 
furth r on. In whittling the knife i ' grasped so that the blade projects 
on th ulnar ide of the hand and is drawn toward the workman. ..A. 
po ketkni:£ of which they have many of various patterns, is used in 
th . am wa . I o rved that the A , iatic E kimo at Plover Bay held 
th 1 nifi in th am mann r. apt. Lyon, in describing a man whit-
1 2nd Voyag , p . 194, Fig . 12, PI. opp. p. 548. 
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tling at Winter Island, says: "As is customary with uegroes, he cut to-
ward the left hand and never used tbe thumb of the right, as we do, for 
a check to the knife.m This apparently refers to a similar manner of 
holding the knife. Before the introduction of iron, knives appear to 
have been always made of slate, worked by grinding. We obtained 
twenty-six more or less complete knives, most of which are genuine old 
implements, which have been preserved as heirlooms or amulets. These 
knives are either single or double edged, and the double-edged knives 
may be divided into four classes, according to their shape._ The first cla.ss 
consists ofrather small knives with 
the edges straight or only slightly 
curved, tapering to a sharp or trun-
cated point; with the butt termina-
ting in a short broad tang slightly 
narrower than the blade, which is 
inserted in the end of a straight 
wooden haft, at "least as long as 
the blade. The commonest mate-
rial is a hard, dark purple slate, 
though some are of black or dark 
gray slate. Of this class we have 
three complete knives and five 
blades without the haft. 
No.89584 [1107] (figured in Point 
Barrow Rept., Ethnology, Pl. rn, 
Fig. 3), will represent this class. 
· It is a blade of dark purple slate, 
ground smooth, 3·5 inches long, 
tapering from a width of 1 ·3 inches 
at the butt, with curved edges to 
a sharp point, and beveled on both 
faces from the middle line to the 
edges, and the flat tang is inserted 
into a cleft in the end of a straight 
haft of spruce. The blade is se-
cured by a whipping of about fifteen a 6 
turns of sinew braid lodged in a Fm. 99.-Slate knives. 
broad shallow groove round the end of the haft. In a hole in the other end 
of the haft is looped a short lanyard of seal thong. Fig. 99a, No. 89581 
[1011 ], is a knife of the same class and about the same size, having a haft 4 
inches and a blade 3 inches long. The blade is secured by two lashings, 
of which the first is a narrow strip of whalebone, and the other of sinew 
braid. The materials of blade and haft are the same as before. No. 
89585 [1710] (Fig. 99b), has a blade of dark gray slate, and the haft, 
which appears to be of cottonwood, is in two longitudinal sections. The 
1 Journal, p. 92. 
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whi h h ld. thr, two, ion. to · th r i of braided in w. Of 
nl 'harp-point cl on , No. 56684 [228] (Fig.100), is like, 
th bla<l of 9 4 [1107], but rather larger. The other' 
all hav rounded or truncated point and are not over 3½ 
j~ in ·h · Ion , including the tang, but otherwise closely 
12 re embl the blade · already described. They all show 
ign . of considerable age and everal of them are nfoked 
and gapped on the edge from use. Knives of this class 
are not like-any in use at the present day, and it was 
not pos ible to learn definitely whether this shape served 
any special purpo e. We were, however, given to under- · 
tand that the , harp-pointed ones were sometimes, at 
least, u edfor stabbing. Perhapstheywereusedspecially 
for 'utting up the maller animals. 
The second class, of which there are four specimens, is, 
not unlike the fir t, but the blade is short and broad,. 
with strongly curved edges, and always sharp pointed, 
while the haft is always much longer than the blade. 
Fm. rno.-siate Instead of being evenly beveled off on both faces from the 
knife-blade. 
middle line to the edges, they are either slightly convex, 
worked down gradually to the edge, or flat with narrowly beveled 
edge,. They are all small knives, the longest being 8·3 inches long, 
with the blade projecting 
3·1 inche from the haft, 
and the hortest 4·9 inehe , 
with the blad projecting 
only J ·4 in ·h . 
Fio-.101 o. 9583 (1305], 
is a knife of thi · cfa, s, with 
th blade a nearly ~quilat-
ral triangle (1·4 jnche<.; long 
]'w. 101.-Slate knife. 
and 1·3 inches wide at the base), with 
a flat wooden haft as wide as the 
blade and 3½ inches long, cleft at 
the tip and lashed with thirteen or 
fourteen turns of sinew braid. The 
holes near the butt of the haft were 
probably to receive a lanyard. Fig. 
102 o. 9591 [1016], i, · another form of the same class. The blade is 




FIG. J03.-81ate hunting-knife. 
Thi. has a blade of soft. light green-
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ish slate 6 inches long and 2·6 inches broad, with the edges broadly bev-
eled on both faces. The haft of spruce is in two longitudinal sections, 
put together so as to inclose the short tang of the bla~e, and is se~ured 
by a tight whipping of eighteen turns of fine seal twme, and pamted 
with red ocher. 'rhis knife is 
new and was made for sale, 
but is undoubtedly a correct 
model of an ancient pattern, 
as No. 56676 [204) (Fig. 104), 
whieh is certainly ancient, ap-
pears to be the blade of just . 
FIG.104.-Bla<le of slate hunting-knife. 
such a knife. vVe were told that the latter was intended for cutting 
blubber. · This perhaps means that it was a whaling knife. lVIr. Nelson 
brought home a magnificent knife of precisely the same pattern, made 
of light green jade. 
The two knives, representing the fourth class, are both new and 
made for sale, having blades ,of soft slate. A.s we obtained no genuine 
knives of this pattern, it is possible that they are merely commercial 
fabrications. The two knives are very nearly alike, but the larger, No. 
89590 [984] (Fig. 105), is 
the more carefully made. 
The blade is of light green-
ish gray slate, 6·2 inches 
, long and 2 inches broad,. 
FIG. 105.--Large slate knife. 
and is straight nearly to 
the tip, where it curves to a sharp point, making a blade like that of 
the Roman gfadius. The haft is a piece sawed out of the beam of an 
antler, and has a cleft sawed in one end to receive the short broad 
tang of the blade. The whipping is of sinew braid. 
The single-edged kuives were probably all meant specially for cut-
ting food, and are all of the same general pattern, varying in size from 
a blade only 2½ inches long to one of 7 inches. The blade is generally 
more strongly curved aloug the edge than on the back and is usually 
sharp-pointed. It is fitted with a broad tang to a straight haft, usually 
shorter than the blade. There 
are in the collection four complete 
knives and five unhafted blades. 
No.89597 [1052] (Fig.106)isatyp-
ical knife of this kind. The blade 
is of black slate, rather rough, and FIG. 106.-Large single-edged slate knife. 
is 5·6 inches long (including the tang). The tang, which is about one-half 
inch long and the same breadth, is lashed cigainst one end of the flat 
, haft of bone which is cut away to receive it, with five turns of stout 
seal thong. No. ,89594 [1053] differs from the preceding only in hav-
ing the tang inserted in a cleft in the end of the haft, and No. 89589a. 
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[1 .-4 J ha th ba ·k more curved than the edge, the haft of antler and 
th la,'hing of w hal bon . All three are of Yery rude workmanship. 
:N . !)3 7 [1 - 7] i a small knifi with a truncated point and the tang 
imb dd cl without lashing in the end of a roughly made haft of bone. 
Io. t of the blades are tho ·e of knives similar to the type, more 
smoothly finj ·heel, but No. 56712 [226] (Fig. 107 a) is noticeable for the 
extreme "belly" of the edge and the 
smoothness with which the faces are 
beveled from back to edge. Such 
knives approach the woman's round 
knife (ulu, ulu1ra) . No. 89601 [776] 
(Fig. 107b) is almost double-edged, 
the back being rounded off. Fig. 
108, No. 89631 [1081 ], is a very re-
markable form of slate knife, of 
which this was the only specimen 
b seen. In shape it somewhat resem_ 
FIG. 107.-Blades of knives. bleS a hatchet, having a broad tri-
angular blade with a strongly curved cutting edge, along the back of which 
i :fitted a tout haft of bone 12½ inches long. The blade is of soft, dark 
purple slate, ground smooth, and resembles the modern knives in having 
the sharp cutting edge beveled almost wholly on one face. The haftis 
the fore haft of an old whale harpoon, and is made of whale's bone. 
The back of the blade is :fitted into a deep narrow saw cut, and held on 
by three very neat lashings of narrow strips of whalebone, each of which 
pa es through a hole drilled through the blade close to the haft and 
through a pair of vertical holes in the haft on each side of the blade. 
Th ·e holes converge towards the back of the haft and are joined by 
a cl ep chauuel, so that the lashing is countersunk below the surface of 
l<'IG. 108.-Pe uliar slate knife. 
th haft. Thi implem nt wa · brought down from N uwuk and offered 
for al a' a knife ancfontly u ed for cutting off the blubber of a whale. 
Th purcha er got th impre. · ·ion that it was formerly attached to a 
long pol and u · d lik a whal pade. On more careful examination 
aft r our r turn it wa. · di cover cl that the haft was really part of an old 
harpo nan l tha th la bing · and hole to receive them were evidently 
n w r ban th haft. 
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It is possible that the blade may have been long ago fitted to the 
haft and that the tool may have been used as described. That knives 
of this sort were occasionally used by the Eskimo is shown by a speci-
men in the Muse um from Norton Sound. This is smaller than the one 
described but has a slate blade of nearly the same shape and has a 
haft, for hand use only, put on in the same way. 
With such knives acs these the cut is made by drawing the knife toward 
the user instead of pushing it away, as in using the round knife. We 
found no evidence that these Eskimo ever used knives of ivory ( except 
for cutting snow) or ivory knives with bits of iron inlaid in the edge, 
such as have been observed among those of the East. 
Fig.109, No. 89477 [1422], is a very extraordinary implement, which 
was brought down from Point Barrow and which has evidently been 
exposed alongside of some corpse at the cemetery. The blade is a long, 
fl.at, thin piece of whale- · 
bone wedged between 
the two parts of the 
haft, which has been 
sawed l~ngthwise for 
6½ inches to receive it. 
FIG. 109-Knife with whalebone blade. 
The haft is a slender piece of antler. No other specimens of the kind 
were seen, nor have similar implements, to my knowledge, been observed 
elsewhere. The natives insisted that it was genuine, and was formerly 
used for cutting blubber. 
I have introduced four figures of old iron or steel knives, of which 
we have six specimens, in order to show the way in which the natiYes 
in early days, when iron was scarce, utilized old case-knives and bits of 
tools, fitting them with hafts of their own make. All agree in having 
the edge beveled on the upper face only. All the knives which they ob-
tain from the whites at the present day are worked over with a file so as 
to bring the bevel on one face only. Fig. 110, No. 89296 [970], from 
Fm. llO-Small iron knife. 
Nuwiik, has a blade 
of iron, and the fl.at 
haft is made of two 
l on git u di n a I sec-
tions of reindeer 
antler,held together 
with four large rivets nearly equidistant. The two which pass through 
the tang are of brass and the other two of iron. The blade is 3·6 inches 
long, the haft 4·1 long and 0·9 broad. Fig. 110, No. 89294 [901], from 
Utkiavwrn, has a short, thick, and sharp-pointed blade, and is hafted 
in the same way with antler, one section of the haft being cut out to 
receive the short, thick tang. The first two rivets are of iron, the other 
three of brass and not quite long enough to go wholly through the haft. 
The blade is barely 2 inches long. Fig. llla, No. 89297 [1125], from 
Nuwiik, has a short blade, 2½ inches long, and the two sections of the 
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haft ar h ld t 
a 
b 
FIG. 111.- mall iron knives. 
with th , name "Wil ou," and underneath this are three figures, of 
whi h only <:> can be made out. ThiR may be a table knife bought or 
,' tolen from the Plover in 1852-'54. 
Th r is in th coll ction one large double-edge<l kuife (Fig. 112, No. 
929 [11621) of pre i · ly the ame form a the slate hunting knife (Fig. 
10 ) and fr. N 1 on':-; jade knife previou ly meutioned. The blade is of 
thick ·h et iron, which ha in it a couple of rivet holes, and the haft 
of r iudeer ant] r in two . ectionH, held together by a large copper rivet 
Fm. 112.-lrou huutiug kuiJe. 
at eac-h 11d and a marlil1 of ,· inew braid. Each edge hai:! a narrow 
lwvel n 011P fate only, th two edg s b ing bev led on opposite faces. 
Th r ar a ,·mall munber of ,·uch knive: stillilnme, eRpecially a8 hnntiug 
k11iv : (for <'nttiu up walru~. on man Raid). They are con:-;idered to 
b b ttn thau mo l rn lrni v : for k pin o- off evil , pil'its at night. .As 
i. not mm.·nal th antiquity of he obj ct ha.· probably invest d it with 
a<· •rh i11 amom1t of.-np r:titiou: 1· gard. Th ,' knive · ar undoubtedly 
h :am a: th' •dou ] =>. dg cl kniv : (pan'-na)' mentioned by Dr. 
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Simpson (op. cit., p. 266) as brought for sale by the Nunatai'imiun, who 
obtained them from the Siberian natives, and which he believes to be 
carried as far as the strait of Fury and Hecla. It would be intetesting 
to decide whether the stone hunting knives were an original idea of the 
Eskimo, or whether they were copies, in stone, of the first few iron 
knives obtained from Siberia; but more material i~ needed before the 
matter c"an be cleared up. 
The natives of Point Barrow, in ordinary conversation, call all knives 
sav'ik, which also means iron, and is identically the same as the word 
used in Greenland for the same objects. If, then, there was a time, as 
these people say, when their ancestors were totally ignorant of the use 
of iron-and the large number of stone implements still found among 
them is strongly corroborative of this-the use of this name indicates 
that the first iron was obtained from the east, along with the soap-
stone lamps, instead of from Siberia. Had it first come from Siberia, as 
tobacco did, we should expect to find it, like the latter, called by a 
Russian or Siberian name. 
Like all the Eskimo of North America from Cape Bathurst westward, 
the natives of Point Barrow use for flue whittling and carving on wood, 
ivory, bone, etc., "crooked knives," consisting of a small blade, set on 
the under side of the end of a long curved haft, so that the e<lge, which 
is beveled only on the upper face, projects about as much as that of a 
spokeshave. The curve of blade and haft is such that when the under 
surface of the blade rests against the surface to be cut the end of the 
haft points up at an angle of about 45°. This knife differs essentially 
from the crooked carving knife so generally used by the Indians of 
North America. As a rule the latter has only the blade ( which is 
often double edged) curved and stuck into the end of a straight haft. 
These knives are at the present time made of iron or steel and are of two 
two sizes, a large knife, m'f'dlrn, with a haft 10 to 20 inches long, intended 
for working on wood, and a small one, savigro'n (lit. "an instrument for 
shaving"), with a haft 6 or 7 iuches long and intended specially for cut-
ting bone and ivory. Both sizes are handled in the same way. The 
knife is held close to the blade between the index and second fingers of 
the right hand with the thumb over the edge, which is toward the work-
mau. The workman draws the knife toward him, using his thumb as a 
check to gauge the depth of the cut. The natives use these knives with 
very great skill, ta,king off long and very even shavings and producing . 
very neat workmauship.1 
There are in the collection four large knives and thirteen small ones. 
No. 89278 [787] (Fig. 113) will serve as the type of the large knives. 
The haft is a piece of reindeer antler, flat on one face and rouuded on 
the other, and tbe curve is toward the rounded face. The flat face is 
hollowed out by cutting away the caucellated tissue from the bend to 
1 Compare this with what Capt. Parry says of the workmanship of the people of Iglulik (2d Voy.,p . 
336). The almost exclusive use of the double-edged pan'na is the reason their work is so '' remarkably 
coarse anll clumsy." 
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th til aud th low r dg i 1 p <l off ,' that the end of the haft is 
flat an l nan w with a light twi, t. Th blade i riveted to the flat 
fa, of th h~ft with thr iron riv t , an l i a piece of a saw counter-
·unk flu h with th urfa · of the haft, o that it follows it curvature. 
Th uttin edg i, · b veled only on the upper face. The lower edge of 
th haft, from the blade to the place where it begins to narrow, is pierced 
with eleven equid1 taut hole , through which is laced a piece of seal-
kin thong, the two part cro ing like a shoe-lacing, to prevent the 
½ 
FIG. 113.-Large crooked knife. 
hand from lipping. The ornamental pattern on the upper face of the 
haft i inci d and wa originally colored with red ocher, but is now 
filled with dirt. 
Fig. 114, No. 897 0 [1004d], i a very long hafted knife (the haft is 
12· in be long), but otherwi e resembles the type, though not so 
laborat ly ornamented. The blade is also a bit of a saw. It is pro-
vid d with a heath 3¼ inches long, made of black sealskin with the 
black icle out, doubled over at one ide, and sewed " over and over" 
down th otb r id and round one end. To the open end is sewed a bit 
of thong with a lit in the end of it, into which one end of a lanyard of 
al twin 15 inche long i fastened with a becket-hitch. When the 
FIG. 114.- Large crooked knife, with sheath .. 
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knives, projecting beyond the end of the haft. This knife has a blade 
of iron riveted on with two iron rivets to a haft of reindeer antler. The 
edges of the haft close to the blade are roughened with crosscuts to 
prevent slipping. 
· The bfades of the small knives are frequently inserted into a cleft in 
the edge of the haft, as in Fig. 115b, 89632 [827], and 89277 [1172]. The 
blade, in such cases, is secured by wedging it tightly, with sometimes the 
addition of a ·lashing of thong through a hole in the haft and round the 




FIG. 115.--Small crooked knives. 
a saw and the haft of reindeer antler, generally plain, unless the circular 
hollows, such as are to be seen on No. 89277 [1172], which are very com-
mon, are intended for ornament. Fig. 116, No. 89275 [1183], from Ut-
kiavwrn, is a rather peculiar knife. The haft, which is the only one 
seen of walrus ivory, is nearly straight, and the unusually long point 
of the blade is strongly bent up. The rivets are of copper. This knife, 
the history of which we did not obtain, was vel'y likely meant both for 
wood and ivory. It is old and rusty and has been lo~g in use. 
½ 
Fm. 116.-Crookeu knife. 
All of the crooked knives in the collection are genuine implements 
which have been actually in use, and do not differ in type from the 
crooked knives in the Museum from the Mackenzie district, Kotzebue 
Sound, and other parts of Alaska. Similar knives appear to be used 
among the Siberian Esldmo 11nd the Ohukches, who have adopted their 
habits. . Hooper (Tents, etc., p. 175), mentions "a small knife with a 
bent blade and a handle, generally made of the tip of a deer's horn," as 
one in general use at Plover Bay, and handled in the same skillful way 
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a: at oiut 'arr°'r. 1 ... \.111011°· the B,·kimo of th ceutral regiou they 
ar almo:t ntir lr nukuown. 'lhe only mention I have seen of such 
to I:-- i. · iu Pany C'ond .,,. oyage (p. 504), where he peaks of seeing at 
Icrlnlik 1 • :-;eY 0ral 01 eu kufre · with crooked wooden handles," whiel1 he 
tlliuk: ' · mu.·t liaY be u obtained by communication alongshore " ·ith 
Hucl:on Bay. I ca11 find uo, pecimen, figure, or description of the sa/nat 
( 1 t ol ) the t ol par excellence of the Greenlanders, except the follow-
ing d finitiou in Klein ·chmidt's 'GqiSnlandsk Ordbog": "2. Specially 
a narrow, long-hafted knife, which iH sharpened on one side and slightly 
curved at foe tip (and which is a Greenlander's chief tool).'' This seemH 
to indicate that this knife, so common in the West, is equally common 
h1 reeuland.2 
Whether the ·e people u ed crooked knives before the introduction of 
iron i by 110 rneanH certain, though not improbable. Fig. 117a, No. 
89633 [1196], from Utkiaywffi, is a knife made by imbedding a flake of 
gray fliut in the lower edge of a hf1,ft of reindeer antler, of the proper 
hape and curvature for a m'fdlrn handle. The haft iH soiled and 
undoubtedly old, while 
the flaked surfaces of the 
flint do not seem fresh, 
and the edge shows 
slight nicks, as if it had been 
used. Had this knife bee11 fol-
lowed by others equally geuuine 
looking, I should have no he:-;-
Fm. 117.- Crookell kuivcs, flint bladed. itation in pronouucing .it a pre-
hi, tori knife, an l the anee tor of the pre. ent 8teel one. The fact, how-
e-v r, that it, pm ha gave rise to the manufacture of a host of flint 
k11iv ,' all obviou ly 11ew a,nd more and more clumsily made, uutil we 
r frn,;ed to buy any more, leads me to suspect that it was fabricated 
witl1 v ry ffl' a cal' from o1d material, and skiUfu.lly soiled by the maker. 
rr n of th .- kniv .- of flint were purchased withiu a fortnight before 
Wf dete<'ted thr deceit. Fig. 117b, No. 89636 [1212] is one of the 
be:t of the:-;r count"rfeits, made by wedging a freshly flaked flint blade 
into th he ft of i:H1 old sa;vigr6n, which has beeu somewhat. trimmed to 
r r iv the hlade and ,·oiled all(l eharred to make it look old. Other 
mor <'ar l , ,. ,1.r made on R had elumsily carved handles of whale's bone, 
wi h rougl1ly fh1k d :fliut: . tuck into them and glued in with oil dregs. 
ll of th,_._. <·am from tkiavwrn. Another suspieious circumstance 
i:-; that a f w day: pr viou:ly two , late-bladed crooked knives had been 
hrou ht down from Nuwuk all(l accepted without question as ancient. 
( 11 xamiuing tb . p cimen · Hin· our return, I .find that while the 
haft: ar <: 0 rtainly old th blad .- ·which are of oft :late easily worked, 
1 Li. ian. ky al o 11u-nti011s "a amall <·rooked kuif "(Voyage, p. 181), a!'! one of tl1e tools m,rrl in Ka-
<liak in I 'O;i. 
/ 2 A pef'i111n1 hm, latrl.,- b!'f'n rr.<"civerl at tbe Tational Museam. It i!'I r11markabl,v like tho Indian 
knifo in paW•rn 
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are as certainly new. Fig. 118a, 118b, represent these two knives 
(89580 [1062], 89586 [1061 ]), which have the blades lashed on with deer 
sinew. It is worthy of note in this connection that there are no stone 
knives of this pattern in the museum from anw- other locality. 
The women employ for all purposes for which a knife or scissors could 
be used a semicircular knife of the same general type as those desc'l:'ibed 
by every writer from the days of Egede, who has had to deal with the 
¾ 
½ 
Fm. 118.-Slate-bladed crooked knives. 
Eskimo. The knives at the present day are made of steel, usually, and 
perhaps always, of a piece of a saw blade, which gives a sheet of steel of 
the proper breadth and thickness, and are manufacture<l. by the natives 
themselves. Dr. Simpson says 1 that in his time they were brought 
from Kotzebue Sound by the Nunataiimiun, who obtained them from the 
Siberian Eskimo. There are in the collection three of these steel knives, 
all of the small size generally called uhir'8 ("little ulu "). No: 5654G [14] 
has been picke<l. out for description (Fig.119). 
The blade is wedged into a handle of walrus 
ivory. The ornamentation on the handle is 
of incised lines and dots blackened. The cut-
ting edge of the blade is beveled on one face 
only. This knife represents the general 
Shape Of knives Of this sort, but is rather Fm. HO-Woman's lrnife,steel blade. 
smaller than most of them. I have seen some knives with blades fully 
5 or 6 inches long and deep in proportion. The handle is almost always 
of walrus ivory and of the shape figured. I do not remember ever 
seeing an -fllu blade secured otherwise than by :fitting it tightly into a 
narrow slit in the handle, except in one case, when ~be handle was part 
of the original handle of the saw of which the knife was made left 
still riveted on. ' 
It is not necessary to specify the various purposes for which these 
knives are used. Whenever a woman wishes to cut anything, from her 
food to a thread in her sewing, she uses an ulu in preference to anything 
eh;e. The knife is handled precisely as described among the eastern 
Eskimo, making the cut by pushing instead of drawing, 2 thus differing 
from the long-handled round knife mentioned above. Knives of this 
1 Op. cit. , p. 266. 
9 ETII--11 
2 See for ex~mple, ~IP+1.He~, op. cit., p. 26, 
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a: in ur mm ·ing knive ·. 
Th uati,~ of Po:u1 Barrow u._ l round lmive long before the intro-
du ·tiou of iron. Th re are in the collection twenty-three more or less 
omplete round knives of stone, most of which 
are genuine implements that have been used. 
Of these a few, which are perhaps the more 
recent ones, have blades not unlike tbe modern 
teel knife. For in tance, No. 89680 [1106] Fig. 
120, ha,· a blade of hard gray mica slate of al-
most precisely the modern shape, but both 
faces are gradually worked down to tbe cut-
Fw. 12o.-Woman's knife, slate ting edge without a bevel on either. The 
blade. handle i very large and stout and made of 
coar.:e whale'::; bone. This knife was said to have come from the ruined 
village at Pernyu. Fig. 121, No. 89679 [971], from Nuwuk, was made 
for sale, but is perhaps a model of a form sometimes 
u ·ed. The Rhape of the blade is quite different from 
tho e now iu use, in having the cutting edge turned 
1:;o t-1trongly to the front. The handle is of oak and the 
blade of ra h r hard, dark purple slate. Fig.)22, 89689 
[U ~5], alHo from Nuwuk, and made for tbe market, is 
i11troclu ed to , ·how a method of hafting which may 
ltav be u formerly employed. The haft is of reindeer Fm. 121. - Woman 's 
knife, slate blade. 
antler in two longitudinal i:;ections, between which 
th l>lade iH wedO"e(l. These two sections are held together by lashi11gs 
of 1:;in w at each end pa sino· through holes in each piece and round the 
ends. These lashings being put on wet, have shrunk 
Ro that the blade is very tightly clasped between the 
wo 1_>arts of the handle. The commoner form of 
the e tone knivrn;, however, has the back of the 
blad much longer, so that the sides are straight in-
, tead of oblique and u ually round off gradually at 
. ~.: th ud · of the cutting ed~e without being produced 
lfw.122.-Womau'1:1knifo, into a point at either end. No. 89G82 [958] is a form 
slate blrule. intermediate between this and the mod.ern shape, 
having a, blade wi h a long back, but pro-
clu · cl into a , harp point at one end. The han-
dl i.' of r ind er antl r and the blade rather 
:of ula ·lulate. Thi. · , pecimeni · a very cleverly 
·mrnt rfoit d antique. 
To. ( 063 · [112.:.1] Fig. 123 approache yet 
n ·~u r h an i n ,·hap , but still ha one end 
'·]i rhtlypro luc d. Th handl . i: al 'O ofr inde l' Fro. ] 23~i;t~l~;1ats knif'l' , 
antl r , hi h ,· m: to hav b u very commonly u eel with the Rlate 
blc <l~·. Th la. hing r und th blade clo e to the handle i of seal 
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thong, with the en<l. wound spirally rouu<l. all the parts on both sides 
and neatly tucked in. It seems to se_rve no purpose beyond enlarging 
the handle so as to make it fit the hand better. One beautiful blade 
of light olive green, clouded jade, 
No. 89675 [1170], belonged to a 
knife of this pattern. The older 
pattern is represented by No. 
89676 [1586], a small knife blade 
from Ukiavwrn, which has been 
kept as an amulet. No. 56660 
[129], is a blade of the same type, 
but elongated, being 7 ½ inches FIG. 124.-Woman's ancient slate-bladed knife. 
long and 2 broad. This is a very beautiful implement of pale olive jade, 
ground smooth. The bevel along the back of each of these blades indi-
cates that they were to be fitted into a 'narrow slit in a long haft, like 
that of No. 89684 [886-], Fig. 124, from Nuwuk. Though both blade and 
handle of this specimen are very old, and have been put together in their 
present shape for a long time, th~ 
handle, which is of whale's bone, evi-
dently belonged to a longer blade, 
which fitted in the cleft without the 
need of any lashing. Fig. 125, No. 
Fm.125.-Ancient bone handle for woman';; 89693 [874], ShOWS a form of b.andle 
knife. 
evidently of very great antiquity, 
as the specimen shows signs of great age. It was purchased from a 
native of Utkiavw'i'.ii. It is made of a single piece of coarse whale's 
bone. It was intended for a blade at least 7 inches long. 
Fig. 126, No. 56672 [191], from Utkiavwrn, is a very crude, large knife, 
intended for use without a handle. It is of rough, hallld, dark purplish 
.Fm. 126.-Large knife of slate. 
slate. The upper three-quarters of both faces are almost untouched 
cleavage surfaces, but the lower quarter is pretty smoothly ground do_wn 
to a semicircular cutting edge, which is isomewhat nicked from uise, 
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vidently begun with the 
were told that this large 
knifi 1 wa~ . p iallyfor ·uttin°·blubb r. Iti · agenuineautique. 
"\Yhile rouncl .·lat i ' a quit common mat rial for round knives, flint 
app ar.· to haY" be n rarely us cl. We obtained only three of this mate-
rial. o. 9690 [1311] i. · a flint knife hafted with a rough, irregular lump 
f ·oar e whal .• bone. The blade i. a rather thin "spall" of light gray 
flint flak d round the dge into the shape of a modern ul-C1n~ blade, 
with a very , trongly curved cutting edge. Though the handle is new, 
the flaking of th blad doe not seem fresh, so that it i. · possibly a 
g .nuin old blade fitted with a new haft for tbe market. A similar 
flint blad , more neatly flaked wa. brought from Kotzebue Sound by 
Li ut. ton y U. S. avy, in 1 84. The other two flint knives are in-
t re 'ting from being made for u e without handles. 
o. DG91 [1360], Fig. 1~7, from Sida!:'n, is an oblong, wedge-shaped 
pall of gray flint, of which the back . till preserves the natural surface 
of th pebble. It is lightly haped by coarse flaking along the baek 
and one end, and the edge iR finely flaked into a curved outline round-
ing up at the end '. The specimen is old and dirty, and was probably 
pr . ervrcl a a ort of heirloom or amulet. No. 89692 [1178] is a similar 
pall from a round pebble. Such knives as 
the e are evidently the first steps in the de-
velopment of the round knife. The shape 
of the pall , produced by breaking a round 
or oval pebble of flint, would naturally sug-
gest using them as knives, and the next step 
would be to improve the edge by flaking. 
The greater adaptability of slate, from its 
1"w. 127.-Wuru:w:~. lf.iifo of flak ed HOftneS antl ea y cleavage, for making UCh 
knives would ,"oon be recognized, a,11d we 
,·honl<l 'XI> t·t to find, a · we do, knives like No. 56G72 [191 ]. The Hext 
.t 'P would naturally b to provide RuC'h a knife with a, haft at the point 
wh n• th :ton . wa.· gra:p d by the hand, while reducing this haft so as 
to l<'av ouly ju. t enou 0 ·h for the graRp and cutting away the superfluous 
·om ~r.' of th blad woul<l <riv u the modern form of the blade. Round 
kniv .· of fat ar not peculiar to Point Barrow, but have been collected 
in many oth r plac · in north we 'tern Ameri ·a.' 
Th r lati n ·hip b tw n the kuive: and the semilunar slate blades 
£ uncl in th , :r-orth A lantic tate.· has alr ady been ably discussed by 
Dr. <1barle. Rau.2 I mu. t, h w v r be borne in mind that while these 
ar ,' uffi ·i ntly :fi . h- utter: ' to warrant th ir admis~iou iuto ab ok 
n fi : hing th utti11g of fi:h i: but a mall part of the work they do. 
TlP nam fi ,·h- ·u tr a: appli "d to the. knive: would be no more 
1 
.' ,., r pccially, Dall, 'ontrih., vol. 1. pp. 50 an ll 79, for fi g nr l! of 1rnch kni vef! from th o caves of U na-
lashka. 
2rr hi Ori J,' j hill~, pp,} 3-] I 
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distinctive than the name "tobacco-cutter" for a Yankee's jack-
knife.1 
Adzes (udlimau).-Even at the preseut day the Eskimo of Point Bar-
row use no tool for shaping large pieces ~f woodwork, except a short-
handled adz, hafted in the same manner as the old stone tools which 
were employed. before the introduction of iron. Though axes an<l. hatch-
ets are frequently obtained by tr"ading, they are never used as such, 
but the head is removed aud rehafted so as to make an adz of it. This 
habit is not peculiar to the people of Point Barrow. There is a hatchet 
head, mounted in the same way, from the Anderson River, in the 
Museum collection, and the same thing was noted in Hudson's Strait 
by Capt. Lyon 2 and at Iglulik by Capt. Parry.3 Mr. L. M. Turner in-
forms me that the Eskimo of Ungava, on the south side of Hudson's 
Strait, who have been long in con.tact with the whites, have learned to 
use axes. The collection contains two such adzes made from small 
hatchets. No. 89873 [972], Fig. 128, is the more typical of the two. The 
blade is the head of a small hatcl1et or tomahawk lashed to the haft 
of oak with a stout thong of Real hide. The lashing is one piece, and 
FIG. 128.-Hatcbet haftell as an adz. 
is put on wet and shrunk tightly on. This tool is a little longer in the 
haft than those commonly used, and the shape and material of the haft 
is a little unusual, it being generally elliJ)tical in section and made of 
soft wood. 
Fig. 129, No. 56638 [309], from Utkiavwm, is a similar adz, but the 
head has been narrowed by cutting off pieces from the sides ( done by 
filing part way through and breaking the piece off), and a deep trans-
verse groove has been cut on the front face near the butt. Part of the 
lashing is held in this groove as well as by the eye, the lower half of 
which is filled up with a wooden plug. The haft is peculiar in being a 
1 It is but ,iust t o Dr. Ra u t o say that he recognizell the fact that these implements are not exclu-
sively Iish-cutters, and applies t.his name only to indicate that he has treated of them simply in refer-
ence to their use as such . ·The idea, however , 1hat these, being slightly different in shape from the 
Greenland olu or ulu, are m erely fish knives, has gained a certain currency among anthropologists 
wbicb it is desirable to counteract. 
2.Journal, p. 28. 
3 2d Voyage, p . 536, and pl. opp. p. 548, fif!. 3. 
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fr indeer antler which ha, been reduced in thickness by sawing 
u a ,,Ji e for inches from the butt and bringing the two parts together 
with four . tout wooden treenails about 1½ inches apart. This is pref-
erabl to trimming it down to a proper thickness from the surface, as 
th latter proces wou]d remove the compact tissue of the outside and 
expo. ·e tlle oft in ide tissue. The whipping of seal thong just above 
the flange of the butt helps to give a better grip and, at the same time, 
to hold the parts together. As before, there are two large holes for 
the la hing. Adzes of this sort are used for all large pieces of wood 
wotk, such as timber· for boats, planks, and beams for houses, etc. 
After roughly dressing these out with the adz they are neatly smoothed 
off with the crooked knife, or sometimes, of late 'years, with the plane. 
The work of -r, getting out" the large pieces of wood is almost always 
done where the drift log lies on the beach. When a man wants a new 
tern or sternpost for his umiak, or a plank to repair his house, he 
earche along the beach until -he finds a suitable piece of driftwood, 
FIG. 12!J.-Hatcbet hafted as an adz. 
which he claim::; by putting a mark on it, and sometimes hauls up out 
of tl1e way of the waves. Then, when he has leisure to go at the work, 
h goeH out with his adz and spend the day getting it into shape and 
r ducing it to a convenient . ize to carry home, either slung on his back 
or, if too lar 0·e, on a dog- le<l. A man seldom takes the trouble to carry 
hom mor of a, piece of timber than he actually needs for the purpose 
iu hand. 
Th~ adz wa in g neral u .. e long before the introduction of iron. 
Th r i. · in he collection a very interestiug series of ancient tqols, 
·lJ wing tlie gradual development of the implement from a rude oblong 
hl I f . t n worked down to a cutting edge on one end, to the 
, t 1 aclzeH of h pr nt day. They have, however, not even yet 
1 arn d to make an y iu the head of tlle tool in which to insert tlle 
haft lm all tool.· of thi.- ·la ,'-adze,·, llammers, picks, and mattocks-
ar la.·h d wi hon fa r , ting against the expanded eud of the haft. 
Firmn :: i' obtained by putting th la hing on wet and allowing it to 
· brink ti.gh . N arly all th , au ;i nt adze" are of jade, a material 
w 11 adap ,(l for h parpo.· by it. hardne , whicll, however, renders 
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it difficult to work. Probably the oldest of these adzes is No. 56675 
[69], Fig. 130, which has been selected as the type of the earliest form 
we have represented in the collection. This is of dark olive green, 
almost black, jade, 7·2 inches long, 2·8 wide, and 1·3 thick, and smoothly 
ground on the broader faces. The cutting edge is much broken from 
long use. One broad face is pretty smoothly ground, but left rough at the 
butt end. The other is rather :flatter, but more than half of it is irregu. 
larly concave, the natural inequalities beiug hardly touched by grinding. 
Like the other dark-colored jade tools, this specimen is v0ry much 
lighter on a freshly fractured surface. The dark color is believed to be 
Clue to long contact with greasy substances. 
FIG. 130.-Adz-head of jade. :Fm. 131.-Atlz-head of jade. 
No. 89662 [900], from Nuwuk, is an exceedingly rough a<Jz of similar 
shape, but so slightly grouud that it is probably one that was laid aside 
unfinished. From the battered appearace of the ends it seems to have 
been used for a hammer. It it:; of the same dark jf1de as the preceding. 
No. 89689 [792], from Utkiavwrn, is of rather light olive, opaque jade 
and a trifle better finished than the type, while No. 89661 [1155], Fig. 
131, also from Utkiavwm, is a still better piece of workmanship, the 
curve of the faces to the cutting edge being very graceful. The inter-
esting point · about this specimen is that a straight piece has been cut 
off from one side by sawing down smoothly from each face alniost to the 
middre and breaking the piece off. vVe were informed tliat this was done 
to procure rods of jade- for making knife sharpeners. vVe were informed 
that these stones were cut in the same way as marble and freestone sirn 
cut with us, namely, by sawing with a flat blade of iron and sand and 
water. A thin lamina of hard bone was probably used before the int~o-
duction of iron. Possibly a reindeer scapula, cut like the one made 
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int a , aw ( o. < 47 [L06] Fio'. 147) but without te th, was u ed for 
thi: pnrpo: . 
That :nth , t n la 1 . w re u d with a haft i hown by the only 
ll, ft cl :1 -inwn ... o.5Gu21 [.:.114] Fig.1 2, from Nnwtik. This is a rather 
·mall adz. Th head f dark green jade differs from those a,lready de-
FIG. 132.-Hnfte<l j ade adz. 
Fro. 134.- A.clz-li encl of 
bo11e a111l ir-011 , w ith-
ont eye~. 
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it and a shallow socket on the face to receive the end of the haft. Adz 
heads of this same type continued in use till after the introduction of 
iron, which was at .first utilized by inserting a flat blade of iron into 
just such a body, as is shown in Fig. 134 (No. 89877 [752], from the cem-
etery at Utkiavwffi). 
From this type to that shown in Fig. 135 (No. 89876 [696] brought 
by the natives from the ruins on the Kulugrua) the transition· is easy. 
Suppose, for the greater protection of the lashings, we inclose the chan-
nels on the sides of the head - in 
other w01~ds, bore holes instead of cut-
ting grooves-we have exactly this 
pattern, namely, vertical eyes on each 
side of the head joined by transverse 
channels on the upper face. The 
specimen :figured has on each sid~ two 
oblong slots with a round eye be_ 
.tween them. · The blade is of iron, 
Fig.136, No. 5G640 [260] has two eyes 
on each side, and shows a different 
method of attaching the blade, which 
is countersunk flush with the upper 
surface of the body and secured with 
Fw. 135.-Aclz-head of three stout iron rivets. The next step 
uone and and iron, · Fm.136.-Ad:,;-head of 
with vertical eyes. is to substitute horizontal eyes for the bone and iron, with 
vertical eyes. 
vertical ones, so as to have only one 
set of holes to thread the lashings through. · This is seen in No. 89869 
[878], Fig.137, from Nuwiik, which in general pattern closely resembles 
No. 89876 [696], but has three large horizontal eyes instead of the ver-
tical ones. The blade is of iron and the haft of whale's bone. The 
lashing is essentially the same as that of the modern a<lz, No. 56638 
[309]. 
Fm. 137.-Haftecl bone an<l iron adz. 
That this :final type of hafting was reached before stone had gone 
out of use for such implements is shown by Fig. 138, No. 89839 [769], 
from Utkiavwfii, which, while very like the last in shape, has a blade 
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of hard <lark I mpl , lat . Th haft i.· of r inde r antler. The lash-
ing ha: th ,·ltort nd knotted to th long part after making the first 
rolm 1 in.-t ad of b ing . lit to receive the latter. Otherwise it is of 
th u.-trnl patt rn. Th , e compo ite adze. of bone and tone or iron 
. · C'm d to have be n common at the end of the p riocl when stone was 
exdn.-iv ly u cl, ud when iron first came into use in small quantities, 
and a good many have been preserved until the present day. We 
obtain d four hafted and six unhafted specimens, beside.s seven ja<l.e 
l>lad 1 • for uch ompo ite adze , which are easily recognizable by 
Fm. 138.-Ilaftod bone aml stone aclz. 
their mall , iz and their , ·hape. They are usually broad an<l. rather 
thin and narrow cl to the butt, as is seen in Fig. 139, No. 56685 [71 ], a 
b autiful little adz of bright green jd,de 2·8 inches long and 2·3 wi<l.e, 
from tkiavwffi. No. 56670 f246] also from Utkiavwrn, is a similar 
blade of greenish jade slightly huger, 
· being 3·4 inches long and 2 inches wi<l.e. 
½, No. 9670 [1092] is a tiny blade of hard, 
fine-grain d black stone, probably oil-
Flo. 139.- mall aclz-hla,1c of gr n j ade. 
oaked jade, only 1·7 inches long and 1·5 
wide. Iti, verysmoothlyground. Such 
little adzes, we were told, were especially 
u, ed for cutting bone. The implement, 1 
which N ordenskjolcl calls a "stone 
chi ·el," fou11<l in the ruins of an old Es-
kimo house at 1apeNortl1,isevideut1ythe 
h ad ofon, of the e little bone adzes, as is 
plainly.- non omparingthi.- fignr with the htrger adzes figuredabove. 
I hav fi CJ' ur d ,rn mor c mpo. ite adzes, which are quite different 
from th< r<1 ·t. ~To. 0 3 (1100], Fig. 140, ha.- a blade of neatly flaked 
h"l'} y flin t bu hi. a wC'll a the unu ually traight haft is newly 
1 Fi1ru1 :<1 in tht> Voya1rc of tho Yega , vol. 1, p . 444, Fig. l. 
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made. These are fitted to a very old bone body, which when whole 
was uot over 3 inches long, and wM probably part of a little bone 
adz. There is no evidence that these people ever used flint adzes. 
Fig. 141, No. 89872 [785], is introduced toshowhowthenativehasutilized 
an old cooper's adz
1 
of which the eye was probably broken, by fitting it 
. with a bone body. 
FIG.140.-Hafted adz of bone and fl.int. 
While the adzes already described appear to have been the predomi• 
nating types, another form was sometimes used. · Fig.142, N o.8987 4 [964 ], 
from Nuwiik, represents this form. The haft is of whale's rib, 1 foot 
long, and the head of bone, apparently whale's scapula, 5·6 inches long 
and 2·8 inches wide on the edge. There is an adze in the Museum from 
the Mackenzie River region with a steel blade of precisely the same 
pattern. That adzes of ~his pattern sometimes had stone blades is 
FIG. 141.-0ld cooper.'s adz, rehafted. 
probable. No. 8!J840 [1317 ], is a clumsily made commercial tool of this 
type, with a small head of greenish slate. It has an unusually straight 
haft, which is iusproportionately long and thick. 
All these adzes, ancient and modern, are hafted upon essentially the 
same pattern. The short curved haft, the shape of which is sufficiently 
well indicated by the figures, seems to have been generally made of 
whale's rib or reindeer antler, both of which have a natural curve suited 
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'bran ·h' of a r fodeer's antler is particu-
larly ,v ll ,'nit <1 for tb haf of a mall adze. Not only does it have 
11at{1rally th pr p r dim m,ion and a uitable cmve, but it is very easy, 
IJ <'Utting on a 'm,1,D : gment of th "beam" where the "branch" 
-tartH from it, make a flange of a convenient shape for fitting to the 
head. ntl r i be ide. a ily obtained, not only when the deer is 
kill d for food, but by picking up hed antlers on the tundra, a~1d is 
corn; q uently rnploy d for many purposes. The haft usually has a knob 
a the tip to keep the hand from slipping, and the grip is sometimes 
roughened with cro s cuts or wound with thong. There are usually as 
many hole for the lashing as there are eyes in the head, though there 
are two hol when the head ha only one large eye. On the bone heads, 
tlt ·urface to which the haft is applied and the channels for the lash-
ing ' are rouo·hened with cross cuts to prevent slipping. The lashing 
always follow the ame general plan, though no two adzes are laRhed 
exactly alike. The plan may be summarized as fo1lows: One end of the 
FIG. 142.-Adz with bone blade. 
thong mak · a turn through oue of the holes in the haft, and around or 
through the h ad. Thh; turn is then secured, usua1ly by passing the 
long nd through a lit in the short end and hauling this loop taut, 
. om tim , 1., knottin · the hort end to the long part, or by catching 
th hor nd down under the next turn. The long part then makes 
,' v r.: l turn round or through the head and through the haft, sometimes 
al o TO,·. ·ing around th latter, and the whole is then finished off by 
wrapping th nd two or thre tim around the turm; on one side and 
tu ·ling i n atly undem ath. Thi· is very like the method of lashing 
on th :1 h al· of th maul alr ady de ·cribed, but the mauls have only 
n hol in the haft and ther are rarely any turns around the latter. 
,J ad adz lad . . lik tho.· already described, have been brought by 
Mr. I. on from Kotz bu ound, the Diomede , St. Micp.aels, etc., and 
on ·am from a far outh a.· th Ku koquim River. 
'hi ·els.- ·oil t d a number of mall hort handled chisels, re-
, mbling h im 1 m nt.· ·all d ' trinket makers," of which there are so 
man in th ati n I fo nm. v\ n v r happened to ee them in actual 
u e but w 1· in.£ rm d ha th y wer e pecially designed for working 
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on reindeer antler. Of the eight specimens collected No. 89302 [884], 
Fig.143, has been selected as a type of the antler chisel (ki'nnusa). The 
blade is of steel, and the haft is of reindeer antler, in two longitudinal 
sections, put together at right angles to the plane of the blade, held 
together by a stout round bone treenail 2½ inches from 
the butt. The square tip of the blade is beveled on both 
faces to a rough cutting edge. Fig. 144 
(No. 89301) [1000] has a small blade with 
an oblique tip not beveled to an edge, 
and a haft of walrus ivory yellowed from 
age, and · ornamented with rows of rings, 
½ each· with a dot in the center, all incised 
and colored with red ocher. The two ,½ 
parts of the haft are fastened together 
by a stout wooden treenail and a stitch of 
whalebone. 
Fm. 143. - .Antler 
chisel. 
The rest of the steel-bladed chisels, 
four in number, are all of about the 
same size and hafted with antler. The 
blades are somewhat irregular in shape, 
but all have square or oblique tips and 
no sharp edge. Three of them have 
Fm. 144. - Ant !er 
chisel. 
the sections of the haft put together as described, and fastened by a 
treenail and a whipping of seal twine or sinew braid at the tip. One 
has the two sections put together in the plane of the blade and fastened 
with a large copper rivet, which also passes through the 
butt of the blade, and three stout iron ones. The hafts 
of all these tools show signs of much handling. The 
remaining two specimens have blades of black flint. No. 
89637 [1207], has a haft of walrus ivory, of the usual 
pattern, fastened together by a bone treenail and two 
stitches, one of sinew braid and one of seal thong. 
The lashing of seal twine near the tip serves to mend 
a crack. The haft is old and rusty about the slot into 
which the blade is fitted, showing that it originally 
had an iron blade. The flint blade was probably put Fm. 145.-Spurious 
in to make it seem ancient, as there was a special tool, flint blade. 
demand for prehistoric articles. No. 89653 [1290 ], Fig. 145, is nothing 
but a fanciful tool made to meet this demand. The haft is of light-
brown mountain sheep horn, and the blade of black flint. Such flint-
bladed tools may have been used formerly, but there is no proof that 
they were. 
Whalebone shaves.-There is in use at Point Barrow, and apparently 
not elsewhere among the Eskimo, a special tool for shaving whalebone, 
a substance which is very much used in the form of long, thin strips 
for fastening together boat timbers, whipping spear shafts, etc. The 
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thiu Ion . havin<T,' wh.i h curl up lik 'curled hair," are carefully saved 
arnl 11.' d for th, 1 adding b twe n tocking and boot. Whalebone is 
al.-o., m tim . 'hav d for thi · pecial purpo e. The tool is essentially 
a little pok hav about 4 inch long, which i held by the index and 
c n<l fing r of th right hand, one on each handle, with the thumb 
pr ::eel a ·ain:t on encl and i drawn toward the workman. The col-
l 1ction contain,' thre pecimen of the ordinary form (savigiu), repre-
.· nt cl by o. 9306 [ 5] (figured in Point Barrow Report, Etlmology, 
Pl. rn, Fig. G). Tlli , Ila a teel blade and a haft of walrus ivory. The 
upper face of the haft is convex and the under flat,, and the blade, 
whi ·h i, b veled only on the upper face, is set at a slight inclination to · 
th flat face of tlle haft. The edge of the blade projects 0·2 inch from 
th, haft abov and 0·3 below. The hole at one end of the haft is for a 
lanyard to hang it up by. The other two are of essentially the same 
pattern but have hafts of reindeer antler. 
The c llectiou al o contains ix toolR of this description, with stone 
blade·, but th y are all new and very carele sly made, with hafts of 
·oar ·e-grained bone. The shape of the tools is shown in Fig. 146, No. 
9649 [1213], from Utkiavwlii, which ha a rough blade of soft, light 
greenish. late. The other five have blades of 
black or gray flint, roughly flaked. All these 
blades are glued in with oil dregs. No. 89652 
[1225] i like the others in shape, but more 
F10. 146.-Whal bone shave, slate neatly made, and is p_ eculiar in having a blade 
blade. 
of hard, compact bone. This is inserted bysaw-
in a d ep, narrow lit along one ide of the haft from end to end. The 
blad i, · we 1 d into the middle of the slit, the end of which are neatly 
fill l in with lip of the ame material as the haft. This was the only 
tool of th kind s en. It is very probable that shaves of stone were 
form rly u d, though we obtained no genuine specimens. The use of 
blon ·chip· of flint for this purpose would naturally uggest itself to 
a ,·avage, and the onv nience of fitting these flakes into a little haft 
would oon o cur to him. No. 89616 [1176) is such. au oblong flint, 
flak d to an dge on one face, which is evidently old, and which was 
, aid to hav b n u d for having whalebone. The material is black 
flint. Whal bon i ft n , hav d nowaday with a common knife. The 
,'lab of on i · laid up n the thigh and the edge of the knife pressed 
firmly a ain t i , with the blade p rpendicular to the ur.face of the 
,·Jab whi ·h j , drawn rapidly under it. 
Saws.-If th E. kim had not already invented the aw before they 
b ·am acquaint d with the white, they readily adopted the tool even 
wh 11 they had ' ·anty material for ma,king it. Orantz1 peaks of "a 
littl lo ·k ·aw a. one of a Gr nlauder' r crular tool in his time, and 
Eg d 2 m ntion: hand:aw a a r ular article of trad . Capt. Parry3 
1 llistory of Gr :nland, vol. I , p.'149. 2 Greenland, p. 175. 3 2d Voyage, p. 536. 
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found the natives of Iglulik, in 1821-1823, using a saw made of a no_tched 
piece of iron. On our asking Nl'kawa'alu, one day, what they had for 
tools before they got iron be said that they had drills made of seal bones 
and saws made o·f the shoulder blade of the reindeer. Some time after-
wards he brought over 
a model of such a saw, 
which he said was ex-
FIG. 147.-Saw made of deer's scapula . 
• actly like those for-
merly used. Fig. 147, 
No. 89476 [1206], repre-
sents this specimen. It 
is made by cutting off the anterior edge of a reindeer's scapula in a 
straight ·line parallel to the posterior edge and cutting fine saw teeth 
on this thin edge. The <Spine is also cut off · nearly flat. This makes a 
tool very much like a carpenter's backsaw, the narrow part of the 
scapula forming a convenient ha,ndle. 
Fig. 148, No. 56559 [15], shows how other implements were utilized 
before it was ea::;y to obtain saws in plenty. It is a common case knife 
stamped on the blade, "Wilsov., Hawksworth, ---n & Co., Sheffield," 
FIG. 148.-Saw made of a case-knife. 
which perhaps came 
from the Plover, with 
saw teeth cut on the 
edge. It was picked 
up at the Utkiavwffi 
cemetery, where it 
had been exposed with a corpse. Saws are uow a regular article of 
trade, and most of the natives are provided with them of various styles 
and makes. The name for saw is ulua/ktun. 
Drills and borers.-The use of the bow dri11 appears to be universal 
among the Eskimo. Those at present employed at Point Barrow do 
not differ from the large series collected at the Mackenzie and Ander-
son rivers by MacFarlane. The drill is a slender rod of steel worked to 
a drill point and imbedded in a stout wooden shaft, which is tapered to 
a rounded tip. This fits into a-stone socket imbedded in a wooden block, 
which is held between the teeth, so that the point of the dr!ll can be 
pressed down against the object to be drilled by the head, leaving both 
hands free to work the short bow, which has a loose string of thong long 
enough to make one turn round the shaft. The collection contains ten 
of these modern steel or iron drills, fifteen bows, and seven mouthpieces. 
No. 89502 [853], figured in Point Barrow Rept., Ethnology, Pl. n, Fig. 1, 
has been selected as a typical drill (nia/ktun). The drill is a cjrlindrical 
rod of steel beaten out into a small lanceolate point, which is filed 
sharp on the edges. The shaft is made of hard wood. The remaining 
drills are of essentially the same pattern, varying in total length from 
about 11 inches to 16½, 
Fig. 149, No. 89499 [968] shows a somewhat unusual shape of shaft. 
The lashings round the l}.Lrge end are to keep it from splitting any more 
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than i h, · don alr ady. Th drill i of iron and th haft of pruce, 
whi<-h wa: one paint cl with r d o h r . 
... T,. UJ/7 f lD] (Fig. 150) ha a£ rrule of coar.-e-grained bone neatly 
1 (T don with two. mall p g of the ·ame material. This is unusual 
wi h ·t el drill . The haft i of 
. pru ·e and of the , am hape as 
in the pre ·eding specimen. No. 
059'"' [ 75] (Fig. i-1) i figured to 
how h' ,Yay in which the haft 
ha b nmended. A. wedge- haped 
pi ce 3½ in ·h . 1011g and 0·3 to 0·4 
in ·h wide ha been plit out of the 
large ud and replaced by a fre h 
pi ce of wood neatly fitted in and 
·ured by two tight whipping of 
½3 ·in w braid, each hi a deep groove. 
o. 9515 [ 61 ], :figured in Point 
Barrow Report, Ethnology, Pl. n, 
Fig. 2, is a typical bow (pizilrnua) 
for u e with the ·e drill ·. It i · of 
walru · ivory, 16 in ·hes long and 
oval in . ection. Through each end 
i.- drill d a tran verse hole. A. 
tring of . al thong 21 inches Jong 
i:-; loop d into on of the. e holes 
by I aH ing one nd of the thong 
thr ugh th hole, cntting a slit 
in it, all(l pa. sing the other end 
throu(Th thiR. The other end is 
Fw. :i~ii'i':-llow p~1.-.· •d through tlie other hole aud 
knott cl at th tip. 
'rh ., b w,' vary Ai htly in dimcn ions, but 
ar not 1 . ,., than a foot or mor than 16 incbes 
FIG. 150.-Bow drill anti mouth-
prnce. 
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to be also used for drill bows. The tips of this bow represent seals 
heads, and have good sized sky-blue glass beads inserted for 
eyes. The rest of the ornamentation is incised and blackened. 
Fig.153b, No. 89421 (1260], from Utkiavwrn, is a similar bow, 
which has incised on the back figures of men and animals, 
which, perhaps, tell of S0IT).e real event. M'r. L. M. Turner 
informs me that the natives of Norton Sound keep a regular 
record of hunting and other events engraved in this way upon 
their drill bows, and that no one ever ventures to falsify these 
records. We did not learn definitely that such was the rule 
at Point Barrow, but we have one bag-handle marked with 
whales, which we were told indicated the number killed by 
the owner. Fig. 153c, No. 89425 (1732], from Utkiavwrn, is a 
similar bow, ornamented on the back with simply an incised 
border colored red. On the other side are the figures of ten 
bearded seals, cross-hatched and blackened. These are per-
haps a "score." Fig.153d, No. 89509 (914], from Nuwi:ik, is a 
bow of the C('.Jmmon pattern, but ornamented by carving the 
back into a toothed keel. ¼. 
Fig. 153e, No. 89510 (961], from Utkiavwrn, is ornamented 
on one side only with an incised pattern, which is blackened. 
Fig. 153/, No. 89511 (961], also from Utkiavwrn, has, in addi-
tion to the incised and blackened pattern,. a small transparent 
sky-blue glass bead inlaid in the middle of the back. Fig. 
153g, No. 89512 [836], from the same place, is a flat bow with 
the edges carved into scallops. The incised line along the 
middle of the back is colored with red ocher. The string is 
made of sinew braid. 
Fig. 154, No. 89777 [1004b], which belongs in the "kit" of Fm. 151,_ 
Ilu'bw'ga, the Nunatafimiun, previously mentioned, is inter- Bow drill. 
esting from having been lengthened 3¼ inches by riveting on a piece of 
reindeer antler at one end. The two l)ieces are neatly joined in a "lap 
splice" about 2 inches long and fastened with three iron rivets. ~rhe 
owner appears to have concluded that his drill bow was too short when 
Fm. 152.-Drill bow. 
he was at home, in the interior, where he could obtain no walrus ivory. 
The incised pattern on the back is colored with red ocher. 
The mouthpiece (kl'ilmia) consists of a block of hard stone · (rarely 
iron), in which is hollowed out a round cup-like socket, large enough to re-
ceive the tip of the drill shaft, imbedded in a block of wood of a suit-
able size to hold between the teeth. This block often has curved :flanges 
9 ETH--12 
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t aCYain t the cheek . Such mouthpieces are 
a t from the Ander on River to Norton Sound, 
a · i.· ·h wn l> , th 1u um coll tion. No. 9500 [800], figured in Point 
arr w p rt Ethnology, Pl. n, Fig. 3, i a type of the flanged mouth-
pi . Tb block i of pine, carved into a thick, broad arch, with a 
1 rg blo ·k on the in ide. Into the top of the arch is inlaid a piece of gray 
ci, · 
~ •. . __ .. d - - - ,- ·-
e 
FIG. 153.-Drill bows. 
porphyry with black pot , which is slightly convex on the surface, so as 
t project a little above the surface of the wood. In the middle of the 
t n i a cup-, haped cavity one-half inch in diameter and of nearly the 
am de th. Thi is a rather large mouthpiece, being 6 ·inches across 
from one end of the arch to the other. 
F IG. 154.- Splicecl drill bow. 
There are two other pecimens of the ame pattern, both rather smaller. 
o. f !n] Fig. 15 from Nuwiik ha the stone of black and white 
nit . Thi. imen i very old a"1d dirty, and worn through to the 
n ne , id wh r h t th have come against it. No. 89787 
ig. 15- i a.Imo t xactly the ame hape as the type, but has 
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for a socket a piece of iron 1 ·1 inches square, hollowed out as usual. 
The outside of the wood has been painted with red ocher, but this is 
mostly worn off. This mouthpiece belonged to Ilfl1bw'ga. 
Fig.156,No.89505 [892],from 
Utkiavw'fii, represents the pat-
tern which is perhaps rather 
commoner than the preceding. 
The wood, which holds the 
socket of black and white sy-
enite, is simply an elliptical 
block of spruce. The remain- FIG. 155.7 Drill mouthpiece, with iron socket. 
ing three specimens are of the same pattern and of the same material as 
the last, except No. 89507 [908], from Nuwuk, in which the wood is oak. 
As it appears very old, this wood may have come from the Plover. 
When not in use, the point of the drill is sometimes protected with a 
sheath. One such sheath was obtained, No. 89447 [1112], fig-
ured in Point Barrow Report, Ethnology, PI. n, Fig. 1. It is 
of walrus ivory, 3·6 inches long. The end of a piece of thong 
is passed through the eye and the other part fastened round 
the open end with a marline-hitch, catching down the end. 
This leaves a lanyard 9¼ inches long, which is hitched or 
knotted round the shaft of the drill when the sheath is fitted 
over the point. 
The drills above described are used for perforating all sorts 
of material, wood, bone, ivory, metal, etc., and are almost the 
only boring implements used, even 
awls being unusual. Before the in-
troduction of iron, the point was made 
of one of the small bones from a seal's % 
leg. We obtained four specimens of ~ 
these bone drills, of which two, at 
least, appear to be genuine. No. 
FIG. 156.-Drill m?uthpiecewith- 89498 [956], Fig. 157, is one of these, 
outwmgs. from Nuwuk. The shaft is of the 
ordinary pattern and made of some hard wood, but the point 
is a roughly cylindrical rod of bone, expanding at the point, 
where it is convex on one face and concave on the other and 
beveled on both faces into two cutting edges, which meet in 
an acute· angle. The larger end of the shaft has been split 
and mended by whipping it for about three-qiiarters of an 
inch with sinew braid. No. 89518 [1174], is apparently also 
genuine, and is like the preceding, but beveled only on the 
concave face of the point, which is rather obtuse. No. 89519 FIG_ 1
57
_ 
[1258] was made for the market. It has a rude shaft of whale's Bone-pointed 
bone, but a carefully made bone point of precisely the pattern drill. 
of the modern iron ones. No. 89520 [1182] has no shaft, and appears to 
be an old unfinished drill fitted into a carelessly made bone ferrule. 
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drill a tb pr nt day i alway work d with a bow, which allows 
11 haud l> u · d for teadying the piece of work. We were informed, 
b w v r hat form rly a cord was ometime used without the bow, but 
furni h d with a tran v r e handle at each end. 
We coll t d ix little haudle of ivory, carved into some ornamental 
hap a h with an eye in the middle to which a thong could be attached. 
All w re ol<l, and we never saw them in u e. The first two were col-
l ·ted at an early period of our acquaintance with these people, and from 
our imperfect knowledge of the langua,ge we got the impression that 
th y were bandl to be attached to a harpoon line. 
We were not long, however in :finding out that the harpoon has no 





when the press of other work pre-
vented careful inquiry into their 
use, we supposed that they were 
meant for handles to the lines used 
for dragging dead seals, as they 
somewhat resemble such an im-
plement. On our return home, 
when I bad opportunities for mak-
ing a careful study of the collec-
tion, I found that none of the drag 
lines, either in our own collection 
or in those of the Museum, bad 
handles of this description. On 
the other hand, I found many sim-
ilar implements in Mr. Nelson's 
~!l.'r.1;,;:::-.=-:-------------=:::is collection labeled "drill-cord han-
f 
FIG. 15 .- Handles for drill cords. 
tkiavwrn. TbL 
dles," and :finally one pair (No. 
36319, from Kashunuk, near Cape 
Romanzoff), still attached to the 
drill cord. These handles are al-
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head of some animal, perhaps a wolf, with bits of dark wood inlaid for 
eyes. The eye is a simple large transverse hole through the thigh. 
Fig. 158c (No. 89455 [929] from Nuwuk), is 5·9 inches long. The eye 
is drilled lengthwise through a large lump projecting from the middle 
of one side. Small blue beads are inlaid for the eyes, and one to indi-
cate the male genital opening. 
Fig. 158d (No. 89456 [930] from Nuwuk) is like No. 56527 [231, but 
represents the left foot and is not so artistically carved. It is 3·7 inches 
long. 
Fig. 158e (No. 89457 [925] from Nuwuk) is .4·7 inches long, and re-
sembles No. 89455 [929 ], but has instead of the seal's tail and flippers 
a large ovotd knob ornamented with incised and blackened rings. The 
"eye" is bored transversely. 
Fig. 158/ (No. 89458 [835] from Utkiavwfii) differs from No. 89455 [925] 
in having a transverse eye, and being less artistically carved. Bits of 
lead are inlaid for the eyes. It is 4·4 inches long. The name of this 
implement is ku'ii-i. 
We obtained six specimens of an old flint tool, consisting of a rather 
long thick blade mounted in a straight haft about 10 inches long,of 
which we had some difficulty in ascertaining the use. We w:ere at last 
able to be quite sure that they were intended for drilling, or rather 
reaming out, the large cavity in· the base of the ivory head of a whale 
harpoon, which :fits upon the conical tip of the fore-shaft. The shape 
of the blade is well :fitted for this purpose. It is not unlikely that such 
tools, worked as these are, by hand, preceded the bone drills for boring 
all sorts of objects, and that the habit of using them for making the 
whale harpoon was kept up from the same conservatism founded on 
superstition which surrounds the whole whale :fishery. (See under 
"Whale :fishing," where the subject will be more fully discussed.) _ No. 
89626 [870], :figured in Point Barrow Report, Ethnology, Pl. n, Fig. 4, 
is a typical implement of this class (itaun, i'tugetsau'). The blade is 
of black flint, flaked, 2 inches long, imbedded in the end of a haft of 
spruce, 10·5 inches long. The blade is held in place by whipping the 
cleft end of the haft with sinew braid. 
Two of the other specimens, No. 89627 [937] and No. 89628 (912J, are 
of essentially the same pattern and material, but have rounded hafts. 
No. 89629 I 960] and No. 89630 f10681, Figs. 159a, 159b, have blades of the 
same pattern, but have hafts :fitted for use with the mouthpiece and 
bow, showing that sometimes, at least in later times, these tools were so 
used. No. 89625 [1217] (Fig. 160) has no haft, but the blade, which is 
rather narrow in proportion to its length (2·3 inches by 0·5), is :fitted 
into a short ferrule of antler, with a little dovetail on the edge for attach-
ing it to the haft. 
Of awls we saw only one specimen, which, perhaps, ought rather to 
be considered a little hand drill. This is No. 89308 [1292], Fig. 161, 
from Utkiavwiii. The point is the tip of a common three-cornered :file, 
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n Cl Wll. Jt i imbedded in a handle of fossil ivory which has 




Fm. 159,-Flint-bladed reamers. 
Hammers.-At the pre ent day nearly every man has been able to 
pro ure an iron hammer of some kind, which he uses with great handi-
ne .1 Before the introduction of iron, in addition to the bone and 
stone maul above de cribed as .bone crushers, u:nhafted pebbles of con-
venient 'hape were also employed. No. 56661 [274] is such a stone. It 
i an ovoid water-worn pebble of greenish gray quartzite, 3½ inches long. 
The ends are battered, bowing how it had been used. It was brought 
from one of the rivers in the interior by one of the natives of Utkiav-
wffi. 
Files.-File of all kinds are eagerly sought after by the :natives, 
who u e them with very great skill and patience, doing nearly all their 
metal work with these tools. For instance, 
one particularly ingenious native con-
verted hi Winchester rifle from a rim fire 
to a central :fire with nothing but a file. To 
do thls be had to make a new firing pin, as 
the firing pin of the rim-fire gun is too short 
to reach tbe head of the cartridge. He 
a compli bed this byaccuratelycutting off 
' to the proper length, an old worn-out three-
orn r d fil . He then :filed off enough of 
ea ·h dge o that the rod fitted evenly in 
the cylindri al hole where the firing pin 
work . Tbe work wa done so carefully 
that th n w firing pin worked perfectly, 
and be bad only to complete the job .by 
utting off hi central fire cartridge shell 
Fio. l60.-Flint- t a proper length to fit the chamber of 
bladed r am r. 
th Ull . 
n knowledge of working metal with 
i natural from the carcity of fuel. Fm. 151.- Awl. 
h w r . n th m roughly t mper mall articles, such as fire 
t l etc., by h ating th m in the fire and quenching them in cold 
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water. One native very neatly mended a musket barrel which had been 
cracked by firing too heavy a charge. He cut a section from another old 
barrel of somewhat larger caliber, which he heated until it had expanded 
enough to slip down over the crack, and then allowed it to shrink on. 
Whetstones (ipiksaun).-Knives are generally sharpened with a file, 
cutting a bevel, as before mentioned, on one face of the blade only. 
To "set" or "turn" the edge they use pieces of steel of various shapes, 
generally with a hole drilled in them so that they can be hung to the 
breeches belt by a lanyard. One man, for instance, used about half of 
a b C 
Fm. 162.-Jade whetstones. 
a razor blade for this purpose, and another a small horseshoe magnet. 
In former times they employed a, very elegant implement, consisting of 
a slender rod of jade from 3 to 7 inches.long, with a lanyard attached to 
an eye in the larger end. These were sometimes made by cutting a 
piece from one of the old jade adzes in the manner already described. 
There are a few of these whetstones still in use at the present day, and 
they are very highly prized. We succeeded in obtaining nine speci-
mens, of which No. 89618 [801], Fig.162a, has been selected as the type. 
It is of hard black stone, probably jade, 6·3 inches long. Through the 
wider end is drilled a large eye, into which is neatly spliced one end 
of a stout fl.at braid of sinew 4i inches long. 
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Th r maining whet tone are of very much the same pattern. I 
h figur d five of them, to how the slight variations. Fig. 162b (No. 
5 6~ [ 3] from Utkiavwiii) is of light grayish green jade, smoothly pol-
i 11 d and 4·1 inches long. It is chamfered only on the small end at 
right angle to the breadth, and has the eye prolonged into ornamental 
groove on the two opposite faces. The long lanyard is of common 
in w braid. No. 56663 [229] (from the same village) is of olive green, 
lightly tran lucent jade, 6·8 inches long, and elliptical in section, also 
chamfered only at the small end. The lanyard, which is a strip of seal 
thong 9 inches long, is secured in the eye, as described before, with 
two slits, one in the standing part through which the end is passed 
and the other in the end with the standing part passed through it. 
No. 89617 [1262] (from Sidaru) is of olive green, translucent jade, 6·1 
% 
a 
.li'IG. 163.-Jade whetstones. 
long, and haped like the type, but chamfered only at the small 
Th lanyard of eal thong is secured in the eye by a large round 
kn tin one end. No. 9619 l 37] (from Utkia-vw'iii) is of bright green, 
tr n. lu nt jad , 5·1 inche lono-, and unusually thick, its greatest diam-
t r ing ·6 in h. Th jp i gradually worked off to an oblique edge, 
nd i ha ornam ntal gro running through the eye like No. 56662 
[ ]. 
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braid with the ends knotted together and the bight looped into the eye. 
A large sky-blue glass bead is slipped on over both parts of the lanyard 
and pushed up close to the loop. Fig. 163a (No. 89621 [757], from 
Utkiavw'i'.ii) is very short and broad (3·6 inches by 0·6), is chamfered at 
both ends, and has the ornamental grooves at the eye. The material is 
a hard, opaque, bluish gray stone, veined with black. 
A whetstone of similar material was brought by Lieut. Stoney from 
Kotzebue Sound. The long lanyard is of sinew braid. Fig. 163b (No. 
89622 l951 ], also from Utkiavwfii) is a very small, slender whetstone, 
3·3 inches long, of dark olive green semitranslucent jade, polished. The 
tip is not chamfered, but tapers to a blunt point. It has the ornamental 
grooves at the eye. These are undoubtedly the "stones for making 
. . . whetstones, or these ready-made" referred to by Dr. Simpson 
(Op. cit., p. 266) as brought by the Nunatafimiun from the people of 
Fm. 164.-Wooden tool boxes. 
the" Ko-wak River." A few such whetstones have been collected on 
other parts of the northwest coast as far south as the northern shore 
of Norton Sound. The broken whetstone mentioned above is of a 
beautiful bluish green translucent jade. Bits of stone are also used for 
whetstones, such as No. 89786 [1004/], which belong in Ilu'bw'ga's tool 
bag. They are two rough, oblong bits of hard dark gray slate, appar-
ently split off a flat, weathered surface. 
Tool bo.'lJeS and bags.-We collected six specimens of a peculiarly 
shaped long, narrow box, carved from a single block of wood, which we 
were informed were formerly used for holding tools. They have gone 
out of fashion at the present day, and there are but few of them left. 
No. 89860 [1152], Fig. 164a, represents the typical shape of this box. 
It is carved from a single block of pine. The cover is slightly hollowed 
on the under side and is held on by two double rings of twine ( one of 
seal twine and the other of sinew braid), large enough to slip over the 
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nd. Ea h ring i made by doubling a long piece of twine so that the 
two part are qual, pa ing one end through the bight and knotting it 
to the other. The box and cover seem to have been painted inside and 
out with red ocher. On the outside this is mostly faded and worn off 
and cov red with dirt, but inside it has turned a dark brown. Fig. 164b 
(No. 9 5 [1319], from Utkiavwiii,) is a similar box, 21·1 inches long. 
The cover is held on by a string passing over little hooked ivory studs 
clo e to the edge of the box. There were originally five of these studs, 
two at each end and one in the middle of one side. The string started 
from one of these tuds at the pointed end. This stud is broken and 
the string fastened into a hole close to it. To fasten on the cover the 
string was carried over and hooked under the opposite stud, then 
cros ed over the cover to the middle stud, then across to the end stffll 
on the other side, and the loop on the end hooked onto the last stud. 
No. 89859 [1318] is a smaller box (19 inches long) of the same pat-
tern, with only four studs. The cover has three large blue glass beads, 
.F10. 165.-Large wooden tool boxes. 
like tho 
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braid, and, gradually growing too short by being broken and knotted 
together again, was lengthened out with whatever came to hand. 
No. 89862 [1593], Fig. 165b, is a large box, of a very peculiar shape, 
best understood from the figure. The outside is much weathered, but 
appears to have been roughly carved, and the excavation of the box 
and cover is very rudely done, perhaps with a stone tool. A hole in the 
larger end is mended by a patch of wood chamfered off to fit the hole 
and sewed on round the edges with "over-and-over" stitches of whale-
bone. The string is arranged in permanent loops, under which the 
cover can be slipped off and on. 
The arrangement, which is rather complicated, is as follows: On one 
side of the pox, one-half inch from the edge and about 7 inches from 
each end, are two pairs of holes, one-half inch apart. Into each pair is 
fastened, by means of knots on the inside, a loop of very stout sinew 
braid, 3 inches long, and similar loops of seal thong, 5 inches long, are 
FIG. 166.-Tool bag of wolverine skin. 
fastened into corresponding pairs of holes on the other side. .A piece 
of seal thong is fastened with a becket-hitch into the loop of seal thong 
at the small end of the box, passes through both braid loops on the 
other side, and is carried over through the loop of seal thong at the 
large end. The end of the thong is knotted into one of the pairs of 
holes left by the breaking away of a stitch at the edge of the wooden 
patch above mentioned. 
All these boxes are very old and were painted inside with red ocher, 
which has turned dark brown from age. Tools are nowadays kept in a 
large oblong, flat satchel, 'i'.kq uxbwffi, which has an arched handle of 
ivory or bone stretched lengthwise across the open mouth. These bags 
are always made of skin with the hair out, and the skins of wolverines' 
heads are the most desired for this purpose. The collection contains 
four such bags. No. 89794 r101SJ, Fig. 166, is the type of these bags. 
The bottom of the bag is a piece of short-haired brown deerskin with 
' 
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the hair out pi ced aero the middle. The si<les and ends are made of 
th kin, of four wolv rine head ~, without the lower jaw, cut off at the 
nape and , pread out and ewed together side by side with the hair out-
ward and no e up. One head comes on each end of the bag and one 
on each ide, and the spaces between the noses are filled out with gus-
et of deer kin an<l wolverine skin. A narrow strip of the latter is 
, ewed round the mouth of the bag. The handle is of walrus ivory, 14½ 
inche long and about one-half inch square. There is a vertical hole 
through it one-half inch from each end, and at one end also a trans-
ver e hole between this and the tip. One end of the thong which 
fasten the handle to the bag is drawn through this hole and cut off 
clo e to the urface. The other end is brought over the handle and 
down through the vertical hole and made fast with two half-hitches into 
a hole through the septum of the nose of the head at one end of the bag. 
The other end of the handle is fastened to the opposite nose in the same 
way, but the thong i secured in the hole by a simple knot in the end 
above. On one side of the handle is an unfinished incised pattern . 
. --~---
FIG. 167.-Tool bag of wolverine skin. 
9776 [1004], i a similar bag, made of four wolverine 
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median line and joined by a short channel on top of the handle. This 
bag was the property_of the Nunatafimiun Ilubw'ga, so frequently men-
tioned, and was purchased with all its contents. 
These are two bow drills, one large and one small (Figs. 168a and 168b, 
Nos. 89778 and 89779 [1004a]); a drill bow (Fig.154, No. 89777 [1004b]); 
a b 
a mouthpiece (Fig. 155, No. 89787 [1004c]); a large 
crooked knife with a sheath (Fig. 114, No. 89780 
[1004d]) ; a flint flaker (No. 897 52 [1004e j); a comb for 
deerskins (Fig. 169, No. 89781 [ 1005]); a haircomb 
made of antler (No. 89785 [1006]); a fishhook (No. 
89783 [10071); and a small seal harpoon head (No. 
89784 [1008]). 
No. 89796 [1118], from Nuwuk, is of rather unusual 
materials. The bottom is of brown 
reindeer skin and the sides and ends 
are the heads of two wolves and a red 
fox. The wolf heads meet on one side, 
and the · fox head is put in between 
them on the other. The fox head has 
no lower jaw, and one wolf head has 
only the left half of the lower jaw. The 
vacant spaces around the mouth are 
:filled by triangular gussets of wolf 
and reindeer skin. The eyeholes are FIG. 169.-Comb for 
patched on the inside with deerskin. deer skins in the 
It has no handle. No. 89795 [ 1309 J, the tool bag. 
remaining bag, is of the usual pattern, but carelessly 
made of small pieces of deerskin, with a handle of 
coarse-grained whale's bone. It was probably made 
for sale. 
I have figured four handles of such bags to show 
the style of ornamentation. Fig. 170a (No. 8942_0 
F IG. 168.-Drills belong- [1111 ], from Nuwiik) has incised figures of men and 
mg to the tool bag. reindeer on the back, once colored with ocher, of which 
traces can still be seen. This is perhaps a hunting score. (See remarks 
on this subject under "Bow drills.") Fig. 170b (No. 89423 [996J, from 
Utkiavwffi) is a very elaborate handle, with scalloped edges and fluted 
back, which is also ornamented with an incised pattern colored with 
red ocher. The other side is covered · with series of the incised circles, 
each with a dot in the center, so frequently mentioned. Fig. 170c (No. 
89424 [890], from Nuwiik) bas ·on the under side two rows of figures 
representing the flukes and "smalls'' of whales. This is the specimen 
already mentioned, which the natives called an actual score. The series of 
twenty-six tails were said to be the record of old Yuksi'na (" Erksinra" of 
Dr. Simpson), the so-called "chief" at Nuwuk. All the above handles 
are of walrus ivory, and have been in actual use. Fig. 170c (No. 56513 
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[ ] from Utkiavwffi) is a handle of different material (reindeer antler) 
and of omewhat different pattern. One end is neatly carved into an 









Fm. 170.-Bag handles. 
it antler , with small blue beads inlaid for the eyes. The back of the 
haudle is ornamented with an incised pattern colored with red ocher. 
We were told that such handles were sometimes fitted to the wooden 
bu kct , but I never saw one so used. 
No. 9798 f1075], Fig. 171, is a bag of rather unusual pattern, the 
only one of the kind we saw. The bottom is a single round piece, 9 
FIG.171-Bag of leather. 
inches in diameter, of what seems 
to be split skin of the bearded 
seal, flesh side out, and the rest 
of the bag is of white-tanned 
seal leather. The sides are of 
five broad pieces (6, 4½, 4, 5½, and 
5 inches broad at the bottom, re-
spectively, narrowing to 2½, 1½, 
1¼, 2, and 2!, respectively, at 
the top), alternating with five 
straight strips, respectively 1½, 
1, 1!, 1¼, and 1½ inches broad. 
The edges of these strips overlap 
the edges of the broad pieces, 
and are neatly stitched with two 
thread , a on t4e ole of the waterproof boot . The outer thread, 
whi ·hi aught in the loop of each titch of the other, is a slender fila-
m nt f lack whale-bone. Thi produce a sort of embroidery. The 
titch to the ag with the ame am, but the hem at the 
run" r un with , in w. Thi bag was probably for 
L · and 'imilar article . 
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WE.A.PONS. 
As would naturally be expected from what has been said of the 
peaceful character of these people, offensive weapons, specially intended 
for use against men, are exceedingly rare. In case -~ · .~ · 
of quarrels between individuals or parties the bows, 
spears, and knives intended for hunting or general 
use would be turned against their enemies. Even 
their rifles, nowadays, are kept much more for hunt-
ing than as weapons of offense, and the revolvers of 
various patterns which many of them have obtained 
from the ships are chiefly carried when traveling back 
and forth between the two villages as a protection 
against a possible bear. We, however, obtained a 
few weapons which were especially designed for tak-
ing human life. One of these was a little club 
(t'i'.'glun) (No. 89492 [1310], Fig.172, from Utkiavwfii) 
made of the butt end of an old pickax head of whale's 
bone, with the point cut down to a blunt end. It is 
6·4 inches long and meant to be clenched in the 
hand like a dagger, and used for striking blows, prob-
ably at the temple. The transverse grooves for haft-
ing give a good hold for the fingers. This was the 
only weapon of the kind seen. Fm. 172.-Little hand-
We collected a single specimen of a kind of slung club . 
. shot, No. 89472 [905] (Fig. 173), made 
of a roughly ovoid lump of heavy bone, 
the symphysis of the lower jaw of a 
walrus, 3¼ inches long. At the smaller 
end two large holes are bored in 
.. obliquely so as to meet under the sur-
face and form a channel through which 
is passed a slip of white seal skin about 
15 inches long, the ends of which 
fasten together with two slits, so as to 
make a loop. This may be compared 
1 with the stone balls used by the ancient 
1/2· Aleuts for striking a man on the temple. 
The commonest weapon of offense 
was a broad dagger made of a bone of 
the polar bear. This was said to be 
especially meant for killing a "bad 
man," possibly for certain specified 
offenses or perhaps in cases of insanity. 
Fm. l73.-Slungshotmade ofwalrusjaw. Insane persons were sometimes killed 
in Greenland, and the act was considered "neither decidedly admissi-
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bl n r alt rr ther unlawful.' 1 The u e ot bear 'bones for these weapons 
p int m up r titiou idea, perbap having reference to the 
fir •ity f th animal. We collect d five pecirnens of these daggers, 
of whi h o. 94 [767], Fig. 174, ha been selected as the type. It is 
th di tal ud of the ulna of a polar bear, with the neck and condyles 
forming the hilt, and the shaft split so as to expose the medullary cavity 
and ut into a pointed blade. It i very old, blackened, and crumbling 
on the urface, and i a foot long. 
Fig. 175a, No. 894 75 [988], from N uwuk, is made of a straight splinter 
from the haft of one of the long bones, 9¾inches long. No. 89480 [1141 j, 
from Utkiavwrn, has a roughly whittled hilt and a somewhat twisted 
blade, rather narrow, but widened to a sharp lanceolate point. 
It is 12 inche long. No. 89481 [1175], from the same place, 
bas the roughly shaped hilt 
whipped with two turns of 
sinew. No.89482 [1709],Fig. a. .... ~-~ 
175b, also from Utkiavwni, is 
dirk-shaped, having but one 
edge and a straight back. 
The hilt, as before, is roughly 
awed from the solid head of 
the bone. · No. 89485 [965], 
' ½, Fig. 176, from Nuwuk, was 
also said to be a dagger, but a ... . 
could not have been a very 
effective weapon. It is of 
whale' bone, 5 inches long. 
It is rather rudely carved, 
old, and dirty, but tbenotches 
on the haft are newly cut. 
Dirk or daggers of bear's 
bone, like tho e de cribed, 
are really rather formidable 
w apon , a it is easy to give 
the plinter of bone a very 
k npoint. TheMu eumcon-
tain a bone dagger curiously 
like th e Eskimo weapon , 
but made of the bone of the 
___ I,, 
a 
FIG. 175.-Bone daggers. 
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PROJECTILE WEAPONS . 
. Firearms.-When Dease and Simpson first met these people, in 1837, 
they had no firearms, but the next party of whites who came in contact 
with them (Pullen and Hooper, in 1849) found the "chief" in possession 
of an old shaky musket of English make, with the name "Barnett" on 
the lock.1 Hooper believed this to be the gun lost by Sir John Frank-
lin's party in 1826.2 This gun was, however, often seen by the people 
of the Plover (in fact, Capt. Maguire kept it on board of the Plover for 
some time3), and was found to have on the lock, besides the name "Bar-
nett," also the date, "1843," so that of course it was not lost in 1826. 
Armstrong4 also mentions seeing this gun, which, the natives told him, 
they had procured "from the other tribes to the south 
ward." In the summer of 1853 they began to purchase 
guns and ammunition from the eastern m1tives. Yftksffia 
and two other men each bought a gun thls year.5 
As the whalers began to go to Point Barrow in 1854, 1/
2 the opportunity for obtaining firearms has been afforded /,;, 
the natives every year since then, so that they are now 
well supplied with guns, chiefly of American manufacture. 
That all their firearms have not been obtained from this 
source is probable from the fact they have still in their 
possession a number of smoothbore percussion guns, 
double and single barreled, of Russian manufacture. 
They, are all stamped in Russian with the name of Tula, 
a town on the Oopa, 105 miles south of Moscow, which 
has received the name of. the "Sheffield and Birmingham 
of Russia," fr:om its vast manufactory of arms, established 
by Peter the Great. These guns must have come from Fm. 176.-So-called , 
the "Nunatanmiun," who obtained them either from dagger of"bone. 
the Siberian traders or-from the Russians at Norton Sound through 
the Malemiut. Both smoothbore and rifled guns are in general use. 
The smoothbores are of all sorts and descriptions, from an old flintlock 
musket to more or less valuable single and double percussion fowling-
pieces. Three of the natives now (1883) have cheap double breechloaders 
and one a single breechloader (made by John P. Lovell, of Boston). 
Guns in general are called "cupftn," an onomatopreic word in g~neral 
use in western America, but many of the different kinds have special 
names. For instance, a double gun is called madro'Ii'.n (from madro, two). 
The rifles are also of many different patterns. The kind preferred by 
the natives is the ordinary Winchester brass-mounted 15-shot repeater, 
which the whalers and traders purchase cheaply at wholesale. This is 
1 H ooper , Tents, etc., p. 239. 
2 Franklin, 2d Exp., p.148. In the hurry of leaving Barter Island ·'one of the crew of the Reliance 
left his gun and ammunition. '' 
3 See McClure's N. W . Passage, p. 390. 
4 N ar rat.ive, p. 109. 
6 Maguire, Further Papers, p. 907. 
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all d aklmi-elfil ( that which ha fifteen," sc., shots). The whalers are 
al in th habit of buying up all orts of cheap or second-hand guns 
for th Ar tic trade o that many other kind of guns are also common. 
Of br .e hloader , we aw the harpe's rifle, sav'igro'l'i'.il (from a, fancied 
re emblance between the crooked lever of this gun a1td the crooked 
knifi , avigro'n); other patterns of Winchester; the Spencer repeater, 
kai'p ualiii (from kaip 1, cartridge); the peculiar SharpR-Hankins, once 
u eel in the U.S. Navy, and which was the favorite weapon of the rebel 
Boer in South Africa; the Peabody-Martini, made jn America for the 
Turki h Government, markefl on the rear sight with Turkish figures, 
and, expo ed with a corpse at the cemetery, one English Snider. The 
regulation Springfield rifles belonging to the post, which were often 
loaned to the natives for the purpose of hunting, were called mukpa-
ra'l'i'.fi. (from 1nukpara', book, referring to the breech action, which opens 
like a book). 
They formerly had very few muzzle-loading rifles, but of late years, 
ince the law again t trading arms to the natives has been construed 
to refer solely to breech-loading rifles, the whalers have sold them 
yager rifle , of the old U. S. Army pattern, Enfield rifles, ship's mus-
kets with tha Tower mark on them, and a sort of bogus rifle made 
e pecially for trade, in imitation of the old-fashioned Kentucky rifle, 
but with grooves extending only a short distance from the muzzle. 
They of cour e d pend on the ships for their supplies of' ammunition, 
though the Nunatafi.miun ometimes bring a few cartridges smuggled 
aero from iberia. Th y naturally are most desirous to procure 
cartridg for the rim-fire Winche ter guns, as these are not intended 
to be u ed more than once. They have, however, invented a method of 
priming the 'e rim-fire hell o that they can be reloaded. A common 
"G. D." p rcus ion cap i neatly fitted into the rim of the shell by 
cutting th ide into strip which are folded into slits in the shell, 
a little hol b ing drill d under the center of the cap to allow the fl.ash 
to rea h th powder. Thi i a very laboriou proces, ', but enables the 
native' to u, a rifle whi ·h would otherwi e be uReleRs. Such car-
tridg . r 1 ad <l with p wd rand home-made bullets-they have many 
bull t m 1 ' an l kn w how to u e them-are tolerably effective. Great 
ar mu,· b tak n to in rt the cartridge right idc up, so that the 
ap , hall h ,'trn ·k by th firing pin, which interferes with using the 
gun a r p ater. 
Th y are v ry car l . ' with their rifles, allowing them to get rusty, 
and th rwi: mi. u:ing th m, :p ially by firing mall bot from them 
in th dutl - hootincr , ,a. n. A a rule they are very fair shot with 
th rift bu xtr m ly lavi h of ammunition when they have a sup-
] . Th nly c nomy i .-hom1 in r loading artridg s and in loading 
h .,ir :h t un int whi ·h h y , ld m put a , nfficient charge. In 
pi f bi.' , m f th m ,·h ot v ry w 11 with th , hotgun, though 
m ny of them b w gr at upidi y in judging di tance, firing light 
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charges of shot at short rifle range (100 to 200 yards). Though they 
mold their own bullets, I have never known any of them to attempt 
making shot or slugs. This, which they call kakrura (little bullets, 
from ka'kru, originally meaning arrow and now used for bullet as well) 
is always obtained from the whites. The gun is habitually carried in a 
case or holster long enough to cover the whole gun, made of sealskin, 
either black-tanned or with the hair on the outside. This, like the 
bow case, from which it is evidently copied, is slung across the back 
by a thong passing round the shoulders and across the chest. 
This is the method universally practiced for carrying burdens of all 
sorts. The butt of the gun is on the right side, so that it can be easily 
slipped out of the holster under the right arm without unslinging it. 
Revolvers are also carried slung in holsters on the back in the same 
way. Ammunition is carried in a pouch slung over the shoulder. 
They are careless in handling firearms and ammunition. We knew two 
men who shot off the tip of the forefinger while filing cartridges which 
had failed to ·explode in the gun. 
Whaling guns.-In addition to the kinds of firearms for land hunting 
above described a number of the natives have procured from the 
whalemen, either by purchase or from wrecks, whaling guns, such as 
are used by-the American whalers, in place of the steel lance for dis-
patching the whale after it is harpooned. These are of various.pat-
terns, both muzzle and breech loading, and they are able to procure 
nearly every year a small supply of the explosive lances to be shot from 
them. They use them as the white men do for killing harpooned whales, 
and also, when the leads of open water are narrow, for shooting them as 
they pass close to the edge of the ice. 
Bows (pizt'kse).-In former times the bow was the only projectile 
weapon which these people possessed that could be used at a longer range 
than the "dart" of a harpoon. It was accordingly used foc hunting 
the bear, the wolf, and the reindeer, for shooting birds, and in case of 
necessity, for warfare. It is worthy of note, in this connection, as 
showing that the use of the bow for fighting was only a secondary con-
sideration, that none of their arrows are regular "war arrows" like those 
made by the Sioux or other Indians; that is, arrows to be shot with the 
breadth of the head horizontal, so as to pass between the horizontal 
ribs of a man. Firearms haye now almost completely superseded the 
bow for actual work, though a few men, too poor to obtain guns, still use 
them. 
Every boy has a bow for a plaything, with which he shoots small 
birds and practices at marks. Very few boys, however, show ·any great 
skill with it. We never had an opportunity of seeing an adult shoot 
with the bow and arrow; but they have not yet lost the art of bow-
making. The newest boys' bows are as skillfully and ingeniously con-
structed as the old bows, but are of course smaller and weaker. The 
bow in use among these people was the universal sinew-backed bow of 
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the E kirno carried to its highest degree of efficiency .1 It was of what 
I have called the ''Arctic type," namely, a rather short bow of spruce, 
from 43 to 52 inches in length, nearly elliptical in section, but flatter on 
the back than on the belly, and slightly narrowed an<J thickened at the 
handle. The greatest breadth was usually about 1-¼ inches and the 
thickness at the handle about three-fourths of an inch. The ends were 
often bent up as in the Tatar bow, and were sometimes separate pieces 
mortised on. Strength and elasticity was given to the brittle spruce 
by applying a number of strands of sinew to the back of the bow in 
such a way that drawing the bowstring stretched all these elastic cords, 
thus adding their elasticity to that of the wood. This backing was 
always a continuous piece of a three-ply braid of sinew, about the size 
of stout pack thread, and on a large bow often 40 or 50 yards long. It 
began, as on all Eskimo bows which I have been able to examine (ex-
a 
w-f Mil I I It! I I I I I AXA I j.jj = illbi:Llli I ,1 I 1-1m1c-ea:cA-l-iJ-iidlMI lllil 
FIG. 177.-Boy's bow from Utkiavwlfi. 
cept those from St. Lawrence Island and the mainland of Siberia-
my "western type"), with an eye at one end of the cord looped over 
one nock of the bow, usually the upper. The cord was then laid on the 
back of the bow in long strands running up and down and round the 
· nock , a usual on the other types of bow, but after putting on a num-
ber of the e, began running backward and forward between the bends 
(if the bow was of the Tatar shape), . or between corresponding points 
on a straight bow, where they were fastened with complicated hitches 
around the bow in such a way that the shortest strands came to the 
top of the backing, which was thus made to grow thicker gradually 
toward the middle of the bow, where the greatest strength and elas-
ti ity were needed. When enough strands had been laid on they 
were divid d into two equal parcels and twisted from the middle into 
two tight able , thus greatly increasing the tension to be overcome in 
drawing th bow. The e cables being secured to the handle of the 
bow, the end of the cord was used to seize the whole securely to the 
bow. 
Thi izing and the hitches already mentioned served to incorporate 
th ba king very thoroughly with the bow, thus equalizing the strain 
and pr v ntin h bow from cracking. This made a very stiff and 
p w rful w apabl of ending an arrow with great force. We were 
tol ya r lia 1 native that a tone-headed arrow was often driven by 
the writer's paper on the subject of Eskimo bows in the Smithsonian Report for 1884, Part II, 
pp. 307-316. 
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one of these bows wholly through a polar bear, "if there was no bone." 
Three bows only were obtained: One from Nuwuk, one from Utkiav-
w'i'.fi (a lad's bow), and one from Sidaru. . 
The bow from Utkiavwrn, No. 89904 [786] (Fig. 177), though small, 
is in some respects nearer the type than the other 
two, and has been selected for description. The body 
of the bow is a single piece of the heart of a log of 
spruce driftwood 36¼ inches long, elliptical in 3ection, 
:flattened more on the back than on the belly. It is 
tapered to the nocks, which are small club-shaped 
knobs, and narrowed and thickened at the handle . . 
The backing is of round three-ply braid of sinewin 
one continuous piece. The string is a round four-ply 
braid with a loop at each end, made by tying a single 
knot in the standing part, passing the end through 
this and taking a half hitch with it round the standing 
part (Fig.178). The upper loop is a little the larger. 
No. 89245 [25J (Fig. 179), from Nuwuk, is a full-
sized man's bow, which is old and 
~~ has been long in use. It is of the 
same material, and is 47·3 inches 
long. Its greatest breadth is 1! 
:Fm. 178.-Loop at end of inches, and it is 0·8 inch thick at 
bowString. the handle. It is slightly narrowed 
and thinned off from the broadest part to about 6 
inches from each tip, and is then gradually thickened 
to the nocks and bent up so that the ends make an 
angle of about 45° with the bow when unstrung. The 
ends are separate pieces fitted on at the bends. The· 
ends of the body are chamfered off laterally to a wedge 
which fits into a corresponding notch in the end piece, 
making a scarf 3¼ inches long, which is strengthened 
by a curved strap of antler, convex above and thick-
est in the middle, fitting into the bend on the back. 
The joint is held together wholly bythe backing. 
We never saw bows of this pattern made and con-
sequently did not learn how the bending was accom-
plished. The method is probably the same as that 
seen by Capt. Beecbey in 1826, at Kotzebue Sound 
b .I 
i~ 
(Voyage, p. 575). The bow was wrapped in wet Fm.179.-Largebowfrom 
shavings and held over the fire, and then pegged Nuwuk. 
down on the ground (probably on one side), into shape. A strip of raw-
hide (the split skin of the bearded seal, with the grain side out), 1 inch 
wide, runs along the back from bend to bend under the backing. The 
chief peculiarity of this bow is the third cable, above the other two, and 
the great and apparently unnecessary complication of the hitches. 
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• 
No. 72771 f234J, from Sidaru (Fig. 180a and b), is a bow with bent 
ends like the last, but all in one piece and smaller. Its length is 43i 
inche.~ and its gTeatest breadth l¼, The backing has only two cables, 
and it chief peculiarity is in having the loose end of the last strand 
twisted into one of the cables, while the seizing, of the same pattern as 




bow is particularly neat, and it is further 
strengthened with _strips of rawhide (the skin 
of the bearded seal, split), under the backing. 
The method of making the string is very inge-
nious. It appears to have been made on the 
bow, as follows: Having the bow sprung back 
one end of a long piece of sinew twine was 
made fast temporarily to the upper nock, leaving 
an end long enough to finish off the bowstring. 
The other end was carried round the lower nock 
and the returning strand half-hitched round 
the first snugly up to the nock, and then carried 
round the upper nock and back again. This 
was repeated, each strand being half-hitched 
round all the preceding at the lower nock until 
there were eight parallel strands, and an eye 
fitte~ snugly to the lower nock. The bight was 
then slipped off the upper nock, the end untied 
and the whole twisted tight. This twisted 
string is now about 2 inches too long, so the 
upper eye is made by doubling over 2 inches 
of the end and stopping it down with the free 
end mentioned above, thus making a long eye 
of seven strands. With the end, six similar 
strands are added to the eye, each being 
stopped to the twist with a half hitch. The 
end i neatly tucked in and the strands of the 
eye twisted tightly together. 
In my paper on Eskimo bows, already men-
tioned, I came to the conclusion that the bows 
formerly u ed by the Eskimo of western North 
Fm. iso. - Large bow from America and the oppo ite coast of Asia were 
idaru. on tructed upon three ·well defined types of 
d fl.nit g ographi al di tribution, and each easily recognized as a 
l pm nt f a impl original type till to be found in Baffin Land 
in a, Ii h ly m di:fi l form. Th e thre type are: 
I. Th uh rn yp which wa · th only form used from the island 
f Ka i kt a manzoff and ·ontinued in frequ,mt u ·e as far as 
r n un hou h ' I ar d by no hard and fa t line from 
II. The Arctic tY1J , to which the bow just described belong, in use 
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from the Kaviak peninsula to the Mackenzie and Anderson rivers; and 
III. The Wes tern type, confined to St. Lawrence Island and the main-
land of Siberia. 
I have shown how these three types differ from each other and from 
the original type, and have expressed the opinion that these differences 
result from the different resources at the command of the people of dif-
ferent regions. I have also endeavored to account for the fact that we 
find sporadic examples of the Arctic type, for instance as far south as 
the Yukon, by the well known habits of the Eskimo in regard to trad-
ing expeditions. 
Outside of the region treated in my paper above referred to, there 
is very little material for a comparative study of Eskimo bows, either 
in the Museum or in the writings of travelers. Most writers have con-
tented themselve~ with a casual reference to some of the more salient 
peculiarities of the weapon without giving any detailed information. 
Beginning at the extreme north of Greenland, we find that the so-called 
"Arctic Highlanders" have hardly any knowledge of the bow. Dr. 
Kane saw none during his intercourse with them, but Dr. Bessels1 men-
tions seeing one bow, made of pieces of antler spliced together, in the 
possession of a man at Ita. In Danish Greenland, the use of the bow 
has been 'abandoned for many years. When Crantz2 wrote it had already 
gone· out of use, though in Egede's3 time it was ·still employed. It ap-
pears to have been longer than the other Eskimo bows. Nordenskiold4 
reproduces a picture of a group of Green1anders from an old painting 
of the date of 1654 in the Ethnographical Museum of Copenhagen. The 
man holds in his left himd a straight bow, which appears to have the 
backing reaching only part way to the ends like a western bow without 
the end cables, and yet twisted into two cables. If this representation 
be a correct one, this arrangement,of the backing, taken in connection 
with what Crantz and Egede say of the great length of the bow, would 
be an argument in favor of my theory that the St. Lawrence Island 
bow was developed from the primitive ,form by lengthening the ends of 
the bow without lengthenmg ·the ba,cking·. The addition of the end 
cables would then be an after invention, peculiar to the western bow. 
In Baffin Land the bow is very rudely made, and approaches very closely 
to my supposed primitive form. Owing to the scarcity of wood in this 
region the bow was frequently made of reindeer antler, a substance still 
more unsuitable for the purpose than the soft coniferous woods used 
elsewhere. There are in the Museum three specimens of such antler 
bows, brought from Cumberland Gulf by Mr. Kumlien. 
1Naturalist, vol 8, No. O, p. 869. 
2 '' In former times they made use of bows for land game; they were made of soft fir, a fathom in 
length, and to make it the stiffer it was bound round with whalebone or einews." History of Green-
land, vol. 1, p. 146. . 
3 '' Their Bow is of an ordinary Make, commonly made of Fir Tree, . . . and on the Back 
streui;rthened with Strings made of Sinews of Animals, twisted like Thread." '' The Bow is a good 
fathom long." Greehland, p. lOt. 
4 Voyage of the Vega, vol. 1, p. 41. 
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The first mention of the Eskimo bow with siuew backing will be found 
in Frobisher's account of his visit to Meta Incognita in 1577 :1 "Their 
bowes are of wood of a yard long, sinewed on the back with strong 
inewes, not glued too, but fast girded and tyed on. Their bowe strings 
are likewise sinewes." 
Of the bow used at the straits of Fury and Hecla we have a most 
excellent :figure in Parry's Second Voyage (Pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 22), 
and the most accurate description to be found in any author. It is, in 
fact, as exact a description as could be made from an external examina-
tion of the bow. From the figure the bow appears to have been almost 
of the arctic type, having an unusual number of strands (sometimes 
sixty, p. 511) which are not, however, twisted, but secured with a. spiral 
wrapping, as on southern bows. The backing is stopped to the handle, 
but not otherwise seized. It appears to have been rather a large bow, 
as Parry gives the length of one of their best bows, made of a single 
piece of fir, as "4 feet 8 inches" (p. 510). ".A bow of one piece is, 
however, very rare; they generally consist of from two to :five pieces 
of bone of unequal lengths, fastened together by rivets and treenails" 
(p. 511). Parry also speaks of the use of wedges for tightening the 
backing. Schwatka2 speaks of the Netytl'i'.k of King Williams Land as 
u ing bows of spliced pieces of musk-ox horn or driftwood, but gives 
no further description of them. Ellis3 describes the bow in use at Hud-
on's Strait in 17 46 as follows: 
Their greatest Ingenuity is shown in the Structure of their Bows, made commonly 
of three Pieces of Wood, each making a part of the same Arch, very nicely and exactly 
joined together. They are commonly of Fir or Larch, which the English there call 
Juniper, and as this wants Strength and Elasticity, they supply both by bracing the 
Back of the Bow with a kind of Thread or Line made of the Sinew of their Deer, and 
the Bowstring of the same material. To make them draw more stiftly, they dip them 
into Water, which causes both the Back of the Bow and the String to contract, and 
consequently gives it the greater force. 4 
Elli ' figure (plate opposite p. 132) shows a bow of the Tatar shape, 
but give no details of the backing, except that the latter appears to be 
twi t d. 
W have no publi hed de criptions of the bows used in other regions. 
, far a I have been able to ascertain, the practice of backing the 
w with ord of inew i peculiar to the Eskimo, though some .Ameri-
an Indian tiffen the bow by gluing fiat pieces of sinew upon the 
a k. 
1 Hakluyt' oyages, 15 O, p. 62 . 
2 iencc, vol. 4 , 98, p. 543. 
•Voyag to Iludson' Bay, p.13 . 
4 Com par what I hav alr ady said about the backing being put on wet. 
'Voyages from Montreal . . . to th Frozen and Paci.fie Oceans, p. 48. 
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.A.rrows.-With these bows were used arrows of various patterns 
adapted for different kinds of game. There are in the collection fifty-one 
arrows, which are all about the same length, 25 to 30 inches. In describ-
ing these arrows I shall employ the terms used in modern archery 1 for 
the parts of the arrow. The greatest variation is in the shape and size 
of the pile. The stele is almost always a straight cylindrical rod, 
almost invariably 0·4 inch in diameter, and ranging in length from 20 
to 28 inches. Twenty-five inches is the commonest length, and the 
short steles, when not intended for a boy's bow, are generally fitted 
with an unusually loug pile. From the beginning of the feathering the 
stele is gradually :flattened above and below to the nock, which is a 
simple notch almost always 0·2 inch wide and of the same depth. The 
stele is sometimes slightly widened just in front of the nock to give a 
better .hold for the fingers. The feathering is 6 or 7 inches long, con-
sisting of two, or less often, three feathers. (The set of sixteen arrows 
from Sidaru, two from Nuwuk, and one from Utkiavwrn, have three 
feathers. The rest of the fifty-one have two.) · The shaft of the feather 
is split and the web is cut nar-
row, and tapered off to a point 
1~ ateachend(Fig.181). Theends /4 
of the feathers are fastened to 
the stele with Whippings of fine Fm. 181.-Feathering of the Eskimo arrow. 
sinew, the small end of the feather which, of course, comes at the nock, 
being often wedged into a slit in the wood (with a special tool to be 
described below), or else doubled back over a few turns of the whip-
ping and lashed down with the rest. The small end of the feather is 
almost always twisted about one turn, evidently to make the arrow 
revolve in flight, like a rifle ball. Generally, if not universally, the 
feathering was made of the feathers of some bird of prey, falcon, eagle, 
or raven, probably with some notion of giving to the arrow the death-
dealing quality of the bird. Out of the fifty-one arrows in the collec-
tion, only nine are feathered with gull's feathers, and of these all but 
two are new, or newly feathered for-sale to us.2 Dr. Simpson3 says that 
in his time "feathers for arrows and head-dresses," probably the eagles' 
feathers previously mentioned, were obtained in trade from the "Nuna-
ta:iimiun." 
Four kinds of arrows were used: the bear arrow, of which there were 
three varieties, the deer arrow, the arrow for geese, gulls, and other large 
fowl, and the blunt headed arrow for killing small birds without man-
gling them. · 
1 Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th edition, article .Archery. 
2 On this subject of using the feathers of birds of prey for arrows, compare Crantz, History of Green. 
land, i, p.146, "the arrow . . . winged behind with a couple of raven's feathers." Bessels, 
Naturalist, vol.18, pt. 9, p. 869 (the three arrows at Ita bad raven's feathers). Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 
511, "Toward the opposite end of the arrow are two feathers, generally of the spotted owl, not very 
neatly lashed on;" and Kumlien, Contributions, p. 37, "The feather-vanes were nearly always made 
from the primaries of Stria; scandiaca or Graculus carbo." The last is the only mention I find of using 
any feathers exce11t those of birds of prey. · • 
a Op. cit., p. 266, 
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inew. 
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F10. 182.-Flint-beadod arrow (kukl'.ksadl'iii). 
Jong and four-t ntbs in h in diameter, aud painted with red ocher from 
the fi ath rinrr to 5 inches from the pile. The three feathers, apparently 
tho e of the gyrfalcon, have their ends simply whipped to the stele. 
Tb y are 6 inches long. This is one of the two arrows 
from N uwiik with three feathers. 
No. 72780 [234 a], from Sidaru, is feathered with three 
raven feathers, of which the small ends are wedged into 
lits in the wood. The pile is of brown jasper, long and 
lancet-tipped, expanding into rounded wings at each 
ide of the base. The stele is peculiar 
only in being slightly widened in front 
of the nock. It i of pine, 26·8 inches 
long, and painted with two rings, one 
red ·and one green, at the middle of the 
feathering. 
The only variations of importance in 
the ·e arrows are in the shape of the pile, 
which i made of black or gray fl.int, or 
le often of ja per, mostly variegated, 
br wn and gray. There are four pat-
t rn to be found in the series of eight 
arrow and tw nty-two tone piles. The 
fir i long awl narrow, like No. 56704 
[232] Fig. 1 3, from Utkiavwm, which Fm. 184.-Short flint 
i of gray fl.int. The next is imila,r in pilo. 
,•bap , but horter, a hown in 1 ig.182 (No. 89240 [25], 
from Nuwuk), wbi ·hi only 2 inches long, exclusive of 
th tang. The third pattern, which i leRs common than 
th oth r . i ' about th ize of the last, but rhomboidal 
FI0. 183.-Long flin t in ' hap (Fi . 1 4, N . 56691c [64c], from Utkiavwrn, of 
pi! . dark grayi. h r wn flint, rather coarsely flaked). The 
fi ur h kind i v ry h rt, b in not ov r 1½ incbe , including the half-
in ·h tan u i. l in ·h r ad, bi ·k and onv x on both faceR. It is 
tri , ngnlar with a, quar ba arnl urved dge (Fig. 185, No. 56702b 
[113b] fr m tkiavwm, newly ma for ale). 
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No stone arrow or dart heads made by these people have anything 
like barbs except the square shoulders at the base. They seem never 
to have attained to the skill in flint-working which 
enabled many other savages to make the beautiful 
barbed heads so often seen. To keep the flint-beaded 
arrow from dropping out of the wound they hit upon 
the contrivance of mounting it not directly in the stele 
but in a piece of bone upon which barbs could be cut, 
or, as is not unlikely, having already the deer arrow 
with the barbed head of antler, they added the flint 
head to this, thus combining the penetra~ion of the 
flint arrow with the holding power of the other. I :Fm. 185.-Heart-shaped 
was at :first inclined to think that this piece of bone flint 11ile. 
bore the same rela.tion to the rest of the arrow as the fore shaft of 
many Indian arrows, and was to be considered as part of the stele. 
Considering, however, that its sole function is to furnish the pile with 
barbs, it evidently must be considered as part of the latter. I shall 
designate it as "after-pile." Arrows with this barbed "after-pile" form 
a 
b 
dd - f,ij, •• 
C 
ffl&C..!.!!.!!~=- ~1!1£Q~~ .... ~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~- .... 
d 
: 11i,,:::Q;;:::; ;u -- - , !i!i3 --, 
e 
Fm. 186.-.A.n·ows: (a) Arrow with "after-pile" (ipudllgadlffi); (b) arrow with iron pile (s:widUii ;---._ 
(c) arrow with iron pile (savidlffi); (d) arrow with copper pile (savid.lHi); (e) deer-arrow (nutkodll:ii). 
the second kind of bear arrows, which are called ipudl'i'gadl'ffi ("having 
the ipu'dl'ig~" [Gr. ipuligak, the similar bone bead of a seal la.nee with 
iron tip]). After tlie introdu~tion of iron, metal piles sometimes re-
placed. the flint in arrows of this kind. -We collected eight with flint 
and two with metal piles. No. 72787 [234aj, Fig.186a, has been selected 
to illustrat8- this form of arrow. This pile is of gray flint with the tang 
wedged by a slip of sealskin into the tip of the after-pile, which is 
cleft to receive it and kept from splitting by a whipping of sinew. 
The after-pile is :fitted into the tip of the stele with a rounded sharp-
pointed tang, slightly enlarged just above the tip. It is of reindeer 
2 
i ah r. 
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arrow doe not differ from tho e previously 
f pine and i feathered with three gyrfalcon 
o her from idaru have only a ingle barb on the after-pile, but 
th th r fi ur ha e two, one behind the other on the ame side. No. 
~ 7 [164] from Utkiavwrn, differ in no re pect from the single-barbed 
flint arr w · from ,idaru, but No. 72763-[164 ], from the same village, has 
four mall barb on the after-pile, which is unusually (nearly 7 inches) 
l ng and a pile of heet bra . This has the basal angles on each side 
cut into thr e mall, sharp, backward-pointing teeth. The total length 
of thi arrow i 28 inches. 
The aft r-1)ile of all arrows except one were of reindeer antler, which 
i another rea on for uppo ing that this form of arrow is a modification 
of the deer arrow. After the introduction of iron, this metal or copper 
wa ub tituted for the flint pile of the kuk'i'.'ksadnn, making the third 
and la t form of bear arrow, the sa'v'i'.dl'i'.n ("fitted with iron"). This 
arrow differ from the other only in the form of the pile, which is gen-
rally broad and flat, and either rhomboidal, with the base cut into 
numerous mall teeth, or el e triangular, with a shank. The barbs are 
u ually bilateral. 
No. 7275 [25], from Nuwuk, represents the first form. The pile is 
of iron, rough and flat, 2½ inches long. No. 72770 [241b], from Utki-
avwrn., i of the ame form. No. 72760 [165], Fig. 186c, from Utkiavwm, 
ha a imilar pile 3·.3 inche long, but has each of the under edges cut 
into four harp, backward-pointing teeth. No. 72778 [234b], Fig. 186d, 
ha a pile of sheet copper 2·3 inches long, of the same shape, but with six 
teeth. Thi arrow came from Sidaru. No. 72765 (25], from Nuwuk, is~ 
1 ng, narrow iron pile with three bilateral barbs, all simple. 
o . 72755 [25], from Nuwuk, 72759 [25], also from Nuwuk, and 72764 
[1 ], from Utkiavwrn, how the shanked form. The first is triangular, 
with a flat hank and a imple barb at each angle of the base. It is of 
t 1 (pi e of a aw) and 2·8 inches long. The second resembles No. 
7276 r165], with more teeth, mounted on a slender cylindrical shank 1½ 
in ·h · 1 ng. It i of iron and 3·9 inche long. The third is a long pile 
with a inuat outline and one pair of simple bilateral barbs, and a flat 
·he: nk n -half inch long. o . 72757 [25] (Fig. 186b) and 72762 [25], both 
from uwuk, are pe uliar in being the only iron-pointed arrows with un-
ilat ral barb . The pile are made of the two blades of a pair oflarge scis-
. or ut ft' at the point, with enough of the handle left to make a tang. 
Th unil t ral arb i filed out on the back of the blade, which has been 
v l d own n bo h face t a harp edge. All of these broadheaded 
arr w hav th r adth of the pile at right angles to the plane of the 
n ·k howing that they are not meant to fly like the Sioux war arrows. 
lthou h iron make a tt r material for arrow pile and is more 
a ily w rk than :flin th quiver which ome men till carry at Point 
ntain flint a well a iron headed arrows. They are probably 
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kept in use from the superstitious conservatism already mentioned. It 
is certain that the man who raised a couple of wolf cubs for the sake of 
their fur was obliged by tradition to have a flint-headed arrow to kill 
them with. These arrows, we were informed, were especially designed 
for hunting" na'nu," the polar bear, but of course they also served for 
use against other dangerous game, like the wolf and brown bear, and 
½ 
Fm. 187.-Pile of deer arrow (nfttk1i.ii). 
there is no reason to believe that they were not also shot at reindeer, 
though the hunter would naturally use his deer arrows first. 
Deer arrows have a long trihedral pile of antler from 4 to 8 inches 
long, with a sharp thin-edged point slightly concaved on the faces like 
the point of a bayonet. Two of the edges are rounded, but the third is 
sharp and cut into one or more simple barbs. Behind the barb 
the pile takes the form of a rounded shank, ending in a shoulder 
and a sharp rounded tang a little enlarged above the point. 
No. 72768 [162], Fig.186efrom Utkiavwm, has a pile 3½ inches 
long with two barbs. The pile of No. 89238 [162] from the same 
village is 3½ inches long and has but one barb, while that of 
No. 89241a [162] is 7·8 inches long and has three barbs. The 
rudely incised figure on the shank of No. 89238 [162] represents 
a wolf, probably a talisman to make the arrow as fatal to the 
deer as the wolf is. No. 56588 [13], Fig. 187, is a pile for one of 
these arrows slightly peculiar in shape, being elliptical in sec-
tion, with one edge sharp and two-barbed and a four-sided point. 
The figure shows well the shape of the tang. The peculiarity 
of these arrows is that the pile is not fastened to the shaft, but 
can easily be detached.1 When such an arrow was shot into a 
deer the shaft would easily be shaken out, leaving the sharp 
bar bed pile in the wound. 
The Eskimo told us that a deer wounded in this way would 
"sleep once and die," meaning, apparently, that death would 
ensue in about twenty-four hours, probably from peritonitis. 
The bone pile is called nft'tkaii, whence comes the name of the 
arrow, nft'tko'dlfii. We collected ten arrows and three piles of 
this pattern. No. 89460 [1263], Fig.188, is a peculiar bone arrow Yz 
pile, perhaps intended for a deer arrow. It is 7 inches long and Fm. 188.-
made of one of the long bones of some large bird, split length- ·~~!~~!: 
wise so that it is rounded on one side and deeply concave on row pile. 
the other, with two thin rounded edges tapered to a sharp point. Each 
1Compare the passage in Frobisher's Second Voyage (Hakluyt, 1589, p. 628). After describing the 
different forms of arrowheads used by the Eskimo of "Meta Incognita" (Baffin Land) in 1577 be 
says: '' They are not made very fast, but lightly tyed to, or else set in a nocke, that upon small occa-
sion the arrowe leaveth these heads behind them." 
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hr a out th midtll of the pile. This was the 
Ii ad of h kind n at Point Barrow, and the native who 
i i wa a ' uilmud'l'i'.il" arrow. I wa plea ed to :find the 
tru h f thi rr b rated by the Mu 'eurn collection . There are two 
an w fr m th Mackenzie region (No· . 1106 and 1906) with bone piles 
of almo t th ame form. 
For. hootino- gull , gee e, and other large fowl they used, an arrow 
with a trai ht polygonal pile ofwalru ivory, 5 or 6 inche ' long and about 
on -half inch in diameter, terminating in a omewhat obtuse polygonal 
point, and having one or more unilateral barb. . These piles are gener-
ally :five- ided, though ometimes trihedral, and have a long, rounded 
tang in erted into the end of the haft. Fig. 189a (No. 89349 [119] 
from Utkiavwi'.:ii), represents one of these arrows with a 
-:five-sided pile 5·5 inches long, with four simple barbs. 
The rest of the arrow does not differ from the others de-
cribed. No. 89238 [25], from Nuwiik, has a trihedral pile 
6·6 inches long, with a single barb. Another from Nuw-tik 
(No. 89241 [25]) bas a trihedral pile 5·3 inches long, with 
two barbs, and one from Utkiavwfii (No. 89241 [119]) has 
a :five-sided pile with three harbs. The remaining three, 
from Sidaru., all have five-sided piles with one barb. 
Arrows of this pattern are called tuga'lfil (from tu' ga, 
walrus· ivory). There are also in the collection two small 
arrow of this pattern suited for a boy's bow. They are 
1;8 • 1 
1~ only 25 rnche long, and have roughly trihedra sharp-
a b 
pointed ivory piles about 4 inches long, without barbs. 
(No. 9904a [786] from Utkiavwril). These arrows are new 
and rather careles ly made, and were intended for the 
lad' bow (No. 89904 [786]) already described. The three 
kind of arrows which have been described all have the 
pile ecured to the tele by a tang fitting into a cleft or 
hole in the end of the latter, which is kept from splitting 
by whipping it with sinew for about one-half inch. 
The fourth kind, the blunt bird arrow (k'i'.'xodwain), on 
the other hand, ha the pile cleft to receive the wedge-
, haped tip of the stele and secured by a whipping of sinew. 
Jt' io. 1 o.-Arrows: The four arrow of thi kind in the collection are almost 
(a) fowl arrow . 
(tugalinJ ; (b> xa tly ahke, except that three of them, belonging to the 
od
bird ~ow (kix . t from idaru, have three feathers. Fig. 189b, No. 72773 
warn). 
(2 4c] from idaru re pre ent the form of a,rrow. The pile 
i · f har b n 2·3 in he,' long. A little rim at each side of the butt 
k p. th whlpping of inew from slipping off. The rest of the arrow 
lift' r fr m he other d crib d only in having the end of the stele 
·ha fi r d wn to a w dge- hape point t;o fit into the pile. 
Thi. i h kind of arr w mo. 'tly u ed by the boys, whose game is 
ex lu ·iv 1y ·mall bird · or 1 mming . Nowadays the bone pile 
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is often replaced by an empty cartridge shell, which makes a very good 
head. I have seen a phalarope tran~fixed at short range by one of these 
cartridge-headed arrows. An assortment of the different kind of arrows 
is usually carried in the quiver. The lot numbered 25, from Nuwuk, 
which I believe to be a fairly average set, contains two flint-headed 
bear arrows, one barbed bear ar,row with a steel pile, ~ix bear arrows 
with iron piles, one deer arrow, two fowl arrows, and one bird arrow. 
As I have already said, all these arrows are flattened above and below 
at the nocks. This indicates that they were intended to be held to the 
string and let go after the manner of what is called the "Saxon release," 
namely, by hooking the ends of the index and second fingers round the 
string and holding the arrow between them, the string being released 
by straightening the fingers. This is the "release" which we actually 
saw employed both by the boys and one or two men who showed us how 
to draw the bow. This method of release has been observed at Cum-
berland Gulf 1 and at East Cape, Siberia, and is probably universal 
among the Eskimo, as all the Eskimo ·arrows in the National Museum 
are fitted for this release. There is ample material in the Museum col-
lections for a comparative study of Eskimo arrows, which I hope some 
day to be able to undertake, when the material is in a more available 
condition. One or two references to other regions will not, however, be 
out of place. The arrow with a barbed bone after-pile seems a very 
general form, being represented in the Museum from most of the 
Alaskan regions; as well as from the Mackenzie. Scoresby mentions 
:finding the head of one of _ these at the ancient settlements in east 
Greenland.2 The arrow, however, described by Capt. Parry 3 has a real 
foreshaft of bone, not a barbed after pile. One of these arrows from 
the Mackenzie has the after pile barbed on both sides, the only instance, 
I believe, in the Museum of a bilaterally-barbed Eskimo arrow where 
the pile is not wholly of metal. 
Bow cases and quivers.-The bow and arrows were carried in a bow 
case and quiver of black sealskin, tied together side by side and slung 
across the back in the same manner as the gun holster already de-
scribed. We obtained one case and q-uiver which belong with the bow 
and arrows (No. 25, from Nuwiik) and a single quiver with the bow and ~ 
arrows (No. 234, from Sidaru.) The case, No. 89245 [25], Fig. 190a 
(piz'f'ks'izax), is.of such a shape that the bow can be carried in it strung 
and ready for use. It is made by folding lengthwise a piece of black 
sealskin with the flesh side in and sewing up one side "over and over" 
from the outside. rhe bag is wide enough-6 inches at the widest 
part-to allow the bow to slip in easily when strung, and the small end 
----------- --------- ---·----- ---------· 
1 "In shoot.ing this weapon the string is placed on the first joint of the first and second fingers of the 
right hand." (Kumlien, Contributions, p. 37.) 
"Beim Spanncn wird der Pfeil nicht zwischen Daumen unrl Zeigefinger, sondern zwischen Zeige- und 
Mittelfinger gehalten," Krause Brothers, Geographische Blatter, vol. 5, p. 33. 
2 Voyage to the Northern ·whale Fishery, p. 187. 
32d Voyage, p. 511, and figured with the bow (22) on Pl. opposite p. 550. 
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i · b n up into he hap of the end of the bow. Along the folded edge 
ar three round hole about 10 inches apart, through which a round 
tick wa formerly thru t, coming out from the inside through the first 
hol , in through the second and out through the third again. This 
erved to hold the ca e in shape when the bow was withdrawn, and to 
it nds were fa tened the thong for slinging it across the shoulders. It 
wa gone from the pecimen before we obtained it. 
The quiver (No. 89240-1 [25], Fig. 190b) is a long, straight bag of the 
same material, open at one end, with a seam down one side, and the 
1/r B 
a 




mouth oppo ite to the earn formiug a rounded flap 2 inches 
th r end i clo ed by an elliptical cap of white tanned seal 
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inch beyond the mouth, where it is secured by a bit of thong knotted 
through a couple of small holes in the bag close to the edge and pass-
ing round a notch on the stick. The stick serves to stiffen the quiver 
when there are no arrows in it. A bit of thong is knotted round the 
· middle, one end being hitched into a loop on the other, 
'1! 
J 
for tightening up the quiver and confining the arrows. 
The quiver from Sidaru (No. 72788 [234] Fig. 190c) is 
like the preceding, but larger at the bottom than at the 
mouth. The latter is 8½ inches fo circumference and the 
former 12:i, and the seam is left open for about 7½ inches 
from the mouth to facilitate getting at the arrows. The 
stiffening rod is made of pine, and does not project through 
_the bottom or reach the edge of the mouth. It is held in 
by two pieces of thong about 10 inches long, which also 
serve t<? fasten it to the bow case. This quiver is nearly 
new. 
It is probable that the form of the bow case and quiver 
varied but little, among the American Eskimo at least. 
Those figured by Capt. Lyon1 are almost exactly like the 
ones we collected at ' . 
Point Barrow, even 
to the crimped cap 
on the bottom of the 
quiver. A similar set 
belong with a lad's 
bow in the Museum FIG. 192.-Cap for quiver rod. 
from Point Hope (No. 63611). Nordenskiold, however, 
:figures a very ~laborate flat quiver,2 in use at Pitlekaj, 
which is evidently of genuine Asiatic origin. 
Some pains seem to have been bestowed on ornament-
ing the quiver in former times, ~hen the bow was in more 
general use. Fig.191, No. 56505 [231 ], from Nuwuk, rep-
resents what we understood had been a stiffening rod for 
a quiver or bow case. It is of reindeer antler, 17 inches 
long, and one end is very neatly carved into the head and 
shoulders of a reindeer, with small, blue glass beads in-
serted for the eyes. The lanceolate point at the tip was 
probably made with an idea of improving it for sale. The 
Fm. 191.-Quiver hole at the back of the neck is for a thong to fasten it on 
rod. with. A similar reindeer head of antler, Fig. 192, No. 
89449 [1066], also from Nuwuk, seems to have been a cap for a quiver 
stick. The back of the neck makes a half-ferrule, in which are three 
holes for rivets or treenails. 
Bracers.-In shooting the bow, the wrist of the bow hand was pro-
1Parry's 2d Voyage, Pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 24. 
2Vega, vol. 2, p. 106. 
9 ETH--14 
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in CJ' hafi d by he bow tring by a mall hield or "bracer'' 
r horn, rapp d on with a thong. We nev r aw the e in use, 
a the bow i so , eldom employed except by 
the childr u. Two of the e, newly made, 
were offered for ale. I will de cribe one of 
the e, No. 9410b [1233], Fig. 193. 
It i of pale yellow mountain sheep horn, 
convex on the outer face and concave on the 
inner and considerably arched lengthwise. 
In the middle are two straight longitudinal 
Fm.193.-Bracer. narrow slots, which serve no apparent pur-
po e except ornament. The short slot near the edge at the middle of 
each side, however, i for the thongs which strap the bracer to the wrist. 
One of the. e is short and made into a becket by fastening the ends 
together with double slits. One end of the other is passed through 
th lot, lit, a,nd the other end passed through this and drawn taut. 
A knot is tied on the free end. This thong ·is just long enough to fasten 
on the bracer by passing round the wrist and catching the knot in the 
loop oppo ite. The other, No. 89410a [1233], is like thi , but 1 inch 
horter and nearly flat. The arch of the specimen figured is probably 
unintentional aud due to the natural shape of the material, as it does 
not fit well to the wri t. It i probable that these 
p opl us .d a flat bracer, as Fig. 194, No. 89350 
[13 2), from Utkiavwm, is apparently such an im-
pl ment. It i · a thin elliptical plate of hard bone, 
2½ inche long and l½ wide, with two row of holes 
ro ing at rio-ht angles in the middle. The holes 
at th . ide w re probably for the thong and the 
oth r fi r ornament, as some of them go only part 
way hr ugh. Four mall pebble are lodged in the 
£ ur h I around the nter in the form of a cros . 
Mr. 1 on ollected veral pecimens of bracers 
fr m Kotz bu ound and St. Lawrence I land. 
Th .- ar all ,·liglitly la,rg r than our pecimens, 
an 1 n round to fit th wri t. They are of bone 
or · pp r. Wh n B h y vi it d Kotzebue Sound, 
2 , h found th bra r in gen ral u e.1 I find Fm. 194.-Bracer of bone. 
h r m n iou of thi · implement in the writers who have described 
i ·kim. 
B ir l dart8.- • or apturing larg bird, like ducks or geese, sitting 
u h wat r : p ially wh n h y have molt d their wing feather · o 
a: to unabl t .- ·a1 b fligh h y u · th univer al E kimo 
nlau t ib ria nam ly, a dart with one or 
u arrying a e ond et of three ivory prongs 
1 " Th y buckl on a pi of ivory, all d mvn-era, about 3 or4 inches long, hollowed out to the wrist, 
or a guard made of veral piece:i of ivory or wood fastened together like an iron-holder." Voyage, 
p.6i5. 
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in a circle round the middle of the shaft. The object of these prongs is 
to increase the chance of hitting the bird if he is missed 
by the head of the dart. They always curve forward, 
so that the points stand out a few inches from the 
shaft, and are barbed on the inner edge in such a way 
that, though the neck of a fowl will easily pass in be-
tween the prong and the shaft, it is impossible to draw 
it back again. The weapon is in very general use at 
Point Barrow, and is always thrown from the boat with 
a handboard (to be described below). It can be darted 
with considerable accuracy 20 or 30 yards. We seldom 
saw this spear used, as it is chiefly employed in catch-
ing molting fow 1, in the summer seaison, away from the 
immediate neighborhood of the station. It is called 
nuia'kpai, which is a plural referring to the number 
of points, one of which is called nuia'kpftk (" the great 
nuiak"). 1 
No. 89244 [1325], Fig. 195, from Utkiavwrn, has been 
selected as the type of this w~apon. The shaft is of 
spruce, 61½ inches long and 0·7 inch in diameter at the 
head. The end of the butt is hollowed out to fit the 
catch of the throwing board. The head, of white wal-
rus ivory, is fitted into the cleft end of the shaft with 
a wedge-shaped tang as broad as the shaft. The head 
and shaft are held together by a spaced lashing of 
braided sinew. To the enlargement of the shaft, 22 
inches from the butt, are fastened three curved prongs 
of walrus ivory at equal distances from each other 
round the shaft. The inner side of each prong is cut 
away obliquely. for about 2 inches, so that when this 
edge is applied to the shaft, with the point of the prong 
forward, the latter is about 1 inch from the shaft. Each 
prong bas two little ridges on the outside, one at the 
lower end and the other about 1 inch above this. They 
are secured to the shaft by three separate lashings of 
sinew braid, two narrow ones above the ridges just 
mentioned and one broad one just below the barb. Iu 
making this the line is knotted round one prong, then 
carried one-third of the distance round the shaft to the 
prong; half hitched round this, and carried round next 
the next prong; half hitched round this, and carried 
round to the starting point, and half hitched round 
1 This word appears to be a diminutive of the Greenlandic nuek-nuik, now 
b 
C 
used only in the plural, nngfit, for the spear. These changes of name may rep- a 
resent corresponding changes in the weapon in former times, Rince, unless we 
may suppose tlrnt the bird dart was made small and called the '·little nuik," FIG. 195.-Bird dart. 
and enlarged again after the meaning of the name was forgotten, it is hard to see any sense m the 
present name, "big little nuik." 
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I ar und in thi way even time , and then is carried one 
pr n farth r half hitch d again, and the end taken down and made 
fa -t t th fir 't narrow la 'hing. The shaft is painted with red ocher 
to witbiu 13½ in ·h (the 1 ngth of the throwing board) from the butt. 
Thi,· i , an old ·haft and head fitted with new prongs, and was made 
by 'fkawa'alu, who wa anxiou to borrow it again when getting ready 
to ·tart on hi um.mer trip to the east, where he would :find young ducks 
and molting fowl. 
Th form of head seen in this dart appears to be the commonest. 
It i call d by the same name, nu'tkaii, as the bone head of the deer 
arrow. There is considerable variation in the number of 
barb , which are always bilateral, except in one 
in tance, No. 56590 (122], Fig. 196, from Utkiav-
wm, which has four barbs on one side only. It is 
7-! inches long exclusive of the tang. Out of 
eight specimens of such heads one has one pair of 
barbs, one two pairs, two three pairs, one four 
unilateral barbs, one :five pairs, one six pairs, and 
one seven pah·s. The total length of these heads 
is from 9 inches to 1 foot, of which the tang makes 
about 2 inches, and they are generally made of 
walrus ivory, wherein they differ from the nugfit 
of the Greenlanders, which, since Crantz's time1 
ha alway had a head of iron. Iron is also used 
at umberland Gulf, as shown by the specimens 
in the National Mu uem. Fig. 197 represents 
a very ancient spearhead from Utkiavwm, No. 
9. 72 [760]. It i of compact whale's bone, dark-
ened with age and impregnated with oil. It is 
·7 inche long and the other end is beveled off 
into a wedge- haped tang roughened with cross-
ut on both face , with a mall hole for the end 
of a la hing a on the head of No. 89244 [1325]. 
Thi ' wa called by the native who sold it the 
h ad of a eal pear, a'kqD'.guk, and it does bear 
·li ht re mblance to the head of weapon 
u,' d in reenland and called by a similar name2 
(a cUigaJ£) . The roughened tang, however, indi-
!. ; 
' t that it wa intended to be :fixed permanently 
. h h ft d . . F IG. 197.-.A.n. 
. m a , an thi , taken m connection with cient poiut 
Fio.100. - Pomt . •tr bl t th b b for l.Jird dar t 
for bir,1 dart. 1 , , on r m ance o e on - ar ed head of · 
th r nland nugfit3 a · well a to the head of the Siberian 
fi _r l rd n kiold4 make it probable that it is really 
f ml d rt h ad an ·i ntly u d at Point Barrow. It is pos-- -----
1 Hi tory of Gre oland, vol. 1, p . 14 . 
2 Crantz, vol. 1, p. 147, and Figs. 6 and 7, Pl. v. 
a Ibid., Fig. 8. 
4 Vega, vol. 2, p . 105, Fig. 5, 
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sible that this pattern has been so long out of use that the natives have 
forgotten what this old point was made for and supposed it to belong to 
a seal spear. 
One of the eight heads of the ordinary pattern in the collectiou, No. 
56592 [284 ], a genuine one, old and d irty, is made of coarse-grained 
whale's bone, an unusual material. No. 89373 [948], from 
Utkiavwrn, an ivory head of a good typical shape, has 
be.en figured (Fig,, 198) to show a common style of orna-
menting these heads. A narrow incised line, colored 
with red ocher, runs along the base of the barbs on each 
side for about three-fourths the length of the 
blade. These heads are sometimes secured by . 
treenails as well as by a simple lashing, as is 
shown by the holes through the tang of this 
specimen. 
An improvement on this style of dart, which 
appears to be less common, has two prongs at 
the tip instead of a sharp head,. so that the bird 
may be caught if struck on the neck with the 
point of the spear. No. 89905 [1326], Fig. 199, 
from Utkiavwrn, is one of this pattern. The 
two prongs are fastened on with a lashing of 
fine sinew braid. The rest of the dart does 
not differ from the one described except in the 
method of attaching the three prongs at the 
middle (Fig. 199b). These are fitted into slight 
grooves in the wood and secured by two neat 
las];lings of narrow strips of whalebone, one 
just above a little ridge at the lower end of 
FIG. l9S.- h d th h 1· I h I . h Point for eac prong an one roug 1tt e o es m eac 
bird dart. prong at the top of the oblique edge. Each 
lashing consists of several turns with the end clrn,ely 
wrapped around them. There is one specimen, No. 89242 
l 526], in the collection which not only has not the prongs Q, 
½ 5 
at the middle, but lacks the enlargement of the shaft to FIG. 199.-Bird dart 
receive them. The head is undoubtedly old and gen- with double point. 
uine, but the shaft and fittings, though dirty, look suspiciously fresh. 
I am inclined to believe that this head was mounted for sale by a man 
who had no prongs ready made, and was in too much of a hurry to get 
his price to stop to make them. Imperfect or unfinished objects were 
frequently offered for sale. 
The bird darts used at Point Barrow, and by the western Eskimo 
generally, are lighter and better finished than those used in the east. 
The latter have a heavy shaft, which is four-sided in Baffin Land, and 
the prongs are crooked and clumsy.1 
1 See Crantz's figure referred to above; also one in Parry's second voyage, Pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 
19, and Rink, Tales., etc., Pl. opposite p. 12. 
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~ icr . ...,00 93 O [793] i a fragment of a very ancient narwhal ivory 
, p arh ad dark brown from age and shiny from much handling, which 
to have been worn a an amulet. It was said to have come 
from the ea. t and to belong to a bird dart, though it does not 
re emble any in u eat the p.resent day in this region. It is a 
lender four- id.eel rod, having on one side three short oblique 
equidistant imple barbs. The resemblance of this specimen 
to the bone dart heads from Scania :figured by Dr. Rau1 is 
very triking. 
Seal darts.-The Eskimo of nearly all localities use a dart 
or small harpoon to capture the smaller marine animals, with 
a loo e, barbed head of bone :fitted into a socket in the end of 
the shaft, to which it is attached by a line of greater or less 
length. It is always contrived so that when the head is 
truck into the quarry, the shaft is detached from the head · 
and acts as a drag upon the animal. This is effected by 
Fro. 200.-Au- . . dd f 1 b h 
ci nt ivory attaching an rnflated bla er to the sha t, or e se y attac -
dart head. ing the line with a martingale so that the shaft is dragged 
, ideway through the water. Nearly all Eskimo except those of Point 
Barrow, a hown in the National Museum collections and the :figures 
in Crantz2 and Rink3, use weapons of this kind of considerable size, 
adapted not only to the capture of the small seals (Phoca vitulina and 
P. fretida), but also to the pursuit of the larger seals, the nar-
whal and beluga. At Point Barrow, however, at the present 
day, they employ only a mall form of this dart, not over 5 feet 
Jir. r 
long with a little head, adapted only for holding the smallest f·'i .-. 
aL·. That they formerly used the larger weapon is shown ,i. _ 
your finding a ,·ingle pecimeu of the head of such a spear, .,, . 
. 9374 [12 1] Fig. 201. It is of hard, compact bone, impreg-
nated with oil, ·1 inches long. The flat shank is evidently · 
intende<l. to :fit into a , ocket. The two holes through the widest 
part f th hank are for attaching the line. 
Thi i very like th head of the weapon called agligalc 
(m cl r r enlandic agdliga~), :figured by Crantz, and re-
£ rr d t ab v x · pt hat th barb are oppo ite each other. 
Mr. Lu i n M. Turn r tell ,· me that it i precisely like the head 
of th r u ' cl at orton Sound for capturing the beluga. The 
wh Id thi p cim n called it "nuia'kpai nfi.'tkoa," 
int f a bird dart," to which it does bear· ome Tesem-
th u h h hap f the utt and the line hole indicate 
plain! hat it wa ad tachable dart head. Probably, a in tbe ~1:~0
2
~1~;; 
· ' of h n ·i n ird dar p int, o. 89372 [760), referred to head. 
thi. · w p n h ' b n. o long di u ed that tbe natives have 
n wh tit wa . Th name a'k n:guk, vid ntly the arne as the 
1 Prehistoric fl.shin ,, Fi rs. 94 and 95, p. 73. 
2 History of r nland, vol. l , p. 147, Pl. v, :l!'ig . 6 and 7. 
• Tales, et-0. , Pl. oppo ite p. 12 ( •' bladder arrow"). 
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Greenlandic agdligalc, is still in use, but was always applied to the old 
bone harpoon heads, which are, however, of the toggle-head pattern 
(described below). It seems as if the Point Barrow natives had for-
gotten all about the a/kql'i'.guk except that it was a 
harpoon with a bone head for taking seals. At the 
present time the small bladder float, permanently 
attached to the shaft of the harpoon, is never used 
Fm. 202_-Nozzleforbladder at Point Barrow. That it was used in_ ancient times 
float. is shown by our :finding in one of the ruined houses 
in Utkiavwrn a very old broken nozzle for inflating one of these floats. 
Fig. 202, No. 89720 [756], is this specimen, which was picked up by Capt. 
Herendeen. This is a rounded 
tube of fossil ivory, 1 ·3 inches 
long and about one-half inch 
in diameter, slightly contract-
ed toward one end and then 
expanded into a stout collar. 
At the other is a stout longi-
tudinal flange, three -fourths 
inch long, perforated with an 
oblong slot. Between the 
flange and the collar the sur-
face is roughened with cross-
cuts, and the other end is still 
choked with the remains of a 
wooden plug. This nozzle was 
inserted in to a hole in the blad-
der as far as the flange and 
secured by tying the bladder 
above the collar. The whole 
was then secured to the shaft 
by a lashing through the slot, 
and could be inflated at pleas- X2 
ure and corked up with the 
wooden plug. 
As I have already said, the 
only harpoon of this kind now 
used at Point Barrow is a 
small OJ?-e intended only for 
the capture of small seals. It ,i 
has no bladder, but the rather 
long line is_ attached to the 
shaft by a martingale which 
\ . 
makes the shaft drag sideways Fm. 203.-SeaI dart. 
through the water. Three of these little darts, which are thrown with 
a hand board like the bird dart, make a set. The resistance of the shafts 
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of h , hree pear darted into the eal in succe sion is said to be suf-
fi i n to fatigue the eal o that he can be ea ily a,pproached and dis-
pat h d. We never aw the e weapons used, though they are very com-
mon a th y are intended only for use from the kaiak, which these people 
eldom u e in the neighborhood of the villages. When in the umiak, 
hooting with the rifle is a more expeditious means of taking seals. We 
col1ect d three ets of the e darts (kukigu). 
No. 89249b [ 523 ], Fig. 203, has been selected for description. . The shaft 
i of pruce, 54½ inches long, and 0·8 inch in diameter at the tip, tapering 
slightly almost to the butt, which is hollowed on the end to fit the catch 
of the throwing board. The foreshaft is of white walrus ivory 5 inches 
long, and i fitted into the tip of the shaft with a wedge-shaped tang. 
This foreshaft, which has a deep oblong slot to receive the head in the 
middle of its flat tip, serves the double purpose of making a strong 
olid socket for the head and giving sufficient weight to the end of the 
dart to make it fly straight. The head is a simple flat barbed arrow-head 
of hard bone 2·3 inches long and one-half inch broad across the barbs, 
with a flat tang, broadest in the middle., where there is a hole for attach-
, ing the line. This head simply serves to attach the drag of the shaft 
to the seal as it is too smaU to inflict. a serious wound. It is fastened to 
the shaft by a martingale made as follows: One end of a stout line of 
inew braid 5½ feet long is passed through the hole in the head and se-
cured by tying a knot in the end. The other end of this line divides 
into two part not quite o stout, one 3 feet long, the other 2 feet 8 
inche . The latter is fastened to the shaft 18½ inches from the butt by 
a ingle marling hitch with the end wedged into a slit in the wood and 
iz d down with fine inew. The longer part serves to fasten the fore-
haft to the shaft, and was probably put on separately and worked into 
the braiding of the rest of the line at the junction. The foresbaft is 
k pt from lipping out by a little transverse ridge on each side of the 
tan ·. When the weapon i mounted for use the two parts of the bridle 
are rought together at the middle of the shaft and wrapped spirally 
around it till only enough line i left to permit the head to be inserted 
in the k t, and the bight of the line is secured by tucking it under 
th la t turn. Wh n a eal i truck with thi dart his sudden plunge 
to ·cap un hip the head. The catch of the martingale immediately 
, lip, ; th latter unroll and drags the shaft through the water at right 
an l to h line. The haft, besides acting as a drag on the seal's 
m tion al erves a a float to indicate his position to the hunter, as 
it' uo an y bring it to th urface before the seal when the latter 
ri for air. 
Th ,·haft i u. ually I ainted red except o much of the end as lies in 
h gr v of h throwing-board, in the act of darting. These darts 
vary ut littl in iz" and material, and are all of essentially the same 
pa t rn. h ar alway, a out 5 feet in length when mounted for 
u e. (Th longe t i 64,i inche , and the shortest 57.) The head, as 
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well as the foreshaft, is sometimes made of walrus ivory, and the latter 
Rometimes of whale's bone. The chief variation is in the length of the 
martingale, and the details of the method of attaching it. 
No two are precisely alike. The foreshaft is generally 
plain, but is occasionally highly ornamented, as is shown 
in Fig. 204, No. 56516 [105]. T4e :figures are all incised 
and colored, some with ocher and some with soot. 
Both of the kinds of darts above described are thrown 
by means of a hand board or throwing-board. This is a 
flat, narrow board, from 15 to 18 inches long, w:ith a handle 
at one end and a groove along 
the upper surface in which 
the spear lies with the butt 
resting against a catch at the 
other end. The dart is pro-
pelled by a quick motion of 
the wrist, as in casting with a 
fly-rod, which swings up the 
tip of the board and launches 
the dart forward. This con-
trivance, . which practically 
makes of the hand a lever 
18 inches long, enables the 
thrower by a slight motion of 
the wrist to impart great ve-
locity to the dart. T4e use ¼ 
of this implement is universal -r 
Frn. 204.-Fore- among the Eskimo, though not 
shaft of seal dart. peculiar to them. The Green-
a b 
landers, however, not only use it for the two 
kinds of darts already mentioned, but have 
adapted it to -the large harpoon.1 This is 
undoubtedly to adapt the large harpoon for 
use from the kaiak, which the Greenlanders 
use more habitually than most other Eskimo. 
On the other hand, the people of Baffin Land 
and the adjoining regions, as w.ell as the 
inhabitants of northeastern Siberia, use it 
only with the bird dart. 2 Throughout west-
ern North America the throwing-board is 
used essentially as at Point Barrow. Prof. 
0 T M Fm. 205.-Throwing board for darts. . . ason has given3 an interesting ac-
count of the different forms of throwing-board used by the Eskimo and 
Aleuts of North America. 
1 Crantz, vol. 1, p. 146, Pl. v, Figs. 1 and 2, and Rink as quoted above, also Kane, First Exp., p. 478. 
2 Parry, Second Voyage, p. 508 (Iglulik); and Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 2, p. 105, Fig. 5. 
3 Smithsonian Report for 1884, part II, pp. 279-289. 
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W obtained five pecimens of the form used at Point Barrow. No. 
92 f '"'23], Fig. 205a, belonging to the set of seal darts bearing the 
ame collector's number, ha been selected as the type. This is made 
of I ruce, and the hole is for the forefinger. A little peg of walrus 
ivory, haped like a flat-headed ~ail, is driven through the middle of 
th tip , o that the edge of the head just projects into the groove. This 
fit into the hollow in the butt of the dart and serves to steady it. It 
i painted red on the back and sides. Fig. 205b, No. 89235 [60], differs 
from thi in having a double curve instead of being flat. A slight ad-
vantage is gained by this as in a crooked lever. The catch is a small 
iron nail. The others are essentially the same as the type. No. 89234 
[52 ], ha a small brass screw for the catch, and No. 89902 [1326], has 
an ivory peg of a slightly different shape, the head having only a pro-
jecting point on one side. They are generally painted with 
red ocher except on the inside of the groove. There appears 
to be no difference between throwing-boards meant for seal 
darts and those used with the bird dart. 
Unfortunately I had no opportunity of observing accu-
rately how the handle was grasped, but it is probably held as 
seen by Beechey at Eschscholtz Bay, 1 namely, with the fore-
finger in the hole, the thumb and middle finger clasped round 
1 
the spear, and the third'and little fingers clasping the handle 
/2 under the spear. This seems a very natural way of holding 
it. Of cour e, the fingers release the spear at the moment 
of ca ting. All the throwing-boards from Point Barrow are 
right-handed. 
Harpoons.-.All kinds of marine animals, including the 
smaller seals, which are also captured with the darts just 
described and with nets, are pursued with harpoons of the 
same general type, but of different patterns for the different 
Fm. 206.- IIar- animal . They may be divided into two classes-those in-
poon head . t nd d for throwing, which come under the head of projectile 
w ap n. and tho e whi h do not leave the band, but are thrust into the 
nimal. Th , e fall properly under the head of thrusting weapons. Both 
la. · , agr e in having the head only attached permanently to the line, 
:ti t d l , ly to the nd of tbe shaft, and arranged so that when struck 
int th auirnal it i detached from the shaft, and turns under the skin 
"t righ angl the line, like a toggle, so that it is almost impossible 
£ r i to dr w ou . 
. 7D [ 7 ] Fig. 206, i a typical toggle head of this kind, in-
t ncl cl fi raw lru · harp on (tuke), and will bed cribed in full, a the 
De m , f th clift' r n par will apply to all h ad of this class. The 
body i ' a u idal i 4½ inch in length, and :flattened laterally so 
tha , h wid p rt i i 1 in h wid and 0·7 thick. On one side, 
all d h lo er, it i cut off traight for about half the 
1 Voyage, p. 324. 
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longer diameter, while the upper side is produced into a long, four-
sided spur, the barb. The line hole is a round hole about one-fourth 
inch in diameter, a little back of the middle of the _body, at right angles 
to its longer diameter. From this, on each side, run shallow line grooves 
to the base of the body, gradually deepening as they run into the line hole. 
In the middle of the base of the body is the deep, cup-shaped shaft-
sooket, which fits the conical tip of the shaft or fore shaft. In 
the tip of the body is cut, at, right angles to the longer diam-
eter of the body, and therefore at right angles to the plane of 
the barb, the narrow blade slit, 1·1 inches deep, into which fits, 
secured by a single median rivet of whalebone, the fl.at, thin 
blade of metal (brass in this case). This is triangula.r, with 
curved edges, narrowly beveled on both faces, and is 1 ·9 inches 
long and 1 broad. 
The body is sometimes cut into faces so as to be hexagonal 
instead of elliptical in section as in Fig. 207 (No. 89791 [873]), Y3 
and intermediate forms are common. When such a head is Fm. 207 __ 
mounted for use a bight of the line or leader, a short line for Harpoon 
connecting the head with the main line, runs through the line head. 
hole so that the head is slung in a loop in the end of the line. The tip 
of the shaft is then fitted into the shaft socket and the line brought 
down the shaft with the parts of the loop on each side resting in the line 
grooves and is made fast, usually so that a slight pull will detach it from 
the shaft. When the animal is struck the blade cuts a wound large 
enough to allow the head to pass in beyond the barb. The struggles of 
the animal make the head slip off the tip of 
the shaft and the strain on the line imme-
diately toggles it across the wound. The 
toggle head of the whale harpoon is called ,, 
kia¢ron, of the walrus harpoon, tukru, and of 
the seal harpoon, naulru. They are all of 
essentially the same pattern, tliffering chiefly 
,.. · in size. 
There is in the collection an interesting 
series of old harpoon heads, showing a num-
ber of steps Ill the development of the modern 
pattern of harpoon head from an ancient form. 
These heads seem to have been preserved as 
, amulets; in fact one of them is still attached 
· · . to a belt. They are not all of the same kind, 
FIG. 208.-Ancient bone harpoon head. but Since the different kinds as mentioned 
above practically differ only in size, their -development was probably 
the same. The earliest form in the collection is No. 89382 [1383], Fig. 
208, from Nuwuk, which is evidently very old, as it is much worn and 
w~athered. It is a single fl.at piece of fine-grained bone 3 inches long, 
pomted at the end and provided with a single unilateral . barb. Be-
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narrow l and then widened into a broad flat base pro-
id int a. harp be rb, in the ame plane a the other barb, 
which r pr ent the blade, but on the opposite 
ide. Th line hole i large and irregularly tri-
anrrular, and ther ar no line grooves. Instead 
of a haft o ket bored in the solid body, one 
ide of the body i excavated into a deep longi-
tudinal groove, which was evidently converted 
into a socket by a tran verse band, probably 
of eal kin, running round the body, and kept 
in place by a shallow transverse groove on the 
convex ide of it. A harpoon head with the 
socket made by inclo ing a groove with thongs 
was een by Dr. Kane at 
Smith Sound.1 
The next form, No. 89331 
[932], Fig. 209a, has two 
bilateral barbs to the blade 
"/ · ,:, . ,, • 
Fro. 210.-Bone harpoon 
head. 
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The next step was to obtain greater penetration by substituting a 
triangular blade of stone for the barbed bone point, with its breadth 
still in the plane of the body barb. This blade was either'" 
of slate (No.89744 [969] from Nuwuk) or of flint, as in Fig. 
212 (No. 89748 [928], also from Nuwuk). Both of these are 
whale harpoons, such as are sometimes used even at the 
present day. 
Before the introduction of iron it was discovered that if 
the blade were inserted at right angles to the plane of the 
body barb the harpoon would have a surer hold, since the 
strain on the line would always draw it at right angles to 
the length of the wound cut by the blade. This is shown 
in Fig. 213 (No. 56620 [199], a walrus harpoon head from 
Utkiavwm), which has the slate blade inserted in this posi-
tion. Substituting a metal blade for the stone one gives 
us the modern toggle head, as already described. That the 
insertion of the stone blade preceded the rotation of the 
plane of the latter is, I think, conclusively shown by the 
whale harpoons1 already mentioned, in spite of the fact that 
· we have a bone har-
poon head in the col-
1 e ct ion, No. 89378 
[1261 ], figured in 
, PointBarrowreport, 
which is exactly like Fm. 212.-Har-
N o. 89379 [795], ex- poouhead, bone 
and stone. 
cept that it has the 
blade cit right angles to the plane 
of the body barb. This is, how-
. ever, a newly made model in rein-
deer antler of the ancient harpoon, 
and was evidently made by a man 
so used to the modern pattern that 
he forgot this important distinc-
tion. The development of this 
spear head has been carried no 
further at Point Barrow. At one 
or two places, however, namely, 
at Cumberland Gulf in the east2 
and at Sledge Island in the west 
FIG. 213.-Harpoon head, bone and stone. ( as shown in Mr. Nelson's collec-
tion), they go a step further in making the head of the seal harpoon, 
body and blade, of one piece of iron. The shape, however, is the 
same as those with the ivory or bone body. 
1 Compare, also, the walrus harpoon :figured by Capt. Lyon, Parry's Second ,Voyage, Pl. opposite 
p. 550, Fig. 13. 
2See Kumlien , Contributions, p. 35, and Boas, "Central Eskimo," p. 473, Fig. 393, 
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All of the Eskimo race, as far as I have any definite information, use 
tog rle harpoon-heads. There are specimens in the National Museum 
from Greenland, Cumberland Gulf, the .Anderson and Mackenzie region, 
and from the .Ala kan coast from Point Barrow to Kadiak, as well as 
from t. Lawrence Island, which are all of essentially the same type, 
but slightly modified in different locahties. The harpoon head in use 
at Smith Sound is of the same form as the walrus harpoon heads used 
at Point Barrow, but appears always to have the shaft socket made by 
a groove closed with thongs.1 In Danish Greenland, however, the body 
ha. an extra pair of bilateral barbs below the blade. The Greenlanders 
have, as it were, substituted a metal blade for the point only of the 
barbed blade portion of such a bone head as No. 89379 [795].2 
Curiously enough, this form of the toggle head appears again in the 
Mackenzie and .Anderson region, as shown by the extensive collections 
of Ross, MacFarlane, and others. In this region the metal blade itself is 
often cut into one or more pairs of bilateral barbs. .At the Straits of Fury 
and Hecla, Parry found the harpoon head, with a body like the walrus 
harpoon heads at Point Barrow,3 but with the blade in the plane of the . 
body barb. Most of the pictures scattered through the work represent 
the blade in this position, but Fig. 19 on ~he same plate has the blade 
at right angles to the barb, so that the older form may not be universal. 
At Cumberland Gulf the form of the body is considerably modified, 
though the blade is of the usual shape and in the ordinary position. 
The body is :flattened at right angles to the usual direction, so that the 
thickne is much greater than the width. It always has two body 
barb . On the western coast the harpoon heads are much less modified, 
though there is a tendency to increase the number of body barbs, at the 
, ame time ornamenting the body more elaborately as we go south from 
B rin Strait. Walrus harpoon beads with a single barb, hardly dis-
tino-ui hable from those used at Point Barrow, are in the collection from 
the Diomedes and all along the northern shore of Norton Sound, and 
one al o from the mouth of the Kuskoquim. They are probably also 
u ed from Point Barrow to Kotzebue Sound. .At St. Lawrence Island 
and on the .A iatic hore they are the common if not the universal form. 4 
Th al harpoon head (naule) at Point Barrow appears always to have 
he b dy barb split at the tip into two, and this is the case rarely with 
th tu'k~. Thi · form, which appears occasionally north of Norton 
oun l (Port laren , ape Nome), appear to be more common south of 
thi, · l ·ality, wh r however, a pattern with the barb divided into three 
point em t b the prevailing form. I will now proceed to the de-
.· ription f th diffi rent form of harpoon with which these toggle 
h ad ar u · d. 
----
1 Kane, 2d rinn U Exp., vol. 1, pp. 412 and 413 (Fig. 1), and Bessells, Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 
0, Fig. ~12. 
2 rnntz, vol. 1, p. 146, and Pl. v, Figs. 1 and 2, anu Rink Tal s, tc., Pl. opposite p. 10. 
3 2d Voyag , Pl. oppo ite p . 550, Fig. 13. 
'Museum coll ction and .c'ord n kiold, V ga, vol. 2, p. 105, Fig. 1. This fignre shows the blade in 
he plane of th barb, but none of the spccimemi from .PlO\' r Bay are of this form. 
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Throwing-harpoons are always thrown from the hand without a 
throwing-board or other assistance, and are of two sizes, one for the 
walrus and bearded seal, and one for the small seals. Both have a long 
shaft of wood to the tip of which is attached a heavy bone or ivory fore-
shaft, usually of greater diameter than the shaft and somewhat club-
shaped. This serves the special purpose of giving wejght to the head 
of the harpoon, so it can be darted with a sure aim. The native name 
of this part of the spear, ukumailuta (Greenlandic, okimailutaK, weight), 
indicates its design. This contrivance of weighting the head of the 
harpoon with a heavy foreshaft is peculiar to the western Eskimo. On 
all the eastern harpoons (see figures referred to above and the Museum 
collections) the foresha.ft is a simple cap of bone no larger than the shaft 
the tip of which it protects. Between the foreshaft and the toggle-head 
is interposed the loose shaft (i'gimu), a slender rod of bone whose tip 
fits into the shaft socket of the head, while its butt fits loosely in a socket 
in the tip of the foreshaft. It is secured to the shaft by a thong just 
long enough to allow it to be uns-hipped from the foreshaft. This not 
only prevents the loose shaft from breaking under a lateral strain, but 
by its play facilitates unshipping the head. On these harpoons intended 
for throwing, this loose shaft is always short. This brings the weight 
of the foreshaft close to the head, while it le~ves space enough for the 
head to penetrate beyond the barb. 
The walrus harpoon varies in size, being adapted to the strength and 
stature of the owner. Of the six in our collection, the longest, when 
mounted for use, is 9 feet 6 inches long, and the shortest 5 feet 8 
inches. The ordinary length appears to be about 7 feet. It has a long, 
heavy shaft (ipua) of wood, usually between 5 and 6 feet long and 
tapering from a diameter of 1½ inches at the head to about 1 inch at the 
butt. The head is not usually fastened directly to the line, but has a 
leader of double thong 1 to 2 feet long, with a becket at the end into 
which the main line is looped or hitched. At the other end of the line, 
which is about 30 feet long, is another becket to which is fastened a 
float consisting of a whole sealskin inflated. When the head is fitted 
on the tip of the loose shaft the line is brought down to the middle of 
the shaft and hooked by means of a little becket to an ivory peg ·(ki'lerb-
wfii) projecting from the side of the shaft. The eastern Eskimo have, 
in place of the simple becket, a neat little contrivance consisting of a 
plate of ivory lashed to the line with a large slot in it which hooks over 
the catch, but nothing of the sort was observed at Point Barrow. 
The harpoon thus mounted is poised in the right hand with the fore-
finger resting against a curved ivory projection (ti'ka) and darted like a 
white man's harpoon, the float and line being thrown overboard at the 
same time. When a walrus is struck the head slips off and toggles as al-
ready described; the line detaches itself from the catch, leaving the shaft 
free to float and be picked up. The float is now fastened to the wal-
rus, and, like the shaft of the seal dart, both shows his whereabouts 
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and a t a a drag on hi movements until he i "played" enough for 
the hunter to come up and dispatch him. 
Thi weapon is called u'nakpuk, "the great 
I 
Yis 
u'na or spear." U'na (unak, u'nan) appears 
to be a generic term in Eskimo for harpoon, 
but at Point Barrow is now restricted to the 
harpoon used for stab bing seals as they come 
up to their breathing holes. 
We collected six of these walrus harpoons 
complete and forty-two separate heads. Of 
these, No. 56770 [534 ], Fig. 214a, has the most 
typical shaft and loo~e shaft. The shaft is 
of spruce 71 inches long, roughly rounded, 
and tapering from a diameter of 1½ inches at 
the tip to 0·8 at the butt. The foreshaft is of 
white walrus ivory, 6·7 inches long, exclusive 
of the wedge-shaped tang which fits into a 
cleft in the tip of the shaft. It is somewhat 
club-shaped, being 1 ·6 inches in diameter at 
the tip and tapering to 1·3 just above the 
butt, which expands to the diameter of the 
shaft, and is separated from the tang by a 
square transverse shoulder. The shaft and 
foreshaft are fastened together by a whip-
ping of broad seal thong, put on wet, one end 
passing through a hole in the foreshaft one-
quarter inch from the shaft, and kept from 
slipping by a low transverse ridge on each 
side of the tang. In the tip of the foreshaft 
is a deep, round socket to receive the loose 
shaft, which is a tapering rod of walrus ivory 
4·4 inches long, shouldered off at the butt, 
which is 0·7 incb in diameter, to a blunt, 
rounded tang 0·9 inch long. It fits loosely 
into the foreshaft up to the shoulder, and is 
secured by a piece of narrow seal thong 
which pa ses through a transverse hole one-
half inch above the shoulder. The end is 
spliced to the standing part with double slits 
about 6 inches from the loose shaft, and the 
oth r end makes a couple of turns outside of 
the la hing on the haft mentioned above and 
i ecur d with two half-hitches. 
The line catch (ki'lerbw'i'.ii) is a little, blunt, 
a kward-pointing hook of ivory inserted in 
th ·haft 17 inches from the tip and projecting 
a ou on -third i h. Ten and one-fourth inche · farther back and 90 
a b 
Flo. 214.-Walrus harpoon . 
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degrees round the shaft from the line catch is the finger rest-a conical 
recurved piece of ivory 1 inch high, with a flat base, resting against the 
shaft and secured by a lashing of whalebone, which passes through two 
corresponding holes, one in the rest and one in the shaft. The head and 
line belonging to this harpoon are intended for hunting the bearded 
seal, and will be described below. No. 56772 [536], Fig. 214b, from 
Utkiavwrn, is fitted with fairly typical walrus gear. The head is of 
the typical form, 6 inches long, with a conoidal body of walrus ivory, 
ornamented with incised lines colored with red ocher, and a blade of steel 
secured by a whalebone rivet. The "leader," which is about 15 inches 
long, is made by passing one end of a piece of stout walrus-hide thong 
about one-quarter inch wide through the line hole and doubling it with 
the head in the bight, so that one part is about 6 inches the longer. 
The two parts are stopped together about 2 inches from the _ head 
with a bit of sinew braid. The ends are joined and made into a becket, 
as follows: The longer end is doubled back for 7 inches and a slit cut 
through both parts about 2 inches from the end. The shorter end is 
passed through this slit, and a slit is cut 5 inches from the end of this, 
through which the loop of the other end is passed and all drawn taut. 
The whole joint is then tightly seized with sinew braid so as to leave a 
becket 3 inches and a free end 4 inches long. This becket i§ looped into 
an eye 1½ inches long at the end of the main line, made by doubling 
over 5 inches of the end and stopping the two parts firmly together 
with sinew braid. The line is of the hide of the bearded seal, about the 
same diameter as the leader, and 27 feet long. It is in two nearly equal 
parts, spliced together with double slits, firmly seized with sinew 
braid. There is a becket about 8 inches long at the other end of the 
line for attaching the float, made by doubling over the end and tying a 
carrick bend, the end of which is stopped back to the standing part 
with sinew braid. The becket to hook upon the line catch is a bit of 
sinew braid, fastened to the line 2¼ feet from the head, as follows: One 
end being laid against the line it 'is doubled in a bight and the end is 
whipped down to the line by the other end, which makes five turns 
round them. 
I will now consider the variations of the different parts of these har-
poons in detail, beginning with the head. Our series is so large, con-
taining in all forty-eight heads, besides some spare blades, that it 
probably gives a fair representation of the common variations. The 
longest of this series is 6 inches long and the shortest 3½, but by far the 
greater number are from 4½ to 5 inches long. Their proportions are 
usually about as in the types :figured, but the long head just figured 
(No. 56772 [534]) is also unusually slender. Sheet brass is the com-
monest material for the blade (thirty blades are of this material), though 
iron or steel is sometimes used, and rarely, at present, slate. There is 
one slate.!'bladed head in the series (No. 56620 [199]) figured above, and 
four blades for such heads. The blade is commonly of the shape of the 
9 ETH--15 
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type figured, triangular with curved edges, varying from a rather long 
~ 2 
triangle like the slate blade just mentioned to a 
rather short one with very strongly curved edges 
like Fig. 215a (No. 89750 [1038]), which is peculiar 
as the only walrus harpoon head with a body of 
reindeer antler, It also has an iron blade and a 
rivet of iron, not seldom with rounded basal an-
gles so as to be almost heart-shaped, like Fig. 215b 
(No. 56621 [283] ). A less common shape of blade 
is lanceolate, with the base cut off square as in 
Fig. 216a (No. 89764 [940] ). Only eight blades 
out of the series are of this shape. A still more 
peculiar shape of blade, of which we saw only 
one specimen, is shown in Fig. 216b (No. 89790 
[943]). This is made of brass. It was perhaps 
meant for an imitation of the barbed blades used 
a 
O 
at the Mackenzie, of which I have already spoken. 
Fm. 215.-Typical walrus-har- The blade, when of metal, is generally fastened 
poon heads. in with a single rivet. One only out of the whole 
number has two rivets, and three are simply wedged into the blade slit. 
The slate blades appear never 
to have been riveted; N ordens-
kiold, however, :figures a walrus 
harpoon from Port Olarence1 
with a jade blade_ riveted in. 
The rivet is generally made of 
whalebone, but other materials 
are sometimes used. For in-
stance, in the series collected 
two have rivets of iron, two of 
wood, and five of rawhide. The 
bodyi g nerallymade of white 
walru ivory, (five of those col-
lect cl are of hard bone, and one 
already mentioned and :figured, 
o. 9750 [103 ], Fig. 215a, is 
of reindeer antler), and the 
hexagonal hape, often · with 
round d edge and the line 
groov , ontinued to th tip, 
a in Fig. 217a, . 9757 [94 7], 
ap ar, to h common , . 
Tbr ut of th forty- ight 
ha fi ur- id d bodi . I i 




F IG. 216.-TYI>ical walrus-harpqon beads . 
common farther south. 
1 Vrga, vol. 2, p . 229, Fig. 3. 
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Only three out of the forty-eight show this peculiarity, of which No. 
56613 [53], Fig. 217b, is an example. . 
The specimens figured show the different styles of ornamentation, 
which always consist of incised patterns colored with red ocher or rarely 
with soot. These never rep-
resent natural objects, but 
are always conventional pat-
terns, generally a single or 
double border on two or 
more faces with short ob-
liquecross-lines and branch-
es. Harpoon heads at Point 
Barrow are probably never 
ornamented with the "cir-
cles and dots," so common 
on ot,her implements and on 
the harpoons of the south-
ern Eskimo. 
· Twenty-eight of the heads 
still have the leaders at-
tached to them. The object 
of this short line is to ena-
ble the hunter to readily de-
tach a broken head and put 
on a fresh one without going 
to the trouble of undoing a 
splice, which must be made a b 
strong to keep the head from Fm. 217.-Typical walrus-harpoon heads. 
separating from the line. It is made of a stout piece of rawhide thong, 
the skin of the walrus or bearded seal, about one-third inch in diameter, 
and usually from 2 to 
3 feet long. It is al-
ways passed through 
the line hole, as in the 
specimen described, 
and the ends are 
made into a becket 
for attaching the line, 
with an end left to 
serve as a handle for 
pulling the two beck-
1/3 ets apart when the 
FIG. 218.-Walrus-harpoon head, with leacler. main line ends in a 
becket. Occasionally (two are made this way) the longer end is simply 
doubled in a bight, and the three parts are then seized together with 
sinew braid, but it is generally made with a splice, the details of which 
differ slightly on the different leaders. 
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The commone t method is that already described. When the longer 
end i doubled over, a lit is cut through both parts close to the end of 
this through which the shorter end is passed. 
A slit i.s then cut a few inches from the tip 
of this part, the bight of the becket passed 
through this slit and all drawn taut. This 
makes a very strong splice. Fourteen beck-
ets are spliced in this way. A variation of 
this splice has a slit only through the end 
part of the longer end, the shorter end be-
ing passed through and slit as before. In 
one becket the standing part of the longer 
end is passed through the slit of the end 
part before going through the line hole, 
while the rest of the becket is made as be-
fore. A reversed splice is found on three 
~ of the leader:s, which is made as follows: 
.Fro. 219.-Walrus-harpoon head, with 
line. 
line: ar ·ometime 
mad of belu ·a skin), 
.about on -third inch 
When the long end is doubled over, the 
short end is slit as usual and the longer end 
passed through this and slit close to the 
tip. Through this slit is passed the head 
and all drawn taut. The splice is always 
firmly seized with sinew braid. The main 
line, which serves to attach the head to the 
float, is always made of stout thong, prefei·-
ably the skin of the bearded seal (very fine 
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ing the float is made either by tying a carrick bend with the end stopped 
back to the standing part (Fig. 220, No. 
56767 [531 ]), or by splicing (Fig. 221, No. 
56769). 
The loose shaft varies very little in shape, 
though it is sometimes rounded off at the 
butt without a shoulder, but the line which 
secures this to the foreshaft is put on differ-
ently on each of the six spears. Five of 
them have the end simply passed through 
the hole in the loose shaft and spliced to 
the standing part, but two (the type figured 
and No. 56768 [532]) have the other end 
carried down and hitched round the tip of 
the shaft; another has it passed through a 
hole in the foreshaft, taken 1½ turns round 
this and knotted (No. 56771 [535]); another 
has a loop as long as the foreshaft with the· 
short end passed under the first turn of the 
shaft lashing before it is spliced, and the 
long end secured as on the first mentioned; 
and the fifth has the end passed through a 
hole in the foreshaft and carried down and 
wrapped round the shaft lashing. The 
sixth has one end passed through a hole 
in the smallest part of the foreshaft and 
knotted at the end, the other end carried 
up through the hole in the loose shaft and 
down to a second hole in the foreshaft close 
to the first, then up through the loose shaft, 
and down through the first hole, and tucked 
under the two parts on the other side. 
The foreshaft is made of wa,lrus ivory or 
the hard bone of the walrus jaw and varies 
little in for!n and dimensions. It is some- ~ 
times ornamented by carving, as in No. 
56772 [536], or by incised patterns, as in 
Fig. 222, No. 56538 [98], and generally has 
one or two deep longitudinal notches in the 
thickest part, in which the lines can be " 
drawn snugly down. It usually is joined 
to the shaft by a stout, wedge-shaped tang, 
which fits into a corresponding cleft in the 
shaft, and if) secured by wooden treenails 
and a wrapping of seal thong or sinew braid, 
sometimes ma.de more secure by passing Fm. 221.-Walni~~~~rpoon head, with 
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on end through hole in the fore haft. No. 56768 [532] i peculiar in 
havi.o.g the tang on the shaft and the corresponding cleft in the fore-
shaft. The shaft itself varies little in shape and proportions, and at 
the present day is sometimes made of ash or other hard 
wood obta.ined from the ship . 'The line catch is gener-
ally a little hook of ivory or hard bone like the one de-
scribed, but two specimens have small screws fastened 
into the shaft to serve this purpose. The :fi:p.ger rest is 
ordinarily of the same shape as on the type and fastened 
on in the same way, but No. 56771 [5351 has this made of 
a knob of ivory elaborately carved into a seal's head. 
The eyes are represented by round bits of ivory with 
1/-. pupils drilled in them inlaid in the head. This is evi-
3 dently the knob of a seal drag (see below) as the longitud-
inal perforation from chin to nape now serves no purpose. 
It is fastened on by a lashing of whalebone, which runs 
round the shaft and through a transverse hole in the knob. 
Harpoons closely resembling these in type are used by 
the Eskimo of western North America wherever they habit-
ually hunt the walrus. At many places this heavy spear 
is armed at the butt with a long sharp pick of ivory like 
the smaller seal spear. Two of these large harpoons ap-
pear to be rigged especially for the pursuit of the bearded 
seal, as they have heads which are of precisely the same 
shape and material as the small seal harpoons in the col-
Fm. 222.-Fore-
ehaft of walrus lection. Both thes~ heads have lanceolate iron blades, 
harpoon. conoidal antler bodies with double barbs, and are more 
slender than the walrus harpoon heads. No. 56770 [534], Fig. 219, 
ha a head 4 inches long and 0·7 broad at the widest part, and fastened 
to a very long line (12 fathoms long) without a leader, the end 
being imply pa sed through the line hole and seized down 
to the tanding part with sinew braid. This is the method 
of attaching the head of the mall seal harpoons. This line 
i o long that it may have been held in the boat and not 
attached to a float. No. 56768 [532], however, has a leader 
with a becket of the ordinary style. Fig. 223, No. 56611 
[ 9], i a head imilar to tho e just described, and probably, 
from it iz , intend d for large eal . It is highly orna-
m nted with the u ual reddened incised pattern. 
Tb throwing harpoon for mall seal i an exact copy in 
miniature of the walru harpoon, with the addition of a long 
bayon t-. hap d pi k of ivory at the butt. The line, however, Fm. 228--
i upward of yard.' I ng and the end never leaves the hH adr_,..P 01 ° n . • • . . ea ,or arge 
ban . Th Im 1 hit ·hed round the haft back of the line seals . 
at h whi h now only rve. to keep the line from , lipping forward as 
th haft i n r deta heel from h line. Thi. harpoon is used ex~lu-
• 
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sively for retrieving seals that have been shot in open 
holes or leads of water within darting distance from the 
edge of the solid ice, and is thrown precisely as the 
walrus harpoon is, except that the end of the line is 
held in the left hand. In traveling over the ice the 
line with the head attached is folded in long hanks 
and slung on the gun case at the back. The rest of 
the weapon is carried in the hand and serves as a staff 
in walking and climbing among the ice, where the 
sharp pick is useful to prevent slipping and to try 
doubtful ice, and also enables the hunter to break 
away thin ice at the edge of the hole, so as to draw 
his game up to the solid floe. It can also serve as a 
bayonet in case of necessity. This peculiar form of 
harpoon is confined to the coast from Point Barrow to 
Bering Strait, the only region where the seal is hunted 
with the rifle in the small open holes of water. 1 
Since my note in the Naturalist was written, I have 
learned from Mr. Henry Balfour, of the museum at Ox-
ford, that their collection contains two or thre:e speci-
mens of this very pattern of harpoon, undoubtedly col-
lected by some of the officers of the Blossom. Conse-
quently, my theory that the retrieving harpoon was a 
modern invention, due to the introduction of firearms, 
becomes untenable, as the Blossom visited this region t 
before firearms were known to the Eskimo. It was _ 
probably originally intended for the capture of seals 
"hauled out" on the ice in the early summer. There is 
no doubt, however, that it is at the present day used 
for nothing but retrieving. 
Though this weapon was universally used at Point 
Barrow, we happened to obtain only two specimens, 
possibly because the natives th01i.ght them too neces-
sary an implement to part with lightly. No. 89907 
(1695], Figs. 224, 225, has a new shaft, etc., but was 
used several times by the maker before it was offered 
for sale. Such a retrieving harpoon is called naullg'll. 
The shaft (ipua) is of ash, 4 feet 5 inches long and 1 
inch in diameter, tapering very slightly to each end. 
The ice pick (tuu) of walrus ivory, 14 inches long and 
1 inch wide, has a round tang fitting into a hole in the 
butt of the shaft. Close to the shaft a small hole is 
drilled in one edge of the pick, and through this is 




along the shaft and neatly whipped down with sinew 
b · l 'th th d d d · l' · Fm. 224.-Retrieving ra1c, Wl e en we ge mto a S 1t ln the WOOd. seal h~rpoon. 
1 See the writer's note on this weapon, .American Naturalist, vol. 19, p. 423. 
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The foreshaft (ukumailuta) is of walrus 
ivory, 4½ inches long and 1½ inches in diam-
eter at the thickest part, and secued to the 
shaft by a whipping (n'i'.'mxa) of seal thong, 
The loose shaft (igimu) is also of ivory and 2 
inches long and secured by a thong ('i'.piuta) 
spliced into a loop through the hole at the 
butt, as previously described. The end is 
hitched round the tip of the shaft with a 
marling hitch, followed by a clove hitch be-
low the whipping. The ivory :finger rest 
(ti'ka) is fastened on with a lashing of whip 
cord (white man's) passing round the shaft. 
The line catch (kVierbwrn), which was of 
ivory and shaped like those on the walr:u.s 
harpoons, has been lost in transportation. 
The head differs only in size from those just 
described as intended for the bearded seal, 
g except in having a hexagonal body. It is 
~ 3·3 inches long and has a blade of iron fas-
i tened into a body of walrus ivory with a 
:i single wooden rivet. While there is no 
-~ detachable leader, the head is attached by 
j a separate piece of the same material to the 
~ line (tukaksia), which is 86 feet 10 inches 
~ long and made of a single piece of :fine seal 
j thong about one-eighth inch thick. This 
J shorter piece is about 27 inches long and 
~ is passed through the line hole and doubled 
~ so that one part i a little the longer. It is 
fa ' tened trongly to the end of the line 
by a complicated splice made as follows : 
A slit is cut in the end of the main line 
through which are passed both ends of 
the short line. The longer part is then 
lit about 2 inches from the end and the 
horter part pa, sed through the slit, and 
a , lit rut close to the end of it, through 
whi ·h the longer end is passed. The 
whole i. then drawn taut and the longer 
end clove hitched round the main line. 
o. 0008 [105 ] is one of these spears 
riggC>d ready for darting. The line is se-
red at about the middle of the shaft 
with a coupl of marling hitches. This 
p im n, exc pt the head, i new and was 
ra her ar 1 ,,.·ly made for the market. It 
ha. n ither liu cat ·h nor finger re ·t. The 
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foreshaft and ice pick are lashed in with sinew braid, which 
knotted round the tip of the shaft and then hitched round with 
a series ofleft-1.tanded soldier's hitches. The end of the thong 
which holds the loose shaft is passed through the hole in it and · 
knotted and the other end hitched into the pulley at the smallest 
part of the foreshaft. The head is like that of the preceding, 
but has a conoidal body of reindeer antler, a common material 
for seal-harpoon heads, and the line, which is of stout sinew braid 
43 feet long, is attached to it simply by 
passing the end through the line hole 
and tying it with a clove hitch to the 
standing part 9½ inches from the head. 
This spear is about the same size as the 
preceding. These weapons are all of 
the same general pattern, but vary in 
length according to the height of the 
owner. The heads for these harpoons, 
as well as for the other form of seal har-
poon, are usually about 3 inches long, 5l 
Q 
and, as a rule, have lanceolate blades. ~ 
The body is generally conoidal, often r 
made of reindeer antler, and always, f 
apparently, with a double barb. It is ;; 
Fm. 226.-Jade blade for seal generally plain, but sometimes orna- j 
mented like the walrus-harpoon heads. ~ 
0 
harpoon. 
No. 89784 [1008] was made by Ilu.1b_w'ga, the Nunatanmeun, :!. 
when thinking of coming to winter at Utkiavwrn. He had J 
had no experience in sealing, having apparently spent all his l 
winters on the rivers inland, and this harpoon head seems to · 
have been condemned as unsatisfactory by bis new friends at 
Utkiavwm. It looks like a very tolerable naula, but is unu-
sually small, being only 2½ inches long. 
We saw only one stone blade for a seal harpoon, No. 89623 
[1418], Fig. 226. This is of light olive green jade, and trian-
gular, with peculiarly dull edges and point. Each face is con-
caved, and there is a hole for a rivet. (Compare the jade-
bladed harpoon figured by N ordenskiold and referred to above.) 
It is 2 inches long and 0·7 inch wide at the base. It appears 
to have been kept as an amulet. The other form of seal har-
poon comes properly under the next head. 
THRUSTING WEAPONS. 
Harpoons.-For the capture of seals as they come up for air 
to their breathing holes or cracks in the ice a harpoon is used 












pick and a long, slender, loose shaft suited for thrusting down through 
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th :mall r athinO' hole. It carr-' a nualre like the other harpoon, but 
ha, onlv a hort line the end of i: 'hich i made fa t permanently to the 
haft. ~ uh harpoon are used by all Eskimo wherever they are in the 
habit of watchiDg for seals at their breathing hole . The slender part 
of th , haft, however, i not always loose.1 The foresbaft is simply a 
tout£ rrulefor the end of the haft. These weapons are in general use 
at Point Barrow and are very neatly made. 
We obtained two specimens, of which No. 89910 [1694], Fig. 227, will 
serve as the type. The total length of this spear when rigged for use 
i 5 feet 3 inches. The haft i ' of spruce, 20½ inches long and 1·1 inches 
in the middle, tapering to 0·9 at the ends. At the butt is inserted, as 
before, an ivory ice pick (tuu) of the form ah·eady described, 13¾ inches 
long and la heel in with sinew braid. The foreshaft (katu) is of walrus 
ivory, nearly cylindrical, 5f inches long and 0·9 inch in diameter, 
shouldered at the butt and fitted into the tip of the shaft with a round 
tang. The latter is very neatly whipped with a narrow strip of white 
whalebone, which makes eleven turns and has the end of the last turn 
forced into a slit in the wood and wedged with a round wooden peg. 
Under this whipping is the bill of a tern as a charm for good luck. (As 
the boy who pointed this out to me said, "Lots of seals.") 
The loose shaft (igimu) is of bone, whale's rib or jaw, and has two 
transverse hole above the shoulder to receive the end of the assembling 
1, line (sabromia), which not only holds the loose shaft in 
place, but al o connects the other parts of the shaft so 
., that in ca e the wood breaks the pieces will not be 
2 dropped. It is a long piece of seal thong, of which one 
I ' end make a turn round the loose shaft between the 
.E'ro. 228.-Diagram hole ; the other end is passed through the lower hole, 
oflashing on shaft. then through the upper and carried down to the tip of 
the haft, where it is hitched just below the whalebone wlupping, as fol-
lows : three turns are made round the shaft, the first over the standing 
part, the econd under, and the third over it; the end then is passed 
under 3, over 2, and under 1 (Fig. 228), and all drawn taut; it then runs 
down the haft almo t to the butt-lashing and is secured with the same 
bit h, and the end i whipped around the butt of the ice pick with five 
turn . The head (naul'B) i of the ordinary pattern, 2·8 inches long, with 
a ·opp r lade and antler body. The line (tukakt'i'.n) is a single piece of 
eal thong 9 feet long, and i fastened to the head without a leader by 
. ' imply p ing the end through the line-hole, doubling it over and 
t ppin it to the tanding part o as to make a becket 21 inches long. 
Th th r nd i · made fa t round the haft and assembling line just 
ba ·k of th middl a.· follow : n eye i made at the end of the line 
b ·u ing a , lit ·lo: to he i1 and pu hing a bight of the line through 
thi ·. Th nd th n rnak · a turn round the ·haft and the other end 
. ' ' with h h a i. a d thr u ·h thi. · ye and drawn taut. When 
tb hea i. fitt d on the tir of the loose shaft as usual 
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and the line brought down to the tip of ttie shaft and made fast by two 
or three round turns with a bight tucked under, so that 
it can be easily slipped. It is also confined to the loose 
shaft by the end of the assembling line, which makes one 








doubled into "fakes'' and tucked between the 
shaft and assembling line. 
The other specimen is of the same pattern, but 
slightly different proportions, having a shaft 18¼ 
inches long and a pick 19 inches long. The loose 
shaft is of ivory, and there are lashings of white 
whalebone at each end of the shaft. The assem-
bling line is hitched round the foreshaft as well 
as round the two ends of the shan, and simply , 
knotted round the pick. The line is of very stout 
sinew braid, and has an eye neatly spliced in the 
end for looping it round the shaft. Fig. 229, No. 
89551 [1082], is a model of one of these harpoons, 
made for sale. It is 16¼ inches long, and correct 
in all its parts, except that the whole head is 
of ivory, even to having the ends of the shaft 
whipped with light-colored whalebone. The shaft 
is of pine and the rest of walrus ivory, with lines 
of sinew braid. We also collected four loose 
shafts for such harpoons. One of these, No. 
89489 [802], is of whale's bone and unusually 
_ short, only 14 inches long. It perhaps belonged 
I /'3 to a lad's spear. The other three are long, 20 to 
25 inches, and are made of narwhal ivory, as is 
shown by the spiral twist in the grain. 
The harpoon used for the whale fishery is a 
heavy, bulky weapon, which is never thrown, but 
thrust with both hands as the whale rises under 
the bows of the umiak. When not in use it rests 
in a large ivory crotch, shaped like a rowlock, in 
the bow. The shaft is of wood and 8 or 9 feet 
long, and there is no loose shaft, the .bone or 
ivory foreshaft being tapered off to a slender 
point of such a shape that the head easily un-
Fm, 220.- ships. This foreshaft is not weighted, as in the Model of a l h . th. . t' . 
seal har- wa rus arpoon, since IS IS no necessary ma 
poon. weapon which does not leave the hand. The 
harpoon line is fitted with two inflated sealskin floats. 
1
/12 No complete, genuine whaling harpoons were ever of- ;, 
fered for sale, but a man at Nuwf1k made a very excel- mo::t~f!3!~t:!.~ 
lent reduced model about two-thirds the usual size (No. poon. 
89909 [1023], Fig. 230), which will serve as the type of this weapon 
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(a'jyufi). This fa 6 feet 11 inches in length when rigged for use. The 
shaft is of pine, 5 feet 8½ inches long, 
with its greatest diameter (1½ inches) 
well forward of the middle and ta-
pered more toward the butt than 
toward the tip, which is chamfered 
off on one side to fit the butt of the 
foreshaft (igimu), and shouldered to 
keep the lashing in place. The fore-
shaft is of whale's Lone, 11½ inches 
long, three-sided with one edge 
rounded off, and tapers from a diam-
eter of 1 inch to a tapering rounded 
point 1½ inches long, and slightly 
curved away from the flat face of the 
foreshaft. It will easily be seen that 
the shape of this tip facilitates the 
unshipping of the head. The butt is 
chamfered off on the flat face to fit 
the chamfer of the shaft, and the 
whole foreshaft is slightly curved in 
the same direction as the tip. It is 
secured to the shaft by a stout whip-
ping of seal thong. The head is 7 
1 inches long, and has a body of wal-
rus ivory, which is ornamented with 
incised patterns colored red with 
ocher, and a blade of dark reddish 
brown jasper, neatly flaked. This 
blade is not unlike a large arrow 
head, being triangular, with curved 
edges, and a short, broad tang im-
bedded in the tip of the body, which 
~ is seized round with sinew braid. 
8 The bodyi · unusually long and slen-
der and is four sided, with a single 
long, sharp barb, keeled on the outer 
face. The line hole and line grooves 
are in the u ual po ition, but the 
p culiarity of the head is that the 
blade is inserted with its breadth in 
the plane of the body barb. In other 
word.· , thi head has not reached the 
la t tage in the development of the 
FIG. 231.-Modclofwhaleharpoon with floats. toggle-head. The line is of tout 
th ng ( h ,·kin f th b ard d ,· al) and ab u ½ feet long. It is passed 
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through the line hole, doubled in the middle, the two parts are firmly 
stopped together with sinew in four places, and in the ends are cut long 
slits for looping on the floats. When the head is fitted on the foreshaft 
the line is secured to the flat face of the foreshaft by a little stop made 
of a single strand of sinew, easily broken. About 28 inches from the 
tip of the shaft the line is doubled forward and the bight stopped to 
the shaft with six turns of seal thong, so that 
the line is held in place and yet can be easily de-
tached by a straight pull. The ends are then 
doubled back over the lashing and stopped to . 
the shaft with a single thread of sinew. 
Fig. 231 is a toy model of the whale harpoon, 
No. 56562 [233], 18½ inches long, made of pine 
and ivory, and shows the manner of attaching 
the floats, which are little blocks of spruce 
roughly whittled into the shape of inflated seal-
skins. A piece of seal thong 13½ inches long 
has its ends looped round the neck of the floats 
and the harpoon-line is looped into a slit in the 
middle of this line. FIG. 232.-Flint blade for whale 
We collected thirteen heads for such harpoons, harpoon. 
which have been in actual use, of which two have flint blades like the 
one described, two have brass blades, and the rest either blades of slate 
or else no blades. The flint blades are either triangular like the one 
described or lanceolate and are about 3 inches long exclusive of the tang. 
The three separate flint blades which we obtained (Fig. 232, No. 56708 
[114], from Utkiavmn, is one of these, made of black flint) are about 1 
inch shorter and were perhaps intended for walrus har-
poons, though we saw none of these with flint blades. 
They are all newly made for the market. 
The slate blades of which we collected eleven, some 
old and some new, besides those in the heads, are all 
triangular, with curved edges, as in Fig. 233 (No. 56709 
[139] from Utkiavwm, made of son purple slate), except 
one new one, No. 56697a [188a], which has the corners 
cut off so as to give it a rhomboidal shape. The cor-
Frn. 233 __ 81ate blade ners are sometimes rounded off so that they are nearly 
for whale harpoon. heart-shaped. These blades are usually about 2¾ inches 
long and 2 broad; two unusually large ones are 3 inches long and nearly 
2¼ broad, andonesmallone2·1 by1·6 inches, and are simply wedged into 
the blade slit without a rivet. The brass blades are of the same shape. 
The common material for the body seems to have been rather coarse 
whale's bone, from the rib or jaw. Only two out of the thirteen have 
ivory bodies, and these are both of the newer brass-bladed pattern. The 
body is very long and slender, being usually about 8 or 8½ inches long 
( one is 9! inches long) and not over 1½ inches broad at the widest part. 
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It i, always cut off very obliquely at the base, and the part in front of 
the line hole is contracted to a sort of shank, as in Fig. 234 (No. 
89747 [1044]), a head with slate blade (broken) and 
bone body. This represents a very common form 
in which the shank is four-sided, while back of the 
middle the outer face of the barb rises into a ridge, 
making this part of the body five-sided. The edges 
of the shank are sometimes rounded off so as to 
make this part elliptical in section, and all the 
edges of the body except the keel, on the outer 
face of the barb, are frequently rounded off as in 
Fig. 235a, No. 89745 [1044], which has a slate blade 
wedged into the bone body with a bit of old cloth 
and a wooden wedge. Fig. 235b, No. 56602 [157], 
from Utkiavw'i'.o, is a head of the same shape, but 
has a brass blade and a body of ivory. This blade 
is wedged in with deer hair, but the other brass-
bladed harpoon, No. 56601 [137], has a single rivet 
of whalebone. 
\ 
The blade slit, and consequently the blade, is 
\ 
\/ 
always in the plane of 
the barb, which position, 
as I have said before, cor-
a, 
FIG. 234.-Body of whale responds to the last Step 
harpoon heacl. but one in the develop-
ment of the harpoon-head. When the blade is 
of :fl.rut and in, erted with a tang, the tip of the 
body i always whipped with sinew braid, as in 
Fig. 212, No. 89748 [928], from Nuwiik. This 
pecimen is remarkable as being the only one 
in th series with a double point to the barb. 
The · bodie. are ometime ornamented with 
inci ed lin . ·, in conventional pattern , as shown 
in th different figure. . A hort incised mark 
, om wha re embling an arrow ( see above, Fig. 
2 '*, o. 9747 [1044J) may have some ·ignifi-
a.· it i rf'p at don ev ral of the heads. 
IIarp on-11 ad.· of thi8 p culiar pattern are to 
1J found in he Iu · um coll c ion from other 
lo liti . · we hould naturally xpect, they 
h~w b n found a th iomede I. land , St. 
Lawr n · :laud, and loy r ay. It i very 
int r ting, howev r t fin a , ·p cim n of pre-
a b i,· lyth am yp from 1 r nland wh re the 
m rn harp n: ar , o diffi r nt from tho. 
u . ,(1 in b W • , . :Fro. 235.-Whale harpoon heads. 
11- t th lin · nn c· ing th h ad with th fl at lin 1 not al ways o 
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long in proportion as represented on the two models is shown by Fig. 
236, No. 89744 [969], the only specimen obtained· with any part of the 
line attached. A piece of stout wal-
rus-hide thong 2 feet long is passed 
through the line-hole and doubled 
in two equal parts, which are firmly 
stopped together with sinew about •. _ 
2 inches from the head. Another 1' 
piece of similar thong 4 feet 2 inches ~n 
long is also doubled into two equal A· i, 
parts and the ends firmly spliced to ~\/ · 
'~ . 
those of the short piece thus: The \t 
two ends of the long piece are slit '~ 
and one end of the short piece passed 
through each slit. One of these ends 
is then slit and through it are passed 




the bight of the 
long piece, and all 
is drawn taut and 
securely seized 
with sinew. The 
beck et thus FIG. 236.-Whale harpoon head with "leader." 
formed was probably looped directly into the bight of 
the float line. 
The foreshaft is much larger than that of the model, 
though of the same shape. No. 56537 [97], Fig. 237, 
from Utkiavwm, is of walrus-ivory and 15.8 inches 
Jong with a diameter of 1½ inches at the butt. The 
oblong slot at the beginning of the chamfer is to 
receive the end of the lashing which secured this to 
the shaft. This form of foreshaft is very well adapted 
to insure the unshipping of the toggle-head, but lacks 
the special advantage of the loose-shaft, namely, that 
under a violent lateral strain it unships without break-
ing. The question at once suggests itself, why was 
not the improvement that is used on all the other 
harpoons applied to this one 1 In my opinion, the 
reason for this is the same as for retaining the form 
of toggle-head, which, as I have shown, is of an an-
cient pattern. 
That is to say, the modern whale harpoon is the 
same pattern that was once used for all harpoons, 
FIG. 237.-Foreshaft of preserved for superstitious reasons. It is a well 
whale harpoon. known fact, that among many peoples implements, 
ideas, and language have been preserved in connection with religious 
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ceremonie long after they have gone out of u e in every-day 
lifi. Now, the whale :fishing at Port Barrow, in many respects 
th mo t important undertaking in the life of the natives, is so 
urrounded by uperstitiou observances, ceremonies to be per-
formed, and other thiugs of the same nature as really to assume 
a di tinctly religious character. Hence, we should naturally 
expect to :find the implements used in it more or less archaic in 
form. That th.ii:; is the case in regard to the toggle-head I think 
I have already shown. It seems to me equally evident that this 
foreshaft, which contains the loose shaft and foreshaft, undiffer-
entiated, is also the older form. 
Why the development of the harpoon was arrested at this par-
ticular stage is not so easily determined. A natural supposition 
would be that this was the form of harpoon used by their an-
cestors when they :first began to be successful whalemen. 
That they connect the idea of good luck with these ancient 
stone harpoons is shown by what occurred at Point Barrow in 
1883. Of late years they have obtained from the ships many 
ordinary" whale-irons," and some people at least had got into 
the habit of using them. 
Now, the bad luck of the season of 1882, when the boats of 
f both villages together caught only one small whale, was attrib-
] uted to the use of these "irons," and it was decided by the elders 
1 that the first harpoon struck into the whale must be a stone-
~ bladed one such as their forefathers used when they killed many 
: whales. 
~ In this connection, it is interesting to note a parallel custom· 
observed at Point Hope. Hooper 1 says that at this pla,\e the 
beluga must always be struck with aflint spear, even if it has 
been kill d by a rifle shot . 
.Lances.-A I have said on a preceding page, some of the na-
tive· now u e bqmb-guns for dispatching the harpooned whale, 
and all the whal boat are provided with steel whale lanceR 
obtained from the ships. In former time they used a large and 
pow rful lance with a broad flint head. They seem to have con-
tinued th u e of this weapon, probably for the same reasons 
that led them to retain the ancient harpoon for whaling until 
th y obtained their pre ent supply of steel lances, as we found 
no ign. · of iron whale lances of native manufacture, such as 
ar found in reenland and el ewhere. We obtained nine 
hrad, · for ton lance (kaluwi'B) and one complete lance, a very 
fin ,·1 ecim n (No. 5676,3 [537], Fig. 238), which was brought 
down a. · a pr ,· n from uwuk. The broad, sharp head is of 
1i ht gray flint 1i1ount d on a .-haft of , pruce 12 feet 6 inches 
1 ng. I ha a r ad tout tang in.-erted in the cleft end of the 
1 Corwin Report, p. 41. 
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shaft. The shaft is rhomboidal in section with ronndr.<l rnlges, a11rl 
tapers from a breadth of 2 inches and a 
thickness of 1 at the tip to a butt of 0·7 inch 
broad and 1 thick. The tip of the shaft has 
a whipping of sinew-braid lf inches deep, 
"kackled" down on both edges, one end of 
the twine on each edge,. so that the hitch 
made by one end crosses the round turn of 
the other,_ making in all twenty-six turns. 
The shaft has been painted red for 1½ inches 
below the whipping. 
No. 89596 [1032] is the head and 5 inches 
of the shaft of a similar lance. The head is 
of black flint, and the sinew-braid forms a 
simple whipping. The remaining heads are 
all unmounted. I have :figured several of 
them to show the variations of this now 
obsolete weapon. Fig. 239, No. 56677 [ 49], 
from Utkiavwfii, is of gray flint chipped in 
large flakes. The total length is 6·9 inches. 
The small lugs on the edges of the tang are 
to keep it from slipping out of the whipping. 
No. 56679 [239], also from Utkiavwm, is of 
black flint and broader than the preceding. ½ 
Its length is 6·3 inches. No. 56680 [394 ], FIG. 239.-Flint head of whale lanco. 
from the same village, is of light bluish gray flint and very broad. It 
Fro. 240.-Flint heads for whale lances. 
is 5·4 inches long. No. 56681 [5], from Utkiavwm, is another broad 
9 ETH--16 
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h d of bla k flint 6 inche long. Fig. 240a, o. 9597 [10341, from 
uwuk i of black flint, and unu ually long in proportion, running into 
the tang with le houlder than u ual. Much of the original 
urfac i left untouched on one face. This is probably very old. 
No. 9598 [1361 Ji a head of similar shape of dark gray flint from 
Sidaru. It is 6 inche long. Fig. 240b, No. 89599 [1373], from 
the ame place and of similar material, is shaped very like the 
head of a teel Ian e. It is 5 inche long. Fig. 240c, No. 89600 
[1069], from Utkiavwrn, is still broader in proportion and almost 
heart- haped. It is of bluish gray flint and 4·8 inches long. 
The e. heads probably represent most of the different forms in 
u e. Only two types are to be recognized among them, the long-
pointed oval with a hort tang, and the broad leaf-shaped head 
with a rather long tang, which appears to be the commoner form. 
We obtained one newly made lance of a pattern similar to the 
above, but smaller, which was said to be a model' 
of the weapon used in attacking the polar bear 
before the introduction of :firearms. The name, 
pu'nnu, is curiously like the name panna given 
by Dr. Simpson and Capt. Parry to the large ~· . 
double-edged knife. The specimen, No~ 89895 r/Jjji 
[1230], Fig. 241, came from Utkiavwm. It has a 
head of gmy flint 3½ inches long, exclusive of the 
tang, roughly convex on one face, but flat a:Q.d 
merely beveled at the edges on the other. The 
edges are finely serrate. The shaft is of spruce, 
6 feet 8 in hes long, rounded and omewhat flat- ,½ 
t ned at the tip, which is 1 inch wide and taper- Fm. 242.-Flint 
ing to a diameter of 0·7 at the butt, and i painted head for bear lance. 
r <l with o her. Th tip has a light . houlcler to keep the whip-
pin in place. The tang is wedge<l in with bits of leather and 
, cur <l by a clo e whipping of in w braid 1 inches deep. Fig . 
.A2, o. 9611 (1034] fr m uwuk, wa probably the head of uch 
a lan · , although it i, ,·omewhat narrow r and lightly shorter. 
It total 1 ngth i · ·4 iu ·h . The other two large lance-head·, 
o. 5670 ci [114:a] and "o. 56708b (114b], are both new, but were 
r a ly m ant for h b · ar lance. They aro of gray flint, 3½ 
in •h Ion , and ha he .d ,' r gularly errate. 
n form ofl, n · i.· ,·till in general u e. It ha · a 'harp metal 
},z h ad ancl a Ii ht wood n ,·haJt about 6 fe t long. It is u ed in 
Fi . 2-11.- h k iak for , ta bing d r wimming- in the water, after th 
H · mann r fr qu n 1 no i am n oth r E kimo.1 A pair of 
lan · h , · , · ar. · i. · ani ~ in b ck t on th forward deck of tlrn 
kaiak. n a pr a ·hin r a 1~ r on of th m i · ·lipp d out of the 
b ·k an 1~ i on th 1 ·k wi h th butt r ·tin on the combing of 
1 Parry, 211 O) . , l'· 512 (I •lulik); Kumli •n, ontributionf!, 1>- 54 (Cu.rob rland Gulf); Schwatka, 
' i nc , vol. 4, To. O , p. 544 (Kin, Williarnf! Land). 
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the cockpit. 'l'he hunter then paddles rapidly up alongside of the deer, 
grasps the lance near the butt, as he would a dagger, 
and stabs the animal with a quick downward thrust. 
This spear is called ka'pun, which in the Point Barrow 
dialect exactly corresponds to the Greenlandic word 
kaput, which is applied to the long-bladed spear or long 
knife used for dispatching a harpooned seaL 1 The word 
ka'pun means simply "an instrument for stabbing." 
No. 73183 [524], Figs. 243a, 243b (head ·enlarged), will 
serve as a type of this weapon, of which we have two 
specimens. AU that we saw were essentially like this. 
The head is iron, 4¾ inches long exclusive of the tang, 
and 1 ½ inches broad. The edges are narrowly beveled 
on both faces. The shaft is 6 feet 2 inches 
long, and tapers from a diameter of 0·8 inch 
about the middle to about one-half inch at 
each end. The tip is cleft to receive the ta.ng 
of the head, and shouldered to keep the whip-
ping from slipping off. The latter was of 
sinew braid and 2 inches deep. The shaft is 
~ painted with red ocher. 
3 The other has a shaft 6 feet 4 inches long, 
but otherwise resembles the preceding. The 
heads for these lances are not always made of 
iron . . Copper, brass, etc., are sometimes used. 
No. 56699 [166] is one of a pair of neatly made 
copper lance heads. It is 5·9 inches long and 
1½ wide, and ground down on each face to ·a 
12 sharp edge without a bevel, except just at the 
point. Before the introduction of iron these Yz 
lances had stone heads, but were otherwise Fm. 244.-
f F
. 2 Part of deer o the same shape. 1g. 44 represents the lance, with 
head and 6 inches of the shaft of one of these flint head. 
(No. 89900 [1157] from N1J.wiik). The shaft is new and 
rather carelessly made of a rough, knotty piece of 
spruce, and is 5 feet 5f inches long. The head is of 
black :flint and 2 inches long, exclusive of the tang, and 
the tip of the shaft is whipped with a narrow strip of 
light-colored whalebone, the end of which is secured ·by 
passing it through a slit in the side of the shaft and 
wedging it into a crack on the opposite side. This 
is an old head newly mounted for the market, and 
F w . 243.- Deer lance. the head is wedged in with a bit of blue :flannel. 
No. 89897 [1324], Fig. 245, from Utkiavwrn, on the other hand, is an 
old shaft 5 feet 7½ inches long, fitted with a new head, which is very 
broad, and shaped like the head of a bear lance. It is of variegated 
1 Crantz, vol. 1, p . 147, Pl. v, Fig. 5; and Kane, 1st Grinnell Ex:p., p. 479 (fig. at bottom). 
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ja per, brown and gray, and ha a piece of white eal kin lapped over 
the 1left of the haft at each ide of the tang so that the edges 
of the two piece almo t meet in the middle. They are secured 
by a paced ·whipping of sinew braid. This shaft, which is 
paint d red, evidently had a broad head formerly, as it is 
xpanded a,t the tip. No. 89896 [1324] is the mate to this, evi-
dently made to match it. We also obtained one other flint-
headed lance. The mate to No. 89900 [1157], No. 89898 [1157], 
has a head of dark gray slate 2·3 inches long. This spear ap-
pear to be wholly old, except the whipping of sinew braid. 
The haft is of spruce, 5 feet 4¾ inches long, and painted r~d 
with ocher. We also collected three stone heads for such lances. 
Fig. 24G, No. 38711 [148], from Utkiavwm, shows the shape of 
the tang. It is of gray flint, and 3·7 inches long. No. 89610 
[1154J is a beautiful lance head of polished olive green jade, 4·3 
inches long. The hole in the tang is probably not intended 
for a rivet, as none of the lance heads which we 
saw were fastened in this way. It is more likely 
that it was perforated for attaching it to the belt 
-g a an amulet. We were told t.hat t.his lance head 
1l was brought from the west. A large late lance 
! head found by N ordenskiold 1 in the old "Onkilon" 
t hou eat North Cape is of precisely the same ·shape 
l':l 
~ a the e deer-lance heads, but from its size was 
! probably intended for a whale lance. 
I 
~ TIIRO,VING WEAPONS. 
FIG. 246. -Flint 
head for deer 
lauce. 
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hand, the balls in the left, and the strings are straightened out with a 
quick pull. Letting go with the left hand the balls are whirled round 
the head and let fly at the passing flock. The 
balls spread apart in flying through the air, 
,· 
so as to cover considerable space, 
like a charge of shot, and if they 
are stopped by striking a duck, the 
strings immediately wrap arou1?-d 
him and hamper his flight so that 
he comes to the ground. The na-
tives said that the balls flew with 
sufficient force to stun a duck or 
break his wing, but we never hap-
pened to see any taken except in 
the way just described. A. duck 
is occasionally left with sufficient 
freedom of motion to escape with 
the bolas hanging to him. The 
weapon is effective up to 30 or 40 
yards, but the natives often throw 
it to a longer distance, frequently 
missing their aim. It is univer-
sally employed, especially by those FIG. 247.-Bird bolas, looped up 
who have no guns, and a good for carrying. 
many ducks are captured with it. In the spring, when the 
ducks are flying, the women and children hardly ever stir 
out of the house without one or more of these. 
We brought home one specimen of this implement (kelau'i'.-
tau't'i'.n ), No. 75969 [1793], Fig. 248, w:hich _is new and has the 
balls rather carelessly made. The· balls, which are six in 
number, are of walrus ivory, l·o to 1·8 inches long and 1 inch 
in diameter (except one which is flattened, 2 inches long and 
1·3 wide; they are usually all of the same shape). · Through 
the larger end is drilled a small hole, the ends of which are 
joined by a shallow groove running over the end, into which 
the ends of the strings are fastened by three half-hitches 
each. There is one string of sinew braid to each set of two 
balls, doubled in the middle so that all six parts are equal and 
about 28 inches long. They are fastened to the feather handle 
¾ as follows: Nine wing feathers of the eider duck are laid side 
6 by side, butt to point, and doubled in the middle so that the 
FIG. 248.-Bird .
1 
d . . 
bolas, ready q m Is an vanes stand up on all sides. The middle of each 
for use. string is laid across the bight of the feathers, so that the six 
parts come out on all sides between the feathers. The latter are then 
lashed tightly together with a, bit of sinew braid, by passing the end 
over the bend of the feathers and tying with the rest of the string round 
the feathers. 
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w apon ar . g n rally v ry much like the specimen described, 
om what in the shape and material of the balls, which are 
imply ovoid or 'pherical, au<l. often made of single teeth of 
h walr , in, t ad of tu k ivory. Bone is also sometimes used. In 
form r tim , , the a tragalus bones of the reindeer, perforated tbrough 
th rido-e on one end were u ed for balls. No. 89490 [1342], is a pair of 
u •h bon ti d together with a bit of thong, which appear to have been 
a tually u. d. No. 9537 (1251] from Utkiavwffi is a very old ball, 
wbi hi mall (1 ·1 inche long) and unusually flat. It appears to have 
n k pt a a relic. 
Th re i · very little information to be found concerning the extent of 
th r~ ion in which this implement is used, either in the Museum col-
l ction or in the writings of authors. A. few points, however, have 
be n made out with certainty. The bolas are unknown among all the 
E kimo ea ·t of the Anderson River, and the only evidence that we 
have of their u eat this point is an entry in the Museum catalogue, to 
which I have been unable to find a corresponding specimen. Dease and 
imp on, in] 37, did not observe them till they reached Point Barrow.1 
Th y were :first noticed by Beechey at Kotzebue Sound in 1826.2 Mr. 
N L on' collection show that they are used from Point Barrow along 
tlie Ala kan coa t, at least as far south as the Yukon delta, and on St. 
Lawrence I land, while for their use on the coast of Siberia as far as 
ap ortb, w have the authority of Nordenskiold,3 and the Krause 
Br th r .4 
HUNTING IMPLEl\fENTS OTHER TH.AN WEAPONS. 
Float .- lrnv already poken of the floats (apotft'kpun) of inflated 
,· aL·kin u,· d in capturing the whale and walrus. We obtained one 
:1 im n, o. 7 578 [53 ] Fig. 249. This is the whole skin, except the 
F10. 249. al akin float. 
also Rosa , r tic r11i of tho Corwin, p . 34. 
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toes, leaving the claws on. All natural or accidental apertures are care 
fully sewed up, except the genital opening, into which is inserted a ring 
of ivory, which serves as a mouthpiece for inflating the skin and is 
_corked with a plug of wood. The cut in the throat is carefully sewed 
up, and the neck puckered together, and wrapped with seal thong into 
a slender shank aboutl inch long, leaving a flap of skin which is wrapped 
round a rod of bone 4 inches long and 1 in diameter, set across the 
shank, and wound with thong. This makes a handle for looping on the 
harpoon line. 
All the floats used at Point Barrow are of the same general pattern 
as this-, and are generally made of the skin of the rough seal, 
though skins of the harbor seal (P. vitulina) are sometimes used. 
One of these floats is attached to the walrus harpoon, but two are used 
in whaling.1 Five or six floats are carr~ed in each boat, and are inflated 
before starting- out. I have seen them used for seats during a halt on 
the ice, when the boat was being taken out to the ''lead." The use of 
these large floats is not peculiar to Point Barrow. They are employed 
by all Eskimo who pursne the larger marine mammals. 
Flipper toggles.-W e collected two pairs of peculiar implements, in 
the shape of ivory whales about 5 inches long, with a perforation in the 
belly through which a large thong could be attached. · We understood 
that they were to be fastened to the ends of a stout thong and used 
when a whale was killed to toggle his flippers together so as to keep 
them in place while towing him to the ice, by cutting holes in the flip-
pers and passing the ivory through. We unfortunately never had an 
opportunity of verifying this story. Neither pair is new. Fig. 250a 
represents a pair of these implement.s (ka'got'ffi) (No. 56580 [227]). 
They are of white walrus ivory. In tbe middle of each belly is exca-
vated a deep, oblong cavity about three-fourths of an inch long and one-
half wide, across the middle ·of which is a stout transverse bar for the 
attachment of the line. One is a "bow-head" whale (Balama mys-
ticetus), 4z inches long, and the other evidently intended for a "Cali-
fornia gray" (Rhacbinectes glaucus). It has light blue glass beads 
inserted for eyes and is the same length as the other. 
Fig. 250 (No. 56598 [ 407]) is a simllar pair, which are both "bow heads" 
nearly 5 inches long. Both have cylindrical plugs of ivory inserted for 
eyes, and are made of a piece of ivory so old that the surface is a light 
chocolate color. The name, kagot'ffi, means literally "a pair of toggles." 
Harpoon boxes ( u' dlun or u'blun, literally "a nest.")-The slate harpoon 
blades already described were very apt to be lost or broken, so they 
always carried in the boat a supply of spare blades. These were kept 
in a small box carved out of a block of soft wood, in the shape of the 
animal to be pursued. 
1_I learn from our old interpreter, Capt. E. P. Herendeen, who has spent three years in whaling at 
Pomt Barrow since the return of the expedition, that a third float is also used. It is attached by a 
longer line than the others, and serves as a sort of '' telltale," coming to the surface some time ahead 
of the whale. 
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o box: (No. 56505 [138]) intended 
whal harpo n. Thi.' is rather neatly carved 
oft wood apparently pruce, though it is very 
in the hap of a "bowhead"whale, 9½inches 
I n . Th fluk are broken short off, and show traces of 
ha in o- b n m nded with wooden pegs or dowels. The right eye is 
ind.i at d by a imple inci ion, but a tiny bit of crystal is inlaid for the 
I ft. Two Ii tle bit of cry tal are al o inlaid in the middle of the back. 
Th b 11 i flat anq. excavated into a deep triangular cavity, with its 
ba e ju t forward of the angle of the mouth and the apex at the 
F10. 250.-]'lippei· toggles. 
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knot in the end of each string. They then pass through three corre-
sponding holes in the bottom of the cavity, leaving outside of the back 
two ends 7 inches and one 15 long, which are tied together. The cover 
can be lifted wholly off and then drawn back into its place by pulling 
the string. 
e 
FIG. 251.-Boxes for harpoon heads. 
We collected seven such whale-harpoon boxes, usually about 9 to 9.a 
• 4 
mches long. Nearly all ·have bits of crystal, amber, or pyrite, inlaid 
for the eyes and in the middle of the back, and the cover is generally 
rigged in the way described. No. 56502 [198], from Utkiavwm, is a 
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lar a foot long, and ha th tail bent up, while the animal is 
n d a if lying till. It ha good-sized ky-blue bea<l. · 
inlaid for he y . 
ig. 251b (J: o. 97 3 [1161 ], from Nuwiik) represents a small box 4¼ 
in •h 1 n probably older than the other , and the only one not carved 
int he hape of a whale. It i roughly egg- haped and has no wooden 
v r to the cavity, which is covered with a piece of deerskin, held on 
by a tring of eal thong wrapped three times around the body in a 
rough, deep groove, with the end tucked under. In this box are five 
late blade for the whale harpoon. 
We al o collected two boxes for walrus harpoons made in the shape 
of th walrus, with ivory or bone tu. ks. No. 89732 [860 ], Fig. 251c, from 
Nuwuk, i old, and 7 inches long, and has two oval bits of ivory, with 
hole · bored to represent the pupils, inlaid for the eyes. There is no 
cover, but the cavity is filled with a number of slate blades, carefully 
packed in whalebone shavings. Ther~ is a little eyebolt of ivory at 
each end of the cavity. One end of a bit of sinew braid is tied to the 
anterior of these, and the other carried down through the hinder one, 
and then brought up and fastened round the body with a marling hitch. 
The other (No. 56489 [127], is new and rather roughly made, 5 inches 
long and painted all over with red ocher. It has a cover, but no strings. 
No. 56501 [142], Fig. 251d, from Utkiavwm, is for carrying harpoon 
blade for the chase of the bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), and is 
neatly carved into the shape of that animal. It is 7 ·4 inches long and 
ha ivory eye like the walrus box, No. 89732 [860]. The cover is fitted 
to the cavity like tho e of the whale boxes, but is held on by one string 
only, a pi ce of eal thong about 3 feet long passing through the mid-
dl of th cover and out at a hole on the left side, about one-fourth inch 
from th cavity. The box i :filled with raveled rope-yarns. Fig. 251e 
( o. 97 0 [D 1], from Utkiavw:ffi) is like thi , but very large, 9·3 inches 
long. The cover i thick and a little larger than the cavity, beveled 
on th upper face and notched on each ide to receive the string, which 
i a bit of in w braid fa ten d to two little ivory hook , one on each 
id f th body. It i fa tened to the right hook, carried across and 
h k d around th left-hand one, then carried over and hooked round 
th other, and ecur d by tucking a bight of the end under the last 
p rt. he x c ntain everal late blades. We also collected one 
th r lar e al ox ( o. 9731 [859], from Nuwiik), very roughly 
arv d and 9· in he long. The cover i fitted into the cavity and held 
n y a narrow rip f whalebone running aero s in a transverse groove 
in the v r a d thr ugh a hole in each side of the box. 
(ku'bra) .-The mall r al are captured in large-meshed nets of 
r ught h me ne of the e, No. 56756 [109], Figs 252a-
25-"b ( t il f m , h). Thi i a r ctangular n t, eighte n me hes long 
an 1 w Iv p n t d f fin , al thong with the ordinary netting knot. 
1 ngth f th m h i.: 14 in h " . 
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Such nets are set under the ice in winter, or in shoal water along the 
shore by means of stakes in summer. In the ordinary method of setting 
the net under the ice two small holes are cut through the ice the length 
of the net apart, and between them in the same straight line is cut a third 
Fm. 252.-Seal net. 
large enough to permit a seal to be drawn up through it. A line with a 
plummet on the end is let down through one of the small holes, and is 
hooked through the middle bole, with a long slender pole of willow, often 
made of several pieces spliced together, with a small wooden hook on the 
, 
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nd. Th lin i th n detached from the plummet and fastened to one 
upp r orn r f th net and a econd line i ' let down through the other 
mall hol and made fa t. in the same way to the other upper corner. 
B pullino· on th e lin s the net is drawn down through the middle and 
tr t ·hed like a curtain under the foe, while a line at the middle serves 
to haul it up again. The end lines are but loosely made fast to lumps 
of ice, o that when a eal strikes tbe net nothing hinders his wrapping 
i completely around him in his struggles to escape. When the hunter, 
who i u ually watching his net, thinks the seal is sufficiently entangled 
he haul ltim up through the large hole and sets the net again. 
I pad no opportunity of observing whether any weights or plummets 
were u eel to keep down the lower edge of the net. These nets are now 
universally employed, but one native spoke of a time "long ago" when 
there were no nets and they captured seals with the spear (u'n<B) alone. 
The net was u ed in eal catching in Dr. Simpson's time, though he 
make but a casual reference to it,1 and Beechey formd seal nets at 
Kotzebue Sound in 1826.2 The net is very generally used for sealing 
among the Eskimo of western.America and in Siberia. We observed 
eal net set with stakes along the shore of the sandspit at Plover Bay, 
and N ordenskiold speaks of seal nets " set in summer among the ground 
ice along the shore,'' 3 and at open leads in the winter, but gives no 
de cription of the method of setting these nets beyond mentioning the 
"long pole which was used in setting the net," 4 as none of his party 
ever wi ne ed the seal :fishery.5 I am informed by Mr. W. H. Dall that 
th winter net in N ort-0n Sound are not set under the ice as at Point 
1 Op. it., p. 262. 
2 Voyarre, pp. 295, 574. 
av 11a, vol. 2, p.10 . 
4 Ibid., p. 0 . 
6 al o th r fi r n to Hoop r 's orwin R port, quoted below under Hunting. 
See, however, th writ r · pap r in th .A.In rican Anthropologist, vol. 1, p. 333. 
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Seal calls (adrigautfo).-This implement consists of three or four claws 
mounted on the end of a short wooden handle, and is used to make a 
gentle noise by scratching on the ice. It is a common implement, 
though I never happened to see it in use. We obtained six specimens, 
1 
of which No. 56555 [90] Fig. 253a, is the type. It is 11½ inches long. 
The round handle is of ash, the claws are those of the bearded seal, 
secured by a lashing of sinew braid, wfth the end brought down on the 
under side to a little blunt, backward-pointing hook of ivory, set into 
the wood about 1 inch from the base of the arms. 
Fig. 253b (No. 56557 [93] from Utkiavwlil) is 9½ inches long and has 
four prongs. The haft is of spruce, and instead of an ivory hook there 
is a round-headed stud of the same material, which is · driven wholly 
through the wood, having the point cut off flush with the upper sur-
Fm. 253.-Scratchers for decoying seals. 
• face. It has a lanyard of seal twine knotted into the hole in the haft. 
The other two specimens of this pattern, Nos. 56556 ·[100] and 56558 
[51] have each three claws, and hafts of soft wood, painted with red 
ocher, with lanyards, and are respectively 10·4 and 10·7 inches long. 
One has an ivory hook, but the other in place of this has a small iron 
nail, and is ornamented with a medium-sized sky-blue glass bead inlaid 
in the back. The other two are both new and small, being respectively 
7·5 and 7·6 inches long. Tbe hafts are made of reindeer antler and 
have only two prongs. No. 89467 [1312] from Utkiavwm, has the haft 
notched on each side, and has an irregular stud of bone for securing 
the lashing. 
· No. 89468 [1354], Fig. 253c, from Utkiavwm, has no stud and the claws 
are simply held on by a slight lashing of twisted sinew. Both of these 
were made for the market, but may be models of a. form once.used. 
There are two old seal calls in the Museum from near St. Michaels, 
made of a piece of reindeer antler, apparently the spreading brow 
antler, in which the sharp points of the antler take the place of claws. 
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el on' collection, extends 
int Barrow to orton ound. He collected speci-
m n fr m t. Lawr n I land and Cap W ankarem in Siberia. Nor-
d n kiold p ak of h u of thi implement at Pitlekaj and figures 
a , p im n.1 Th other in trument appear to be less common. I have 
call d it a al rattl . 
al rattle.- obtained only two specimen , No. 56533 [409], which 
m t-0 b a pair. Fig. 254 i one of the e. It is of cottonwood and 4 
inch long roughly carved into tbe hape of a seal's head and painted 
r d, with two mall tran parent blue glass beads inlaid for the eyes. 
The neat b cket of seal thong consists of three or four turns with the 
nd wrapped pirally around them. The staple on which the ivory 
pendants hang is of iron. This is believed to· 
be a rattle to be shaken on the ice by a string 
tied to the becket for the purpose of attracting 
seal to the ice net. It .was brought in for sale 
at a time during our first year when we were 
very busy with zoological work, and as some-
thing was said about "netyi" and "kubra" 
("seal" and "net") the collector concluded 
that they mu t be floats for seal nets, and they 
were accordingly catalogued a, such and laid 
away. We never happened to see another 
pecimen, and as these were ent home in 1882 
we leamed no more of their history. The late 
Dr. Emil Bessels, however, on my return called 
my attention to the fact that in the museum at 
Copenhagen there i a single SP.ecimen very 
similar to the e, which was said to have been 
u ·ed in the manner described above. It came • 
implement was 
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seen in use. We collected two specimens, of which No. 56507 [104], 
Fig. 255a, will serve as the type. It is of walrus ivory, 14½ inches long 
and 0·3 in diameter, with a small lanyard of sinew. The curved cross 
piece of ivory, 1¼ inches long, is inserted into a slot one-fourth of an 
inch from the end and secured by a little treenail of wood. 
Fig. 255b (No. 89454 [1114], from Nuwuk) is a similar ·indicator, 13½ 
inches long and fiat (0·3 inch wide and 0·1 thick). The upper end 
is carved into scallops for ornament and has a small eye into which 
FIG. 255.-Seal indicators. 
was knotted a bit of whalebone fiber. The tip is beveled off with a 
concave bevel on both faces to a sharp edge, so that it can be used for 
a" feather setter" (1gugwau) in feathering arrows. Such implements 
are mentioned in most popular accounts of the Eskimo of the east, 
and Capt. Parry describes it from personal observation at Iglulik. 1 I 
have been unable to .find any mention of its use in western .America, 
and have seen no specimens in the National Museum·. 
Sealing stools.-When a native is watching a seal-hole he frequently 
bas to stand for hours mo-
tionless on the ice. His feet 
would become exceedingly 
cold, in spite of the excel-
lence of his foot covering, 
were it not for a little three-
legged stool about 10 inches 
high upon which be stands. 
This stool is made of wood, 
with a triangular top just 
large enough to accommo-
date a man's feet, with the 
heels together over one leg 
of the stool, and the other .¼, 
two legs supporting the toes 
Of each foot, respectively. FIG. 256.-Sealing stool. 
The stool is neatly made, and is as light as is consistent with strength. 
It is universally employed and carried by the hunter, slung on the gun 
cover with the legs projecting behind. 
When the hunter has a long time to wait he generally squats down 
so as almost to sit on his heels, holding his gun and spear in readiness, 
and wholly covered with one of the deerskin cloaks already described. 
They sometimes use this stool to sit on when waiting for ducks to fly 
over the ice in the spring. 
------------------
) Second Voyage, p. 510; also pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 17. 
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br uO'b bom wo I ecim n · of thi · common object (n'i'gawau-
tm). . 9 7 [1411 ], Fig. 250, will serve a the type. Tlie top 
i f .-pru e, ! inche long and 10! wide. The upper urface is flat 
and mo th, the lower broadly beveled off on the edges and deeply 
ex avated iu the middle, so that there are three straight ridges join-
ing the three legs, each of which stands in the middle of a slight 
pr minence. The object of cutting away the wood in this . way is to 
make the tool lighter, leaving it thick only at the points where the 
pre sure comes. The large round hole in the middle, near the front, is 
for convenience in picking it up and hanging it on the cache frame, 
where it i generally kept. The three legs are set into holes at each 
corner, preadiug out so as to stand on a base larger than the top of 
the stool. Where they fit into the holes they are 0·7 inch in diameter, 
tapered ·lightly to fit the hole, and then tapering down to a diameter 
of one-third inch at the tip. On the under side of the top they are 
braced with a lashing of stout seal thong. .A. split on the right-hand 
edge of the top has been mended, as usual, with a stitch of whalebone. 
This stool is quite old and has been actually used. 
No. 89888 [1412], from the same village, is new and a little larger, 
but differs from the type only in having a triangular instead of a round 
hole in the top and no lashing. Tlwse of our party who landed at 
iclaru September 7, 1881, saw one of these stools hanging up in the 
then vacant village, and there is a precisely similar stool in the Mu-
eum from the Anderson region. 
MacFarlaue, in his manuscript notes, describes the use of these stools 
a follow : "Both tribes kill seals under ice; that is, they watch for 
them at their holes (breathing) or wherever open water appears. At 
the former they generally build a small snow house somewhat like a 
ntinel's box, on the bottom of which they fix a portable three-cornered 
tool, made of wood. They stand on this and thereby escape getting 
cold feet, a would be the case were they to remain for any time on ice 
or now in the ame immovable position." Beyond this I find no men-
tion of the u e of any such a utensil, east or west, except iu Greenland, 
where, however, they u ed a ort of one-legged chair to sit on, as well 
a a foot tool, which Egede pictures (Pl. 0) as oval, with very short legs.1 
eal drag ( ulcsiu'tiii. )-Every seal hunter carries wi tll him a line for 
dra ging horn hi am , con i ting of a stout thong doubled in a bight 
about 1 in he long, with an ivory handle or knob at tbe other end. 
Th bigh i I or d into an inci ·ion in the seal's lower jaw, while the 
kn b rv , for attaching a longer line or the end of a dog's harness. 
The , al i · dra g <l. on hi. back and runs as smoothly as a sled. We 
1 "Th y first look out~ r Hol , which the Seals thems Ives make with their Claw!'! about the Big-
ness of a Ralfp nny; after they have found any Hole, they seat themselves near it upon a Chair, made 
f r the Purpose; and as oon as they perceive he eal coming up to the Hole and put his snout into it 
for som ir, th y immediately strike him with a small Harpoon." Egede, Greenland, p. 104. 
"Th eals th m lv make sometim s boles in the Ice, where they come and draw breath; near 
uch a hol a r enland rs at him Jf on a stool, putting bis feet on a low r on to keep th m from 
th 1d. • ow wh n the seal com and puts it.':! no e to the hole, he pierces it instantly with his har-
poon." rantz, Ri tory of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 156. 
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collected eight of these drag lines, from which I have selected No. 56624 
[44], Fig. 257a, as the type. 
TlJis consists of a stout thong of rawhide (the skin of the bearded 
a 
t · 
Fm. 257.--Seal drags and handles. 
seal) 0·3 inch wide and 37 inches long, and doubled in a bight so that 
one end is about 2½ inches the longer. These ends are fastened into a 
handle of walrus ivory, consisting of three pieces, namely: a pair of 
9 ETH--17 
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n atl arved mi ten , re pectively 1 ·9 and 1 ·8 inches long, put together 
wri t to wri t with the palms up; and lying across the joint above, a 
littl eal 1! inche long, belly down. A hole runs tbrougll each wrist 
an<l. through the belly of the seal. The mittens are ornamented on the 
ack with a blackened inci ed pattern, and the seal has blue glass beads 
for eye and blackened incised spots on the back. The longer end of 
the thong runs up through the right mitten, across through the seal, 
and down through the left mitten. It is then passed through a slit 1 
inch from the end of the shorter part and slit itself. Through this slit 
i pa sed the bight of the thong, all drawn up taut and seized with 
inew braid. 
No. 89467 [755], from Utkiavwrn, is a similar drag, put together in 
much the same way, but it has the mittens doweled together with two 
wooden pin , and a seal's head witlt round bits of wood inlaid for eyes, 
ear , and nostrils, in place of the seal. The longitudinal perforation in 
thi head shows that it was originally struug lengthwise on one of these 
line . The "double slit splice" of the two ends of the thong is worked 
into a complicated round knot, between whlch and the handle the two 
parts of the line are confined. by a tube of ivory 1 inch long, ornamented 
with deeply incised patterns. Fig. 257b is the upper part of a line (No. 
56622 [36), from Utkiavwlii), with a similar tube 1¾ inches long, and a 
handle carved from a single piece into a pair of mittens like the others. 
No. 56625 [81 ], also from Utkiavwfii, is almost exactly similar to the 
one fir t described, but has the seal belly up. Fig. 257 c (No. 894 70 
[1337], from the same village) has a seal 2·3 inches long for the handle, 
and No. 56626 [212J, from Utkiavwrn, is like it. No. 89469a [755aJ Fig. 
257d, from Utkiavwfii, has for a handle the head of a bearded seal 1·6 
inches long, neatly carved from walrus ivory, with round bits of wood 
inlaid for the eye and ear . It is perforated longitudinally from the 
hin to the back of the head, and a large hole at the throat opens into 
thh,. The longer end of the thong is passed in at the chin and out at 
the a ·k of th hea,d; the , horter, in at the back of the head and out at 
th throat; the two end brought together between the standing parts 
and all , topp d together with , inew braid. 
~ o. 56627 [ 45], Fig. 257 e, has a handle made of two ivory bears' heads, 
v ry neatly carved, with ircular bits of wood inlaid for eyes, and per-
forated like the eal' head ju t de cribed. The thong is doubled in the 
middl and each nd pa .-ed through one of the heads lengthwise, so as 
to protrud 1 about 7 inche . bout 4 inches of end is then doubled 
o,· r thru · hrough the throat hole of the opposite head, and brought 
<lo n alon · the , tanding part ·. All the parts are stopped together 
with in w braid. Thi make a mall b cket above the handle. 
W · 11 d ,' v n knob for the e drag line8, of which six are seals' 
h ad and on a ar' . Th y are all made of walrus ivory, apparently 
d1 a. in 1 to h an n a piece of tu. k and are about 1½ inches to 
2 in h · long. Th ar generally carved with con iderable skill, and 
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often have the ears, roots of the whiskers, nostrils, and outline of the 
mouth incised and blackened, while small blue beads, bits of ivory, or 
wood are inlaid for the eyes. Implements of this sort are in common 
use among Eskimo generally wherever they are so situated as to be 
able to engage in seal-hunting. Mr. Nelson's collection contains speci-
mens from as far south as Cape Darby. 
Whalebone wo~f-killers (tsi'bru).-Before the introduction of the steel 
traps, which they now obtain by trade, these people used a peculiar con-
trjvance for catching the wolf. This consists of a stout rod of whale-
bone about 1 foot long and one-half inch broad, with a sharp point at 
each end. One of these was folded lengthwise in the for:rp. of a Z,1 
wrapped in blubber (whale's blubber was used, according to our inform-
ant, N'i'.kawaalu), and frozen solid. It was then thrown out on the snow 
where the wolf could find and swallow it. The heat of the animal's body 
would thaw out the blubber, releasing the whalebone, which would 
straighten out and pierce the walls of the stomach, thus causing the 
j 
a 
Fm. 258.-Whalebone wolf-killers. 
a.nimal's death. Nikawaalu says that a. wolf would not go far after 
swallowing one of these blubber balls. 
We collected four sets of these contrivances, one set containing seven 
rods and the others four each. Fig. 258a gives a good idea of the shape 
of one of these. It belongs to a set of seven, No. 89538 [ 1229], Fig. 258b, 
from Utkiavwrn, which are old and show the marks of having been 
doubled up. It is 12½ inches long, 0.4 broad, and 0.2 thick. The 
little notches on the opposite e<lges of each end were probably to 
hold a lashing of sinew which kept the folded rod in shape while the 
blubber was freezing, being cut by thrusting a knife through the par-
tially frozen blubber, as is stated by Schwatka.2 Two of the sets are 
new, but made like the others. 
This contrivance is also used by the Eskimo of Hudson Bay 3 and at 
Norton Sound, where, according to Petroff, 4 the rods are 2 feet long and 
wrapped in seal blubber. The name 'i'.s'i'.'bru appears to be the same as 
the Greenlandic (isavssok), found only in the diminutive isavssoraK, a 
provincial name for the somewhat similar sharp-pointed stick baited 
with blubber and used for catching gulls. The diminutive form of this 
1 It is twisted into " a compact helical mass like a watch-spring " in the Hudson Bay region. 
Schwatka, '' Nimrod in the North, " p. 133. See also Klutschak, ".A.ls Eskimo, " pp. 194,195. 
2 "Nin)rod in t he North," p. 133. 
3 See Gilder, Schwatka's Search, p. 225; see also, Klutscha.k, ".A.ls Eskimo," etc., pp. 194-5, where th& 
whalebones are said to have little knives on the ends. 
4 Report, etc., p. 127. 
w r<l iu hr, ·ulau li<- mav iudi ·at· tltat th ir au· ,·torn ouc uHecl thf' 
larg<' wolf-kill r, ,rll n th y] in•d wli re woh· :i,, ,rere found. The defi-
nition of njn'kuaK1 th nliuary w nl f r th gull- ·atelier ( e below)-in 
tli 'r ,ulauch;kc rclbo ·-i. · th only -vid uc :i we ha Ye of the m,e of thiH 
outrirnn · iu Gr nhrn l. 'Ihis i 011 of th , everal ca,·eH in which we 
only 1 arn of th oc· ·urr nee of u tom , etc., noted at Point Barrow, in 
Gre nland by finding the nam of the thing in question defined hi the 
di ·tiouary. 
Traps.-F x are aught in the winter by deadfalls or steel traps 
(nanori'a), ,·et g neralJy along the beach, where the foxe:::; are wander-
ing about in ,' ar ·h of carrion thrown up by the sea. In ·etting the 
deadfall a little hon· about 2 feet high is built, in which is placed 
the bait of meat or hlnbber. A heavy log of driftwood is placed across 
th , entran ·e, ,Yith 011e end rai ·ed high enough to allow a fox to pass 
under it, aud upported uy a, regular "figure of folll'" of sticks. The 
fox can not ·et at th l>ait without pas ing under the log, and in doing 
o lte must touch the trigger of the "figure of four" ( 4 ), which brings 
down t!Je log aero·· hi back. When a steel trap is used it is not 
baited itself, but buried in the snow at the entrance of a similar little 
hou:e, o that t l1 e fox can not reach the bait without stepping on the 
plate of the trap and tlms pringing it. Many foxes are taken with 
u h traps in tli • course of the winter. 
Th boy UR(· a , ort of nare fol' catching setting birds. Thi8 is 
imply a. trip of whalebone made into a slip-noose, which iH Ret over 
th, cm · with the ,nd fa.-t ,u· d to the grnund, so that the bird is caught 
by the 1 ·. Once or twi ·e, when there wa a light snow on the beach, 
w Haw a, nativ cat Jung the large gulls as follows: He had a stick of 
hal'<l wood, I oiHte l at each end, to the middle of which was fastened 
one end of a. tout Htring auout 6 feet long. The other end was secured 
to a, ,take driven into the frozen gravel, and the stick wrapped with 
blubb r and laid on the beaeh, with the string carefully hidden ht the 
'DOW. Th gull came along, swallowed the lump of blubber, and as 
·oon a.· h tri d to fly away the 8tring made the sharp stick turn like a 
to 0 ·,tle aero ·, hi,· gull t, the point forcing their way through, so that 
1J :i ,rn:-{ held fa t . A . ·imilar contrivance, but somewhat smaller aud 
nuul<· of bone i. u.· •d at Norton ound for catching gulls and murreR, 
a 11nrnbn· of them beiug atta ·heel to a trawl line and baited with fo,h. 
Ir . .,,_T •l. ·on colle ·t d a, large 1mmber of the ·e.1 In regard to the use of 
tbi: ·ontrivan ·e in reenland, ee above undel' "wolf-killers." 
'noi ·-goggles.-Th wooden go 0 ·gle. · worn to protect the eyes from 
· ow-blindne,. may be con, ilerecl a ac ·ei-;. ·ories to hunting, a: they are 
worn ·hi fl ~- by tho Hgag cl ill hunting or fishing, e pecially wheu 
d · r-lmnting in the pring 011 the :now-covered tundra or when in the 
wlrnl ·b mt · am ucr tl1 ice. They are , imply a, woodeu cover for the 
1 .'·,·Dr. P.an',i Prrhistori1· l+'i hio_!!. JI. lt. J,'ig. 2. 1'· 13, repre. e11t;1 one of these from K orton Sound, 
a.ud Fi~ . '.J-' • a 11eriri of similar imp! ·m •nt;i from the hone can:s of France. 
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eyes, admitting the light by a narrow horizontal slit, which allows. 
only a small amount of light to reach the eye and at the same time 
gives sufficient range of vision. Such goggles are universally employed 
by the Eskimos everywhere 1 except in Siberia, where they use a simple 
shade for the eyes. 2 
We brought home four pairs of these goggles (:i'dy1gu:ii), of which No 
89894 [1708], JJ1ig. 259, represents the common form. These are of pine 
wood, 5·8 inches long and 1 ·1 inches broad, and deeply excavated on the 
inside, with a narrow horizontal slit witlt thin edges 011 each side of the 
middle. In the middle are two notches to :fit the nose, the one in the 
lower edge deep and rounded, the upper very shallow. The two holes 
in each eD.d are for strings of sinew braid to pass round the head. They 
are neatly made and the outside is scraped smooth and shows traces of 
a coat of red ocher. 
The history of this particular pair of goggles is peculiarly interesting. 
Though differing in no important respect from those used at the present 
day, they were fou1:ld on the site 
of the ancient village of Isfl'tkwa, 
where our station stood, buried 
at a depth of 27 feet in undis-
turbed frozen ground, and were ½. a 
uncovered in digging the shaft 
sunk by Lieut. Ray for obtaining 
earth temperatures.3 The layer 
in which they were found was 
. evidently an old sea beach, con- h 
sisting of sand and gravel mixed Fm. 259.-Wooden snow goggles. 
with broken shells, among which Mya truncata was recognized. The 
amount of the superiucumbent gravel and similar material above this 
object does not necessarily indicate any very great length of time since 
they were :first buried, as' will be readily underRtood from w~ __ .,t I have 
said aboYe (p. 28) about the rapidity with which high hummocks of 
gravel are pushed up by the ice. The unbroken layer of turf, however, 
nearly a foot t,bick, with which the ground was covered at this point, 
shows that a considerable period must have elapsed since the gravel had 
reached nearly to its present level. 
The pattern of these goggles is to my mind a very decided proof that 
at that early date this region was inhabited by Eskimo not essentially 
different from its present inhabitants. Goggles worn at the present day 
are almost always of the shape of these, though I remember Reeing one 
pair made in two pieces joined by short strings of beads across the nose. 
They are, I think, universally painted with reel ocher on the outside and 
1 See Parry, 2cl Voyage, p. 5-H, Jgl11lik and Hudson Strait, pl. opposite 11 . 548, Fig. 4, anrl 1il. 
opposite 11. 14; Crantz, History of Greenland, vol. l, p. 234; Dall . . \laska, p.195, :figure (Norton Sound); 
al so ::\-facFarlane, MS., Xo. 2!)20 (.Anrlerson River). 
2Xonl r nskiold, V ega , Yol. 2, 1>· !)!). 
3 R eport C ~- International Pohtr Expr '1iti011 to Point Barro"·, JJ. 37. 
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w r no alway.· made of wood, as there are 
11 tion ma i. of a piec of antler, following the 
natural cnrve of the beam, 
divided longitudinally, with 
the softer inside tissue l.tol-
lowed out. 
FIG. 260.-Bone snow goggles . 
Fig. 260 (No. 89701 [763 j, 
from Utkiavw'ffi) represents 
one of these specimens. I 
do uot recollect ever seeing goggles of this material in actual use. No. 
89703 (754], Fig. 261, i an unusual pattern, having along the top a hori-
zontal brim about one-half 
inch high, which serves for 
an additional hade to the 
eye . Above this are two 
oblique holes opening into 
the cavity inside, which are 
probably for the purpose of 
ventilation, to prevent the 
moi turefrom the skin from 
beiug depo ited as frost on 
the in ide of the goggles or 
on the eyela hes. I do not 
remember having seen such 
go gle worn. Dall figures FIG. 261.-Wooden snow goggles, unusual form. 
a, imilar pair from Norton Sound, and those brought by Mr. Turner from 
nga va, have a similar brim and ventilating holes. The snow goggles 
mentioned in Parry's Second 
Voyage (p. 547) as occasion-
ally seen at Iglulik, but more 
common in Hudson's Strait, 
appear to have resemhled 
the e, but had a brim 3 or 4 
inches deep. 
Meat- cache markers.-We 
purchased a couple of little 
ivory rod , each with a little 
bunch of feathers tied to one 
end, which we were told were 
u ed by the deer hunters to 
mark the place where they 
had buried the fie h of a deer 
in the now. This implement 
i called tfl'kusia. 
F t . 262.-Mark r for m at each . Fig. 262, represents one of 
( .,. o. 9-, J [97 ] fr m Nuwi'ik). ti a fiat, ·lender rod of white 
w lru. iY ry 11~ in li . 1 ng an 1 vicl ntly roken off at the tip. Tl.Le 
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other end is cut into ornamental notches, and ·ornamented with an incised 
pattern colored with red ocher, consisting of conventional lines and the 
figure of a reindeer on each face, a buck on one face and a doe on the 
other. Tied by a bit of sinew. to the uppermost notch are four legs and 
three wing tips (three or four primaries, with the skin at the base) of the 
buff-breasted sandpiper (Tryngites subruficollis). This was evidently 
Fm. 263.-Marker for meat cache. 
longer when new and perhaps was originally used for a seal indicator 
(which see above). Fig. 263 (No. 89453 (1581] from Utkiavwm) is a 
similar rod, the tip of which has been brought to an edge so that it can 
be used as a " feather-setter" in feathering arrows. The remains of two 
wing tips of some small bird are tied to one of the notches at the upper 
end. 
METHODS OF HUNTING. 
Having now described in detail all the weapons and other implements 
used in hunting, I am prepared to give an account of the time and 
methods of pursuing the different kinds of game. 
The polar bear.-Bears are occasionally met with in the winter by 
the seal hunters, roaming about the ice fields at some distance from the 
shore. They usually run from a man and often do not make a stand 
even when wounded. Occasionally, however, a bear rendered bold by 
hunger comes in from the sea and makes an attack on some native's 
storehouse of seal meat even in the midst of the village. Of course, in 
such a case he has very little ~hance of escape, as the natives all turn 
out with their rifles and cut off his retreat. Two bears were killed in 
this way at Utkiavwm in the winter of 1882-'83. The bear is always 
attacked with the rifle, often with the help of dogs to bring him to bay. 
The umiaks when walrus hunting sometimes meet with bears among 
the loose ice. If the bear is caught in the water, there is very little 
difficulty in paddling up close enough to him to shoot him. 
The wolf.-The wolf can hardly he considered a regular object of 
pursuit. Wolves are often seen and occasionally shot by deer hunters 
in the winter, and one family in the summer of 1883 managed to catch 
a couple of young wolf cubs alive, somewhere between Point Barrow 
and the Colville. These they brought home with them and kept them 
picketed on the tundra just outside of the village, with a little kennel 
of snow to shelter them, carefully feeding them till winter, when their. 
fur had grown long· enough for use in trimming hoods. They were then 
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, ton -h ad d arrow, ,-rhi h w were told was necessary 
:£ r th 1 urp an l their kin · dre8, "d and cut into trip whid1 were 
11 around th villag . up r. tition required that the man ,-rho killed 
the· w I ,' hould 1 p out ·id of the house in a tent or now hut for 
on m on' aft r killing tllem. We did not learn the reason for this 
pra tic b yond that i would b ''bad" to do otherwise. 
The fox.-Foxe are , ometime hot, but are generally taken in the 
trap · d cribed above, which are u ually set some distance from the 
village o a to avoid catching prowling dogs. Though generally ex-
ceedingly hy, the fox i sometimes rendered careless by hunger. One 
of the women at the deer-hunters' camp in the spring of 1882 caught 
oue in the little snow bou e built to store the meat and killed him with 
a tick. 
The reind,eer.- Reindeer are comparatively scarce within the radius 
of a day' ' march from Point Barrow, though solitary animals and imiall 
partie, are to be seen almost any day fo the winter a few miles inland 
from the seacoast. In the autumn, which is the rutting season, they 
occasionally wander down to the lagoons back of the beach. Nearly 
every day in the autumn and winter, when the weather is not stormy, 
one or more natives are out looking for reindeer, usually traveling on 
nowshoes and carrying their rifles slung on their backs. The deer are 
generally very wild and often perceive a man and begin to run at a dis-
tanc of a mile or two, though a rutting buck will sometimes fancy that 
a , kin-clad E.·kimo i a rival buck, and come towa;rd him, especially 
if th bunter ·rou he· down and keeps perfectly still. 
Th u ual method of hunting is to walk off inland until a deer is 
i ·bt d, when the hunter moves directly towar<l him at a rapid pace, 
without r gard to tl.Je wind or attempting to conceal hi1rn;;elf, which 
would be a,lmo t hopeles in such open country. Ai;, Roon as the deer 
tart to run, the hunter qui ·kens his pace-to a run, if he has "wind" 
enough-and follows the game as long as he can keep it in sight, trnst-
in tbat the well known curio. ity of the deer will induce it to "circle" 
round, in order to : e. what it i that is followino- him with such perti-
nacity. 1h uld the deer tnrn, as often happens, especialJy if there is 
mor than on of th m, the hunter alters his course so as to head him 
ofl~ and a· oon a8 h get· within long rifle range opens fire, and keeps 
it up till th animal j , hit ore, cape.· out of range. Strange as it may 
seem ( num er of d r are killed every winter in this way. 
If a cl r be kill d the lnmter u ually "butchers" him on the spot, 
and bring in a muc·h of th meat a. he can carry on hiH back, leaving 
the re t, car fully · v 1· d with lab of snow to protect it from the foxes, 
to be brough in a . on a. ·onvenient by a dog led, which follow8 the 
hunt r'. · ra ·k · t th I la · . 
During th • pring the d r retire . ·ome (li. tance from the Point, and 
th d h n lr >p h ir fawn·. At thi.· ,' a. on nearly all the natives 
ar u ily en rag d in the whal ft. ·h ry and pay little attention to the 
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reindeer, RO that we did not learn where they went to. When the fawns 
are perhaps a month old a small party, say a young man and his wife, 
sometimes makes a short journey to the ea·stwarcl to procure fa,Yu skins 
for clothing. They say that the fawns at this age can be caught by 
running them clown. During the summer again the deer come down 
to the coast in small numbers, taking to the water in the lagoons, or 
even in the sea, when the flies become troublesome. 
Sometimes in warm, calm weather the flies are so numerous that 
the deer is driven perfectly frantic, and runs along without looking 
where he is going, so that, as the natives say, a hunter who places 
himself in the deer's path has no difficulty in shooting him. Flies 
were unusually scarce both summers that we were at the station, so 
that we never had an opportunity of seeing this clone. When a deer 
is seen swimrning he is pursued with the kaiak and lanced in the man-
ner already described. In July, 1883, one man from Utkiav:wm made 
a short journey inland, "carrying " his kaiak from lake to lake, and 
ki.lled two deer in this way without firing a shot. I believe this method 
of hunting is frequently practiced by the parties who go east for trading 
in the summer, and those who visit the rivers for the purpose of hunting. 
The natives seemed to expect deer in summer at the lagoons, as 
along the isthmus between Ime'kpun and Imekpun1glu they had set up 
a range of stakes, evidently intended to turn the deer up the beach 
where he would be seen from the camp at Pernijfl. Only one deer, 
however, came down either summer, and he escaped without being seen. 
This contrivance of setting up stakes to guide the deer in a certain 
direction is very commonly used by the Eskimo. Egecle gives a 
curious description of the practice in Greenland in his day: They 
"chase them [i.e., the reindeer] by Clap-hunting, setting upon them on 
all sides and surrounding them with all their Women and Children to 
force them into Defiles and Narrow Passages, where the Men armed lay 
in wait for them and kill them. And when they have not People 
enough to surround them, then they put up white Poles (to make up 
the Number that is wanted) with Pieces of Turf to head them, which 
frightens the Deer and hinders it from escaping.m ·pi. 4, of the same 
work, is a very curious ilhi.stration of this style of hunting. 
A similar method is practiced at the Coppermine River, where the 
deer are led by ranges of turf toward the spot where the archer 
is hidden. 2 Franklin also noticed between the Mackenzie and the 
Colville similar ranges of driftwood stumps leading across the plain 
to two cairns on a hill,3 and Thomas Simpson mentions a similar 
range near Herschel Island, 4 and double rows of turf to represent men 
leading down to a small lake near Point Pitt, for the purpose of 
driving the deer into the water where they could be speared.5 This is . 
1 Grt>cnland, p. 62. 
2 Franklin, 1st Exped., vol. 2, p.181. 
3 2d Exped., p. 137. 
4 Narrativ<'. p. 114. 
6 Ibid ., p. 1:38. 
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imilar to the practi e d cribed by chwatka 1 among the "N etschilluk" 
of King \Villiam Laud, where a line of cairn, a, high as a man and 
50 to 100 yard apart i built along a ridge running obliquely to the 
water. When deer are seen feeding near the water the men form a, 
skirmi h line from the la t cairn to the water and advance slowly. 
The deer mi take the cairn for men and take to the water, where they 
are ea ily peared. 
The most important deer hunt takes place in the late fall and early 
spring, when the natives go inland 50 or 75 miles to the upper waters of 
Kuaru and Kulugrua, where the deer are exceedingly plentiful at this 
season. Capt. Herendeen, who went inland with the deer hunters in the 
autumn of 1882, reports that the bottom lands of Kulugrua "looked like 
a cattle yard," from the tracks of the reindeer. They start as soon as 
it i pos ible to travel across the country with sledges, usually about the 
first of October, taking guns, ammunition, fishing tackle, and the nec-
e sary household utensils for themselves and their families, and stay till 
the daylight gets too short for hunting. In 1882, many parties got home 
about October 27 or 28. At this season there is seldom snow enough 
to build snow huts, so they generally live in tents, always close to the 
rivers from which they procure water for household use. The men · 
spend their time hunting the deer, while the women bring in the game, 
attend to drying the skins and the household work, and catch whitefish 
and burbot through the ice of the rivers, which are now frozen hard 
enough for thi purpose. Some of the old men and those who have not 
a upply of ammunition engage in the same pursuit. 
A comparatively mall number· of the people go out to this fall deer 
bunt, which appear to be a new custom, adopted since Dr. Simpson's 
time. It wa probably not wo:-th while to go out after deer at seasons 
when there was not enough snow for digging pitfall , since they depended 
chi fly on th e for the capture of the reindeer before the introduction 
of fir arm . Fully half of each village go out on the spring deer hunt, 
a· th y did in Maguir ' time, the fir t parties starting out with the 
r turn of the un, about January 23, and the others following in the 
cour, · of two or three weeks, and remain out till about the middle of 
April wh n it i' im to om back for the whale fishery. The ·people 
of tkiavwrn. al way. trav l to the hunting ground~ by a regular road, 
whi ·h i. th am a that followed by Lieut. Ray in J1is exploring trips. 
Th •y rav 1 alon°· th ·oa.·t on thei e wherever it it1 smooth enough till 
th yr ·h I'fiarn and then, trike a ·1·0 • eountry, crossing Kuaru and 
rea ·hin Kulu ua n ar h hill ua u'knan. ( ee map, Pl. n.) 
Th pl from uwiik ra,· 1,-traight aero El on Bay to the outh 
till h yr b n arly th ·am r ion. ome partie · from Nuwi:ik also 
bun in h r u h ·oun ry b w 11 Kt1lugrua and Ikprkpufi. As the 
1 d ar h ily la I 11 wi h camp quipage, provi 'ions and oil for 
th lamp, th y rav 1 ·l wly, takiu ,. four or fiv day for the journey, 
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stopping for the night with tolerable regularity at certain stations where 
the first party that travels over the trail build snow huts, which are 
used by those who follow them. At the rivers they are scattered in 
small camps of four or :five families, about a day's journey apart. As 
well as we could learn these camps are in regularly established places, 
where the same people return every year, if they hunt at all. It even 
seemed as if these localities were considered the property of certain 
influential families, who could allow any others they pleased to join 
their parties.1 It is certain, at all events, that the people of Utkiavw'i'.fi 
did not hunt on the Ikp1kpuii with the men of Nuwuk. At this season 
they live entirely in snow huts, often excavated in the deep drifts under 
the river bluffs, and the men hunt deer while the women, as before, 
catch fish in Kuaru and Kulugrua. None are taken in Ikp'i'.kpufi. ( See 
above, p. 58.) 
Deer are generally very plentiful at this season, though sometimes, as 
happened in February, 1883, there comes a warm southerly wind which 
makes them all retreat farther inland for a few days. They are gener-
ally hunted by chasing them on snowshoes, in the manner already de-
scribed, but with much better chances of success, since when a number 
of hunters are out in the same region the deer are kept moving, so that 
a herd started by one hunter is very apt to run within gunshot of an-
other. The natives have generally very good success in this spring 
bunt. Two men who were bun.ting on shares for the station killed up-
ward of ninety reindeer in the season of 1883. A great deal of the meat 
is, of course, consumed on the spot, but a good many deer are brought 
home frozen. They are skinned and brought home whole, only the 
heads and legs being cut off. The latter are disjointed at the knee and 
elbow. These frozen carcasses are usually cut up with a saw for cooking. 
At this season the does are pregnant, and many good-sized fetuses are 
·brought home frozen. We were told that these were excellent food, 
though we never saw them eaten. For the first two or three days after 
the return of the deer hunters to the village all the little boys are. play-
ing with these fetuses, which they set up as targets for their blunt 
arrows. . 
Before starting for the deer hunt the hunters generally take the mov-
able property which they do not mean to carry with them out of the 
house and bury it in the snow for safe keeping, apparently thinking that 
while a dishonest person might help himself to small articles left around 
the house, he could hardly go to work and dig up a cache without at-
tracting the attention of the neighbors. If both families from a house 
go deer hunting, they either close it up entirely or else get some family 
who have no house of their own to take care of it during their absence. 
During the season, small parties, traveling light, with very little bag-
gage, make flying trips to the village, usually to get a fresh supply of 
1Dr. Richardson believes that t,he hunting ,rrrounds of families are kept sacred among the Eskim o. 
Searching Expedition, vol. 1, pp. 244,851. See, also, the same autbor·s paper, New PhilosophicalJou.r-
nal, vol. 52, p. 828. 
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ammunition or oil, and at the end of the- ea on a lucky hunter almo. t 
alwa nd in to borrow xtra dog and hire women and children to 
h lp bring in hi, game. The kin. , which at thi season are very thick 
aml lH•av , uitable only for blankets, heavy stockings, etc., are simply 
rough dri d in the open air, and brought in Rtacked up on a flat sled. 
Li<0 nt. Ray met a Nuwi:ik party returning in 1882 with a pile of these 
Hkin · that looked like a load of hay. With such heavy loads they, of 
cour e, travel very ·lowly. A few natives, especially when short of 
ammunition, still use at this sea ou the snow pitfalls mentioned by 
Capt. :Maguire.1 
The following i the description of those seen by Lieut. Ray in 1883: 
A round hol i dug in the drifted snow, along the bank of a stream or 
lake. rrhis i , about 5 feet in diameter and 5 or 6 feet deep, and is brought 
up to ·within 2 or 3 inches of the surface, when there is only a small 
hole, through which the now was removed. This is carefully closed 
with a thin lab of snow and baited by strewing reindeer mos:,, and 
bunches of grass over the thin surface, through which the deer breaks 
a. ·oon a · he steps on it. The natives say that they sometimes get two 
deer at once. 
This method of hunting the reindeer appears uncommon among the 
E kimo. I find no mention of it except at Repulse Bay.2 and among 
the Net ·illingmiut, where dogs' urine . is said to be sprinkled on the 
.·now a a bait to attract the deer by its "Salzgehalt.m Lieut. Ray 
waH informed by the native that the "Nunataiimiun" also captured 
d er by mean of a rawhide noose set across a regular deer path, whe11 
th y di overed uch. The noose is held up and spread by a couple of 
stick' and the end staked to the ground with a piece of antler. A i-;im-
ilar method wa.· practiced by the native of Norton Souud.4 A few 
partie, vi.-it the river' in ·ummer for the purpose of hunting reindeer, 
but mo. t of the native are either off on the trading expeditions pre-
viou. ly m ntioned or el :,,ettled in the small camps along the coast, 
;3 or 4 mil ~.· apart, whence th y occa ionally go a short distance inland 
ill .· ar h fr ind r. 
The .·eal.-Th fl h of the .-maller seals form, such a staple of food, and 
th ir lubb rand skin ·erve ·o many important purpo es, that their cap-
tur i, · on ' of h mo 't neces, ary pur uit at Point Barrow, and is car-
ri cl n a all -' a on f th y ar and in ma,ny different methods. During 
th , ' a. on of op n wat r many ~ al · ar hot from the umiaks engaged 
iu whaling an<.l walru,. hunting or caught in uets et along the shore at 
Bbm Bay. Thi,. i,. al.-o th, only sea ·on when seal,. can be capture<l 
witl1 tb .-mall kaiak dart. 
'rhe prin ·ipal . eal fi:h >r how v r begin, with tbe clo. ing of the sen, 
u:nally al out h , m iclfl],, of cto r. Wh n the_ pack ice comes in 
hPrP arr 1vnall many :mall op n pool. ·, to which the , eal re. ort for 
air. .\Io.t of 11 ab1 -bocli <l m 0 11 in th village ar ont every day armed 
1 • -orrhw1• t Pa ~age,, .\pf,f'DfliJC, p. 3 7. 
2 R:u , .-armti\'t• nc .. p. U5. 
3 Klut:;,·hak. "Al~ 1£:;kimo," etc., p,131. 
~ Dall . .lla:;ka, p.147. 
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with the rifle and retrieving harpoon, traveling many miles among the 
ice hummocks in search of such holes. When a seal shows his head he 
is shot at with the rifle, and the hunter, if successful, secures his game 
with the harpoon. This method of hunting is practiced throughout the 
winter wherever open holes form in the ice. A native going to visit his 
nets 01· to examine the condition of the ice always carries his rifle and 
retrieving harpoon, in case he should come across an open hole where 
seals might be found. The hunt at this season is accompanied with 
considerable danger, as the ice pack is not yet firmly consolidated and 
portions of it frequently move offshore with a shift of the wind, so that the 
hunter runs the risk of being carried out to sea. The natives exercise 
considerable care, and generally avoid crossing a crack if the wind, 
however light, is blowing offshore; but in spite of their precautions 
men are every now and then carried off to sea and never return. 
The hunters meet with many exciting adventures. On the morning 
of November 24, 1882, all the heavy ice outside of the bar broke away 
from the shore, leaving a wide lead, and began to move rapidly to the 
northeast, carrying with it three seal hunters. They were fortunately 
near enough to the village to be seen by the loungers on the -village 
hill, who gave the alarm. An umiak was immediately mounted on a 
flat sled and carried out over the shore ice with great rapidity, so that 
the men were easily rescued. The promptness and energy with which 
the people at the village acted showed how well the danger was appre-
ciated. 
At this season of the year a single calm night is sufficient to cover all 
the holes and leads with young ice strong enough to support a man, 
and occasionally before the pack comes in the open sea freezes over. 
In this young ice the seals make their breathing holes (adlu), "about 
the Bigness of a Halfpenny," as Egede says, and the natives employ the 
stabbing harpoon for their capture. At the present day this is seldom 
used alone, but the seal is shot through the head as he comes to the 
surface, and the spear only used to secure him. Seals which have been 
shot in this way are sometimes carried off by the current before they 
can be harpooned. As far as I can learn, this practice of shooting seals 
at the adlu is peculiar to Point Barrow (including probably the rest of 
the Arctic coast as far as Kotzebue Sound), though the use of the una, 
as already stated, is very general. 
This method of hunting can generally be prosecuted only a few days 
at a time, as the movements of the pack soon break up the fields of 
young ice, though new fields frequently form in the course of the season. 
After the January gales the pack is so firmly consolidated that there 
are no longer any open holes or leads, and when the spring leads open 
young ice seldom forms, so that this method of hunting is as a rule con-
fined to the period between the middle of October and the early part of 
January. 
With the departure of the sun, about tlte middle of November, begins 
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the netting, which i the most impol'tant fishery of the year, but which 
can be prosecuted with uccess only in the darkest nights. The natives 
ay that even a bright aurora interferes with the netting. At this sea-
on narrow leads of open water are often formed parallel to the shore, and 
frequently remain open for several days. The native1::1 are constantly 
reconnoitering the ice in search of such leads, and when one is found 
nearly all the men in the village go out to it with their nets. A place 
i , ·ought where the ice is tolerably level and not too thick for about a 
hundred yards back from the lead, at which distance the nets are set, 
often a number of them close together, in the manner already described, 
so that they hang like curtains under the ice, parallel to the edge of the 
open water. When darkness comes on the hunters begin to rattle on 
the ice with their ice picks, scratch with the seal call, or make some 
other gentle and continuous noise, which soon excites the curiosity of 
the eals that a.re swimming about in the open lead. One at length 
dive under the ice and swims in the direction of the sound, which of 
course leads him directly into the net, where he is entangled. 
On favorable nights a great many seals are captured in this way. 
For instance, on the night of December 2, 1882, the netters from Utkiav-
wl'.ii alone took at least one hundred seals. Such lucky hauls are not 
common, however. As the weather at this season is often excessively 
cold, the seals freeze stiff soon after they are taken from the net, and if 
ufficient snow has fallen they are stacked up by sticking their hind 
flippers in the snow. This keeps them from being covered up and lost 
if the snow begins to drift. I have counted thirty seals, the property 
of one native, piled up in this way into a single stack. The women and 
children go out at their convenience with dog sleds and bring in the 
al·. A. woman, however, who is at work on deerskin clothing must 
not touch a hand to the seals or the sled on which they are loaded, but 
may lend a hand at hauling on the drag line. When the seals are 
brought to the edge of the beach they must not be taken on land till 
a ·h ha been given a. mouthful of fresh water. We did not learn the 
obj ·t of thi practice, but Norden kiold, who observed a similar custom 
at Pitlekaj, wa informed that it wa to keep the leads from closing.1 
Wh n th lead ke p · open for several day , or there is a prospect of 
it op ning again, the hunter leave hi gear out on the i ·e, sometimes 
ringin hi.· ic pi · k coop, and etting pole part way home and sticking 
th m up in th . now along ide of the path. In 1884 a, lead remained 
p n for v ral day about 3 or 4 mile · from the village, and the 
uativ , · mad a r gular beaten trail out to it. When we visited the net-
ting gr und the 1 ad had lo ed, but nearly all the men had left their 
' ar ti kin up n ar it wi h th n t ti d up and hung upon the ice 
pi ·k . Th y had uil littl \ all,• of now lab a a protection again, t 
h win . Th , · a:on for hi · n tting nd with the January gales, 
wbi ·h ·l th l al p rman ntly. 
a. vol. 2 p. 130. ompar thl' u tom ob. rv <l iu Baffin Land, or sprinkling a few drops of 
wat r on th h ad of the I bcfor it i cut up, mentioned by Hall, Ar,·tic Researches, p. 573. 
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Later in the winter the seals resort to very inconsiderable cracks 
among the hummocks for air, aud nets are set hanging around these 
cracks, so that a seal can not approach the crack without being caught. 
There was such a crack just in the edge of the rough land floe, not half 
a mile from Utkiavwm, in February, 1883, from which two men took 
several seals, visiting the nets every day or two. Those men who do 
not go off on the deer hunt keep one or more seal nets set all winter, 
either in this way or in the third method, which can be practiced only 
after the daylight has come back, when the ice is thick. At this sea-
son there are frequently to be found among the hummocks what the 
natives call i'glus, dome-shaped snow houses about 6 feet in diameter 
and 2 or 3 feet high, with .a smooth round hole in the top, and commu-
nicating with the water. These are undoubtedly the same as the snow 
burrows described by Kumlien, 1 which the female sea~ builds to bring 
forth her young in.2 They are curious constructions, looking astonish-
ingly like a man's work. The natives told me that nets set at these 
places were for the capture of young seals (netyiaru). It appears that 
these houses are the property of a single female only until her young 
one is able to take to the water, as a net is kept set at one of these 
holes, as well as I could understand, sometimes capturing several seals. 
The net is set flat under the hole, the cor:r;i.ers being drawn out by cords 
let down through small holes in a circle round the main opening, through 
which the net is drawn. A seal rising to the surface runs his head 
through the meshes of the net. The small holes and sometimes the 
middle one are carefully covered with slabs of snow. 
rrhe officers of the revenue steamer Corwin, who made the sledge 
journey along the northeast coast of Siberia in the early summer of 
1881, saw seal nets set in this way, flat, under air holes in the ice, with 
a hole for each corner of the net. When a seal was caught the net was 
drawn up through the middle hole with ·a hooked pole.3 In 1883 tp.ey 
began setting these nets at Point Barrow about March 4, and probably 
about the same date the year before, though we did not happen to ob--
serve this method of netting until considerably later. 
In June and ,July, when the ice becomes rotten and worn into holes, 
the seals" haul out" to bask in the sun, and are then stalked and shot. 
They are exceedingly wary at this season. The seal usually taken in 
the methods above described is the rough or ringed seal (Phoca fmtida), 
but in 1881 a single male ribbon seal (Histriophoca fasciata) was netted, 
and in 1882 a native shot one at the breathing hole, but it was carried 
away by the current before he could secure it. The natives said that 
they sometimes caught the harbor seal (P. vitulina) in the shore nets in 
Elson Bay. The bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), whose skin is 
especially prized for making harpoon lines, boot soles, umiak covers, 
1 Contributions, p. 57. 
2 Hall, A.retie Researches, pp. 507 and 578, with diagrams. 
a Hooper, Corwin Report, p. 25. 
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t ·. i: 11,y r y ry abm1da11t and occur ·hie:fly ill the ::,ea8ou of open 
wat r wb u it is <.;aptur d from the umiak with harpoon and rifle, but 
th ,;r ar~ om tllle>' found in the winter, as two were killed at breathing 
holes in th r u ·hi ·e January 8, 1 83. 
The walru ·.-The walrus occ1u, only during the season of open water, 
aml i: almo t alway captured from the umiak with the large harpoon 
awl rifle. The whaling boat u ually find a few, especially late in the 
Hea:-;011, and after the trading parties have gone jn tbe summer the 
natfre who remain are generally out in the boat::, a good deal of the 
time lookiug for walrus and seals. A · a general thing walrus are espe-
cially plenty in September, when much loose ice is moving backwards 
and forward with the current, frequently sleeping in large herds upon 
cake,· of ice.. The boats, which are out nearly every day at this ::,eason 
with Yolunteer crews, uot regularly organized as for whaling, paddle 
a' near a · they can to these sleeping herds and try to shoot them in 
the head, aiming also to " fasten " to as many as they can with the har-
poon and fl.oat as they hurry into the water. A harpooned walrus is 
followed up with the boat and shot with the . rifle when a chance is 
offered. Swimming walruses are chased with the boat and "fastened 
to" by darting the harpoon. Wben a walrus is killed it is towed up to 
the neare t cake of ice and cut up on the spot. We never knew of the 
kaiak beiug used jn walrus-hunting, as is the cu.stom among the eaHtern 
Eskimo. 
The 'ic.1iale.-Tll.e pursuitofthe"bowbead" whale (Balreua mysticetus), 
o valuable not only for the food furnished by its flesh and "blackskin" 
and the oil from it8 blubber, but for the whalebone, which serves so 
many u. efnl vurpo es iu the art8 of the Eskimo and is besides the 
chief artide of trade with the ship8, is carried 011 with great regularity 
arnl formality. fo the first place all the umiallks (boat-owne.rs) or those 
wl10 Hl'<.' to h tlle captaius of· whaling umiaks, before the deer h1i.11ters 
:tart <,ut in January, bring all the gear to be used in the whale fishery 
to th ku'<l.y'igi, where it i. · con ecrated by a ceremony consisting of 
drnmmiug and >'iugiug perhap.- partaking of the nature of an incan-
tation. 
Capt. er ,ucteen waH the ouly one of our party who witne8sed this 
c rrnwuy, which took plac at Utkiavwill. on J auuary 9, 1883, and he 
did 11 bring ba ·k a detailed account of the proceediugi:.;. During 
part of th ·Pr mony all the umiallks were seated in a row upon the 
flom, aucl a woman pa. eel down the line marking each across the face 
1rith au obliqu ,·tr ak of blacklead. A oon a~ the deer huuten-1 re-
tum ii h ,·priu th y begin g ttiug ready for tlle whales, coYering 
hP boat. ·, fitting line, to harp ou · and putting gear of all ·orts i11 per-
f <·t ord r. fi;v 1·y arti ·le to b u,· <l i11 wbali11g-harpoon,', 1ance8, pad-
ll :, and v n li timber. · of th boat:-must be ·craped verfectly 
·l a11. 1 Thi.· work i,· n rally our by tL umjalrk himself and his 
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family, as the crews do not enter on their duties till the whaling actually 
commences. The crews are regularly organized for the season, and are 
made up during the winter and early spring. They consist of eight or 
ten persons to each boat, including the captain, who is, always the 
owner of the boat, and sits in the stern and steers, using a larger pad-
dle than the rest, and the harpooner, who occupies the bow. When a 
bombgun is carried it is intrusted to a third man, who sits in the 
waist of the boat, and whose duty it is to shoot the whale whenever he 
sees a favorable opportunity, whether it has been harpooned or not. 
The rest are simply paddlers. 
When used for whaling, the umiak is propelled by paddles alone, 
sails and oars never being even taken on board. Men are preferred for 
the whaling crews when enough can be secured, otherwise the vacancies 
are filled by women, who make efficient paddlers. Some umialiks .hire 
their crews, paying them a stipulated price in tobacco and other arti-
cles, and providing them with food during the season. Others ship 
men on shares. We did not learn the exact proportions of these shares 
in any case. They appear to concern the whalebone alone, as all seem · 
to be entitled to as much of the flesh and blubber as they can cut off 
in the general scramble. .At this season exploring parties are out every 
day examining the state of the ice to ascertain when the pack is likely 
to break away from the landfloe, and also to find the best path for the 
umiaks through the hummocks. 
In 1882 the condition of the ice was such that the boats could be 
taken out directly from Utkiavw'iii, by a somewhat winding path, to the 
edge of the land floe about five or six miles from the shore. This path 
waR marked out by the seal-hunters during the winter, and some of the 
natives spent their leisure time widening and improving it, knocking 
off projecting points of ice with picks and whale spades, and. filling up 
the worst of the inequalities. Much of the path, however, was exceed-
ingly rough and difficult when it was considered finished. In 1883 
the land floe was so rough and wide abreast of the village that no 
practicable path could be made, so all the whalemen with their families 
moved up to Ime'kpiHi. and encamped in tents as already described 
(seep. 84) for the season. From this point a tolerably straight and 
easy path was made out to the edge of the land floe. The natives in-
formed me as early as .April 1 that it would be necessary for them to 
move up to Ime'kpflfi, adding that the ice abreast of the village was 
very heavy and would move only when warm weather came. This pre-
diction was correct, as the season of 1883 was so late that no ships 
reached the station until August 1. 
.About the middle of .April the natives begin anxiously to expect an 
east or southeast wind (nigyg) to drive off the pack and open the leads, 
and should it not speedily blow from that quarter recourse is had to 
supernatural mea,ns to bring it. .A party of men go out and sit in a 
semicircle facing the sea on the village cliff, while one man in the mid-
9 ETII--18 
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n u ·hant int nu eel by ·mion 
m ani cl wi h c. vi l nt haking of the h ad from 
udu t l ·with gr .at :olem1dty, a.ud 
native~, ' " m cl ba,v , u, ' ·witn ,·sit, .·o that we learned 
v r lit l < bout it. r he , how ver, told u that th chant was ad-
clr : eel to a, tuaTia o , pirit, reque~ tin°· him to make the desired wind 
blow. 1 It doe ' not appear to be nee s ' ary that the man who delivers 
the in vocation hould be a regular magician or " docto1~." A ::iucce -
·ion of uu,'ucce " ful attempt w re made in 18 2, some of them by men 
who never to our knowledge practiced incantations on other occasions. 
Duririg thi period, and while the whaling is going on, no pounding 
mu t be done in the village, and it is not allowable even to rap with 
the kuuckles on wood for fear of frightening away the whales.2 It is 
intere ting to find that at Norton Sound, where the whale is not pur-
sued, this , superstition has been transferred to the salmon :fi::ihery, 
oue of the mo t important industries of the year. Mr. Dall 3 says: 
"While the fishery lasts no wood must be cut with an axe, or the sal-
mon will disappear." 
As soon as the lead opens, and sometimes before when the prospect 
look promising, the boats are taken out to the edge of the land floe 
and kept out there during the ::iea,sou, which lasts till about the last 
w ek in June, when they are brought in and got ready for the summer 
expedition . When the lead closes, as ofte11 happens, the boats are 
hauled up on the ice and many or all of the crews come home until 
there are pro pects of open water. When there is open water, the 
b at are always on the lookout for whales, either cruising about in 
th lead or lying up at the edge of the floe, the crews eating and sleep-
in when they can get a chance and shooting seal and ducks when 
there are no whales in sight. The women and children travel back 
and forth b tween the village and the boats, carrying supplies of food 
for the wbalemeu. 
In 1 3, th re wa a regular beaten trail along the smooth shore ice 
b tween Im'Vkpuu and Utkiavwrn, where people were constantly trav-
elinO' ba k and forth. When the boat are out no woman is allowed to 
a wa. noticed by Dr. imp on.4 To carry the umiak out over 
tlJ ice it i la ·hed on a fl.at sled and drawn by dogs and men. A de-
. ription of oue of the boats which I accompanied for part of its jour-
n y out t th op n water will how how a whaleboat is fitted out. The 
rift ; harp on , lan e , and other gear of the party were sent on ahead 
on a led dr wn by half a dozen dogs, with a woman to lead them. 
fter th . ha mad , a ., hort tage, they were unfastened from this 
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sled and brought back a,nd harnessed to the flat sled on which the 
umiak was lashed. The party, which consisted of five men and two 
women, one of whom remained with the sled load of gear, then started 
ahead, the women running in front of the dogs and the men pushing at 
the sides of the boat. The boat travels very easily and rapidly on 
smooth ice, but among the hummocks the men have hard work pushing 
and scrambling, and occasional stops have to be made to widen narrow 
places in the path and to chisel off projecting points of ice which might 
pierce the skin cover of the boat. When they came up to the first 
sled the women were again sent on with this while the men rested. 
The inflated sealskin floats, five or six in number, the whale harpoon, 
and whale spades, and ice picks were carried in the boats. 
A whaling umiak always carries a, number of amulets to insure suc-
cess. ·:rhese consisted in this case of two wolf skulls, a dried raven, 
the_ axis vertebra of a seal, and numerous feathers. The skin of a 
golden eagle is co.o.sidered au excellent charm for whaling, and N'i'ka.-
waalu was particularly desirous to secure the tip of a red fox's tail, 
which he said was a powerful amulet. The captain and harpooner 
wore fillets of mountain sheepskin, with a little crystal or stone image 
of a whale dangling at each side of the face, and the captain's fillet was 
also fringed with the incisor teeth of the mountain _sheep. Both wore 
little stone whales attached to the breast of the jacket, and one woman 
and one or two of the men had streaks of black lead on their faces. 1 
When they are on the watch for whales .the great. harpoon is kept 
always rigged and resting in a crotch of ivory in the bow of the boat. 
When a whale is sighted they paddle up as close as possible and the 
harpooner thrusts the harpoon into him . . The whale dives, with the 
floats attached to him, and the shaft, which is retained, is rigged for 
striking him when he rises again. The other boats, if any are near, 
join in the chase- until the whale is so wearied that he can be lanced 
or a favorable opportunity occurs for shooting him. All boats in sight 
at the time the whale is struck, as I understood, are entitled to an 
equal share of the whalebone. 
As soon as the whale is killed he is towed up to the edge of the land 
floe and everybody standing on the edge of the ice and in the boats 
begins hacking away, at random, at the flesh and blubber, some of 
them going to work more carefully- to cut . out the whalebon~. The 
"cutting in" is managed without order or control, everybody who cau 
be on the spot being apparently entitled to all the meat, blubber, and 
blackskin he or she can cut off. The same custom was practiced in 
Greenland, and is to this day in eastern Siberia. 
1 Compare Egede, Greenland, p. 102. "When they go a Whale-catching they put on their best Gear 
or Apparel , as if they_ were going to a Wedding Feast, fancying th.at if they did not come cleanly and 
neatly dressed the Whale, who can't bear sloven and dirty Habits, would shun them and fly from them." 
See also Crantz, History of Greenland, Vol. r, p. 121. "They dress themselves in the best mamier 
for it, because, according to the portentous sayings of their sorcerers, if any one was to wear dirty 
cloaths, especially such in which he had touched. a dead corpse, the whale would escape, or, even if it 
was already dead, would at least sink." 
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\Yl il ~ h y ar y ry particular in all uper titiou ob ervauces re-
garding- the whale. , the r are 1 , careful about certain things, such as 
Ion l talkwg and firing gun, at eals and fowl when they are wait-
ing for whnile , which really hurt their chances with the timid animals. 
Th y ar le 'S energetic than one would suppose in pursuit of the whale, 
according to Capt. Herendeen, who spent several days each season with 
thc whaleboat . Im;tead of crui ' ing about the lead in search of whales 
they are rather inclined to lie in wait for them at the edge of the floe, 
o that when the open water is wide many whales escape. · 
When the leads are very narrow the whales are sometimes shot with 
the l>ombgun from the edge of the ice. Success in this appears to be 
variable. Iu 1882 only one small whale was secured, and in 1883 one 
full-grom1 one, though several were struck and lost each season. The 
veteran whaling-master, Capt. L. 0. Owen, informs me that one season 
the boats of these two villages captured ten. The season of 1885 was 
very uccessful. The natives of the two vi~lages are reported to have 
taken twenty-eight whales. Capt. E. E. Smith, however, informs me 
that only seven of these were full-grown. 
When actually engaged in whaling the umialik exercises a very fair 
degree of discipline, but at other times he seems hardly able to keep 
hi, men from straggling off to go home or to visit their seal nets, etc., 
o that he s~metimes has to cha,se a whale ''short-handed." 
Nowhere else among the Eskimo does the whale fishery·appear to be 
conducted in such regular manner with formally organized crews aR 
upou this northwest coast. From all accounts the animal is only cas-
ual1y pur ued elsewhere with fleets of kaiaks or umiaks manned Ly 
volnnte r ·rews. 1 
The beluga or white whale is only casually pursued, and as far as I 
could learn i alway· shot with the rifle. It is not abundant. 
Fowl.-During the winter months a few ptarmigan are occasionally 
, ho , but the nativ spay no special attention to birds until the spring 
. migration . Tbe fir t duck, appear a little later than the whales, about 
1t :>nd of pril or the fir t week of May, and from that time till the 
mid 11 of ,Jun scare ly a day pa e when they are not more or less 
pl n y. Th king cluck.· ( omat ria ,·pectabili ) are the first to appear, 
whil he Pacific iders (S. v-nigra) arrive somewhat later, and are 
mor abundant toward.· the encl of the migratiom;. At this season all 
v; om n an l ·hildr n, and many men, go armed with the bolas, and 
v ry , i · ahva on th lookout for flock of ducks. On four or five 
fav ra l da , a li , a n, at interval of a week or ten days, there 
ar 0 T a fli h of id r. omin up in huge flocks of two or three hun-
dr <1 . tr t ·he ou in long diagonal line'. These flocks follow one 
ano h 1 fa ra1 id u · · .. ·i n and k p the line of the coast, apparently 
trikin , · rai ·ht, ·r P ard Bay from th eahor, e Island to a point 
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four or five miles below Utkiavwrn, and most of them fly up along the 
smooth shore-ice to Pernyf1 or Point Barrow. Some flocks always fly 
up among the hummocks of the land floe, and a few others turn east-
ward below the village and continue their course to the northeast across 
the land. 
On the days between the great flights there are always a few flocks 
passing, and some clays when there is no flight along shore they are 
very abundant out at the open water, where the whalemen shoot them 
in the intervals of whaling. When a great flight begins the people at 
the village hasten out and form a sort of skirmish line across the shore 
foe from the shore to the hummocks, a few sometimes stationing them-
selves among the latter. 'fhey take but little pains to conceal them-
selves, frequently sitting out on the open ice-field on sealing stools or 
squares of bearskins. The ducks generally keep on their course with-
out paying much attention to the men, and in fact one may often get a 
shot by running so as to bead off an approaching flock. Firing, how-
ever, frightens them and makes them rise to a considerable height, 
often out of gunshot. Many ducks are taken with guns and bolas in 
these flights. 
Rather late in the season the old squaws (Clangula hyemalis) pass 
to the northeast in large flocks, but usually go so high than none are 
taken. A good many of these, however, with a few eiders, geese, brant, 
and loons, remain and breed on the tundra, and are occasionally shot 
by the natives, though most of them are too busy with whaling and seal 
and walrus bunting to pay much attention to birds. Small parties of 
two or three lads or young men, s9metimes with their wives, make short 
excursions inland to the small streams and sand islands east of Point 
Barrow, after birds and eggs, and the boys from the small camps along 
the coast towards Woody Inlet are always on the lookout for eggs and 
small birds, such as they can kill with their bows and arrows or catch 
in snares. They say that the parties which go east, and those whieh 
visit the rivers in summer, get many eggs and find plenty of ducks, 
geese, and swans, which have molted their flight feathers so that they 
are unable fly. 
About the end of July the return migration of the ducks begins. At 
this season the flocks, which are generally smaller and more compact 
than in the spring, come from the east along the northern shore, and 
cross out to sea at. the isthmus of Pernyu, where the natives assem-
ble in large numbers to shoot them as well as to meet with the Nuna-
tailmiun. All the people who have been scattered along the coast in 
small camps gradually collect at this season at Pernyf1, and the return-
ing eastern parties general~y stop there two or three days; while, after 
they have brought their families back to the village, the men frequently 
walk up to Pernyf.t for a day or two of duck shooting. The tents are 
pitched just in the bend of Elson Bay, and north of them is a narrow 
place in the sandspit over which the ducks often pass. Here the na-
r 
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f Im1kpfmiglu. 
n a licrllt br ze ii-; l)lowi1w from the 11orth a, · 
matt r how far off hor tll y ar wh n fir. ·t · 11, alway· head for th• 
point of laud on th other Hide of thi outlet, probably with th• iut 11-
tion of following th' line of lagoon· and going out to , a farth r dowu 
the coa t, as they ometimes do. When, however, they 1· ach thi.· criti ·al 
point they catch ight of the po,· t:, and tbe native· who are watchiug 
them ,·harply . et up a hrill yell. Frightened by thi:-; and by the Jin• 
of po, t,', nine times out of ten, if the cry is given at the right moment, 
the ducks will falter, become confused, aucl, finally, collectin°· into a 
compa,ct body will whirl along the line of posts, past the tent , flyiucr 
clo, e to the water,. and turn out to sea at the first open Rpace, which i 
ju t where the gunners ar~ posted. This habit of yelling to frighten 
the ducks and bring them within gun, hot ha · been ob ervecl on the 
Siberian cost in places where the ducks are in the habit of flying in 
and out from lagoons over low bars. 1 Should the wind blow hard from 
the ea, ·t, however, or blow from any other quarter, the duck do not 
fly in such abundance, nor do they pay much attention to the po ts or 
the yelling, but often keep on their course down the lagoons, or head 
straight for the beach and cross wherever they strike it. The latter is 
generally the habit with the old squaws, who come rather late in the 
migrations, while the black brant (Branta nigricans) are more apt to go 
down the lagoons. A few pintail ducks (Dafila acuta), are occasionally 
shot at this season, and are s01;netimes found in the two little village 
pond (Tuseraru) . The shooting at Pernyu usually last till the mid-
dle or end of September, during which month the natives also shoot a 
good many gulls (Lams barrovianus and Rhodostethia rosea) as they 
fly along the shore. 
IMPLEMEN'l'S FOR FISHING. 
Hooks and lines.-The streams and lakes in the immediate neighbor-
hood of Point Barrow contain no fi~h, and there is comparatively little 
fl hing in the sea. When the water first closes in the autumn narrow 
tide cracks often form at the very edge of the beach. At the e crack 
the native frequently catch considerable numbers of Polar cod (Bor -
0 ·adn. ·aida) and small scnlpins (Cottus quadricorni8 and 0. decas-
tren. i ~), with the hook and line. The tackle for this fishing consist of 
1 Von cl •r Lao-une aus pflegten jed n Morgen uncl .A.bend grosse Entenschaaren i.iber den Ort hin-
weg nach dem Meer zu flieg n. Dann wurden durcb Pf ifon und Sch..J.'eien die Tltiere so geangsticrt, 
<lass Ri iliren Flug abwarts richteten und nuu cl11rch <lie mit grosser Sicherheit goworfene Schleuder 
od r dmch Flint nschiisse erreicbt werden kom1t •n . (East Cape), .Krause Brothers, Geographische 
Blatt r , Vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 32. 
" The binl wer asily callecl from th ir coiuse of tlight, as w r epeatedly observed. If a flock 
shonlrl b!' pa sin" a hundr cl yard or more t one sid , tho natives would utter a .long, poculia r cry, 
and tli floek woulrl turn iusta11tly to on sid and weep 1,y in a circui t, thus atfordincr tho covet cl 
opportunity for britwiuir down some of their n umber." (Cape Wankarem), Nelson, Cruise of the 
orwiu. p . 100. 
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a short line·of whalebone, provided with a little "squid" or artificiaJ 
bait of ivory, and fastened to a wooden rod about 18 inches or 2 feet 
long. The lure, which is apparently meant to represent a small shrimp, 
is kept moving, and the fish bite at it. We brought home two com-
plete sets of tackle for this kind of fishing, two lines without rods and 
twelve lures or hooks. No. 89548 [1733] Fig. 264, has been selected 
for description. 
The line is 40 inches long and made of four strips of whalebone 0·1 
inch wide, fastened together with what appear to be "water knots." 
Two of the'se strips are of black whalebone, respectively 4½ and 9 inches 
long; the other two are of light colored whalebone and 15½ and 11 inches 
long. The light colored end is made fast to the eye in the small end of 
the hook as follows: The end is passed through the eye, doubled back 
l!'IG. 264.-Tackle for shore fishing . 
. and passed through a single knot in the standing part, and knotted 
round the latter ·with a · similar knot (Fig. 265). This knot is the one 
generally used in fastening a fishing line to the hook. The other end 
is doubled in a short. bight into which is becket-hitched one end of a bit 
of sinew thread about 3 inches hmg, and the other end is knotted 
into a notch at one end of the rod, as the whalebone would be too stiff 
to tie securely to the stick. The rod is a roughly whittled splinter of 
California redwood, 14½ inches long. The body of·the lure is a piece 
of walrus ivory 1½ inches long. Through a hole in the large end of this 
is driven the barb1ess brass hook, with a broad thin plate at one end 
bent up, flush with the convex side. When not in use the line is reeled 
lengthwise on the rod, secured by a notch at each end of the latter, and 
the hook stuck into the wood on one side of 
the rod. The hook is wedged into the body ~ - c2:;:::::_ 
of the lure with a bit of whalebone. ·The_~ 
other specimen, No. 89547, [1733] from the 
Same village, is almost exactly like this, but Fm. 265--Knot of line into hook. 
has a slightly shorter line, made of three strips of bone, of which the 
lower two, as befo1~e, are of light colored whalebone. The object of 
using this material is probably to render the part of the line which :is 
under water less conspicuous, as we use leaders and casting lines of 
transparent silkworm gut. The body of the lure is made of old brown 
walrus ivory. These lures are 1 inch to 1½ inches long, and vary little 
in the shape of the body which is usually made of walrus ivory, in 
mm,t cases darkened on the surface by age or charring, so that when · 
carved. into shape it is parti-colored, black and white. The body is often 
ornamented with small colored beads inlaid for eyes and along the back 
(Fig. 266a, No. 56609 [153], from Utkiavwiii). 
The hook is usually of the shape described but is sometime.$ simply a 
slightly recurved spur about ½-inch long as in Fig. 266b (No. 56610 [160], 
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ki· vwifi). It i u ua,lly f bra s or copper, rarely of iron. 
r lur fr m tkiavwffi ar No. 56705 [150a and 150b ]. 
The fir t, a, has a body of 
brass of the usual shape, 
and a copper hook, and the 
other, b, has the body made 
of a strip of thin brass to the 
back of which is fastened a 
% lump of lead or pewter. The 
hook appears to be made of 
a common copper tack. We 
were informed that tbese 
lures were also used for 
catching small fish, trout, 
smelts, and perhaps gray-
ling in the rivers in sum:-
(!, b mer. No. 89554 [950], Fig. · 
Fro. 266.-Small fishhooks. 267 a, from U tkiavw'iii, is per-
hap intended exclusively for this purpose, as it is larger than the others, 
(1.9 inch long) and highly ornamented with beads. Fig. 267b, No. 89783 
[1007], i one of these beaded lures (2½ inches long), with an iron hook, 
undoubtedly for river fishing, as it belorged to the 
"inland" native, Ilu'bw'ga. It differs slightly in 
ha from the other, , having two eyes at the small 
n<l into which i. fastened a leader of sinew braid 3 
FIG. 268.- Tackle for river fi hing. 
fit. Th 
I Mu um n umber effaced. 
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When at the rivers in the.autumn and early spring, they fish for bur bot 
with a line carrying a peculiar large hook called iukqlun, which is baited 
with a piece of whitefish. There are two forms of this hook, 
which is from 3 to 5¼ inches long. One form differs in size only 
from the small n'i'ks'i'n, but is always of white ivory and not 
beaded (Fig. 269, No. 89550 [780] from Utkiavwrn, which is 4½ 
inches long and has a copper hook). The hook is of copper, 
brass or iron. The other form, which is perhaps the commoner, 
has a narrow flat body, slightly bent, and serrated on the edges 
to give a firm attachment to the bi:liit. This body is usually of 
antler, and has a copper or iron hook either spur-
shaped or of the common form as in Fig. 210; No. FIG. 270.-
89553 [764] from Utkiavwrn, which has a body of Bh:r~t 
walrus ivory 4 inches long and a copper hook. Of 2d pattern. 
late years, small cod hooks obtained from the ships have 
been adapted to these bodies, as is seen in Fig. 271, No. 89552 
(841] from Utkiavwrn. The shank of the hook ,~, 
has been half imbedd~d in a longitudinal groove · \tt 
, "~.; 
on the flatter side of the body, with the bend of y:-
the hook projecting about -! inch beyond the tip ,½ j~ 
of the latter. The ring of _the hook has been Ji(~ 
bent open and the end sunk mto the body. The .-,:.):1, 
hook is held on by two lashings of sinew, one at _):l!\ 
/
. \ ea:,,_e:6~i! ~~1 :o":::~tkiavw!ii is like the pre- . {'~~
1
::; 
i i! ceding, but ha_s a_ larger hoo~, whi?h from, the h_ \1/: 
~ F be~d t~ the pomt is ~rapped m a piece of d~er /\ . }, 
\/' skm with the flesh side out, and wound with ::: j; 
F sinew having a tuft of hair at the point of the · / ff~? 
1~;;~~~~:~ hook. This is -probably to hide the point when i\'.l 
pattern. the hook is baited. No. 56594 [167] from Utki..' /;'r 
avwrn, has the hook fastened to the back of the body in-
stead of the flat side. The manner in which these hooks 
are baited is shown in Fig. 272 which represents a complete Fm. 271.-Burbot 
' hook, rnade of 
set of bur bot tackle (No. 89546 [946]) brought in and sold by cod hook. 
some Utkiavwm natives, just as they had been using it in the autumn 
of 1882 at Kuaru or Kulugrua. A piece of whitefish, flesh and skin, 
FIG. 272.--Burbot tackle, baited. 
with the scales removed is wrapped round the hook so as to make a club-
shaped body 4½ inches long and is sewed up along one side with cotton 
twine. The copper spur projects through the skin on the other side. 
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1- woul In 'gorged," but the vora-
m b t c lway.· :wallow. it: pr y. In dr ing the e fish for the 
, 11 whit . h f on id rnbl i-;ize were frequently found in them. 
Th lin i.' of whal b n lik tho. already described but a little stouter, 
7, in ·h long, and mad of. veu piec ", all black. The end of the line 
i,· fa.·ten d into an eye in tbe mall end of a rough club-shaped sinker of 
walru ivory 4i inche long·. There is another eye at the large end of 
h ink r, for the ttachment of a leader of double sinew braid 5½ inches 
long onnecting the hook with the inker. 
The r el, which serve al o as a short rod, is of yellow pine 19½ inches 
long. When the line is reeled up, the hook is caught into the wood on 
011 ide of th reel. No. 89545 [94:6] is a . imilar set of baited tackle, 
bought from the ame natives, differing from the preceding only in pro-
portion , havino- a longer line-9 feet and 6 inches-and a somewhat 
larger bait. We also procured two sets of burbot tackle unbaited. 
One of these (No. 56543 [33] from Utkiavwm) has a whale-
bone line 14 feet long, and a roughly octahedral sinker of 
walrus ivory 3 inches long and 1½ in diameter. The hook, 
which is joined to the sinker as before by a leader of stout 
·inew braid, is o·f the second pattern, with serrated edges, 
and a copper hook. The, leader is neatly spliced into this. 
The other, No. 56544 [187], also from Utkiavwm, has no sinker 
and a hook with a club-shaped body and iron spur. It was 
1)fobably put together for sale, as it is new. The sinkers, of 
which w collected .five, besides those already mentioned, are 
alwar about the same weight and either club-shaped or 
rou hly octahedral. They are always of walrus ivory and 
u ually carele ly made. Fig. 273 (No. 56577 [260]) repre-
nts one of these sinkers (kibica), on which there is some 
F10. 273.- attempt at ornamentation. On the larger are ,two eyes 
Tt-ory sinker. • and the outline of a mouth like a shark's, incised and filled 
111 with bla,ek r fu:e oil. 
,·imilar lin and reel are th ed for catching polar cod in 
th , ·prin and lat wint r through the ice at some distance 
from the hore. Th e line, ar 10 or 15 fathom, long, and 
provid l with a h avy ink r of ivory, copper, or rarely 
1 al to which are attached by whalebone leaders of unequal 
1 ,w h wo li I ~ ji0 ger lik Fig. 27 4 (the property of the 
writ r, from tkiavw'ffi) . Thi.· i.· of white walrus ivory, 2¼ 
in('h . 1 n and · in diam ter at the largest part. The 
two , I n l' ho k · ar of copp r and are ~ecured by 
w <lg f , hal on . Thi. make, a, contrivan e re-
, mblin h ,·qnicl .ii , u. d by our fi hermen. These 
jigO' r. ar .' om irne. mad wholly of cbpp r, which is 
.·era1 l hri ht. Fro. 274. -
Thi: fi:h rr hf'gin: wi h h r urn of th un about the frory jigger for 
polar cod. 
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1st of February, and continues when the ice is favorable until the season 
is so far advanced that the ice has begun to melt and become rotten. The 
fish are especially to be found in places where there is a good-sized 
field of the season's _ice, 3 or 4 feet thick, inclosed by hummocks, aud 
they sometimes occur in very great numbers. In 1882 there was a large 
field of this kind about 2 miles from the village and the fishing was 
carried on with great success, but in 1883 the ice was so much broken 
that the fish wer~ very scarce. Some lads caught a few early in the-
season, but the fishery was soon abandoned. 
A hole about a foot in diameter is made through the ice with an ice 
pick, and the fragments dipped out either with the long-handled whale-
bone scoop, or the little dipper made of two pieces of antler mounted 
on a handle about 2 feet long, which everybody carries in the winter. 
The line is unreeled and let down through the hole till the jigs hang 
about a foot from the bottom. - The :fisherman holds in his left hand the 
dipper above mentioned, with which he keeps the hole clear of the ice 
crystals, which form very quickly, and in his right the reel which he 
jerkscontinuallyupand down. The fish, attracted by the white ''jiggers,'' 
begin nosing around them, when the upward jerk of the line hooks one 
of them in the under jaw or the belly. As soon as the :fisherman feels 
the fish, he catches a bight of the line with the scoop in his left hand 
and draws it over to the left; then catches the line below this with the 
reel and draws it over to the right, and so on, thus reeling the line up 
in long hanks on these two sticks, without touching the wet line with 
his fingers. · · 
When the fish is brought to the surface of the ice, he is detached from 
the bar bless hook with a dextrousjerk, and almost instantly freezes solid. 
The elastic whalebone line is thrown off the stick without kinking and 
let down again_through the hole. When fish are plentiful, they are caught 
as fast as they can be hauled up, sometimes one on each "jigger." If 
the fisherman finds no fish at the first hole he moves to another part of 
the field and tries again until he succeeds in "striking a school." The 
fish vary iu abundance on different days, being sometimes so plentiful 
that I have known two or three children to catch a bushel in a few hours, 
while some days very few are to be taken. In addition to the polar 
cod, a few sculpins are also caught, and occasionally the two species of 
Lycodes (L. turnerii and coccineus) which voracious fish sometimes seize 
the little polar cod struggling on the "jigger" and are thus caught 
themselves. This fishery is chiefly carried on by the women, children, 
and ol<l men, who go out in parties of five or six, though the hunters 
sometimes go fishing when they have nothing else to do: There were 
generally thirty or forty people out at the fishing-ground every day in 
1882. 
Jiggers of this pattern appear to be used at Pitlekaj, from N ordends-
kiold's description, 1 but I have seen no account either there or elsewhere 
1 Vega, vol. 2, p. 110. 
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p ·uliar m · b l fr lin up th lin u h a · we , aw at Point 
Barr w. Liu . f ,,·hal b n ar Yery common among the Eskimo 
· n •rally I au l p rha1 . thi,· mat rial i pr fi rabl to any other for 
fkhin °· in thi, ·old r 'ion for not only doe the ela tfo whalebone 
pr 1 , ut ki11ki110' but h i · whi h form ' instantly on the wet line 
in wint r d · not adher to it, but can ea ily be shaken off. No. 5(3545 
[ 4:1 ] i a lin 51 :£ et and 10 inch . long and 0·05 inch in diameter, made 
of lnunan hair, neatly braided in a round braid with four strands. This 
wa,' called a :fi bing line, but was the only one of the kind seen. 
Fi hhook of the kind de" cribed, with a body of bone or ivory, which 
, erv for a lur , armed ,\ith a pur or bent ho9k of metal, without a 
barb , m to be the prevailing type amongst thff Eskimo. In the 
r gion about Norton Sound (as shown by the extensive collections of 
l\Ir. eL'on and others) this i often converted into an efaborate lure by 
atta ·bing pendants of bead , bits of the red beak of the puffin, etc. 
1rantz mention a imilar ·u,·tom in Greenland of baiting a hook with 
bead .2 
Nets (Kubra).-The most important :fishery at the rivers is carried on 
by mean of gill-net , set under the ice, and visited every few days. In 
the e are taken large numbers of all three species of whitefish (Core-
gonus kenicotti, C. nelsoni, and C. laurettffi.) The collection contains 
three p cimen. of the e net , two of whalebone and one of sinew. No. 
5(3754 (147], Fi ._ 275, is a typical whalebone net. It is long and slrnl-
low, 79 meshes long and 
21 deep, made of :fine 
strips of whalebone fast-
ened ·together as in the 
whalebone :fishing lines. 
Most of the whalebone is 
black, but a few light col-
ored strips are intermixed 
at random. The length 
of the mesh is 3¼ inches, 
and the knot used in mak-
ing them i. the ordinary 
netting-knot. When not 
in n ' h n t i. · roJled up into a compact ball and tied up with a bit 
of tring. Wh n . · thi n t i 21 feet 7 inche long and 3 feet 4 
in ·b .· l .p. Th other whalebon n t ( o. 56753 [172], also from 
tkian v'l'.ii ), i · ·imilar to thi , but , lightly larger, being 87 meshes (25 
fi c• ) 1 ng and 2-" ( feet D in h ) de p. The length of me. his 3½ inches. 
1 
" Th;,ir Lines are mad of Whal bon s, cu t very small and thin , and at the Eud t acked together." 
E rlr· , <Jr •enland, P · 107. • e al. o. rantz, vol. 1, p. 95; Dall, Alaska, p . 148; an cl t he Museum Collec-
tions which contain many whalebon lines from tlrn Mackenzie all(1 A nderson river!l , collected by 
Ma ·Farlan , and from the whol west rn r gion, coll cte,1 by Kelson. 
2
' Instcarl l>f a bait, th y put on th hook a wl1i t bonP, a glas h ad, or a hi f of red cloth" (when 
. hin~ for <"nlpin. ). _Hi tory of nr enlan<1. Yol. J , p. 05 . 
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Fig. 27G (unit of web) is a net (No. 56752 [171] from the same village) 
of the same mesh and depth, but 284 meshes 
(60 feet) long aud made of twisted sinew 
twine. · 
I had no opportunity of seeing the method of 
setting these nets under the ice, but it is proba-
bly the same as that used in setting the seal nets. 
When in camp at Pernyfa in the summer, the :Fm. ;m.-Mesh of sinew net. 
natives set these nets in the shoal water of Elson Bay, at right angles 
to the beach, with a stake at each end of the net. They are set by a 
man in a kayak, and in them are gilled considerable numbers of white-
fish, two species of salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha and 0. nerka) 
and an occasional trout (Salvelinus malma). They take these nets east 
with them on their summer expeditions, but we did not learn the method 
of using them at this season. Perhaps they are sometimes used for 
seining on the beach, as Thomas Simpson says that the Eskimo at 
Herschel Island (probably Kunmud'lfii) sold his party "some fine sal-
mon trout, taken in a seine of whalebone, which they dragged ashore 
by means of several slender poles spliced together to a great length." 1 
Fm. 277.- Fish trap. 
1 Narrative, p. 115. 
A.n Utkiavwrn native told 
u.s that he found trout (Sal-
velinus malma) so plentiful 
at or near the mouth of the 
Colville, in 1882, that he fed 
his dogs with them. 
Fig. 277 is a peculiar net 
or fish-trap (No. 56755 (190]) 
from Utkiavwrn, the only 
specimen of the kind seen. 
It is a conical, wide-mouthed 
bag, 8 feet 4 inches long and 
5½ feet wide at the mouth, 
netted all in one piece of 
twisted sinew, with a 2-!-inch 
mesh. This was brought 
over for sale at an early date, 
before we w_ere well ac-
quainted with the natives, 
and we only learned that it 
was set permanently for 
catching fish. Unfortunate-
Iy, we never saw another 
specimen, and through the 
press of other duties never 
happened to make further 
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to 
igu rau hey mad the acquaintance of the 
whit . , 1 though they n w u e it in everal place , as in Greenland and 
Labrador. Th earlie. · explorer. on the north we 't coast, however, found 
both fish and ·eal net in u e, though, as I have already mentioned, the 
eal net wa spoken of at Point Barrow as a comparatively recent in-
vention. At the pre ent day, net are n ed all along the coast 
from the Mackenzie and .Anderson rivers (see MacFarlane's Col-
lection ) as far :outh at lea t as the Yukon delta. 2 I have not 
been able to learn whether gill nets are used in the delta of the 
Ku koquim. Petroff3 mentions fish trap· and dip nets merely. 
That the natives of Kadjak formerly had no nets I infer from 
Petro:ff's ·tatement 4 that" of late they have begun to use seines 
of whale . inew." Nets are generally used on the Siberian 
coa t. We observed them our:elves at Plover Bay, and Nor-
den kiold 5 describes the nets used at Pitlekaj, which are made 
of sinew thread. l tis almost certain that the .American Eskimo 
•l 
learned the u e of the net from the Siberians, as they did the 
habit of smoking, since the use of the gill net appears to have 
been limited to preci ely the ame region as the Siberian form 
of tobacco pipe.6 
pears.-The only evidence which we have of the use of spears 
for catching ti h in this region i a ingle specimen, No. 89901 
[1227], Firr. 278, from Utkiavwrn, which was newly aud rather 
arele ·ly made for sale, but intended, as we were told, for spear-
ing fi. 11. Thi ha a roughly whittled haft, of pruce, 21½ 
in ·h long, arm d at one end with three prongs. The middle 
pron i. of whalebone, 4¼ inches 1011g, inserted into the tip of 
.v8 th ,·haft, whichi cut into a hort neck and whipped with sinew. 
Fw. 27 .- Th ·ide pron . · are al o ofbon , 9 inches long. Through the tip 
l!'i h!ipear. of achi. driven a. harp, :lend r slightly recurved spur of bone, 
bout 1½ inch 1 ng. Each prong is fa tened to the shaft with two small 
w <l n r nail: and th y are brae d with a figure-of-eight lashing of 
:in w through hol in h ide prong and around th middle one. The 
, ·id pr u . · ar . ·omewhat ela. ti , o that w)len the spear i struck down 
1 'l'h Gr onlanders mmcl a sor of sieve or scoop net, not seen at Point Barrow, for catching caplin 
()Iallotn v:illosus). Egecle, r enland, p. 10 ; and Crantz, Yol. 1, p. 95. John Davis, however, says 
of th Greenland n!iu 1- 6, ·' Thy make n ts to take their fish ofth finneof awhale." Hakluyt's 
Voya" , etc. (15 ll), p . 7 2. • 
2 Dall, la ka, p. 147; an,1 P troff, Report, tc., p. 127. 
3 p cit., p. n. 
Op ·it., p. 142. 
•Veg , vol. 2, 1>. 100. 
6." · the writ r' p p r iJJ th mrri,·:u1 Anthropologist, ,·ol. 1, pp. 325-336. 
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on the back of a fish they spring apart and allow the middle prong to 
pierce him, and then spring back so that the spurs either catch in his 
sides or meet below his belly, precisely on the principle of the "patent 
eel spear." This implement is almost identical with one in the National 
Museum from Hudson Bay, which appears to be in general use among 
the eastern Eskimo.1 The name, kaki'bua, is very nearly the same as 
that used by the eastern natives (kakkfo-wei, Parry, and lrnkivak, 
Kumlien). This spear is admirably adapted for catching large fish·in 
shallow rocky streams where a net can not be used, or where they are 
caught by dams in tidal streams in the manner described by Egede and 
Crantz. There is so little tide, however, on the northwest coast, that 
this method of fishing can not be practiced, and, as far as I know, there 
is no locality in the range of the Point Barrow natives, a region of open 
shoal beaches, and rivers free of rocks, where this spear could be used 
in which a net would not serve the purpose much better. Taking into 
consideration the scarcity of these spears and the general use of nets, I 
am inclined to believe that this spear is an ancient weapon, formerly in 
general use, but driven out of fashion by the introduction of nets. 
FLINT WORKING. 
These people still retain the art of making flint arrow and spear-
heads, and other implements such as the blades for the skin scrapers to be 
hereafter described. Many of the flint arrowheads and spear points al-
ready described were made at Nuwiik or Utkiavwlii especially for sale 
to us and are as finely formed and neatly finished as any of the ancient 
ones. The flints, in many cases water-worn pebbles, appear to have 
been splintered by percussion into fragments of suitable sizes, and these 
sharp-edged spalls are flaked into shape by means of a little instru-
ment consisting of a short, straight rod of some hard material mounted 
in a short curved-haft. We collected nine of these tools (kl' gli) of 
which two have no blades. No. 89262 [1223] figured in Point Barrow 
Report, Ethnology, Pl. In, Fig. 7, has been selected as the type. The 
handle is of walrus ivory, 7·8 inches long, straight and nearly cylin-
drical for about 4¼ inches, then bending down like a saw handle and 
spread out into a spatulate butt. Fitted into a deep groove on the top 
of the handle so that its tip projects 1 ·8 inches beyond the tip of the 
latter is a slender four-sided rod of whale's bone, 4·7 inches long. This 
is held in place by two simple lashings, one of cotton twine and the 
other of seal thong. The flint to be flaked is peld in the left hand and 
1 Kumlien's description (Contributions, p. 37, Cumberland Gulf) would apply almost word for word 
to this spear, and Captain Parry, (Second Voyage, p. 509) describes a very similar one in use at lglulik_ 
The "Perch, headed with two sharp-booked Bones," for spearing- salmon-called in the Granlandsk 
Ordbog, kakiak, "eu Lyster (med to eller tre Pigge")--mentioned by Egede(Greenland, ·p. 108) is -prol>-
ably the same thing, and a similar spear is spoken of by Rae (Narrative, p. 112r as in use at Repnlse 
Bay. A similar weapon, described by Dr. Rink as "Mit einem in brittischcn Columbian vorkommenden 
identisch," was found in east Greenland (Deutsche Geograpbische Blatter, vol. 9, p. 234). See the 
description of the spear found by Scl.twatka at Back's Great Fish River (Nimrod 1n the North, p. 139). 
also descrilled by Klutschak (Als Eskimo, etc ., p. 120) . 
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1 r, ·. <·d c1o·ai11:t tlH.1 tle:hy par of th palm which erve as a cushion 
au 1 i: prnt ·t <l h)' w arin ()' a thick deer- kin mitten. The toolis firmly 
~Ta. 1w1l w 11 forwal'<l in th right hand with the thumb on top of the 
lade alHl by pre. ·i-;ing the point , teadily on the edge of the flint, flakes 
of thti <le:ir 11 .·iz, ar maue to fly off from the under surface. 
Th, ·e tool: rnrr littl in pattern, but ar made of different materials. 
Fro. 270.-.Flint tlakrrs. 
Ilard bone appears to have been the commonest material for the blade, 
a thr e out of the , even blades are of this substance. One Rpecimen 
(No. !J263 [796] from Utkiavwlfi) has a blade of iron of the same shape 
but only 2 inch " long. o. 89264 [1001] also from Utkiavwrn, Fig. 
279a ha: a "hort blade of black flint flaked into a four-sided rod 1½ 
in ·he long. Thi' i held in place by a whipping of stout seal thong 
ti ht n by thru ting a ·plinter of wood in at the back of the groove. 
Two ·pecimen: ( o . 89260 [794] Fig. 279b and 89261 [1216 J 
both from tkiavwHi) have blades of the peculiar Nu<Bsnknau 
<·oner tion · previou ly de cribed. Each is an oblong pebble 
w dg d into th groove and secured by a lashing as usual. 
No. 9260 [794] ha,· a haft cf antler. This is rather thecom-
mone. ·t material for the haft. Two pecimens have hafts of 
walru ivory and three of fo il ivory. The length of the haft 
i, · from n to inche , of the blade 1·5 to 4·7 inches. Fig. 280 
(~o. 0265 [079] fromNuwuk) is the lrnft ofone of these tool:, 
mad' of fo, ·. ·il ivory, yel1ow from ao·e and stained brown in 
hlotd1 :i: which , ·how, the way in which the groove for the 
blacl wa.' xcavated, nam ly, by boring a series oflargerouncl 
hol •: and c·utting away the material between them. The re-
main: of th holeH are till to be seen in the bottom of t.he 
groo ~. Th tip of thi haft ha, · been roughly carved into a 
b ar ,' h ad with the eye and no tril inci ed and :filled with 
Fm. 2 o.-Ifaft bl ·I dirt ancl th y ,· 110 tril , and mouth of a human 
of !l int ttaker. fa · hav b 1 n rnd ly inci. d on th und "r id of the butt 
aml , l:o blad n l. 11 thi carvin · i · new and was done with the 
vi(lw of in<T a:inp; thr marl t valu of th object. The original orna-
m nta ion · n:i. t. of an in ·i' d pa t rn on th upp r urface of the 
butt, · ,lor ~ l wi h 1· d ·her w'"hi ·h ha: urn d bla k fTOm age and dirt. 
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Fig. 281 (No. 89782 f1004e]) is one of these tools, very neatly made, 
with a haft of reindeer antler and a bone blade, se-
cured by a whipping of seal thong which belongs ½ 
with the "kit" of tools owned by the "inland" na-
tive, Ilu'bw'ga.. Mr. Nelson collected a number of 
specimens of this tool at various points on the north-
west coast from Point Hope as far south as Norton 
Bay, but I can find no evidence of its use elsewhere. 
FIRE MAKING. 
Drills.-In former times :fire was obtained 'in the 
method common to so many savages, from the heat 
developed by the friction of the end of a stick worked 
like a drill against a piece of soft wood. This in-
strument was still in use at least as late as 1837,1 but 
appears to have been wholly abandoned at Point 
Barrow at the time of the Plover's visit, though still 
in use at Kotzebue Sound.2 Fm. 281.-Flintflaker 
A native of Nuwuk one day brought down for sale with bone blade. 
what he said was an exact model of the ancient fire drill, ni6otm. This is 
No.89822 [1080], Fig.282. Thedrillisastickof pine 12 inches long, shaped 
like the shaft of a common-perforating drill, brought toa blunt but rounded 
FIG. 282.-Fire drill with mouthpiece and stock. 
point. This is worked by a string, without bow or handles, consisting 
of a strip of the skin of the bearded seal, 40 inches long, and has for a 
mouthpiece the astragalus bone of a reindeer, the naturai hollow on one 
side serving as a socket for the butt of the drill.3 The point of the drill 
1 "Their own clumsy method of producing fire is by friction with two pieces of dry wood in the 
manner of a clrill."- (T. Simpson, Narrative, p . 162.) 
2 Dr. Simpson, op. cit., p. 242. 
a Compare Nordenskiold's figure of the fire <lrill in use at Pitlekaj (Vega, vol. 2, p. 121), which has a 
sirrular bone for a socket, held not in the mouth but in the left hand. 
9 ETH--19 
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i ma t work a aiu th plit urfa of a ti k of pruce 18 inche 
along the middle of which i cut a ga h, to give the drill a start. 
Thr quidi tant ir ular pit , charred and blacken cl, were bored out 
by the tip of the drill, which d veloped heat enough to set fire to the 
awdu t produced. Tind r wa probably used to catch and hold the 
fire. 
1\10 t author who have treated of the Eskimo have described an 
in, tru:ment of thi ort in use either in former times or at the present 
day.1 
.Among most Eskimo, however, a bow i used to work the drill. The 
only exceptions to this rule appears to have been the ancient Greenland-
er and the people of Hudson Bay (see the passages from Hakluyt, 
Crantz, . and Ellis, just quoted.) Chamisso, however ,2 speaks of seeing 
the .Aleutian at Unalaska produce fire by means of a stick worked by 
a tring making two turns about the stick and held and drawn with 
both hands, with the upper end of the stick turning in a piece of wood 
held in the mouth. When a piece of fir was turned against another piece 
of the same wood fire was often produced in a few seconds. This passage 
appears to have e caped the usually keen observation of Mr. W. H. 
Dall, who, speaking of the ancient .Aleutians, says: "The 'fiddle-bow 
drill' wa an in trument largely used in their carving and working bone 
and ivory; but for obtaining fire but two pieces of quarz were struck 
together," etc.3 
1 Bessels, N atnralist, vol. 18, pt. !l, p. 867, speaks of a fire drill used at Smith Sound with a bow and 
a mouthpiece of ivory. 
reenlander; seen by.John Davis, in 1586, '' beganne to kindle a fire, in his manner: he took a piece 
of a boord, wherein was a hole halfe thorow: into tha.t he puts the end of a rotl.d sticke like unto a 
bedstaffe, wetting the end thereof in traine, and in fashion of a turner, with a piece of lether, by his 
viol nt motion doth very speedily produce firo."-Hakluyt's Voyages, etc. (1580), p. 782. 
"Th y take a short Block of clryFir Tree, upon which tbeyrub another Piece of hard Wood, till by tho 
continued Motion the Fir catches Fire."-Egcde, Greenland, p. 137. 
"If their fire goes out, they can kindle it again by turning round a stick very quick with a string 
through a hole in a piece of wo d. "-Crantz, History of Greenl:md, vol. 1, p. 145. 
Lyon (.T ournal, p. 210) says that at Iglulik they were able to procure "fire by the friction of a pin of 
wood iu th hole of another pi e ancl press cl down like a drill from above." This was worked with a 
bow and willow catkins w r u. d for tind r. A man informed them that "be had learned it from hit, 
father ratb r for amu ment than for utility ; the two lumps of iron pyrites certainly answering the 
purpose a g reat deal better." 
"Th y have a. very dextrou Method f kindling Fire; in order to which, they prepare two 8mall 
Pi ii of clryWood, which having maclo flat, th y nextmako a small Hole in each, and having fitted into 
thea Hol s a littl cylindrical Piece of Woocl, to which a Thong is fastened, they whirl it about thereby 
wi.th su ·h a V locity, that by rubbing th Pie es of Wood one against the other, this Motion soon sets 
th m on fire."-Ellis, Voyaa to Hudsoos Bay, p. 234. 
A picture of tho process i. gi rnn oppo:;ite page 132, in which a man holds the socket., while a woman 
works the thong (western shor of Hudson Bay, near Chesterfi lcl Inlet) . 
Ra also mentions a imilar drill us d in tho ame region in 1847 (Narrative, p. 187) ; and there is a 
sp imen in the National Mus nm, oll ted by MacFarla.no, and said to be the kind "in use until 
la ly" in th Mackenzie and And r on region. 
Dall figur a.fire drill with bow and mouthpiece formerly in use at Norton Sound (.Alaska, p. 142); 
and Hoop r (T nt , tc., p. 1 7) cl crib s a imilar drill at Plover Ray. 
From orden kii>1d's account (Vega, vol. 2, p. 121) tho fir drill seems to be still generall.v usetl by the 
nativ sat th V a's winter quart-0rs. H says that the women appeared more accustomed to the use 
of h dril I than th men, and that a littl oil was put on the end of the drill. 
2 Kot bu ' oyag , vol. 3, p. 260. 
•Contribution to . A. Ethnology, vol. l, p. 82. 
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I had no opportunity of seeing this "drill manipulated, but I have con-
vinced myself by experiment that the stick or "light-stock," to use Nor-
denskiold's expression, must be held down by one foot, the workman 
kneeling on the other knee. 
Flint and steel.-Fire is usually obtained nowadays by striking a 
spark in the or.dinary method from a bit of flint with a ste~l, usually a 
bit of some white man's tool. Both are carried, as in Dr. Simpson's time, 
in a little bag slung around the neck, along with some tinder made of 
the down of willow catkins mixed with charcoal or perhaps gunpowder. 
rrhe flints usually carried for lighting the pipe, the only ones I have seen, 
are very small, and only a tiny fragment of tinder is lighted which is 
placed on the tobacco. Lucifer matches (k1D'.aksagau) were eagerly 
begged, but they did not appear to care enough for them to purchase 
them. Our friend N1kawaalu, from whom we obtained much information 
about the ancient customs of these people, told us that long ago, ''when 
there was no iron and no flint"-" savik piiimut, anrna piiimftt"1-they 
used to get "great fire" by striking together two pieces of iron pyrites. 
Dr. Simpson speaks2 of two lumps of iron pyrites being used for striking 
fire, but he does not make it clear whether he saw this at Point Barrow 
or only at Kotzebue Sound. Iron pyrites appears to have been used 
quite generally among the Eskimo. Bessels saw it used with quartz 
at Smith Sound, with willow catkins for tinder3 and Lyon mentions the 
use of two pieces of the same material, with the same 
kind of tinder, at Iglulik.4 Willow catkins are also 
used for tinder at the Ooppermine River.5 
No. 89825 f 1133 and 1722] are some of the catkins 
used for making the tinder, w hicb were gathered in 
considerable quantities at the rivers. They are called 
k1mmiuru, which perhaps means "little dogs," as we 
say "catkins" or "pussy willows." 
Kindlings.-From-the same place they also brought. 
home willow twigs, 9 inches long, and tied with· sinews 
into bunches or fagots of about a dozen or a dozen 
and a half each, which they said were used for kindling 
fires. (No. 89824 [ 1725].) 
Bow-and-arrow malcing.-A complete set of bow- ½ 
and-arrow tools consists of 4 pieces, viz: a marline 
spike, two twisters, and a feather setter, as shown in FIG. 283.~Set of bow-
Fig. 283, No. 89465 [962], from Utkiavw'ffi. The and-arrow tools. 
pieces of this set are perforated and strung on a piece of sinew braid, 
4 inches long, with a knot at each end. 
The Marline spilce.-This is a flat, four-sided rod of walrus ivory, 5·6 
1 Compare this with Dr. Simpson's statement, quoted above, that stones for arrowheads were brought 
by the Nunatafimiun from the Ku'wf1k River. 
2 Op. cit., p. 243. 
3 Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 867. 
4Journal, pp. 210 and 231. 
6 Franklin, First Exped., vol. 2, p. 188. 
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inch long, taperin to a harp rounded point at one end, aud tapered 
lightly to tbe other, which terminates in a small rounded knob. It is 
very neatly made from, rather old yellow ivory, and ornamented on all 
four faces with conventional incised patterns colored with red ochre. 
Thi implement is used in putting on the backing of a bow to raise 
parts of the cord when an end isto bepassed under andintuckingin the 
end in finishing o:ff a whipping. It was probably also used in. putting 
whippings or seizings on any otherimplements. We collected 10 of these 
tools, all quite similar, and made of walrus ivory, yellow from age and 
handling. They vary in length from 4½ to 6 inches, and are always 
contracted at the upper end into a sort of neck or handle, surmounted 
by a knob or crossbar. No. 89463 [836] Fig. 284, from Utkiavwm has 
Fm. 284.- Marline spike. 
the crossbar carved very neatly into the figure of an .Amphipod crus-
tacean without the legs. The eyes, mouth, and vent are indicated 
by small round holes filled with some black substance, and there is a 
row of eight similar holes down the middle of the back. The tip of this 
tool, which is 5·9 inches long, has been concaved to an edge so as to 
make a feather-setter of it. Through the knob at the butt there is some-
FIG. 285.-Marline spike. 
tim a large round eye, a in Fig. 285 (No. 89464 [842] from Utkiavwm, 
4·7 inche long) . The e tool' are sometimes plain, like the specimens 
la t figured, and ometime · ornamented with conventional patterns of 
in i line , color l with red ocher, like the others. 
The twisters (No. 9465 [962]) are flat four-sided rods of walrus ivory, 
r pe tively 4·4 and 4·7 inches long. .At each end one broad face is 
rai d into a low tran ver e ridge about 0·1 inch high and the other 
r nd d off, with th rid e on oppo ite face at the two ends. They 
ar rnamented on all four face with longitudinal incised lines, colored 
with r lo h r. 
The u of th 
the writers paper on Eskimo bows, Smithsonian Report for 1 84, pt. 2, p. 315. 
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scribed. The manner in which this tool is used is as follows : The end 
is inserted between the strands at the middle of the bow, so that the 
-ridge or hook catches the lower strands, and the end is carried over 
through an arc of 180°, which gives the cable a half turn of 
twist. This brings the twister against the bow, so that the twisting can 
be carried no farther in this direction, and if the tool were to be removed 
for a fresh start the strands would have to be held or fastened in some 
way, making the process a slow one. Instead, the tool is slid back be-
tween the strands till the other end comes where the first was, so that 
the book at this end catches th"e stra_nd, and the workman c·au give to 
the cable another half turn of twist. This is continued until the-cab~e 
is sufficiently twisted, the tool sliding back and forth like the handle of 
a vise. The tools are used in pairs, one being inserted in each cable 
and manipulated with each hand, so as to give the same amount of twist 
to each cable. At the present day, these tools are seldom used for bow 
making, since the sinew-backed bow is so nearly obsolete, but are em-
ployed in playing a game of the nature of pitch-penny. (See below, 
under games and pastimes.) 
These tools, of which we collected twenty-six specimens, are all of 
walrus ivory, and of almost exactly the same shape, varying a little in 
size and ornamentation. They vary in length from 3 to 5·7 inches, but 
are usually about 4½ inches long. The commonest width is 0·4 inches, 
the narrowest being 0·3 and the width 0·7 broad, while the thickness is 
almost always 0·3, varying hardly 0·1 inch. Most of them are plain, but 
a few are ornamented with incised lines, and two are marked with 
"circles and dots" as in Fig. 286, one of a rather large pair (No. 56521 
¾. 
Fm. 286.-Twister for working sinew backing of bow. 
[249] from Utkiavw'in). These are 5·4 inches long, neatly made and 
quite clean. All the others show signs of age and use. 
There are large numbers of these tools in the National Museum from 
various points in the region where bows of the Arctic type are use·d, 
namely~ from the Anderson River to Norton Sound, and one from St. 
Lawrence Island, whence we have received no twisted bows. Their use 
was, however, not definitely understood, as they are described simply 
as "bow tools," "bow string twisters" qr even "arrow polishers." Mr. 
Nelson informs me that the tool is now not used in Norton Sound, except 
for playing a game, as at Point Barrow, but that the natives told him 
that they were formerly used for tigh~ening the backing on a bow and 
also for twisting the hard-laid sinew cord, which is quite as much, if not 
more, used at Norton Sound as the braid so common at Point Barrow. 
I find no mention of the use of this tool in any of the authors who have 
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tr a d of the E kimo, except the following in Capt. Beechey's vocab-
ulary oil ted at Kotz bu ound: "Marline spike, small of ivory, for 
la •ing b ws-ke-poot-tak ." Tb specimen from the Mackenzie and 
.And r ·on riv r are almo t without exception made of hard bone, while 
walru ivory is the common material el ewhere. The name (kaputro) 
mean. imply a "twister." 
The feather-setter ( ¥/ gugwau) (No. 89465 [962]) is a fl.at, slender, rounded 
rod of walrus ivory, 7 inche,· long, with th'e tip abruptly concaved to a 
thin round d edge. The faces are ornamented with a pattern of straight 
inci ed line , colored with red ocher. This tool is used for squeezing 
the , mall end, of the feathering into the wood of the arrow shaft dose 
>z 
]!'10. 287.-" ]feather-setter ." 
to thenock. Fig. 287 is a similar tool (No. 89486 [1285] from Utkiavwfii) 
also of walrus ivory, 6 inches long, with the upper end roughly whittled 
to a sharp point. It is probably made of a broken seal indicator or 
meat-cache marker. Several other ivory tools previously mentioned 
have been concaved to an edge at th.e tip so that they can be used as 
feather-setters. I do not find this tool mentioned by previous observers, 
nor have I een any pecimens in the National Museum. 
Fig. 288 (No. 89459 [1282] from Utkiavwfii) represents an unusual 




FIG. 28 .-Tool of antler. 
tool, th u e of which wa not ascertained in the hurry of trade. It 
ha a point like that of a graver, and is made of reindeer antler, orna-
m nt d with a pattern of inci cl lines and bands, colored with red 
h r and wa p rhap a marlin pike for wor~ing with sinew cord. 
SKIN-WORKING. 
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this tool, which is grasped firmly iu the right hand and pushed from 
the worker. This tool is also used for softening up skin~ which have 
become stiffened from being wet and then dried. The teeth appear to 
be less often used for such purposes than among the eastern Eskimo . 
. We obtained eighteen such scrapers, some without blades, and two 
unmounted blades. Every woman owns one of these tools. While 
they are all of the saine general model, they vary a good deal in de-
tails. Four different forms or subtypes have been recognized in the 
series collected, all modifications of the form seen in Fig. 289, No. 
89313 [955], which may be called the 
type. The blade is of brown jasper, 
rather coarsely flaked, l·l inches long. 
It is wedged with pieces of skin, into 
a deep slot in the tip of the handle, 
which is of fossil ivory, slightly,yellowed 
from handling. The left side against 
FrG. 289.-Skin scraper. 
which the thumb rests is slightly fiatteneµ., arid the right slightly ex-
cavated to reeeive the third and fourth fingers, which are bent round 
under the lobe, their tips pressing against the concave under surface 
of the latter. The fore and middle fingers rest upon the upper surface. 
No. 89320 [1171] from Utkiavwm, without a blade, is of the same 
general pattern, but is slightly excavated on the left as well as the 
right side so as to make a sort of shank. It is of fossil ivory, stained 
a dingy orange from age and grease. The two incised circles and dots 
on the upper surface close to the slot make the end of the handle look 
like the head of a Lophius, which it is perhaps meant to represent. 
No. 89321 (858), an old fossil ivory handle, has the left side slightly hol-
lowed to receive the tip of the thumb, and a median keel on the upper 
surface with a barely perceptible hollow on each side of it for the tips 
of the fingers. This is a step toward the second subtype as shown in 
Fig,-290 (No. 89317 f748] from Utkiavwm, which has no blade). This 
a 
Fm. 290.-Skin scrapers-handles only. 
b 
is of fossil ivory, 
thicker and more 
strongly arched 
than the type de-
scribed, deeply ex-
cavated below so as 
to form a broad lobe 
at the butt; with 
the upper surface 
deeply grooved to 
receive the tips of 
the fore and middle fingers, and a slight hollow on the left side for the 
thumb. This specimen is very neatly made and polished, and all the edges 
are rounded off. One-half of the handle (lengthwise) and the outer quar-
ter of the other half are stained. with age and grease a beautiful amber 
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rown. Thi p cimeu wa , aid to be a old a the time when men 
wor but one labr t. 
'Ih nly e ential difference between this ubtype and the preced-
a b 
ing is that the former 
hasdeep groovesorhol-
lows for the thumb and 
two :fingers. We col-
lected :five specimens of 
this pattern, all but one 
with handles of fossil 
ivory. The single ex-
ception, which came 
from Sidaru, has a han-
dle of walrus ivory, 
yellowed with age and 
grease. This specimen 
Fro. 201.-Skin scrapers. (Fig. 291a, No. 89322 
[1426]) bas an unusually short blade (only 0·4 inch long), and is much 
cut out on the right ide so a to make a sort of nick. Fig. 291b (No. 
9314 [17 O]) i a nearly new handle of this pattern, which was bought -
of the " unataii.miun," who came to Pernyft 
in 1 83. It i very highly ornamented, both 
with inci ed pattern , colored black, and by 
carving the spac between the unusually 
d ep thumb bo1low and those for the :fingers 
into what seem, to be meant for an ear, in 
high relief, colored red inside. ½ 
The third ubtype ha the lobe separated FIG. 292.-Skin scraper. 
from the body on th right side only, leaving the left side unexcavated, 
x · pt by the thumb-hollow, a i. , hown in Fig. 292 (No. 8931G [1177] 
from t1 iavwm) which ha ' a handle of yellowed fo il ivory and a black 
flint blade. No. 89310 [1071] 
Fig. 293, from Utkiavwrn, is 
a rather u11usual modifica-
tion of thiH pattern, with a 
wooden handle, in which 
the bottom i not cut out. 
The thumb groove is deep-
en into a large hole which 
open into the excavation 
on the right side, while a 
large oblong slot on top, 
openil1g into the. e cavitie , 
Th blad was cf gray flint 
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frequently seen in use .at the present day, has the butt produced horizon-
tally into a broad, flat -lobe. The excavation of the right side may be 
continued through to the left in the form of a notch, as shown in Fig. 
294 (No. 89315 [1365] from Sidaru) which has a blade of black flint and 
a handle of fm;sil ivory, with 
hollows for the thumb and 
fingers; or the left side may 
be unexcavated except for 
the thumb groove as in Fig. 
295 (No. 89309 [1135] from 
Utkiavwfi'i). This specimen 
bas a rather large wooden .Fm. 294.-Skin scraper. 
handle, with the grooves as before. It appears, however, to have been 
remodeled to fit a smaller hand than that of the original owner, as the 
thumb groove has been deepened for about two-thirds of its original 
length, anq. there is a deep, round hole in the middle of the groove for 
Fm. 295.-Skin scraper. 
the second finger. The peculiarity of this specimen, however, is that it 
has a blade of sandstone, flat and rather thin, with a smooth, rounded 
edge. The natives told us that scraper blades of sandstone were the 
prevailing form in old times. 
Fig. 296 (No. 89312 [1336] from Utkiavwffi) is another wooden handle, 
Fm. 296.-Skin scraper. 
in which the excavation for the third and 
fourth fingers is merely a la:rge round hole 
on the right side, while in front the han-
dle is cut into two short lobes, between 
which in a deep groove the forefinger 
fits. There is a hollow for the thumb 
under the left lobe and one on the right 
for the middle finger. No. 89311 [1079] 
from the same village is almost exactly 
similar. These are. the only two specimens of the kind which I recol-
lect seeing. A rather large flint-bladed scraper with a wooden handle 
very much the shape of that of No. 89309 [1135] is the tool most gener-
ally used at the present day. The blades are all of the same general 
shape and vary in size from the little one above mentioned (No. 89322 
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[142 ] ig. 291a) only 0·4 inch long, to blade like No. 89612 [820], Fig. 
2 7, fr m Utkiavwrn. Thi is newly made from light gray translucent 
ti.int and i 5 inclie · long. The name kibftgft, applied to this specimen 
b It native from whom it wa purchased, appears to refer either to 
the material or the unu ual size. The blade is ordinarily called kuki, 
"a claw." With the ivory handles a blade about 1 or 1½ inches is com-
monly u ed and with the wooden ones a considerably 
larger one, 2 to 3 inches in length. .The handles vary in 
size to fit the hand of the owners, but are all too small 
for an average white man's hand. All 
that we collected are for the right hand. 
This pattern of skin scraper which ap-
pears from the Museum collections to be 
the prevailing one from Point Barrow to 
Norton Sound, is evidently the direct de-
scendant of the form used still farther 
south, which consists of a stone or bone 
Fm. 297.-Flintblade blade of the same shape, mounted on a 
for skin scraper. wooden handle often a foot or 18 inches 
long, which has the other end bent down into a handle 
like the butt of a pistol. Shortening this handle ( a proc-
ess shown by specimens in the Museum) would bring 
the worker's hand nearer to the blade, thus enabling him 
to uide it better. Let this process be continued till the · 
whol handle i hort enough to be grasped in the hand 
and we have the fir, t subtype described, of which the 
oth r,· are clearly improvements. 
, till more primjtive type of scraper is shown by Fig. 
29 , o. 9651 [1295] from Utkiavw'i'.n, the only specimen 
f th kind · en. This ha a flint blade, like those of 
th ru dern crapers, in erted in the larger end of a 
·trai ht haft of r inde r antler, 5½ inches long. We did 
n t l arn tb hi tory of thi tool in the hurry of trade, 
u fr m th llape of the blade it is evidently a scraper. 
It · u. a.' a kin crap r i r ml r d till more probable 
by h fa<' th he craper u d by some of the eastern Fm. 298.-Straight-
E,·kimo ( h r ar ·pecim n, in th Mu eum from Oum- hafterscraper. 
b rland ulf and elly Bay) have straight handles, though shorter 
1 Nordenskiold, ega, vol. 2, 1,p. 122, and Fig. 1, p. 117. 
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moving tlle subcutaneous tissue, etc., while the stone scrapers just de-
scribed are better for softening the skin. 
It is the distal end of the "cannon" bone or metacarpal, of a reindeer, 
6·2 inches loug, with the two condyles forming the handle. At the other 
end the posterior face of the shaft is chamfered off so as to expose the 
medullary cavity for about 2½ inches, leaving· a sharp edge on each 
side. The tip is roughly broken off. The tool appears 
to be old but the two condyles have been recently carved 
rudely 'into two human faces, one male (with marks for 
labrets) and the other female. There is a somewhat 
similar tool in the Museum brought by Mr. Nelson from 
Norton Sound. · 
Scraper cups (6hovwtn).-In removing the •last of the 
blubber from the skins of seals or walruses when they 
wish to save the oil, they serape it off with a little oblong 
cup of_ walrus ivory with a sharp edge at one or both 
ends. The cup, of course, catches the oil which is trans-
ferred to a dish. These cups are sometimes, I believe, 
also used for dipping oil. We collected ten of these cups, 
of which No. 89251 [1287], Fig. 300a, will serve as the 
type. This is 3·7 inches long, carved out of a single 
piece of walrus ivory, and worked down from the inside 
to a sharp edge on each end. The carving is smoothly 
done on the outside, but more roughly within, where it 
is somewhat hacked. It is stained a dark yellow with oil 
and polished on the outside, probably by much handling. Fm. 299.-Bone 
Fig. 300b (No. 89258 [1090 J also from Utkiavwfii) is a sim- scraper. 
ilar cup, but has a sharp edge only at one end which is cut out in a 
concave curve. 
The ten cups in the collection are all aboU:t the same shape and size 
and all of walrus ivory, stained yellow with oil. The largest is 4 inches 
long and 2¾ wide, and the smallest, 3 by 2·1 inches. The majority are 
Yi 
a b 
FIG. 300.-Scraper cups. 
about 3~ by 2½ inches. Five of the ten have sharp edges at both ends, 
the rest at one only. Mr. Nelson brought home specimens of this im-
plement from Point Hope and St. Lawrence Island, but I do not find 
it mentioned elsewhere. 
With these tools and their knives, they do all the work of preparing 
skins for clothing, boat covers, etc. I had no opportunity of seeing the 
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proce mall it tage , and can therefore give only a general account 
, of it. De r kin are always dressed as furs, with the hair on. The 
kin i rough-dried in the open air, with considerable subcutaneous tissue 
adhering to it, and laid aside until needed. When wanted for use, a 
woman take the skin and works it over carefully with a stone scraper 
on the fle h side, removing every scrap of subcutaneous tissue and 
"breaking the grain " of the skin, which leaves a surface resembling 
white chamoi.· leather and very soft. This is then rubbed down with a 
flat piece of sandstone or gyp um, and finally with chalk, so that when 
fini lied it seems like pipeclayed leather. .All furs are prepared in the 
ame wa.y. Small eal skins to be worn with the hair on are scraped 
very clean and, I think, soaked in urine, before they are spread out to 
dry. The black wa,terproof seal skin has the hair shaved off close to 
the skin, great care being taken to leave the epidermis intact, and also 
' has a certain amount of tanning in urine. It is probable that a little 
of the blubber is left on these skins, to make them oily and waterproof. 
When, however they wish to prepare the white-tanned seal skin, the 
skins are brought into the warm house, thawed out or dampened and 
th.en rolled up and allowed to ferment for several days, so that when they are 
unrolled hair and epidermis are easily scraped off together. The skin 
i then soaked in urine, stretched on a large hoop, and put out to dry in 
the un and air. Many of these skins are prepared during the first 
unny weather in the early spring. The skins of the large seal, walrus 
or bear when used for boat-covers or boot soles appear to be sweated 
in the , ame way, as the epidern;iis is alway£ removed. We did not learn 
wheth r urine was employed on these skins, but I think from their 
ordinary appearance that they are simply stretched and dried in their 
own fat, a appear to be the case with the skin of the beluga, from 
whi ·h the epid rmi is ea ily scraped without sweating. 1 
Combs for deerslcins.-The loosened hairs on a deerskin garment are 
r moved by means of a comb made of a section of the beam of an ant-
I r, h llowed out and cut into teeth on the end. This instrument prob-
c:bly rve al ·o tor move vermin, a it name "k6.motfo" looks very 
much a· if deriv d from k-C1muk low;e. I mu t:--;ay, however, that the na-
tiv . wh m a. k d if kumotrn had anything to do with kumflk said 
i he: cl no . Wh n v rmin g t trouble ome in a garment, it is taken 
u on h undra, a way from the house , and beaten with rods like a 
·arp . V t·y old garment when much infe ·ted with lice are taken 
ou ack of h villao- , ·ut int mall piece,, and burned. It i noun-
ommon :igh in th ,·prino· to,' an old woman :itting out on the tun-
dra bu.' wi h h r 1 nrn u tin up old loth . 
' 1 r ngh horn nin of h ., omb , of which No. 89354 [1879], 
i . · Ofo h, .· n .· 1 · d a.· th tYI e. It i. 4,t inche long anu has 
proc,• .. ofpr p, ring boat cov rs as follows: "Tb boat kin!! are selected out 
of the, t ut t c:ats· Wde , from whi ·h tl10 fat is not qui to tak n otf; th y roll th em np, and sit on thorn, 
or 11· thnn Ii in th sun cov red with gr several we ks, ' till the hair will come off. " History of 
recnland, vol. 1, p. 167. 
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sixteen teeth about 1 inch long. The small holes near the other end 
are for a lanyard to hang it up by. 
a b C 
Fm. 301.-Combs for cleaning deerskins. 
Six of these combs have teeth at one end only, the other three at both 
ends. These teeth are generally about fifteen in number, and 1 inch or 
a little over long. No. 89781 [1005], a very small comb only 2·9 inches 
long, which belonged to the "inland" native Ilflbw'ga, has twenty teeth 
0·6 inch long. These combs are usually about 4 or 4½ inches long. No. 
89556 [1017], Fig. 301b, from Utkiavwiii is an unusually long comb, 5·3 
inches long, which is peculiar in being solid except at the end which is 
cut into teeth. 
Fig. 301c (No. 89359 [993]), from Utkiavwfii is a double-ended comb, 
having ten teeth on one end and thirteen on the other. It is 4·1 inches 
long and made with considerable care, being ornamented with incised 
rings colored with red ocher. This is a common implement at Point 
Barrow, but seems unusual elsewhere. There is a single specimen from 
the Diomedes in Mr. Nelson's collection. 
M.A.NUF .A.CTURE OF LINES OF THONG. 
No tools are used for this purpose except a knife. I have seen a 
small jackknife used for cutting the :fine seal skin lines. The workman 
takes a wet skin from which the hair and epidermis have been removed 
and sits down cross-legged on the ground with somebody else to hold 
the skin stretched for him. Then holding the knife vertically up with 
the edge away from him, he starts at one corner of the skin and cuts 
a narrow strip in one continuous piece, going round and round the 
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, kin gath rino- and , tr t hing the , trip with the left hand. They do 
thi: w rkquit , rapidly and with great skill, cutting single lines upward 
f fi Jong ~tnd only one- ighth inch in diameter, almost perfectly 
n. Th , fin line of al-skin thong, which serve a great variety of 
pmp . are u ually made wbeu they are in the summer camps, before 
tb br aking up of the ice. They are dried by stretching them between 
tak , 6 inche or a foot high, driven into the ground. 
The ·tout thono-. of the hi<le of the bearded seal, walrus, or beiuga 
are u ually made in the winter and stretched to dry between posts of 
whale 'bone et up in the village, a,bout breast high. While they- are 
drying, the maker carefully trim and scrapes the edges with his knife, 
o a to make an almost round line. 1 The usual diameter is about 0·3 
inch. The e line are not always made with such care, being often 
merely flat thong . Fine deer- kin twine, or "babiche," as it is called 
by th voyageur, , for making the nettings of snow shoes, is made in the 
ame way. A deer skin is dampened, rolled up, and put up over the lamp 
for a day or two to remove the hair by sweating, and then cut into a 
single 1011g piece of fine thong. 
All the men do not appear able to do this fine 
work. For instance, our friend Mu'iiialu had the 
babiche for his new snowshoes made by his . house-
mate, the younger Tunazu. When it is desired 
to fasten together two pieces of the stouter kinds 
~ of thong, what I have so often referred to as the 
~"'-"double-slit splice" is generally employed. This 
Fm. 302.-Doubte-slit Bplice i' made as follow : The two ends to be joined to-
for rawhitl lin s. g ther are each lit lengthwise, and one if, passed 
thronO'h th lit in th oth r. The other end of this piece is then passed 
tlmmgh th , lit in the fir 't piec , and drawn through , o that the sides 
f a ·h ,·lit int rlac lik th loops of a square knot ( ee diagrams, Fig. 
3 ). Th ·pli i · often further ecured by a Heiziug of sinew braid. 
M t wri r nth E ·kimo hav not gone suffici011tly into the details of 
h ir art to d ·ri th ir method, of splicinO'. One writer,2 however, 
·ribin om E ·kirp. impl ments from Ea ,t Greenland, describes 
ttnd fi 1·ur ,' · v ral, pU ·e ' ·omewhat of thi · nature, and one in particu-
lar '· · ' ·ially ·ompli ·at cl by er s ing th , ide · of the , lits and passing 
th n hrough ,' v ral tim' '. This method of uniting thongi:, is prob-
0 
r ()' u "ral among the EHkimo and i al o common enough among 
p pl . 
B ILDERS' T OL • 
v ry glad to use white 
h y, how v r, he ve matto ·k · and pick. 
1 <.lihln rl · (•ribc a ·milar pro· s of manufa turing tl1 11 Jin s at Il11clson'11 Bay. (Schwatka's 
; •' r ·h, JI. IiO.) 
2 W. J. · llas, in Jour. ntbrop. In. t. of 'rcat Britain ancl Ireland, vol. 9, pp. 329-336. 
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axes (sikla) of their own manufacture, which .are still in use. These are 
always single-pointed and have a, bone or ivory head, mounted like an 
adz head on a rather short haft. The haft, like those of the mauls and 
adzes already deRcribed, is never fitted into the head, but always applied 
to the under surface of the latter and held on by a lashing of thong. 
The only complete 
'implement of the 
kind which we ob-
tained is No. 7357 4 
[297], Fig. 303. The 
head is of whale's 
rib, 17! inches long. 
The butt is shoul-
dered on the under 
surface to receive 
the haft and rough-
ened with crosscuts 
to prevent slipping, 
with two shallow :Fm. 303.-Mattock of whale's rib. 
rough transverse notches on the upper surface for the lashings. The 
haft is of pine, 24½ inches long. The lashing is of'stout thong of bearded 
seal hide, in two pieces, one of four turns passing through the hole, round 
the front edge of the haft, over the lower notch in the head, and back 
across the haft to the bole again. The ends are knotted together on top 
¼ 
a 
FIG. 304.-Pickax heads of pone, ivory, and whale's ribs. 
of the head by becket-hitching one end into an eye in the other, made by 
slitting it close to the tip and passing a bight of the standing part tbrouo·h · 
this slit. The other part is of seven turns, put on in the same way, b:t 
crossing back of the haft, and started by looping one end round the 
head and through the eye by means of an eye at the end made as before. 
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fini h winding th end three or four times round these turns, 
, t ti ·ht n h m up, and bitching it round two of them on one ide. • 
Thi m thocl of hafting di:ffi rs in no essential re pect from that used on 
th maul an a lze above de cribed. 
W ha al o two h ad for such mattocks, which hardly differ from 
the on de cribed, except the No. 50494 [285] has the notches for the 
la hing on the ide of the head instead of on the upper surface. It is 
16 inche long. The other, No. 89843 [1043 J, Fig. 304a, is a very rude 
head made of an almo t cylindrical piece of rib. This is a very old tool, 
which from it oily condition has evidently been long laid away in 
some blubber room at Utkiavw'i'.ii. It is 15·2 inches long. 
The e blunt-pointed mattocks are not so much used at present as 
picks with a harp point mounted in the same way, and specially adapted 
for working in ice or hard frozen soil. I have, however, never seen them 
u ed for cutting holes in the ice for :fishing, which some authors have sup-
po ed to be wltat they were meant,,for. Their shape makes them very 
inconvenient for any such a purpose, except when the ice is very thin. 
The ice pick, like those carried on the butt of the spear, is under any 
circum tance, a more serviceable tool. These sharp pickax heads are 
generally made of a walrus tusk, the natural shape of which requires 
very little alteration to fit it for the purpose. We collected three of 
the e ivory head , all very nearly alike, of which No. 56539b [96], Fig. 
304b, will erve as the type. This is the tip of a good-sized walrus 
tu 'k, 14·2 inches long, preserving very nearly the natural outline of the 
tu k except at the point, where it is rounded off rather more abruptly 
abov . It i. keeled along the upper edge and on the lower edge at 
the p int, o that the latter is four-sided, and the sides of the butt are 
flatten d. On the und r side the butt is cut off flat for about 3½ inches, 
1 aving a low flange or ridge, and roughened with crosscuts to fit the 
nd of the haft, and the butt is perforated with two large tranverse eyes 
for th 1 hino-. The other two heads are a,lmost exactly like this and 
v ry n arly the ame size. 
harp-pointed pick head of whale's bone appear also to have been 
d, JJrobably at an earlier date than the neatly :finished ivory ones, as 
11 ct d three such heads, all very old and roughly made, and hav-
n h , or roove for the la, hings instead of eyes. Fig. 304c is 
n f th , . 9-44 [1315], from Utkiavwm, very rudely cut from a 
r i c· of whal ' · rib, 12 in ·he long. 
I o not r olle ·t ing any of the e bone-headed picks in use, while 
h i ory-h ad d on wa one of the commonest tools. This Eskimo 
ol i in u a Pitl kaj a village uppo ed to be wholly inhabited by 
ed ntary 'hukch .1 
T OL, F R SNOW AND ICE WORKING. 
I ck of now u, ed in building the 
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apu'ya, or snow hut, they at the present day prefer a saw or a large steel 
knife (for instance, a w.haleman's boarding knife), if they can procure it, 
but th8y still have many of the large saber-shaped ivory knives so com-
monly used by the Eskimo everywhere for this purpose. These are1 
however, more generally used for scraping snow off their clothing, etc., at 
Fm. 305.-Ivory snow knife. 
present. We brought home two of these knives, which do not differ in 
any important respect from the many specimens collected by other ex-
plorers in Alaska. 
No. 89478 [759], Fig. 305, is one of these-saviu'ra, "like a knife." It 
is of walrus ivory (following the natural outline of the tusk), 16½ inches 
a 
Fm. 306.-Snow shovels. 
long. The blade is double-edged, the haft rounded on the edges and 
laced along the lower edge for 3¼ inches with a double piece of sinew 
braid. The object of this is to give the hand a firmer gTip on the haft. 
These knives are also used for cutting the blocks of snow to supply 
the house with water. 
Snow shovels.-The broad, short-handled snow shovel of wood with a 
9 ETH--20 
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of i ory i the tool universally employed whenever snow is 
to b hovel cl, eith r to clear it away or for excavating houses or pit-
fall · in th nowdrift , or " chinking " up the crevices in the walls of 
th now hou e, and i ' an indi pensable part of the traveler's outfit in 
winter. Th l!ovel (p'i'.'k un) are all made on essentially the same pat-
t rn, which i well hown by Fig. 306a, No. 56739 [30]. The blade is 14 
in •h broad and 11 long. The whole upper surface of the shovel 
i flat. The handle i beveled off on the side to a rounded edge 
below, and is quite thick where it joins the blade, tapering off to the tip. 
The blade is thick and abruptly rounded off on the upper edge below 
and gradually thinned down to the edge. The edge of the wood is 
fitted witb a tongue into a grove in the top of the ivory edge, which is 
1½ inche deep. It is fastened on by wooden tree-nails at irregular 
interval , and at one end, where the edge of the groove has been broken, 
by a titch of black whalebone. The wooden part of the shovel is made 
of four unequal pieces of spruce, neatly fitted and doweled together 
and held by tbe ivory edge and three stitches of black whalebone 
clo e to the upper edge, and countersunk below the flat surface. The 
whipping of sinew braid on the handle are to give a firm grip for 
the hand . 
No. 56738 [27], Fig. 306b, is a similar shovel of the same material 
and almo t exactly the same dimensions, figured to show _ the way it 
ha, been pieced together and mended. The maker of this shovel was 
able to procure a broad piece of woo<l which only had to be pieced out 
with a narrow trip on the left side, which is fastened on as before. It 
wa ·, however, not long enough to make the whole of the handle, which 
ba. · a piece ½ inches long, neatly scarfed on at the end and secured by 
ix tout tr enail of wood; three at each end of the joint, passing 
through the thin part of the carfinto the thick, but not through the latter. 
arly the whole handle was seized with sinew braid put on as before, 
but much of thi seizing is broken off. At the right side of the blade 
th -rain take a twi t, bringing it parallel to the ivory edge, and ren-
d rju<Y it liable to plit, a has happened from the warping of the ivory 
in· h hovel ha· been in the Mu eum. The owner sought to pre-
v nt thi · by fa ·tening to the edge a tout" trap" of walrus ivory 4-½ 
in h , whi ·h app ar to be an old bird pear point. The lower end of 
thi · fitt d into he groove of the ivory edge, and it was held on by three 
quidi tant ]a bing ' of narrow whalebone, each running through a 
ho] in th lg of th wood and round the ivory in a deep transverse 
-------
1 Parry·. ,· cond Voy., pl. oppo lt Jl. 548, Fi,. 5 . . 
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Fig. 307 (No. 89775 f 12501 from Utkiavwm) is a peculiar llllplement, 
the only one of the kind that we saw. It is a shovel, 17 inches long, 
made of a whale's scapula, with the anterior and posterior borders cut 
off straight so as to make it 13¼ inches broad, and the superior margin 
beveled off to an edge. The handle is made by :flatteniLg the neck of 
the scapula and cutting through it a large 
horizontal elliptical slot, below which the end 
of the scapula is worked into a rounded bar 1 
inch in diameter. The cutting around this slot 
appears new, and red ocher has been rubbed 
into the crevices. On the other hand, the bev-
eling of the digging edge appeared to be old. 
Though colored with red ocher, the edge is 
gapped as if from use, and 
there are fragments of tun-
dra moss sticking to it. It 
is probably an old jmple-
ment "touched up"forsale. 
We did not learn whether 
FIG. 307.-Snow shovel made of a 
such tools were now gener- whale's scapula. 
ally used. This may have been a makeshift or an 
individual fancy. 
Fig. 308 (No. 89521 [1249] from Utkiavwm) is an-
other peculiar tool of which we saw no other speci-
men. It appears to be really an old implement and 
was said to have been used for digging or picking in 
the snow. It is a stout sharp-pointed piece of bone, 
3 inches long, inserted in the end of a piece of a long 
bone of sopie animal, 4·7 inches long and about 1¼ 
wide, which serves .as a haft. 
Ice picks-The ivory ice pick (tu'u) always attached 
to the seal-harpoon has been already described. This 
differs from the tok of the Greenlanders and other 
eastern Eskimo in having a sharp bayonet point, 
while the latter is often chisel-pointed. All the men 
now have iron ice picks which they use for cutting 
the holes for fishing, setting seal nets, and such pur-
poses. These are made of some white man's tool 
which has a socket, like a harpoon iron, a whale lance, 
Fm. sos.-Snow pick. a boarding knife or bayonet, and usually have a rather 
slender blade about a foot long, mounted on a pole 6 or 8 feet long. The 
point is sharp and polygonal, generally four-sided. The tool is managed 
with both hands and used to split off fragments of ice by rather oblique 
blows. In other words, it is used in precisely the same way as the little 
single-handed pick w hicb we use in refrigerators. For chiseling off pro-
jecting corners of ice when making a path out through the ice·pack, they 
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whal pade of which they have obfafoed a great many from 
o. f1313) from U tkiavwfii, is a very old pick made of a piece of 
r incl r antler, 11-¼inche long, plit lengthwi e, and tapered to a sharp 
cur ed point. The butt is cut into a sort of tang with a low 
houlder. The split face is concave, the soft interior tissue 
having been removed by decay 
and perhap al o intentionally. 
Another p culiar tool i shown 
JS in Fig.309 (No. 9479 f1064] from 
UtkiavWl'.n). This was called 
kakaiyaxfon, and is a rounded 
piece of antler 10·4 inches long, 
tapering from the butt where 
there i · a low shoulder and the 
broken remains of a rounded 
tang to be :fitted to a shaft. One 
ide i cut off flat from the shoul-
der to the tip, graduaUy becom-
ing concave. The concavity is 
deepe t near the middle. The 
tipi lightlyexpanded,rounded, 
and omewhat bent toward the 
convex ' id . The pecimeu i 
moothly and neatly made and 
dark brown from age. No other 
Fm. 309 __ now pecimen were seen. We were 
c1rn1. told that thi tool was mounted 
on long pole and u ed for drilling hole in 




J•'m. 310.-Ice scoop. 
in he at the broader 
rti ·al titches of whale-
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bone. The left end has been broken across obliquely near the joint 
and mended with whalebone stitches. Round the lower edge of the 
rim runs a row of twenty-seven pairs of small holes 0·2 inch from the 
edge. The holes of each pair are connected by a deep channel, and a 
narrow shallow groove, probably for ornament, joins the pairs. On the 
left side are eight extra holes between the pairs, which are not used. 
Through these holes, omitting the first two pairs in the right-hand end, 
is laced a piece of seal thong, thus: Starting at the point of the oval, the 
two ends of the thong are passed through the pair of boles there from 
the outside and the bight drawn home into the channel; the ends are 
crossed, the left end going to the right, and vice versa, and passed out 
through the farther hole of the next pair and in through the nearer, and 
so on till the ends meet at the broad end of the oval where they are tied 
together, thus making twenty-five loops on the inside of the rim into 
· which the netting is fastened. This is made of strips of thin whale-
bone, interwoven, over and under each other, passing up through one 
loop and down through the next. There are eleven longitudinal strands 
passing obliquely from right to left, the same number from left to right, 
and eleven transverse strands, making a network with elongated hex-
agonal apertures. The strips are not one continuous piece. The bowl 
thus made is fastened to the handle by three pieces of stout seal thong. 
The whole lashing was put on wet, and allowed to shrink. 
N ordenskiold mentions and figures a scoop of almost identically the 
same pattern, but smaller, in general use for the same purposes at 
Pitlekaj. 1 A smaller scoop or skimmer (elauatfa) is also universally 
used. We inadvertently neglected to preserve a specimen of this very 
common implement, though we had two or three about the station for 
our own use. I shall therefore haye to describe it from memory. The 
handle is a flat, straight Rtick with rounded edges, about 18 inches or 2 
feet long, 1½ inches broad, and three-fourths inch thick. The bowl is 
made of two pieces of antler "palm " of such a shape that when they 
are fastened together on the end of the stick they make a shallow cup 
about 3½ inches long by 3 wide, with a longitudinal crevice along the 
middle which allows the water to drain off. The tip of the handle is 
beveled off on both sides so as to fit into the inside of this cup, along 
the junction of the two pieces, each of which is fastened to it by one or 
two neat stitches of whalebone. The two pieces are fastened together 
in front of the handle with a stitch. 
In addition to the use of these scoops for skimming the fishing holes, 
and reeling up the line, as already described, they also serve as scrapers 
to remove snow and hoar frost from the clothing. In the winter most 
ofthe-men and boys, epeciallytbelatter, carry these skimmers whenever 
they go out doofs, partly for the sake of having something in their 
bands, as we carry sticks, and partly for use. The boys are very fond 
of using them to pick up and sling snowballs, bits of ice, or frozen dirt, 
which they do with considerable force and accuracy. 
1 Vega, vol. 1, p. 493. 
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D1PLE:\1ENT' FOR PROO RING AND PREPARING FOOD. 
Bl1tbberhooks (n1'k 'igu).-For catching hold of pieces of blubber or 
fl . h wh n ·utting in' a whale or walrus, or dragging them round on 
'hor or on th ice, or in tbe blubber rooms, they u e hooks made by 
fa, t nin · a backward-pointing prong of ivory on 
th nd of a wooden handle, which is bent into 
a ·ro k at the other end. Tho e pecially in-
t uded for u e in the boat have handle 7 or 8 
i et long, while those for hore u e are only 2 or 
3 fe t long. These implement , which are com-
Xo 
mon all along the Alaskan coast, may 
,·ometime be u ed as boathooks, asap-
pears to be the ca e farther south, though 
I never 'aw them so employed. We 
brought home two short hooks and one 
long one, No. 56766 [126], Fig. 311. This 
has a prong of walrus ivory fastened to 
a. pruce pole, 7 feet 7! inche long, to 
the other end of which is fastened a 
hort crook of antler. The pole is ellip-
tical in ection. The crook is a nearly 
traight ''branchn of an antler with a 
tran, Yer arm at the base made by cut-
tin · out a pie e of the "beam" to fit 
agaiu. t the pole, and i held on by three 
neat la hin ·. · of whalebone of the usual 
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The whole is old and weathered and rather greasy about the prong and 
the tip of the pole. ~ 
Fig. 312 (No. 89836 [1203] from Utkiavwrn.) is a similar hook with a 
short handle, 34 inches long, for use on land. _ The crook is i. i 
made by bending the handle. The prong, of walrus jvory as 1 • 
before, is 7 inches long, and held on by two stout lashings of 
whalebone, which pass round the end of the handle instead of 
through it. The prong and tip of the handle are very greasy. 
No. 89837 [1353], from the same village, is a similar hook 
rather rudely ·made. ·The crook is bent only at an angle of 
about 45°, and there is somewhat of a twist to the whole han-
dle. The prong, which is of antler, is 7i; inches long and shoul- ,½ 
dered at the butt like that of the long hook described. It is 
2 
fastened on by two thick lashings of stout seal thong passing 
around prong and handle and kept from slipping by notches 
in the latter, and on the butt end of the former and by a large 
flat-headed brass stud driven·into the prong below the upper 
lashing . . 
Fish scaler.-Fig. 313 (No. 89461 (1279] from Utkiavw'i'.n) rep-
resents a little implement which we never saw in use, but which 
we were told was intended for scraping the scales off a fish. 
The specimen does not appear to be newly made. It is a piece 
of hollow "long" bone, 8inches long, cut into the shape of the 
blade of a case knife, flat on one face with a broad, shallow, 
longitudinal groove on the other. 
MAKING .A.ND WORKING FIBER. 
Twisting and braiding-We had no opportunity of seeing the FIG. 313 __ 
process of twisting the sinew twine, which is sometimes used Fish scaler. 
in place of the braid so often mentioned but more generally when an-
extra strong thread is desired, as in sewing on boot soles. Fig. 314 (No. 
89431 [1332] from Utkiavw'i'.n) is a little shuttle of walrus ivory, 3 inches 
long and 1¼ broad, which we were told was used in this 
process. The body of th:i.s shuttle is reduced to a narrow 
crosspiece, and the prongs at one end are twice as long as 
those at the other. The tips of the long prongs are about¼ 
inch apart, whHe those of the short ones neariy meet. There 
is a small round hole in one side of the body. This speci-
men was made for sale. .As well as I could understand the 
seller, the ·ends of several strands of fine sinew were fas-
tened into the hole in the shuttle and twisted by twisting 
it with one hand, while the other end was held perhaps by 
FIG. 314.-rvory the other hand. The part twisted was then wound on the 
shuttle. shuttle and a fresh length twisted. This would be a very 
simple form of spinning with a spindle. 
No special implements for twisting have been described among other 
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E. kim . )Ir. E. \V . .... T 1, u (in a letter to the writer) says that t.he 
na i .· f ..l.. orton ound informed. him that the cable twisters (kaputa-
kflm' ftk at orton ound) were also used for making twisted cord. 
H d ribe their u e a follows: '~The ends of the sinew cord are tied 
to the c nter hole in the two ivory pieces, one of the latter at each end 
of the cord, and then they are twisted in opposite directions, thus get-
ting the hard-laid inew cord used on the bows." 
The sinew twine u ed at Point Barrow is generally braided, almost . 
FIG. 315.-Netting needle. 
alway in a three-ply braid, usually about the size of stout packthread, 
such a i found on many Eskimo implements from all localities repre-
entecl in the Museum collections. That they also know how to braid 
with four strands is shown by the hair line already described (No. 56545 
[410]). They also have a special word (which I can not recall) for braid-
ing with four strands in distinction from braiding with three 
(pidra). 
Netting.-Two implements are used as usual in netting, a 
needle or long flat shuttle for carrying the twine (Fig. 315, 
o. 56570 [101] ), and a me h stick for gauging the length of the 
me ·h. The knot is the universal "fi.sherman's knot" or becket 
hitch made in the u ual manner. The method of using the 
me ·h ti ·k, however, i rather peculiar, and somewhat clumsy 
compared with that used by civilized net-makers, as it serves 
only to mea ure the mesh and not also to hold the successive 
m h ~ a they are made. It is a long flat piece of bone or 
antler, hape(1 like a case knife, with a blade square at heel 
and p int. There i,· often alRo a little blunt hook ( as in Fig. 
316, o. 565 1 [1021]) at the point, bending upward or toward 
th ba k of the blade. The blade i the part of the stick which 
ur s h me h, and it l ngth from heel to point is always 
pr i ~Iy half th length of the mesh to be made. It is used 
a.· foll w, : The workman, holding the me h stick by the l.tan-
dJ in hi 1 ft hand, with the blade downward, catches the 
m h int whi h th knot i to be made with the hook, and 
h Id, i while th win i · arried clown the left icle of the FiG. 316 __ 
bla l , round th h 1 and hrough the me h as u ual, and drawn Mesh stick. 
u1 till th r eding kno om ju, t to the point of the blade. This 
mak a 1 p f h pr p r 1 ng h for a me h round the tick. The point 
wh r h n kno i to b mad i now caught between the thumb and 
.fing r f t righ ban ud hem h ti ·k taken out of the loop. The 
left thum an :fing r whil th o h r ting r , of thi. · hand , till hold the 
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handle of the stick, relieve the fingers of the right hand, which goes on 
to make the knot in the usual manner. 1 
We collected thirteen needles of different patterns and sizes. No. 
56570 [101 ], Fig. 315, has been selected as the type ('i'.'nmuvwrn, mft'kut'i'.n.) 
It is of walrus ivory, 11·9 inches long. The small hole ne~r the tip of 
one prong is for a lanyard to hang it , up by when not in use. This 
needle could be used only for making a large meshed net, perhaps a 
seal net. 
We collected seven needles of almost the same pattern as this, varying 
a little in proportions. The faces are usually more deeply hollowed out 
and the ends usually sinuate instead of being straight. Three of these 
are of reindeer antler and the rest of ivory. The longest is 9·9 inches 
long and the shortest 4½, This needle (No. 56574 [24], from Utkiavw'i'fi) 
is rather broad in proportion, being nearly 1 inch wide. It is of walrus 
ivory. No. 89433 [942] is better suited for netting a small mesh, being 
only 0·7 inch broad at the widest part. It is made of reindeer antler and 
(,t 
FIG. 317.-Netting needles. 
is 7·3 inehes long. These needles sometimes have a small hole through 
one end of the body for fastening the end of the twine, and most have 
some arrangement for fastening on a lanyard, either a hole as in the type 
or a groove round the tip of one prong as in No. 5657 4 [24 ]. 
No. 89427 [1283], from Utkiavwm, is a needle of a slightly different 
pattern, being rather thick and not narrowed at the middle. It is of rein-
deer antler, 8·7 inches long and 1 wide. No. 89430 [1286], Fig. 317a, from 
Utkiavwm, is a very broad needle, with short body and long prongs, one 
of which is expanded at the tip and perforated for a lanyard. It is a 
piece of the outside hard tissue of a reindeer antler, 5·4 inches long and 
1·2 broad. It is but slightly narrowed at th~ middle, while No. 89428 
[1381], Fig. 317b, from Utkiavwrn., a somewhat similar broad needle of 
the same material is deeply notched on each side of the body. This is 
~ade.:_~om antler of smaller di~me~r- th!'n th~ preceding2.. an~ons~ 
1 W e had no special opportunities for watching the natives at work netting, as but few nets hap-
pened to be made at the village during our stay. It was, however, observed that the mesh stick was 
taken out every time a knot was tied. Since my return, after a careful study of the different mesh 
stick s in our collection, I have convinced myself by experiment that the above method of using th~ 
tool is the only one which will account for the shape of the different parts. 
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. YiJ 
Fro. 318.-Notting needle for 1,eal not. 
They are trongly fa tened together by five whalebone stitches, one at 
each corner of the plice and one in the middle. The corner stitches run 
round the edge of the two part , and through a hole through both parts. 
The prong are stout and curved, 11early meeting at the tips. They are 
about3 inche long. The lateral distortion appears to be due to warping. 
FIG. 319.- etting needle. 
A peculiar netting needle i bown in Fig. 319 (No. 89429 [1333], from 
UtkiavwHi), which i new and rather carelessly made from very coarse 
walrus ivory. The tip of the prongs, after nearly meeting, diverge 
again in the form of the letter U. This needle, which is 9½ inches long, 
wa aid by th maker to be of the pattern used by the "Kf.tfimf.t'd'lHi." 
/4 2 
a 
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The mesh stick (ku'br'i'n) belonging to the large netting needle, No. 
56581 [102J, may be taken as the type of this implement. It is a piece 
of the hard outside tissue of a reindeer antler. The three notches on 
the lower edge of the haft are for the fingers. T!ie incised line along one 
face of the blade is probably a mark to which the twine is to be drawn 
in making a mesh. The blade is just the proper length, 7½ inches, for 
the large mesh of the seal net. The remaining four mesh sticks are all 
small, and intended for making fish nets. Three are of reindeer antler 
and the fourth of hard bone, with a wooden haft. 
Fig. 320a (No. 89436 [1284], from Utkiavw'i'.ii) is of antler, ,7·2 inches 
long, with a blade of 2·7 inches, protected from splitting by a stout 
round peg of hard bone, driven through the handle so as to lie against 
the heel of the blade. It terminates in a blunt point instead of a hook, 
and bas three finger notches in the haft. No. 89437 [942J, also from 
Utkfavwrn, is of the same material, 5·2 inches long, without a hook and 
with a blade only 1 inch long. There are two finger notches in the haft. 
The last of the antler mesh sticks (No. 89439 [983], from Utkiavwrn, 
Fig. 320b) is double ended, having a hook and a short blade at each end. 
The blades are respectively 1·5 and 1·6 inches long, and the total length 
is 6·6 inches. Fig. 320c (No. 89435 [1019], also from Utkiavw'i'.ii) bas a 
blade, with a small hook, of white compact bone, and what would be 
the handle lashed to one side of a haft of soft wood, which is shouldered 
to receive it. The haft is 4·3 inches long, and the two parts are held 
together by two lashings of fine sinew, kept from slipping by notches. 
The total length is 7·3 inches, that of the blade 2·7. Netting needles 
and mesh sticks of essentially the same type as those just described, but 
varying in material and dimension~, are in general use from the Ander-
son River to Bristol Bay, as is shown by the Museum collections. 
Netting weights.-We collected 16 little ivory implements, each, when 
complete, consisting of the image of a fish about 3½ to 4 inches long, 
suspended by a string about 4 inches long to a little ivory spring hook. 
We never happened to see these implements in use, but we were told 
that they were used in netting to keep the meshes in proper shape. 
They generally were made in pairs. The only way of using them that 
I can think of is first to hook one into the bight of the first mesh made 
in starting the net. This would make the successive meshes, as they 
were netted, hang down out of the way. On starting the next row in 
the opposite direction, the second weight hooked into the first mesh of 
this row would draw the successive meshes down_on the left-band side 
of the stick, while the other weight would keep the meshes of the first 
row stretched so that one could be easily caught at a time. On begin-
ning the third row the first weight would be transferred to the first 
mesh of this, and so on. Fig. 321a is one of a pair of these nepitaura 
(No. 56596 [2071) which has been selected as the type. It is a rather 
rude figure of a salmon or trout 4 inches long, neatly carved out of walrus 
ivory. The string is of braided sinew and the hook of walrus ivory. 
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Fig. :J~lb ( o. 9443 [ 99] from ... uwuk) i.' a weight without tlrn 
ho l and made of ompa whale boiie. It i. 4·1 inches long, and very 
n atly arv d, having aJl tbe fins in relief, the gill openings, mouth, and 
a 
eyes incised. No. 56582 
[173j from Utkiavwrn is 
one of a pair very rudely 
carved out of a piece of 
snow -shovel edge. The 
mouth and gill openings 
are indicated by incised 
and blackened lines, the 
latter fringed with short 
lines, each ending in a dot, 
perhaps to represent the 
gill :filaments.· It is 4·2 
inches long, and hastily 
made for sale. Fig. 321c 
(No. 56578 [201 J from T t-
kiavw'i'.il) seems to be in-
tended for a polar cod, 
and has the hole drilled 
through the root of the 
tail. The lateral line is 
marked by a scratch, col-
ored with black lead, and 
the dark color of the back 
i represented by curved, 
transver e scratches also 
colored with black lead. 
When the carving is suf-
ficiently good to show 
what sort of a fish is 
meant, it 1 generally a 
c almon or trout. Only 3 
F10. 321.-N tting weights. out of the 16 are of any-
tbill 1• bu walrn ivor . Th ar of ompact whale's bon , and one 
ha l ,'m 11 bln °fa · b ad inlaid for y , , of which one still remaim;. 
1/2 
Fin. :.12'1.-, 'huttJ,, lll'longin~ to~ ·t of fratlwr tools. 
Ion · . · 4,3, lmt mo t of them are 
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feather belts. I had no opportunity of seejng a belt made, but the work 
evidently does not require all three of these tools. The little netting 
needle or shuttle of bone (Fig. 322, No. 89434 [1338 j) can not be used in 
feather weaving, because, as already mentioned, the strips of feather are 
FIG. 328.-Mesh stick. 
not fastened together into a continuous cord which could be carried on 
a shuttle. It is 5·9 inches long and 0·7 wide. There is also a little mesh 
stick of antler (Fig. 323, No.89438 [1338]) 6·7 inches long, with a blade 1·9 
inches in length, and a little hook, which appears to 
be fitted for nothing except 11etting a small net. The 
lower edge of the handle, however, is cut into 10 deep 
rounded notches, which perhaps serve the purpose of 
a rude ''frame" for keeping apart the strands of the 
warp, while the woof of feather is passed through 
with the fingers. It would be held with this edge 
up, and the beginning of the belt being fastened to 
the wall, the warp strands would be stretched over 
this, as over a violin bridge, each resting in one of the 
notches. The last tool of the set (Fig. 324, No. 89462 
[1338]) is undoubtedly a'' sword" for pushing home 
the woof, and probably also serves , to separate the 
strands of the warp into a '' shed." It is a flat, thin 
piece of antler, 9 inches long arid three-fourths wide, 
of which aoout 6½ inches forms a straight blade ()½ 
inches long, and the rest is bent round to one side and 
slightly down, forming a handle. When the strands 
of the warp are stretched over the bridge as above de-
scribed, pushing this horizontally through them alter-
nately over and under the successive strands, would 
make a "shed" through which the encl of the woof 
could be thrust with one motion, and pushed up 
against the preceding strand of the woof by sliding 
the sword forward. It would then be withdrawn a.nd 
passed through again, going over the strands it went 
under before and vice versa, so as to open a " shed" 
for the next strand of the woof. 
Sewing.-For sewing furs and leather they always 
use thread made by stripping off thin fibers from a FIG. 324.-"Sword " for 
})iece of dried sinew of the reindeer, as is usual with feather weaving . 
. Eskimo. Cotton or linen thread of civilized manufacture is now often 
used for sewing the cotton frocks, etc., and sometimes for making an or-
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nam ntal , , am on th waterproof gut shirts. The stitches employed 
hav alr a<ly b en d cribed under the head of clothing _(which see). 
Th y h ld th ne dle between the thumb and middle finger, with the 
thimble on the forefinger (both are called by the same 
name, t1'kyg) and ew toward them. This appears to 
be the regular Eskimo method of sewing.1 
At the pre ent day they are well supplied with steel 
needle (miksun) of all sizes and patterns, but formerly 
they used bone needles made from the fibula ( amny~ruii) 
of the reindeer. We collected sixty of these needles, 
eighteen of which appear to be old and genuine. The 
rest were more or less carefully made for, sale. N'tka-
waalu told us that once when he and a young man were 
out deer hunting a long distance from camp their boots 
I
, gave out. Having killed a deer he made thread from 
the sinew, a needle from the bone, and with pieces of 
the skin repaired their boots, so that they got home in 
comfort. 
No. 89389 [1191 ], Fig. 325 will serve as the type of 
these needles. This is a case 3½ inches long, made of 
FIG. 325.-Quill case ofthe butt of a large quill, closed with a plug of walrus 
boneneedles. hide, and contains 6 needles. One is 1·8 inches long, 
tout, and round-pointed, with a large eye. It is much discolored from 
age. The econd is also round-pointed but more Rlender, 1·9 inches 
long, and flattened and expanded at the butt. The third is 2·4 inches 
long, and has a· four-
id d oint like a glov-
r', · ue clle. All thr e 
of the 
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meant for sewing boat skins. With this needle belongs a peculiar large 
bone or ivory thimble. The remaining needles are all very much alike, 
though some are more roughly made than the others. Three of them 
have the butt square instead of rounded, and half of them, including . 
some which are undoubtedly old, are four-sided at the·point like a glov-
er's needle. The longest is 3 inches long and the shortest 1·4 inches, 
but the commonest length is about 2 or 2½ inches. Similar bone needles 
are mentioned by various authors.1 
Nearly all the women now use ordinary metal thimbles, obtained in 
trade, but they wear- them in the old-fashioned way, on the tip of the 
forefinger. Some of the older women, however, still prefer the ancient 
leather thimble. There are two patterns of these: one intended for the 
fore-finger only, and the other of such a shape that it may also be worn 
on the other :fingers as a guard against chafing in pulling stout thread 
through thick leather. It is often so used at the present day. 
We collected three of the first-mentioned pattern, which is represented 
by Fig. 326b (No. 89396 [1202, 1246] ). It is made by cutting out a narrow 
ring of raw sealskin 0·7 inch in diameter, with a circular flap 0·5 inch 
in diameter on the outside of the ring and a corresponding one_ on the 
inside of the same size, cut out of the middle of the ring. The flaps 
are doubled over so as to make a pad on the inside of the forefinger 
when the tip of the latter is inserted into the ring. The butt of the -
needle presses against this pad . 
. The third thimble, which belongs with the needlecase (No. 89371 
[1276]), is of precisely the same form and dimensions. 
There appeared to be little if any variation among those which we 
saw. Oapt. Lyon 2 figures two similar thimbles from Iglulik, which 
are described on page 537 of the same work as being made of leather. 
The flaps, however, seem to be only semicircul21ir and not folded over, so 
that the shield consists of only one thickness of leather. 
A similar thimble with the flap also not folded is used at Cumberland 
Gulf.3 
The o~her pattern, of which we brought home nine specimens, is rep-
resented by No. 89389 [1191 ], which belongs with the set of bone needles 
of the same number. It is a tube, open at both ends, one of which is larger 
than the other, made by bending round a strip of split walrus hide and 
sewing the ends together. It is 0·4 inch long and 2·1 in circumference 
at the larger end. It is worn smooth with handling, and impregnated 
with grease and dirt and marked with small pits where it bas been 
pressed against the butt of the needle in use. 
Four other old thimbles (No. 89393 [1194], from Utkiavwm, are made 
1 Formerly they used the bones of fishes or the very fine bones of birds instead of needles . Cra.ntz, 
YOl. l, p. 136. 
"Their own clumsy needles of bone," Parry, Second Voy. , p. 537 and pl. opposite p. 548, Fig. 11. 
Kumlien also speaks of "steel needles or bone ones made after the same pattern " at Cumberland Gulf 
(Contributions, p. 25). 
2Parry, Second Voy., pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 25. 
3 Boas, Central Eskimo, p. 524, Fig. 473 and Kumlien, Contributions, p. 25. 
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trifle larger. A they how no needle-marks, 
the w re pro ably u · d nly a :ting r guard . The remaining four are 
imil rt the ab ve, but newly made, for ale. 
m . t I uliar tbimbl , th only one of the kind een, is shown in 
Fig. 2 a, ( o. 92 [1195] from U kiavwm, belonging with the large 
bon n ell of the ame numb r already described and :figured). This 
i mad of a _ in ·le pi c of walru ivory, browned with age, and the 
round hallow 'O ·k ti for the butt of the needle. The ends of the half 
ring are lightly xpancled and notched on the outside to receive a string 
to complete the ring o that it can be fitted round the finger, with the 
flan · in the ame po ition a the pau of a leather thimble . 
... ~ dle are kept in a ca e (ujyami), consisting of a tube of bone or 
ivory about 5 or 6 inche long, through which is drawn a broad strap of 
leather furnished with a knot at one end 
to keep it from slipping wholly through. 
Into one ide of this strap the needles 
½, are thrust obliquely, so that when the 
b 
FIG. 327.-Needle cases with belt hooks. 
strap is pulled in they are covered by the 
tube. To the other end of the strap is 
usually attached an ivory snap hook for 
fastening the needle case to the girdle of 
the pantaloons. These needle cases are 
made of two slightly different patterns, of 
which the first is represented by No. 89365 
[1277), Fig. 327a. It is of white walrus 
ivory, 4½ inche long, and the strap is of 
seal thong about 11 inches long and 0·3 
inch wide. At one end of this is a pear-
shaped knob of walrus ivory, which is 
'houlderedoffatthe 'mallendandworked 
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Fig. 328a (No. 89364 [1243] from Utkiavwffi) is another ivory needle 
case, 4·7 inches long. The tube was once ornamented with incised 
patterns, but these are almost wholly worn off by constant handling. 
The knob is carved into Jtn ornamental shape, having a circle of six 
round knobs round the middle. It has been suggested that this is 
meant to represent a cloud-berry (Rubus chamremorus), a fruit known 
to the "Nunataiimiun" though not at Point Barrow. The hook is a 
snap hook very inuch like those described in connection with the netting 
weights, but larger (3 inches long) 
and very broad at the upper end, 
which is made into a broad ring. 
The point of a steel needle still stick-
ing in the flesh side of the strap 
shows how the needles are carried 
with the points toward the knob. 
No.89370 [1033], also from Utkiav-
wrn, has no knob,but the end of the 
strap is kept from slipping through 
by rolling it up transversely and 
catching it with a stitch of sinew. 
It has a broad flat snap hook similar 
to the last, but cut on the edges into 
ornamental scallops. The· tube is 
ornamented with an incised pattern 
colored red with ocher, and is 5·2 
long. No.56575 [7] is an old tube of 
brown walrus ivory, enlarged into a 
knob at one end. It has no knob or 
hook, but a new strap of white seal 
skin, in the lower end of which is tied 
a large knot. The other pattern has 
the cylinder made of a hollow "long" 
bone, in its natural shape. This bone 
appears to be almost always the hu-
merus of some large bird, probably a 
a swan. The strap has usually no FIG. 328.-Neenle cases: (a) case with belt hook; 
knob, but is kept from slipping (b) case open, showing bone needles . 
through by knotting the end or tying on a large bead or a bear's toe, or 
some such object too large to go through the tube. None of these have 
belt hooks except one n~w and roughly made specimen. 
These bone tubes are apparently older than the neat ivory cylinders, 
and it is not unlikely that the belt hook was not invented till the former 
was mostly out of fashion. No. 89361 [1239], Fig. 328b from Utkiavwrn, 
is one of these which has for knob one of the large dark blue glass 
beads which used to bring such enormous prices in the early days of 
Arctic trading, and which are still the kind most highly prized. The 
9 E'l'H--21 
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u narrow, pa ed through the bead, and knotted. on 
th n<l.. Thi ca carrie a half-dozen of the old-fashioned bone needles, 
whi •h app al' to b g·enuine. It is 3·7 inches long and, roughly speak-
ing, ·4 in diamet r. No. 89369 [1201], also from Utkiavwrn, resembles 
the above, bu ha · a wolverine's toe sewed to the end of the strap. No. 
89371 [1276], from Utkiavw'i'.ii, also has the toe of a wolverine for a knob, 
and ha. · a belt hook with two tongues made of reindeer ·antler. No. 
89366 [1137], from Utkiavwrn, is a highly ornamented case of this 
pattern, which has a short cylindrical knob, also ornamented. No. 
8936 [1089], from Utkiavw'ffi, is not made of bird's bone, but is a piece 
of a long bone from some mammal, and has a brown bear's toe for a 
knob. o. 89367 [13391, from the same village, is roughly made of a 
branch of antler, 3·9 inches long and 0·8 wide, hollowed out. It has a 
knob of whale's bone, but no belt hook, the end of the strap being knotted 
into a leather thimble of the first pattern. Of the six specimens of this 
pattern in the collection only the first is a genuine old implement. All 
the others are merely commercial imitations rather carelessly made. 
This kind 9f needle case is very commonly used throughout Alaska, 
as is hown by the enormous collections in the National Museum brought ' 
home by various explorers, Nelson, Turner, Dall and others. The needle 
case from Iglulik, figured by Capt. Lyon, 1 resembles the second or older 
pattern, being of bone, not tapered at the ends, and having neither knob 
nor belt hook. To the end of tbe trap are hung thimbles "and other 
mall articles liaule to be lost." 2 Dr. Simpson3 speaks of the needle case 
in u e at Point Barrow, but merely describes it as "a narrow strip of 
·kin in which the needle, are stuck, with a tube of bone, ivory, or iron 
to .-li<le down over them, and kept from slipping off the lower end by a 
knob or large b ad. '' Thil'I appears to refer only to the second or older 
patt rn. 
Th old-fa hioued ring thimbles were usually carried on the belt book 
of b ue dleca e, but modern thimbles require a box. These boxes 
(kigiun'B), which are usually small and cylindrical, also serve for holding 
thread, bea l , and all orts of little trmkets or knickknacks, and many 
of th mar o old"that they were evidently used for this purpose long 
b for th introduction of m tal thimbles. Little tin canisters, spice 
bo e , etc., ar al o u ·ed for the ame purpo e nowadays. We brought · 
horn thirte n oftbe boxe., of which No. 89407 [1158] Fig. 329a has been 
yp . It i, a pie ·e of the beam of a stout antler, 4·3 inches 
long ·ut off, quar on b end and hollowed out. Into the large end 
i · fitt d a fl.a b ttom of thin viue, fa ,t ned in by four little treenails of 
w od. Th ·over i f th am mat rial. It i held on by a string of 
ou 11 inch long, which pa e out through the lower 
ho] ,' n on id of h box, being held by H, knot at 
1Parry'. : 0111l Voyage, pl. opposite p. 550, Fig. 25. 
2 lhid ., p. 537. 
,op. <-it. 1,. us. 
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the end, in through the upper, then out and in through two similar_holes 
in the middle of the cover, and out through a hole on the other side of 
the box. Pulling the end of this string draws the cover down snugly 
into its place. 
Some of the remaining boxes are made of antler, and vary in length 
from 4·7 to 8 inches. The last is, however, unusually large, most of 
the others being about 5 inches long. The covers are generally held on 
by strings much in the manner described, and the ends a:r:e both usually 
of wood, though two old boxes have both ends made of antler, and one 
has a top of hard bone. The last is a specimen newly made for sale. 
These boxes are sometimes ornamented on the outside with incised lines, 
colored red or blackened, either conventional patterns as in Fig. 329b 
C 
Fm. 329.-Trinket boxes. 
(No. 89405 [13351, from Utkiavw'ffi) or figures of men and animals as in 
Fig. 329c (No. 56615 (41] from the same village). The former is a new 
box, 4·7 inches long, and has the wooden ends both shouldered to fit 
tightly. The cover is worked with a string. 
No. 56615 [ 41] on the othei· hand is very old, and has lost its cover. 
The wooden bottom is shouldered and htjld in with treenails. The sur-
face is elaborately ornamented with incised and blackened figures. 
It is divided by longitudinal lines into four nearly equal panels, on 
which the figures are disposed as follows (the animals all being repre-
sented as standing on the longitudinal lines, and facing toward the 
right, that is, toward the open end of the box): On the first panel are 
4 l'eindeer, alternately a buck and a doe, followed by a man in a kaiak, 
and over his head two small "circles and dots," one above the other. 
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n tll , 'l' 011 hi · bo · al'e repre ented trictly in pl'ofile, so as to show 
nly w 1 o-.· an one antler each. On the second panel are 4 deer, all 
do .· follow d by a man with a bow ·lung acros · his back. On the 
thir 1 a man in th middle appears to be calling 2 dogs, who, at the 
1 ft f th panel, are drawing a railed sled. Reversed, and on the upper 
bord r of the panel, i a man pushing behind a similar sled drawn 
by 3 dogs. The head dog has stopped and is sitting down on his 
haunche~. The dog , like· the reindeer, are all strictly in profile and 
rather conventionalized. In the fourth panel are 3 reindeer followed 
by a man in hi , kaiak, and upside down, above, a deer without legs, 
a, b 
FIG. :!30.-Trinket boxes. 
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Fig. 330b (No. 89402 [1359) also from Utkiavwrn), is peculiar from the 
material of which it is made. It is of about the same pattern as the 
common antler boxes, but is made of 
the butt end of the os penis of a large 
walrus, cut off square and hollowed out, 
and has ends of hard whale's bone. Its 
length is 4·2 inches. No. 89403 [1425] 
Fig. 331 from Sidaru, is made of the hol-
low butt of a good-sized walrus tusk, 3·2 
inches long. It has a neatly fitted 
wooden bottom, held in with 6 tree-
nails, two of ivory and four of wood. 
The box has been cracked and split and 
mended with stitches 
of si11ew and whale-
bone. Peculiar con-
ventional patterns are 
incised on the box and Fm. 331.-Ivory box. 
cover. A peculiar box is shown in Fig. 332 (No. 56583 
[37] from Utkiavwrn). This is of compact white bone, 
with a flat wooden bottom . . I do not recollect seei:ng 
any other boxes of the same sort. 
Fig. 333 (No. 89409 [1372]) is the tip of a walrus tusk 
Fm. 33z.-Boue box. cut off and hollowed out into a sort of fla~k, 3·8 inches 
long, closed at the large end by a flat wooden bottom, fastened in with 
treenails and at the small end by a stopper of soft wood. 
The most peculiar box of all, how-
ever, is shown in Fig. 334 (No. 56512 
[2] from Utkiavw'i'.ii), the only speci-
men of the kind seen. It is 5·5 
inches long, made 9f reindeer antler, 
and very neatly carved into a most 
excellent image of a reindeer lying 
on its left side, with the head, which 
has no antlers, turned down and to 
the left. The legs are folded up 
against the belly, the forelegs with 
the hoofs pointing backward, the 
hind hoofs pointing forward. The 
eyes are represented by small sky-
blue glass beads, and the mouth, 
nostrils, and navel neatly incised, 
the last being particularly well-
Fm. 333.-Little marked. The tips of the hoofs are 
flask of ivory. rounded off which taken in conne' c· - Fm. 334.-Box in shape of 
, , deer. 
tion with the attitude and the well marked navel, lead me to believe 
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that th i.ma · i meant to represent an unborn fetus. The whole 
of the body i hollowed, the aperture taking up the whole of the but-
tock}; and clo ·eel by a flat, thick plug of soft wood. A round peg of 
F10. 335.-Small bask et. 
wood is driven in to clo8e an accidental 
hole just above the left shoulder. The 
box is old and discolored, and worn smooth 
with much handling. 
Rarely these little workboxes are made 
of basketwork. We obtained four speci-
mens of these small baskets, of which 
No. 56564 [88] Fig. 335, workbasket (agu-
ma, ama, ipiaru), will serve as the type. 
The neck is of black tanned sealskin, 2½ 
inches long, and has 1 vertical seam, to 
the middle of which is sewed the mid-
dle of a piece of :fine seal thong, a foot 
long, which serves to tie up the mouth. 
The basket appears to be made of :fine 
twigs or roots of the wiUow, ·with the bark removed, and is made by 
winding an osier spirally into the shape of the basket, and wrapping 
a narrow splint spirally .around the two adjacent parts of this, each 
turn of the plint being separated from the next by a turn of the suc-
c eding tier. The other basket from Utkiavwi'.i'i. (No:- 56565 [135] ) is 
almo ·t exactly like thi ·, but larger (3·5 inches in diameter and 2·2 
hi()'h), and ha holes round the top of the neck for the drawstring. 
Two ba. k t ,· from Sidaru are of the same material and workman-
hip but om what larger and 
of a differ ut , hape, a.· hown 
in Fi 0 • •• 36, No. 89 01 fl366], 
and i ig. 3 7, No. 89802 [1427]. 
Thi:-; wa,· the only ,·pe ies of 
ba:k tworl ,·e n amou · the e 
propl and i: probably not of 
natiY mauufa('ture. 
Prof. . T. ::\fa on of th 
1 Dall, m ·ri ·au .. ociatio11, Ar11lr ,_ . , l 5, p. 13. 
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workmauship ot these baskets, and the sfatement that one of them. 
came from the "great river, south," I am well convinced that they were 
made by the Indians of the region between the Koyukuk and Silaw'i'k 
Rivers, and sold by them to the Kuwftiimiun, whence they could easily 
find their way to Point Barrow through the bands of the "Nunataii-
miun" traders. 
The Eskimo of Alaska south of Bering Strait make and use bas-
kets of many patterns, but east of Point Barrow baskets are exceed- . 
Fm. 337.-Small basket. 
ingly rare. The only mention of· anything of 
the kind will be found in Lyon's Journal. 1 He 
mentions seeing at Iglulik a" S!Ilall round bas-
ket composed of grass in precisely the same 
manner as those constriwted by the Tibboo, in 
the southern part of Fezzan, and agreeing with 
them also in its shape.'' Now, these Africans 
make baskets of precisely the same "coiled" 
work (as Prof. Mason calls it) as the Tinne, so 
that in all probability what Lyon saw was one 
of these same baskets, carried east in trade, 
like other western objects already referred to. 
The name ama applied to these baskets at 
Point Barrow (the other two names appear to 
be simply ''bag" or receptacle) corresponds to 
the Greenlandic amat, the long thin runners 
from the root of a tree," at present used in the 
plural also for a basket of European basketwork," (because 'they had no 
idea that twigs could be so small)-Gr¢mlandske Ordbog. 
No. 89799 [1329] from · Utkiavwrn, is a peculiar bag, the only one of 
the kind seen, used for the same purpose as the boxes and baskets just 
described. It is the stomach of a polar bear, with the muscular and 
glandular layers removed, dried and carefully worked down with a skin 
scraper into something like goldbeater's skin. This makes a large, 
nearly spherical bag 7½ inches in diameter, of a pale brownish color, 
soft and wrinkled, with a mouth 6 inches wide. A small hole has been 
mended by drawing the skin together and winding it round tightly on 
the inside with sinew. 
1 P. 172. 
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:MEANS OF L COMOTION AND TR.A.NSPORT.A.TION. 
TRA VJ<;LI G BY WATER. 
Kaiaks and paddles.-Like all the rest of the Eskimo race, the natives 
of Point Barrow u e the kaiak, or narrow, light, skin-covered canoe, 
compl t ly decked ov r except at the middle, where there is a hole or 
cockpit in which the man sits. Although nearly every male above the-
age of boyhood own and can manage one of these canoes, they are much 
le ., generally employed than by any other E kimo whose habits have-
been de cribed, except the ''Arctic highlanders/ who have no boats, 
and perhap tho e of Siberia and their Chuckche companions. The 
kaiak i u ed only during the eason of open water, and then but little-
in the a in the neighborhood of the villages. Those who remain near 
th village in the ummer u e the k~iak chiefly for making the short 
excur~·ion to the lake and streams inland, already described, after 
r indeer, and for making short trips from camp to camp along the coast~ 
At Pernyu. they are u ed in setting the stake-nets and also for retriev-
ing fowl which bave fallen in the water when shot. 
According to Dr. Simpson1 the men of the parties which go east in 
the ummer travel in their kaiaks after reaching the open water "to 
make room in the large boat for the oil-skins." ·we obtained no infor-
mation regarding this. It is at this time, probably, that the kaiak comes 
'pecially in play for pearing molting fowl and" flappers", and for catch-
ing eal with the kCikiga. They manage the kaiak with great skill and 
confid nee but we never knew them to go out in rough weather, nor 
did w v r ee the practice, o frequently de cribed elE-ewhere, of tying 
th , kirt of the waterproof jacket round the coaming of the cockpit so 
a t e.x fade the water. 
I p. i t. p. 264. 
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ing at the stem and stern, gradually tapered up on the lower edg~ at 
each end. The ribs, of which there are at least forty-three, are bent mto 
nearly a half-circle, thus making a U-shaped midship section, and are 
¾-inch wide by ½-inch thick, flat on the outer side and round on the inner. 
Their ends are mortised into the lower edge of the gunwale and fas-
tened with wooden treenails. They are set in about 3 inches apart and 
decrease gradually in size fore and aft. Outside of these are seven 
equidistant streaks running fore and aft, 1 inch to 1 inch wide and-! inch 
a 
FIG. 338.-Kaiak. 
thick, of which the upper on each side reaches neither stem nor stern. 
These are lashed to the ribs with a strip of whalebone, which makes a 
round turn about one rib, above the streak, going under the rib first, 
and a similar turn round the next rib below the streak (Fig. 339). 
There is a stout keelson, hemi-elliptical in section, under the cockpit 
only. This is 4½ feet long, about -2 inches deep, and 1½ inches wide, and 
is fastened in the middle and about 1 foot 
from each end by a strip of whalebone, which 
passes through a transverse hole in the keel-
son, round the rib on one side, back through 
the keelson, and round the rib on the other 
side twice. The end is wrapped spirally 
rouud the turns on one side and tucked into 
the hole in the keelson. The deck beams 
FIG. 339.-Method of fastening to-
gether frame of kaiak. 
are not quite so stout as the ribs and are mortibed into the upper edge 
of the gunwales a little below the level of the deck. The ends are 
secured by lashings or stitches of rnme material which are concealed 
by the skin cover. They are about as far apart as the ribs, but neither 
exactly correspond nor break joints with the latter. 
At the after end of the cockpit is an extra stout beam or th,Y-art to 
support the back, lf inches wide and three-quarters inch thick, with 
rounded edges, the ends of which are apparently lashed with thong. 
The first beam forward of the cockpit is rounded, and appears to be 
a natural crook forming a u-shaped arch, and is fo_llowed by seven 
v-shaped knees, thickest in the middle and enlarged a little at the 
ends, successively decreasing in height to the seventh, which is almost 
straight. This makes the rise· in the deck forward of the cockpit. 
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En-ry alt rnate deck beam iH braced to the gunwale at each en<l. by 




beam about 1 inch from the gunwale to a corresponding 
hole in the gunwale, three-quarters inch from the lower 
edge. The lashing makes three or four turns through 
these holes and around the lower edge of the gun wale, and 
the end is wrapped spirally round these turns for their 
whole length. Above these beams a narrow batten runs 
fore and aft amidships from cockpit to stem and stern, 
mortised into the two beams at the cockpit, and lashed 
to the others with whalebone. The coaming of the cock-
pit is made of a single flat -piece of wood, 1¾ inches broad 
and one-quarter inch thick, bent into a hoop with the ends 
lapping about 6 inches and "sewed" together with stitches 
of whalebone. Round the upper edge of this, on the out-
side, is fitted a "half-round" hoop, which appears to be 
made of _willow, three-quarters by one-third inch, with its 
ends lapped about 4 inches, this lap coming over the joint 
of the larger hoop. It is fastened on by short. stitches of 
whalebone about 5 or 6 inches apart, leaving room enough 
between the two hoops to allow a lacing of fine whalebone 
to pass through. The coaming is put on over the edge of 
the skin cover, which is drawn up tight inside of the coam-
ing and over its upper edge and fastened by a lacing of 
whalebone, which runs spirally round the outer hoop and 
through holes about one-half inch apart in the edge of the 
cover. 
The coaming fits over the crown of the arch of the for-
ward deck beam and rests on the middle of the thwart aft, 
and i ecured by lashings of whalebone, which pass through 
l10le in the coaming and over it · upper edge. The forward 
la hing makes three turns, which pass· round the beam with 
th nd wrapped pira.Uy round the parts between beam 
and warning; the after lashing, four similar turns, which 
pa tbrongb a bole in the thwart and around its forward 
dge. On a ·h side i, a tout vertical brace of wood 3! 
iu ·11 long - 1 inch wid , and one-half inch thick, with 
rounded eclgel"\ and corner . The end8 are cut out paml-
1 1 to h breadth, o that on encl tit· on to the upper 
•dg of th ·unwale whil the oth 'r receives the lower 
dg of h ·oamiug, protruding on the out ide through a 
hol in th over. 
r i of ix eal. kin. , put together heads to tail ·, 
; tha ther i,· only on longitudinal seam, which runs 
inegnlarly along th de ·k. The tran. ver seam , which 
nm hlif1u ly acr . ·. · th bottom are double and sewed 
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with a blind stitch, like the seams already described on the waterproof 
boots from the inside. These seams are nearly 2 inches wide. The 
longitudinal seam is sewed in the same way from the outside, but 
not so broadly lapped, with the edge turned over into a roll. There 
are two pieces of stout thong stretched across the deck, one forward 
of the · cockpit and the other aft, which serve to fasten articles to 
the deck. The thong passes out through a hole in the gun wale, one-
half inch from the upper edge and 6 inches from the cockpit, on the 
starboard side forward and on the port side aft, and is. secured by 
a knot in the end inboard. The other end passes in through a cor-
responding hole in the other gun wale and is loosely knotted to the deck 
beams, so that the line can be slackened off or tautened up at pleasure. 
Three feet from the bow is a becket for holding spears, etc., fastened 
into two little holes bored diagonally outward through the edge of the 
gunwales. It is of two parts of seal thong, one part twisted round the 
other, but is broken in the middle, so that only one-half of it is left. 
The weight of this kaiak in its present dry condition is 32 pounds. 
This is about the ordinary pattern of kaiak used at Point Barrow, 
and is a medium-sized one. These boats are made to fit the size of the 
owner, a youth or small man using a much smaller and lighter kaiak 
than a heavy adult. They are never made to carry more than one per-
son, and I have never heard of their being used by the women. In 
carrying the kaiak across the land from lake to lake, it is held hori-
zontally against the side with the bow pointing forward, by thrusting 
the forearm into the cockpit. We never saw them carried on the head, 
in the manner practised at Fury and Hecla Straits.1 
In entering the canoe the man takes great care to wipe his feet clean 
of sand and gravel, which would work down under the timbers and 
chafe the skin. The canoe is launched in shoal water, preferab~y 
alongside of a little bank, and the man steadies it by sticking down his 
paddle on the outer side and holding it with bis left hand, while he bal-
ances himself on. his right foot, and with his free hand carefully wipes 
his left foot. He then steps with his left foot into the kaiak, and still 
balancing himself with the help of the paddle, lifts and wipes his right 
foot before he steps in with that. He then pushes his feet and legs for-
ward under the raised deck, settles himself in a proper position for 
trimming the boat, and shoves off. A s elsewhere, the kaiak is always 
propelled with a paddle. 
No. 89246 [539J, Fig. 340, is the paddle which belongs to the kaiak 
inst described. It is 7 feet long. - The shaft joining the blades is 
elliptical in section, with its greatest width at right angles to the plane 
of the blades so to present the greatest resistance to the strain of pad-
dling. The shape of the blade, with rounded tip and thin rounded 
edges is admirally adapted to give the blade a clean entry into the 
1Lyon, Journal, p. 233 . See also Capt. L yon's figure in P arry's 2d Voy. , pl. opposite p. 274. 
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wat r. Th whole i very neatly and smoothly made, and the blades 
ar paiut cl with red o her. Thi is a much more effective paddle than 
th · u: d by the Greenlanders and other eastern Eskimo, the blades 
of which, robably from the scarcity of woocl1 are very narrow, not 
x edincr 4 inche in width. In Greenland and Labrador, also, the 
blade are quare at the end like those of ordinary oars, and are usually 
dged with bone to prevent them from splitting. The absence of this 
bone edging on th paddles from Point Barrow perhaps indicates that 
hey are meant for summer use only and not for working among the 
ice. In accordance with the general custom in northwestern America, 
the double-bladed paddle (paut'i'.ii) is used only when great speed is 
d fred, as in chasing game. It is handled in the usual way, being 
gra ped with both hands near the middle, and dipped alternately on 
oppo ite ide . For ordinary traveling they use a single-bladed paddle 
(afiun), of the same shape as those used in the umiak but usually some-
what smaller, of which we neglected to procure a specimen. With this 
they make a few strokes on one side, till the boat begins to sheer, then 
,'hift it over and make a few strokes on the other side. They do this 
with very great skill, getting consiqerable speed, and making a remark-
ably traight wake. The use of this single paddle appears to be uni-
v r al along the coast of Alaska, from Point Barrow southward, and it 
i. al o u ed at the Mackenzie and Anderson rivers, as shown by the 
model collected by MacFarlane in that region. It is, however, 
unknown among the eastern Eskimo about whom we have any definite 
information on the subject, namely, the Greenlanders,- the people of 
affin Land, Hudson Strait, and Labrador.2 
uriou ly enough the Greenlanders had a superstition of a sort of 
mal volent pirits called kajariak, who were "kayakmen of an extraor-
dinary ize, who always seem to be met with at a distance from land 
b y nd the u, ual hunting grounds. They were skilled in the arts of 
sor · ry, particularly in the way of raising storms and bringing bad 
w ather. Like the umiari at [other fabulous beings], they use one-
bladed-paddles, like tho e of the Indians." 3 This tradition either refers 
back to a time when th~ ance tor of the Greenlanders used the single 
pa dl r t o ca ional and perhaps hostile meetings between eastern 
an l w . t rn E kim . 
Th ugh th kaiak i e ·entially the same wherever used, it differs 
c ll,'icl ra ly in , ize and xternal appearance in differeut local ties. The 
k, iak of h r enland r i. perhap the be t-known model, a. it ha.s 
'It is a curious fa t, however, that the narrowest kaiak paddles I have ever seen belonged to some 
:E!!kimo that I saw in 1876, at Rigolette, Labrador, who liv din a region sufficiently well wooded to 
fnrni h them with lumber for a small schooner, which they had bnilt. 
1 F r information ·oncerningthe lat two region. I am indebt d to Mr. L. M. Tnrner; for the others 
to th • tandard authorities. 
3 Rink , Ta) · sand Tradition . p. -17 . • also p. 3i4 for a story of the meeting of a Greeulander with 
011 , of the e b ·ings. 
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been :figured and described by many authors. It is quite as light and 
sharp as the Point Barrow model, but has a :flat :floor, the bilge being 
angular instead of rounded, and it has considerably more sheer to the 
deck, the stem and stern being prolonged into long curved points, which 
project above the water, and are often shod with bone or ivory. The 
coaming of the cockpit also is level, or only slightly raised forward. 
The kaiaks used in Baffin Land, Hudson Straits, and Labrador are o:f 
a very similar model, but larger and heavier, having the projecting 
points at the bow and stern rather shorter and less sharp, and the 
coaming of the cockpit somewhat more raised forward. Both of these. 
forms are represented by specimens and numerous models in the museum 
collections. I have seen one :flat-floored kaiak at Point Barrow. It 
belonged to a youth and was very narrow and light. 
The kaiak in use at Fury and Hecla Straits, as described by Capt. 
Lyon1 and Capt. Parry2 is of a somewhat different model, approaching 
that used at the .Anderson River. It is a large kaiak 25 feet long, with 
the bow and stern sharp and considerably more bent up than in the 
Greenland kaiaks, but round-bottomed, like the western kaiaks. The 
deck .is fl.at, with the cockpit coaming somewhat raised forward. 3 
In the kaiaks used at the .Anderson and Mackenzie rivers, as shown 
by the models in the N atiqnal Museum, the bending up of the stern and 
stern posts is carried to an extreme, so that they make an angle of 
about 130° with the level of the deck. The bottom is round and the 
cockpit nearly level, but sufficient room for the knees and feet is obtained 
. by arching not only the deck beams just forward of the cockpit, but all 
of them from stem to stern, so that the deck slopes away to each side 
like the roof of a house. · .At Point Barrow, as already described, the 
deck beams are arched only just forward of the cockpit, and the stem 
and stern are not prolonged. This appears to be the prevailing form 
of canoe at least as far south as Kotzebue Sound and is sometimes used 
by the Malemiut of Norton Sound. At Port Clarence the heavy, large 
kaiak, so common from Norton Sound southward, appear~ to be in us~ 
from N ordenskiold's description, as he speaks of the kaiaks holding two 
persons, sitting back to back in the cockpit.4 The kaiaks of the south-
western Eskimo are, as far as I have been able to learn, large and 
heavy, with level coamings, with the deck quite steeply arched fore and 
aft, and with bow and stern usually of some peculiar shape, as shown 
by models in the Museum. See also Dall's figure ·(.Alaska, p. 15 .)5 
1J ournal, p. 233. 
2 Seconcl voyage, p . 506, and pis. opposite pp. 274 and 508. 
3 There is quite a discrepancy in regard to this between Capt. Lyon's description referred to above 
and the two plates drawn by him in Parry's second voyage. In his journal he speaks of the coaming of 
the cockpit being about 9 inches higher forward than it is aft, while from his :figures the difference 
does not appear to be more than 3 or 4 inches. 
4 Vega, vol. 2, p. 228. 
6 I have confined myself in the above comparison simply to the kaiaks used by undoubted Eskimo. 
I :find merely casual references to the kaiaks usecl on the Siberian coast by the Asiatic Eskimo a.ncl 
their companions the Sedentary Chuckchis, while a discussion of the canoes of the Aleuts would earry 
me beyond the limits of the present work. 
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Whil h kaiak, howev r, differs so much in external appearance in 
difl' r ut lo alitie., i i. probable that in Htructure it itS everywhere 
~ ntially th am . Only two writer have given a detailed deRcrip-
ti n f th. fram of a kaiak, and the e are from widely dist ant localities, 
Jglulik and we tern Greenland, both still more widely distaut from 
Point Barrow and yet both give essentially the same component parts 
a.· ar to be found at Point Barrow, namely, two comparatively stout 
gunwal running from tern to stern, braced with transverse deck-
beam.·,1 .·even treakR running fore and aft along the bottom, knees, or 
rib in the form of boopt-i, and a hoop for the coaming, bound together 
witl1 whalebone or ·inew.2 
Fm. 341.-Model kaiak and paddle. 
The double-bladed paddle is almost exclusively an Eskimo contri-
vance. Tbe only other hyperborean race, besides the Aleuts, who use it, 
are he Yukagirs, who employ it in their narrow dugout canoes on the 
River Kolyma in Siberia.3 Double-bladed paddles have also been ob-
erv din the Malay Archipelago. 
Fig. 341, (No. 56561 [224] from Utkiavwiii) is a very neatly made 
mod 1 of a kaiak, 13·3 inches long. It is quite accurate in all its de-
tail , but ha only five treaks on the bottom, and its width and depth 
ar about twice what they bould be in proportion to the length. The 
frame i la 110d together with fine sinew and covered with seal en-
tr il. The paddle is al o out of proportion. Many similar neatly fin-
th· above was writt n Boas has published a detailed desrriptiou of tbP central kaiakii. in 
which h says ther arr only four str aks b sides t h k el (Central E skimo, p. 486). 
2 Dr. Kan '1, cl scription , tbougl1 t h best that we hav of tho flat-bottomed Gre nlaml kaiak arnl ac-
t·ompani cl l>y cliagramB, is un~ rtunatrly vague in some important r espects. It is iii brief as follows: 
"Th sk leton on!lh1tB of thr<•P longitudinal strips ofwoocl on ach side * * * stretching from end 
t-0 ·nd. * Tho upper of th ·Be, tho gnnwale * * * is Rom w hat stouter than the others . The 
bottom is frame<l l>y tbre similar longituclimtl strips . These ar crosse<l by otber strips or hoop;;, 
, bic-h p rform th offil'o of' ku ancl rib . · They are plac cl at a distance of not more than 8 to 10 
inch•. from on 11nothcr. \Vher •v r th parts of thiB framework m tor crosB t hey are bound together 
withr ind •rtenclon,· ryarti!1tically. ' • Thepahormanholr · * ~ hm1arimorlipsecurecl 
upon th· gnnwal and risin,,. a c·onpl • of inchr. abovr th de k. " (Fir,it Grinn II Exp. , p. 477.) It will 
I><· t·t'D that h • 110<'>1 not mention any 1l1•<"k l)('ami'!, which wonlcl be VPl',Y n c !'!Sary to k eep th gun wal s 
pr ad apart. ThPy ar 11hown, however, iu Crantz's crude s ction of a kaiak frame. (History of 
n· nland, vyl. 1, pl. vii), and ar vidently mortiBrcl into the gunwal , aB at Poiut Barrow. Crantz 
al. o (op. cit., p. 150) speaks of th us of whalebono for fast'nin~ the frame tog th r. 
C'apt. Lyon' cl cription of th round-bottom d kaiak ns •d atF11ry ancl Hecla, traits (Journal, p. 23:.l) 
i mu h m r · plicit. II <l ribr!i th frarne a: tonsi. ting of a gunwal ou ach siile 4 or 5 inches 
\\ icl, in th mi<ldla all(l tbr ·-fourths iuch thick, tap riug al ,,a,·lr r ncl , sixty-four hoop-!!hapecl ribs (on 
a cano 25 r,. ·t Ion') , even 1i ,Ji rO!I. out icle of tlw rib., twenty-two drrk-b ams, ancl a batte11 run -
nini.: for and ft, , ntl a hoop round th r·ockpit. Tlw ,. larg:{· kaiakil wE'ig:lr 50 or 60 pounds. TbPrt· is 
a nry 1?0()(1 flgnrl'of tlwPoint Harrow k:uak , padcllr<l with a BinglP p:uldlr. in mytb 'B vi w of~uwuk 
(lk ·"111·.'·· Voy _gt •. pl. oppo il1· p. 307). 
1 Wrnn '·11 . ~ - rrativ of an Exr><'flitic,n , 1•l<'. 1 p. 101, footuot . 
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ished models were made for sale. The natives are so skillful in making 
them that it is possible that they are in the habit of making them for 
the children to play with. I do not, however, recollect ever seeing a 
child with one. 
Umia,ks and jitUngs.-The large skin-covered open boat, essentially 
the same in modd as that employed by almost all Eskimo, as well as 
the Aleuts and some Siberian races, is the chief means of conveyance 
by water, for traveling, hunting, and Ashing . . Though the women do a 
great share of the work of navigating the boat when a single family or 
a small party is making a journey, it is by no means considered as a 
woman's boat, as appears to be the case among the Greenlanders and 
eastern Eskimo generally.1 On the contrary, women are not admitted 
into the regularly organized whaling crews, unless the umialik can not 
procure men enough, and in the "scratch" crews assembled for walrus 
hunting or sealing there are usually at least as many men as women, 
and the meu work as hard as the women. I do not, however, recollect 
that I ever saw a man pull an oar in the umiak. They appear always 
to use paddles alone. This is interesting in connectiou with the Green-
land custom mentioned by Egede in the continuation of the passage 
just quoted: "And when they first set out for the whale fishing, the men 
sit in a very negligent posture, with their faces turned towards the 
prow, pulling with their little ordinary paddle; but the women sit in 
the ordinary way, with their faces towards the stern, rowing with long 
oars." 
We were unable to bring home a~y specimen of these boats on ac-
count of their size, but Fig. 342, from a photograph by Lieut. Ray, will 
give .a good idea of the framework. These boats vary considerably in 
size, but are usually very nearly the dimensions of an ordinary whale-
boat-that is, about 30 feet in length, with a beam of 5 or 6 feet and a 
depth of about 2~ feet. The boat resembles very much in model the 
American fisherman's dory, having a narrow flat bottom, sharp at both 
ends, with flaring sides, and considerable rake at stem and stern. Both 
floor and rail have a strong sheer, fore and aft, and the gunwales ex-
tend beyond the stem so as to meet at the bow. Both stem and stern 
are sharp nearly to the rail, where they flare out and are cut off square. 
These boats are exceedingly light and buoyant, and capable of consid-
erable speed when fully manned. They are very "quick" in their mo-
tion au<l quite crank till they get down to their bearings, but beyond 
that appea,r to be very stiff. 
I never heard of one being capsized, though the natives move about 
aboard of them with perfect free~om. The frame is neatly made of pieces 
of driftwood, which it usually takes a considerable time to accumulate.2 
1 For example : " For they think it nnbecoming a man to row such a boat, unless great necessity 
requires it. " Egede, Greenland, p . lll. "It would be a scandal for a man to meddle, except the 
greatest uecessity compels him to lend a hand. " Crantz, vol. 1, p. 149. 
2 Part of th e de8cription of the umiak frame ii, taken from the model (No. 56563 [225]), as the writer 
not only had few opportunities for carefnl examination of these canoes, but ~nfortunately did not 
realize at the time the importanC'e of detail. 
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u r timb r f rhap 3 inches cantling, runs along the 
h bo om forming a keel r keel on. This of necessity is 
u nally mad f v ral piec of wood carfed together and fastened 
with tr nail , and whalebone la bing . At each end it is fastened in the 
, ame way to th tern and ternpo t, which are both of the same shape, 
broad and fiat above or in ide, but beveled off to a keel outside, and 
curving up iu a knee, at the same time tapering off to the point where 
the bow ( or tern) begin to flare. Here it is mortised into the under 
ide of a trapezoidal block of wood, widest and thickest on the inboard 
end, and concaved off on the under face, to a thin edge outboard. It is 
held on by a tran ver e lashing passing through holes in the end of the 
po ·t and the thickest part of the block. Along each side of the bottom, 
at what would be the bilge of a rouud-bottom boat, runs a stout streak, 
FIG. 342.-Frame of umiak . 
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348b) that those amidships slant considerably 01,tward while the others 
become gradually more and more erect fore and aft, thus producing the 
sheer in the lines. To these ribs, inside, a little below the middle of each, 
is fastened a streak on each side, of about the dimensions of the bilge 
streak, running from stem to stern, and the gunwales are fitteg. into the 
notched ends of the ribs; where they are secured by lashings of whale-
bone. These on Nikawaalu's umiak were each a single round pole about 
2 inches in diameter. Such long pieces of wood as this were proba-
bly obtained by trade from the N unatailmeun. These extend about 2½ 
or 3 feet beyond the stem, to which they are fastened on each side by 
whalebone lashings, and meet at a sharp angle, being lashed together 
with whalebone. On the model, this lashing passes through holes in 
hoth gunwales and round underneath. The g-unwales are fastened to 
the sternpost in the same way as to the stem, in both cases resting on 
the upper surface of the block so 
as to form a low rail, but project 
only 5 or 6 inches. 
Between the post and the last 
pair of long ribs at each end are 
two pairs of short ribs running 
only from the gunwale to the in-
side streak. The frame is still 
further strengthened by an out-
side streak between - the bilge 
a 6 
streak and the inside streak, and FIG. 343.-Construction of umiak: (a) method of 
Nikawaalu's canoe had an extra fastening bilge ::;treaks to stem; (b> method of 
streak of ''half-round" willow OU t- framing rib to gunwale, etc. 
side of the latter. The thwarts rest on the inside streak and are secured 
by whalebone lashiugs. The block or head of the stern-post serves as 
a high seat for the steersman. Crantz's I description and diagram show 
that the frame of the Greenland umiak consists of es·sentially the same 
timbers, lacking only the two outside streaks. 
The cover is made of the skins of the larger marine animals. Walrus 
hide is often used and sometimes the skin of the polar l>ear, which 
makes a beautifully white cover, but the skin of the bearded seal is 
preferred, the people from Point Barrow sometimes making journeys 
to Wainwright Inlet in search of such skins, which are dressed with 
their oil in them in the manner already referred to. We were informed 
that six of these skins were required to cover one umiak. They are put 
together in the same way as the skins for the kaiak and sewed with the 
same seam. The edges of the cover are stretched over the gunwale, 
and laced to the inside streak with a stout thong, which passes through 
holes in the edge of the cover. At stem and stern the cover is laced 
with a separate thong to a stout transverse lashing of thong running 
from gunwale to gunwale close to the edge of the posthead. 
1 History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 148, and pl. vi. 
9 ETH--22 
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r i , remov din he wint r and towed away on the cache 
fram r rn oth r a£ plac (Mflilialu, when preparing to start for 
th :pring de r hunt in 1 3 arefully buried bi boat cover in a snow-
1 ank) out of r a h of the dog , and the frame is placed bottom up-
ward on a ,· tagin()' 4 or 5 feet from the ground. 
When they are ready to refit the canoe for the spring whaling, a hole 
i ·ut in the sea ice clo e to the shore, and tbe cover immersed in the 
ea water for several days to soften it, the bole being covered with 
lab of now to keep it from freezing up. Crantz 1 mentions a similar 
cu tom in Greenland. After removing the hair from the boat-skins , 
"they lay them in salt water for· some days to soften them again, and 
o cover the women's boats and kajaks with them." When not in use, 
the umiak i drawn up on the beach and mmally laid bottom upward 
with tile gear, pears, etc., underneath it, but sometimes propped up on 
on gunwale to make a shelter against the willd. This is a common 
pra tice in the camp at Pernyu, where there is usually at least one boat 
'et up edgewiseJ heltered by which the men si1 to whittle aud gossip. 
In the whaling camp at Imekpflii in 1883, the boats which were not 
ready to go out to tLe open water were laid up bottom up with one end 
re ting on a led set up on its side and the othe.r supported by a block 
of ·now. They do not appear to be in the habit of using the canoe for 
a tent, as i aid to be the cu tom among the more southern natives,2 
a they always carry a tent with them on their journeys. The umiak 
i propell d by paddle , oars, and a ail, and in smooth weather. when 
tb hore i clear of ice by ''tracking" along the beach with men and 
do , one per on at least always remaining on board to steer with a 
pa<ldle at the tern. 
The ail, which they are only able to use with a free wind, is square, 
narrow, and rather high, and is nowadays always made of drilling. Dark 
blue drilling appeared to be the most popular sort at the time of our 
vi it. Th head of the sail is laced to a light yard, and hoisted to the 
ma thead by a halyard through a hole in the latter. The mast is a 
tout quare pole 10 or 12 feet long and i8 set up well forward of amid-
, hip , without a tep, the quare butt resting again, ta bottom board, 
and held u by two for tay and two back tay , running from the 
ma t head t the in ide treak. All the rigging, stays, l.Jalyards, towing 
lin . ar made of tout thong. The Greenlanders set up the mast in 
th ow f th umiak-a" a ailor would ay, "in the very eyes of her," 3 
. ' far l an 1 arn th W tern E kimo all et it up as at Point 
I "Vo\. l , p. 167. 
1 ."··Kotz bu 's "Vo_ya«E>. tr., vol. 1, p. 216. 
1 ThiJ iij also tbP en tom among tb ' tral E kimo. (, Boas" ' ntral Eskimo,'· p . 528, F ig. 481.) 
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loops of thong as in the diagram Fig. 344. To keep the oar from chaf-
ing the skin on the gunwale, they lash to the latter a long plate of 
bone. No. 89696 [1197] from Utkiavwrn is one of these plates. Two 
of these oars are commonly used in an umiak, one forward and one aft, 
and th~ women row with great vigor, swinging well from the hips, but 
do not keep stroke. The use of oars is so unusual among savages that 
it would be natural to suppose that the~ people had adopted the cus-
tom from the whites. If this be the case, the custom reached them 
long ago, and through very indirect channels. 
When Thomas.Simpson, in 1837, bought an umiak from some Point 
Barrow natives at Dease Inlet, be bought with it "four of their slender 
oars, which they used as tent poles, besides a couple of paddles; fitted 
the oars with lashings, and arranged our strange vessel so well that the 
ladies were in raptures, declaring us to be genuine Esquimaux, and not 
poor white men." 1 The custom, 
moreover, appears to be wide-
spread since Lyon speaks of see-
ing in 1821, " two very clumsy 
oars with flat blades, pulled by 
women," in the umiaks at Hud-
son Strait.2 It was practiced at 
a still earlier date in Greenland. 3 
Fro. 344.-Methocl of slinging the oar of umiak . . 
While at Point Barrow the oars have very narrow blades and the 
double paddles very broad one~, the reverse seemed to be the case in 
Greenland, where the double paddle, as already noticed, has blades not 
over 3 or 4 inches broad. Crantz describes the oars as " short and 
broad before, pretty much like a shovel, but only longer, and * * 
confined to their places on the gunnel with a strap of seal's leather." 
(Vol. 2, p. 149 and pl. VI ) .Although both oars and sails are un-
doubtedly quite ancient inventions (Frobisher in his description of Meta 
Incognita in Hakluyt's Voyages (1589) pp. 621 and 628, speaks of skin 
boats with sails of entrail),4 I am strongly inclined to believe that they 
are both considerably more recent than the paddles, not only on general 
principles, but from the fact that the whaling umiaks at Point Barrow 
use only paddles. There is no practical reason against using either 
oars or sails, and in fact the latter would often be of great advantage 
in silently approaching a whale, as the .American whalernen have long 
1 Narrative, p. 148. 
2 Jonrnal, p. 30. Compare also Chappell, "Hudson Bay," p. 57. 
3 See Ege<le, Green land, p. 111. 
4 These passages being, as far as I know. the earliest description of the umiak and kaiak are worth 
quotation: "Their boats are made all of Seale skins, with a keel of wood within the skinne; the 
proportiou of them is like a Spanish shallop, saue only they be flat in the bottOII!_(;l, and sharp at both 
endes" (p. 621, 1570). .Again: "They bane two sorts of boats made of leather, set out on the inner 
side with quarters of wood, artificially tyecl with thongs of the same; the greater sort are not much 
unhke our wherries, wherein sixteene or twenty men may sitte; they have for a sayle, drest the 
gnttes of such beasts as they kill, very fine and thinne, which they sewe together; the other boate is 
but for one man to sitte and rowe in, with one oare" (p. 628, 1577). 
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b. 
FrG. 845.-Model of umiak and paddles:· (a) side view ; (b) inside plau. 
Fig. 345a represents the model (No. 56563 [225] from Utkiavwrn), 
which gives a very good idea of the shape of one of these boats. It is 
quite orrect in all its parts, though the timbers are rather too heavy, 
and there are not so many ribs and floor timbers as in a full-sized canoe. 
The breadth of beam, 6·2 inches, is at least 1 inch too great in propor-
tion to the length, 25 inches. The cover is one piece of seal skin which 
ha been partially tanned by the "white-tanning" process, and put on 
wet. In drying it ha turned almost exactly the color of a genuine 
FIG. 346.-Ivory bailer for umiak. 
boa ·over. The frame, as is often the case with a full-sized boat, is 
paint d all ov r with red ocher. (See Fig. 345b, inside plan.) 
• or bailin the e boat a long narrow dipper of ivory or bone is used, 
f u ha hape a to be p -ially well suited for working in between 
th fl. or timber . ig. 346 rep re ent one of these (No. 56536 [ 40] from 
tkiavwfii). It i a pie of walru tusk 16·3 incbe long. The cavity 
i ·1 in he deep a d wa ex avated by drilling vertical boles and 
u ting away the ub tance b tw n them. Some of the holes have not 
n omple ly worked ut. · imilar bailer (No. 89835 [1010] also 
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from Utkiavwrn) is made of reindeer antler, a substance much more easily 
worked than the ivory, as the soft interior tissue exposed by cutting the 
upper side flat is readily carved out. As with the walrus tusk, the 
natural curve of the material gives the proper inclination to the handle. 
It is 18·3 inches long. 
When the umiak is fitted out for whaling a stout U-shapecl crotch of 
ivory or bone, about 7 inches long and 5 wide, is lashed between the 
gunwales where they meet at the bow. In this the heavy harpoon 
rests when they are approaching a whale. It is only used when 
whaling. The Museum collection contains specimens of this sort from 
as far south as the Diomede Islands. 
vy e brought home five specimens of these kf1'nnie, of which No. 56510 
[1.17] Fig. 347 has been selected as · 
the type. This is made of two bilat-
erally symmetrical pieces of white wal-
rus ivory, each piece consisting of one 
arm of the crotch and half the shank. 
Its total length is 7·8 inches. The two 
pieces a,re held together by a stout 
wooden tree-nail, and above this a 
la.shing of sinew-braid, lodged in two 
deep vertical channels one on each 
side of the shank just below the arms, 
and wedged above and below on both 
sides with slips of wood. A hole is 
drilled through each side of the butt 
close to the end, and through these a 
lashing is stretched across the reen-
tering angle of the butt consisting of 
four turns of sinew braid with the end 
Fro. 347.-Ivory crotch for harpoon. 
closely wrapped round the parts between the holes, and neatly tucked in. 
Just at the bend of each arm is a small round becket hole, running 
obliquely from the back to the outer side. In each of these is a neat 
becket, about ! inches long, made of several turns of sinew braid, with 
the encl neatly wrapped around them. These beckets serve to receive 
the lashings for attaching the crotch to the gunwales: All the orna-
mental figures are incised and blackene((l. 
Three of the remaining four specimens are of walrus-ivory, and of 
essentially the same pattern, differing only in ornamentation and other 
minor details. No. 56511 [116], from Utkiavwrn, is almost exactly like 
the type and of very nearly the same size. It is fastened together with 
a lashing only, but no t,reenail, and the beckets have been removed from 
the becket holes. The border is colored with reel ocher, and there are 
two whales' tails instead of one on the shank. ·The other two have the 
tips of the arms carved into the shape of whales' heads. No. 89418 
. [1224 ], Fig. 348, from Utkiavwrn, is otherwise of the same shape as 
thoi:ie already described, but is lashed together with stout seal thong, 
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four b ·k t: f th , am mat rial, t,ro in the usual vosition 
at th , ,Yide t part of h , bank. The. e take the place of the 
runnin · aero. h butt. On the mi idle of the back of each arm 
i a, mall cro 'inci d and bla ·kenecl with a mall blue glass bead in-
laid in the enter, and th re are two whale's tail on the opposite face 
of th~ :hank. It i in h " long. 
No. 9419 [9..:.tGJ, from :Nuwi'ik, ha a nearly straight shank with a 
flange on each ide at th butt. It L lashed together with whalebone 
and ha al o a treenail, lik the type. The upper heckets are of sinew-
braid. A large beck at th . butt i made by looping and knotting 
th ud of a bit of thong into a hole in each flange. There is one 
whale'· tail ngraved on the front of the shank. When lashed in posi-
31!) from 
FIG. :14 .-Ivory notch for 
harpoo11 . 
FIG. :l49.-Crotch for bapoo11 m::t<le 
of walrus jaw. 
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of the pre::;ent day. The latter are evidently only copies of the jaw-
bone crotch in a material susceptible of a higher finish than ~he coarse 
bone. The only reason for making them in two pieces is that it is im-
possible to get a single piece of walrus ivory large enough for a whole 
one. It seems to me highly probable that the crotch was suggested by 
the natural shape of the walrus jaw, since these are frequently used for 
crotches to receive the cross pieces of the cache frames. Perhaps, for 
a while, the whole jaw was simply lashed to the bow of the boat . . The 
next step would obviously be to cut out the shank and reduce the weight 
of the crotch by trimming off the superfluous material. The reason for 
making the crotch of ivory is perhaps purely esthetic; but more likely 
connected with the notions already referred to which lead them to clean 
up their boats and gear and adorn themselves and paint their faces 
when they go to the whale fishery. 
Although, as I have already stated, there appears· to be no essential 
difference in the general plan of the frame of the Greenland umiaks 
and those used at Point Barrow, there seems to be considerable differ-
ence in the size and outward appearance. As well _ as can be judged 
from the brief descriptions and rude figures of various authors1 and 
various n;10q.els in the National Museum (the correctness of which, how. 
ever, I c·an not be sure of, without having seen the originals) the umiak 
not only in Greenland, but among the Eskimo generally as far west as · 
the Macken~ie, is a much more wall sided square ended boat than at 
Point Barrow, having less sheer to the gunwales with the stem and 
stern-post nearly vertical.2 Mr. L. M. Turner informs me that this is the 
case at Ungava Bay. Itwas also a larger boat. Egedesaysthatthey "are 
large and open * * * some of them 20 yards long ;"3 Crantz gives their 
length as "commonly 6, nay 8 or 9 fathoms long ;"4 Kumlien says that 
it required "about fifteen skins of Phoca barbata" to cover an umiak 
at Cumberland Gulf,5 and Mr. Turner informs me that eight are used 
at Ungava. Capt. Parry found no umiaks at Fury and Hecla straits6 
and Kumlien says that they are becoming rare at Cumberland Gulf. The 
so-called Arctic Highlanders of Smith Sound have no boats of any kind. 
The model used at Point Barrow probably prevails as far south as 
Kotzebue Sound. The boats that boarded us off Wainwright Inlet in 
the autumn of 1883, and those of the N unatanmiun who visited Point 
Barrow, seemed not to differ from those with which we were familiar, 
except that the latter were rather light and low sided, nor do I remember 
anything peculiar about the boats which we saw at PloYer Bay in 
1881. 
1 Comparo fur instance Kane's figure 1st Grinnell Exp. p. 422, and Lyon, Journal, p. 30. 
2 See l3eechey Voyage, p. 252. In describing the umiaks at Hot ham I n let he says: '' Tbe model differs 
from that of the umiak of the Hudson Bay in being sharp at both encls." Smyth give;:i a goocl fi gu re 
of the Hotham Inlet craft in the plate opposite p. 250. 
3 Greenland, p. 111. 
4 Vol. 1, p. 148. 
6 Contril.mtions, p. 4:3, Boas, however, says three to five skins. (Central E. kimu, p. 528.) 
6 2d Voy., p . 507. 
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Th r i , littl ~ a•• . ·:-; ibl <1 tn,il d infonntion regarding the 
umiak. u · d in la ka. From Dall's :figure 1 and a few 
in th :\In um, he ~ orton Sound umiak appears to have the 
gunwal unit d at both :;tern and tern. Tho e that we saw at St. 
Mi ·ha l , in 1 3 were o much modified by Ru sian ideas as to be 
wllolly out of th line of compari on. The same is true of the Aleutian 
"baidara" if, indeed the latter be an umiak at all. 
TRAVELING ON I?OOT. 
Snowshoe. (titglu. )-Snowshoe ' ·of a very efficient pattern and very 
well made are now univer ally employed at Point Barrow. Although 
the now never li 8 very eep on the ground, and is apt to pile up in 
hard drift , it is sufficiently deep and soft in many places, especially on 
the gra sy part of the tundra,, to make walking without snowshoes very 
inconvenient and fatiguing. I have even seen them used on the sea ice 
for crossing level pace when a few inches of snow had fallen. Prac-
tically, every man in the two villages, and many of the women and 
boys, have each their own pair of snowshoes, :fitted to their size. Each 
sho consists of a rim of Jight wood, bent into the shape of a pointed 
oval, about five times as long as the greatest breadth, and much bent 
up at the rounded end, which is the toe. The sides are braced apart 
by two ·tout cros -bar: (toe and heel bar) a little farther apart than the 
length of the wearer's foot. The space between these two bars is net-
ted in large me 'he.- (foot netting) with tout thong for the foot to rest 
upon, and the . ·pace. at the ends are clo ely netted with fi)le deerskin 
'' a,bichem (toe and heel netting) . The straps for the foot are fastened 
to th foot netting in uch a way that while the strap i~ firmly fa,stened 
round the ankle the now hoe i lung to the toe. The wearer walks 
with long ·winging stride , lifting the toe of the shoe at each step, 
whil th tail or he 1 drags in the now. The ·traps are so contrived 
that th foot can be lip ed in and out of them without touching them 
wi h the fi.1 g I\, a great advantage in cold weather. When deer hunt-
ing a, ·ordin to L: ut. Ray, they take a long piece of thong and knot 
ch nd of it to th ' to of one snow hoe. The bight is then looped 
int th b 1 hind ,·o hat the now. hoe drag out of the way of the 
h I.·. When th y wi. h to put on the hoe they draw them up, insert 
h ir fi in h rap. and fa ten the. lack of the line into the belt 
in fr n with a ·lip k o . Wh n, how ver, they come to a piece of 
gr un 1 wh r now,'ho are not needed, they kick them off, slip the 
kn . · and le th rn " dl' p a t rn. ' 
\V brou h h hr p irH of mow. ho , which repre ent very 
well th fi rm in o- n r l u e. N . 9912 [1736], Fig. 350, has been 
l ct d . h . Th rim i. of willow 51 inches long and 10½ inches 
1 la. ka, l'· 15. 
1 Twi. t •11 . in w i!-1. om tim1· u d. pair of snowshoes from Point Barrow, owned by the writf)r, 
ar nr te1l with thi material. 
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wide at the broadest part, and is made of two strips about 1 inch thick 
and i wide, joined at the toe by a long lap-splice, held together by 
four short horizontal or slightly oblique stitches of thong. Each st.rip 
. is elliptical in section, with the long axis vertical, and keeled on the 
inner face, except between the bars. Each is 
tapered off considerably from the toe bar to the 
toe, and slightly tapered toward the heel. The · 
two points are fastened together by a short hori-
zontal stitch of whalebone. The tip is produced 
into a slight '' tail,'' and the inner side of each 
shoe is slightly straighter than the outer-that 
is to say, they are "rights and lefts." 
The bars are elliptical in section, :flatteued, 
and have their ends mortised into the rim. They 
are about a foot apart, and of oak, the toe bar 
9·2 inches long and the heel bar 8·5. Both 
are of the same breadth and thickness, 1 by ½ 
inch. There is also an · extra bar for strength-
ening the back part of the shoe 10 inches from 
the point. It is also of oak, 4·8 inches long, 0·5 
wide, and 0·3 thick. The toe and heel nettings 
are put on first. Small equidistant vertical 
holes run round the inside of each space. Those 
in the rim are drilled through the keel already 
mentioned, and joined by a shallow groove 
above and below; those in the bars are about 
½ inch from the edge and joined by a groove on 
.· the under side of the toe bar only. Into these 
holes is laced a piece of babiche, which is knot-
ted once into each hole, making a series of 
beckets about ¾ inch wide round the inside of 
the space. There are no lacing holes in the 
parts spliced at the toe, but the lacing passes 
through a bight of each stitch. At the toe bar 
the lacing is carried straight across from rim to 
rim about three times, tb.e last part being wound 
round the others. 
On the left shoe the end is brought b~ck ou 
the left-hand side, passed through the :first hole 
in the bar from above, carried along in the 
groove on the underside to the next hole, up 
through this and round the lacing, and back 
through the same hole, the two parts being 
FIG. 350.-Snowshoe. 
twisted together between the bar and lacing. ['his is continued, " stop-
ping" the lacing in festoons to the bar, to the last hole on the right, 
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it i, fini heel off by knotting the encl round the last "stop." 
are made apparently~ by a eparate piece on the right shoe. 
The I, in on the h el bar i al o double or triple, but the last part, 
whi b i wound 10und the other , i knotted into each hole as on the 
rim. The lacings on the rim of the heel space are knotted with a single 
knot round each end of the extra bar. 
Ind :cribing the nettings it will always be understood that the upper 
urfa ·e of the hoe is toward the workman, with the point upward, if 
describing the heel nettings, and vice versa for the toe. To begin with 
the heel netting, which is the simpler: This is in two parts, one 
from the heel bar to the extra bar (heel netting proper) and oue from 
the latter to the point (point netting). The netting is invariably 
fa tened to the lacing by passing the end through the becket from 
above and bringing it back over itself. In making the point netting 
the end of the babiche is knotted round the bar at the right-hand 
lower corner with a single knot. The other end goes up to the lacing 
at the point and comes down to the left-hand lower corner, where it is 
FIG. 351.-Knot in snowshoe. 
hitched round the bar, as in Fig. 351, 
_then goes up to the lowest becket on 
the left side, crosses to the corre-
sponding one on the right, and comes 
down and is hitched as before round 
the bar inside of the starting point. 
This makes a series of strands round 
the outside of the space, two running obliquely from right to left, a 
Ion · oue on the right ide and a short one ou the left side; two similar 
strand from left to right, the long one on the left and the short one 
on th right, and one transverse strand at the base of the triangle 
(, e diagram, Fig. 352a). The next round goes up to the first becket at · 
tl1 top on the left hand, crosses to the corresponding one on the 
right, and then make the same strands as the first round, running 
pm·all l to them and about half an inch nearer the center of the space 
(: 
1 di gram, 1 ig. 352b). Each succes ive round follows the last, com-
in<r a h tim about¼ inch nearer the center, till the space is all filled 
iu, which brin .,. the encl of the la t rouud- to the middle of the bar, 
rom1 whic it i:-; knotted with a single knot. Thi. •. makes three sets 
of ·traud , two obli<Ju ly longitudinal, one set. from right to left and 
n from l cift t ri 'ht, and one transverse, all of each set parallel and 
<Jniili taut or n arl ,'o, and each interwov n alternately over and 
un<l r e h u · · '> iv ,'trancl it meet . . 
Th ri ·ht hoe ha fourteen longitudinal strand in each set and 
thirt en tran Y 1-. · he 1 ft, 011 1 : in each set. On the left shoe the 
lHl i ·arri ur fr m he la. kno't to th lacing at th point, and then 
<· m , ·kt h b r fa tening th th r I art to the nettiug with six 
qui i taut half-hitell : . Th h l n ttiug pror er is put on in a slightly 
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different fashion, as the space to be :filled is no longer triangular. It 
starts as before in the right hand lower corner, where it is knotted into 
the becket, running across from the rim to the heel-bar; goes up to the 
middle of the extra bar, round which it is hitched as already described, 
then down to the left hand lower corner; up to the :first becket on the 
left rim, across to the corresponding one on the right, and down to the 
first becket on the heel bar. This completes the first round (see dia-
gram, Fig. 353a). The se<'ond round goes up to the hind bar at the left 
of the first, comes down only to the transverse strand of the first round 
on the left, goes up to the becket on the rim above the first, crosses to 
·the right, and comes back to the transverse turn of the first rounds. 
All these strands except the transverse one are on the left of the first 
round. The third round follows the first, which brings all its strands 
except the transverse one to the right of ·the first round (see diagram, 
FIG. 352.-Point netting of snowshoe heel: (a) first round; (b) first and second rounds. 
Fig. 353b). The successive odd rounds follow the first and the even 
rounds the second, bringing the longitudinal strands alternately to the 
right and left of the first round, until the ends of the hind bar are 
reached-that is to say, till the space outside of the first round is filled-
each transverse strand coming above the preceding. This is done reg-
ularly on the left shoe, the tenth round coming to the left end of the 
bar, and the eleventh to the right. The twelfth round comes to the 
becket in the left hand upper corner, and crosses to the corresponding 
becket on the other side. It then follows the odd rounds, thus making 
six strands, four longitudinal and two transverse, as in the point net-
tings. All the remaining rounds follow this till the whole space is 
filled in, which brings the end of the last round to the middle of the 
heel bar, where it is knotted do the becket. 
On the right shoe the maker seems to have made a mistake at the 
eighth round, which obliged him to alter the order of the other strands 
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anJ fini h wi h half a round. In, t acl of taking th end of the eighth 
r m1<l d wn t th . pr din · tran yer · trand only, he has brought it 
dowu to th he 1 bar whi h brin ' th ninth round to the left, following 
th .n round. and coming to the end of the hind bar, the tenth to the 
right nd of th bar, o that it i tbe eleventh which makes the first 
tran v r., turn at th top. The pattern i the same as in the point 
n tting . Tb right sho ha ' 25, 24, and 19 trand, in the three sets 
r ·p ·tively and the 1eft, 25, 25, and 19. The toe nettings are put. on 
in th aine way, the fir t round going to the middle becket at the toe, 
and cro, in , to the fir t becket on the right hand, the second going to 
th first berket on the left hand and crossing on the right to the first 
round, and th third going to the :first round at the toe and crossing 
on th right to the becket. 
a b. 
FIG . 353.- Il el netting of' snow shoe; (a) first round; (b) first, second, and third rounds. 
11 the even round go to the becket at the toe and cross to the pre-
din v n round, and all the odd rounrl.s go to the preceding odd 
r und t the toe and cro. to the be ket, until the space outside of the 
fir round i fill d with longitudinal strands, when they begin to make 
nding tran, ver turn acros the toe, going from the becket on 
the 1 f to th ·orre ponding one on the right and thu, following the 
d round . Th fourteenth round on the right boe begin· this, the 
tw lf h n the left. Thi, bring, th end of th last round to the middle 
f th to bar. It i then arried up to the b cket at the toe, brought 
iown and up again, and the nd i u eel to fa ten these three parts to 
h n tting withe uidi tant half hitches-fourteen on the right shoe 
an l thirt non the I ft. Th pattern, of cour, e, is the ame as before, 
wi h , , and ,:J , trand on h right ho , and 31, 31, and 25 on the 
1 ft in a h :e r :p ·tiv ly. 
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The foot-netting is of a very different pattern, and consists of seven 
transverse and thirteen longitudinal strands, of which six, in the mid-
dle do not reach the toe bar, leaving an oblong transverse hole, ' . 
through which the toe presses against the snow at the beginning of 
the step. The cross strands are a piece of stout thong (the skin of the 
walrus or bearded seal), to the end of which is spliced with double slits 
a long piece of thinner seal thong, which makes the longitudinal ones. 
The seven transverse strands pass in and out through holes in the rim, 
while the longitudinal strands pass over the bars, except the middle 
three,.. pairs, which pass round the horizontal strand behind the toe 
hole, drawing it down to the next strand. The end of the thirteenth 
strand wattles these two firD?-lY together, as it does also the two pairs 
of longitudinal strands on each side of the toe hole, and :finishes off the 
netting by whipping the two sets of strands together with a "bird-
cage stitch." 
The object· of the complicated wattling round the toe hole is, first, to 
strengthen the hind border against which the toe presses in walking, 
and second to give a firm attachment for the straps, which are fastened 
at the junction of the doubled and twisted longitudinal strands with 
the first and second transverse ones. Each strap is a single piece of 
stout seal thong fastened to the shoe with two loops as follows: .At the 
inner side of the shoe the eI,td is passed into the toe hole and makes a 
round turn about the doubled longitudinal strands, and then goes un-
der the two cross strands, coming out behind them and between the 
twelfth and thirteenth longitudinal strands. It is then spliced into the 
standing part with two slits, making a becket about 3 inches in 
diameter. The other· end, leaving a loop large enough to go round the 
wearer's heel, is passed through the becket just made, wound in the 
same way as before round the strands at the other corner of the toe 
hole, and made into a similar becket by knotting the end to the stand-
ing part with a marlinghitch with the bight left in. On the right shoe 
this hitch is made in a slit in the standing part. The end is probably 
left long for the purpose of adjusting the length of the strap to the 
wearer's foot. 
In putting on the shoe, the toe 1s thrust sideways through the loop 
till the bight comes well up over the heel, and then turned round and 
stuck under the two beckets, which together form a strap to fasten the 
toe down to the shoe, leaving the latter free to swing when the heel is 
raised. By reversing the process the shoe is easily kicked off. These 
straps must be fitted very nicely or else the shoe is apt to come off. 
This is a very neatly made pair of shoes, and the woodwork is all painted 
red above. 
No. 89913 [ 1737] is a pair of similar shoes also from Utkiavwi'.ii. The 
frame is made in the same way and is wholly of willow except the extra 
hind bar, which is of walrus ivory. These shoes are shorter and some-
what broader than the preceding and not so well made. They are 48·5 
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in ·h : Jon · and 11 road. The two hoe, are not perceptibly different 
in ,•h, p . Th la ing, which i of sinew braid, is put on in the same way 
a.· on h pr c ding pair, except that it is fastened directly into the 
h l on the toe bars. The whole of the heel netting is in one piece, and 
mad r ·i ly in the a;me way as the point nettings of the first pair, 
nd being carried up the middle to the point oftheheel and brought 
down again to the bar a on the toe nettings, but fastened with marl-
ing hit he . The number of strands is the same in each shoe, twenty-
three in ea h set. The toe nettings follow quite regularly the pattern 
oftb preceding pair. 
The shoes are not quite the same size, as the 
right has 35, 35, and 28 strands, and the left 33, 
33, and 25, in each set respectively. There is no 
regular mle about the number of stra;nds in any 
part of the netting, the object being simply to 
make the meshes always a bout the same size. 
The foot netting is made of stout and very white 
thong from the bearded seal. These shoes have 
no strings. 
No. 89914 [1738J is a pair of rather small shoes 
from Utkiavwrn, one of which is shown in Fig. 
354. They are rights and lefts, and are 42 inches 
long by 10 broad. The frame is wholly of oak, 
and differs from the type only in having 110 extra 
hind bar, and having the heel and toe bars about 
equal in length. The points are fastened together 
with a treenail, as well as with a whalebone stitch. 
The heel-nettings are put on with perfect regu-
larity, as on the pair last described, but the toe-
netting , though they start in the usual way, do 
not follow any regular rule of sucession, the 
round, being put on 'ometimes inside and some-
tim out ide of the preceding, till the whole 
:pa i :filled. The foot-nettings are somewhat 
-lum ily made, especially on the right shoe, which 
app ar. to have been broken in several places, 
and "cobbled" by an un killful workman. There 
ar only :five tran ver e trands which are double 
on h 1 Jft hoe, and the longitudinal strands 
ar not w hipp d to the e, but interwoven, and 
ach air wi ted togeth r between the tran. -
v r trand. . Th re i no wattling back of th toe hole, and one pair 
f l n Mi 1 inal tran at th . id of th latt r i not doubled on the 
1 ft , h . Tb ut n a on the type except that the 
ing pli d. 'fhi, pair of hoes was 
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used by the writer on many short excursions around the station 
during the winters of 1881-'82 and 1882-'83. They were old when pur-
chased. 
I had but one opportunity of seeing the process of making the frames 
of the snowshoes. Ilubw'ga, the "inland" native frequently mentioned, 
a particularly skillful workman, undertook to make a pair of snow-
shoes fo:r Lieut. Ray at our quarters, but did not succeed in finfahing 
them, as the ash lumber which we brought from San Franc1sco proved 
too brittle for the purpose. Having a long piece of wood, he "got out" 
the whole rim in one piece. Ordinarily the splice at the toe must be 
made, at least temporarily, before t,he frame can be bent into shape. 
He softened up the wood by 'frapping it . in rags wet with hot water. 
Some of the other natives, however, recommended that the wood 
should be immersed in the salt water for a day or two, from which I 
infer that this is :a, common practic_e. After slowly bending: the toe, 
with great care, nearly into shape, he inserted into the bend a flat block 
of wood of the proper shape for the toe and lashed the frame to this. 
A pointed block was also used to give the proper shape to the heel; 
the bars being inserted in the mortises before the ends were brought 
together . . The temporary lashings are kept on till the wood dries into 
shape. The toes are turned up by tying the shoes together, sole to 
sole, and inserting a transverse stick between the tips of the toes. 
The use of finely :finished snowshoes of .this pattern is of compara-. 
tively recent date at Point Barrow. Dr. Simpson1 is explicit concern-
ing the use of snowshoes in his time (1853-'55). He says: •' Snowshoes 
are so seldom used in the north where the drifted snow presents a hard 
frozen surface to walk upon, that certainly not half a dozen pairs were 
in existence at Point Barrow at the time of our arrival, and those were 
of an inferior sort." I have already mentioned the universal employ-
ment of these snowshoes ~t the present day, so that the custom must 
have arisen in the last thirty years. The pattern of shoe now used is 
identical with those of the Tinne or Athabascan Indians ( as is plainly 
shown by the National Museum collections), and I am inclined to be-
lieve that the Point Barrow natives have learned to use them from the 
''Nunatafimiun," from whom, indeed, they purchase ready-made snow-
shoes at the present day, as we ourselves observed. · The "Nunatafi-
miun," or the closely reh1ted people of the Kuwuk River, are known to 
have intimate trading relations with the Indians, and even in Simp-
son's time2 used the Indian shoe, sometimes at least. The fact that in 
recent timetS families of the "Nunatanmiun" have established the habit . 
of spending the winter with the people of Point Barrow and associat-
iug with them -in the winter deer-hunt, would explain how the latter 
came to recognize the superior excellence of the Indian shoe. 
This is more likely than that they learned to use them from the east-
ern natives, whom they only meet for a short time in summer~ though 
1 Op. cit., p. 243. 2op. cit., p. 244. 
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th latt r u. · d tlle Indian tyl of now hoe at lea t as early as 1826. 
•rauklin 1 ,·p ak · of eeing, at Demarcation Point, a pair of snow hoes 
11 t l with • rd of d er 'kin and haped like those of the Indians of 
th, .. L ·k uzic. 
~Io t of he other E kimo of Alaska, who need to use snowshoe.-.:: at 
all, u ·ea tyl of shoe very much les efficient and more roughly made, 
th rim being of heavy, rather crooked pieces of willow or alder. Simp-
on de •ription will apply very well to this form, which is used even 
a far north a Icy Cape, whence Mr. Nelson brought home a, pair. It 
al o ar p ar to be the prevailing, if not the only, form on the Siberian 
coa t and t. Lawrence Island, judging from Nordinskiold's figure 2 
and Mr. elson' collections. 
imp on ay :3 "The most common one is two pieces of alder, about 
two feet and a half long, curved towards each other at the ends, where 
they are bound together, and kept apart in the midrl.le by two cross-
piece , each eud of which is held in a mortise. Between the crosspieces 
i tretched a tout thong, lengthwise and across, for the foot to rest 
upon, with another which first forms a loop to allow the toes to pass 
beneath; thi i carrierl. round the back of the ankle to the opposite 
ide of the foot, o as to sling the snowshoe under the joint of the great 
to ." 
When there are toe and heel nettings, they are of seal thong with a 
lar ·e open me h. The snowshoe from Norton Sound, :figured by Dall,4 
i a rather neatly made variety of this form. South of the Yukon, the 
u of th now hoe appears to be confined to the Indians. As shown 
by tlt Mu eum collections, the strings are always of the pattern de-
rib d throughout the whole northwestern region.5 
'now hoe· appear to be rarely u ed among the easteru Eskimo. 
Th only writer who mention them is Kumlien.6 He says: '' When 
trav ling ov r the frozen waste in wi:nte~, they [i.e., the natives of 
umb rland Gulf] use now'hoe . The e are half-moon shaped, of 
whal bon , with al kin thongs tightly drawn across. They are 
about 16 in he· long. Another pattern is merely a frame of wood, 
ab ut th am len th and or 10 inche wide, with seal kin thongs for 
th i t to 1 .. ton.' 
1 2<1 Ex1wrl., JI. 142. 
1 Y ·ga. , ol. 2. p. 10'.Z a . 
• p. cit., p. 243. 
arently uite lik the we tern snowshoes described 
d by th young and vigorous is the shaft 
6 Contrilrntions. p . 42. 
1 1st Exp. , vol. 2, p . 180. 
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LAND CONVEY AN"CES. 
Sledges.-Tbe only land conveyance employed at Point Barrow is 
the universal sledge of the Eskimo, of which there are two forms in 
general use, one, ka'mot'i', with a high rail on each side, and especially 
intended for carrying loads of the smaller articles, clothing, camp 
equipage, etc., and the other (unia) low and flat, without rail or "up-
stander," for carrying bulky objects, like whole carcasses of deer, frozen 
seals, rough dried deerskins, etc., and especially 11:-:.ed for carrying the 
umiak across the land or solid ice. Both 
kinds are made without nails, but are fast-
ened together by mortises and lashings and 
stitches of thong and whalebone. I have, 
however, seen one unia, which was made in 
1883, fastened together with nails, a rather 
inferior substitute for the lashings, as they 
not only would not hold so firmly, but 
would also be liable to break in cold 
weather. 
Both kinds of sledge are made of drift-
wood and shod with strips of whale's jaw, 
about three-fourths of an inch thick, fas-
tened on with bone treenails. These bone 
runners, which are about2 inches wide,run 
sufficiently well over ice, hard snow, the 
frozen gravel of the beach or even on the 
Fm. 355.-0ld "Chief " with staffs. 
bare tundra, but for carrying a heavy load over the softer snow of the 
interior they are shod with ice in a manner peculiar to this region. 
It is well known that not only the Eskimo generally, but other hyper-
borean people coat the runners of their sleds ·with ice to make them run 
more smoothly, but this is usually only a comparatively thin crust, pro-
duced by pouring water on the runners or applying a mixture of snow 
or mud and water. 1 Mr. Turner informs me that at Unga_va they are 
particular to use fine black vegetable mold for this purpose. 
The method at Point Barrow is quite different from t~is: To each 
I For example, Lyon says that at Fury and H ecla Straits the runners are coated with ice by mixing 
snow and fresh water <Journal, p. 235); (See also Parry, 2d Voyage, p. 515) . .A.t Cumberland Gulf 
"they pour warmed bloo<'l on the under surface of the bone shoeing; some use water, but this does 
not last nearly so long as the blood and is more apt to chip off." Kumlien, Contributions, p. 42; (See 
also Hall, Arctic Researches, p. 582). .A.round Repulse .Bay they ice tbe runners by squirting over 
them water which bas been warmed in the mouth, putting on successive layer s till they get a smooth 
surface. This is renewed the first thing every morning. Gilder, Schwatka's Search, p. 66. .A. na-
tive of tbe eastern shore of Labrador, according to Sir John Richardson (Searching Expedition, vol. 
2, p. 82), applied to the runners coat after coat of earth or clay tempered with hot water, and then 
washed the runners with water, polishing the ice with his naked hand. MacFarlane in his MS. 
notes speaks of covering tbe sled runners with "earth, water, and ice'' in tbe Mackenzie r egion. 
P etitot (Monographie, etc., p. xvn) says tbe runners in the Mackenzie and Anderson district are shod 
with "un bourrelet cle limon et cle glace," w hich has to be often renewed. Nordenskiold says that 
at Pitlekaj '' the runners, before the start, are carefull y coYerecl with a layer of ice from two to three 
mil1imeters in thickness by repeatedly pouring water over them," (Vega, vol. 2, p. 94.) . and accord-
ing to Wrangell (Narrative, etc., p. 101, footnote) it is the common custom in northern Siberia to pour 
water over the runners every evening to produce a thin ·crust of ice. 
9 ETH--23 
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ruun r i · fitted a heavy hoe of clear ice, as long as the runner, and 
full 1 foot high by 6 inche thick. The ledge with these ice runners 
i e timat d to w igh, even when unloaded, upwards of 200 or 300 
pound , but it appear that the smoothnes of running more than 
counterbalance the extra weight. At any rate these shoes are a.Imost 
univer ally employed on the sleds which make the long journey from 
the rivers in the spring with heavy loads of meat, fish, and skins. One 
native, in 1883, hod his sledges with salt-water ice in this way before 
tarting for the hunting grounds. As these ice shoes are usually put 
on at the rivers, I bad no opportunity of seeing the process, though I 
have seen the sledges thus shod after their return to the village. 
Lieut. Ray, who saw the process, describes it as follows: 
'' From the ice on a pond that is free froni fracture they cut the pieces the length 
of a sled runner, 8 inches thick and 10 inches wide; into these they cut a groove 
deep enough to receive the sled runner up to the beam; the sled is carefully :fitted 
into the groove, and secured by pouring in water, a little at a time and allowing it 
to freeze. Great care is taken in this part of the operation, for should the workman 
apply more than a few drops at a time, the .slab of ice wou.ld be split and the work 
all to do over again; after the ice is firmly secured the sled is turned bottom up and 
the ice-shoe is carefully rounded with a knife, and then smoothed by wetting the 
naked hand and passing it over the surface until it becomes perfectly glazed." 1 
FIG. 356.-Railed sledge, diagrammatic (from photograph). 
In traveling they take great care of thes~ runners, keeping them 
mooth and polished, and mending all cracks by pouring in fresh water. 
They are al o careful t.o bade them from the noonday sun, which at 
thi sea on of the year is warm enough to loosen the shoes, for this 
purpo e hanging a cloth or skin over the sunny ide of the sled.2 
We were unfortunately not able to bring home specimens of either style 
f large led. The rail led (kamot'f) is usually about 8 or 9 feet long, and 
2½ to 3 fi t wi e, and the rail at tbe back not over 2½ feet high. The 
thi k curved runner , about 5 or 6 inche wide ( ee diagram, Fig. 356, 
1 Rep. Point Barrow Exp., p. 27. 
2 hwatka, in "Nimrod in th North," (p. 159) describ s a practice amono- the "Netschillik" of 
King William's Land, which app ars v ry much lik this, though his description is somewhat oh~curo 
ind tails. It is a follows: "We f, und the mnners shod with pure ice. Trenches the length of 
the sledg? are dug in the 1c , aml into these the runners are lower c'l some two or three inches, yet 
not touching th b ttom of tho tr nch by fully the same di stan e. Water is then poured in and al-
low d t~ fr 1,e, and wh n th al dg is lift l oat it is sho l with shoes of p rfectly pure and trans-
p~rent 1 ." trang ly nough, th s arious ice sho s are not mention cl by, 'chwatka's companions, 
Gild r and Klnt chak, nor by • hwatka him elf in his paper on the " ets ·hillik" in Science al-
t~?u h Kln_tachak ~' crib s ancl figur a sl dg made wholly of ice among the Netsillingmia •. 
( .Als Eskimo, to. p. 76). or f, rred to by Boas(" Central Eskimo," p. 533). 
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made from a small photograph) meet the curved slender rails (which 
are usually round) in front, but are separated from them behind by four 
·stout vertical posts on each side, increasing in length toward the other 
end and mortised into the runners and rails. An equal number of stout 
wooden arches half the height of the posts are mortised into the run-
ners, each arch a little in front of each pair of posts. .A longitudinal 
strip runs along the middle of each side, and slats are laid across these, 
supported by the arches. The sledge is rather heavy and clumsy, but 
usually carefully made and often painted with red ocher. 
FIG. 357.-Flat sledge. · 
Of the unia or flat sledge we have, fortunately a good photograph, 
Fig. 357. To the thick straight wooden runners are fastened directly 
seven cross slat s, which project about 2 ip_ches at each end beyond the 
runner, to which they are fastened by two stitches of whalebone each . 
.A longitudinal strip runs along above the slats on each side. These 
sledges are generally made on the same pattern, varying somewhat in 
FIG. 358.-Small sledge with ivory runners. 
size. A common size is about 6 feet long, about 2½ feet wide, and 9 or 
10 inches high. Very small sledges of this pattern are sometimes made, 
especially for the purpose, as we were told, of carrying provisions, per-
haps when one or two persons desire to make a rapid journey of some 
length, or for carrying a small share of meat from camp to camp. 
One of these (Fig. 358, No. 89889 [1140], from Utkiavwrn), which shows 
signs of long use, was brought home. It is 20·7 inches long and 13 broad, 
and has ivory runners, with three wooden slats across them, held down 
1 'l'he word used was " kau-kau." P erhaps it referred to a seal for food, as the sledge appears Yerylike 
one described by Hooper (Corwin Report, p. 105) as used on the " .A.retie Coast." " When sealing on 
solid ice a small sled is sometimes u sed, the runners of which are made of walrus tusks. It is per-
haps 16 inches long by 14 inches wide and 3 inch es high. It is u sed in dragging the carcass of the 
seal over the ice." 
W e, however, never saw su ch sleds u sed for dragging seals . This one may have been imported from 
farth~r sout?. See also, Beechey, Voyage, etc., p. 251, where he speaks of seeing at Kotzebue Sound, a 
drawmg on ivory of "a seal dragged home on a small sledge." 
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y J w wo den rail on ea h ide. Each runner is a lice from a single 
1 r w lru. tu k, with the butt at the back of the sled. The slats, 
whi h ar pi e of a hip' paneling, are lashed to the upper edge of 
the runner o a to project about one-half inch on each side. The rails 
flare lightly outward. The whole is fastened together by lashings of 
rath r broad whalebone, pas ing through a hole near the upper edge of 
the runner, a notch in the end of the slat and a hole in the slat inside of 
the rail. There are two lashings at each end of each broad slat and 
one in the middle, ateach end of the narrow one. The last and the ones 
at each end of the led also secure the rail by passing through a hole 
near it edge, in which are cut square notches to make room for the 
other la hings. The trace is a strip of seal thong about 5 feet long and 
one-fourth inch wide, split at one end for about 1 foot into two parts. 
The other end i lit in two for about 3 inches. This is probably a 
broken loop, which served for fastening the trace to a dog's harness. 
I do not recollect ever seeing so small a sled in actual use, though Lieut. 
Ray says he has frequently seen them drawn by one dog. The people 
who came down from Nuwuk with a small load of things for trade 
sometimes used a small unia about 3 feet long, with one dog, and the 
same wa often used by the girls for bringing in firewood from the 
beach. 
A very peculiar sled was formerly used at Point Barrow, but we have 
no mean of knowing how common it was. It was a sort of toboggan, 
made by lashing together lengthwise slabs of whalebone, but is now 
wholly ob olete, ince whalebone has too high a market value to per-
mit of it being used for any such purpose. Yve obtained one speci-
men about 10 feet long, but it was unfortunately in such a dilapidated 
condition that we were unable to bring it home. I find no previous 
m ntion of the u e of such sleds by any Eskimo. It is not necessary 
to uppo e that thi led i modeled after the toboggan of the Hudson 
Bay voyager , of which the e people might have obtained knowledge 
through the ea tern natives, since the simple act of dragging home a 
'' lab" of whalebone would natura1ly suggest this contrivance. 
W did bring home one mall led of this kind (No. 89875 [772], Fig. 
359, fr m Utkiavwfn), which from it size was probably a child's toy, 
th ugh from it grea y condition it seems to have been used for drag-
ing piec of blubber. It i made of the tips of 6 small "slabs" of 
bla k whal bon , ach about 2 inches wid at th broad end, and put 
t eth r ide by , i e o a to form a triangle 19¼ inches long and 9¾ 
wid th ap x b ing the front f the, 1 d, and the left-hand edge of each 
lab lightly verlapping th edge of th pre eding. They are fastened 
to h r by three ran v r ban , pa ing through loop in the upper 
urfa f a ·h l t, mad y cutting two para1lel longitudinal slits 
t n -half in l ng and ne-fourth inch apart part way through, 
an re 1 mg u h urfa · ,tw n them. Th hindmo t band is a 
trip f whal b n n arl ue-half in · h wide, pa , ing through these 
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loops, and wound closely in a spiral around a straight rod of whalebone, 
0·4 inch wide and 0· 1 inch thick, as long as the band. The ends of the 
band are knotted into 1ings or becket,s about 2¼ inches in diameter. 
The other two bands are simple, narrow strips of whalebone, running 
13traight across through the loops and knotted at the ends into similar 
beckets. These beckets were obviously for tying on the load. 
The sled with side rails does not appear to be used east of the Mac-
kenzie region, but is found only slightly modified at least as far south 
as Norton Sound.1 The sledge used on the .Asiatic coast, however; as 
shown in N ordenskiold's :figure,2 belongs to a totally different family, 
being undoubtedly borrowed from the reindeer Ohukches.3 The sleds 
of the eastern Eskimo vary somewhat in pattern and material, but 
may be described in general terms as essentially the same as the unia, 
lmt usually provided with wha£ is called an" upstander," namely, two 
upright posts at ea~h side of the back of the sled, often connected by a 
Fm. 359.-Small toboggan of whalebone. 
cross rail, which serve to guide tbe sled from behind. Many descrip-
tions and :figures of these sleds will be found in the various descriptions 
of the eastern Eskimo. 
Dogs and harness.-These sledges are drawn by dogs, which, as far as I 
am able to judge, are of the same breed as those used by the eastern 
Eskimo. They are, as a rule, rather large and stout. .A number of the 
dogs at Utkiavwm would compare favorably in size with the average 
Newfoundland dogs, and they appear to be capable of well sustained 
exertion. The commonest color is the regular "brindle" of the wolf, 
though white, brindle-and-white, and black-and-white dogs are not un-
common. There was, however, but one wholly black dog in the two 
villages. This was a very handsome animal known by the name of .Allua 
("coal"). · 
Every dog has his name and knows it. Their disposition is rather 
quarrelsome, especially among themselves, ·but they are not particu-
larly ferocious, seldom doing more than bowl and yelp at a stranger, 
and it is not difficult usually to make friends with them. There was 
1 Sec Dall's figure, A laska, p. IG5. 
2 Vega, vol. 1, p. 498. 
3 Compare also tile various illustrations in Hooper's "Tents of the Tuski." 
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very li t1 iliffi ulty iu petting the ha]f dozen dogs which we had at 
th , tation, and they grew to be very much attached to the laborer 
, ho u ed to feed them. The natives treat their dogs well as a rule, 
s ldom beating them wantonly or severely. Though they do not allow 
th m to come into the houses, the dogs seem to have considerable at-
tachment to their masters. Considerable care is bestowed on the pup-
pie . Tho e born in winter are frequently reared in the iglu, and the 
women often carry a young puppy around in the jacket as they would a 
child. 
We saw no traces of the disease resembling hydrophobia, which has 
wrought such havoc in Greenland and Baffin Land. I once, however, 
aw a puppy apparently suffering from :fits of some kind, running 
wildly round and round, yelping furiously, and occasionally rolling 
over and kicking. The natives said, "Muluku'l'irua, asi'rua'', (" He is 
howling l ~] ;1 he is bad"), and some of the boys :finally took it out on the 
tundra and knocked it on the head. 
The dog harness, anun (Gr. anut), consists of a broad strip of stout 
rawhide (from the bearded seal or walrus), with three parallel loops at 
one end, frequently made by simply cutting long slits side by side in 
the thong and bending it into shape. The head is passed through 
the middle loop and a foreleg through each of the side-loops, bringing 
the main part of the thong over the back. This serves as a trace, and 
is furnished at the end with a toggle of bone or wood, by which it is 
fastened to beckets in a long Jine of thong, the end of which is usually 
made fast to the i;trlddle of the :first slat of the sledge. The dogs are 
attached in a long line, alternately on opposite sides of this trace, just so 
far apart that one dog can not reach his leader when both are pulling. 
The mo t spirited dog is usually put at the head of the line as leader, 
and the natives sometimes select a bitch in heat for this position, as the 
dogs are sure to follow her. The same custom has been observed by 
Kumlien at Cumberland Gulf.2 Ten dogs are considered a large team, 
and few of the native can mu ter so many. When the sledge is 
heavily loaded men and women frequently help to drag it. The dogs 
are n ver driven, and except over a well known trail, like that between 
tkiavw'i'.ii and the whaling camp in 1883, will not travel unless a 
woman trot along in front, encouraging them with cries of " Aii ! aii ! 
tu'lla I tft'lla I (Come! ome on!), while the man or woman who runs be. 
hind the 1 d to guide it and keep it from capsizing, urges them on with 
ri of" Ku! ku ! (G on! get on!), occa ionally reproving an individual 
d g y nam . Aft r th y are well tarted, they go on without much urg-
ing if o bing di tra t their attention. It i not easy to stop a dog 
m he th de tina ion i reached. Commands and ,'houts of " Lie 
1 o ufficient and the people generally have to pull 
1 I failed to get th translation of this word, but it seems to be connected with the Greenlandic 
ml!.1:wok, b bowl (a dog-). 
2Contributions, p. 61. 
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back on the sled and drag back on the harness till the team. comes to 
a halt. 
The leader, who is usually a woman or child sometimes guides the 
team by a line attached to the trace, and Lieut. Ray says be bas seen 
them, when traveling in the interior, tie a piece of blubber or meat on 
the end of a string and drag it on the snow just ahead of the leader. 
The natives seldom ride on the sledge except with a light load on a 
smooth road. A few old and decrepit people like Yu'ks'ifia always trav-
eled on sledges between the villages, and the people who came down 
with empty sledges for provisions from the whaling camp, always rode 
on the well beaten trail where the dogs. would run without leading.1 
The dog whip so universally employed by the eastern EskiI~10, is not 
used at Point Barrow, but when Lieut. Ray made a whip for driving 
his team, the natives calledit 'ipirau'ta, a name essentiallyidentical 
with that used in the east. They especially distinguished 'ipirau'ta, a 
whip with a lash, from a cudgel, anau'ta. The latter word has also the 
same meaning in the eastern dialects. · 
We saw nothing of the custom of' protecting the dogs' feet with seal-
skin shoes, so prevalent on the Siberian coast.2 • Curiously enough the 
only other localities in which the use of this contrivance is mentioned 
are in the extreme east.3 During the :first warm weather in the spring, 
before the dogs have shed their heavy winter coats, they suffer a great 
deal from the heat and can go only a short distance without lying down 
to rest. 
The method of harnessing and driving the dogs varies considerably 
m different localities. Among the eastern natives the dogs are usually 
harnessed abreast, each with a separate trace running to the sledge. 
and the driver generally rides, guidjng the dogs with a whip. The 
leader usually has a longer trace than the rest. The ·harness used at 
Fury and Hecla Straits is precisely the same as that at Point Barrow, 
but in Greenland, according to Dr. Kane, it consists of a "simple breast-
strap," with a single trace. The illustration, however, in Rmk's Tales 
and Traditions, opposite p. 232, which was drawn by a native Green-
lauder, shows a pattern of harness similar to that used in Siberia and 
described by Nordenskiold 4 as "made of inch-wide straps of skin, form-
ing a neck or shoulder band, united on both sides by a strap to a girth, 
to one side of which ·the draft strap is fastened." It is a curious fact 
that the two extremes of the Eskimo race (for even if' the people of' Pitle-
kaj be Chukchi in blood, they are Eskimo in culture) should use the 
same pattern of harness, while a different form prevails between them. 
The Siberians also habitually ride upon the sledges, and use a whip, 
and on some parts of the coast, at least, harness the dogs abreast. In 
1 Compare Dall. Alaska, p. 25. 
2 See Hooper, Tents, etc., p. 195, and Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 2, p. 96, where one of these shoes is fig-
ured. 
3 See Kumlien, Contributions, p. 42. 
'Vega, vol. 2, p. 95. 
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i l k J h w v r th dog ar harn sed "tandem" 
i , th a at orton oun<l, where a more efficient har-
u d whi hi prob bly not E kimo, but learned from the 
rd n kiold 2 x1 r , e the opiniou that the E kjmo method 
f harn fog h doo- a r a ,t indicate that the Eskimos have lived 
1 n r than the Chukchi' north of the limit of trees; in other words, 
that th method of harnes ing the dogs tandem is ·the older one, and 
that the E kimo have learned to harne s them abreast since they left 
th woodland region . . I can hardly agree with these conclusions, for 
it ·e m to me that the ea ie t and most natural method of attaching 
the dogs would be to fa ten each directly to the sled by its own trace. 
ow, when many dogs are attached to the sled in this way, the outer 
dog cau not apply their trength in a direct line but must pull obliquely, 
and, moreover, a we know to be the case, so many long traces are 
con tautly becoming entangled, and each individual dog has to be kept 
traight by the driver. If, however, the dogs be made fast to a long 
line, one behind the other, not only does each pull straight ahead, but 
if the leader be kept to the track he pulls the other dogs after him, re-
lieving the driver of the greater part of the care of them. 
It seems to me therefore, that the tandem method is an improvement 
in dog harnessing, which ha been adopted only by the natives of 
north ea tern Siberia, and north we tern America, and has no connection 
with the wooded or unwooded state of the country. 3 
HUNTING SCORES. 
The only thing that we saw of the nature of numerical records were 
the erie. of animal engraved upon ivory, already alluded to. In most 
a e we were unable to learn whether the figures really represented 
an actual record or not, though the bag handle, No. 89424 [890] 
already figured, was aid to contain the actnal score of whales killed 
by old Yu'k rna. The u tom doe not appear to be so prevalent 
a at Norton Sound ( ee above, p. 117). Many of these possible scores 
b ing en raved on ivory implements have already been described. 
'With one exc ption th y only record the capture of whales or reindeer. 
Th exception (No. 9425 [17 2J, Fig. 153b) pre 'ents a series of ten 
earded al. . Th r indeer are u. ually de.picted in a natural attitude, 
and , ome of th ir um~ tan of the hunt are usually represented. 
1 r in tan e, a man i .figur d aiming with a bow and arrow toward a 
c lin of r ind r, indi atinO' that uch a 1.mmber were taken by shoot-
ing, whil a ring of de r, r pr ·ent d witliout legs as they would ap-
1 • Dall, .Alaska, ))p. 163 and 166. 
2 V ga, vc,l. 2, J>. 05, foot not . 
a For cl criptions of tho al dg and m tl1ods of harnessing usecl by the eastern Eskimo, see Bossul's 
Naturalist, vol. l , pt. 0, p. , fig . 4 ancl 5 (, mith ound); Kan , 2d Grinnell Exp., vol. 1, p. 205 
(.'mlth und) and flr1:1t 'rinu II Exp., p. 443 { r nlnnd); K.umli n, Contributions, p. 42, and Bomi, 
" ' ntral E kimo, " 1,p. 520-53 { 'umberlaml 'ulf); Parry, 2cl yoyag<', p. 514, and Lyon, Journal, p. 
235 {I •lulik); 'ilder, ·hwatka's · rch, pp. 50, 52, and 66, and cbwatka's "Nimrod in the North," 
pp. 152, 153 {NW. shore of Hudson Bay and King WJJUams Land). 
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pear swimming, followed by a rude :figure of a man in a kaiak, means 
that so many were lanced in the water. Other illcidents of the excur-
sion are also sometimes represented. On these records the whale is al-
ways represented by a rude figure of the tail cut off at the "small," 
and often represented as hanging from a horizontal line. 
We also brought home four engraved pieces of ivory, which are 
nothing else than records of 
real or imaginary scenes. I 
have :figured all of these. Fig. 
360 (No. 89487 [1026] from 
Nuwuk) is a narrow fl.at tablet 
of ivory, 4·8 inches long and 
1 inch wide, with a string at 
one end to hang it up by. On 
each face is an ornamental 
border inclosing a number of 
incised figures, which probably 
represent actual scenes, as the 
tablet is not new. 
The figures on the obverse 
face are colored with red ocher. 
At the upper end: standing on 
a cross line, with his head 
toward the end, is a rudely 
drawn man, holding his right 
hand up and his left down, with 
the fingers outspread. At his 
left stands a boy with both 
hands down. These :figures 
probably represent the hunter 
and his son. Just below the 
cross line is a man raising a 
b 
FIG. 360.-Hunting score engraved on ivory. 
spear to strike an animal which is perhaps meant for a reindeer without 
horns. Three deer, also without horns, stand with their feet on one 
border with their heads toward the upper end, and on the other border 
near the other end are two bucks with large antlers heading. the other 
way, and behind them a man in a kaiak. Between him and the animal 
which the first man is spearing is an object which may represent the 
crescent moon. The story may perhaps be freely translated as follows: 
"When the moon was young the man and his son killed six reindeer, 
two of them bucks with large antlers. One they speared on land, the 
rest they chased with the kaiak." 
On the reverse the figures and border are colored black with soot. 
In the left-hand lower corner is a she bear and her cub heading to the 
left, followed by a man who is about 'to shoot an arrow at them. Then 
come two more bears heading toward the right, and in the right-hand 
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1 w r orn r i · a whale with two floats attached to him by a harpoon 
lin . Ab v thi i, an umiak with four men in it approaching another 
wha1 whi h ha already received one harpoo:11 with its two :floats. The 
harpoon whi ·h i to be thru t at him may be seen sticking out over the 
bow of the boat. Then come two whales in a line, one heading to the 
1 ft and one to the right. In the left-band upper corner is a figure 
whi ·h may repre ent a boat, bottom up, on the staging of four posts. 
W did. not learn the actual history of this tablet, w1:iich was brought 
down for ale with a number of other things. 
Fig. 361 (No. 89473 [1349] from Utkiavwfn) is a piece of an old snow-
shovel edge with freshly incised figures on both faces, which the artist 
Frn. '361.-Hunting score engraved on ivory, obverse and reverse. 
said represented hi own record. The figures are all colored with red 
ocher. On the obverse the figures all stand on a roughly drawn ground 
lin . At the If.ft i a man pointing his rifle at a bear, which stands on 
it hind leg facing him. Then comes a she bear walking toward the 
left followed by a cub, then two large bears also walking to the left, 
and a he bear in the same attitude, followed by two cubs, one behind 
the other. Thi was explained by the artist as follows: " These are 
all the bears I have killed. This one alone (pointing to the' rampant' 
,½ 
FIG. 362.-Huutillg score engraved on ivory . 
tkiavwfil) i newly made, but was 
f a man f our a ·quaintance named MiHHfiolu. 
are in ·i ed none face only, and 
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colored with red ocher. The face is divided lengthwise into- two panels 
by a horizontal line. In the upper panel, at the left, is a man facing to 
the right and pointing a gun at a line of three standing deer, facing 
toward the left. Two are bucks and one a doe. Then come two 
bucks, represented without legs, as if swimming in the water, followed 
by a rude :figure of a man in a kaiak. Below the line at the left is an 
umiak with :five men, and then a row of twelve conventionalized whales' 
tails, of which all but the :first, second, and :fifth are joined to the hor-
izontal line by a short straight line. The record may be freely trans-
lated as follows: "I went out with my gun and killed three large 
reindeer, two bucks and a doe. .I also speared two large bucks in the 
water. My whaling crew have taken twelve whales." The number of 
whales is open to suspicion, as they just :fill up the board. 
FIG. 363.-Hunting score engraved on ivor,y, obverse and reverse. 
Fig. 363 (No. 56517 [121] from Utkiavwffi) is a piece of an old snow-
shovel edge 4·2 inches long, with a loop of thong at the upper side to 
bang it up by. It is covered on both faces with freshlyincis~d :figures, 
colored with red ocher, representing some real or imaginary occurrence. 
The obverse is bordered with a single narrow line. At the left is a 
man standing with arms outstretched supporting himself by two slen-
der staffs as long as he is. In the middle are three rude :figures of 
tents, very high and slender. At the right is a hornless reindeer head-
ing to the left, with a man standing on its back with his legs straddled 
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and hi arm uplift d. n the rever e, there is no border, but 
a ing1 d and a man wh upport him elf with a long staff are drag-
in an mpty rail ledge toward the left. 
I find no m ntion of th u e of any uch cores among the eastern 
E kim , ut they are very common among tho e of tbe west, a shown 
b th Mu um collections. They record in this way, not only hunting 
xploit but all ort of trivial occurrences. 
GAMES .A.ND P .A.STIMES. 
Gambling.-The 'e people have only one game which appears to be of 
the nature of gambling. It i played with the twisters and marline 
pike u ed for backing the bow, and already described, though Lieut. 
Ray say , he has een it played with any bits of stick or bone. I never 
had an opportunity of watching a game of this sort played, as it is not 
often played at the village. It is a very popular amusement at the 
deer-hunting camps, where Lieut. Ray often saw it played. According 
to him the player are divided into sides, who sit on the ground about 
3 yard apart, each side sticking up one of the marline spikes for a 
mark to throw the twisters at. Six of the latter, he believes, make a 
full et. One ide tosses the whole set one at a time at tbe opposite 
stake, and the point which they make are counted up by their op-
ponents from the position of the twisters as they fall. He did not learn 
how the points were reckoned, except that twisters with a mark on them 
ounted differently from the plain ones, or how long the game lasted, 
ach id.e taking it' turn of ca ting at the opposite stake. He, however, 
ot the impre ion that the winning · side kept the twisters belonging 
to th ir opponent . Mr. N el on informs me in a letter that a similar 
ame i played with the ame implement at Norton Sound. 
o. 56532 [9], from Utkiavwffi, is a bag full of these tools as used 
fi r playing thi game. It contains 18 twisters, of different patterns, 
and 7 marline pike . The bag i of membrane, perhaps a bladder. It 
i. · ovoid in hape, all in one piece, with a long opening in one side, 
whi ·hi cl ed by a piece of, inew braid about 40 inches loug. This is 
lrno t 1 by ne end round a fold of membrane at one end of the mouth, 
nd wh u th bag is hut up i · wrapped round th middle of it. 
om f th p opl have l arned what card .. are from the Nunatafi-
miun thou h th y do not know how to use them. They de cribed how 
h d y the ' unatafimiun," however, going through the 
aling ·ard . Th y told u that the latter played a great 
Thi· '' givin · much" vi ently referred to 
apt. erend en how t'\ o of the "N unatafi-
play n with a big pil of fur and one with . 
OU } ny and wlJ ll th Up he for W uld all belong to the other man. 
. 6 ( . -6 1 (21)) repr .· nt · ·om of a bunch of 25 little ivory 
. · whi ·h w r it f ' al thong. Oue i, · a neatly 
h r t are duck or gee e, rather 
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roughly carved, with flat bellies. The largest of these is 1·3 inches 
long and the smallest 0·8 inch. These were purchased at Plover Bay, 
eastern Siberia, during our brief visit in August, 1881, and were sup-
FIG. 364.-Game of fox and geese, from Plover Bay. 
posed to be merely works of art. I was, however, very much interested 
on my return to Washington to :find that Dr. Franz Boas had brought 
from Cumberland Gulf a number of precisely similar images, which are 
there used for playing a game of the nature of" j ackstones." The player 
tosses up a handful of these images, and 
scores points for the number that sit up-
right when they fall. 1 It is therefore quite 
likely that they are used for a similar pur-
pose at Plover Bay. If this be so, it is a re-
markable point of similarity between these 
widely separated Eskimo, for I can learn 
nothing of a similar custom at any interme-
~~ p~~ ~ 
Festivals.-The most important festivals 
are apparently semireligious in character and 
partake strongly of the nature of dramatic 
representations. At these festivals they 
make use of many articles of dress and 
adornment, not worn on other occasions, 
and even some "properties" and mechani-
cal contrivances to add to the dramatic 
effect. All festivals are accompanied by 
singing, drumming, and dancing. 
At the formal festivals, in the early winter, 
the performers are dressed in new deerskin 
clothing, with the snow-white flesh side 
outward, and in certain parts of the perform- FIG. 365.-Dancingcap. 
ance wear on their heads tall conical caps covered with rows of 
mountain sheep teeth which rattle as the wearer dances. 
We brought home one of these dancing caps (ka/bn1, kaluka') 
(No. 89820 f863] Fig. 365), made of deerskin with the hair inward and 
1 This game is briefly referred to by Hall, .Arctic Researches, p. 570. 
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clipp Th . out ide i painted all over with red ocher. The 
fr nt i, n arl all in on pie e, but the back is irregularly pieced and 
g r d. I i urmounted by a thick tuft of brown and white wolverine 
fur about in h , 1 ng, ewed into the apex. To the middle of one side 
at the edge i ew d a narrow trip of deerskin with the hair clipped 
clo e, whi h i long enough to go under the wearer's chin and be knotted 
into a lit clo e to the edge of the other side of the cap. On the front 
dge i ewed a row of thirty-five incisor teeth of the mountain sheep 
by a thread running through a hole drilled through the root of each. 
The erie i · regula,rly graduated, having the la,rgest teeth in the 
middle and the malle t on the ends. Above this is a narrow strip of 
Fro. 366.-Wooden mask. 
brown deerskin running two-thirds 
round the cap and sewed on flesh side 
out so that the hair projects as a fringe 
below. Above this are three ornamental 
bands about 2 inches apart running two-
thirds round the cap, each fringed on 
the lower edge with sheep teeth strung 
as on the edge of the cap. The lower 
row contains 54 teeth, the middle 29, 
and the upper 31. The lowest band is 
made of 2 strips of mountain sheepskin 
with a narrow strip of black sealskin be-
tween them, and a narrow strip of brown 
deerskin with the hair out; the next is 
of coarse gray deerskin with the hair 
of brown deerskin with the flesh side out 
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performance in which they were used. Some of them are of undoubted 
age. No.56499 f6] (Fig. 366) has been selected as the type of these masks. 
(ki'nau, from ki'na, face). This is a rather good representation of a male 
human face, 8·8 inches long and 5·8 wide. It is quite smoothly carved 
out of cottonwood, and the back is neatly h9llowed out, being more deeply 
excavated round the eyes and mouth and inside of the nose. The 
mouth is represented as wide open, showing the tip of the tongue at-
tached to the underlip, and has six small teeth which look like dog's 
incisors inserted in a row in the middle of the upper lip. The eye-
brows and moustache are marked out with blacklead, and there are 
traces of red ocher on the cheeks. The holes for the strings are in the 
edge about on a level with the eyes. One end of a string of seal- thong 
long enough to go around the wearer's head is passed out through the 
hole on the right side, slit close to the tip, and the other end passed 
1 through this . . The other end is passed out through the hole on the left 
FIG. 367.-Wooden mask and dancing gorget. 
and made fast with two half hitches. A row of small holes round the 
edge of the mask · shows where a hood has been tacked on. This mask 
is rather old and somewhat soiled. 
A very old weathered mask (No. 56497 [235] from Utkiavwffi), 7·8 
inches long, and made of soft wood, apparently pi11e, is similar to 
the preceding, but has no tongue, and the teeth in both jaws are rep-
resented as a continuous ridge. It has an ''imperial" as well as a 
moustache, marked with blacklead like the eyebrows. The cheeks 
are colored with red ocher. The edge is much gapped and broken, 
but shows the remains of a deep narrow groove running round on the 
outside about ¼ inch from the edge, and pierced with small holes for 
fastening on a hood. 
Figure 367 (No. 89817 [856] also from Utkiavwiii) is a mask much 
like the preceding, 7·5 inches long, and made of spruce. It is peculiar 
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in havin the outer orner of the eyes rather depressed, and in ad-
di ion to th mou tache and imperial has a broad "whaleman's mark'' 
drawn with bla, k lead aero the eyes. It is grooved round the edge 
for fastening on a hood. The lower part of the face has been split off 
at the corner of the mouth and mended on with two stitches of whale-
bon , and a piece which wa broken out at the left-hand corner of the 
mouth i ecured by a wooden peg at the jnner edge and a stitch of 
whalebcne on the lower side. This mask has been for a long time 
fastened to an ornamented wooden gorget, and appeared to have been 
expo ed to the weather, perhaps at the ~emetery. The string is made 
of unusually tout sinew braid. 
The remaining four ancient human masks are all masculine, and only 
one has any indication of labrets. On this mask, No. 89812 [1063], 
there are two mall holes in the position of the labrets. It is probable 
that the wearers of these masks are supposed to represent the ancient 
Eskimo, who wore no labrets. ..A. mask which was carelessly made for 
sale (No. 89814 [1056) from Utkiavwfii), however, has large plug-labrets 
FIG. 368.-0ld grotesque mask. 
carved out. Though roughly carved this mask 
is a very characteristic Eskimo face, and would 
almost pass as the portrait of a man of our 
acquaintance in Utkiavwfii. The two little 
roughly carved human faces on the top of 
this mask are probably merely for ornament. 
No uch things are to be seen on any of the 
old masks which have been actually used. 
This mask seems to have been whittled out of 
the bottom of an old meat tray, and has a 
string of whalebone. Most of the genuine 
masks are of excellent workmanship, but two 
are quite roughly carved. One of these espe-
cially i such a bungling piece of work that it would be set down as 
ommercial were it not weathered and evidently old. The painting 
n v r goe farther than marking out the beard and eyebrows with soot 
or black lead, and ometimes reddening the cheeks with ocher. Fig. 
6 ( . 9 16 (15 3] from Utkiavwffi) is a very old mask of cotton-
' d, blackened with age and so rudely carved that the work was prob-
ably done with a tone tool. It i ~ grooved around the edge for fastening 
on ah od and i · inche long. 
The only femal b uman ma k een are new and made for sale. One 
f th ( . 9819 [10 7] 1 ig. 369, from tkiavwlli) is roughly whittled 
fr m h b tt m of an old meat tray, and ha the hair, eyebrows, and 
, ,'in l lin f tatto ing on the chin painted with soot. It is 8·7 inches 
1 ng n ha tring of whal bone. 
h r ( 49 [73] fr m tkiavwfii) i a out the size of the 
n ma · k. , n 1 rably w 11 made. It ha the hair and eyebrows 
with bl k le d. Th I i a foot long, a d like the one fig-
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ured is roughly whittled out of the bottom of an old meat tray. It has 
the hair, eyebrows, and a single stripe of tattooing on the. chin marked 
with black lead. This came from Utkiavwlfi (No. 89811 [1037]). 
Another "commercial" mask (No. 
89813) [_1074] from Utkiavwrn) is 
very elaborate, but roughly and care-
lessly made. It is almost flat, with 
the features hardly raised in relief. 
In each corner of the mouth is in-
serted a slender ivory tusk about 1 
inch long, and besides the eyebrows, 
moustache, and imperial, there is a 
broad "whaleman's m.ark" run;n.ing· 
obliquely across the right cheek from 
the bridge of the nose. Six long 
feathers are stuck in the e<lge of the 
forehead. Curiously enough these 
are the feathers of the South Ameri-
can ostrich, and came from the feather 
duster in use at our station. 
FIG. 369. -Rude mask of wood. 
Ji""ig. 370 (No. 56496 [258] from Utkiavwlli)represents, rather rudely, 
a wolf's face and ears, and is the only animal mask we obtained or saw. 
It is of cottonwood, old and weathered, and is 4'.7 inches long and 6·5 
wide. It is painted on the edge with red ocher and has a streak 
Fm. 370.-Wolf mask of wood. 
of .the same c o 1 o r 
down the ridge of the 
nose. The string is 
of whalebone and un-
braided siu ew pieced 
together. 
Fig. 371 (No. 89815 
[1050] from Utkiav-
wfii) is a mask that 
s e ems almost t o o 
small to have been 
worn, being only 6·1 
inches long and 4·7 
wide, Jt iS Very Old, FIG. 371.-Very ancient 
madeofblackenedcot- small mask. 
tonwood, and is the rudest representation of the human face which 
we saw. It is simply an oval disk, concavo-convex, with holes cut for 
the eyes, nostrils, and mouth. rhe rough cutting about the chin ap-
pears to have been done with a stone tool, and the mouth seems to be 
smeared with blood. The string passed through the holes in the fore-
head to hang it up by is much newer than the mask, being braided 
from cotton twine and fastened to a common galvanized boat nail. 
9 ETH-. -24 
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· nth rn E kimo of la ka are in the habit of using in 
r el b rate and highly ornamented and painted mask , 
ational Mu eum pos e e a very large collection. The 
al o u d ma ks. 1 On_ the other hand, no other Eski-
m a of Ala ka,ever use ma ks in their performances, as far 
a I an 1 arn, with th olitary exception of the people ·of Baffin Land, 
w h r a ma k of th hide of the bearded seal is worn on certain occa-
ion .2 Nordenskiold aw one wooden mask among the people near the 
Vega' winter quarter , but learned that this had been brought from 
Bering trait, and probably from America.3 
Th ma k appear to become more numerous and more elaborate the 
n arer we get to the part of Alaska inhabited by the Indians of the 
T linket, tock, who, a i well k110wn, employ, _in their ceremonies re-
markably elaborate wooden masks and headdresses. It may be sug-
g tecl tbat thi cu tom of using masks came from tbe influence of 
the e Indiap.s, reaching in the simple form already described as far as 
Point Barrow, but not beyond.4 With these masks was worn a gorget 
or brea t-plate, con isting of a half-moon shaped piece of board about 
18 inches long, painted with rude figures of men and animals, a:o.d 
lung about the neck. We brought home three of these gorgets. all 
old and weathered. 
No. 89818 [11321, Fig. 372a, ha been selected as the type of the gor-
get ( ~fakl'.mClfi). It is made of spruce, is 18·5 inches long, and has two 
beck t of tout inew braid, one to go round the neck and the other 
round the body under the wearer' arms. The figures are all painted 
on th front face. In the middle is a ~an painted with red ocher; all 
the r t of the figure. are black and probably painted with soot. The 
man with hi. ann outstretched stand on a large whale, represented as 
pouting. H hold,_ a mall whale in each hand. At his right is a Hmall 
cro -. hap d bj ct which pet~haps represents a bird, then a man facing 
toward th 1 ft and darting a harpoon with both hands, and a bear 
fa in to th left. On the left of the red man are two umiaks with five 
m n in ah, a whal nearly effaced, and three of the cross-shaped ob-
j t alt ady m ntioned. Below them, al o, freshly drawn with a bard, 
blunt 1 ad pencil or the point of a bullet, are a whale, an umiak, and a 
thr - · rn r d bj ct the nature of which I can not make out. 
Fig. 72b ( o. 493 [266] from Utkiavw'ffi) i a similar gorget, which 
ha. ' vid ntly b en 1 ng xpo ed to the weather, perhaps at the ceme-
t ry a h ft ur , ar all :ffaced xcept in the middle, where it was 
pr b bly v r d by a ma k a in Fig. 367 (No. 89817 [855] from the 
am village). Tb r . m to ha been a red border on the serrated 
g . n h middl i he , ame red man as before standing on the 
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black whale and holding a whale in each hand. At his right is a black 
umiak with five men in it, ancl at his left a partially effaced figure which 
is perhaps another boat. The strings are put on as before, except that 
the two beckets are separate. The upper is made of sinew braid, and 
the lower, which is now broken, of seal thong. This gorget is 15·5 inches 
long and 4·7 wide. No. 89817 [855J (Fig. 367 already referred to) has a 
mask tied over the middle by means of the beckets, so that the figures 
in the middle are much fresher than those on the ends. The edges are 
Fm. 372.- Dancing gorgets of wood. 
painted red. In the middle is the same red man or giant holding the 
whale. The other figures are painted with soot. , 
This man or giant, able to hold out a whale, appears to be a legend-
ary character, as we have his image carved in ivory. We unfortunately 
did not succeed in learning anything more about him, except that his 
name ( apparently) was "kikamigo." ··Hanging by the head to each elbow 
of this figure is a seal, and opposite its thighs t~o of the usual conventional 
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11 a h . ide, wi h the fluke' turned from him. The 
n hi.' 1 ft i a ta h d to hi wai t by a traight line from its upper 
rn r. it ri ht hand are ~ number of object irregularly grouped. 
th t pan umiak with :fiv men towing at a three-cornered object, 
whi ·h prob bly repre ents a dead whale; then a smaller umiak con-
taining :fl e m n ri,nd apparently "fast" to a whale, which is spouting. 
:fio-ure above this, almo~t obliterated, appears to be a small whale. 
low ar a large al, three of the cross-shaped :figures, four small 
whal , and one figure . o much effaced that it can not be made out. On 
th 1 ft hand of the :figure are two umiaks, and a whale with a line and 
floa attached to him, then four crosses and a large seal in the corner. 
B low are four whales of different sizes, two bears, and a dog or wolf. 
These gorget appear to have gone out of fashion, as we saw none 
which were not very old, or which appeared to have been used recently. 
From the nature of the :figures upon them, they were probably used in 
some of the ceremonies connected with the whale :fishing. Kika"m'i'.go 
may be the "divinity" who controls the whales and other sea animals.1-
Mechanical contrivances.-In one of the performances which Capt. 
Herendeen witnessed, there stood in the middle of the floor facing each 
other, the stuffed skins of a fox and a raven . These were mounted on 
whalebone springs and moved by strings, so that the fox sprang at the 
raven and the raven pecked at the fox, while the singing and dancing 
went on. These animals were never offered for sale, but they brought 
over a tuffed fox very cleverly mounted so as to spdng at a lemming, 
which by m an. of strings was made to run in and out of two holes in 
the board on which the fox was mounted. (No 89893 [1378] from 
tkiavw'i'ii.) W un£ rtunat ly did not learn the story or myth con-
n ·t d wHh thi. 1 pre entation.2 It was the skin of an Arctic fox in 
the umm r p lage, with the paws and all the bones removed, and clmn-
ily tuffecl with rope yarn, not :filling· out the legs. A stick was thrust 
into th tail to within about two inches of the tip, so that it was curled 
up over th ba k. The kin wa taken off whole by a single opening 
n ar th v nt which wa 1 ft open, and through which wa thrust into 
th dy a · ri f whalebone 2 inches wide and about ¼ inch thick, 
whi h rotrnd dab ut inche and was fa tened to the front edge of 
th h 1 by yin , the flap f skin to the whalebone with three or four 
turn, f. in w braid, k pt from lipping by a notch in each edge of the 
whal b n. 
Tb fox wai-1 attach d to a piece of the paneling of a ship's bulkhead, 
2 in h lo g and 7·5 wid , by bending forward 2¾ inche of the end 
f he whaleb n , and la hing it down parallel to the length of the 
rd with£ ur urn f tout hono-, k pt from lippin 0 by a notch in 
whal bon a d running throuo-h hol in the board. 
1 'f. 'rantz, vol. 1, p. 206. 
2 hi vny int r ting p ·im a wa unfortunately destroy d by moths at the National Museum 
af nth dP. nption wai wntt n, but b C r it could b figured. 
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The fox was thus held up by the spring parallel to the length of the 
board with its head and forelegs raised. A string of sinew braid 10 
feet long was passed through a hole in the septum of the fox's nose and 
knotted once so as to leave two equal ends. These ends were carried 
down through two holes, one in each edge of the board 9½ inches from 
the forward end, and each was tied to a rougbly-r~mnded bit of pine stick 
round which it was reeled when not in use. By pulling these strings 
together, t he fox was made to dart down bis head, which was raised 
by the spring as soon as the string was slackened. · By pulling one 
or the other string the fox could be made to dart to one or the other 
side of the board. 
One man manipulated the fox, pulling a string with each hand. The 
·1emming's boles were about 1¼ inches in diameter, one in each edge of 
the board and at such a distance from the end that when the string, 
which was 7 feet 4 inches long, was drawn through them, it crossed 
the board just where the fox's nose struck, when it was pulled down. 
The ends of the string were reeled round bits of stick. The lemming 
was a narrow strip of wolf's fur, about 3· inches long, doubled in the mid-
dle, with the middle of the string hitched into the bight. By pulling the 
ends of the stri,ng alternately, t.he lemming was made to jvmp out of 
the hole on one side, run across the board and into the other, very much 
as a live lemming runs from one tunnel to another on the tundra. It 
took two persons, one on each side, to handle the lemming. The fox-
skin and spring appeared to be older than the rest of the machine. 
The board was originally 10 inches or 1 foot longer at each end, but · 
had to be cut off to pack it. 
Petroff mentions a similar custom among the " N ushegagmute" of 
Bristol Bay, of introducing stuffed animals moved with hidden strings 
in their performances ;1 and Dall 2 describes a festival at Norton- Sound, 
where a dead seal was brought in and moved about with strings. 
Description offestivals.-It is greatly to be regretted that we bad not 
established such intimate relations with the natives, as afterwards 
was the case, in the winter of 1881-'82, since this was the only one of 
the two seasons that the great winter festival was held at Utkiavwrn. 
In the winter of 1882-'83 there had been so many deaths in the village 
that the natives did not feel like celebrating any regular festival, and 
only indulged in a few impromptu dances late in the season. These 
were unfortunately held in the evening when the writer's tour of duty 
at the station prevented his witnessing them. Those of the pa1~ty who 
did go over brought back---0nly fragmentary and rather vague accounts 
of the performance. The confining nature of the work at the station 
prevented our witnessing any of the celebrations at Nuwuk or at 
P ernyu, when the "Nunatanmiun" visitors were entertained. 
The best accounts we have of any performance is given by Lieut. 
1 Report, p. 135. 2 .Alaska, p. 156. 
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Ra . He and Capt. Herendeen went over to Utkiavwfii by special invi-
tation on December 3, 1 81, and witnessed one scene of the "wood," or 
"tree dance." Many visitors were present from Nu wuk on the occasion 
of this dance, which lasted for two days and nights. On arriving at 
the village they found a crowd of upwards of 200 people assembled 
round the entrance of the ku.1dy1g1. In front of the entrance were 
drawn up in line five men and t~o women dancing to the music of a 
drum and two singers. 
They were all dressed in new deerskin clothes, with the snow-white 
fie h side turned out, and wore conical dance caps like that already 
described. They kept time to the music with their feet, moving their 
bodies to right and left with spasmodic jerks. To quote from Lieut. 
Ray' MS. notes : 
Each dancer in turn sprang to the front and in extravagant gestures went through 
the motions of killing seal, walrus, and deer, and the pursuit of the whale. Each, 
as he :finished, took his place in the line, was cheered by the crowd, then added his 
voice to the monotonous chant of the singers.' 
After all had :finished as many as could get in entered the "dance 
house." At one end of this a small space was partitioned off with a 
piece of an old sail, and from the roof in the middle hung an object in-
tended to represent a tree. This was made of two oblong boxes about 
6 inches in diameter, open at both ends, the lower about 2½ feet long 
and the upper about 1½, hinged together with seal thong. At one side 
hung a wolf's skull, and on the other a dried raven. Two performers 
at in the middle of the floor with their legs extended one between the 
o~her' leg , with hi nose touching the tree. A row of old men beat 
drum and sang, while the performers chanted a monotonous song, in 
which could be heard the words "rum, tobacco, seal, deer, and 
whale.'' 
Presently the bottom of the curtain was lifted and out crawled five 
men on all four , wearing on their heads the stuffed skins of the heads 
of differ nt animal -the wolf, bear, fox, lynx, and dog. They swung 
their h ad from ide to side in unt on, keeping time to the music, 
ut rin a low growl at each wing and ·haking their rattle mittens. 
Thi,· th y kept up for fifteen or twenty minutes, while the chant still 
went n, and the chief p rformer, with excited gestures, embraced the 
tr and mbbed hi no e against it from time to time. At last all 
" prang to th ir feet with a bowl, and ended the dance with wild ges-
tur . ' imilar cene , with new performers, which our party did 
not tay to witne , u c eded thi , with feasting in the different 
hue. 
apt. H ren en al o witne d a mall dance, lasting only one even-
ing w ich ore a uri u r emblance to ome of the so-called "favor 
fi ur p r:£ rm din th '' erman ·otillon" of civilized dancer~. This 
kind f dance wa -per:£ rme nr Jy for plea ure, and had nothing re-
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ligious or dramatic about it. The music was furnished J:>y the usual 
orchestra of old men, who beat- drums and sang a monotonous song. 
Each person who intended to take part in the dance came provided with 
some small article to be given away as a "favor," and rising in his 
turn, danced a few minutes, and then called out the name of the part-
ner he wished to give it to. The latter then rose, and having received 
the "favor," danced a while with him, and then both resumed their 
places among the spectators. 
We never heard of any such elaborate "donation parties" as are de-
scribed at Norton Sound and the Yukon region, where a man" saves up 
his property for years" to distribute it among his guests.1 .A. festival, 
however, was held at Nuwiik in June, 1883, which apparently resembled 
the second kind described by Dall.2 Two men came down from Nuwuk 
to invite Lieut. Ray and Capt. Herendeen, telling them what presents 
they were expected to bring. Unfortunately it was considere.a that, too 
much was asked and the invitation was declined. The messengers car-
ried "notched sticks."3 
Dances in which the children only take part, entirely for amusement, 
sometimes take place in the ku'dy1g1, and people occasionally amuse 
themselves qy dancing in the iglu. I have often 
seen the natives, especially the children and 
young people, dancing in the open air, and the 
dancing was always of very much the same char-
acter. The feet were but slightly moved, keep-
ing time to the music, while the body swayed 
gracefully and the arms were waved from side to 
side. .A.ll the dancing which I saw was rather 
quiet and graceful, but they told us that when 
they got warmed up at a great dance they went 
at it with tremendous vigor, throwing off their 
garments to the waist. The dance which accom-
panies , the song sung by the children to the 
aurora, however, is more violent. The dancer 
clenches his fists and, bending his elbows, strikes _ _ 
them against the sides of his body, keeping time Fm. 373.-Youth ~ancing to 
to' the song and stamping vigorously with the the aurora. 
right foot, springing np and down with the left knee (see Fig. 373, 
from a sketch by the writer). 
We never heard of any of the licentious festivals or orgies described 
by Egede4 and Kumlien. 5 
1 See Dall, Alaska, p. 151. 
2 Ibid, p. 154. 
3 Compare the wal)(l "curiously ornamented and carved" carried by the messenger who was sent 
out to invite t he guests to the festival at Norton Sound, Alaska, p. 154. · 
4 Greenland, p. 139. 
5 C.:ontributions, Jl. 43. 
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Tb fe tival of th ea tern E kimo appear to be less formal and 
lalJorat than tho e in the west, consisting simply of singing and 
dan in .1 
TOY .A.ND SPORT FOR CHILDREN AND OTHERS. 
Playthings.-Though the children amuse themselves with a great 
many port and plays, we saw very few toys or playthings in u se. We 
brought home ' ix objects which appear to have no use except as play-
thing . 
Fig. 374a, (No. 89806 f1189] from Nuwuk) is a whirligig in principle 
v ry like that made for civilized children. It is a block of spruce, fitted 
with a haft of narwhal ivory. This fits loosely in the straight tubular 
handle. which i a section of the branch of an antler, with the soft inside 
ti sue ~ut out. A string of seal thong passes through a hole in the 
middle of the l1andle and is fastened to the shaft. This string is about 
feet long, and about half of it is tied up into the h ank t o make a 
handle for pulling it. It works very much like a civilized child's whirli-
gig. The stTiug i wound around the shaft and a smart pull on the 
handle unwind it, making the block spin round rapidly. The reaction, 
pinning it in the opposite direction, winds up the stri:o.g again. A 
couple ofloo ·e hawk's feathers are stuck into the tip of the block,which 
i, pa.inted with red ocher for about an inch. Four equidistant stripes 
of the ame color run down the sides to a border of the same width 
round tb ba e. This was made for sale and appears to be an unusual 
toy. I do not recollect ever eeing the children play with ~uch a toy. 
It i all d kai'p a (Gr. ka,vsak, "a whirligig or similar toy") . 
iig. 74b i a imilar whirligig from Utkiavwrn. (No. 89807 [1356]) . 
The blo k, which i 4·2 inches long, i made of the solid tip of a mountain 
h p', horn, and i elaborat ely ornamented with a conventional pat-
t rn of lin and" circle and dot ," incised and colored red with ocher. 
Th ·haft i f hard bone, and the line bas a little woodeu handle at 
th end. Th block i · oh avy that it will hardly spin. 
Fig. 75 ( o. 5 491 [46] from Utkiavwrn.) is a teetotum (also called 
kaip a). The haft i of pin and the di k of pruce aud is ornameuted 
with bla ·kl ad mark , forming a border about one-quarter inch broad 
'D • rriptiom1 of E!!kimo fo ti\·a1 ar to b fo un cl iu Eo- •tlo's Greenland , p. 152, and Crantz, History 
of Gr cul.anti , vol. 1, Jl· 175, wh ro lie m n tioo t h sun feast b ld at t h e wi11 ter solstice. T llis very 
lik ly orr 1,onllstoth D c mb rfc tival at ]'oin tBarrow. If the latter b ereallyariteinstitut~tl by 
th an toni of th pr nt Eskimo wh o tb y lh· d in lower lat itud s to celebrate the winter sol-
ti ' , it is a y to uocl r tan cl wlry it shonlcl he hell at about the same time by th people of K otz bue 
nncl, a stat by Dr. imp. on, op. ciL., p . 262, w h r , as be says, t h r intleer mi1?ht be Ruccessfully 
purimcd throughout th winter. It is mu ·h mor l ikely, consitl ring the custom in Greenland, that 
this is tbe reason for haYiug Ur f . tirnl at thi!! s a!!ou than that t h time should be selected by t he 
P oplo at Point ]3arrow as as a. on when "huntin~ or fi!!hing can not w 11 be attended to, 11 as 'imp-
son think . '\Y honlcl r mcmb ·r tmt this is th v ry time of the year t hat the seal netting is at it s 
11 iglit at Point Barrow. e al o Parry,,· ·ontl Voyage, p. 53 ; Kumli n, Contributions, p.43; Gilder, 
, ·bwatk~' ar h, JJ: 43; B h y, oya11 p. 2 {Kotz •bue ouod); Dall, A laska, p. 149 (,Tery full 
and detailed) ; P trofl, Rf'port, tc., pp. 125, 126, 129, 131 {l]no~d from Zagosk in), 135, 137 (quoted from 
• b •likbof), an1l H-l (qu led from Davidof); II p r, T nt:1, etc., pp. 85,136; and N ordenskiold, Vega, 
vol. 2, pp. 22, 131. 
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on each face. The upper face is divided into quadrants by four narrow 
lines radiating froin the hole, and each quadrant is divided into two by 
bands one-quarter ineh uroad. The order of these lines is reversed on 
FIG, 374.-Wbirligigs. 
the under face. rhis is spun, like a common teetotum, with tbe fingers, 
and does not seem to be common. I do not recolleet ever seeing auy-
one except the maker of this toy spinning one. 
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Th am i tru of o. 9722 [10 7] (Fig. 376, from Utkiavwill) which 
i what merican boy would call a "buzz" toy. · It is of pine wood, 
, nd through two round hole in the middle are pa sed the ends of a 
piece of stout sinew braid, which are 
knotted togethn. When the board is 
placed in the middle of the string it can 
be made to spin round and whiz by alter-
nately pulling and relaxing the ends of 
the string. The board is rather elabor-
x 8 
Fm. 375.-Teetotum. 
ately painted. One end has a border of 
black lead on both faces, the other a 
similar border of red paint, which ap-
pears to be red lead. Broad red bands 
form a square 1 inch across around the 
holes, with liues radiating from each cor-
ner to the corners of the board, on both 
faces. On the spaces between these lines 
are :figures rudely drawn with black lead. 
On one face, in tl1e :first space, is a goose; in the second, a man with a 
taff; in the third, the conventional figure of a whale's tail; and in the 
fourth, a whale with line and float attached to him, pursued by· a whal-
ing umiak. On the other side, tlle first space contains a dog or wolf 
walking; the econd, two of these animals, sitting on their haunches, 
facing each other; the third, another walking; and the fourth, a rein-
deer in the same attitude. 
a 
k 2 
Fm. 37G.- Buzz toy. 
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of sinew braid about 1 foot long to the end of a slender rod, which 
serves as a handle. Wben swung rapidly round by tbe handle it 
Fm. 377 .- Whizzing stick. 
makes a loud, whizzing sound. It 
is very neatly made, .and· painted 
with black lead and red ocher. 
Tbe tips of the board are black 
for about one-half inch and the 
rest is red, and the upper half of 
the handle marked with five rings 
about one-half inch wide and 1 
inch apart, alternately black and 
red. This appears to be purely 
a child's toy and bas no mystical 
signification. I nev~r saw one in 
the hands of an ad ult. This speei-
inen was made and brought over 
for sale · by a lad about thirteen 
or fourteen years old. 
Fig. 378 (No. 56687 (181] from 
Utkiavwffi) is another- plaything 
rather common with the boys, 
which takes tbe place of the 
American boy's "bean snapper." 
. It is known by the name of m'i'.t'i'.'-
gl'i'.gaun, and is a rod of 
whalebone, stiff and 
black, 4·8 inches long 
and 0·5 wide, narrowed 
and bent sharply up for 
.about an inch at one 
end. On the upper side 
of this end, close to the 
• ,' 
l: :. 
tip, is a little hollow, large enough tu hold a smaUpebble, 
1 
and the other is cut into sharp teeth. This is purely an instru- Yz 
rnent of mischief and is used for shooting tiny pebbles at peo-
ple when they are looking the other way. Muiiialu showed 
us, with great gl~e, in an expressive pantomime, how a boy 
would hit a person in the eye with a little pebble, and, when 
tl1e man turned round angrily, would have the snapper slipped 
up his sleeve and be ooking earnestly in another direction. 
Tbe toothed end, be said, was for mischievously scratching 
hairs out of a man's coat when he was looking another way. p~tt·1!788~;ii. 
The "snapper" is used as follows: It is held in the left hand, per. 
a little pebble is set in the socket, and the tip of the whalebone bent 
back with the right hand. When this end is let go the elasticity of 
the whalebone drives the pebble at the mark with considerable force . 
.As far as I can learn this mischievous toy is peculiar to the Northwest. 
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.Dolls.-Though everal doll~ and various suits of miniature clothing 
were made and brought over for sale, they do not appear to be popular 
with the little girl . I do not recollect ever seeing a child playing with 
a doll. Tho e in the colJection, indeed, seem rather less intended for 
plaything than a', o to speak, works of art to catch the fancy of the 
trangers. Such an object is No. 89728 [1304] (Fig. 379 from Utkiavwlii.) 
Thi i a human head carved out of pine wood, and shouldered off at 
the neck into a stout round peg, which is fitted into the middle of a 
truck elliptical pedestal of the same wood, :flat on the bottom and con-
vex on top. The head is dressed 
in a neatly made hood of thin 
deerskin with the :flesh side cut 
off round the shoulders and ex-
- posing only the face. The face 
is very neatly carved, and has 
bits of green oxidized copper 
inlaid for the eyes. The cheeks, 
gums, and inside of the mouth 
are colored with red ocher, and 
the hair, eyebrows, and beard 
with black lead. The top of the 
pedestal is painted red ancl di-
vided into eight equal parts by 
shallow grooves colored with 
blac~ lead. The height of the 
whole object is 4½ inches, and 
the workmanship is remarkably 
good. 
No. 89827 [1138] (from Utkiav-
win), on the other hand, is very 
Flo. 379.-Carving ofhuman bead. roughly and carelessly ma.de. It -
is 18·2 inches long, roughly whit-
tled out of a fiat piece of red wood. board into the shape of a man with his 
leg wide apart and holding up his hands on each side of his head. The 
arm are very hort < nd broad, with five fingers all nearly of the same 
len th, and the leer. are imply two straight four-sided pegs rounded on 
th d e.. It i · dre. ed in a hooded frock of seal gnt reaching to the 
knee and 1 avin only th face and hand uncovered, and has sealskin 
knee bo t n the le · . The face i rudely in relief, with two narrow bits 
f iv r inla,i l for eye and a long canine tu k of the same material 
in , r l iu a h corner of the mouth. Three small round bits of wood 
ar inlaicl in be for h acl, on in the micldle and one over each eye, and 
n in the ri h ,h ek abov the orner of the mouth. The gut frock 
i ar 1 . 1 rnacl f irr gul r pi . It i trimm d round the bottom 
nd h d e f th h d with a trip of dog ·kin, but i left with a raw 
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edge round the wrists. The boots are rather well made models of the 
regular waterproof boots, 
with soles of white sealskiu 
and a, band round the top 1 
inch wide of the same mate-
rial. A. short peg projects 
from the top of the forehead. 
A. string of stout sinew braid 
about 2 feet long is passed 
through a hole in the middle 
of the body and a knot tied 
in the end in front. Though 
the design is elaborate the 
workmansh.ip is very rude, 
and the clothes seem to be 
made of odds and ends. The 
maker perhaps had in mind 
a fabulous man- with teeth · 
like a walrus, about whom 
we heard some fragmentary 
traditions. 
Fig. 380 (No. 89826 [1358] 
from Utkiavwrn) is a clever, 
though somewhat roughly 
FIG. 380.-Mecbanical doll: drum player. 
made, mechanical doll. It represents a man dressed in deerskins 
sitting with his legs outstretched and holding in his extended left 
hand a drum and in his right a stick, as if beating the drum. 
The arms are of whalebone, and by pressing them he can be made to 
beat the drum. The doll is made of a single piece of wood-a knot with 
two branches, which make the legs. (I learned this from Capt. Heren-
deen, who saw this doll at the village before it was :finished.) The 
height of the sitting figure is 11½ inches. 
Fm. 381.-Mecbanical toy: kaiak paddler. 
A. still more ingenious mechanical toy which, however, like the pre-
ceding, was made for sale, is shown in Fig. 381 (No. 89855 [1351] from 
Utkiavwfil). This is a man sitting in a kaiak in the attitude of paddling 
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on the left ide with a ingle-bladed paddle. Hit, arms are of whale-
bone, and by means of trings he can be made tQ paddle and turn his 
head from ide to ide. The kaiak is 29 inches long, very neatly carved 
from a ingle block of wood, and solid except at the cockpit. The bot-
tom i :flat, to allow it to stand on the floor, but it is otherwise precisely 
of the model of the kaiaks in the Museum from the Mackenzie and 
Anderson region. The nation who made it called it a "Kufimu'd'l'i'.n" 
kaiak. It i painted all over with red ocher, except on the bottom. The 
:figure has no legs and :fits into the cockpit, which is without any coam-
ing. The head is separate and mounted on a long, slender pivot, which 
is :fitted into a hole in the neck just loosely enough to allow it to turn 
easily. -It is dressed in a hood of seal gut. The face is very natural, 
though rather rudely carved, and is lightly colored all over with red · 
ocher, with the mouth painted deeply red, and the eyebrows, eyes, nos-
trils, and beard marked with black lead. The arms are narrow strips 
of whalebone, the ends of which protrude at the wrists, and are tied to 
the paddle by the ends of the strings which work it. The body is cov-
ered with a gut shirt. 
The paddle is of the common shape, and has the blade and the lower 
end of the shaft painted red. The strings for working this contrivance 
are of fine sinew braid. One string is tied into a little hole in the edge 
of the hood, where the left ear would be, the other passes round the 
FIG. 382.-Kaiak carved from a block of wood. 
edO'e of the hood, and is tied at the right ear. These strings cross back 
of the head, and pass through two neat little ivory eyebolts inserted 
in the deck, 1 inch abaft the cockpit, and 1 inch apart. The strings 
'from the hand are not cro ed, but pas · through two similar eyebolts, 
one at each dge of the deck, 2·5 inches from the cockpit. The ends of 
ah t of string are tied together. When the right pair and left 
pair of tring. are pul1ed alternately, the man makes a stroke and looks 
to the right, then "r cover " and look to the left. Both stroke and 
"r ov ry" ar aided by the ela ticity of the arms. This specimen 
·how a gr at d al of mechanical ingenuity, and was the .only :finished 
bje t of tb , kind en. 
i . 3 .!.I ( o. 9 56 [7 3) from Utkiavw'ffi) i a kaiak intended for a 
, imilar toy, whi h wh n hr ught over for sale, had an unfinished arm-
1 , doll in th o ·kpit. Thi wa , unfortunately, lo t in unpacking. 
Th kaiak whi · i 27·6 in ·he Ion , i not new, but ha been fre hly 
ra l an It i · al o a, forei u kaiak, being preci ely 
lik a, 1 r n 1... o from ort n S und. It is not un-
lik ly ha hi m that r gion through the" Nunatafi-
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miun," unless, possibly, a souther~ kaiak had passed ~hrough the ha~ds 
of enough people to reach a pomt where some Pomt Barrow native 
. might see it. As far as we know no Point Barrow natives visit the 
regions where this form is used, and the model seems too accurate to 
have been made from a description. 
Juvenile implements.-We sometimes saw the children Playing with 
little models of the implements and utensils used by their pare~ts. 
Perhaps the commonest thing of this sort is the boy's bow. As soon 
as a boy is able to walk his father makes him a little bow suited to 
. his strength, with blunt arrows, with which he plays with the other 
boys, shooting at marks-for instance, the fetal reindeer brought home 
from the spring hunt-till he is old enough t~ shoot small birds and 
lemmings. We also saw children playing with little drums, and one 
man made his little boy an elaborate ka/rnoti about 4 feet long. In the 
collection are a number of miniature implements, spears, etc., some of 
which have been already described, which were perhaps intended as 
playthings for the children. As, however, they were all newly made, 
it is possible that they were merely intended to catch the fancy of the 
strangers. 
No. 894.51 [1113], from Nuwuk, is a little snow shovel 4·5 inches long, 
with a blade 2·1 inches wide, rat.her roughly carved from a piece of wal-
rus ivory. 
No. 89695 [1280] from Utkiavw'i'.ii, is a similar model of a deer lance, 
7 inches long, all in one piece and made of reindeer antler. 
No. 89797 [1186] from Otkiavwrn, is a quite well made model of the 
drum used for accompanying singing and dancing, and is almost large 
enough to have been u~ed for a plaything. The stick is entirely out of 
proportion, being merely a roughly whittled bit of lath, 13 inches long. 
Games and sports.--:The men have very few spor~s, though I have 
sometimes known them to amuse themselves by shooting at a mark 
with their rifles, and I once heard of a number of them wrestling. 
As far as I could learn, they wrestle "catch-as-catch-can" without 
any particular system. We never heard of anything like the athletic 
sports mentioned by Egeder and Orantz 2 or the pugilism described 
by Schwatka among the people of King William's Land, when two men 
stand up to each other and exchange buffets till one or the other gives 
in.3 The women are very fond of playing '' cat's cradle" whenever 
they have leisure, and make a number of complicated figures with the 
string, many of which represent various animals. One favorite figure 
is a very clever representation of a reindeer, which is made by moving 
the fingers t o run down hill from one hand to the other.4 Another 
favorite amusement with the women·a11d children is tossing three bullets 
or small pebbles with the right hand, after the manner of a juggler, 
1 Greenland, p. 162. 
2 Vol. 1, p . 177. 
3 Science, vol. 4, No. 98, p . 545. 
4 Hall (Arctic Researches, p. 129) says t he "cat's cradle" is a favorite amusement in Baffin Land, 
where they make man y figures , including represen tations of the deer, whale, seal, and walrus. 
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ke I iug n ball on tantly in the air. Some of the women are very 
killful at thi , ke pin o- the ball, up for a long time. This play is 
accompanied by chant ung to a monotonous tune with very little 
air but trongly marked time. I never succeeded in catching the words 
of thi , chant, which are uttered with considerable rapidity, and do not 
appear to be ordinary word . It begins "yuie yu.'8 yuka., yu-E y6'8 yuka; "· 
and ome of the words are certainly indelicate to judge from the une-
quivocal gesture by which I once saw them accompanied. 
In the winter the young women and girls are often to be seen tossing 
a nowball with thei.r feet. A girl wets some snow and makes a ball about . 
a big as her two fists, which of course immediately becomes a lump of 
ice. This he balances on the toe of one foot and with a kick and a 
jump tos e it over to the other foot which catches it and tosses it back. 
Some women will keep this up for a number of strokes. 
The young people of both sexes also sometimes play football, kicking 
about an old mitten or boot stuffed with rags or bits of waste skin. I 
never saw them set up goals and play a regular game as they did in 
Greenland.1 
The little girls also play. with the skipping rope. I once watched 
three little girls jumping. Two swung the rope and the other stood in 
the middle and jumped. First they swung the rope under her feet to 
the right, then back under her feet to the left, and then once or twice 
wholly-round under her feet and over her head, and then began again.2 
Th y also play at housekeeping, laying sticks round to represent the 
ides of the house, or outlining the house by pressing up ridges of 
now between their feet. Sometimes they ma;rk out a complicated laby-
rinth on the now in thi way, and the game appears to be that one 
ball guard this and try to catch the others if they come in, as in many 
of the ame' of civilized children. 
I have already pokeu of the formal children's dances. They often 
al o dan e by them ·elves, beating on old tin can for drums. One 
night I aw a party of children having quite an elaborate performance 
n ar 0ur tation. Th snow at the time wa drifted up close under the 
av of the hou e. On the edge of the roof sat · three little boys, each 
b ating vigorou ly on an empty tomato can and singing at the top of 
hi lung , whil anoth r boy and a little girl were dancing on the snow 
wavin th ir arm and singing a u ual, and at the s~me time trying to 
avoid another girl about thirteen year old, who represented a demon. 
h wa to ping forward, and moving lowly round in time with the 
mu i. ', tnrnin from ide to ide and rolling her eyes fiercely, while she 
lick d th blade of an open cla p knife, drawing it slowly across her 
1i . Th y med inten ely in earne t, and w re enjoying themselves 
hug ly. fter dancing a hil at the tation they went over to the 
villa e an th y told me h next day pent the whole night singing 
n w-h u . 
E~ 1 , p. 161, an<l Crant~, vol. I, p. 177. 
1 Compare Parry's Second oyage, p. 541. 
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They also amuse themselves in the winter by' sliding on their knees 
down the steepest snowdrifts under the cliffs. A good deal · of the 
time, however, they are following their parents or other grown people, 
catching little fish or fetching twigs for :firewood or helping drive the 
dogs, though as a rule they are not made to do any regular work until 
they are pretty well grown. 
MUSIC. 
Musical instruments.-The only musical instrument in use among these 
people is the universal drum1 or tambourine (kelyau), consisting of a 
membrane stretched over a hoop with a handle on one side, and used 
from Greenland to Siberia. It is always accompanied by the voice 
singing or chanting. The player holds the handle in his left hand with 
the membrane away from him, and strikes alternately on each side of 
the rim with a short heavy piece of ivory, or a long slender wand, ro-
tating the drum slightly at the same time 
to meet the stroke. This produces a loud, 
resonant, and somewhat musical note. There 
appears, however, to be no system of tuning 
these drums, the pitch of the note depending 
entirely on accident. 
We collected four of these drums, of which 
every household possesses at least one; 
They are all of essentially the same con-
struction, but vary in size. · No. 56741 [79], 
Fig. 383, has been selected as the type. The 
frame is a fiat strip of willow 67 inches long, 
1 inch wide, and 0·3 inch thick, bent till the 
two ends meet, thus making a hoop 22·2 
inches long and 19 inches wide. The ends 
are fastened together by a strap of walrus 
ivory on the inside of the hoop, secured to 
FIG. 383.-Drum. 
the wood by neat stitches of black whalebone. The handle is of walrus 
ivory 5·2 inches long. The larger end is rather rudely carved into a 
human face. Back of this bead and 1 inch from the large-end of the 
handle is a square transverse notch, deep and sufficiently wide to fit 
over both rim and strap at the joint. It is held on by a lashing of sinew 
braid passing through holes in Pim and strap, one on each side of the 
handle, and a large transverse hole in the latter, below .and a little in 
front of the notch. The membrane, which appears to be a sheet of the 
peritoneum of a seal, is stretched over the other side'of the hoop, which 
is beveled on the outside edge, and its edge is brought down to a deep 
1 Nordenskiold calls this "the drum, or more correctly, tambourine, so common among most of the 
Polar peoples, European, Asiatic, and American; among the Lapps, the Samoyeds, the Tunguses, and 
the Eskimo." (Vega, vol. 2, p. 128). 
9 ETH--25 
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groove 0·2 inch from the edge of the hoop and 0.3 inch wide, running 
round th hoop, where it is secured by three or four turns of sinew 
braid. The end of tliis tring i crossed back and forth four or five times 
round the handle, where it i titted to the hoop and then wrapped around 
it and :fi.ni hed off with a knot. 
No. 56742 [514], from Utkiavwffi, is a similar drum, but somewhat 
larger, the hoop being 24·6 inches long and 22 inches wide. It is of 
the same materials, except that the strap at the joint is of reindeer 
antler. Opposite the joint the hoop appears to have shown signs of 
wealme s, as it has been strengthened with two straps of walrus ivory, 
one on the inside and one ou the outside of the hoop, fastened together 
FIG. 384.-Handle of drum secured to rim. 
by stitches of sinew 
which pass through the 
wood and through both 
straps. The inside strap 
is 4·7 inches long, the 
outer 3·5 inches long, 
and only half the width 
oftbe rim, and is let into 
thelatter. Thisstrapap-
pears to have been put 
on :first, as at each end 
there is a stitch which 
only runs through the 
wood. The handle is fastened on as before, but has two transverse 
hole , in 'tead of one, and has four deep rounded notches for the :fingers. 
(See Fi . 384.) The joint is tightened by driving a thin sliver of wood 
in at th bottom of the notch. 
No. 5G713 [31], from Utkiavwrn., closely resembles the type, but has 
a notch for the thumb as well as for the fore:fi.ngP-r on the handle. The 
hoop i 23·5 inches long and 21 wide. No. 56740 [80] from the same 
villag i' rather maller than the ordinary drums, having a hoop 16·2 
in be long and 14·7 wide. The handle is of antler, but bas tbe usual 
fac on the large end. 
We al o brought born eight handle for these drums, which exhibit 
ut ' light variation . The commone t material for the handle is wal-
ru iv ry. Only two out. of the twelve are of antler. They are u sually 
about 5 incite.· long (the long t is 5·4 inches and the shortest 4·6). 
Han lle, with groove for the finger and sometimes for the thumb seem 
to b q L1it , . common a' th plain handles. Fig. 3 5a, represents an 
i or handle from u wuk ( o. 9267 [ 0 ] ), which has a groove for 
, h ling ,r an la b· llow on on the right ide for the thumb. It is 5 
in h ,' lon . 
Wi h n exc p i 11 all th , · handle have the large end more or less 
n atly ar ed into a human face with the mouth open as if singing, 
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probably from an idea similar to that which makes the decorative artists 
of civilized countries ornament the pipes of a great organ with singing 
faces. This face is usually in the position shown in the specimens 
figured, but No. 80266 [784] (Fig. 385b), a handle of antler from 
Utkiavwm, has the axis of the face parallel to that of the handle. Nos. 
89269 [975] and 56515 [76], both from Utkiavwm, are peculiar in their 
ornamentation. They are both of walrus ivory. The former has a well-
carved face at the large end with small blue beads inlaid for eyes. In 
addition to this the small end has been rather freshly carved into a 
rather rude seal's head, and an ornamental pattern has been incised 
round the middle. This specimen exhibits the grooves for the fingers 
very well. The latter is a plain handle, but has a little sharp tusk 
FIG. 385.-Drum ha111lle><. 
inserted at each corner of the mouth. The only handle without a human 
face on the large end (No. 56514 [65J Fig. 385a, from Utkfavw'ffi) i~ 
peculiar in many respects. It is the butt end of a small walrus tusk, 
with a large pulp cavity, the edges of which are much notched and 
irregularly broken. The notch for fitting it to the handle is at the 
smaller end, which is neatly carved into a very good figure of a walrus 
head, with the tusks bent back to the under side of the handle. The 
head has oval bits of wood inlaid for eyes. None of the drums or 
handles in the collection are newly made. 
The stick employed for beating these drums is commonly a slender 
elastic wand about ~¼ feet loug, but they also sometimes use a short 
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thi ·k ti k f ivory r embling that u ed by the eastern Eskimo. 1 We 
r u ht h m two of the e tick , both of which ·belong with the clrum 
o.'"' 7 f31] . Fig. 3 6a (No. 56540 [31]) is a roughly cylindrical rod 
of ivory with a hole for a lanyard. The larger end is ornamented by 
rudely inci ed and darkened lines which represent the eyes and outline 
ofth mouth of a "bow-head" whale. Fig. 386b (No. 56540 [31a]) is a 
plain round ti k of ivory 9·4 inches long. It is rather roughly made 
and omewhat warped. The use of the long stick is perhaps derived 
from Siberia, where the short thick stick does not appear to be used. 2 
Hole, in the membrane of the drum are sometimes mended with 
piece of the crop of the ptarmigan. A.t any rate, this is what I was told 
by a native, who begged from me the crops of two of these birds that I 
was skinning, aying that he wanted them to mend his drum. These 
drum are always beaten as an accompaniment to invocations of spirits 
or incantation . This practice is so common that some authors are in 
the habit of always speaking of them as" shaman drums". A.s I have 
a 
Fm. 386.-Ivory drumsticks. 
alr ady tated, their most common use i purely as a musical instru-
ment, and they are u ed not only by the so-called '' shamans" but by 
everybody. 
Character and frequency of music.-Their music consists of monoto-
n u ·hant , usually with very little perceptible air, aud pitched gener-
ally in a minor key. I could not perceive that they bad any idea of 
"tune," in the musical sense, but when several sang together each 
pit h d the tune to suit himself. They, however, keep excellent time. 
The ordinary ong · are in " common" or ¼ time. 3 The words are often 
ext mporane u , and at tolerably regular intervals comes the refrain, 
' yaiia yafia, a yaila ya," which takes the place pf the" amna aja" 
of th a t rn E kimo. ometime. J when they ar humming or singing 
to th m Iv , h word are nothing but this refrain. · Their voices, 
a· , g ner 1 thin ·, ar mu i al. 
Lik all E kimo th y ar very fond of music, and are constantly 
, for xample B s ll's Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 0, p. 881. (Tb p oplo of mith Souncl use tho 
~ mur of a walrns or al. 'f. apt. Lyon's pi ture, Parry's 2d Voyage, pl. opposite p. 530, and 
GiMf'r,.' hwatka s. ar h, p. 43, whrro tl1 p opll' of thew st shor of Hudson Bay are d !!Cribed as 
usinir a "wOO(len drum tfrk hap il lik a. polato-ma-'!h r.' ") 
2 'Iloop r, T nt , t . p. 51, and Toru nsklold, oga, vol. 2, pp. 23 anu 128; figure Oil p. 24. 
•Compar 'rantz, vol. 1, p. 176, 
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singing and humming to themselves, sometimes, according to Capt. 
H erendeen, waking up in the night to sing. Besides their regular fes-
tivals they often amuse themselves in their houses by singing to the 
drum. They are fond of civilized music, and, having usually very quick 
and rather acute ears, readily catch the tunes, which they sing with 
curiously mutilated words. We found" Shoo Fly" and" Little Brown 
Jug" great favorites at the time of our arrival, and one old woman 
from Nuwuk, told us with great glee, how Magwa (Maguire) used to 
sing "Tolderolderol." Our two violins, the doctor's and the cook's; 
were a constant source of delight to them. -
Capt. Parry 1 gives an excellent account of the music of the people of 
Fury and H ecla Straits.2 
I regret extremely that I was ·not enough of a musician to write down 
on the spot the different tunes sung by these people. The- ordinary 
monotonous chant is so devoid of air that I can not possibly recollect 
it, and the same is true of the chant which accompanies the game of 
pebble-tossing. I was able, however, to catch by ear the song sung 
by the children when they dance to the aurora. I neyer had the whole 
of this song, which we were told had a large number of stanzas. The 
first three are as follows: 
1. Ki6ya ke, ki6ya ke, 
A, yaii'l:!1 yan'l!, ya, 
Hwj, hwi, bwi, hwi! 
2. Tudlimana, tudll'.mana, 
A yaii'l:!1 yaii'l:!1 ya, 
Hwi, hwi, hwi, hwi ! 
3. Kalutana, kalutana, 
A yan'U, yan'U, ya, 
Hwi, hwi, hwi, hwi ! 
We did not succeed in learning the meaning of these words, except, 
of course, that the ,first word, ki6ya, is aurora. When there is a bright 
aurora, the children often keep on dancing and singing this song till 
late into the night. A tune was introduced in the spring of 1883 by -a 
party of men from Kflauwrtawrn, who caµie up to take part in the 
whale-fishing at Utkiavwrn. It became at once exceedingly-porular, 
and everybody was singing or humming it. It is peculiar in being in 
waltz or ¾ t ime, and has considerably more air than the ordinary tunes. 
I heard no words sung to it except: "0 hai hai yafia, 0 hai yafia, O 
haija he, hafja he." Mr. Dall informs me that he recognizes this tune 
as one sung by the Indians on the Yukon. 
ART. 
The artistic sense appears to be much more highly developed among 
the western E skimo than among tho_se of the east. Among the fatter; 
1 2d Voyage, p. 541. 
2 See also the passage from Cran tz, quoted above; Dall, Alaska, p , 16; and N ordenskiold, Vega, vol. 
2, pp. 23 and 130. 
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l oration app ar to b applied almo t solely to the clothing, while 
t l , and uten 'il are u u ally left plain, and if ornamented are only 
adorn d with carving or iuci ed line, .1 West of the Mackenzie River, 
and e ·r e ially outh of Bering Strait, Eskimo decorative art reaches 
it: highe t d velopment, as shown by the collections in the N atiomLl 
:Mu eum. ot only is everything .finished with the most extreme care, 
but all wooden objects are gaily painted with various pigments, and all 
arti le of bone and ivory are covered with ornamental carvings and 
inci ed line forming conventional patterns. 
There are in tbe collection also many objects that appear to have 
b en made imply for the })leasure of exercising the ingenuity in repre-
nting natural or fan.ciful object , and are thus purely works of art. 
Want of pace forbids any further discussion of these interesting 
object . There is in the Museum sufficient material for a large mono-
graph on E 'kimo art. As would naturally be expected, art at Poiut 
Barrow occupies a omewhat intermecliate position between the highly 
dev loped art of the southwest and the simple art of the east. I have 
giv n ufficient figures in my description of their clothing and various 
implement to illu, trate the condition of purely decorative art. · A few 
word may be added by way of resume. It will be noticed that when-
ever the bone or ivory parts of weapons are decorated the ornamenta-
tion is u ually in the form of incised lines colored with red ocher or 
oot. The e lines rarely repre ent any natural objects, but generally 
form rath r elegant conventional patterns, most commonly double or 
ingle border , often joined by oblique cross lines or fringed with short, 
pointed parallel lines. 
A common ornament is the incised '' circle and dot," so often referred 
to in the foregoing de criptions. This is a circle about one-quarter inch 
in diameter, de ·cribed as accurately a if done with compasses, with a 
d ply in i d dot exactly in the center. This ornament is much more 
c mmon outh of Bering trait, where, a Mr. L. M. Turner informs 
m , it i a conv ntionalized r pre ntation of a flower. Some of the 
l<l r im 1 m n t in our collection, ornamented with this figure, may 
luw b n tai11 d by rad from th , outhern natives, but the Point 
arr°' p opl rtainly know how to make it, as there are a number of 
n wly mdle arti l .· in the colle tion thu · ornamented. Unfortunately, 
, . aw n n of th obje ·t in the proce s of manufacture, as they 
w •r mad b th na ive, · durhw odd moment, of lei ure, and at the 
im , I did no r , lize th importance of finding out the procesH. No 
t ol y hi ·h b figur could b made , o a ·curatelywas ever offered 
fol' :al . 
nt rbit, mad by :tick i11g 
1 
• • th varioua nc ·OIJ.ll t of th • ast rn Esk imo air •atly referre<lto. 
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two iron points close together in the end of a handle. W hile weapons 
are decorat ed only with conventional patterns, other implements of 
bone or ivory, especially those pertaining to the chase, like the seal 
drags, etc., already meutioned, are frequently carved into the shape of 
animals, as well aR being ornamented with conventional patterns. Carv-
in gs of animals' heads usually have the mouth, nostrils, etc., indicated 
by blackened incisions, and ofteu have small, colored beads, bits of 
wood, or ivory inlaid for the eyes. When beads are used, the perfora-
tion of the bead is generally made to represent the pupil of the eye. 
Beads were also used for ornamenting dishes and other wooden objects. 
The harpoon blade boxes of wood carved into the shape of the animal 
to be pursued have been already described. Other wooden objects, like 
the shafts of lances, and arrows, paddles, boxes, dishes, the woodwork of 
snowshoes, sledges, umiaks, etc., are frequently painted either all over, 
or in stripes or bands. The pigment generally used is red ocher, some-
times set off with stripes of plack lead. The only case in which a differ-
ent pigment is used is that of some arrows from Sidaru, which, in addi-
tion to the usual black or red riugs, have a rather diu.gy greeu r ing 
round the ~haft. This green looks as if it might have been derived from 
the "green fungus or peziza," mentioned by Dall as in use among the an-
cient .A.leuts.1 The red ocher is applied smoothly in a rather thin coat 
which looks as if it were always put on in the manner observed by 
Capt. Herendeen, who saw a man painting a new sled at Utkiavwrn. He 
licked the freshly scraped wood with his tongue, so as to moisten it 
with saliva and then rubbed it with a lump of red ocher. The custom 
of painting wooden objects with red ocher seemed to be rather more 
common among the " Nunatanmiun," from whom perhaps the Point 
Barrow people boi·rowed the fashion, which is not mentioned among the 
eastern Eskimo. N ordenskiold states that red is the favorite color 
among tlle natives of Pitlekaj.2 
The paintin g of the arrow shafts in many cases curiously resembles 
the marks used by modern archers to distinguish the ownership of their 
shafts, and may have formerly served the same purpose. We made no 
inquiries about t he matter on the spot, and there is no certain evidence 
in the series of arrows collected that these are or are not marks of own-
ership. Some arrows, apparently the property of the same man, have 
different marks, while arrows from different villages are similarly 
marked. On examining our series of fifty arrows from the three villages 
(fourteeen from Nuwiik, twenty from Utk.iavwrn, and sixteen from 
Si<laru) it will be seen that the commonest style of painting is to have 
t lle shaft painted red from the beginning or middle of the feathering to 
about one-fifth of its lengtll from the head. Twenty arrows are marked 
i11 this way- eleven from Nuwiik, belonging to at least two distinct 
sets, and nine from Utkiavwrn, belonging to three sets. Nine have 
- --------------- --------- -
1 Contri but ions to N. A. Etbn. , vol. 1, p. 86. 2 Vega, v ol. 2, p. 135. 
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in h of th middle of the haft painted red, with a black ring 
m.idclle of th feathering. Seven of the e are from Sidaru, one 
from uwuk, aud one from Utkiavwl'.ii. Five from Sidaru have a red. 
ring round he middle, and a green one about the middle of the feather-
in o- and :£ ur of the ame et have also a l'ed ring in front of the green 
on . Tbre from Utkiavw'ffi, belonging to different sets, have the shaft 
paint d rel from the middle to the beginning of the feathering, and 
thr e red ring 2 inche from the nock. Seven belonging to these 
set from the two northern villages are unpainted. 
A set of two mall arrows which belong with the boy's bow No. 
9904 f 7 6] are peculiar in their marking. About 5¼ inches of the 
middle of the shaft is painted red, there is a black ring round the middle, 
and a black piral running the whole length of the feathering. 
The only decorative work in metal is to be seen in the pipes and their · 
accompanying picks and fire steel which have already been described. 
In addition to the e illustrations of decorative art, we brought home 
a eries of eventy-nine object which may be considered as purely 
work of art without reference to decoration. Some of the older objects 
in thi erie perhaps al o served the purpose of amulets or charms, 1 
but a number of the ne-w ones were made simply as works of fancy for 
al to u . The e objects are all carvings of various materials, some-
time very rude and sometime very neatly finished, but in most cases 
even when rudely made highly characteristic of the object represented.2 
Walru ivory, u ually from the tusks, but sometimes from the teeth, is 
the commone t material for the e carvings. Thirty-six of the series 
are mad of thi material, which is very well smted for the purpose, 
being worked with tolerable ease, and capable of receiving a high finish. 
Soap tone, from the ease with which it can be cut, is also rather a 
favorite material. Seventeen of the e carvings are made of soapstone, 
in many case vid ntly piece of an old lamp or kettle. Other mineral 
ub8tance appear to be rarely u d. Three image , all made for: sale 
and by th , me hand, are of oft white gyp 'um and one tiny image of 
a ar i. rud ly :flaked out of gray flint. (There are in the collection a 
numb r of rud imag . · of whal , made by flaking from flint, jasper, 
and la,· , but a th ,, e were ascertained without doubt to be amulets, 
h y will b d · ·rib d und r that head.) El ven are made of wood, 
nin f b n~ o of antl r, and on of the tooth of the polar bear. 
Tw n - hr of the, carving. r pr nt human being , ometimes in-
t uti nally gro ,'qu anu ·ari ·atured; twenty-one, bowbead whales; 
:£ urt u p lar ar, · fiv , ,' al.·; thre , walru e ; on , a beluga; one, a 
fL·h · dld • v u fanciful mon ter,·. Four ar ornament d objects made 
for . c 1 · n t, trictly . ·p akin g imag . 
ix f he r pr nt tion ' f the human face or figure are of wood, 
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and with one exception were all freshly made for sale. Fig. 387 repre-
sents the only antique specimen of this kind (No. 56496 [ 655]). This 
was found among the debris in one of the old ruined houses in U tki-
avw'i'.ii by Lieut. Ray, and is very old; blackened, and dirty. The carv-
ing was evidently clone with a blunt instrument, probably a stone tool. 
This specimen, which was perhaps the head of a doll, is 7·1 inches in 
total length, with a head 3·4 inches long. We saw no similar object of 
modern construction. 
Figs. 388a, and 388b (Nos. 89726 [1192] and 89727 [1193], from Utki-
avwrn) are a pair of rather roughly whittled human :figures, a man 
and woman, respectively, both without_clothes (except that the woman 
has a black-lead mark round the calf of each leg to indicate the tops of 
a 
FIG. 387.-Ancient carving, human head. Fm. 388.-Wooden figures. 
the boots). They were made for sale, and are perhaps unfinished dolls. 
The man (No. 89726 [1192]) is 11 inches long and tolerably well pro-
portioned, except about the feet, which are very clumsily made. The 
eyes and mouth are incised and the ·hair colored with black-lead. · The 
woman (No. 89727 [1193]) is a very similar :figure, but only 9·2 inches 
.long. She has prominent breasts, and her legs a-re shorter in propor-
tion than the man's. 
No. 89725 [1185], from Utkiavw'i'.fi, is a clumsy image of a man, rudely · 
whittled out of a fiat, hard-wood stick, 7¼ inches long. The body and 
legs are long, the latter somewhat straddling, with clumsy feet. The 
outstretched arms are very short and stumpy. It has been painted all 
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v r with a tlti11 ·oat of r d ocher, and the leg8 aud feet have a coat of 
bla •k 1 ad oy r thi,·. Th hair aL o i: mark d out with black lead, and a 
:mall opaque whit• bead i · fa tened with a peg to the middle of the 
brC'a.t. Thi: imao· was mad for tbe market. 
o. 5G4!l.3a [203] from Utkiavw'ffi, i of a pair of very rude images, 
al:o ma<l • :ol ly for th market. Each iR 8 inches long, and is merely 
au oblong piece of 
board, fiat and rough 
on the back, roughly 
beveled from the 
middle to each side 
in front. One end is 
surmounted by a 
rather rudely carved 
human head, with the 
features in relief and 
the eyes and mouth 
inc i s ed. The eye-
brows are marked out 
with bla.ck lead, and 
there is a longitudinal 
line of black lead down 
the middle o f th e 
F10. :3!10.-Grotesq ue soapstone 
irnagc, ''walrus rn an. 11 
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bas been drawn in very much the same shape. The features are very 
rudely indicated, and a, long projectiug tusk of bone is inserted at 
each corner of the mouth and glued in with refuse oil. This 
figure is probably meant to represent the "man with tusks," before 
referred to, who figures in several of the legendary fragments which 
we obtained. 
No. 895G8 [11081, from Utkiavwm, probably represents the same being. 
It is a mask of soapstone, a piece of an old lamp, 2·8 inches long, with 
very characteristic features in low relief, and a pair 
of sharp, projecting, decurved tusks, about 1 inch 
long, which appear to · be made of the vihrissrn of 
the walrus. The back of the mask is rouglily hol-
lowed out. No. 89575 [1014], from NuvYuk, is a, 
clumsy and carelessly made image of a man, 3·4 
i11ches long, whittled out of a flat, rough piece of 
soft, white gypsum. The arms are short and clum-
f::y and the leg-; straddling, and there is a large ellip-
tical hole through the middle of the body. Tile 
features are indicated only by digging little cavities 
for the eyes, nostrils, and mouth. This and two 
other images of the same material, a be,1r equally 
rude, and a very well carved and characteristic be-
luga, were made by the ingenious young native, 
Yoksa, previously mentioned. 
The best bone figure of a man is shown in Fig. 391 
(No. 89353 f1025], from Nuwuk), also newly made. 
This is an image, 5 inches long, of the giant'' Kika-
migo," previously mentioned, and is a very excellent 
piece of workmanship. The material is rather vas-
cular cornpac~ bone. On the head is a conical 
dancing cap, 1·4 inches high, made of deerskin, with 
the flesh side out, and colored with red ocher, with Fw. 391.d~i~:r. image of 
a tuft of wolf hairs, 3 inches long, protruding from _ 
the apex. A.round the middle of the cap is a narrow strip of the same 
material friuged on the lower edge with fifteen ·fl.at, narrow pendants 
ofivory, made to represent mountain-sheep teeth. To the back of this 
stdp is fastened a half-downy feather nearly. 4 inches long. A. sleuder 
wooden stick is stuck into the strip behind, so that the tip reaches 
just above the apex of the cap. To a notch in the end of this is tied a 
bit of dres8ed deerskin, 1¼ inches long, cut into three strips. 
Fig. 392 (No. 89348 [1127], from Utkiavwrn) is an image neatly carved 
from whale's bone, which may have been meant for au amulet, or pos-
sibly the handle of a drill cord, as it is not new, and has two oblique 
holes in the middle of the back, wbich meet so as to form a longitudinal 
euannel for a Rtring. The eyes, mouth, and labret holes are incised and 
filled with black dirt. The total length is 3·3 inches. 
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Ficr. 3 ( 344 [1272], from Utkiavw'i'.ii) i · a very gTotesqne image 
of a uak cl man rudely carv d from compact, rather porous bone, im-
1/, 2 
pr :11ated with oil, but craped smooth. 
It i: 5 inche · long. The mouth and eyes 
ar inci 'ed and blackened, and the nos-
tril' imply bored out. 
The ivory carving representing hu-
man :figures are all of rather rude work-
manship. No. 89352 [1100], Fig. 394, 
from Nuwuk, is a tolerably good figure, 
3·3 inches long, of a sitting man hold 
ing up his hands before his face. This 
specimen is old and is made of walrus 
ivory yellow from age and oil. No. 
FIG. 392 .-Bone 
ilnng of man. 89351 [1085] from Nuwuk, is a similar 
image, 3·8 inches long, newly made, with 
the arm· at the ides, roughly carved from coarse wal-
rus ivory. The eyes and mouth are incised and 
:filled with dark colored dirt. Fig. 395 (No. 89349 
[9 OJ, from Nuwuk) is an old image made of yellow 
walru ivory and closely resembling the bone image 
(No. 9348 [1127]) already figured, but with the hands 
by the side·. It i 2·7 inche long and has a string 4 
h1ches long tied.into the channel in the back. 
o . 9346 and 89347 [990), from Nuwuk, are a pair 
of little m n, tanding erect, about 2 inches high, 
Fro. 393. - Grotesque 
bone image. 
rather roughly earved, of lightly yellow walrus ivory. Both have 
lar e, lum y fe t and leg , and the eyes, nostrils, and mouth incised 
1"10. :;9-1.- Ivory im-
ag,•, ilt iu_•r 111a11 . 
d utl:v mod rn 
and filled in a usual with dark colored 
dirt. The arm are in high relief. No. 
89346 [990b) has his hands clasped in 
front of him, while No. 89347 [990a] has 
th m cla ped behind bi back. The legs 
of the latter are excavated on the in ide 
a: if to fit it upon the nd of some object. 
It i ' more probable, however, that thi 
image wa carved from the fore haft of 
a, , -'al-dar , and that th excavation i 
m r ly th lot in the end of the latter. ½ 
Th :e wo image are evidently mod rn, 
b t d fr FIG. 395.-Hu-U O ot appear e ·hly mad . No. man figure 
034.j (127 J fr m Utkiavwiii i a very carve<1 from 
, . } l walrus ivory. rn 1mag -'J. • m 1 ,' ong, having a 
v ry . mall b l an<l no arm . It i omewhat di -
co] r l walm ivory and quite dirty, and though rvi-
fr Ill th c pp c1 n of th ivory, doe: not appear to 
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be freshly made. This :figure is even ruder in design than those from 
Siberia :figured by N ordenskiold.1 
The best of our human :figures from Point Barrow show much greater 
· art, both in workmanship and design, than those just mentione<l, bnt 
can not compare with the elegant 
:figures in the museum from the 
more southern parts of .Alaska. 
The four remaining ivory carvings 
represent the human face alone. 
No. 89342 [989j, Fig. 396, from 
Nuwuk, is a thick piece of walrus 
ivory 3·3 inches Jong and 1 ·6 
wide, carved into three human 
FIG. 396.-Irnry carving, three human head.s. 
faces, a man in the middle and a woman on each side, joined to-
gether at the side of the head. Though the workmanship is rough, 
the faces are characteristic. The man has labrets and a curved line of 
tattooing at each corner of the mouth, indicating the sµccessful whale-
man, and the women, the usual tattooing on the chin. The eyes, nos-
trils, mouths, labrets, and ·tattooing are incised and blackene_d as usual. 
This specimen, though apparently modern, does not seem fresh enough 
to have been made for sale. The seller called it "a man and his two 
wives" without giving them any names. It may be intended as a por-
trait of some celebrated whaleman. 
Fig. 397 is one of a pair of very rude faces (No. 56523 [52] from Ut-
kiavw'ifi), 1½ inches long, which were made for sale. It is simply a wal-
rus-tooth cut o_:ff square on the ends and on one side rudely carved into 
a face, with the eyes and mouth incised and :filled in 
with dark colored dirt. Fig. 398 (No. 89343 [1124] from 
Nuwuk) is a :fiat piece of ivory (a bit of an old snow 
shovel edge), 4 inches long and 1 ·2 inches wide, roughly 
car:ved and covered with incised :figures. The upper 
edge is carved into :five heads: First, a rude bear's 
head, with the eyes and nostrils incised and blackened 
as usual; then four human heads, with a face on each 
side. The front faces have the noses and brows in low 
. relief and the eyes, nostrils, and mouths incised and 
· blackened; the back ones are :fiat, with the last three 
Fm. 397.-IIuman .(! t . d" t d b .(! At th d . d :fl 
head carved from 1ea ures 1n 1ca e as e1ore. , e en 1s a ru e g-
a walrus tooth. ure of a bear, heading toward the right, with the ears 
in relief, the eyes and mouth roughly incised and blackened, and 
the legs indicated by roughly incised and blackened lines on the ob-
verse face. Both faces are covered with rudely incised and blackened 
lines. 
On the obverse ·there is a single vertical line between each pair or 
heads. Below the bear's head is a bear heading toward the right; 
1 Vega, vol. 2, p. 127. 
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fir human h ad, an umiak with four men; under the second, 
( r a) heading toward the right; under the third, two of 
th u ual nventionaliz d whale ' tail· snRpended from a cross-line; 
and un er the la t, a "killer" ·with very large "flukes" heading toward 
th 1 ft. 
a 
FIG. 398.-Elaborate ivory carving. 
On the reverse there are, below the bear, a bear heading towar·d the 
right, below each of the human heads a whale's tail with the flukes up, 
and under the bear's head a bear heading toward the right. This end 
i perforated with a large round hole, into which is knotted a bit of 
d er inew about 3 inche long, the other end of which is tied round 
th junction of two little bowhead whales, each about 1 inch long and 
carv('d out of a single piece of ivory, h~ad to head. They are rather 
rucl ly carved and have the piracles incised and blackened. This ob-
j ·t appear freshly made, but pcrhap · commemorates the exploits of 
m four hunter . It wa purchased along with other objects and its 
hi tory wa not learned at the time. 
Per hap the be t image of a polar bear is No. 89566 [1252], Fig. 390, 
¾ 
from Utkiavwm, which is 
quite characteristic. It 
r pre ent. the bear stand-
ing and was carved out of 
soft, gray soapstone with 
a knife, and finished off 
Fro. :lOO.-B ar carven of soa.pston . 
moothly with a file. It 
is 4 inches 1011 g. No. 
80571 [116b], from Nu-
wuk, i a very rude flat 
soap tone bear, H) in-
' howing only on' fore and one hind leg. It was 
o. !),-76 (D6G], fr m th ·am villag ., which is almost 
1 h ;mall r i. old. o. 574 [1027], from Nuwuk, 
ar, a over f rr d to, which is very like 
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the preceding two specimens. It is 2·5 inches long and has a large 
tail and large clumsy legs. 
No. 80578 [1051J, Fig. 400, from Utkiavwl'.n, is a thin profile figure of 
a polar bear, made by flaking from dark gray fl.int. It is 1·4 inches 
long, and the tail is disproportionately long. 
The specimen does not appear to be new, and 
was perhaps intended for an amulet, like the 
flint wLales already mentioned. 
The only bone figure of a bear in the collec-
tion, No. 89335 [1275], Fig. 401a, from Utkiav-
wm, is very crude. It has a very long, slim b9dy ' Fm. 4oo.-Bear flaker from flint. 
and neck, and short, slender legs. The mouth, eyes, and nostrils are 
incised and are blackened as usual. The carving is rudely done, but 
the specimen, which was made for sale, has been scraped smooth. It is 
5.5 inches long, and made of whale's bone, soaked in oil to make it 
appear old. 
Fig. 401b (No. 89471 [997], from Utkiavw'fn) is the end of some old 
implement, 6 inches long, one end of which is carved into a rather rude 
Fro. 401 -Bone figures: (a) bear; (b) bear's head. 
bear'H head, with the ears, nostrils, outline of the mouth, and the 
vibrissre incised and blackened. Sky-blue glass beads are inlaid for 
the eyes and bits of tooth for the canine tusks. On the throat is a 
a conventional figure with two "circles and clots," all incised and 
blackened. The carving is freshly done, but soiled, to make it look 
old. 
The throe newly made ivory bears are all represented standing and 
are quite characteristic. All have the eyes, nostrils, and mouth incised 
and blackened. Fig. 402a (No. 89337 [1274], from Utkiavwl'.n) is the 
best in execution. It is made of white ivory and is 3·3 inches long. 
No. 56524, [92J, from Nuwi:ik, is a small bear, 1·7 inches long, not quite 
so well carved, and disproportionally long-legged. The left hind leg 
has been broken off close to the body and doweled on with a wooden 
peg. Another little bear from Nuwi:ik (No. 89841 [992]) is still more 
rudely carved, but closely resembles the preceding. 
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\.. le r r ·arviu , rath r roughly executed (No. 9338 [1098 J, from 
uwt'Lk), r pr · nt · a . tanding bear 3·2 inches long, holding a ·whale 
cro wis in hi, mouth. The whale is a separate piece, held iu by a 
wood n peg driven through th bear's lower jaw. This specimen is 
n wly mad from rather coar e walrus ivory. 
Fig. 402b (No. 89340 [953], from Utkiavwtii:) is a very ancient ivory 
ima()'e of a bear 3·4 inches long, which was evidently intended for an 
amul t, a there is a stout lug on the belly, into which are bored two 
oblique hole , o a to make a longitudinal channel for a string. Into 
thi: i: knotted a, tout cord of loosely twisted sinew. The execution of 
the image i · particularly good, but the design is very rude. The speci-
men i o a,ncient that the ivory of which it is made has become almost 
black. 
No. 56528a [56a] from Utkiavwm is a walrus tooth, .1·6 inches long, 
carved into the shape of a bear's head. Both design and execution are 
Fm. 402.-hory figure. of b arii. 
very rude. Light blue glass 
beads are inlaid for the eyes, 
and the nostrils and outline 
of the mouth are incised and 
filled in with black dirt. It 
was made for sale. .A still 
more rude carving, also made 
for sale, is No. 56528, from 
Utkiavwrn, which is an old 
and weathered canine tooth of 
the polar bear, with the point 
freshly whittled so as to look 
something like a bear's head. 
Two sky-blue glass beads are 
inlaid to represent the eyes 
and one for the nose, and the 
mouth is incised and black011eu. 
Th' walrus do not appear to be a favorite subject for representation. 
Tlt part of th colle •ti n a,lready dcRcribed Hhows that it occurs very 
ld ma: a, d coration, and we obtained only three images of this ani-
mal, n in , oap. ton and wo in ivory, all small and very rude both 
in d sign and x ·ntion. They are all newly made. Tile best imao-e 
i · :hown in Fi . 403a ( o. 9333 I 13 4] from Utkiavwiil). This is 2-3 
inch,,. long and mad of coar: walru~ ivory. The head is rather 
goocl hut th bo y imply taper. to a broken point. .A bit of 
w o<l i: inlaid for th 1 •f ye, but the right i, merely represented 
by a hol . 
11 i ,. 4 , b ( 
r ,' no ril. 
ibri: ·~' ( whi:k r: ) ar r pr : n d by rather large round pits on the 
. al· fill 1 in wi 11 bla ·k dirt. It i 2·9 inche · long, and appears 
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to have been dipped in the oil-bucket to make it look old. Both the 
images bear a strong re-
semblance to the rude 
carvings of walruses 
from Siberia figured by 
N ordenskiold.1 No. 
89570 [1271] from Nu-
wuk is of soapstone, 2 
inches long, with tusks 
rudely carved from wal-
rus ivory. The head is 
but roughly indicated, 
while the body is shaped 
like a slug, and is bifid 
at the pointed end to 
represent the hind :flip-
pers. The eyes and nos-
, trils are roughly incised. · 
FIG. 403.-Rude ivory figures of walrus. 
The seal, on the other hand, is a, favorite object for artistic represen-
tation. It is seen often, as already described, as a decoration on vari-
ous implements, especially the drag_ lines, generally in a very charac-
teristic shape, a~d the five seal images in the collection are excellent in 
design and execution. Almost all are decidedly superior to those from 
b 
FIG. 404.-Images of seal-wood and bone. 
Pitlekaj, figured by Nordenskiold. 1 A.11 are newly made except No. 
89737 [857a]. Fig. 404a, from Utkiavwm, which is 4·2 inches long, and 
made of spruce, very old, weathered, and discolored with dirt and grease. 
It is nicely carved and scraped smooth, and is very good in its general 
proportions, though the details are not represented as in the other 
images. 
9 ETH--26 
1 Vega, vol. 2, p. 142. 
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, fio-ur (No. 9 [999) figur d in the Point Barrow Rept. 
Ethn l. l. v, i from Utkiavw'i'.il) i carved from walrus ivory and 
i 4· inche long. It repre eut a mal rough eal, and is exceedingly 
a curate and highly :fini hed. The lower jaw is perforated and a bit of 
ine thread tied in to repr en t the drag line. Smal] red glass beads 
with white center are inlaid for the eyes. The other three are all of 
bone and repre ent dead male seal tretched on their backs with the 
drag line in their jaw a they are dragged home. 
No. 56579 [751, Fig. 404b, from Utkiavw'i'.il, is 5·7 inches long, and 
very moothly carved from walrus jaw bone, with round bits of wood 
inlaid for the eye . The proportions are excellent, but the details are 
not trongly brought out. This specimen is a little older than the rest, . 
and may have been an amulet for good luck in seal catching. The 
other two are of compact white bone. perhaps that of the reindeer. 
No. 89331 [1143 J, from Utkiavwrn, is 3·4 inches long, and has the 
brea t and back flattened and the flippers in higb relief. The anus, 
genital opening, and eyes 
are incised, the latter two 
:tilled in, as usual, with 
black dirt. The drag line 
is of sinew braid and has 
½ an ivory cylinder slipped 
over it. 
No. 89328 [1167], from 
Utkiavwrn, is the poorest 
in design. It is 5·6 inches 
long and has the neck bent 
FIG.405.-WJ.iitewhalccarved from rrypsmu. up as in dragging. The 
back of a freshly .caught 
eal i alway somewhat flattened by dragging it over the ice, and 
thi flattening is very much exaggerated in this carving by the natural 
hape of the b.one. The fore flipper · are in high relief, with three 
to to each flipper, colored round the edge with red ocher. The tips 
of th hind flipp rs ar joined together, and each has only two toes. 
Th ye , genital opening, and the spots on the back and belly are indi-
at d by ~ hall w round pits colored with red ocher. The drag line is 
a doubl uit of 'in w braid, which ha · on it two ivory cylinders, one 
ornam n t l with an in ·i d pattern. 
e fi und but :1 'ingle fi.o-ure of the beluga, which i such a favorite 
ubj t for :, kimo arti. ·t, farther ·onth. This i the gypsum carving 
alread m ntioned ( . 9573 [1015], Fig. 405, from Nuwuk). It is 3·5 
inche long an l i. · very chara teri ti , thou h rather short in proportion 
i gir h. It wa n atly arved with a knife. 
Th b w-h a 'whale (Bal na my ticetu ), is a very favorite sub-
ap arin ft u a. a d rati n and repre ented by 21 carvings. 
f b : f w ery mu h re emb1ing in deRio-n and exe-
already de rib d. They are all very old, and 
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perJiaps were charms to be carried in the boat to secure good luck-in 
whaling. No. 80736 [857b], Fig. 406, from Utkiavwm, is perhaps the 
best proportioned of these :figures, though the only details represented 
are the flukes (which are broken), and the incised .spiracles. It is· 5·4 
inches long and made of 
spruce or hemlock, stained 
almost black by dirt, 
grease, and weathering. A 
long string of sinew braid 
is tied round the "small." 
No. 89735 [1036] from 
Utkiavwm, is also a rather 
-. well proportioned figure, 
FIG. 406.- Wooden carving-whale. rude in execution, With no 
deta1ls carved out except 
the flukes, one of which is broken. An angular bit of iron pyrites is 
inlaid to represent the left eye, and a similar piece appears to have been 
lost from the right eye. The anus is represented by a light blue glass 
bead inlaid in the belly. It is 8·8 inches long and made of soft wood, 
probably cottonwood, weathered and stained to a dark brown. It is 
very old and much chipped and cracked. Two small oblique holes in 
the middle of the back make a transverse channel for a string. This 
specimen was said by the man who sold it to haye been dug up among 
the ruins of one of the old houses in the village. 
No. 89734 [987] from Nuwuk, is 12 inches long, very broad in propor-
tion t o its length, and rather rude in de~dgn, with a fl.at belly, though 
.FIG. 407.-Whale carved from soapstone. 
neatly carved and scraped smooth. The spiracles and the outline of 
the mouth are incised and little angnlar bits of brown quartz are inlaid 
for the eyes. Both flukes have been split off and part of the right 
fluke has been fastened on again with a single wooden treenail. It is of 
spruce or hemlock and has weathered to a brown color. 
F ig. 407 (No. 89561 [1253] from Utkiavw'iii) represents the best image 
of a whale in the collection. It is very well proportioned, though per-
haps a little clumsy about the flukes, with the external details correctly 
represented. It is 4·5 inches long, neatly carved from soapstone, 
scraped smooth and oiled. It was made for sale. There are five other 
round soapstone carvings of whales in the collection, but none so good 
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ex ep li tl ne from Nuwuk, ( "o. 89563 [9861) 2 inches long, 
whi hi almo tan exa t miniature of the precc<ling. This specimen is 
ot new. ]'i . 40 ( o. fJ557 lJ267] from Utkiavwffi) is a rude fla,t 
repr entation of a whale en from above. It is 5·2 inches long and 
F~o. 4.01:1.-Rude flat image of whale. 
roughly whittled out of the bottom of an old stone pot. T_he :flippers 
are large and clum y, and the spiracles slightly incised. The specimen 
appears to be old, as does a similar one from Nuwuk (No. 89559 [1188a]). 
No. 9558 [12661 from Utkiavwfn, and No. 89572 from Nuwuk, both 
Fro. 409. -Ivory image of whale. 
flat images, are carelessly made 
for sale. The latter is simply 
a representation in soapstone 
of the conventional "whale's 
tail" with the "small" cut off 
to an angular point. No. 89325 
[1160] from Utkiavwm is a 
clum y, broad whale with a flat belly, 4·1 iuches long, freshly carved 
from whale' bone, and soaked in oil to make it look old. The eyes, 
piracle , and outline of the mouth are incised and filled in with dark 
il le . 
FIG. 410.- Irnry image of 
whale. 
] from Nuwiik) i very long and slender-
·7 inch wide-with the belly perfectly flat, 
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but otherwise a very good representation, neatly carved.- The flukes 
in particular are especially well done, 
and the :flippers are in high relief. 
The eyes, the spiracles, and the out- · 
line of the mouth are incised and the 
first blackened. The material is a 
rather poor quality of walrus ivory, 
about half " core." The specimen 
was made for sale. No. 89327 [991] 
from N uwi:ik was also made for sale. 
It is a little whale 1·6 inches long, 
rudely carved in walrus ivory. 
Fig. 411 (No. 56619 l 66] from Ut-
kiavwrn) represents a pair of little 
whales, each carved from a walrus 
tooth, which probably served for Fm. 411.-Pair of little ivory whales. 
buttons or toggles of some sort, though I do not recollect ever seeing 
such objects in use. The belly of each is fl.at and has in the middle a 
FIG. 412.-Soap-
stout lug perforated with a transverse eye, and they are 
tied together by a piece of thong about 14 inches long. 
They are quite well designed and executed, but rather 
"stumpy" in outline, with the outline of the mouth and 
stone image of the spiracles incised and blackened, and little round 
imaginary ani- bits of tooth inlaid for eyes. In the middle of the back 
mal. 
of each was inlaid a small blue glass bead, which still re-
mains in one of them. They are old and dirty and somewhat chipped 
about the flukes. 
Fig. 412 (No. 89567 [904] from Nuwuk) represents an imaginary 
quadruped 2·5 in-
ches long, with a 
short, thick body and 
legs, no neck, and a 
human head, with the 
eyes and mouth in-
cised. It is roughly 
carved from light 
gray soapstone, and 
ground pretty 
smooth. This figure 
is not new, and has 
probably connected 
·CZ 
FIG. 413.-Ivory carving, seal with fish's head. 
with it some story which we did not succeed in learning. The seller 
called it an "old man." No. 89332 [994] from N uwuk, is a fanciful 
monster, 4·2 inches long, carved in ivory. It has a human head with 
the tusks of a walrus, the body, tail, and :flippers of a seal, with human 
arms. The hands, each of which has four fingers, clasp some round 
object against the belly: It is not old, but apparently was not made 
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It wa alleda"walru man;" butwedid not learn 
wh th r it wa imply a fa11 y figure or whether there was any ~ tory 
nn ct d , i h it. 
Fi·. 413 ( o. 329 [1101] from :ruwuk)i another monster, 3·9 inches 
1 n , ar d in ivory. It ha. a fi h's bead with large canine teeth, 
and a seal's body, tail, 
and hind flippers. 
'l'he eyes, nostrils, 
gill slits, the outlines 
of the tail, and the · 
toes, of which there 
are six on each :flip-
Frn. 414.-Ivory carving, ten-legged bear. per, are incised an<l 
blackened. A row of 
nineteen small round pit , filled with dark colored dirt runs nearly 
'traigl1t from the nape to the tail. 
Fig. 414 (No. 89339 ll099] from Nuwuk) is a newly made ivory figure, 
which is interesting from its resemblance to oue of the fabulous animals 
which figure in the Greenland legeuds. It is 4 inches long and repre-
ents a long-necked bear witll ten legs, an animal which the maker gave 
u to understand had once 
beeu een at Point Barrow. 
The re emblance of this ani-
mal to the "kiliopak" or'' kilif-
vak" of the Greenland stories, 
which is described as" an ani-
mal with six or even ten feet" 1 
is quite striking. 
Fig. 415 (No. 89723 [1084] 
from uwuk) is another rep-
l' , ntation of th giant who 
l1old a whale in each ha11d. 
II wa, alled in thi · iu tance 
1 Rink, Talc.~ ·tc., l'· 4 . . · e al o sumo work, pa!!sim, among tlie stories. 
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The carving is well executed and really seems to be old, although it 
has evidently been retouched in a good many places. It is made from 
an irregularly :flattened bit of reindeer antler, 3·6 inches long, blackened 
by the weather on the :flat-surfaces, and represents an animal with four 
legs, which appear to be 
dog's legs, and at each end 
what appears to be a dog's 
head. One of' these is 
smaller than the other and 
both have the ears in re-
lief, and the eyes, nostrils, 
and outlines of the mouth 
incised. 
Fig. 417 (No. 56520 l85] 
from Nuwi:ik) is a fanci- FIG. 416.-Double-headed animal, ~arved from antler. 
ful object made solely for 
the market. It consists . of the rudely carved head of some carnivo-
rous animal, made of ivory, and 2·6 inches long, fitted to the broad 
end of a :flat-pointed wooden handle, painted red. The head was called 
a "dog'', but it looks more like a bear. Small bits of wood are inlaid 
for the eyes, and the outline of the mouth is deeply incised and colored 
with red ocher, having bits of white ivory inlaid to represent the canine 
teeth. The ears, nostrils, vibrissm, and hairs on the muzzle are in-
dicated by blackened incisions. There is an ornamented collar round 
a 
6 
Fm. 417.-Ivory carving, dog. 
the neck, to which is joined a conventional patter:ri of triangular form on 
the throat, and a somewlrnt Rirnilar pattern OI!- the top of the head 
between the ears. 
One of the natives at Utkiavwrn., in May, 1882, conceived the fancy of 
smoothing off the tip of a walrus tusk into the shape- of a pyramid, 
surmom1ted by a little conical cap and ornamenting it with incised 
figures, which he colored with red ocher. It appears to have been 
purely an individual fancy, as it has no utility, nor are such objects 
made by the Eskimo elsewhere, as far as I know. Having succeeded 
in finding a sale for this object, either he or one of his friends, I do not 
40 
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another, which wa brought over for sale 
aw no other afterwards. 
FIG. 418.-Engr:wod ivory: (a) piece engraved with figures; (b) development of pattern, 
1 ig. 418a (I attern dev loped in Fig. 418b, No. 56530 [220J) represents 
the fir t of the e. It i made of solid white walrus ivory. The work-
0 
Fw, 419. - Eil!rravod ivory: (a) pi · with ngraviiig ; (b) i1 Yelopmentof pattern. 
a1 ha b n broken off and neatly 
Th her 1 ig. 419a, 419b (No. 56529 
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Fig. 420 (No. 89741 [1012] from Nuwiik) is an ivory cross 15·5 inches 
long. The cross is ornamented by incised ring~ and dots colored 
with red ocher. The shaft of the cross is surmounted by a female 
human head neatly carved from soapstone, fastened on by a lashing of 
srnew braid, which passes through a transverse bole in the bead and 
round the crosspiece. No. 89742 [1091], also from Nuwiik, closely re-
sembles the preceding, but is slightly shorter 
and has a four-sided shaft. The head, more-
over, which is made of bone, represents a man, 
as is shown by the little pits, which indicate the 
labrets. The cheeks and crown of the head are 
colored slightly red with red ocher. 
The ingenious Yoksa, so often mentioned, 
made the first image and brought it down for 
sale. All he could or would tell us about it 
was that it was "tuna'ktftp kuni'a," "A-kuni'a 
(jargon for woman) of soapstone." The suc-
cessful sale of this first cross encouraged him 
to make the second, but we saw no others be-
fore or after. Other natives who saw these 
objects only laughed. The whole may be simply 
a fanciful doll, perhaps meant for a caricature, 
the shaft representing the body, and the cross-
piece the outstretched arms. The object is 
very suggestive of a crucifix, and there is a 
bare possibility that the maker may have seen 
something of t];le sort in the possession of some 
of the eastern natives ·who have been visited I 
by a missionary of the Roman Catholtc· Church 
(Father Petitot). 
Under the head of works of art may properly 
be included No. 89823 [1130], from Utkiavwm. 
This is the skeleton of the jaws of a polar bear, 
cut off just back of the nose, .neatly sewed up 
in a piece of sealskin with the hair out, so as 
to leave uncovered only the tips of the jaw-
bones and the canine teeth. This specimen 
was put up by the same quick-witted young 
native after his removal from Nuwiik to Utki-
avwrn, evidently in imitation of the work of 
preparing specimens of natural history, which 
he had seen done at the station. For the same FIG. 420.-Ivory doll. 
reason he dried and carefully preserved in a little box whittled out of 
a block of wood and tied up with sinew a little fresh-water sculpin 
(Oottus quadricornis), which he had caught at Krilugrua (No. 89536 
[11451), 
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DOMESTIC LIFE. 
llfarriage.-As far as we could learn, the marriage relation was en-
tered upon generally from reasons of interest or convenience, with very 
little regard for affection, as we understand it, though there often ap-
pear d to be a warm attachment between married people. A man de-
ir to obtain a wife who will perform her household duties well and 
faithfully, and will be at the same time an agreeable companion, while 
he often plan to marry into a rich or influential family. The woman, 
on the other hand, appears to desire a husband who is industrious and 
a O'ood hunter. There were, nevertheless, some indications that real 
love matches sometimes took place. Marriages are usually arranged by 
the parent of the contracting parties, sometimes when the principals 
are mere children. We knew of one case when a young man of about 
tw nty-two offered himself as the prospective husband of a girl of eight 
or ten, when he hould reach a marriageable age. This practice of 
child betrothal eems to be practically universal among the Eskimo 
verywhere.2 
r. Simp on, in describing the marriage customs at Point Barrow, 
say: 
'fhe usual case is, that as soon as the young man desires a partner and is able to 
npport one, his mother elects a girl according to her judgment or fancy, and invites 
h r to th hut, wher she :first takes the part of a "kivgak" or servant, having all 
tb co kino- and h r kitchen duties top rform during the day, and returns to her 
11001 at night. If h r conduct proves satisfactory, she is further invited to become 
am rnb r of tb family. 3 
to b don on on occasion; and on the contrary 
wh re the bl'id groom became a member of the 
1 Compar tb11. e with Tordoaskiold's figur s of" hukch" drawings, Vega, vol. 2, pp. 132, ]33. The 
latter ar mp! l ly Eskimo in ·hara ter. · 
2 ·~mparo rautz, vol. 1, p.150 (Gr»nland); Knmli n, ontributions, p.164 (Cnmberlantl Gnlf); Rall, 
Arctic lli: .• rch ·s, p. 567 (Baffin Land); Parry, 2nd Voyag , p. 52 (Fury and B.eclaStraits); Scbwatka, 
."1·i('JH't', vol. 4, 'o. 9 • p. 544 (King William'K Laml); Gild r, hwatka's S ar ·b, p. 250 (IT11d 8o11 's 
flay): 1''rauklin, Fir t Exp., vol. 2, p. 41 ( '11 •st rfiel<l Inlet); Ho per, Tents, etc., p. 209 (Plover .UayJ; 
'ord 11. kiold, Y •a, vol. 2, p. 26 (Pitlekaj) . 
•Op. cit., p. 252. 
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discover that she was treated as a servant. She went with them to 
the spring deer bunt, but we were distinctly giYen to understand that 
the young couple would not be married till after the return from this 
hunt, and that no intercourse would take place between them before 
that time. When the season came for catching reindeer fawns, the 
couple started off together, with sled and dogs and camp equipage in 
pursuit of them, and always afterwards were considered as man and 
wife. 
Most of the marriages took place before we heard of them, so that 
we bad no opportunity for learning what ceremony, if any, occurred at 
the time. Some of the party, however, who went over to make a visit 
at Utkiavwrn. one evening, found the house full of people, who were 
singing and dancing, and were tol<l that this was to celebrate the mar-
riage of the daughter of the house. Marriage ceremonies appear to 
be rare among the Eskimo. A pretenued abduction, with the consent 
of the parents, is spoken of by Bessels at Smith Sound 1 and Egede in 
Greenland (p. 142), and Kumlien was informed that certain ceremonies 
were sometimes practiced at Cumberland Gulf.2 Elsewhere I have not 
been able to find any reference to the subject. A man usually selects a 
wife of about his own age, but reasons of interest sometimes lead to a 
great disparity of age between the two. I do not recollect any case 
where an old man had a wife very much younger than himself, but we 
knew of several meu who had married widows or divorced women old 
enough to be their mothers,3 and in one remarkable case the bride was 
a girl of sixteen or seventeen, and the husband a lad apparently not 
over thirteen, who could barely have reached the age of puberty. 
This couple were married late in the winter of 1882-'83, and immedi-
ately started off to the rivers, deer hunting, where the young ·husband 
was very successful. This union, however, appeared to have been dis-
solved in the summer, as I believe the girl was living with another and 
older man when we left the station. In this case, the husband came 
to live with the wife's family. 
As is the case with most Eskimo, most of the men content them-
selves with one wife, though a few of the wealthy men have two each. 
I do not recollect over half a dozen men in the two villages who had 
more than one wife each, and one of these dismissed his younger wife 
during our stay. We never heard of a case of more than two wives. 
As well as we could judge, the marri~ge bond was regarded simply as 
a contract entered into by the agreement of the contracting parties 
and, without any formal ceremony of divorce, easily dissolved in the 
same way, on account of incompatibrnty of temper, or even on account 
of temporary disagreements. 
We knew of one or two c~ses where wives left their husbands on 
1 Naturalist, Yo!. 18, pt. 9, p. 877. · 
2 Contributiom;, p. 16. 
3 Comparc Holm's observations in East Greenland-"itlet et ganske un,gt Menneske kan vrere gift 
med en Kone, som k unde vrnre hans Moder." Geografisk 'l'idskrift, vol. s, p. 91. 
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a r ult d in a p rmanent 
finally marryiuO' ao-ain though the hus-
im tri t o· hi wi£ to om back to him. 
In au ther ·a , wh r he witi fter re eiving a b ating ran away to 
uwtik and a w w r told married another man, her fir t husband 
£ llow d h r in a day or two and either by violence or persuasion made 
h r m ba •k with him. They afterward appeared to live together 
on p rfe tly g od t rm . 
On the oth r hand, we know of everal ca es where men discarded 
wive who w re un ~ati factory or made them. elves disagreeable. For 
in. tauce, the younger Tuiiazu, when we fir t made his acquaintance, was 
married to a widow very much his senior, who seemed to have a disa-
gre abl and querulou temper, so that we were not surprised to hear 
in th spriug of 1 2 that they were separated and Tufiazu married tc, 
a young girl. Hi econd matrimonial venture was no more successful 
than hi fir t, for hi young wife proved to be a great talker. As he 
told u : "She talked all the time, so that he could not eat and could 
not 1 ep." So he discarded her, and when we left the station he had 
b n for ome time married to another old widow. 
In the ca e above mentioned, where the man with two wives discard-
ed the younger of them, the rea on he a signed was that she was lazy, 
would not make her own clothes, and wa disobedient to the older wife, 
to whom he wa · much attached. As he said, Kakaguna (the older wife) 
t ld her," ive me a drink of water," and she said, "No!". so Kaka-
guna aid, "Go!" and he went. He did not show any particular con-
cern about it. 
r. Simp on says, "A great many changes take place before a per-
manent choice is made;" and again, "A union once apparently settled 
between parties grown up is rarely dis olved.m And this agrees with our 
exp rience. The ame appears to have been the case in Greenland. 
rantz2 ay , "Such quarrels and separations only happen between 
p 1 in their younger year , who have married without due fore-
th u rht. The older they grow, the more they love one another." 
Ea y and un eremoniou divorce appears to be the usual custom 
am ug kimo e.nerally, and the divorced parties are always free to 
marry again.3 The only writer whom ntions any ceremony of divorce 
i, B 1 , who witne d uch among the o-called "Arctic Highland-
f mith ound ( aturali ·t, vol. 1 , pt. 9, p. 77). Dr. Simp-
1 p . it., p. 253. 
'Vol. 1, p. 160. 
3
" Th •y oft n r pudiato and put away their wives, if either they do not suit their humors, or else if 
th Y ar barr n, * * • and marry other ." Egede, Greenland, p.143 . Compare also Crantz, vol. J, 
p. 1 ; Parry, ·onll Voyag p. 52 (Fury and Ilecla Strait ) ; Kumlien, 'ontributions, p.17 (Cumber-
land ' ulf) ; and Iloop r , Tent , etc. , p. 100-" r pudiation is p rfectly recognized, and in instances of 
ml conduct and sometim s of dislike, put in force without scruple or ensure. • * * The r ej ectt:d 
wili • * • d(J(, not ' uerally w ait long for another husband; " (Plov r Bay.) Compare also Holm, 
grafl k Tid krift, \."OJ. , pp. 91-92, wher he gives au accoUDt of marriage and divorce in east Green-
land , remarkably like what we observed at Point Barrow. 
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son, in the paragraph referred to above, says that "A man of mature 
age chooses a wife for himself and fetches her home, frequently, to all 
appearance, much against her will." The only case of the kind which 
came to our notice was in 1883, when one of the Ki1auwitaw'i'.iimeun at-
tempted by blows to coerce Adwft'na, an Utkiavwm gi:rl, to live with 
him, but was unsuccessful. 
A curious custom, not peculiar to these people, is the habit of ex-
changing wives temporarily. For instance, one man of our acquaint-
ance planned to go to the rivers deer hunting in the summer of 1882, 
and borrowed his cousin's wife for the expedition, as she was a good 
shot and a good hand at deer hunting, while his own wife went with 
bis cousin on the trading expedition to the eastward. On their return 
the wives went back to their respective husbands. 
The couples sometimes find themselves better pleased with their new 
mates than with the former association, in which case the excha!lge is 
made permanent. This happened once in Utkiavw'ffi to our certain 
knowledge. This custom has been observed at Fury and Hecla Straits,1 
Cumberland Gulf,2 and in the region around Repulse Bay, where it 
seems to be carried to an extreme. 
According to Gilder3 it is a usual thing among friends in that region 
to exchange wives for a week or two about every two months. Among 
the Greenlanders the only custom of the kind mentioned is the tempo-
rary exchange of wives at certain festivals described by Egede.4 
Holm also describes "the game of putting out the lamps," or "chang-
ing wives," as a common winter sport in East Greenland. He also, 
however, speaks of the temporary exchange of wives among these people 
much as described elsewhere.5 
I am informed by some of tbe wbalemen who winter iri the neighbor-
hood of Repulse Bay, that at certain times there is a general exchange 
of wives throughout the village, each woman passing from man to man 
till she has been through the hands of all, and finally returns to her 
husband. All these cases seem to me to indicate that the Eskimo 
have not wholly emerged from the state called communal marriage, in 
which each woman is considered as the wife of every man in the com-
munity. 
Standing and treatment of women.-The women appear to stand on a 
footing of perfect equality with the men both in the family and in the 
community. The wife is the constant and trusted companion of the 
man in everything except the hunt, and her opinion is sought in every 
bargain or other important undertaking.~ · 
1Parry, 2ncl Voyage, p. 528. 
2 Kumlien, Contributions, p. 16. 
3 Schwatka's Search, p.197. 
4 Greenland, p.139. 
6 Geogr .. Tids., vol. 8, p. 92. 
6 Compare Parry, 2d Voyage, pp. 526-528, Nordenskiold (Vega, vol. 1, p. 449): The womP,n are "treated 
as the eqnals of the men, and the wife was always consultecl by t,he busbancl when a more important 
bargain than usual was to be made." (Pitlekaj .) This statement is applicable, word for word, to the 
women of Point Barr?w, 
4 'HE 
man m to bav unlimit d authori y in hi, o,vn hut, but, as with few excep-
ti u hi ntl i mild, th dom tic and ocial po ition of th ·women is one of com-
for nd ujoym nt. A th re i n affected dignity or imp rtanc_e in the men, they 
d not me ke m r lav and drudg of th "om n; on the contrary, they endure 
th ir full share of fatigue and hard hip in th cold t eason of the year, only calling 
in th a i tance of the women if too wearied them Ives to bring in the fruits of their 
own indn ·try and patience; and at other seasons the women appear to think it a pri-
vati n not to share th labors of the men. A woman's ordinary occupations are sew-
in th preparation of skins for making and mending, cooking, and the general care 
f h upplie of provi ions. Occasionally in the winter she is sent out on the ice for 
as al which her hu band ha taken, to which she is guided by his footmarks; and in 
pring and summer she takes her place in the boat if required. 
The , tatement in the first sentence that the husband's rule is mild is 
hardly con isteut with that on the following page that '' obedience 
em to be the great virtue required, and is enforced by blows when 
neces ary, until the man's authority is established." According to our 
experience the first statement is nearer the truth. We heard of few 
·ase of wife-beating, and those chiefly among the younger men. Two 
brothers, who habitually ill-treated their wives, were looked upon with 
di favor, by some of our friend at least. We heard of one case where 
a talwart wife ,turned tlrn tables on her husband who attempted to 
abuse her, giving him a thorough beating and then leaving his house. 
Wife-beating was not uncommon among the Greenlanders.2 We 
did n t 1 arn wheth ~ a woman brought anything like a dowry, 
but imp on 3 ay : "The woman' property, consi ting of her beads 
and other ornament , her needlecase, knife, etc., are considered her 
1 n; and if a eparation take place the clothes and presents are re-
turn d and he merely take, away with her whatever she brought." 
.According to rantz 4 a widow in Greenland had no share of her hus-
band', property, but own , only what she brought with her, and I am 
· lin d to b lieve that this i the case at Point Barrow. 
One widow of my a quaintance, who appeared to have no relatives 
in th village, was reduced almo t to beggary, though her husband had 
been quite well-to-do. All hi property and even his boy were taken 
fr m her by some of the other natives. Widows who have well-to-do 
r lative , espe ially grown-up on , are well taken care of and often 
marry again. .According to Captain arry,5 unprotected widows were 
r bed a Iglulik. 
hildren.-From the mall number of births which occurred during 
our , ta at Point Barrow, w wer able to a certain little in regard to 
thi · u .ie t. When a w man i about to be confined, she is isolated in 
1 Op. r.it., p 252. 
1 :F.:"ell , p. 144, "for a ·cording to th m it signifi s nothing ibata man beats bis wife." 
a p. c·1t., 1• 253. · 
Y I. 1, p. 165. 
• Second Voyage, p. 522. 
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a little snow hut in winter or a little tent in summer, in which she re-
mains for some time-just how long we were unable to learn. Captain 
Herendeen saw a pregnant woman in U tkia vwrn. engaged, on March 31, in 
building a little snow house, which she told bim was meant for her con-
finement, but she had evidently somehow miscalculated her time, as her 
child was not born till much later, when the people had moved into the 
tents. She and her child lived in a little tent on the beach close to her 
husband's tent, evidently in a sitting position, as the tent was not large 
enough for her to lie down in. Her husband was desirous of going oft 
on the summer deer _hunt, but, under the circumstances, custom forbade 
his leaving the neighborhood of the village till the ice at sea broke up. 
The same custom of isolating the women during childbirth has been 
observed by Kumlien and Boas at Cumberland Gulf1, and in Greenland 
the mother was not allowed to eat or drink in the open air.2 Lisiansky 
describes a similar practice in Kadiak in 18115, 3 and Klutschak also 
notes it among the Aivillirmiut.4 
The custom of shutting up the mother and child in a snow house in 
winter must be very dangero·us to the infant, and, in fact, the only 
child that was born in winter during our stay lived but a short time. 
Capt. Herendeen visited this family atNuwuk shortly after the death of 
the child, and saw the snow house in which the woman had been con-
fined. He was about to take a drink of water from a dipper which he 
saw in the iglu, but was prevented by the other people, who told him that 
this belonged to the mother and that it was " bad" for anyone else to 
use it. In Greenland the mother had a separate water pail.5 For a _ 
time, our visitors from Utkiavw'i'.fi were very much afraid to drink out 
of the tin pannikin in our washroom, for fear it had been used by Niak-
sara, a woman who had recently suffered a miscarriage. One man told us 
that a sore on his face was caused by his having inadvertently done so. 
This same woman was forbidden to go out among the broken ice of the 
land floe, during the spring succeeding her miscarriage~ though she 
might go out on the smooth shore ice. Her husband also was forbidden 
to work with a hammer or adz or to go seal-catching for some time 
after the mishap. 
Children are nursed until they are 3 or 4 years old, according to what 
appears to be the universal habit among Eskimo, and which is prob-
ably due, as generally supposed, to the fact that the animal food on 
which the parents subsist is not fit for the nourishment of young chil-
dren. The child is carried naked on the mother's back under her 
clothes, and held up by the girdle, tied higher than usual. When she 
wishes to nurse it, she loosens her girdle and slips it round to the breast 
' Contributions. p. 28, and "Central Eskimo," p. 610. 
2 Egede, p. 192; Crantz, vol. 1, p. 215, and Rink, Tales, etc., p. 54. 
3 Voyage, p, 200. · 
4 "Als Eskimo, etc., " p. 199. 
6 Egede, p. 192; Crantz, vol. 1, p. 215, "no one else must drink out of their cup;" aRd Rink, Tales and 
Traditions, p. 54. 
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ringin it ou i a.re carri d in thi way 
ar bl to walk , n ft n lat r. 
1 r hil it a trid f bi mother' ba k, with one leg under 
·h f h r arm and ha a littl uit of clothe in which he is dressed 
wb n h m ther wi he t him down. hen the child is awake, 
thi ho i thrown ba k and the hild rai ed quite high so.that he looks 
r hi mo her' should r, who then covers her head with a cloth or 
m thing of the ort. The woman appear to be very little incon-
v ni need by her burden, and goe about her work as usual, and the 
hild doe not eem to be di turbed by her movements. The little gir~s 
often act a nurse · and carry the infants around on their backs, in the 
sam way. It i no unusual sight to see a little girl of ten or twelve 
carrying a well grown, heavy child in this way. 
Thi u tom or a very similar one seems to prevail among the E skimo 
gen ra,lly. In Greenland, the_ nurse wears a garment especially de-
igned for carrying the child, an amaut, i. e., a garment that is so wide 
in the back as to hold a child, which generally tumbles in it quite 
naked and is accommodated with no other swaddling clothes or cradle.1 
In Ea t Greenland, according to Capt. Holm, '' Saa henge B9rnene ere 
smaa, brere de i det fri paa Moderens Ryg." 2 
Petitot's description of the method of carrying the children in the 
Mackenzie district is so na'ive that it deserves to be quoted entire.:1 
Les m re qui allaitent portent une jaquette ample et serree autour des reins par 
une c inture. Elles y enferruentleurch re progeuiture qu'elles peuvent, par ce moyen, 
allaiter ans l'expo er a. un froid qui lui serait mortel. Ces jeunes enfants sont sans 
aucun v t ment jnsqu'a l'fl.ge d'environ deux ans. Quant aux incongruites. que ces 
p tites creature peuvent se permettre sur le dos de leur mere, qui leur -sert de calo-
rifere, !'amour maternel, le meme chez tousles peuples, les endure patiemment et 
av indiff er nee . 
.At ury and Hecla Strait , according to Parry4, the children are 
arried in the hood, which i made specia1ly large on purpose, but 
, om time al o on the back, a at Point Barrow. The enormous hoods 
of the .E kimo women in Labrador al o served to hold the child. The 
ame cu tom prevail at Cumberland Gulf. 5 In some localities, for in-
t n e the north shore of Rud. on', Straits, where the woman wear very 
Ion ndloo e boot , the hildren are said to be carried in these.6 Frank-
lin 1 r fer to the ame cu tom "ea t of the Mackenzie River." The 
i rian hildren, however, are dressed in regular swaddling clothes 
f d r kin, with a or of diaper of dried mo , . R 
W n v r heard of a in 1 ca. of infanticide, and, indeed, children 
1 'rantz, vol. 1, p . 138. al. o Eged , p . 131, and the picture in Rink's Tales, etc., opposite p. 8. 
2 'eografi. k Tid krift, vol. 8, p. 01. 
1 Monographic, tc., p . xv. 
• , cond oyag , p. 4.05. 
' Kamlien, ontributions, p . 24. 
• , Elli11, oyaJ!. , t . p . 136, and plate opposite p. 132. 
1 cond Ex., p. 226. 
ord n k:io1d, ga, vol. 2, p. 101. 
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were Ho scarce and seemed so highly prized that we never-even thought 
of juquiring if infanticide was ever practiced. Nevertheless, Simpson 
speaks of the occurrence of a case during the Plover's visit; "but a 
child, they say, is destroyed only when afflicted with disease of a fatal 
tendency, or, in scarce seasons, when one or both parents die.1'' Infan-
ticWe, according to Bessels, is frequently pra.cticed among the Eskimo 
of Smith Sound, without regard of sex,2 and Schwatka speaks of fe-
male infanticide to a limited extent among the people of King Wil-
liam's Land.3 
The affection of parents for their children is extreme, and the chil-
dren seem to be thoroughly worthy of it. They show hardly a trace of 
the fretfulness and petulance so common among civilized children, and 
though indulged to an extreme extent are remarkably obedient. Corpo-
ral punishment appears to be absolutely unknown and the children are 
rarely chidd.en or punished in any way. Indeed, they seldom deserve it; 
for, in spite of the freedom which they are allowed, they do not often get 
into any mischief, especially of a malicious sort, but attend quietly to 
their own affairs and their own amusements. 
The older children take very good care of the smaller ones. It is aB. 
amusing sight to see a little boy of six or seven patronizing and pro-
tecting a little toddler of two or three. Ohildr~n rarely cry except from 
actual pain nr terror, and even then little ones are remarkably patient 
and plucky. The young children appear to receive little or no instruc-
tion except what they pick up in their play or from watching their elders. 
Boys of six or seven begin to shoot small birus and animals and to 
huut for birds' eggs, aud when they reach the age of twelve or fourteen 
are usually intrusted with a gun and seal spear and accompany their 
fa,thers to the hunt. Some of them soon learn to be very skillful hunters. 
V\Te know one boy not over thirteen years old who, during the winter of 
1881-'82, had his seal nets set like the men and used to visit them regu-
larly, even in the roughest weather. Lads of fourteen or fifteen are 
sometimes regular members of the whaling crews. In the meantime 
the little girls are learning to sew, in imitation of their mothers, and by 
tlle time they are twelve years old they take their share of the cooking 
and other housework and assist in making the clothes for the family. 
They still, however, have plenty of leisure to p_lay with the other chil-
dren until they are old enough to be 1narried. 
Affection for their children seems a universal trait among the Eski-
mo and there is scarcely an author who does not speak ii+ terms of 
commendation of the behavior and disposition of the Eskimo children. 
Some of these passages are so applicable to the people of Point Barrow 
that I can not forbear quoting them. Egede says: 4 
They have a very tender Love for their Children, and the Mother always carries the 
infaut Child about with her upon her back. * .,. '' They suck them till they are 
1 Op. cit., p. 250. 
3 Science, vol. 4, p. 544. 
9 ETII--27 
2 Naturalist, vol. 18, }Jt. 9, p. 874. 
4 Greenland, p. 146. 
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thr au in th ir t nd r Infancy, they cannot digest 
that tb r nm liY upon. Th Eclu ation of their Childr n is 
what th •y m Ii ttl on· rn cl ah nt £ r the n v r mak u:e of ·whipping or hard 
wor 1 to· ·orr • th m , b n h y <lo anythino- ami , but leave them to their own 
Di ·c·r tiou. T twith tanding whi ·h, wh n t:L. y are grown, they never seem inclined 
to, i ·e or R ,..,u ry whi h i , o b admir d. I i true, they bow no great Respect to 
thrir Par nt. in any outward Forms, but always are very willing to do what they 
rd r them though, om time th y will bi l theiT Parents clo it themselves. 
1 cord.ino· to Capt. IIolm,1 in East Greenland, "De opvoxe i denmest 
ubundne Frihed. For ldrene mere en ubeskrivelig Kjrerlighed til dem 
og traffi dem derfor aldrig, selv om de ere nok saa gjenstridige. Man 
maa imidl ertid beundre, h vor velopdragne de smaa alligevel ere." 
Parry peak' still more strongly :2 
Th aff ctiou of parent for th ir children wa · frequently displayed by these people, 
no only in the mere pas ive indulgence and abstinence from corporal punishment 
for which E quimatix hav been before r marked, hnt by a thousand playful endear-
ments al ·o, such as parent and nurses practice in onr own country. Nothing, indeed 
an wellex:ceed the kindness with which they treat their children. -;.; " * It must be 
con£ d, indeed, that the gentlene s and docility of the children are such as to 
occa ·ion their parents little trouble and to render severity towards them quite un-
10 'e ary. Bveu from their earliest infancy, they possess that quiet disposition, 
g ntlene s of cl meanor, and uncommon evenness of temper, for which in more mature 
ao-e th y are for the most part distinguished. Di obedience is scarcely ever known; 
a word or even a look from a parent is enough; and I never saw a single instance of 
that frowu,rdness and di position to mi ·chief which, in our youth, so often requires 
the whol attention of a parent to watch over and to correct. They never cry from 
trifling accident , aud sometimes not even from very severe hurts, at which an 
En li h child ,vould ob for an hour. It is, indeed, astonishing to see the indifference 
with whi 'h, v n a tender infants, they bear the numerous blows they accidentally 
re iv wh n ·arried at their 111 thers' backs. 
bould b willing to allow this passage to stand as a description of 
oint Banow children. It is interesting to compare with these pas-
ag Nord n kiold's account3 of the children at Pitlekaj, who, if not as 
h and other writers believe, of pure Ohukch blood, are at any rate of 
mix d Ohukch and Eskimo de ·ent: 
Th 
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The only extraordinary thing about the Chukch children is their 
large number, mentioned by the same author.1 This looks as if the 
infusion of new blood had increased the fertility of the race. All 
authors who have described Eskimo of unmixed descent agree in 
regard to the generally small number of their offspring. Other accounts 
of Eskimo children are to be found in the writings of Bessels,2 Crantz, 3 
Schwatka,4 Gilder,5 J. Simpson,6 and Hooper.7 
The custom of adoption is as universal at Point Barrow as it appears 
to be among the Eskimo generally,. and the adopted children are 
treated by the parents precisely as if they were their own flesh and 
blood. Orphans are readily provided for, as there are always plenty 
of families ready and willing to take them, and women who have sev-
eral children frequently give away one or more of them. Families that 
have nothing but boys often adopt a girl, and, of course, vice versa, 
and we know of one case where a woman who had lost a young infant 
had another given her by one of her friends. 
This very general custom of giving away children, as well as the 
habit already mentioned of temporarily exchanging wives, rendered it 
quite difficult to ascertain the parentage of any person, especially as it 
seems to be the custom with them to speak of first cousins as "m'i:Ju 
atauz'i'.k" (" one breast,'' that is, brothers and sisters). While a boy is 
desired in the family, since he will be the support of his father when 
the latter grows too old to hunt, a girl is almost as highly prized, for 
not only will she help her mother with the cares of housekeeping when 
she grows up, but she is likely to obtain a good husband who may be 
induced to become a member of bis father-in-law's family. 8 
RIGH'rS AND WRONGS. 
I have already spoken of the feelings of these people in regard to 
offenses against property and crimes of violence. As to the relations 
between the sexes there seems to be the most complete absence of what 
we consider moral feelings. Promiscuous sexual intercourse between 
married or unmarried people, or even among children, appears to be 
looked upon simply as a matter for amusement. As far as we could 
learn unchastity in a girl was considered nothing against her, and in 
fact one girl who was a most abandoned and shameless prostitute among 
the sailors, and who, we were told, had had improper relations with 
some of her own race, had no difficulty in obtaining an excellent husband. 
Remarks of the most indecent character are freely bandied back and 
forth between the sexes in public, and are received with shouts of 
laughter by the bystanders. Nevertheless, some of the women, espe-
1 Vega, vol. 1, p. 449. 
2 Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p. 874. 
3History of Greenland, vol. 1, p. 162. 
7 Tents, etc., pp. 24, 201. 
4 Science, vol. 4, No. 98, p. 544. 
6 Schwatka's Search, p. 287. 
6Op. cit., p. 250. 
8 .A.ccounts of this custom of adoption are to be found in Crantz, vol. 1, p. 165; Parry, Second Voy-
age, p. 531; Kumlien, Contributions, p. 17; Gilder, Schwatka's Search, p. 247, and the passage con-
cerning children quoted above, from Dr. Simpson. 
THE P 1.··1 B.\RR W E,THJ . 
·iallv tho:, ol th, ,r 'Hlthi r c-la.: pre: 'ff, a v 1·.,· tol ~ntbl' d 0T of 
·011j~1o·al fi 1<•11ty a11<.l · •r aiuly cln not prostitut th m: lv :4 to the i-mil-
or:--. I 1 Ii v, t ha I ro;ti u ion for gain is 1rnk110, ll among them, el veH, 
lmt it i: c·arri ,(1 to n mo:t :lwmrl :;-; •xtr11t with the , ailor;-; of the 
whali1w tl, t h,v rnan · of th wom n, and i: ,,.<'11 ·onHidered a laudable 
thiu O' by th lrn:--1..HuHl: and fath rs, who ai· perfeetly "Willing to receive 
th pri · of th ir wiv H or claught r ' frailty, especially if it take8 
thP form of liquor. Dr. 'imp ·ou1 :ay : "It is said by tllemselve.· that 
th<' women ar v.ery contineut l>efore marriage, a well as faithful after-
wal'Cl to th ir ]msba,nd"; and. thi · seem. to a certain extent true." But 
h , g <'. · on fa a ld: 'In their eonduct toward stranger the elderly 
;vc1m n fr quently exhibit a 'hamele want of rnotlesty, and the men 
an •qually ,,hamele · inclifference, except for the reward of their part-
n r'.- frailty. ' It seem, to me that he must have been deceived by the 
nativ . ·on •ming the fir:t 'tatemeut, since the immorality of t,hese 
people among them· Ive , a we witnes edit, eem · too purely animal 
and natural to bJ of re ent o-rowth or the result of foreign iuflueuce. 
Ior over a, imilar tate of affair' has been obRervetl among E:-.kimo 
<>lsewheP, notably at lglnlik at the time of Parry's visit. 2 
'OCLA.L LIFE .A.ND CUSTOM'. 
I' rsonal habits, cleanliness, etc.-Though tlie idea of cleauliuess 
au!ong th ·e p ople differn ·on, iderably from our ideas, they are as a 
rnl far from b ino- a. filthy a they appear at first sight. Considering 
th <liffi nlty of obtaini 11 water, even for purposes of drinking, in the 
wint 'l' ,' 1 a o1l, th iglu, unle. ' dirty work, like the dressing of skins, 
etc·. i: going n, i: J cpt r markably clean. The floor and walls are 
, ·mpul u8ly H -rap d and all dirt is immediately wiped up. They are 
particularly ·areful not to brir.g in any snow 01· dirt on their feet, and 
11<· :-.now and hoar fro ti carefully bru lied off from tbe outer garment, 
whi ·hi: oft 1n r mov 1 d. b for entering the rnom and. left in tl.Je passage. 
Th y arc' aJ:-;o <'ar ful not to 'pit on the floor or in the passage, but use 
for thi.· purp : th larg tuin tub. Thi i, practically the only offen-
.-i obj · in th h u: , a:-; it i · freely u ·eel by both Hexes in the prese11ce 
of' tlH 1· t. Thi· i: <lone. how ver, with less xpo:-m1·e and immode.'ty 
than 011 would. :-.nppo. · ,.:1 
1 Op. cit., p. 252. 
2 , 1• 'Ollll Voyag<', p. 529. 
·1 Compare. -orcl u kiolrl'i; account of 1 ho comparativ cl anlin ·s,; of the Cbukclt dwellings at Pitl ,. 
1aj: ··On th other hand it may be !!tat d that in order not to make a stay in the confined tentchmnber 
too nn c·omfortahh• e rtaiu rul •. ar., i;trictly ob en- rl. Tims, for in. tanco, it is not permitted in the 
intl·ri.or of the t nt to spit on tho floor, imt thi!-1 mn t b <lone into a vessel which, in case of necessity, 
i. 11. ·rcl a· a night ut n ii. In \·rry ontl!r t nt th r 1ie8 a specially ·urv<'d r inrleer horn, with which 
now i. n•111ovc,l from th doth ; thP out r peak i. usually put offbefor one g-oes into the innrr tent, 
m11l I lw hrw,; are ·ar fully fr d from snow. Th ·arp •t of walrus skins wbi ·h cov rs the floor of the 
inui-r li·nt i aecorclint:ly dry and ·lean. E\· n the outor tent ii; swept clean and fr e from loo,;c• ,mow, 
:in,\ tlw ~now i'i rfail~- ltov le<l away from thr trot door,; with a sp:ulo of whalebone. Ev!'ry artil'lo, 
lmth in tlw unti-r arnl inner t nt, i,; Jail! in it!'! proper place aml so nu.' ' (Vecra, \"Ol. 2, p.104.) 
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rrhe conteuts of this vessel, being mixed with feces, is not :fit for 
tauuing skins, etc., and is consequently thrown out doors. The men 
use a small tub (kuovwm) as a urinal, and the contents of this is care-
fully saved. Though the interior of the house is thus ~ept clean, as 
much can not be said for its surroundings. All manner of rubbish and 
:filth is simply thrown out upon the ground, without regard to deceucy 
or comfort, and this becomes exceedingly offensive when the snow melts 
in summer. The only scavengers are the dogs, who greedily devour old 
pieces of :-;kin, refnse meat, and even feces. In regard to persoual 
cleanliness, there is considerable difference between individuals. Some 
people, especially the poorer women and children, are not only careless 
about their clothes, going about dressed in ragged, greasy, filthy gar-
ments, but seldom wash even their faces and hands, much less their 
whole persons. One of these women, indeed, was described by her 
grown-up daughter as "That woman with the black on her nose." 
On the other hand most of the wealthier people appear to take pride 
in being neatly clad, and, except when actually engaged in some dirty 
work, always have their faces and hands, at least, scrupulously clean 
and their hair neatly combed. Even the whole person is sometimes 
washed in i-;pite of the scarcity of water. Many are gla<;l to get soap 
(fokakun) and use it freely. Lieut. Ray says that his two guides, 
Mft'fiialu and Apaidyao, at the end of a day's march would never sit 
down to supper without washing their faces and hands with soap and 
water, and combing their hair, and I recollect that once, when I went over 
to the village to get a young man to start with Lieut. Ray on a boat 
journey, he would not start until he had hunted up a piece of soap and 
washed his face and hands. These people, of course, practice the 
usual Eskimo habit of washing themselves with freshly passed urine. 
Th.is custom arises not only from the scarcity of water and the diffi-
culty of heating it, but from the fact that the ammonia of the urine is 
an excellent substitute for soap in removing the grease with which the 
Hkin necessarily becomes soiled.1 This fact is well known to our whale-
men, who are in the habit of saving their urine to wash the oily clothes 
with. The same habit is practiced by the" Ohukches" of eastem Siberia.2 · 
All, however, get more or less shabby and dirty in the summu, when 
they are living iu tents and boats. All are more or less i~fested 
with lice, and they are in the habit of searching each others' heads for 
these, which they eat, after the fashion of so many other savages. They 
have also another :filthy habit-that of eating the mucus from the nos-
trils. A similar practice was noticed in Greeuland by Egede, 3 who 
goes on quaintly to say: "Thus they make good the old proverb, 'What 
drips from the nose falls into tile mouth, that nothing may be lost.'" 
I Compare Dall, Alaska, p. 20. 
2 See Nordenskiold, VE>g:i, vol. 2, p. 104. 
3 Gre<'nland, p : 127. 
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pportnuity of witne ·.·i.JJg any meetin6· qe-
o that it i. · impo ible to tell 
wh th 1· h • pra ti an particular form of r..;alutation on ucb occa-
i n. ·. W . aw n thin · of th kind amoug tbemselve . White men 
ar :aluted with :hout of ..... akurnk !" (good), and i,ome Eskimo 
bav leam d to hake liandH. They no longer practice the common 
R kimo alutation of rubbing no e , but say that they once did. Sergt. 
Middl ton Smith, of our party, informs m that be once saw a couple 
of nativ · in Capt. Herendeen' trading store give an exhibition of the 
way thi ' alutation wa formerly practiced. · 
This u tom wa · perhap falling into diRu ·e a early as 1837, since 
ThomaH imp ·on,1 in de cribing hi receptiou at Point Barrow, says: 
·'We w •re not,how ver, eitb r upon this or anyother occasion, favored 
with th koonik. or no ·e-rubbiug salutations that have so annoyed 
oth "I trav ler ·." Mr. El on, however, expressly states that the people, 
probably Utkiavwrnmiun, whom he met at Refuge Inlet eleven years 
befon·, rubb d no .. and cheeks with him2 and Maguhe3 narrates how 
the l1ead of the party ofvi itor · from Point Hope saluted him. He says : 
'H fixed his forehead against mine and used it as a fulcrum to rub 
no H , everal times." 
Healing.-As is the case with Eskimo generally, these people rely 
for nring di, ea,'e chiefly upon the efforts of certain persons who have 
the pow r of exor ising the supernatural beings by whom the disease 
i, c,tu 'ed. larg number of men and, I believe, some women were 
,uppoR <l to have thii-; power and exerci ·e it in cases of sickness, in 
m ju:tauC'e. , at lea:t, upou the payme11 t of a fee. These people 
corr', pond do · ly to th angekut of the Greenlauders and Eastern Ei:,-
kimo and tll . o- ·alled "shamans" of soutliern Ahlska, but, as far as 
w c·onl<l , · , , do not I o sesi:, the power and influence usually else-
wher a crib cl to thi cla ·. 
It wa: xc •dingly difficult to obtain any definite information con-
e ming th . · p ople, and we only di covered ca ually t}rni; such and 
u h a p r ·on wa · a "doctor" by hearing that he had heen employed 
ia a c ,rtaiu ·a· of ic~ne , or to p rform some ceremony of incanta-
tion. W did no veu u ceed in leami11g the name of this class of 
p pl who in alking with u , would call them elv<'s "tf1kte,'i as they 
di(l onr , urg on. On n oc asion some of the party bappene<l to visit 
th hou ·e of a i ·k man wher one of the, · "doctor,·" was at work. He 
at f'ariu · th ntran of the hon, e, beating bi, · dmm at iutervals, and 
making a babbling noi with hi lip , followed by long peeches ad-
<lr •. l t m thing cl wn th rapdoor, bid<lhJO' it "go!" We were 
giHn to nn<l r, tarnl that th peeches w re addre se<l to a tu'Bria or 
nprmatnral i g.4 rrheir nly idec of dir ct treatment of di ease is 
• I>r .. imp~()n ay (op. cit., p. 2i5) : ·• Di. e, f':i are al ·o (·On>ii<l<•rNl to l1f' t11ru 'gaks.' ' 
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apparently to apply a counterirritant by scariiicat~on of the surface of 
the part affected. 
We know: of one case where a sufferer from some liver complaint had 
iuflicted on himself, or had had inflicted upon him, quite a cousiderable 
cut on the right side with a view of relieving the pain. We also know 
of several cases where the patients had themselves cut on the scalp or 
back to relieve headache or r_heumatism, and one case where the latter 
disorder, I believe, had ·been treated by a severe cut on the side of the 
knee. A similar practice has been observed at Plover Bay, Siberia, by 
Hooper,1 who also mentions the use of a kind of .seton for the relief of 
headache. 
They also practice a sort of rough-and-ready surgery, as in the case 
of the man already mentioned, whose feet _ had both been amputated. 
One of the men who lost the tip of his forefinger by the explosion of a 
cartridge was left with a stump of bone protruding at the end of the 
finger. Our surgeon attempted to treat this, but after two unsuccessful -
trials to etherize the patient he was obliged to give it up. When, how-
ever, the young man's father-in-law, who was a noted "doctor," came 
home he said at once that the stump must come off, and the patient 
had to submit to the· operation without ether. The ''doctor" tried to 
borrow Dr. Oldmixon's bone forceps, and when these were refused him 
cut the bone off, I believe, with a chisel. They appear to have no cure 
for blindness. We heard nothing of the curious pr'ocess of "couching" 
described by Egede in Greenland, p. 121. We had no opportunity of 
observing their methods of treating wounds or other external injuries. 
Sufferers were very glad to be treated by our surgeon, and eagerly ac-
cepted his medicines, though he had considerable difficulty in making 
them obey his directions about taking care of themselves. 
After they had been in the habit of receiving the surgeon's medicine 
for some time, one of the Utkiavwfii natives gave Capt. Herendeen what 
he said was their own medicine. It is a tiny bit of turf which they 
called nuna kfiimolq, and which, therefore, probably came from the high-
land of the upper Meade River, which region bears the name of 
Kffimolq. We were able to get very little information about this sub-
stance, but my impression is that it was said to be administered in-
ternally, and I believe was specially recommended for bleeding at the 
lungs. Possibly this is the same as "the black moss that grows on the 
mountain," which, according to Orantz2 was eaten by the Greenlanders 
to stop blood-spitting. 
CUSTOMS CONCERNING THE DE.AD. 
Abstentions.-From the fact that we did not hear of any of the deaths 
until after their occurrence, we were able to lea~n very few of their 
I Tents, e c., p. 185. 
2Vol.1, p . 235 
2 H P I..''T 
work.2 
woman from Utkiavwrn, who came over to the station one day in 
th autumn of 1 1 de lin d to ew on clothing, even at our house, 
cau , as ·he told Li ut. Ray, there ~as a dead man in the village 
who had not y t been carried out to the cemetery and "he would see 
h r.' After con. ulting with her hu,·band, however, she concluded she 
could prntect her, ·elf from him by tracing a circle about her on the floor 
with a now:knife. In .thi circle she did the sewing required, and was. 
careful to keep all her work in ide of it. 
One of the natives informed me that when a man died his lab re ts were-
tak u out and thrown away. I remember, however, seeing a young man 
wearing a plug labret of yenite, which he aid had belonged to an old 
man who died early in the winter of 1881-'82. It was perhaps removed 
befor he actually died. 
nfanner of disposing of the dead.-The corpse is wrapped up in a piece 
of . ai.l loth (d r kin wa formerly used), laid upon a flat sled, and 
dra ,·g cl out bya mall party of people-perhaps theimmediaterelatives 
f the de a cl, though w never happened to see one of these funeral 
proce ion,· except from a distance-to the cemetery, the place where 
' th y, Jeep on the ground." This place at Utkiavwfii is a rising ground 
about a mile and a half ea t of the village, near the head of the south-
w , t br· n ·h of the I utkwa lagoon. .At Nuwuk the main cemetery is 
at" ex ura," betweeu the village and Pernyfl. The bodies are laid out 
upon th <rrouncl without any regular arrangement appa,rently, tJiough 
it i ' diffi ·ult to be ··ure of thi , a mo t of the remain· have been broken 
up and ,· · tter d by dog· and foxe ·. With a freshly wrapped body it is. 
almo. impo ibl to tell whi h i · the head cmd which the feet. We 
unfor unat ly n v r noticed whether the heads were laid toward auy 
particular point f th compa, , a · ha been ob ervecl in other localities. 
r . imp.·on ay · h, t th h acl i: Jaid to the east at Point Barrow. 
"\ ariou. implem nt belonging to th decea e<l are broken and laid be-
id th ·orp , l ud the 1 di' ·ometim . · broken and laid over it. Some-
tim , how ver, th latteri withclr wn a hortdi tancefrom the cemetery 
and 1 ft on the tundra for one moon, after which it is brought back to 
th villa e. Mo ·t people do not eem to be troubled at having the 
1 Alat ka, p. 146. 
2 Ege<l , rr 1·nlaml , p . 150. 
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bodies of their relatives disturbed by the dogs or other animals, 1 bnt 
we know of one case where the parents of two children who died very 
nearly at the same time, finding that the dogs were ge_tting at the 
bodies, raised them on stages _of driftwood about 4 or 5 feet high. 
Similar stages were observed by Hooper at Plover Bay ;2 but this method 
of disposing of the dead appears to have gone out of use at the present 
day, since Dall3 describes the ordinary Siberian method of laying out 
the dead in ovals of stone as in use at Plover Bay at the time of his 
visit. 
The cemetery at Utkiavw'i'.n is not confined to the spot I have men-
tioned, though most of the bodies are exposed there. A few bodies 
are also exposed on the other side of the lagoou, aud one body, that of 
a man, was laid out at the edge of the higher tundra, about a mile due 
east from the station. The body was covered with canvas, staked 
down all round with broken paddles, and over it was laid a fl.at sledge 
with one runner broken.4 At one end of the body lay a wooden dish, 
and under the edge of the canvas were broken seal-darts and other 
spears. The body lay in an east aud west line, but we could not tell 
which end was the head. All sorts of objects were scattered round the 
cemetery-tools, dishes, and even a few guns-though we saw none that 
appeared to have been serviceable when exposed, except one Snider 
rifle. If, as is the case among Eskimo in a good many other places, 
all the personal property of the deceased is supposed to become unclean 
and must be exposed with him, it is probable that his friends manage 
to remove the more valuable articles before he is actually dead. 5 
The method of disposing of the dead varies slightly among the 
Eskimo in different localities, but the weapons or other implements 
belonging to the deceased are always laid beside the corpse. The cus-
tom at Smith Sound, as described by Bessels, 6 is remarkably like that 
at Poiut Barrow. The corpse was wrapped in furs, placed on a sledge, 
and dragged out and buried in the snow with the face to the west. The 
sledge was laid over the body and the weapons of the deceased were de-
posited beside it. UnlikethePointBarrownatives, however, they usually 
cover 1 he body with stones. In the same passage Dr. Bessels desmibes 
a peculiar symbol of mourning, not employed, so far as I can learn, 
elsewhere. The male mourners plugged up the-right nostril with hay 
and the females the left, and these plugs were worn for several days. 
1 Compare Lyon, Journal, p. 269. 
2 Tents, etc., p. 88. 
:i Alaska, p. 382. 
4 Compare Samoyed grave described and figured by Nord1im,kii:ild (Vega, vol. I, p. 98), where a broken 
sledge waR laid upside down by the grave. 
5 Compare Holm, Geografisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, p . 98: "knn Kostbarheder, saasom Knive eller lignende 
.Trornsager beholdc den afd1-1des efterlaclte. "-East Greenland. 
6 Naturalist, vol. 18, pt. 9, p . 877. 
4:. TH B~ RR \ E KI f 
a,pp ar to b univer ally 
... a · k uzi r i n. 1 
r. I i ·hard ou in the d lta, of the Mackenzie 
w r wr, pp <.I in. kin , nd lo el ov red wi h deiftwood,2 au<l a im-
ilar arrauO'em nt wa: uo i la K tz bue ound by Beechey, who :fl.g-
m· .·3 a .·ort of littl wigwam of <.lriftwood built over tlte dead man. 
t Por Clar nc ,. orden kiol<.1 4 aw two ·orp ~e 'laid on the ground, 
folly ·loth d without protection of any coffin, but urrounded by a 
clo fi u · con ·i.-tiugof a numb rofteut-pole~ driven crosswise into the 
ground. lono- i.<le one of the corp es lay a, kayak with oars, a loaded 
double-barreled gun with lo k: at half-cock and caps on, yarious other 
weapon clothe , tinder-box :now hoe drinking-vessels, two masks, 
* * * and trangely haped animal :figures." On the Siberian coast . 
th d a<l arc. ometimes burned.5 
ord 11, kiold believe · that th coa t Chukches have perhaps be-
gun to abandon th c.i tom of burning the dead, but I am rather in-
cliuecl to think tllat i::; a, cm,tom of the "deermeu," which the people of 
the coa t of pure or mixed UJ kimo blood never fully a<lopted. Dall, 
indeed, wa explicitly informed that the custom was only used with the 
bodie · of ''good' rnen, and at the time of ordenskiold's visit he found 
it" at lea t certain that the people of Pitlekaj exclu ively bury their dead 
by laying them out on th tundra." The body i · surrounded by an 
oval of ·tone , but apparently not covered with them as in the east.6 
Th Krause brother.· ob erved by the bodies, beside "die erwahnten 
G di.th · ·haften" [Lanzen, Bogen und Pfeile flir die Miinner, Koch- und 
Hau g riithe. fiir die WeiberJ, "unter einen kleinen Steinhaufen ein 
unde-, l enthier-, miren- oder Walro s- chadel." This custom shows a 
littl hildr n di and are buried, they put the Head of a Dog near the 
cnriou r emblanc to that de cribed by Egede 7 in Greenland: "When 
Grav , fan ·yiug that hildren, having no Understanding, they can not 
1 e tho pas ageqnotecl from 13 seh1, for Smith Sound; Eged , Greenland, p. 148; Crantz's Ilistoryof 
Greenland, vol. 1, p. 237; East Gr enland, Holm, eografisk Tid. krift, vol. 8, p. 98, and Scoresby, 
Voyage to orthern Whal fishery, p. 213 (wl1ere h sp aks of findin g on th ea t coast of Groimland 
grav s dug an<l cover cl with slab. of stone. Di[J[Jing graves is very 1m11sual :irnoncr tho Eskimo, as 
th nature of the ground on whiC'h they live u. nally forbids it. Parry mcmtiomi something similar at 
Iglnlik: "Th hocly wa,i laicl in a regular, but shallow grave, * * * coverell with fiat pieces ofli.me-
stonr'' ( 'econcl Voyarr1•, p. 551); Lyon, ,Journal, p. 268 (lglulik); Knmlien, Contribution, p. 44 (Cumber-
lan<l Gulf); Tfall, Ar ti<- Resrarcbcs, p. l'.!4 (Baffin Land); Rae arrati rn, pp. 22 ancl 1 7 (northwest shore 
of Hudson nay), and Ellii;, \Toya~ to Hu<limn 's Bay, p. 148 (Marbl Island). I myself have noticed the 
sarne nstom at the ol<l Eskimo ·em •t<>ry near the Iludson Bay po.·t of Rigoletto, Jiamilton Inlet, 
on the Labrador <'oa. t. Chapp l, howevrr, saw a body" c:losely wrapt in skim1 antl laid in a sort of a 
gully,'' IIu,1~011·11 Bay, p. 113 (north shore Hudson Strait), and D:ivis'i; acc<J11nt of what ho saw in 
r rnlarul i~ a. follow. : "W' found on shore three d ad p ople, aucl two of them had their staues 
lying hr them an,l their oltle skin wrapp ,1 about them." Hakltlyt, -Voyages, 1589, p. 788. 
2 Frankliu,: c·ond Expedition, p. 192. 
a Voyag •,pl.opposite p. 332. 
4 Verra, vol. 2, p. 23 , ancl firrure of {,'l"iWP on p. 239. 
6 .' .1;,.ord ru kiolil, Yerra vol. 2, p. 8 , an,1 Dall, Alaska, p. 382. 
4 · .. :ord ·m1kiolrl, Y ga, vol. 2, pp. 88--0 (Pitlekaj), ancl 225 ( t. Lawrence Bay); Krause Bros., Geo-
grapbi. C'h Bliittn, vol. 5, p. 18 (, 't. Lawr n Bay, East Cape, I nclian Point, and Plover Bay) and Dall, 
Alru ka, p. 2. 
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by themselves find the ,v ay, but the Dog mu_st guide them to the Laud 
of the Souls." The body is usually laid out at full length upon the 
ground. Among the ancient Hreeulanders,1 however, and in the Yukon 
region the body was doubled up. lu the latter region the body was laid 
on its side in a box of planks four feet long and raised on four sup-
ports2 or wrapped up in mats and covered with rocks or driftwood. 3 
The custom of inclosing the dead in a short coffin, to judge from the 
figures given by the latter writer in Pl. vr. of his report, appears also 
to prevail at the mouth of the Kus.kokwim. In the island of Kadiak, 
according to Da.U and Lisiansky,4 the dead were buried. 
GOVERNMENT. 
In the family.-I can hardly do better than quote Dr. Simpson's 
words, already referred to ( op. cit. page 252), on this subject: "A man 
seems to have unlimited authority in his own hut." Nevertheless, his 
rule seems to be founded on respect and mutual agreement, rather than 
on despotic authority. The wife appears to be consulted, as already 
stated, on all important occasions, and, to quote Dr. Simpson again 
(ibid.): " Seniority gives precedence when there are several women in 
one hut, and the sway of the elder in the direction of everything con-
nected with her duties seems never disputed." When more than one 
family inhabit the same house the head of each family appears to have 
authority over his. own relatives, while the relations between the two 
are governed solely by mutual agreement. 
In the 'Village.-These people have no established form of government 
nor any chiefs in the ordinary sense of the word, but appear to be 
ruled by a strong public opinion, combined with a certain amount of 
respect for the opinions of the elder people, both men and women, and 
by a large number of traditional observances like those concerning the 
whale :fishery, the deceased, etc., already described. In the ordinary 
relations of life a person, as a rule, avoids doing anything to his neigh-
bor which he would not wish to have done to himself, and affairs 
which concern the community as a whole, as for instance their relations 
with us at the station, are settled by a general and apparently infor-, 
·mal discussion, when the opinion of the majority carries the day. The 
majority appears to have no means, short of individual violence, of en-
forcing obedience to its decisions, but, as far as we could see, the mat-
ter is left to the good sense of the parties concerned. Respect for the 
OJJinions of elders is so great that the people may be said to be practi-
cally under what is called "simple elder rule."5 Public opinion has 
1 Egede, Greenland, p. 149, and Crantz, vol. 1, p. 237. 
2 Dall, Alaska, pp. 19, 145, and 227. 
3 Petroff, Report, p. 127. 
4 .A.laslrn, p . 403, aud Voyage, p. 200 . 
6 Compare, among other instances, Capt. Holm's 00:::ern-1.tions iu E ast Greenland: "Som Overhove<l i 
Husct [which is the v illage] fnngerPr clen mldeste Mand, naflr han er en gocl Fanger, etc." (Geogr. 
Tid,;. , YOl. 8, p. 90.J 
JIE 1 I T BA11 W E,'KL\I 
' of prop rtr Hrnl tl1e 
whi 11 ar r marl abl lik tho:e notice:d among Bs-
kjmo l · wh r and whi ·It may b<-' ,·uppo ed to have grown up am011g 
th arlC' ,tor: f th E. kimo, lwf r h ir d'paration. 
re nlantl, 1 ... nyou pi ·king up piece· of drift,rnod 
a or n ht ml wa. · con ·icler cl the rightful ownn of 
th 111 • and to mak o d hi .· po:. t , ' ion h had only to rarry them up 
abow high-wat r mark and put :tone · npou them, 110 matter where 
hi: home. tead might be. ' ow, at Point Barrow we often 1-;a,v the 
11c1tiY .- <lrago-ing driftwood n11 to the ]ugh-waiter mark, aud the owner 
:e •nwd pere ('tly ablti to prove hiH claim. Lieut . . Ray inform:-; me that 
he ha: se ,n rneii mark :n ·h : tick: of timber by cutting· them with their 
adze and tlrnt ti k · HO marked were re pected by the other 1rntives. 
n one oc<'a:ion, wh n lie was about to have a large piece of drift-
timber clragg d Ul) to the station, a woman came up and prove(l that 
th timber belonged to ller by pointing out the freshly cut mark. I 
Jurv my elf s en a native claim a barrel which had been washed ashore, 
hy etting it up on nd. 
AH far a: we coulcl lea,rn, the smaller animals, a: for instance, birds, 
th . mall r: als, reindeer, etc. , are the property of the hunter, instead of 
b >ing divided a, in Home other localities, for example }Lt Smith Sound/ 
Th larg- r Heal and walru e · appeared to be divided among the boat's 
c·rew, the owner of the boat apparently keeping the tusks of the walrus 
( nd perhap.· the ·kin. A bear, however, both :fie hand skin, is equally 
di vi<led among all who in a.ny way had a hand in the killing. We 
l a,rn cl thi,' with certainty from having to purcha, e the skin of a bear 
killed at th villa 0 ·e, where a number of men had been engageu in the 
hunt. When a whale iH taken, a I have a1ready said, the whalebone 
is q_nally divided a,mong th' crew:-; of all the boat in sight at the time 
of k:i11ing. All comers, ho,rnver, have a rio-ht to all the flesh, blubber, 
ancl blaek ·kin tlin,t th y c·an cut o:ff.3 
Dr. H.ink in (k::,c'l'ibing- t11 :ocia] order of the ancieut Greenlanders,4 
Ha~,,.: " Looh1w at what has be n said r 0·arcling the right::, of prop-
r y a11(l the' clivision of tlie p ople into eertain communities, in connec-
tion with tl1 ' divi ion of prop rty into the classe ju~t given, we m·e led . 
to tlw <·mwln, ion tlrn th right of any individual to hold more than a 
<·1·1-taiu amonn of prop rty wa:-1, if not 1·<'gulatecl by law, at lea:::;t 
jmlon:ly wat ·h d h th re: t of th community, a1L(.l that virtually 
1 Hink. Talc,i n111l Tracli tio11 >1, 11. 2 . Uomparr ali;o ('rah tz, Yol. I. p . 18 1. ' 
2 Iks l'l>i, .'atnrnli,; t, nil. 23, pt . p. ~7:l. 
3 'ornpar J{iuk, Talc11, tc·., p. 20: •· llut i f a n a n ima l o f th o largest i, izP, more especially n whale, 
w:1!1 1·apt11rccl, it wa11 c•on!licln <l commo n p rop<'rly, anrl aR iud1,icr iminately h long in g t o every 0110 
\rho mi~hl 1·01111· anrl a .. i,it i n fl cns ing it , whaton•r place hf' uc•lon "l'<l t o an1l whe ther h e ll acl any 
11h:m· in captnriiw thr a nimal or nut ." (Greenla ncl l. Gilclor (.'chwntlm'1; Sear ch, p. 100) s~~ys that on 
thr n11rtlnn•,1t 11horo of H ncl ou nay all w ho arriv • wh ile a w.tl rns h~ bci n o- cu t. up a r o onti t lccl to :i 
. hnn•of'it, thon~h tlw mau who truc·k it ha>1 I bPtir tc· boic nfpi P ·cs. ,,\.,t J~ai;t C:qJC, .' ib r ia, the K rau se 
Urothc·l'li lr•arm,iJ: · Wml niimlic·h ein " 'nlfiscb g fangen, so hat j •der Ortshcwohner da,i Recht, F!O 
, I I Flci. !'11 7.ll n hm o. all, n abw hneicl t> n ,·ermag. ' ( og rapbis ·he 13liitt r , YOI. 5, pt. 2, p. 120). 
4 Tal," r· r·., J>. 2!1. 
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the 1-1urplus of any iwlividual or comIJJuuity, fixed by the arbitrary rate 
which tradition or custom had assigned, was made over to those who 
had less." At Poiut Barrow, however, the idea of individual ownership 
appears to be much more strongly developed. As far as we could 
learn, t here is no limit to the amount of property which an individual, 
at least the head of a family, may a,ccnmulate. Even though the wl}ale-
bone be, as already described, divided among all the boats' crews "in 
at the death," no objection is made to one man buying it all up, if he 
has t he means, for his own private use. 
This has gi veu rise to a regular wealthy and aristocratic class, who, 
however, are not yet sufficiently . differentiated from the poorer people 
to refuse t o associate on any terms but those of social equality. The 
men of this class are the umialiks, a word which appears in many cor-
rupted forms on tbe coast of Western America and is often supposed 
to mean "chief." Dr. Simpson I says: "The chief men are called O-m(~-
liks (wealthy) ," but" wealthy" is an explanation of the position of these 
men, and not a translation of tlle title, which, as we obtained it_, is pre-
cisely the same as the Greenland word for owner of a boat, umialik 
(from umia(k), and t,he termination l'i:k or l'i'-:il. This is one of the few 
cases in which the final 7c is sounded at Point Barrow as in Greenland). 
Dr. Rink bas already observecP that the word m,ed by Simpson "no 
doubt must be the same as the Greenlandish umialik, sig~ifying owner 
of a boat," and as I heard the title more than once carefully pronounced 
at Point Barrow it was the identical word. The umialiks, a,s Simpson 
says,3 " have acquired their position by being more thrifty and intelli-
gent, better traders, aucl usually better hunters, as well as physically 
stronger and more daring."4 They have acquired a certain amount of 
influence and respect from these reasons, as well as from their wealth, 
which enables them to purchase the services of others to man their 
boats, but appear to have absolutely no authority outside of their own 
families.5 Petroff6 considers them as a sort of "middlemen or spokes-
men," who make themselves "prominent by superintending all inter-
course and traffic with visitors." 
This sort of prominence, however, appears to have been conferred 
upon them by the traders, who, ignorant of the very democratic state of 
Eskimo society, naturally look for" chiefs" to deal with. They pick out 
the best looking and best dressed man in the village and endeavor to 
wiu his favor by giving him presents, receiving him into the cabin, and 
conducting an then· dealings with the natives through him. The chief, 
1 Op. cit , 1>· 272. 
2 Tales, etc., p. 2:3. 
3 0p. cit. 
4 Uompare what the Krause Brothers say of the "chiefs" on tbe Siberian coast (Geographiscbe BUit-
ter. vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 29) : "Die A11toritat, welche die obenerwahnten Manr1e1· augenscheinlich aus-
ftb en, ist wol1l auf R echnung ihres grossereu Besitzes zu setzen . Der "Chief" isjedes Mal der reichste 
Mann, ein 'big man.· ·· 
5 See, also, Dr. Simpson, ()p. cit., p. 273. 
6 Report , etc., p . 125. 
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1 ·t ~ l i: u •rttll . 'lu· w l enou o·h to make the mo t of the great-
up u him an l no doubt often pretend to more influence 
han b a tua11 po ' e .1 
tory of th, whalern u, that the " chieftaiuship ;, is the re-
ward of h be ft ht r, who hold it like a 'challenge cup," subject 
b in · •all d out at any time to defend his rauk iu a duel, as far as 
· u · ni.' Point Barrow, thi i a heer fable, perhaps invented by the 
E kimo t impo e upon the ·trangers, but more likely the result of 
mi ·under ,tanding and a, vivid imagination on the part of the whites. 
Among: umialikR, oue or two appear to have more wealth and influence 
tb.an the re t. Tcuiiaura in Utkiavwfii and the late Katiga at Nuwuk 
w r aid, according to C~1pta,in Herendeen, to be'' great umialiks" aud 
Truiiaura wa.· alway8 spoken of a the foremost man in Utkiavwrn. We 
knew of one party coming up from Sidaru with presents for Tcunaura, 
and wer informed that the other Bskimo never sold to him, but only 
gave him pre ·ents. It wa::1 also , aid that Katiga,'s infant son would one 
day be a 'great umialik." 
All the e men are or have been captains of whaling umiaks, and the 
title umialiks appears to be applied to them in this capacity, since 
many of the poorer men, who, as far as we could learn, were not con-
sidered umi~lik ·, own umiakR which they do ·not fit out for whaling, 
but use only to tran. port their families from place to place in the summer. 
RELIGION. 
General 'ideas.-It wa exceedingly difficult to get any idea of t,he 
r li 0 fou belief of the people, partly from our inability to make ourselves 
uud rstood in regard to ab tract ideas aud partly from ignorance on our 
part f the proper method of' couducting such inquiries. For instance, 
in tryincr to g t at th ir idea of a future life, we could only ask "Where 
do . · a man go when he dies 1" to which we, of course, received the 
bviou.- an.-w r, "To the c metery ! " Moreover, such a multitude of 
otb •1· and ea ·ier lines of iuve -tigation pre.-ented themselves for om at-
t~11tion that we wer"' naturally inclined to neglect the difficult field of 
r li 0 fon and b ·id · under the circumstances of our intercourse it wa,s 
alm ,· impo ible get the attention of tll' native ' when their minds 
n t full of oth .r . ubj t . 
rth l many of the fragments of 'uperl'ltition and tradition 
w w re a le to collect agr e remarka,bly with what has been 
o .- rv d am n · th E ·kimo 1 ewhere, so that it i highly probable 
ba h it r ligion i · of th .-am general harncter as that of the Green-
land r.- n m ly a b li ~f iu a multitude of . upermitmal beings, who 
ar t xor ·i · d r propitiated by variou.- ob 'rva,nce , e ' pecially by 
h p rf rm n · . · of ·er ain p ciall gift cl people, who are ,' omething 
of th n tnr of wizar 1 . mu h ha be n written by many authors 
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about the::;e wizards or " doctors," th~ angekut of the eastern ~skimo, 
the so-called " shamans" of Alaska and Siberia, that I need make no 
special reference to their writings, except ~here they happen to throw 
light on our own observations. Dr. Simpson succeeded in obtaining 
more information concerning the religious belief of these people than 
our party was able to do, and his observations,1 to which ours are in 
some degree supplementary, tend to corroborate the conclusion at which 
I have arrived. 
Our information in regard to the special class of wizards was rather 
vague. We learned that many men in the village, distinguishable 
from the rest by no visible characteristics, were able t(Y heal the sick, 
procure good weather, favorable winds, .plenty of game, and do other 
thing8 by "talking" and beating the drum. \Ve did not learn the 
numbel' of these men in either village, but we heard of very many dif-
ferent men doing one or tbe other of these tbiugs, while others of our 
acquaintance never attempted them. . Neither did we learn that any 
one of these men was considered superior to the rest, as appears to be 
the case in some regions, nor how a man could attain this power. Some 
of these men, who appeared to give particular attention to.curiug t.he 
sick, called themselves '' tfi.'kte" ( '' doct01~" ), but, probably for want 
of properly directed inquiries, we did not learn the Eskimo name of 
these people. We were definitely informed, however, that their "talk," 
when treating disease or trying to obtain fair weather, etc., was ad-
dressed to '' tu''Bna," or a supernatural being. This name, of course, 
differs only in dialectic form from that applied in other places to the 
universal familiar spirits of Eskimo superstition. 
We at first supposed that "tu'l:lna" meant some particular individ-
ual demon, but Dr. Simpson is probably- right in saying that the Point 
Barrow natives, like tbe_ rest of the Eskimo, recognize a host of 
tu'l:liiain, since "tureu.a" was described to us under a variety of forms. 
Most of the natives whom we asked if they had seen tuuna, said that 
they had not, but that. other men, mentioning certaiu "doctors," had 
seen him. One man, however, said that he bad seen tuufia iu the 
kfu.ly'i'.g'i'., when the people "talked" sitting in the dark, with their 
heads bowed and faces covered, a.nd tuuiia came with a uoise like a 
great bird.2 He Lad raised his head aud saw turena, like a man with 
bloodless cheeks.3 Tu'Bi'ia agaiu was called "-a bad man, dead" (appar-
1 Op. cit., J). 273 et seq. 
2 Compare Graah 's account of the ceremony of smnmoning.a torngak -in East Greenla1Hl {Narrative, 
p. 123). "Come be did, however, at last, and his approach was announced l>y a strange rushing sonnd, 
very like the sound of a large bird flying beneath the roof." (The italics are my own .) Tbe angekut 
evidently have some juggling contrivance, carefully concealed from laymen, perhaps of the nature of a 
''whizzing-stick." 
3 Compare Rink's description of the ceremony of' summoning a tornak to ask his advice, in Green-
land {Tales, etc., p. 60). This was performed l>eforea company in a clarkenedhom;e. The angekok lay 
on the floor, beside a suspended skin and drum, with bis bands tied b ehind his back and his lrnacl be-
tween l1i s l egs. A song was snug by the audience, aud the angekok invoked his tornak, beating _on 
the sk in and the <lrum. The spirit announced bis arrival by a peculiar sound and the appearance of a 
light or fire. 
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ntly a gho.·t), :om •time::-; a,: larg a: am, n ~iu<l ,·om times dwarfi.Rh, 
:0111 im .- a fi •:111 J.',' :k l ton, wlli1' one man, to <k · ribe him, made 
th, .-, m • grimac(' that a whit man ,rnnld u e to iudicate a hobgol>lin, 
with :,;tariup: ere~ g·apiug mouth and hand out.,tretcbed like clawi:;. 
ppm· 1 11tl.v •· tuuiia" in ·onv nmtion with u was used to designate all 
tltt' Yarions :,;u1 matural obj ct: of their belief, ghosts a well as 
familiar :pirits. For iustau ·e, in Greenland, acrording to Rink,1 a 
gho:t "manif :ts him, elf by whistling or singing iu the ears." Now, 
Li n t. Hay wa: walkiug rapidly one day in the winter witlJ an Eskimo 
all(l hiH wif , and tlle woman . ·uddenly stopped and said she " heard 
tuuITa' -that he made a noi.·e like ·ing·ing in the ears. 
The people generally have a great <lread of" tuuna," who they say 
would kill them, and are very averse to going out alone in the dark. 
One of ach party that came over from the vHlage in the evening usu-
ally carried a drawn knif1.", preferably one of the .large double-edged 
kni,- . , snppo ed to be Siberian nud already described, in his hand as 
defon ·e again t tn1Biia, and a drawn knife was sometimes even carried 
in the daylight "nanumnnlu tu~iiamunlu," "for bear and demon." Not-
witlrntandiug tbeir apparently genuine dread of" tuuna," they are by no 
means averse to talking or even joking about him. 
Th knife a1Ro serves as a protection against the aurora, which most 
f them agree i bad, and when bright likely to kill a person by strik-
ing him in th !Jack of the neck. However, brandishing the knife a,t 
i will keep it off. Be ·ide , as a woman told me one night, you can 
drive off a "bad" aurora by throwing at it dog's excrement and urine. 2 
Li nt. Ray ·aw in one of the hou e.- in Utkaiwiil, a contrivance for 
fright niug away a "tueiia" from the entrance to a house should he try 
to get in. Th man had hung in the trapdoor the handle of a seal-drag 
by m au· of a thoug spiked to the wall with a large knife, and told Lieut. 
Ray that if "tuuiia'' trieJ to get into the hom,e he would undoubtedly 
<'at ·h hold of the handle to b lp himself up, which would pull down the 
knife upon hi bead and frighten him off. Wen }vcr had an opportu-
nity of witne.·,·iug t.h} c r mony of summoning" tuuna," nor did we ever 
h ar of the ceremony tal ing 1>lace during our stay at the station, but 
w w r l fortunat enough to ob. erv several other performances, though 
tht'.V do not appear to be frequent. The ceremony of healing the siek 
all(l th <· r monief-; connected with the whale-fishery have already beeu 
<lP.'C·l'iu cl. 
11 he ~1:t of F bruary 1 3, Li ut. Ray and Capt. Herendeen hap-
pr1w<l to b(' at 1h village 011 tim to , ee the tnHfia, who had been 
c·mviup; th bad w ath r, xp llrd from the village. Some of the uatives 
:aicl the• 11ex day that th y ha<l lcillerl the tunfia, lmt they said at the 
:am< ime he bad gon a long way off." Wh n Li~ut. Ra,y reached 
1 Tnl ", etc .. p. H. 
~Cr11n1lare Rink (Tales, tr. p. 56): ", ·,,n,rnl fetid and stinking mattcrH, suc h as old nrine, are cxccl-
ln1t 11wau ... for kt- pin!?' away all kinil. of •,·i1 -int1>ntionecl pirits :uul ~hosts.·· 
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the village, women were standing at the doors of the houses armed 
with snow-knives and clubs with which they made passes over the en-
trance when the people inside called out. He entered one house and 
found a woman vigorously driving the tu'Biia out of every corner with 
a knife. They then repaired to the kudy'i'.gi, where there were ten or 
twelve people, each of whom, to quote from Lieut. Ray's note book, 
"made a charge against the evil spirit, telling what injuries they had 
received from it." Then they went into the open air, where a fire had 
been built in front of the entrance, and formed a half circle around the 
fire. Each then went up and made a speech, bending over the fire 
( according to Simpson, who describes a similar ceremony at N uwiik on p. 
274 of his paper, co-axing the tu'Efia to come under the fire to warm him-
self). Then they brought out a large tub full of urine, to which, Simp-
son says, each man present bad contributed, and held it ready near the 
fire, while two men stood with their rifles in readiness, and a boy stood 
near the fire with a large stone in bis bands, bracing himself firmly 
with his feet spread apart for a vigorous throw. Then they chanted as 
follows (the words of this chant were obtained afterward by the 
writer): 
Tak tak tak toha ! 
N'iju'a, ha! 




And instantly the contents of the tub were dashed on the fire, the 
stone thrown into the embers, and both men discharged their rifles, one 
into the embers, ·and one into the cloud of steam as it rose. Then all 
brushed their clothes violently and shouted, and. the tuufia was killed. 
By a fortunate coincidence, the next day was the finest we had bad 
for a long time. 
Sacrifices are also occasionally made to these supernatural beings as 
in Greenland" gifts were offered to the inue of certain rocks, capes and 
ice firths, principally when traveling and passing those places." 1 
Capt. Herendeen, in the fall of 1882, went to the rivers in company 
with one of the "doctors." When they arrived at the river Kuaru, 
where the latter intended to stay for the fishing, be got out his drum and 
"talked" ·for a long time, and breakh1g off very small pieces _of tobacco 
threw them into the air, crying out, "Tu'Eiia, tu'Eiia, I give you tobacco! 
give me plenty of fish." When they passed the dead men at the 
cemetery, he gave them tobacco in the same way, asking them also for 
fish. 2 We noticed but few other superstitious observances which have 
not been already described. As in Greenland and elsewhere, super- · 
stition requires certain persons to ·abstain from certain kinds of food. 
For instance, M-f1fiialu, and apparently many others, were_not permitted 
1 Rink, Tales, etc., p. 56. 
2 "When an Iunuit passes the place where a relative has died, he pam;es and deposits a piece of meat 
near by." Baffin Land, Hall, Artie Researches, p. 574. 
9 ETH--28 . 
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an h r man wa d nied ptarmigan, and ~i woman 1 at 
llWUk We 110 all ,Yed at ' arth food," tha,t is, anything Which 
'T \ upon he 1T und. Li u . Ray al o mentions a man who was for-
bitld n b ar fie h.2 
W ob r el ome trace of the uperstition concerning the heads 
of, al and other marine animals taken in the chase, which has been 
no ic cl 1 ewhere. rantz ay :3 "The heads of seals must not be 
fra tur d, nor mu t they be thrown into the sea, but be piled in a heap 
befor h door,4 that the souls of the seals may not be enraged and 
are their brethren from the coast." And Capt. Parry found that at 
Winter I land they carefully preserved the hea,ds of all the animals 
kill d during the winter, except two or three of the walrus which he 
obtain d with great difficulty. The natives told him that they were to 
b thrown into the sea in the ummer, but at Iglulik they readily sold 
them before the summer arrived.5 
I tl'ied very hard to get a full series of skulls from the seals taken at 
Utkiavwlii in the winter of 1882-'83, but though I frequently asked the 
natives to bring them over for sale, they never did so, till at last one 
young woman promiRed to bring me all I wanted at the price of half a 
pound of gunpowder a skull. Nevertheless, she brought over only two 
or three at that price. We did not observe what was done with the 
kulls, but frequently observed quantities of the smaller bones of the 
· al carefully tucked away in the crevices of the ice at some distance 
from the hore. We had comparatively little difficulty in obtaining 
1 ull8 of th walru ·, but I observed that the bottom of Tflseraru, the 
little pond at the edge of the village, was covered with old walrus skulls, 
a ifth y had b en deposited there for years. The.superstition appears 
t be in full force amon the Ohukches, who live near the place where 
the Vega wintered. Norden kjold was unable to purchase a pair of 
fr h walru h ad at the first village he visited, though the tusks were 
offered for sale the next day6 and at Pitl ka:j .7 "Some prejudice * * * 
prev nt d the Ohukches from parting with the heads of the seal, though 
* * * we offered a high price for them. 'Irgatti' (to-morrow) 
·wa the u ual an wer. But the promise wa never kept." 
Amulet .-Lik the Greenlanders 8 and other Eskimos, they place 
r at relian eon amulet or tali mans, which are carried on the person, 
in the b at, or en in erted in weapons, each apparently with some 
1 ll port Point Barrow Exp clition, p. 4.6. 
~ Com par Rink, Tal !!, <'tc., p. 04; rant1<1, YOl. l, p. 215, aucl Parry, 2d voyag ,, p. 548: "Seal's flesh 
u1 forhi<ld n for in!!tan ·o, in 0110 dia a , that of the walrus in tue other; tho heart is uonioll to some, 
and th liv r tooth n:1. 11 
3Vol. 1, p. 216. 
B ch Y saw the tskulla of s als and oth r animals k p in piles rouuu the houses at Uotbam Inlet 
(Voyag , p. 2-0,. 
6 ; cond Voya11e, p. 510. 
6 V ga, vol. 1, p. 435. 
1 V r,~a, vol. 2, p. i:J7. 
~,John J)ay i. 1lc,i -ribes the Grr nlan<l rs in 15 6 as follows: "They are idolaters, and have images 
gr ·a 11tor ·. ,~ b1rh they wor • ab ut them, and in their boats, which wo suppose they worship." (Hak-
lu ·t, oyag , t ·., 15 0, p. 7 .) 
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specific purpose, which indeed we learned in the case of some of those 
in the ·collection. Like the amulets of the Greenlanders, they appear to 
be 1 "certain animals or things which had belonged to or been in contact 
with certain persons (e. g., the people of an-
cient times, or fortunate hunters) or supernat-
ural beings," and" objects which merely by their 
appearance recalled the effect expected from the 
amulet, such as :figures of various objects." To 
the latter class belong the rudely flaked flint 
images of whales, already mentioned, and prob-
ably many of the other small images of men 
and animals already described, especially those 
fitted with holes for strings to hang them up by. 
The flint whale is a very common amulet, in-
tended, as we understood, to give good luck in 
whaling, and is worn habitually by many of 
the men and boys under the clothes, suspended 
around the neck by a string. The captain and 
harpooner of a whaling crew also w_ear them 
as pendants on the :filJets already described, Fm. 421.-Whale flaked from 
glass. 
and on the breast of the jacket. We obtained 
five of these objects, all of very nearly the same shape, but of differ -
ent materials and varying _ somewhat in size. Fig. 421 represents one 
of these (No. 56703 [2081 from Utkiavw'i'.ii) . made of a piece of hard 
colorless glass, probably a fragment of a ship's "deadlight." It is rather 
roughly flaked into a figure of a ·"bowhead" whale, 3·4 inches long, as 
seen from above and very much flattened with exaggera,ted flukes. 
The flippers were rudely indicated in the outline, but the left one is 
broken off. 
No. 89613 [771] from Utkiavwill is a very similar image, 2·4 inches 
long, which perhaps is of the same material, though it may be made of 
rock crystal. No. 56707 [159] from 
Utkiavwrn is a very small whale (1·4 
inches long), chipped in large flakes 
out of a water-worn pebble of smoky 
quartz, while No. 89577 [939] Fig. 
422, from the same village, which is 
a trifle larger (2 inches long), is made 
of dark crimson jasper. The large 
Fm. 422.-Wbale flaked from red jasper. black flint whale, No. 56683 [61 ], 
::tlso from Utkiavwrn, which is 3·9 inches long, is the rudest of all the 
figures of the whales. It is precisely the shape of the blade of a skin 
scraper, except for the roughly indicated flukes. 
Fig. 423 (No. 89524 [1299] from Utkiavw'i'.ii) is a rude wooden image 
of the same animal, 3½ inches long, very broad and flat-bellied. It is 
1 Rink, Tales, etc., p. 52. 
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gm ut f ky- lue gla s inlaid to repre-
. n the lef y :;in a bi f iron p rit for h right. The flukes 
v b u plit wholly ff nd f: ten d on with a, lashing of narrow 
wha] ne I a iu 0 • hr u ha verti al hole in the ,: mall" and round 
the d ·e f th fluke . The fluke them elve have been split across 
and appear to have been doweled together. This shows that the 
o er attached con iderable value to the object, or he would not have 
taken the trouble to mend it when another could have been so easily 
whittled out. In the middle of the belly is an oblong cavity, contain-
ing omething which probably add greater power to the charm. \Y"hat 
thi i an not be seen, as a band of sealskin wjth the hair shaved off 
ha been hrunk on round the hinder half of the body and secured by a 
eam on the right side. A double turn of sinew braid is knotted 
round the middle of 
the body, leaving 
two ends which are 
tied together in a 
loop, showing that 
this o b j e ct w a s 
meant to beattached 
somewhere about 
the person. 
To this class also 
probably belong the 
skins or pieces of 
Fig. 423.-A.ucient whale amnl t, of wood. 
animals worn as am-
ulet·, probably with a vi w of obtaining the powers of the particular 
animal, a in o many ca e in the stories related in Rink's Tales and 
Tradition·. We frequently saw men wearing at the belt bunches of 
th law· of the bear or wolverine, or the metacarpal bones of the 
w lf.1 Th head or beak of the gull or raven2 i also a common personal 
mu1et, and on man wore a mall dried fl.ound r .3 
W ollected a numb r of these animal amulet to be worn on the 
p r on, but only ucce d d in learning the pecial purpose of one 
f th m, o. 9532 [1307], from Utkiavwrn, which was said to be 
int nd d to give good lu k in deer hunting. It i a young unbranched 
ant] r far ind r, 6 inche long, and apparently eparated from the 
:kull a h 'bur, with the '' velvet" ·kin till adhering, though most 
f h hair i worn off xc pt at the tip. A bit of ::;inew is tied round 
th 
tkiavw'i'.i'i i. an amulet onsisting of the last 
1Parry m ntion bones of th wol veri.ne worn as amulets at Fury and Hecla's Strait (second v~yage, 
(), 407). 
2 ompar th r •nland story told by Rink (Tal s, tc., p. 195), ·when the man who bas a gull for 
hl runul ti nbl to fly hom from aea be au the gull ae ks his pr y far out at sea, while the one 
who amul tis a raven can not, b c u~e bis bird seeks hi::1 pr y lanu ward. Such an amulet as the 
la ter would probably b chosen with n view to making a man a uccc::!sful deer hunter. • 
3 Com par th recnlnnrl i-tory, wh re a salmon amul t make a man too slippery to be caught by 
bi pursuer . (Rink Tales, ta., p. 182.) 
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three joints of the foot of a reindeer fawn, with the skin and hoof and 
about 1½ inches of tendon attached behind, through a hole in the end 
of which is knotted about 3 inches of seal thong. No. 89525 [1314] from 
the same village, is a precisely similar cha1m. No. 89699 [779J from 
Utkavwrn, is the subfossil incisor tooth of some ruminant with a hole 
drilled through the root for a string to hang it up by. It was said to 
be the tooth of the " ug'ru'nfl," a large animal, long extinct. As the 
natives said, "Here on the land are none, only the bones remain." No. 
89743 [lllOJ, from Utkiavwrn, is a molar tooth of the sanie animal, 
probably, weathered and old, with a bole freshly drilled through one 
·root and a long piece of sinew braid with the ends knotted together 
looped into it. There are also in the collection two very old teeth 
which probably were inclosed in little sacks of skin and worn as amu-
lets. · 
No. 89698 [1580], from Utkiavwfii, is the tusk ofa very young walrus, 
only 2½ inches Jong, and No. 89452 [1148] from Utkiavwfii, is the canine 
tooth of a polar bear. No. 56547 [656], from the same village, is a simi-
lar tooth. 1 
The only amulet attached to a weapon, which we collected, is the 
tern's bill, already alluded to, placed under the whale bone lashing on 
the seal-spear, No. 89910 [1694J. Perhaps tlieidea of this charm is that . 
the spear should plunge down upon the seal with as sure an aim as the 
ter:ri does upon its prey.2 
A number of amulets of this class are always carried in the whaling-
umiak. ·1 have already mentioned the wolf-skulls, stuffed ravens and 
eagles, fox-tails3 and bunches of feathers used for this purpose. Most 
of these charms are parts of some rapacious anima1 or bird, but parts 
of other animals seem to have some virtue on these occasions. 
For instance, I noticed the axis vertebra of a seal in one whaling-
umiak, and we colleeted a rudely stuffed skin of a godwit (Limosa 
lapponica baueri), which, we were informed, was "for whales." This 
specimen (No. 89526 [1328], Fig. 424, from Utkiavwrn) is soiled and 
ragged, and has a stick thrust through the neck to hold it out. The 
neck is wrapped around with a narrow strip of whalebone and some 
coarse thread, part of which serves to lash on a slip of wood, apparently 
to splice the stick inside. A bit of white man's string is passed around 
the body and tied in a loop to bang it up by. This charm is perhaps 
to keep the boat from capsizing, since Crantz says that the Greenlanders 
"like to fasten to their kajak a model of it * * * or only a dead 
1 Compare Kumlien, Contributions, p. 45. "Another charm of great value to the motlier w)lo has a 
young babe is the canine tooth of the polar bear. This is used as a kind of clasp to a seal-skin string, 
which passes round the body and keeps the breasts up. Her milk supply cannot fail while she wears 
this. (Cumberland Gulf.) 
2 Compare the st.ory_in Rink's Talcs ancl Traditions {p. 445), where the kaiak, which had a piece of 
shelclrake fastened into the bow for an amulet, went faster than the shAldrake flies. 
3Compare Crantz, vol. 1, p. 216. "The boat [for whaling] must h ave a fox's head in front, and the 
harpoon be furnished with an eagle's beak." The latter statement is interesting in connectiQn with 
the tern's bill on the seal harpoon, from Point Barrow, already referred to. 
TITE L T B RR W E, KI f . 
FIG. 424.-.Amulet of whaling; stuffed god wit. 
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jade adzes .5·1 inches, .slung with thong and whalebone, making a becket 
by which it can be· hung up. We did not learn the history of this 
amulet, which at the time of collecting it was supposed to be a · net 
sinker. There would, however, be no reason for using so valuable an 
object for such a purpose( when a common beach pebble would do just 
as well unless it was intended as a charm to insure success in fishing. 
' It may even have been carried as a charm on the person, since we 
afterwards saw a still more bulky object used for such a purpose. 
Such an obj.ect seems rather heavy to be carried on the person, but 
a well known man in Utkiavwffi always carried with him when he went 
sealing a large pear-shaped stone, which must 
have weighed upwards of two pounds, suspended 
somewhere about bis person. It is not unlikely 
that this stone acquired its virtue as an amulet 
from having been a sinker used by some lucky 
:fisherman in former time or in a distant coun-
try. Mr. H. W. Henshaw has already referred to 
the resemblance of this amulet to the plummet- Fm. 426.-Little box containing 
amulet for whaling. 
like "medicine stones" of some of our Indians.1 
Fig. 426, (No. 89.534: [1306] from Utkiavwffi) is an amulet for success 
in whaling. It consists of three little irre5ular water-worn fragments 
of amber carefully wrapped in a bit of parchment and inclosed in a lit-
tle wooden box 1½ inches long, made of two semicylindrical bits of cot-
tonwood, with the flat faces hollowed out and put together and fas-
tened up by three turns of sinew braid round the middle, .tied in a loose 
knot. The box is old and brown from age and handling. We beard 
of other pieces of amber and earth ("nuna") worn as amulets, wrapped 
up in bits of leather and hung on the belt. 
No. 89533 [1247], from Utkiavwrn., is simply a nearly square peb-
ble, 1·4 inche8 long, of dark red jasper, slung in a bit of sinew braid 
so 'that it can be hung on the belt. Fig. 427 
(No. 89525 [1308] from Utkiavwffi) is some small 
object, placed in the center of tht> grain side of a 
square bit of white sealskin, the edges of which 
are folded up around it and tied tightly round 
with deer sinew, so as to make a little round 
knob. I collected this amulet, and was particu-
larly informed how it was _ to be used. If it be 
fastened on the right shoulder it will insure suc-
cess in taking ducks with the "bolas." Fig. 428 
r;f~h1~1ro~i:n:t0{i/ (No. 89535 [1244] from Utkiavwfii) is an amulet 
whose history we did not learn. It is a little ob-
long box 3·3 inches long, carved from a block of cottonwood, with a 
flat cover tied on with nine turns of sinew braid, and contains twenty-
one dried humble-bees, which it was said came from the river Kulu-
1 American .Journal of Archreology, vol. 1. 
rua. 
JTE B 
appar ntly up r1,titious, of 
arandi), on of which I 
A man on day caught one of 
th , and whittled out a little 
box of wood, in wbich he shut 
th in ct up and tied it up 
with < bred of sinew, telling 
apt. Herendeen that it was 
''tU'lriiamun," for "tu'Bfia." 
A small lump of indurated 
oTavel (No. 56725) [273] was 
F1 . 42 .-Box of clri · d bees-amulet. one day brought over from 
l i vwm, with the tory that it was a "medicine" for driving away 
'Ih man who u e thi..: charm stands on the high bank at the 
villag and breaking off grain of the gravel throws them seaward. 
T i will au the ic to move off from the shore. 
Th e enti l identity of the amulets of the Point Barrow natives 
witb tho e u d by th E kimo elsewhere i , hown by the following 
,' from oth r writer . Egede says: 1 
, up r, ti.tiou v ry omm n amowr th m is to load them elves with Amulets or 
Pomanc1 r , c1angli11 y about their eeks and Arm I which consist in some Pieces of 
old ·wood, , tones or Bon , Bil1s a11cl Jaws of Birds, or Anything else which their 
an ·y uo-g sts to thern. 
1 r nlan<l , p . 104. 
2 History of r nland , vol. 1, p. 216. 
,_. ond v a , p. 407. 
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not likely that the use of these is confined to the women, as his words, 
"Ellesyporteut,'7wou1d seem to imply. Among the se~entary Chukches 
of Siberia amulets were seeu consisting of wooden forks and wood or ivory 
carvings.1 A wolf's skull, hung up by a thong; the skin, together with the 
whole cartilaginous portion of a wolf's nose, and a flat stone, are also men-
tioned-.2 Capt. Holm also found wonderfully similar customs among 
the East Greenla,nders. He says, 3 "bffire alle Folk Amuletter af de 
mest forskjelligartede Ting" to guard against sickness and to insure 
long Jife, and also for specific purposes. The men wear them slung 
round the neck or tied round the upper arm, the women in their knot 
of hair or "i Snippen foran paa Pelsen." 
1Nordenskiold, Vega, vol. 2, p. 126. 
2 Vega, vol. 1, p. 503. 
3 Geografisk Tidskrift, vol. 8, p. 94. 
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THE MEDICINE-MEN OF THE APACHE. 
BY JOHN G. BOURKE. 
0 H APT ER I. 
THE MEDICINE-MEN, THEIR MODES OF TREATING DISEASE, 
THEIR SUPERSTITIONS, PARAPHERNALIA, ETC. 
The Caucasian population of the United States bas been in inti-
mate contact with the aborigines for a period of not less than two hun-
dred and fifty years. In certain · sections, as in Florida and New 
Mexico, this contact bas been for a still greater period; but claiming 
no earlier date than the . settlement of New England, it will be seen 
that the white race bas been slow to learn or the red man bas been 
skillful in withholding knowledge which, if imparted, would have less-
ened friction and done much to preserve and assimilate a race that, 
in spite of some serious defects of character, will for all time to come 
be looked upon as "the noble savage." 
Receut deplorable occurrences in the country of the Dakotas have 
emphasized our ignorance and made clear to the minds of alJ thinking 
people that, notwithstanding the acceptance by the native tribes of 
many of the improvements in living introduced by -civilization, the 
savage bas remained a savage, and is still under the control of an in-
fluence antagonistic to the rapid absorption of new ideas and the 
adoption of new customs. 
This influence is the "medicine-man." 
Who, and what are the medicine-men (or medicine-women), of the 
American Indians 0? What powers do they possess in time of peace or 
war1 How is this power obtained, how renewed, bow exercised 1 
What is the character of the remedies employed f Are they pharma-
ceutical, as we employ the term, or are they the superstitious efforts of 
empirics and charlatans, seeking to deceive and to misguide by pre-
tended consultations with spiritual powers and by reliance npon mys-
terious and occult influences f 
Such a discussion will be attempted in this paper, which will be. 
restricted to a description of the personality of the medicine-men, the 
regalia worn, and the powers possessed and claimed. To go farther, 
451 
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. uper titiou,', 
< 11(1 l'c y r, to op 11 a road 
wi h 11 ucl. 
, th j 'nbj I 
t m knowl 1<l n <' mpr h u iv ly tr t d by any writer, I ven-
tur to . ubmit what I have l arn cl durin°· th twenty-two years of my 
a ·qu, intan · with ur ·avarre rib , and th tudies and conclusiorn; 
t whiuh my ob en a, ion hav 1 . While treating in the main of the 
m dicine-m n f th .Apache, I do not intend to omjt any point of im-
por , u e noted among other tri es or people . 
Fir t in regard t th organization of the medicine-men of the 
pa ·he it ,·hould b premi ed that mo t of my observations were made 
whil th tribe wa · . till actively engaged in hostilities with the whites, 
and they cannot be regarded a , and are not claimed to be, conclusive 
upon all point . The Apache are not ,'O surely divided into medicine 
lodg or ecret ocietie a is the case with the Ojibwa, as shown by Dr. 
W. J. Hoffman; the Siouan tribe , as related by Mr. J. Owen Dorsey; the 
Zuni according to Mr. F . H. u bing; the Tu ayan, as shown by myself, 
and other tdbef.l de ribed by other authorities. 
The NaYajo, who are the foll brothers of the Apache, seem to have 
well defined divi ions among their medicine-men, as demonstrated by 
Dr. Wahington Matth ,ws, U. S. Army; and I myself have seen 
gr at medicine lodge , which mu t have contained at least a dozen 
Apa •he medicine-men eno-aged in ome of their incantations. I 
hav al o been taken to everal of th sacred caves, in which solemn 
r Ii ion dan ·e and other ceremonie were conducted under the same 
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an intense spirituality. Then he will begin to withdraw, at least tem-
porarily, from the society of his fellows and devote himself to Joug ab-
sences, especially by night, in the "high places" which were inter-
dicted to the Israelites. Such sacred fanes, perched in dangerous an 
hidden retreats, can be, or until lately could be, found in many part _ 
in our remote western territory. In my own experiences I have foun 
them not only in the country of the Apache, but two-thirds of the wa 
up the vertical face of the dizzy precipice of Taaiyalana, close to Zuii · 
where there is a shrine much resorted to by the young men who seek to 
divine the result of a contemplated enterprise by shooting arrows into 
a Jong cleft in the smooth surface of the sandstone; I have. seen them 
in the Wolf Mountains, Montana; in the Big Horn range, Wyoming; on 
the lofty sides of Cloud Peak, and elsewhere. Maj. W. S. Stanton, 
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army, ascended the 01oud Peak twice, and, 
reaching the summit on the second attempt, be found that beyond the 
position first attained and seernii1g then to be the limit of possible ascent, 
some wandering Indian had climbed and made his "medicine." 
While it is regarded as a surer ~ode of learning how to be a medicine-
man to seek the tuition of some one who has already gained power and 
influence as sucL, and pay him liberally iu presents of all kinds for a 
course of imitruction lasting a yea! or longer, I could learn of nothing 
to prohibit a man from assuming the role of a prophet or healer of the 
sick, if so disposed, beyond the dread of punishment for failure to cure 
or alleviate sickness or infirmity. Neither is there such a thing as 
settled dogma among these medicine-men. Each follows the dictates 
of his own inclinations, consulting such spirits and powers as are 
most amena,ble to his supplications and charms; but no two seem 
to rely upon identically the same influences. Even in the spirit dance, 
which is possibly the JUOSt solemn function in which the Apache medi-
cine-men can engage, the head-dresses and kilts adhered closely e.i;_i.ough 
to the one pattern, but the symbolism employed by e,ach medicine-man 
was entirely di:ffereut from that adopted by his neighbors. 
Schultze, Perrin du Lac, Adair, and others allude to" houses of mercy," 
the "right of asylum" in certain lodges and buildings, or even whole 
villages, to which if the pursued of the tribe or even an enemy could 
obtain admission his life was secure. Frank Gruard and. others who 
Lave lived for years among the Sioux, the Cheyenne, and other tribes 
of the plains have assured me that the same right of asylum obtains 
among them for the fugitive who takes shelter in the medicine lodge or 
the council lodge, and almost para1lel notions prevail among the 
Apache. I have heard that the first American who came into one of 
their villages, tired and hungry, was not molested in the slightest de-
gree. 
It is stated by Kelly1 that all warriors who go through the sun dance 
of the Sioux rank thereafter as medicine-men. Thi::, statement seems 
1 Narrative of Captivity, Cinciunati, 1871, p.141. 
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'rb.e right of an tuary wa conceded to all criminals who sought 
h ~lt r in the vanque ·h or temple_ of Ohinigchinich.1 
The a tration of th galli, or prie t~ of Cybele, ii:; described by 
Dupui,· .2 
Di ·o Duran a ert that the Mexican priest. " e endian por rnedio 
lo miembro viriles y e hacian mil co a para volverse irnpotentes 
por no ofender a u Diose ." 3 
The hierophant at Ath n drank of the hemlock to render them-
Iv impotent, that when they came to the pontificate they might 
cea · to b m n.4 
On cla ,' of th I eruvian prie t~, the Huachus, made ::tugurie · from 
grain f corn or th xcrement of animal . 5 
al boat 11 u: 5 that the eru vian priesthood wa divided into classes, 
ea ·h wi h it · appropriat fmiction -the Guacos made the idols for the 
temple. or rather th y made the idol peak; the others were necro-
an 1. pok onl with the d ad; the Hu cheoc divined by means 
o an 1 c · ; he aviocac became drunk before they attempted 
, an after th m came the Rumatingni · and the Huachns al-
, m nti H d. 
1 Padr Bo cana, hinig ·hinich . iu Robinson's California. p. 261. 
~ rigin ' d tousle. 'ult . , vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 87. 8. 
3 Di 10 Darnn, vol. 3, pp. 237, 238. 
4 Higgin , .Ana ·alypsis, lil, . 2, p . 7i. 
6 Balboa, Hi . t. <111 P 'ron, in Tcmanx- 'ompau>1, Voy. , vol. 15. 
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The Oregon tribes have spirit doctors and medicine doctors.1 
The Chinese historians relate that the shamans of the Huns possessed 
the power "to bring down snow, hail, rain, and wind." 2 
In all nations in the infancy of growth, social or mental, the power 
to coax from reluctant clouds the fructifying rain has been regarded 
with highest approval and will always be found confided to the most 
important hierophants or devolving upon some of the most prominent 
deities; almighty Jove was a deified rain-maker or cloucl-compeller. 
Rain-makers flourished in Europe down to the time of Charlemagne, 
who prohibited these "tempestiarii" from plying their trade. 
On0 of the firRt requests made of Vaca and his comrades oy the 
people living in fixed habitations near the Rio Grande was "to tell the 
sky to rain," and also to pray for it. 3 
The prophet Samuel has been alluded to as a rain-maker.4 
There does not seem to have been any inheritance of priestly fun0-
tions among the Apache or any setting apart of a particul~r clan or family 
for the priestly duties. 
Francis Parkman is quoted as describing a certain family among the 
Miami who were reserved for the sacred ritualistic cannibalism perpe-
trated by that tribe upon captives taken in war. Such families devoted 
more or less completely to sacred uses are to be noted among the 
Hebrews (in the line of Levi) and others; but they do not occur in the 
tribes of the Southwest. 
One of the ceremonies connected with the initiation, as with every 
exercise of spiritual functions by the medicine-man, is the "ta-a-chi," 
or sweat-bath, in which, if he be physically able, the patient must par-
ticipate. 
The Apache do not, to my kRowledge, indulge in any poisonous in-
toxicants during their medicine ceremonies; but in this they differ to 
a perceptible degree from other tribes of .America. The " black 
drink" of the Creeks and the " wisoccan '' of the Virginians may be 
cited as cases in point; and the Walapai of Arizona, the near neighbors 
of the Apache, make use of the juice, or a decoction of the leaves, roots, 
and flowers of the Datura stramonium to induce frerizy and exhilara-
tion. The laurel grows wild on all the mountain tops of Sonora and 
Arizona, and the Apache credit it with the power of setting men crazy, 
but they deny that they have ever made use of it in their medicine or 
religion. Picart 5 speaks of the drink (wisoccan) which took away the 
brains of the young men undergoing initiation as medicine-men among 
the tribes of Virginia, but he does not say what this "wisoccan" was. 
In Guiana, 6 the candidate for the office of medicine-man must, among 
1 Ross, Fur Hunters, quoted by Spencer, Desc. Soc. 
2 Max Muller; ' Science of Religion, p. 88. 
3 Davis, Spanish Conq. ofN. M. , p. 98. 
4 I Samuel , XII, 17, 18. 
6 Cer emonies et Couturues, vol. 6, p. 75. 
6 Everard im Thurn, Indians of Guiana, London, 1883, p. 334. 
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mix d 
laim he power .of ·wallowiug spear headH or 
arrow and fir , and th r '- re at time many really wonderful things 
done by th m which hav h effect of 'treugtbeuing their hold upon 
th ·people. 
Tb medicine-m n of th Ojibwa, thru t arrow and similar instru-
ment down their throat . Th y also allow themselves to be shot at 
with mark d bullets.1 
Whil I wa among th Tu ayan, iu 1 1, J J~arned of a young boy, 
quit a child who wa,,· look d up to by the oth r Indians, and on special 
occa iow mad hi appearance <lecke<l. out in much native finery of 
bead and gewgaw , but the xact nature of his duties and supposed 
re p 11. ibiliti could n t b a. ertained. 
ie uran2 thought that the prie. ·thood among the Mexican~ was 
to a r at xtent 1\ r litary, much like the right of primogeniture 
among th p ~opl of pain. I eakin · of the fiv assi tants who held 
down th human vi tim at the moment of acrifice, he . ays: 
Los nombr H de lo ·in o ran 'ha halm ca, qu ·en nucstra Lengna quiere tanto 
d cir om Lovita 6 mini tro de co. r~ di vina 6 sao-radit. Era esta di.gnidad entre ellos 
muy 1;npr may en nm hat nida, b cual seher daba cl hijos a 1>adre como cosa de 
mayorazg , sue di ndo lo hijos a los Padr s eu aquella saugri nta Dignidad endemo-
niada y rn l. 
Con ernin them di -ine-m n of Peru, Dorman3 ay : 
1 Tann r's Tarrative, p. 390. 
2 Diego Duran, lib. '.l, cap. 3, p. 201. 
a Dorman, Primitiv • uperstitions, p. 384. 
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by lightning. The whole tribe participated in the singing, drumming_, 
and dancing incident to so important an event, but no white men were 
allowed to be present. My information was derived from the dead 
man's young nephew, while I was among that tribe. 
Among the Arawak of South America there are hereditary coujurers 
who profess to find out the enemy who by the agency of an evil spirit 
has killed the deceased. 1 
Picart says of the medicine-men of the tribes along Rio de la Plata: 
" Pour etre Pretre OU Medecin parmi eux, il faut avoir jeune longtems 
& souvent. II faut avoir combatu plusieurs fois contre les betes Sau-
vages, principalement contre les Tigres, & tout au moins en avoir ete 
mordu ou egratigne. Apres cela on pent obtenir l'Ordre, de Pretrise; 
car le Tigre est chez eux un animal presque divin." 2 
The medicine-men of tlle Apache are not confined to one gens or clan, 
as among the Shawnee and Cherokee, according to Brinton, 3 neither 
do they believe, as the Cherokee do, according to tlle same authority, 
that the seventh son is a natural-born prophet with the gift of healing 
by touch, but upon this latter point I must be discreet, as I have never 
known an Apache seventh son. 
The Cherokee still preserve the custom of consecrating a family of 
their tribe to the priesthood, as the family of Levi was consecrated 
among the Jews.4 
The neophytes of the isthmus of Darien were boys from ten to twelve 
years " selected for the natural inclination or the peculiar aptitude 
and intelligence which they displayed for the service." 5 
Peter Martyr says of the Chiribchis of South America: "Out of the 
multitude of children they ch use some of 10 or 12 yeeres old, w born they 
know by conjecture to be naturally inclined to that service." 6 
The peculiarity of the Moxos was that they thought none designated 
for the office of medicine-man but such aH had escaped from the claws 
of the South American tiger which, indeed, it is said they worshiped as 
agod.7 
Contrary to what Spencer says, the chiefs of the tribes of the South-
west, at least, are not ipso facto medicine-men; but among the Tonto 
Apache the brother of the head chief, Cha-ut-lip-un, was the greatmedi- . 
cine-man, and generally the medicine-men are related ciosely to the 
prominent chiefs, which would seem to imply either a formal deputation 
of priestly functions from the chiefs to relatives, or what may be prac-
tically the same thing, the exercise of family influence to briug about 
a recognition of the necromantic powers of some aspirant; but among 
1 Spencer, Desc. Sociology. 
2 P icart, Ceremonies et Coutumes Religieuses, Amsterdam, 1735, vol. 6, p. 122. 
3 Myths oft.he New World, p. 281. 
4 Domenech, Deserts, vol. 2, p. 392. 
5 Bancroft, Nat. Races, vol, 1, p. 777. 
6 Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. 5, p. 462. 
7 Brinton, Myths of the New World, p . 281. 
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F 'fIIE PA HE. 
c·a t · th, am man may e prie. t., war-
Th jui<' of lP Daturn1 .-e d i · mplo red by the Portuguese women 
of { ua: th mix i , say: Lin hott, in th 1iqu r drank by their hus-
hmi 1.- ,,Th fall for tw nt -~ m hour at lea t, into a stupor accom-
vani cl by ·on imP l laughin~; but .-o d ep i · the leep that uothing 
pa:. i110· b for th m affect them; and when th y recover their senses, 
th y 11, Yenor coUection of what hclH taken place." 2 
"Th Dari n India 11. u ed the eel of the Datura sanguinea, to bring 
on in d1ildren prophetic delirium, in which they revealed hidden treas-
ure. In P ru the prie. t who talked with the "huaca" or fetishes used 
to brow th mR lve into an ec tatic condition by a narcotic drink called 
'' ton a "mad from th , am plant." 3 
Th meclicin -men of the Walapai, according to Charlie Spencer, who 
married ou ' of thefr women and lived among them for years, were in 
the habit of ca ting bullets in molrls which contained a small piece of 
pap r . They would allow the, e bullets to be fired at them, and of 
our e th mis. ile would plit in two parts and do no injury. Again, 
they would roU a ball of inew ,tnd attach one end to a small twig\ 
which wa in erted between the teeth. They would then swallow the 
ball of , inew, xceptinO' th end thus attached to the teeth, and after 
the h at and moi ture of the tomach had softened and expanded the 
in w they would b O'Jn to draw it out yard after yard, saying to the 
fri ·ht n cl squawH that they had no Heed of inte tines aud were going 
t pull them all out. Other, among the Apache have claimed the 
p w 'r to hoot off uu without touching· the triggers or going near the 
w apon ; to be able to kill or otherwise harm their enemies at a dis-
tanc: of 100 mile . In nearly every boa, t made there is some sort of a 
savino- clau e. to the effect that no witchcraft must be made or the 
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selves seem to have retired from business.1 In .Abyssinia, at the pres-
ent day, blacksmiths are considered to be were-wolves, according to 
Winstanley. The .Apache look upon blacksmiths as being allied to the 
spirit::; and call them "pesh-chidin"-the witch, spirit, or ghost, of the 
iron. The priestly powers conceded to the blacksmith of Gretna Green 
need no allusion here . 
.According to Sir Walter Scott,2 trials for lycanthropy were abolished 
in France by an edict of Louis XIV. 
Parkman 3 describes, from the Relations of Pere Le Jeune, how the 
.Algonkin medicine-man announced that he was going to kill a rival 
medicine-man who lived at Gaspe, 100 leagues distant. 
The .Abipones of Paraguay, according to Father Dobrizhoffer, '' credit 
their medicine-men with power to inflict disease and death, to cure all 
disorders, to make known distant and future events; to cause rain, 
hail, and tempest; · to can up the shades of the dead and consult them 
concerning hidden matters; to put on the form of a tiger; to handle 
every kind of serpent without danger, etc.; which powers they imagine 
are not obtained by art, but imparted to certain persons by their grand-
father, the devil." . . 
The medicine-men of Honduras claimed the power of turning them-
selves into lions and tigers and of wandering in the mountains. 4 
"Grandes Hecbiceros i Bruxos, porque se hacian Perros, Puercos i 
Ximios." 5 
Gomara also calls attention to the fact that the medicine-men, "hechi-
ceros" -and "brujos," as he calls them, of tl1e Nicaraguans, possessed 
the power of lycanthropy; " segun e1los mismos decian, se hacen per-
ros, puercos y gimias." 6 
Great as are the powers claimed by the medicine-men, it is admitted 
that baleful influences may be at work to counteract and nullify them . 
.As has already been shown, among these are the efforts of witches, the 
presence of women who are sometimes supposed to be so" antimedici-
nal," if such a term may be applied, that the mere stepping over a war-
rior's gun will destroy its value. 
There may be other medicine-men at work with countercharms, and 
there may be certain neglects on the part of the person applying for aid 
which will invalidate all that the medicine-man can do for him. For 
example, while the "hoop-me-koff" was raging among the Mohave the 
fathers of families afflicted with it were forbidden to touch coffee or salt, 
and were directed to bathe th.emselves in the current of the Colorado. 
But the whooping cough ran its course in spite of all that the medicine-
1 '' St. Patrick, we are told, floated to Ireland on an altar stone. Among other wonderful things, he 
converted a marauder into a wolf and lighted a fire with icicles."-.James A . Froude, Reminiscences 
of the High Church Revival. (Letter V.) 
2 Demonology and Witchcraft, p . 18.!. 
d.Jesuits in Nort h America, pp. 34, 35. 
4 Herrera, dee. 4, lib . 8, cap. 5. 159. 
5 lbi<l., rlec. 3, lib. 4, p. 121. 
6 Hist. de las Indias, p. 283 . 
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·h d- i · pr m1 n tl1 '\Valapai " 'ere about to 
at linnt •011ti11 n · wa.· nj in d npon the ,rnrriors for a 
r Juv nat d onl r by rubbin · h , back a 0 ·ain.·t a , acr d stone pro-
j ·ting from the groun 1 in th counb:y of th Walapai, not many mHes 
fr m th pr ·ent town of Kiugman, on th Atlantic and Pacific Rail-
road. n th r ton of the , ·am kind wa formerly u ed for the same 
pnrpo b th m diciu -m n of the pueblo:-; of Laguna and Acoma, as 
I bav been informed by them. I am unable to tate whether or not 
u h recup rativ prop rtie. wer ever ascribed to the medicine stone 
a th ioux ag n y n ar tancling· Rock, S. Dak., or to the great stone. 
around wllich the meclicin -m n of Tu ayan marched in solemn pro-
c ion in their nake dance but I can say that ju the face of the latter, 
each time that I saw it (at different dates between 1874 and 1881), there 
wa a niche which wa :filled with votive offerings. 
Regnard, a traveler in Lapland, makes the ,'tatement that when the 
ham.an of that country began to lose their teeth they retired from 
practi . There i nothing of tbi kind to be noted among the Apache 
or other tribe, of orth Am ri a with which I am in any degree familiar. 
On th contrary, ,ome of the mo t influential of those whom I have 
known hav een old and de ·repit men, with thin, gray hair a,nd teeth 
gon" or loo e in their head . In a de cription given by Oorbusier of a 
r at ''m di fa ' c remony of th pacbe-Yuma at amp Verde, it is 
, t t d that th prin •ipal offi er was a "toothle, , gray-haired rnan." 1 
mou >' many , avage or barbarous peoples of the world albinos have 
rv d for th priestly office. There are many well marked ex-
ample, f albiniHm among the ueblo of New Mexico and Arizona, 
. p ially amon°· th Zuui and Tu ayan; but in no case did I learn that 
th in lividual tbu. li tingui heel were accredited with power not 
a ribable to them under Ol'dinary circum tances. Among the Ohey-
a\V one family, all of who ·e members had the crown lock white. 
wer not medicine-m n, neith r were any of the members of the 
, ing1 c lbino family among the avajo in 1 81. 
It i.· , well known fa('t tha among t1rn I ,ornan,· epilep y was looked 
np n a: a, <li. ". • · n <lit rt from the god , aml that it was designated 
h :aC'rr<l di' a· -m r u. acer. Mahomet ii-; b lieved to have 
lw n an pH pti . Th nation,· of the Ea, t regard epil pticR aud the 
iu:an a: in. pir 1 from on hi ·h. 
ur nati trib . d u xa ·tly b li 
·rt d wi h m di ·al < r .·piritual p w r.·; but th yr gard th m with a 
~ lin of , up r:titiou: aw , akin to r v r nc . I have per:onally 
known · ral c ,' : of hL' kind hon h not wi bin late year ·, and am 
n t a 1 o . · wh th r or n h du ation of h young r generation 
1 ,\m ric:m Antiquarian, XoYcmber, 1 6, Jl. 334. 
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iu our schools has as yet exercised an influence in eradicating this sen-
timent. 
Strange to say, I was unable to :find any observance of lucky or 
unlucky days among the Apache. The Romans in the period of their 
greatest enlightenment had their days, both "fasti" and "nefasti." 
Neither was I able to determine the selection of auspicious days for 
n:arriage; indeed, it was stated that the medicine-men had nothing to 
do with marriage. Among the Zapotecs the wedding clay was fixed 
by the priests.1 In this the Apache again stands above the Homan who 
would not marry in the month dedicated to the goddess Maia (May), 
because human sacrifice used t,o be offered in that month. This super-
stition survived in Europe until a comparatively recent period. Accord-
ing to Picart the Hebrew rabbis designated the days upon which 
weddings should take place. 
H erbert Spencer 2 says that the medicine-men of the Arawaks claimed 
the'' jus primrn noctis." There is no sueh privilege claimed or conceded 
among the North American tribes, to my knowledge, and the Arawaks 
would seem to be alon~ among the natives of the whole continent in 
this respect. 
In the town of Cumana, in Amaracapanna, apparently close to 
Carthagena, in the present republic of Colombia, South America, the 
medicine-men, according to Girolamo Benzoni, exercised the "jus 
primrn noctis.m , 
To recover stolen or lost property, especially ponies, is one of the I 
principal tasks imposed upon the medicine-men. They rely greatly 
upon the aid of pieces of crystal in effecting this I made a friend of 
an Apache medicine-man by presenting him with a large crystal of clen-
ticulated spar, much larger than the one of whose mystical properties I 
he had just been boasting to me. I can not say how this property of 
the crystal is manifested. Na-a-cha, the medicine-man alluded to, could 
give no explanation, except tµat by looking into it he could see every-
thing he wanted to see. 
The name of an American Indian is a sacred thing, not to be divulged 
by the owner himself without flue consideration. One may ask a 
warrior of any tribe to give his name and the question will be met with 
either a point-blank refusal or the more diplomatic evasion that he can 
not understand what is wanted of him. The moment a friend ap-
proaches, the warrior first interrogated will whisper what is wanted, 
and the friend can tell the name, receiving a reciprocation of the cour-1 
tesy from the other. The giving of names to children is a solemn mat- rf 
ter, and one in which the medicine-men should always be consulted. I_(,' 
Among the Plains tribes the children were formerly named at the 
moment of piercing their ears, which should occur at the first sun 
dance after their birth, or rather as near their first year as possible. 
1 Dorman, Primit ive Supers titions, p. 380, quoting H errera, dee. 3, p. 262. 
2 Descriptive Sociology. 
3 Admiral Smy th's translation ill Hakluyt Society , London, 1857, vol. 21, p. 9 . 
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ears were slit 
ing m mory. 
lain. trib s u ·· d to a ume aguomens or battle 
u, me and I ha kn ,Yn 'ome of th "ID who had enjoyed as many as 
£ ur r :fiy · but th pach name once conferred seems to remain 
hr uo·h Ji£ , x ept in th a e of the medicine-men, who, I have always 
, u p ted ·hang th ir nam ' upon a . ·urning their profession, much 
a.· a profe or of learning in hina i ail to do. 
Th name of moth r -in-law are never mentioned and it would be 
hi h]y improp r to a k for them by name; neither a,re the names of the 
d ad at l a t uot for a long period of time. But it often happens that 
th ·hild will b ar the name of its grandfather or some other relative 
w h wa. a di tin gui hed warrior. 
/ 
11 ·harm , idol , tali mans, medicine hats, and other sacred regalia 
. hould be made, or at lea t ble sed, by the medicine-men. They assume 
h, rg of an ceremonial fea t. and dances-such as the nubile dance, 
whi ·h occur when auy maiden attains marriageable age, and war 
dan precedino- battle. Nearly all preparations for the warpath are 
und r th ir control, and when on the trail of the enemy t},eir power is 
almo t upr me. ot a night pas e but that the medicine-men get 
into th ' ta-a-chi," or sweat bath, if such a thing be possible, and 
th r remain for ome minute , Ringing and making "medicine" for the 
0 ·00<1 of tl1 party. After dark they it around the :fire and i:;ing and 
t, lk , i h th" spirit £ n l predict the results of the campaigu. I have 
a,llud d quit fully to these points in a previom, work. 
h n a mau i · tak n 'ick the medicine-men are in the zenith of their 
1 I', ' . 
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be noted the same mumbling of incoherent phrases which has been the 
stock in trade of medicine-men in all ages and places. This use of 
gibberish was admitted by the medicine-men, who claimed that the 
words employed and known only to themselves (each individual seemed 
to have his own vocabulary) were mysteriously effective in dispelling 
·sickness of any kind. Gibberish was believed to be more potential in 
magic than was language which the practitioner or his dupes could 
comprehend. In Saxon Leechdoms, compiled by Cockayne, will be 
seen a text of gibberish to be recited by those wishing to stanch the 
flow of blood. (~ee p. 464.) 
In the following citations it will be observed that Adair and Catlin 
were grievously in error in their respective statements. .Adair denies 
that Indians on the warpath or elsewhere depend upon their "augurs" 
for instruction and guidance. 1 Gomara is authority for the statement 
that the natives of Hispaniola never made war wiphout consulting their 
mediciue-men-" no sin respuesta de los idolos 6 sin la de los sacerdotes, 
gue adevinan." 2 
The medicine-men of db.icora (our present South Carolina) sprinkled 
the warriors with the juice of a certain herb as they were about to en-
gage in battle. 3 
In Chicora " Mascaban los Sacerdotes una Ierva, i con el gumo de 
ella rociaban los Soldados, quando querian dar batalla, que era bende-
cir-los.m 
"Among the Abipones [of Paraguay] the medicine-man teaches them 
the place, time, an{! manner proper for attacking wild beasts or the 
enemy." 5 
"The North American Indians are nowhere idolaters." 6 
Idols were al ways carried to war by the natives of Hispaniola: '' A tanse 
a la frente idolos chiquitos cuando quieren pelear.m 
"Among the primitive Germans * * * the maintenance of disci-
pline in the field as in the council was left in great measure to the 
priests; they took the auguries and gave the signal for onset." 8 
"In New Caledonia * * * the priests go to battle, but sit in the 
distance, fasting and praying for victory." 9 
Our hunting songs and war songs may be a survival of the incanta-
tions of Celtic or Teutonic medicine~men. 
The adoption or retention of obsolete phraseology as a hieratic ian-
guage whicli has been noted among many nations of the highest com-
parative ·development is a manifestation of the same mental process. 
1 American Indians, p. 26. 
2 Gomara, Hist. de las Indias, p. 173. 
3 "Estos mascan ciertayerba, y con el zumo rocian las soldados estando para dar batallL" Gomara. 
ibid., p. 179. 
4 HArrt~ra,, dee. 2, lib. 10, p. 260. 
6 Father Dobrizho:ffer, quoted by Spencer, Eccles. Institutions, cap. 10, sec. 630. 
6 Catlin, N . .A.. Indians, London, 1845, vol. 2, p. 232. 
7 Gornara, op. cit., p. 173. 
8 Spencer, Eccles. Institutions, cap.10, pp. 780, 781, quoting Stubb's Constitutional History of England. 
9 Ibid., sec. 630, p. 781, quoting Turner (Geo.), Nineteen Years in Polynesia. 
4 IlE. 
f th a red antics 
Duran warn hi 
in , and in ing, "6 diciendo 
de aber que aquellos 
ommou and a acr cl language. The conjurer, the war 
pr ph('t, and he dr am r mploy a language in which words are borrowed from other 
Indian t ngue and dialect ; th y make much use of de criptive expressions, and 
11 e ,vorJs apart from th ordinar icrnification. The Ojibways abbreviate their 
entcn e and employ many elliptical forms of e},._rpre. sion, s! much so that half-
bre ds, quite familiar with the colloquial language, fail to comprehend a medicine-
man when in th full flow of x itel oratory.2 
"B1oo i may be tan heel by the word sicycuma, cucuma, ucuma, 
cuma, uma, me ., a." 3 · There are numbers of these gibberish formulre 
giv n, but on iH uffici nt. 
"The third part of the magic 4 of the 0haldeans belonged entirely to 
that description of charlatani m which consists in the use of gestures, 
po 'ture , and my teriou peeches, a byplay, and which formed an 
accompaniment to the proceedings of the thaumaturgist well calculated 
to mi lead." 5 
ahagun 6 call attention to the fact that the .Aztec hymns were in 
lanp;ua,g known only to the initiated. 
I mu, t be conceded that the monotonou intonation of the medicine-
m n i' not without good re ults, e pecially in uch ailments as can be 
ben fi.ted by the leep whi h u h inging induces. On the same princi-
pl • that petulant babies are lulled to lumber by the crooning of their 
nur,' , the ick will frequently be composed to a sound and beneficial 
lumber, from whi h they awake refreshed and ameliorated. I can 
1 Vot. 3, p. 176. 
"I.n v ry part of the globefraJ;Illenta of primitivelanguagesareprescrTed in religious rites." Hum-
boldt, R searches, London, 1814, vol. 1, p. !J7. 
"EtmflmeJean P .c, Prine de la Mirand, escrit que les roots barbam~ & non entc>ndus ont plu de 
pui8 an e en la .Magic qu coux qui sont entendus." Picart, vol. 10, p. 45. 
The medicine-men of urnana (now the United States of ColombiH, 'outh America) cured their 
p, ti nts "con palabras muy reveaadas y que aun el mismo medico no las entiende." Gomara, Hist. 
d b8 Inrlins, p. 208. 
Th Tia ·alt.cc. had "orador s •· wbo employed gibberish-"hablaban Gerigonga. " Herrera, dee. 2, 
lib. 6, p. 163. 
In P ru, if th fi Ids wer afflicted with drought, the priests, among other things, "chantaient 
un cantique dont 1 s ns 6tait inconnu du vulgaire." Balboa, Hist. du Peron, p. 128, in Ternaux-
CompllD , vol. 15. 
2 •• iniboine and Sa kat h wan Exped., London, 1860, vol. 2, p. 155. 
8 'o kayne, L cb<loms, vol. 1, p. xx.x. 
11 'Th b li fin th magic pow r of sacred words, whether r ligious formulas or the name of gods, was 
al o a know! dg d [L . in Egypt) and was the source of a frightful amount of superst{tion. . . . The 
snp rstitious rep tition of name (many of which perhaps never had any meaning at all) is particularly 
Nni;picuou in num rou documents much roor rec nt than the Book of the Dead."-Hibbert, Lec-
tm,, . 1 7!), pp. 102, l!l3. 
6 ."alnrte, Philo ophy of Magir, vol. 1, p. 134. 
'King borough, lib. 2, vol. 7, p. l02. 
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recall, among many other cases, those of Ohaundezi ("Long Ear," or 
"lVIule") and Ohemihuevi-Sal, both chiefs of the Apache, who recov-
ered under the treatment of their own medicine-men after our surgeons 
had abandoned the case. This recovery could be attributed only to 
. the sedative effects of the chanting. 
Mmdc of a gentle, monotonous kind has been prescribed in the medi- f 
cal treatment of Romans, Greeks, and even of comparatively modern 1 
Europeans. John Mason Goode, in his translation of Lucretius' De , 
Natura Rerum, mentions among others Galen, Tbeophrastus, and Aulus 
Gellius. An anonymous writer in the Press of Philadelphia, Pa., under 
date of December 23, 1888, takes the ground that its use should be 
resumed. 
The noise made by medicine-men around the couch of the sick- is no· 
better, no worse, than the clangor of bells in Europe. Bells, we are 
told, were rung on every possible occasion. Brand is fulJ of quaint 
information on this head. According to him they were rung in Spain 
when ,vomen were in labor, 1 at weddjngs, 2 to dispel thunder, drive 
away bad spirits, and frustrate the deviltry of witches; 3 throughout 
Europe on the arrival of emperors, kings, the higher nobility, bishops, 
etc.,4 to ease pain of the dead,5 were solemnly baptized, receiving 
names, 6 and became the objects of superstition, various powers being 
ascribed to them.7 
Adair, who was gtfted with an excellent imagination, alludes to the r 
possession of an '' ark" by the medicine-men of the Creeks and other 
tribes of the Mississippi. country, among whom he lived for so many 
years as a trader. The Apache have no such things; but I did see a 
sacred bundle or package, which I was allowed to feel, but not to open, 
and which I learned contained some of the lightning-riven twigs upon 
which they place such dependence. This was carried by a young 
medicine-man, scarcely out of his teens, during Gen. Crook's expe-
dition into the Sierra Madre, Mexico, in 1883, in pursuit of the hostile 
OhiricahuaApache. Maj . Frank North also told me that the Pawnee 
had a sacred package which contained, among other objects of venera-
tion, the skin of an albino buffalo calf. 
There are allusions by several authorities to the necessity of confes-
sion by the patient before the efforts of the medicine-men can prove 
efficacious. 8 
1 Popular Antiquities, vol. 2, p. 70. 
2 Ibid., p. 160. 
3 Ibid., p. 217. 
4 Ibid., p. 218 . 
0 Ibid., p. 219. 
6 Ibid., pp. 214, 215. 
7·Ibicl., p. 216. 
8 "When the Carriers are severely sick, they often think that they shall not recover, unless they 
divulge to a priest or magician, every crime which they may have con::.mitted, which bas hitherto been 
kept secret."-[Harmon's Journal, p. 300. The Carriers or Ta-knlly are Tinneh. 
9 E'l'H--30 
4 . :\IE I L'E-~!E F THE P 'HE. 
i r al1y xi ted, could well be com-
warpa h . c·r t whi >h imposed upon all the warrior 
duty f rnakincr a, 1 an brea:'t of all delinquencies and 
, · c-nr d h m immuni y fr m puni hment for the same, even if they bad 
b 11 ft' n: again t som of the other warriors present. 
Th , ioux an I other.· had a cu tom of "striking the post'' in their 
dau · . p cially the uu dance, and there wa · then an obligation upon 
th , ·trik r to tell th truth. hva told that th~ medicine-men were wont 
t ,-trik, with a -lub th talagmit sin the sacred caves of tbe .Apache, 
bu what el they did I was not able to ascertain. 
nd r the titl of "hocldeutiu" will be found the, tatement made by 
on f the Apach a· to th mean employed to secure the presence 
of a m di ·ine-man at th bedside of the sick. I give it for what it is 
worth, mer ,]y tating that Kohl, in his Kitchi-Gami, if I remember cor-
r ctly, refer, to omething of tlle ·ame kind where tbe rnedicilie-man is 
represented as being obliged to respond to every summons made unless 
h •an atch the me. nger within a given distance and kiek him. 
There i Yery littl di crepancy of i;tatement as to what would hap-
pen to a medicine-man in case of failure to cure; but many conflicting 
tories have b en in circulation as to the number of patients he would 
b all wed to kill .before incurring risk of puuishment. My own con-
clu.-ion.· ar that there i · no truth whatever in the uumbers alleged, 
eith r tbr or 'even, but that a medicine-man would be in danger, 
uud r certain circumstances, if he let ouly one patient die on his hands. 
The cir ·um bmce. · would be the verdict of tlle spirit doctors that he 
was m1pably negligent or ignorant. He could evacle death at the hands 
of th patient' kiu folk only by flight or by demonstrating that a witch 
h, d b n at th bottom of the mischief.1 
Brasseur cle Bourbourg, 
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i rnezclaclos con el c;mmo, se lo daban a beber al muerto por la boca, i las nari<.:e1,, i 
Inego le preguufaban muchas veces, si el Medico guardo clieta, hasta que hablarnlo 
el demonio, responclia tan claro, como si fuera vivo, i decia, que el Medico no hi<;o 
dieta, i lnego le bolvian a la sepultura. 
Then the relatives attacked the medicine-man: "I le daban tantos 
palos, que le quebraban los bragos, i las piernas, i a otros sacaban los 
ojos, i los cortaban sus miembros genitales." 1 
Alexander the Great expressed his sorrow at the death of his friend 
Hephrestion by crucifying the poor pilysicians who had attended the 
deceased.2 
The medicine-men of the Na.tchez were put to death when they failed 
to cure.3 
The Apache attach as much importance to the necessity of "laying 
the manes" of their dead as the Romans did. They have not localized 
the site of the future world as the Mohave have, but believe that the 
dead remain for a few days or nights in the neighborhood of the place 
where they departed from this life, and that they try to communicate 
with their living friends through the voice of the owl. If a relative hears 
this sound by night, or, as often happens, he imagines that he bas · 
seen the ghost itself, he hurries to the nearest medicine-man, relates his 
story, and carries ont to the smallest detail the prescription of feast, 
singing, dancing, and other means of keeping the spirit in good humor 
on the journey which it will now undertake to the" house of spirits," 
the'' chidin-bi-kungua." Nearly all medicine-men claim the power of 
going there at will, and not a few who are not medicine-men claim the 
same faculty. 
The medicine-men of the Apache are paid by each patient or by hi~ 
friends at the time they are consulted. There is no such thing as a 
maintenance fund, no system of tithes, nor any other burden for their 
support, although I can recall having seen while among .the Zuni one 
of the medicine-men who was making cane holders for the tobacco to 
be smoked at a coming festival, and whose fields were attended and 
his herds guarded by the other members of the tribe. 
Among the Eskimo '' the priest receives fees beforehand." 4 
"Tous ces sorciers ne refusaient leurs secours a personne, pourvu 
qu'on les payait." 5 
"Among other customs was that of those who ca]!le to be cured, giv-
ing their bow and arrows, shoes, and beads to the Indi_ans who accom-
panied Vaca and his companions." 6 (But we must remember that Vaca 
and his comrades traveled across the continent as medicine-men.) 
'' Las sementeras que hacen los Assenais son t ambien de comunidad 
1 HiRt. Gen., dee. 1, lib. 3, p. 69. 
2 Madden, Shrines and Sepulchres, vol. 1, p. 14;. 
3 Gayarre, Louisiana; its Colonial History, p. 355. 
4 Spencer, Desc. Sociology. • 
6 Balboa, Hist. du Perou, Ternaux-Compans, vol. 15. 
6 Davis. Conq. of New Mexico, p. 86. 
4 
•ig. 429.-M <l-
ie i 11 arrow 
miod hy .A.pa-
c·hn and J'ue-
hlo wom 11. 
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})()stolica, E pinosa, M xico, 1746, p. 421. 
acerdote 
among the 
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ning. A tiny piece of this arrow or la.nee was broken off and ground into 
the finest powder, and then administered in water to women during time 
of gestation. I have found the same kind of arrows in use among the 
women of Laguna and other pueblos. This matter will receive more 
extended treatment in my coming monograph on "Stone Worship." 
Mendieta is authority for the statement that the Mexicans had both 
medicine-men and medicine-women. The former attended to the sick 
men and the latter to the sick women. "A. las mujeres siempre las cura-
ban otras mujeres, ya los hombres otros hombres.'n Some of the medi-
cine-women seem to have made au illicit use of the knowledge they had 
acquired, in which case both the medicine-woman and the woman con-
cerned were put to death. _ '' La mujer preiiada que tomaba con que 
abortar y echar la criatura, ella y la fisica que le habia dado con que 
la lanzase, am bas morian." 2 
Gomara asserts that they were to be found among the Indians of 
Chicora (South Carolina).3 He calls them "viejas" (old women). 
"Los Medicos eran Mugeres viejas, i no havia otras." 4 In Nicaragua, 
"Las Viejas curaban los Enfermos." 5 
There were medicine-women in Goazacoalco: "Tienen Medicos para 
curar las enfermedades, i los mas eran Mugeres, grandes Herbolarias, 
que h3:cian todas las curas con Iervas." 6 
Bernal Diaz, in 1568, speaks of having, on a certain occasion, at the 
summit of a high mountain, found "an Indian woman, very fat, and 
having with her a dog of that specie~, which they breed in order to eat, 
and which do not bark. This Indian was a witch; she was. in the act · 
of sacrificing the dog, which is a signal of hostility.''7 
·'The office of medicine-man though generally usurped by males does 
not appertain to them exclusively, and at the time of our visit the one 
most extensively known was a black (or meztizo) woman, who had ac-
quired the most unbounded influence by shrewdness, joined to a hid-
eous personal appearance, and a certain mystery with which she was 
invested." 8 Creeks have medicine-women as well as medicine-men. 
The Eskimo have medicine-men and medicine-women.9 The medicine-
men and women of the Dakota '' can cause ghosts to appear on occa-
sion." 10 
Speaking of the Chippewa, Spencer says: " Women may practice 
soothsaying, but the higher religious _functions are performed only by 
inen." 11 
1 Mendieta, Hist. Eclesiastica Indiana, p. 136. 
2 Thiel., p. 13G. 
3 Hist. de las Indias, p. 179. 
4 Herrera, dee. 2, lib. 10, p. 260. 
6 Ibi<l. , dee. 3, lib. 4, p. 121. • 
6 Ibid. , dee. 4, lib. 9, cap. 7, p. 188. 
7 K eating's translation, p . 352, quoted by Samuel Farmar Jarvis, Religion of the Indi 0 n Tribes, in 
Coll. New York Historical Soc. , vol. 3, 1819, p. 262. 
H Smitb, ..A.raucanians, pp. 238, 239. 
9 Richardson, ..A.retie Sea.rchino- Expe<lition, Yul. 1, p. 366. 
10 Schultze, Feticbism, N ew York, 1885, p. 49 . . 
11 Spencer, Desc. Sociology. · 
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'I }1p 111 • lic·i11 -m n f th , J><l<'JJ' <lo 11ot :vsnm • to live upon food 
liff 'l' 111t from 11at u: l by th, laity. Th 'r<' ar , u h thiuo- · a:-; sacl'e<l 
f •a:t: amo11 er ]1 trib : f tn· h m rica-a, , for xample, the fea:;;t 
f :t •w cl pup1 y t1t the :nu dan · of th ionx-lmt in the e all people 
,•hal'P. 
In tlwmortuury c·e1·< .. mo11ieH of th medicine-men tbtre iH a, difference 
f l •O'r<', hut 11 t of kind. Tlle MolrnYe, however, believe that the 
m •clidtH'·llH'll o-o to a h av 11 of h ir owi1. rrlwy al o bPlieve vaguely 
in four cliff<1 re11t livPH aft r thi: one. 
('ab za cl "\ aca ,"ay:-; that th Floridian. buried their ordinary <lead, 
u burned th ir medi •i1P-me11, who. e incinerate(l bone:;; they preserved 
au l drank iu water. 1 .After the) [tlw medicine-men and women of 
the Dakota I have four tirne mn their career i11 human :-;hape they are 
mmillilat d.' 2 S ·hu]tze, ayR that the medicine-men of the Sioux and 
th medidn -women al. o, after death "may be transformed into wild 
b a.-t. ·.' 2 
urgeon mart ·bow · that among otli .. r offices entrusted to the med-
icinr-men of the .Apache wa, the reception of distinguished strangers.3 
Loug a ert, that the medici11 -men of the Otoe, Omaha, and others 
along the Mi ouri pret nded to be able to eonverse with the fetus in 
ut ro and predict the Rex.4 othing of that kind has ever come under 
my notice. .Adair HayH tbat the medicine-men of the Cherokee would 
not aHow snakes to be kill d.5 The .Apache will uot Jet Fmakes be killed 
within the limit of the camp by one of their own people, but they will 
not only allow a . trano- r to kill them, but request him to do so. They 
mad thi.· r que t of me on thre occasiom;. 
,'ev ral of the mo t influential medicine-men whom I have known 
w r blind, among other, old a-ta-do-tash, whose medicine· hat fig-
ur R in th ,'e page,. Whether thi, blindness was the result of old 
a>' or du to the frenzy of dancing until exhalrnted in all seasons I am 
nnahl to ·onjectme. S ·hultze ·ays of the hamans of Siberia: "This 
artificial frenzy ha· uch a seriou,· effect upon the body, and more par-
ti ularly the ey s, that many of the sbaman become blind; a circum-
tan<· which enhanc the esteem ill which they are held."6 Some of 
t11 m di in -men of eru w nt blind from overexertion in their dances, 
although Gomara a signH a. a, rea, on that it wa from fear of the demon 
with whom they talk d. aun algunos He quiebran los ojos para 
,·em~jant hablar [i. e., talk with the devil]; y creo que lo hacian de 
mi d p rqu todo ello , e atapan lo, ojo. ·uando hablan con eJ.m 
Dun ar tell u , that the medi in -men of the Pawnee ,'wallowed 
and had al o the trick of apparently killing a, man 
1 Ternaux-C'ompaus, vol. 7, p. 110. 
2 ·l111Ltzr1 Fr·tic:bhm1, Tew York, 1 3, p. 4!J. 
a , ' toitb onian R port for 1 67. 
4 Long'11 Exp lition, Philaclelphia , 1823, p. 2:1 . 
& Ilis t. of th .Am ri an Indian., J> . 23 . 
6 .' chultz , Ji'etichi 11m, ' w York, l 5, p. 52. 
1 I-Ii t. 11,, la 11 Inrli :111, p. 2!12. 
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aud bringing him back to life. The same power was claimed by the 
medicine-men of the Zuui, and the story told me by old Pedro Pino of 
the young men whom they used to kill aud restore to life, will be found 
in "The Snake Dance of the Moquis." 
REMEDIES .A.ND MODES OF TREATMENT. 
Tlle· materia medica of the Apache js at best limited and compre-
hends scarcely anything more than roots, leaves, and other vegetable 
matter. In gathering these remedies they resort to no superstitious 
ceremonies tllat I have been able to detect, although I have not often 
seen them collecting. They prefer incantation to pharmacy at all ' 
times, although the squaws of the vValapai living near old Camp 
Beale Springs in 1873, were extremely foud of castor oil, fof' whicl1 they 
would beg each day . 
The main reliance for nearly all disorders is the sweat bath, which is 
generally conducive of sound repose. All Indiaus-kuow the benefit to be 
derived from relieving an overloaded stomach, and resort to the titil-
la,tion of the fauces with a feather to induce nausea. I have seen-the 
Zuni take great drafts of mkewarm water and theu praetice the above 
as a remedy in dyspepsfa. 
When a pain has become localized and deep seated, the medicineJ 
men resort to suction of the part affected, and raise blisters in that 
way. I was once asked by the W alapai chief, Sequanya, to look a 
his back and sides. He was covered with cicatrices due to such treat-
ment, the medicine-men thinking thus to alleviate the progressive 
paralysis from which he had been long a sufferer, and from which he 
shortly afterwards died. After a long march, I have seen Indians of 
different bands expose the small of the back uncovered to the fierce 
heat of a pile of embers to produce a rubefacient effect and stimulate 
what is known as a, weak back. They drink freely of hot teas or in-
fusion~ of herbs and grasse~ for_the cure of ~hills. ~hey are an. dex- ; 
trous rn the manufacture of splmts out of willow twigs, and seem to 
meet with much success in their treatment of gunshot wounds, which 
they do not dress as often as white practitioners, alleging that the 
latter, by so frequently removing the bandages, unduly irritate the 
wounds. I have known them to apply moxa, and I remember to have 
seeµ two deep scars upon the left hand of the great Apache chief Co-
chise, due to this cause. 
It should. uot be forgotten that the world owes a large debt to the 
medicine-men of America, who first discovered the virtues of coca, sar-
saparilla, j alap, cinchona, and guiacum. They understand the admin-
istration of enemata, and have an apparatus made of the paunch of a 
sheep and the hollow leg bone. . 
Scarification is quite common, and is used for a singular purpose. ) 
The _A.pach~ scouts _when tired were in the habit of sitting clown and 
lashmg their legs with bunches of nettles until the blood flowed. This, 
according to their belief, relieved the exhaustion. 
47.., rn I I E-:.\IE F THE AP HE. 
i 1 ridian according to Vaca, ucked and 
u h pati n and put h , t ne, on hi abdomen to take away 
arifi d, a d th . , eem d to have u ed moxas. "Ils 
'c uteri ' nt G U?,'i av le£ u. I 
Th m li ·in -m n of Hi paniola ·ure l by uction, and when they had 
xtra t d a tone or other alleg d cau e of sickness it was preserved 
a a acr d r lie, e pe fally by the women, who looked upon it as 
f oT at ail ju parturition. 2 V negas peak ~ of a tube called the 
ha •ua , formed ut of a v ry hard black , tone, u ed by the medi-
in '-men of California in uckiug uch parts of the patient's body as 
wcr ~ gri vou ly affli ·t d with pains. In these tubes they sometimes 
1 lac d light d tobacco and blew down upon the part affected after the 
manner of a moxa, I uppo e. 3 
The men of Panuco w re o addicted to drunkenness that we are 
tolcl: "Lor qu'il ont fatigue de boire leur vin par la bouche, ils se 
ouchent, el vent le jambes en Pair, et 'en font introduire clans le 
fond ment au moyen d'une canule, taut que le corps peut en contenir." 4 
Th administration of wine in this manner may have been as a medi-
cine, and the Aztec of Panuco may have known that nutriment could 
b a imilated in thi way. It shows at least that the Aztecs were 
a quainted with enemata. 
'' Quando la enfermedad les parecia que tenia necesidad de evacua-
·iou, u aban del aiuda o clister [ clyster ], con cocimientos de Iervas, i 
p lvo ', n Agua, i tomandola en la boca, con vn cafiuto de hueso de 
pi ,rna d arga, la hechaban, i obraba copio amente: i en esto pudo 
ta G nt r indu triada de fa Cig·uena, que con su largo pico se cura, 
· mo riven lo Naturales." 5 Smith ays that the medicine-men of 
th Araucanian "ar well acquainted with the proper use of emetics, 
C'ath, rtic , and , udori:fi.c . For the purpose of injection they make 
n :1 of a bladder, a i till commonly practiced among the Chilenos." 6 
vi do ay of th medi ine-men: "Conogian muchas hiervas de que 
u,·a any ran apropiada a diver a enfermedades." 7 One of the most 
·uriou r m die pr uted in Bancroft' · fin,t volume is the use of a 
]_) ultic f ma hed poi on-ivy leaves as a remedy for ringworm by the 
Indian f Low r alifornia. 
The Indian of Topia (in the Sierra Madre, near Sinaloa), were in the 
ha it f arifyiu 0 • th ir tir d 1 g aind aching temples.8 The Arawaks, 
f uian al · ·arift d, according to Spencer.9 The inhabitants of 
1 'l'eruaux-Compan , vol. 7, pp. 114, 115. 
i ~o from Gom.ara, Ilist. d las lncliaii. pp. 172-173. 
3 Ili tory of California, vol. 1, p. 97 . 
4 T rnaux-Compans, vol. 10, p . 5. 
~ II rrera, dee. 4, lib. 9, cap. , p. 1 8. 
6 , "mi tu, .Araucanian , p. 234. 
1 Jfancroft, Native Races, vol. 1, p. 779. 
8 .A lcgr , Hi toria de la Compafi1a d Jesus n N ueva-Espafia, vol. 1, p. 401. 
• D c. ' ciology. 
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Kamchatka use- enema ta, much in the same way as the Navajo and 
..Apache do. 1 They also use moxa made of a fungus. 2 
It has never been my good fortune to notice an example of trephining 
among our savage tribes, although I have seen a good many wounded, 
some of them in the head. Trepbining has been practiced by the 
aborigines of America, and the whole subject as noted among the 
primitive peoples of all parts of the globe has been treated in a mono-
graph by Dr. Robert Fletcher, U.S. Army.3 
Dr. Fordyce Grinnell, who was for some years attached to the 
Wichita Agency as resident physician, has published the results of his 
observations in a monograph, entitled "The healmg art as practiced 
by the Indians of the Plains," in which he says: "Wet cupping iy 
resorted to quite frequently. The surface is scarified by a sharp stone 
or knife, and a buffalo horn is used as the cupping glass. Cauterizing 
with red-hot irons is not infrequently employed." A cautery of" burnin 
pith" ·was used by the Araucanians. 4 
"It may be safely affirmed that a majority of the nation J"Choctaw j 
prefer to receive the attentions of a white physician when one can be 
obtained. * * * When the doctor is called to his patient be com-
mences operations by excluding all white men and-all who disbelieve in 
the efficacy of his incantations." 5 " The f Apache j scouts seem to prefer 
their own medicine-men when seriously ill, and believe the weird sing-
ing and _praying around the couch 1s more effective than the medicine 
dealt out by our camp 'sa·wbones.' "G The promptness with which the 
American Indian recovers from severe wounds has been commented 
upon by many authorities. Froin my personal observation I could, 
were it necessary, .,adduce many examples. The natives of Australia 
seem to be endowed with th~ same recuperative powers. 7 
After all other means have failed the medicine-men of the Southwest · 
devote themselves to making altars in the sand and clay near the couch 
of tLe dying, because, as Antonio Besias explained, this act was all the 
same as extreme unction. They portray the :figures of various animals, 
and then take a pinch of the dust or ashes from each one and rub upon 
the person of the sick man as well as upon. themselves. Similar altars. 
or tracings were made by the medicine-men of Guatemala when they 
were casting the horoscope of a child and seeking to determine what 
was to be its medicine in life.- This matter of sand altius has been fully 
treated by l\Iattbews in the report of the Bureau of Ethnology for 1883-
'84, aild there.are several representations to be found in my Snake Dance 
of the Moquis. "Writing on sand" is a mode of divination among the 
1 Kraskenninikoff, History of Kamtchatka and the Knrilski Islands, Grieve's translation, p. 219. 
2 Ibid., p. 220. 
3 Contributions to North .American Ethnology, vol. 5. 
4 Smith, .A.raucanians, p. 233. 
"Dr. Edwin G. Meek, Toner Collection, Library of Congress. 
6 Liont. Pettit in Jour. U. S. Mil. Sen·. Instit. , 1886, pp. 336-337 
7 Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 1, p. 155. 
7 ,->iE•' OF THE PA HE. 
'1rnpl m' <n· medicine-men 
\1lif rui a. makinO' r Hk tching "a mo t uncouth 
f an animal on the ground," and presnmably of 
r .-nrh mat rial. .2 • 
II JR ND WIG 
I h rn di ·i11 -m u of tll pach were, at lea t while young, extremely 
ar fnl of h ir hair, and I have often ·een those who were very prop-
rl~· proud of th ir long and gfo · y clrevelure. Particularly do I recall 
t mind the 'doctor" at San Carlo in 1885, who would never allow 
hi: flowing l>la k tre ·es to be touched. But they do not roach their 
1rnir a· I have , en th Pawi1ec do; they do not add false hair to their 
own a. I hav een amoug the 1row of Montana and the Mohave of the 
1 lorad ; they do not apply plasterH of mud as do their neighbors 
Yuma Cocopa, Mohave ttnd Pima, ~tnd in such a manner as to 
c n in e ·p ctator that the intent was ceremonial; and they do not 
uHe wiO' in th ir dances. Wig made of black wool may still be found 
o ca ·ionally among the Pueblo.·, but the Apache do not use them, and 
th re i no reference to ucb a thing in their myth . 
It i to be understood that these paragraphs are not treating upon 
tl, superstitions con eming the human hair, as such, but simply of the 
mpl ym nt of wig , which would seem in former days among some of 
th tribe. of the Southwe t to have been made of human hair pre-
nt •d by patient: who had recovered from sickness or by mourners 
r lativ had died.3 Wigs with masks attached were worn by 
o ta Rican , ac ·ordiu · to Gabb.4 
om f th Apa h -Yuma men wear long rolls of matted hair behind, 
;v},i ·h ar tl1 tliickn R8 of a finger, and two feet or more in length, and 
· mp d fol l hair mixed wjth that growing on the head, or are in the 
form f wio-, made of hair that ha been cut off when mourning the 
d ad, to b worn on o ca ion:; of ceremony.5 
Ob:crvati011. of the ame kinu have been made by Speke upon the 
·u:tom, of th people of Africa in 11i Nile,6 concerning the Kidi people 
a th h d of th Nile; by ook, in awkesworth' Voyages,7 speaking 
f Tabi i and hy Bar ia, 8 speaking of Greenland. Sir Samuel Baker 
<l . ·rib , h p uliar wi . · worn by the tribes on Lake Albert N yanza, · 
1 D nnyi,, }'olk Lor of China, p . 57. 
2 "Chinig ·bini h" in R biuson's alifornia, Pl . 271, 272. 
3 Thr rradrt· intrr st cl in this matter may find something Lea.ring upon it iD Diegd Duran, lib. l, cap. 
36, 1'· 3 7; Torqu macla, Mon. Indiana, Jib. 0, cap. 3; T'en gas, Ilislory of California, vol. 1, p. lOf; 
,omara, onq. d M xico, p. 443; Herrera, r1rr. 4, lib. , p. 15 ; Maximilian of Wied, p. 431, and others; 
'l'ho "p lura " m ntion i of the Orinoco trih II hy Pa<lr Gnmilla woulds m to be nothing more than 
ff'athrr b ad-clr asPs; p. 66. 
Tribes anil Languages of 'osta l i a, Proc. Am. Philoa., 'o ·. , Pbilad Jphia, 18i5, p. 503. 
6 ( 'orbu ier, in merkan Antiquarian , , pt. , 18 6, J>. 270. 
6 : UT(' of the "il , p. 567. 
7 Vol. 2, p. 10:J. 
En nyo ronolo ,fro, p. 13!1. 
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formed of the owner's hair and contributions from all sources plastere<l 
with clay into a stiff mass.1 
Melchior Diaz reported that the people of Cibola "elevent dans leurs 
rnaisons des auimaux velus, grands comme des chiens d'Espagne. Ils 
les tondent, ils en font des perruques de couleurs." This report was 
sent by the Viceroy Mendoza to the Emperor Charles V. Exactly what 
these domesticated animals were, it would be hard to say; they may 
possibly have been Rocky Mountain sheep, 2 though Mr. Cushing, who 
has studied the question somewhat extensively, is of the opinion that 
they may have been a variety of the llama. 
The Assinaboine used to wear false hair, all(l also had the custom of 
dividing their hair into "joints'' of an inch or more, marked by a sort 
of paste of red earth and glue; 3 The Mandan did the same.4 In this 
they both resemble the Mohave of the Rio Colorado. '' The Algonquins 
believed also in a. malignant Manitou. * * * She wore a robe made 
of the hair of her victims, for she was the cause of death.'' 5 
The Apache, until within the last twenty years, plucked out the eye-
lashes and often the eyebrows, but only a few of them still persist in 
the practice. Kane says that the Winnebagoes "have the custom of 
pulling out their eyebrows." 6 Herrera says that among the signs by 
which the Tlascaltecs recognized their gods when they saw them in 
visions, were "_vianle sin cejas, i sin pestafias.'" 
MUlJHEADS. 
Reference has beeu made to a ceremonial plastering of mud upon the · 
heads of Indians. When General Crook was returning from his expe-
dition into the Sierra Madre, Mexico, in 1883, in which expedition a few 
of the enemy bad been killed, the scouts upon reaching the San Ber-
nardino River made a free use of the sweat bath, with much singing 
and other formulas, the whole being part of the lustration which all 
warriors must undergo as soon as possible after being engaged in battle. 
The Apache proper did not apply mud to their heads, but the Apache-
Yuma did. 
Capt. Gross:nan, U. S. Army, 8 says of tlle Pima method of purifi-
cation after killing an Apache, that the isolation of the warrior lasts 
for sixteen days, during whicll period no one speaks to him, not even 
the old woman who brings him his food. The first day he touches 
neither food nor drink, and he eats sparingly for the whole time, touch-
1 }'or the Shamans of Kodiak, see Lisiansky, Voyage, London, 1814, p. 208; for the Mexicans, Padre 
Jose Acosta, Paris, 1600, cap. 26, p. 256; Society Island;., Malte-Brun, Univ. Geography, vol. 3, Jib. 58, p. 
634, Boston, 1825. Sir Samuel Baker, The Albert 'Nyanza, v.ol. l, p. 211. 
2 Ternaux-Compans, vol. 9, p. '.:94. 
3 Catlin, North American Indians, Lonclou. 1845. ml. 1. p. 55. 
4 Ibid., p. 95. 
6 Parkman, Jesuits iu North A..merica, J> ,x.xxiL 
6 Wan,leringfl of au Artist in North America, p. 40. 
7 Dec. 2, lib. 6, p. 161. 
8 Smithsonian Report for l 871. 
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nor alt· he bath frequently in the Gila River and 
time keep his head covered with a plaster of mud 
and m quit . 
"Th bo [ of th Ma ago.eyes] of seven or eight yeeres weare clay 
fa tn d on the hayre of the head, and still renewed with new clay, 
weighing ometime five or 'ix pound . Nor may they be free hereof 
till in warre or lawfull fight hee hath killed a man." 1 
ccording to Padre Geronimo Boscana, the traditions of the Indians 
of California show that they '' fed upon a kind of clay.m But this clay 
wa often pla tered upon their heads "as a kjnd of ornament." These 
were the Indians of San Juan Capistrano, who strongly resembled the 
Mohave. .After all, the "mudheads" of the Mohave are no worse than 
tho e people in India who still bedaub their heads with "the holy. 
mud of the Gange ." Up to this time the mud has been the" blue 
mud" of the Colorado and other rivers, but when we find Herbert 
Spencer mentioning that the heads of the Comanche are " besmear~d 
with a dull red clay" we may suspect that we have stumbled upon an 
analogue of the cu tom of the .Aztec priests, who bedaubed their heads 
with the coagulating lifeblood of their human victims. We know that 
there has been such a substitution practiced among the Indians of the 
Pueblo of Jemez, who apply red ocher to the mouth of the stone 
mountain lion, in whose honor human blood was once freely shed. The 
practice of so many of the Plains tribes of painting the median line of 
the bead with vermilion seems to be traceable back to a similar custom. 
SO.A.LP SHIRTS. 
The shirt depicted on Pl. nr, made of buckskin and trimmed with 
human scalps, would seem to belong to the same category with the 
mantles made of votive hair, mentioned as being in use among the 
alifornia tribe a little more than a century ago. It was presented to 
m by Little Big Man, who led me to believe that it had once belonged 
to the great chief of the Sioux, Crazy Hor e, or had at least been worn 
by him. Of it ' , ymboli m I am unable to find the explanation. The 
color y llow and blue would seem to represent the earth and water or 
:ky, thefeathers attached would refer to the birds,and the round circle 
ou th brea tis undoubtedly the sun. There is a cocoon affixed to one 
,'hould r the , ignificance of which I do not know. 
THE RHOMB ', OR BULL ROARER. 
Th rhombu wa fir t een by me at the nake dance of th,e Tu ayan, 
in the illage of Walpi, riz., in the month of .August, 1881. Pre-
viou to that date I had heard of it vaguely, but had never been able to 
it in a tual u . The medi in -men twirled it rapidly, and with a 
uni.fi rm mo i n a out h head and from front to rear, and succeeded 
1 P urclia,, lib. 9, cap. 12, sec. 4 p. 1555, dition uf 1622. 
2 'hmigchinicb, p. 253. 
, 
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in faithfully imitating the sound of a gust of rain-laden wind. As ex-
plained to me by one of the medicine-men, by making this sound they 
compelled the wind and rain to come to the aid of the crops. At a 
later date I found it in use among the Apache, and for the same pur-
pose. The season near the San Carlos Agency during the year 1884 
had been unusually dry, and the crops were parched. The medicin~-
men arranged a procession, two of the features qfwhich were the rhom-
bus and a long handled cross, upon which various figures were depicted. 
Of the latter, I will speak at another time. 
Again, while examining certain ruins in the Verde Valley, in central 
Arizona, I found that the "Oliff Dwellers," as it has become customary 
to call the prehistoric inhabitants, 
had employed the same weapon . 
of persuasion in their intercourse 
with their gods. I found the 
rhombus also among the Rio 
Grande Pueblo tribes and the 
Zuni. Dr. Washington Matthews 
has described it as existing among 
the Navajo and Maj. J. W. Pow-
ell has observed it in use among 
the Utes of Nevada and Utah. 
As will be shown, its use in all 
parts of the world seems to have 
been as general as that of any 
sacred implement known to prim-
itive man, not even excepting the 
sacred cords or rosaries discussed 
in this paper. Three forms of the 
rhombus have come under my 
·own observat10n, each and all ap-
parently connected in symbolism 
with the lightning. The first ter-
minates in a triangular point, and 
the general shape is either that 
of a long, narrow, parallelogram, 
capped with an equilateral trian-
gle, or else the whole :figure is that 
FIG. 430.-Rhombus of the .Apache. 
of a slender isosceles triangle. Where the former shape was used, as at 
• the 'rm:iayan snake dance, the tracing of a snake or lightning in blue or 
yellow followed down the length of the rhom~us and terminated in the 
small triangle, which did duty as the snake's head. The second pattern 
was found by Dr. Matthews among the Navajo, and by myself in the old 
cliff dwellings. The one which I found was somewhat decayed, and the 
,, extremity of the triangle was broken off. There was no vestige of paint-
ing left. The second fo·rm was serrated on both edges to simulate the form 
7 - 1EN OF THE APACHE. 
The third form, iu u ·e among the Apache, 
lou · f 7 r ,' in ·h in length, one and a quarter inches iu 
wid h • a, quart r in thiclrne . Oue extremity, that through which 
ord pa , i ' 1·0Lmdecl to rudely represent a human head, and the 
~ hol ar. · a do er em1lance to the drawings of schoolboys which 
ar int nde l for th ;l human figure. The Apache explained that the 
liu 11 h front ide of the rhombus were the entrails and those on 
th r ar ide the hair of their wind god. The hair is of several colors, 
and repre ent · the lightning. I did not ascertain positively that such 
Fio . 431.- .Rhombus of the Apache. 
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The Kaffirs have the rhombus among their playthings: 
The nodiwu is a piece of wood about 6 or 8 inches long, and an inch and a half 
or 2 inches wide, and an e-ighth or a quarter of an inch thick in the middle. 
Towards the edges it is beveled off, so that the surface is convex, or consists of two 
inclined planes. Atone end it has a thong atta,ched to it by which it is whirled 
rapitlly round. * * * There is a kind of superstition connected with the nodiwu, 
that playing with it invites a gale of wind. Men will, on this account, often prevent 
boys from using it when, they desire calm weather for any purpose. This supersti-
tion is identical with that which prevents many sailors from whistling at sea. 1 
Of the Peruvians we are informed that " their belief was that there 
was a man in the sky with a sling and a stick, and that in his power 
were the rain, the hail, the thunder, and all else that appertains to the 
regions of the air, where clouds are formeu.m 
The sacred twirler of the snake dance is found in Greece, America, 
Africa and New Zealand. It surviveB as a toy in England and the 
United States.3 _The -same peculiar instrument has been noticed in tl.te 
religious ceremonials of the Au~tralians, especially in the initiatory 
rites of the "bora." It is called the "tirricoty."4 The twirling of the 
tzi-ditindi in medicine or prayer corresponds to the revolution of th~ 
prayer wheel of the Lamas. 
THE CROSS. 
The sign of the cross appears in many places in Apache symbolism. 
The general subject of the connection of the cross with the religion of 
the aborigines of the American continent has been so fully traversed by 
previous authors that I do not care to add much more to the subject 
beyond saying that my own observation has assured me that it is re-
lated to the cardinal points and the four winds, and is painted by warriors 
upon their moccasins upon going into a strange district in the hope of 
keeping them from getting on a wrong trail. 
In October, 1884, I saw a procession of Apache men and women, led 
by the medicine-men bearing two crosses, made as follows: The verti-
cal arm was 4 feet 10 inches long, and the transverse between 10 and 
12 inches, and each was made of slats about I½ inches wide, ·which looked 
as if they had been long in use. They were decorated with blue polka 
dots upon the unpainted surface. A blue snake meandered down the 
longer arm. There was a circle of small willow twigs at top; next below 
that, a small zinc-cased mirror, a bell, and eagle feathers. Nosey, the 
Apache whom I induced to bring it to me after the ceremony, said that 
they carried it in honor of Guzanutli to induce her to send rain, at that 
time much needed for their crops. It is quite likely that this particu-
lar case represents a composite idea; that the original beliefs of the 
1 Theal, Kaflir Folk-lore, pp. 209-210. 
2 Clements R. Markham, Note on Garcilasso de la Vega, in Hakluyt Soc., vol. 41, p. 183, quoting 
Acosta, lib. 5, cap. 4. 
3 Andrew Lang, Custom and Myth, New York, 1885, chapter entitled "The bull roarer," pp. 29-44. 
4 John Fraser, The Aborigines of Australia; their Ethnic Position and Relations, pp. 161-162. 
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1 a h hav b en modified to ome extent by the crude i~eas of the 
M .· i ·ancaptiYe · am n ,. th m, who till rem'3mber much that was taught 
th m iu the cllurche,· of the hamlet in northern Mexico, from which 
they were kidnapped year.· ago; but, on the other hand, it is to be re-
m mbered that the cro · ha always formed a part of the Apache sym-
boli m; that the nake doe not belong to the Christian faith, and that 
it ha never b en allowed to appear upon the cross since the time of the 
Gno ·tic in the econd and third centuries. Therefore, we must regard 
that a a Pagan ymbol, and so must we regard the circle of willow 
twiO' ·, which i.' exactly the same as the circle we have seen attached to 
the acred cord · for th cure of headache. 1 
The cro , wa found in full vogue as a religious emblem among the 
aborigine all over America. Father Le Clercq2 speaks of its very gen- , 
eral employment by the Gaspesians : "Ils ont parmi eux, tout rnfideles 
qu'ils soient, la Croix en singuliere veneration, qu'ils la, portent figuree 
sur leur habit & sur leur chair; qu'ils la tiennent a la main dans 
tou · leurs vo'iages, soit par mer, soit parterre; & qu'enfin ils la posent 
au dehors & au dedans de leurs Oabannes, comme la marque d'honneur 
qui le distingue de autres Nations du Canada." He narrates3 that the 
Gaspe tradition or myth wa , that the whole tribe being ravaged by a 
plague, the medicine-men had recourse to the Sun, who ordered them 
to make use of the cross iu every extremity. 
Herrera relate that the followers of Hernandez de Cordoba found at 
Cape Catoche "unos Adoratorios . . . i Cruces pintadas que les 
cau ·o gran admiracion."4 He also 8ays that Juan de Grijalva on the 
i land of Cozumel found a number of oratories and temples, but one in 
particular wa made in the form of a square tower, with four openings. 
In ide thi tower was a cros made of lime, which the natives rever-
enced a the god of the rain; "una Cruz de Cal, de tres varas en alto , 
a la qual tenian por el Dio de la lluvia.m 
NECKLACES OF HUMAN FINGERS. 
The n cklace of human fingers, an illustration of which accompanies 
thi t xt (PL rv), belon · d to the foremost of the medicine-men of a 
bray trib -the Cheyenne of Montana and Wyoming. They were the 
ba ·k on of the hostility to the white , and during the long and ardu-
OlV campaign conducted against them by the late Maj. Gen. George 
rook, whi h t rminated o ucce sfu1ly in the surrender of 4,500 of the 
alli d ioux and Cheyenn , at Red loud and potted Tail agencies, in 
th rly pring of 1 77, it wa a noted fa ·t that wherever a band of the 
1 "Wh n th rain-mak r of the L nni Len nap would exert his power, he retired to some secluded 
spo and drew upon th earth th figur of a cross (i.ts arms toward the cardinal points 1), placed 
upon it a piece of tobacco, a gourd. a bit of som r cl stuff, ancl commenced to cry alo·1d to the spirits 
ofthrrains."-Brintou, Myth ofthr Trw 'i orld, T w York, 1868, p. 06 (after Loskiel) . 
2 P ·r hre ti n L ler q. a p si , Pari , 1691, p . 170. 
1 Ibid., cap. x, pp. 172-199. 
'D r.. 2, lib. 2, p. 48. 
6 lbicl., p. 59. 
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Cheyenne was to be found there the :fighting was most desperate. It 
is a matter now well established that the Cheyenne are an ofL hoot of 
the Ai.gonquian family, speaking a dialect clo ely resembling that of the 
Cree, of British America. 
It may interest some readers to listen to a few words descriptive of 
the manner in which such a ghastly relic of avagery came into my pos-
session. On the morning of the 25th of November, 1876, the cavahT 
and Indian scouts (Sioux, Shoshonj, Arapaho, Pawnee, and a few of the 
Cheyenne themselves), of Gen. Crook's command, under the leader hip 
-of the late Brig. Gen. Ranald S. Mackenzie, then colonel of the Fourth 
Cavalry, surprised and destroyed the main village of the Cheyenne, on 
the headwaters of the Powder River, in the Big Horn Mountain , Wy-
-oming. The onslaught was irresistible, the destruction complete, and 
the discomfited savages were forced to flee from their beds, half naked 
.and with nothing save their arms and ammunition. More than half of 
the great herd of ponies belonging to the savages were killed, captured, 
or so badly wounded as to be of no use to the owners. The cold became 
so intense that on the night after the fight eleven papooses froze to death 
in their mothers' arms, and the succeeding night, three others. This 
blow, the most grievous ever inflicted upon the plains tribes, resulted 
in the surrender, first of the Cheyenne, and later on of the principal chief 
of the Sioux. the renowned Crazy Horse; after which the Sioux troubles 
were minimized into the hunt for scattered bands. Undoubtedly, among . 
the bitterest losses of valuable property suffered by the Cheyenne on 
this occasion were the two necklaces of human fingers which came into 
my possession, together with the small buckskin bag filled with the right 
hands of papooses belonging to the tribe of their deadly enemies, the 
Shoshoni. These were found in the village by one of our scouts-Bap-
tiste Pourrier, who, with Mr. Frank Gruard, was holding an important 
.and responsible position in connection with the care of the great body 
-0f Indian scouts already spoken of. From these two gentlemen I after-
wards obtained all the information that is here to be found regarding 
the Cheyenne necklace. 
The second necklace, consisting of four fingers, was burie<l, as Gen. 
Crook did not wish to have kept more than one specimen, and that only 
for scientific purposes. Accordingly, the necklace here depicted was 
.sent first to the U. S. Military Academy at West Point, New York, and 
later to the National Museum in Washington, where it was believed it 
-could better fulfill its mission of educating students in a knowledge of 
the manners and customs of our aborigines. 
The buckskin bag, with the papooses' hands, was claimed by the 
Shoshoni scouts, who danced and wailed all night, and then burned the 
fearful evidence of the loss sustained by their people. 
The necklace is made of a round collar of buckskin, incrusted with 
the small blue and white beads purchased from the traders, these being 
.arranged in alternate spaces of an inch or more in length. There are 
D E'.l'H--31 . 
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al o attached numbers of the perfora,ted wampum shell beads of native 
manufacture. Pendant from this collar are :fl ve medicine arrows, the 
exact nature of which, it was, of course, impossible to determine from 
the owner himself. Both Frank and Baptiste agreed that an arrow 
might become "medicine" either from having been shot into the person 
of the owner him elf or into the bo<l.y of an enemy, or even from having 
been picked up under peculiar circumstances. The owner, High Wolf or 
Tall Wolf, admitted as much after he had surrendered at the Red Cloud 
Agency and had made every effort to obtain the return of his medicine, 
which was this necklace. 
The four medicine bags to be seen in the picture are worthy of atten-
tion. They were carefully examined under a powerful glass by Dr. H. 
0. Yarrow, U.S. Army, in the city of Washington, and pronounced to 
be human scrota. The first of these contained a vegetable powder, 
somewhat decomposed, having a resemblance to hoddentin; the second 
was filled with killikinnick; the third with small garnet-colored seeds 
like the chia in u e among the Apache, and the fourth with a yellow, 
clayey-white vegetable matter not identified. The fifth, also, remained 
uni den tifi eel. 
Beside the above, there are artificial teeth, resembling those of the 
fossil animals abundant jn the Bad Lands of South Dakota, but cut out 
of soft stone. 
The fingers-eight altogether-are the left-hand middle :fingers of 
Indian of ho, tile tribes, killed by High Wolf. I obtained the list and 
could insert it here were it worth while to do so. The :fingers have not 
been left in the natural state, but have been subjected to very careful 
and elaborate antiseptic treatment in order thoroughly to desiccate them. 
They were split longitudinally on the inner side and after the bone had 
been extracted the surface of the skin, both inside and out, received a 
treatment with a wash or paint of ocherous earth, the same as is used 
for the face. I was told that the bones were not replaced but that sticks 
were in erted to maintain the :fingers in proper shape. 
Of the reason for making use of such a trophy or relic, there is not 
much to be said; even the savages know little and say less. From the 
bet information that I have been able to gather, it would seem to he 
ba d partly upon a vainglorious desire to display the proofs of 
personal prowes , and partly upon the vague and ill defined, but deeply 
rooted, belief in the tali manic or " medicinal" potency possessed by all 
part of the human body, e pecially after death. It was such a belief 
which impelled the Mandan, Aztecs, and others of the American tribes 
to pre erve the skulls of their dead a well as (among the Aztecs) those 
of the victims acri:ficed in honor of their godR. As has been shown in 
another place, the Zuni and other take care to offer food at stated 
period to the . ·calp of their enemie . 
Th u e of necklace of human :fingers or of human teeth is to be 
£ und in many part of the world, and besides the fingers themselves, 
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we find the whole arm, or in other cases only the nails. The Q_heyenne 
did not always restrict themselves to fingers; they generally made use 
of the whole hand, or the arm of the slaughtered enemy. In a colored 
picture drawn aw:l painted by one of themselves I have a representa-
tion of a scalp dance, in which the squaws may be seen dressed in their 
best, earring the arms of enemies elevated on high poles and lances. 
There is no doubt in my mind that this custom of the Cheyenne of cut-
ting off the arm or hand gave rise to their name in the sign language of 
the "Slashers," or "Wrist Cutters," much as the corresponding tribal 
peculiarity of the Dakota occasioned their name of the "Coupe Gorge" 
or "Throat Cutters." 
The necklace of human fingers is found among other tribes. A 
necklace of four human fingers was seen by the members of the Lewis 
and Clarke expedition among the Shoshoni at the head waters of the 
Columbia, in thL~ early years of the present century. Early in the 
spring of 1858 Henry Youle Hind refers to the allies of the Ojibwa on 
Red River as having "two fingers severed from the hands of the unfor-
tunate Sioux." 1 In Eastman's "Legends of the Sioux," we read of 
"Harpsthinah, one of the Sioux women, who wore as long as she could 
endure it, a necklace made of the hands and feet of Chippewah chil-
dren."2 We read that in New Zealand, "Several rows of human teeth, 
. drawn on a thread, hung on their breasts." 3 Capt. Cook speaks of 
seeing fifteen human jaw bones attached to a semicircular board at 
the end of a long house on the island of Tahiti. "They appeared to be 
fresh, and there was not one of them that wanted a single tooth ;" 4 and 
also, "the modei of a canoe, about three feet long, to which were tied 
eight human jaw bones; we had already learnt that these were tro-
phies of war." 5 Capt. Byron, R. N., saw in the Society Islands, in 1765, 
a chief who "had a string of human teeth about his waist, which was 
probably a trophy of his military prowess." 6 
"The wild Andamanese, who live only on the fruits of their forests and 
on fish, so far revere their progenitors that they adorn their women 
and children with necklaces and such like, formed out of the finger and 
toe-nails of their ancestors." 7 
Bancroft says 8 that the Californians did not generally scalp, but they 
did cut off and keep the arms and legs of a slain enemy or, rather, the 
hands and feet and head. They also had the habit of plucking out 
and preserving the eyes. 
Kohl assures us that he has been informed that the Ojibwa will 
frequently cut fingers, arms, and limbs from their enemies and preserve. 
1 Assinniboine and Saskatchewan Expedition, vol. 2, p. 123. 
2 New York, 1849, pp. x, xxix, 47. 
3 Forster, Voyage Round the World, vol. 1. pp. 219, 519. 
4 Hawkesworth, op. cit., vol. 2, p . 161. 
6 Ibid., p. 257. 
6 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 113. 
7 For long, Rivers of Life, vol. 1, pp. 541, 542. 
8 Nat. Races, vol. 1, p. 380. 
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th gha 'tly r Ii · for u, in their dances. Sometimes the warriors 
will becom o excit d that they will break off and ·wallow a finger. 1 
Tann r ·ay of the · Ojibwa: "Sometimes they use sacks of human 
skin to contain their medicines, and they fancy that something is thus 
added to their efficacy." 2 
Of the ayage · of Virginia we read: "Mais d'autres portent pour 
plu glorieu e parure une main seiche de quelqu'un de leurs ennemis."3 
Of the Algonkin we read: "Il y en a qui ont une partie du bras et 
la main de quelque Hiroquois qu' ils ont tue; cela est si bien vuidee que 
les ongles restent toute entieres." 4 
The Mohawk "place their foe against a tree or stake and first 
tear all the nails from his fingers and run them on a string, which they 
wear the same as we do gold chains. It is considered to the honor of 
any chief who has vanquished or overcome his enemies if he bite off or 
cut off some of their members, as whole fingers." 5 
The Oenis (Asinai) of Texas, were seen by La Salle's expedition in 
1687-1690, torturing a captive squaw. "They then tore out her hair, 
and cut off her fingers." 6 
In volume 2 of Kingsborough's Mexican Antiquities, in the plates of 
the Vatican manuscript, is to be seen a representation of an Aztec priest 
or other dignitary holding out in his hands two human arms. In plate 
76 of the same is a priest offering up a human sacrifice, the virile member 
of the victim cut off. 
Teoyamaqui, the wife of Huitzlipochtli, the Aztec god of war, was 
depicted with a necklace of human hands. 7 Squier also says that 
Darga or Kali, tlie Hindu goddess, who corresponds very closely to her, 
wa repre ented with "a necklace of skulls" and "a girdle of dissevered 
human hand ." 
The Hindu goddes Kali was decorated with a necklace of human 
kull '.8 In the Propaganda collection, given in Kingsborough,9 are to 
b s n human arm and legs. 
" On the death of any of the great officers of state, the finger bones 
and hair are al o pre erved; or if they have died shaven, as sometimes 
oc ·ur ', a bit of their mbugu dres will be preserved in place of the hair." 10 
"Their familie guard their tombs." 11 
Th principal war fetiche of Uganda " consist of dead lizards, bits, 
1 Kolll , Kitchi -gami, pp, 345, 340. 
2 Tanner's Narrative, p. 372. 
~John <I La t, lib. 3, cap. 18, p. 00, quoting Capt. John ~mith. 
4 Lo J cnn in J suit Relations, 163:3, vol.1, Quebec, 1858. 
6 Thi rel Yoyage of David Peter De Vries to New Amsterdam, in Trans. N. Y. Hist. Soc., vol. 3, p. 91. 
6 harlevoix, N w France, New York, 1866, ,ol. 4, p. 105, 
7 'qnier, Serp nt 'ymbol, p. 197. 
8 Coleman, Mythology of the Ilinclns, London, 1832, p. 63. 
9 Vo1. 3. 
10 , pek , onrce of the Nil11. London, 1803, p. 500. 
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of wood, hide, nails of dead people, claws of animals, and beaks of 
birds." Stanley saw thew displayed before King Mtesa. 1 
"Some of the women in Gippsland wear round the neck human hands, 
which, Mr. Hull says, were beautifully prepared. He moreover informs 
me that they sometimes wear the parts of which the 'Lingam' and 
'Priapus' were the emblems." 2 "The Gippsland people keep the relics 
of the departed. They will cut off the hands to keep as a remem trance, 
and these they will attach to the string that is tied round the neck." 3 
Smyth also relates that the women of some of the Australian tribes 
preserve "the hands of some defunct member of the tribe-that of 
some friend of the woman's, or perhaps one belonging to a former hu -
band. This she keeps as the only remembrance of one she once loved; 
and, though years may have passed, even now, w:'..: ::m she has nothing 
else to do, she will sit and moan over this relic of humanity. Some-
times a mother will carry about with her the remains of a beloved child, 
whose death she mourns." 4 The Australians also use the skulls of their 
"nearest and dearest relatives" for drinking vessels; thus, a daughter 
would use her mother's skull, etc. 5 
"One of the most extraordinary of their laws is. that a widow, for 
every husband she marries after the :first, is obliged to cut off a joint of 
a :finger, which she presents to her husband on the wedding day, 
beginning at one of the little :fingers." 6 
In the Army and Navy Journal, New York, June 23, 1888, is men-
tioned a battle between the Crow of Montana and the Piegan, in which 
the former o bta.ined some of the hands and feet of dead warriors of the 
:first-named tribe and used them in their dances. 
Catlin shows that the young Sioux warriors, after going through the 
ordeal of the sun dance, placed the little :finger of the left hand on the 
skull of a sacred buffalo and had it chopped off.7 
"The sacrifices [ of American Indians] at the fasts at puberty some-
times consist of finger joil!ts." 8 
In Dodge's Wild Indians is represented (Pl. vr, 13) a Cheyenne neck-
lace of the bones of the :first joint of the human :fingers, stripped of skin 
and flesh. I have never seen or heard of anything of the kind, although 
I have served with the Cheyenne a great deal and have spoken about 
their customs. My necklace is of human :fingers mummified, not of 
bones. 
Fanny Kelly says of a Sioux chief: "He showed me a puzzle or 
game he had made from the finger bones of some of the victims that 
1 Stanley, Through the Dark Continent, vol. 1, p. 327. 
2 Miles, Demigods and Dremonia, in .Tour. Ethnol. Soc. , London, vol. 3, p. 28, 1854. 
3 Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 1, p. 30. ~ 
4 Ibid., p. 131. 
6 Ibid., p. 348. 
6 Peter Kolben, speaking of the Hottentots, in Knox, vol. 2, p. 304. 
7 0 -kee-pa, pp. 28-29. 
8 Frazer, Totemism, Edinburgh, 1887, pp. 54, 55; after Maximilian. 
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had fall n b n ath hi own tomahawk. The bones had been freed from 
th fl h by boiling, and, being placed upon a string, were used for play-
ing om kind of Indian game." 1 
Strabo recount. in his third book that. the Lusitanians sacrificed 
pri 'oner and cut off their right hands tc, consecrate them to their gods. 
Dulaure say that the Germans attached the heads and the right 
hand. of their human victim::, to sacred trees.2 
Adoui-bezek cut off the thumbs and great toes of seventy kings of 
Syria. :i 
The necklace of human finger ii:; not a particle more horrible than the 
ornaments of human bones to be seen in the cemetery of the Oapuchins 
in Rome at the present day. I have personally known of two or three 
ca ·e where American Indians cut their euemies limb from limb. The 
idea upon which the practice is based seems to be the analogue of the 
old English custom of sentencing a criminal to be "hanged, drawn, 
and quartered." 
Brand gives a detailed description of the '' hand of glory," the pos-
session of which was believed by the peasantry of Great Britain and 
France to enable a man to enter a house invisible to the occupants. It 
was made of the hand of an executed (banged) murderer, carefully des-
iccated and prepared with a great amount of superstitious mummery. 
With this holding a candle of " the fat of a hanged man" burglars felt 
perfectly secure while eugaged _in their predatorywork.4 The belief was 
that a candle placed in a dead man's hand will not be see·n by any but 
those by whom it is used. Such a candle introduced into a house kept 
those who were asleep from awakening. 
The super titiou in regard to the "band of glory" was widely diffused 
throughout France, Germany, Spain, and Great Britain. As late as 
the year 1 31 it was used by Iri ·h burglars in the county Meath. 
Dr. Frank Baker delivered before the Anthropological Society of 
Wa hington, D. U., a lecture upon the e supel'stitions as related to the 
"hand of glory," to which the student is respectfully referred.5 
An Aztec warrior always tried to procure the middle finger of the left 
hand of a woman who had died in childbirth. This he fastened to 
bi hield as a talisman.6 The great weapon of the Aztec witches was 
the left arm of a woman who had died in her fir t childbirtb.7 Pliny 
mention " till-born infants cut up limb by limb for the most abomina-
ble practice , not only by wid wives, but by harlots even as well !"8 
1 K lly ~rarrative of Captivity, Cincinnati, 1871, p. 143. 
2 Differens 'ultes, vol. 1, p. 57. 
3 .Juclg s, I , 7. 
4 Brand, Pop . .A.nt. , London, 1882, vol. 3, p. 278. 
6 American .A.nthropolo1rist, 1Vashin !ion, D. C. , .January, 1888. 
°ё Kiugsborough, vol. 8, p , 70. Th .Aztec believed that the woman who died in childbirth was equal 
to th warrior who di d in battle aucl she went to the same heaven. The middle finger of the left 
hancl is lh finger u. ed in th n cklac of human fingers. 
7 'ahaaun, in Kingsborough , vol. 7, p.147. 
'8 Pliny, .. Tat. Ili t. , lib. 28, cap. 20. Hollaucl 's tran lation 
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The opinions entertained in Pliny's time descended to that of·the 
Reformation-
Finger of birth-strangled babe, 
Ditch-deHver'cl by a drab. 1 
"Scrofula, imposthumes of the parotid glands, and throat diseLses, 
they say, may be cured by the contact of the band of a person who has 
been carried off by an early death;'' but, he goes on to say, any dead 
hand will do, ''provided it is of the same sex as the patient and that the 
part affected is touched with the back of the left hand.m A footnote 
adds that this superstition still prevails in England in regard to the 
hand of a man who has been hanged. 
The use of dead men's toes, :fingers, spinal vertebne, etc., in magical 
ceremonies, especially the fabrication of magical lamp and candles, is 
referred to by Frommann.3 
Grimm is authority for the statement that in both France and Ger-
many the belief was prevalent that the :fingers of an unborn babe were 
"available for magic." 4 · 
In England witches were believed to '' open graves for the purpose 
of taking out the joints of the :fingers and toes of dead bodies 
in order to prepare a powder for their magical purposes." 5 
Saint Athanase dit meme, que ces parties du corps humain [i.e., hands, 
feet, toes, :fingers, etc.] etoient adorees comrne des dieux particuliers." 0 
According to the sacred lore of the Brahmans "the Tirtba sacred to 
the Gods lies at the root of the little finger, that sacred to the Rishis in 
~he middle of the :fingers, that sacred to Men at the tips of the :fingers, 
that sacred to Agni (:fire) in the middle of the hand." 7 
In the Island of Ceylon "debauchees and desperate people often play 
away the ends of their :fingers." 8 
Hone shows that "every joint of each :finger was appropriated to 
some saint." 9 
NECKLACES OF HUMAN 1'EETH. 
A number of examples are to be found of the employment of neck-
laces of human teeth. In my own experience I have never come across 
any specimens, and my belief is that among the Indians south of the 
Isthmus such things are to be found almost exclusively. I have found 
no reference to such ornamentation or "medicine" among the tribes of 
North America, but there are many to show the very general dissemina-
tion of the custom in Africa and in the islands of the South Sea. 
Gomara says that the Indians of Santa Marta, wore at their necks, like 
1 Shakespeare, Macbeth, act 4, scene 1. 
~ Pliny, Nat. Hist., lib. 28, cap. 11. 
3 Tractatus de Fascinatione, Nuremberg, 1675, p. 681. 
4 Teutonic Mythology, vol. 3, p . 1073. 
6 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 3, p . 10. 
6 Montfaucon, l'.A.ntiquite expliquee, vol. 2, liv. 4, cap. 6, p. 249. 
7 Vitsishtha, cap. 3, pars . 64-68, p . 25 (Sacred Books of the East, Oxford, 1882, Max Muller's edition). 
'Travels of Two Mohammedans through India and China, in Pinkerton's Voya:.::es, vol. 7, p. 218. 
9 Every-Day Book, Yol. 2, col. 95. 
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den ti t , the t eth of the enemie' they had killed in battle.1 Many of 
the arib we are told by a Spani h writer, o tentatiously wear neck-
lace made of tring of the teeth of the enemies whom they have slain.2 
adre Fray Alonzo Fernandez says of the Carib: "Traen los dientes 
con lo abello de lo que mataron por collares, como hazian antigua-
mente lo citas." 3 The people of New Granada "traen al cuello clien-
t delo qu matavan.'74 Picart says thatthenativesofNewGranada 
and Oumana' portent au col les dents des ennemis qu'ils ont massa-
crez."5 The Spaniard found in the temple of the Itzaes, on the island of 
eten, an idol made of "yesso," which is plaster, and in the head, which 
wa haped like the sun, were imbedded the teeth of the Oastilians whom 
they had aptured and killed.6 
'"They trung together the teeth of such of their enemies as they had 
slain in battle and wore them on their legs and arms as trophies of suc-
ce sful cru lty." 7 
Stanley ay , referring to the natives of the Lower Congo country: 
"Their necklaces consisted of human, gorilla, · and crocodile teeth, in 
such quantity, in many cases, that little or nothing could be seen of the 
neck." 8 
"The necklaces of human teeth which they [U rangi and Rubunga, of 
the Lower Congo] wore." 9 Again, "human teeth were popular orna-
ment for the neck." 10 When a king dies they [ the Wabiima, of the head of 
the ile] cut out hi lower jaw and preserve it covered with beads.11 
Schweinfurth 12 speaks of having seen piles of "lower jawbones from 
which the teeth bad been extracted to serve as ornaments for the neck" 
by the Monbuttoo of Africa. "A slaughtered foe was devoured from 
actual bloodthir tine s and hatred by the Niam-Niams of Central 
Africa. They make no secret of their savage craving, 
but o tentatiously string the teeth of their victims round their necks, 
adorning the take erected beside their dwellings :or the habitation of 
the trophie with the kulls of the men they have devoured. Human 
fat i univer ally old.'m 
1 "Traen los dientes al cuello ( como sacamuelas) por bravosidad. "-Gomara, Historia de las Indias, 
p. 201. 
2 "Los Caberr a y mucl1os aribes, usan por gala mucbas sartas de dientes y muelas de gente para 
dar ti. ent nd r qu son muy valientes por los de pojos qne am ostentan ser do sus enemigos que mata-
ron. 11-Gumilla, Orinoco, Madrid, 1741, p. 65. 
1 Padre Fray Alonzo F rnall(lez, Hi toria Eel siastica, Toledo, 1611, p. 17. 
' Ibid., p. 161. 
6 6r6monir t otitume , Amsterclam, 1735, vol. 6, p. 114. 
1 11 Formada la C'ara como cl , • ol, on rayos de acar al red clor, y perfilada <le lo mismo; y en la boca 
embutido lo cli at , qne quitaron a los Espafioles, que avian muerto."-Villaguitierre, Hist. de la 
'onqui ta cl la Provin ·ia d •1 Itza, Madrid, 1701, p. 500. (ltza seems to have been the country of the 
La andon s.) 
7 Edwards, sp along of tb arilJ, quoted by Spencer, Deso. Sociqlogy. The same custom is 
a rib ·d to tli Tupinambi of Brazil. Ibid, quoting from 'outhey, 
Through th Dark outin nt, Yol. 2, p. 286. 
9 Ibid, p. 28 . 
IO Ibid., p. 290. 
11 pek , ' urc of tb Nil , London, 1 63, p . 500. 
12 Heart of Afrka, vol 2, p. 54. 
ia Ibid., vol. 1, p. 285. 
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The four front teeth were extracted by the men and women of the 
Latooka and other tribes of the White Nile, but no explanation is given 
of the custom.1 
In Dahomey, strings of human teeth are worn.2 
Freycinet saw in Timor, Straits of Malacca, "a score of human jaw-
bones, which we wished to purchase; but all our offers were met by the 
word 'pamali,' meaning sacred.113 
In one of the "morais" or temples entered by Kotzebue in 1818, on 
the Sandwich Islands, there were two great and ugly idols, one repre-
senting a man, the other a woman. '·The priests made me notice that 
both statues, which had their mouths wide open, were furnished with a 
row of human teeth.m 
The Sandwich Islanders kept the jaw bones of their enemies as 
trophies. 5 King Tamaahmaah had a '' spitbox which was set round 
with human teeth, and had belonged to several of his predecessors." 6 
Among some of the Australian tribes the women wear about their 
necks the teeth which have been knocked out of the mouths of the boys 
at a certain age. 7 This custom of tlte Australians does not obtain among 
the North American tribes, by whom the teeth, as they fall out, are 
carefully hidden or buried under some tree or rock. At least, I have 
been so informed by several persons, among others by Chato, one of 
the principal men of the Chiricahua Apache. 
Molina speaks of the customs of the Araucanians, who, after torturing 
their captives to death, made war flutes out of their bones and used the 
skulls for drinking vessels. 8 The A bi pones of Paraguay make the bones 
of their enemies into musical instruments.9 . 
The preceding practice is strictly in line with the "medicinal" and 
"magical" values attached in Europe to human teeth, human skin, etc. 
The curious reader may find much on this subject in the works of From-
mann, Beckherius, Etmuller, Samuel Augustus Flemming, and others 
of the seventeenth century, where it will be shown that the ideas of the 
people of Europe of that period were only in name superior to those of 
the savages of America, the islands of the South Seas, and of Central 
Africa. In my work upon "The Scatalogic Rites of all Nations" I have 
treated this matter mor.e in extenso, but what is here adduced will be 
sufficient for the present article. 
The skin of Ziska, the Bohemian reformer, was made into a'' medicine 
drum" by bis followers. 
1 Sir Samuel Baker, The Albert N'yanza, Philadelphia, 1869, p. 154 et seq. 
2 Burton, Mission to Gelele, vol. 1, p. 135 et seq. 
8 Voyage Round the World, London, 1823, pp. 209, 210. 
4 Kotzebue, Voyage, London, 1821, vol. 2, p. 202. See also Villaguit.ierre, cited above. 
6 Capt. Cook's First Voyage, in Pinkerton's Voyages, London, 1812, vol. 11, pp. 513, 515. 
6 Campbell, Voyage Round the World, N. Y. , 1819, p. 153. 
1 Frazer, Totemism, Edinburgh, 1887, p. 28. 
8 Historia de Chile, Madrid, 1795, Yol. 2, p. 80. 
9 Spencer, Desc. Sociology. 
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1'HE SCR.A.TQH STICK. 
When Gen. rook'~ expeditiou against the Obiricahua Apache 
reached th heart of the Sierra Madre, Mexico, in 1883, it was my good 
fortune to find on the ground in Geronimo's rancheria two insignificant 
looking articles of personal equipment, to which I learned the Apache 
attached the greatest importance. One of these was a very small piece 
of hard wood, cedar, or pine, about two and a half to three inches Jong 
and half a finger in thickness, and the other a small section of the cane 
indigenou to the Southwest and of about the same dimensions. The 
first wa the scratch stick and the second the drinking reed. 
The rule enjoined among the Apache is that for the first four times 
one of their young men goes out on the warpath he must refrain from 
scrat~hing his head with bis :fingers or letting water touch his lips. 
How to keep this vow and at the same time avoid unnecessary personal 
discomfort and suffering is the story told by these petty fragments from 
the Apache's ritual. He does not scratch his head with his fingers; he 
makes use of this scratch stick. Re will not let water touch his lips, 
but sucks it into his throat through this tiny tube. A long leather cord 
attached both stick and reed to the warrior's belt and to each other. 
This was all the information I was able to obtain of a definite character. 
Whether these things had to be prepared by the medicine-men or by 
the young warrior himself; with what ceremonial, if any, they had to 
be manufactured, and under what circumstances of time and place, I 
was unable to ascertain to my own satisfaction, aud therefore will 
not extend my remarks or burden the student's patience with inco-
herent statements from sources not absolutely reliable. That the use 
of the cratch stick and the drinking reed was once very general in 
America and elsewhere, and that it was not, altogether dissociated from 
ritualistic or ceremonial ideas, may be gathered from the citations 
appended. 
In her chapter entitled "Preparatory ceremony of the young war-
rior" Mrs. Emerson say : "He does not touch his ears or head with 
his hand," explaining in a foot note, "the head was sometimes made a 
sacrificial offering to the suu.m Tanner relates that the young Ojibwa 
warrior for the "three first times" that he accompanies a war party 
"must never scratch his head or any other part of his body with his 
:fingers, but if he i compelled to scratch he must use a small stick."2 
Kohl tate ' that the Ojibwa, while on the warpath, "will never sit down 
in the shade of a tree or scratch their heads; at least, not with their 
fingers. The warrior , however, are permitted to scratch themselves 
with a pi ce of wood or a comb.m Mackenzie states regarding tbe 
Indian whom h met on the Columbia, in 520 38', N. lat., "instead of a 
1 Indian Myths, Boston, 1 84, p. 256. 
2 T anner ':; arra tive, p. 122. 
3 Kitchi-gami, p . 344. 
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comb they [the men] have a small stick hanging by a string from one 
of the locks [of hair], which they employ to alleviate any itching or irri-
tation in the head.m 
The Tlinkit of British North .America use these scratchers made 
of basalt or other stone. 
"The pipe-stem carrier (i. e., the carrier of the sacred or 'medicine' 
pipe) of the Crees, of British North .America, dares not scratch his own 
he.ad, without compromising his own dignity, without the intervention 
of a stick, which he always carries for that purpose." 2 
Banci,·oft 3 quotes Walker as saying that" a Pima never touches his 
skin with his nails, but always with a sma11 stick for that purpose, 
which he renews every fourth day and wears in hi hair." 
.As part of the ceremony of "initiating youth into manhood" among 
the Creeks, the young neophyte "during the twelve moons · is 
also forbidden to pick his ears or scratch his head with his fingers, but 
must use a small splinter to perform these operations." 4 The Apaclle-
Yuma men carry in their hair "a slender stick or bone about 8 inches 
long, which serves them as a comb."5 
The idea that these scratch sticks replace combs is an erroneous one; 
Indians make combs ill a peculiar way of separate pieces of wood, and 
they are also very fond of brushing their long locks with the coarse 
brushes, which they make of sacaton or other grass. 
"One other regulation, mentioned by Schomburgk, is certainly quaint; 
the interesting father may not scratch himself with his finger nails, but 
may use for this purpose a splinter, especially provided, from the mid-
rib of a cokerite palm." t> 
When a Greenlander is about to enter into conversation with the 
spirits "no one must stir, not so much as to _scratch his head." 7 
In the New Hebrides most of_ the natives "wear a thin stick or reed, 
about 9 inches long, in their hair, with which they occasionally disturb 
the vermin that abound in their heads." 8 
.Alarcon, describing the tribes met on the Rio Colorado, in 1541, says: 
"They weare certaine pieces of Deeres bones fastened to their armes, 
wherewith they strike off the sweate." 9 
In German folk-lore there are many references to the practice in 
which the giants indulged frequently in scratching themselves, some-· 
times as a signal to each other. Just what significance to attach to 
these stories I can not presume to say, as Grimm merely relates the fact 
without comtnent.10 
1 Voyages, p . 323. 
2 Kane, Wanderings of an Artist in North America, p. 399. 
3 Native Races, vol. 1, p. 553. 
4 Hawkins, quoted by Gatschet, Migration Legend of the Creeks, Philadelphia, 1884, vol. 1, p. 185. 
6 Corbusier, in American Antiquarian, September, 1886, p. 279. . 
6 Everard F. im Thurn, Indians of Guiana, p. 218. 
7 Crantz, History of Greenland, London, 1767, vol. 1, pp. 210-211. 
8 Forster, Voyage Round the World, vol. 2, pp. 275, 288. 
9 Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. 3, p. 508. 
10 Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, vol. 2, p. 544. 
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Of the by inian , Bruce ay : "Their hair i short and curled Jike 
th t of a negr ' in th w t part of .Africa, but this is done by art not 
by natur each man having a wooden . tick with which he lays hold of 
th l ·k and twi t it round like a screw till it curls in the form he de 
ire . ' 1 In a foot note, he adds: "I apprehend this is the same instru-
ment u -ed by the ancient , and censured by the prophets, which in our 
tran lation i rendered cri ping-pins." 
Po ibly the con tant use of the scratch stick in countries without 
wood ugp; ted that it should be carried in the bair, and hence it 
would ·originate tbe fashion of wearing the hair crimped round it, and 
after a while it would it elf be used as a crimping-pin. 
Thu far, the ugge tion of a religious or ceremonial idea attaching 
to the cu tom of scratching has not been apparent, unless we bear in 
mind that the warrior etting out on the warpath never neglects to sur-
round him elf with all the safeguards which the most potent incanta-
tion and "medicine" of every kind can supply. But Herbert Spencer 
tell us in two places that the Creeks attach the idea of a ceremonial 
ob ervance to the custom. He says that "the warriors have a ceremony 
of scratching each other as a sign of friendship;" 2 and again, "scratch-
ing is practiced among yo1mg warriors as a ceremony or token of friend-
ship. When they bave exchanged promises of inviolable attachment, 
they proceed to scratch each other before they part." 3 
Dr. J. Hampden Porter remarks that this ceremonia.l scratching may 
be a " urvival" of the blood covenant, and that in earlier times the 
young warrior , instead of merely scratching each other's arms, may 
hav cut the fie h and exchanged the blood. The idea seems to be a 
very en ible one. 
Father .Alegre describes a ceremonial scratching which may have 
been uper eded by the scratch stick, to which the medicine-men of 
certain tribe subjected the young men before they set out on the war-
path. Among the Pima and Opata the medicine-men drew from their 
quivers the claws of eagles, and with these gashed the young man along 
the arms from the shoulders to the wrists.4 
Thi la t paragraph uggests so strongly certain of the practices at 
.the un dance of th tribes farther to the north that it may be well to 
mpar it with th other allu ions in thi paper to that dance. 
lt will be noticed that the use of the scratch-stick, at ]east among 
the tribe of .America, eem' to be confined to the male sex; but the 
information i upplied by Mr. Henshaw, of the Bureau of Ethnology, 
that the Indian of Santa Barba.ra, CaJ., made their maidens at the 
1 Trav le to djerover the source of the Nile in the years 1768, etc., Dublin , 1791, vol. 3, p. 410. 
2 D ec. ciology. 
1Ibicl., quoting Schoolcraft. 
•" aca de su carcax algunos pies y niias de aguila secos y endorecidos, con los cuales, comienza a 
~a~le cl ad loll bombros basta las muiiecas."-Historia de la. Compaiiia de Jesus en Nueva Espafia, 
Mexico,1842, vol. 2, pp. 218, 219. 
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time of attaining womanhood wear peudant from the neck a scratcher 
of abalone shell, which they had to use for an indefinite period when 
the scalp became irritable. 
Prof. Otis T. Mason, of the National Museum, inform me that there 
is a superstition in Virginia to the effect that a young· woman enciente 
for the first time must, under no circumstances, scratch her head with 
her fingers, at least while uncovered; she must either put on gloves or 
use a small stick. 
The Parsi have a festival at which they serve a peculiar cake or bread 
called "draona," which is marked by scratche from the finger nails of 
the woman who has baked it. 1 
No stress has been laid upon the appearance in all part of the world 
of "back scratchers" or "scratch my backs," made of ivory, bone, or 
wood, and which were used for toilet purposes to remove irritation from 
between the shoulder blades or along the spine where the hand it elf 
could not reach. They are to the present day in use among the Chinese 
and Japanese, were once to be found among the Romans and other 
nations of Europe, and instances o.£ their occasional employment until 
a very recent date might be supplied. 
THE DRINKING REED. 
Exactly what origin to ascribe to the drinking reed is now an im-
possibility, neither is it probable that the explanations which the 
medicine-men might choose to make would have the slightest value in 
dispelling the gloom which surrounds the subject. That the earliest 
conditions of the .Apache tribe found them without many of the com-
forts which have for generations been necessai·ies, and obliged to 
resort to all sorts of expedients in cooking, carrying, or serving their 
food is the most plausible presumption, but it is submitted merely as a 
presumption and in no sense as a fact. It can readily be shown that 
in a not very remote past the .Apache and other tribes were compelled 
to use bladders and reeds for carrying water, or for Qonveying water, 
broth, and other liquid food to the lips. The conservative nature of 
man in all that involves his religion would supply whatever might be 
needed to make the use of such reeds obligatory in ceremonial observ- · 
ances wherein there might be the slightest suggestion of religious im-
pulse. We can readily imagine that among a people not well provided 
with forks and spoons, which are known to have been of a much later 
introduction than knives, there would be a very decided danger of 
burning the lips with broth, or of taking into the mouth much earthy 
and vegetable matter or ice from springs and streams at which men 
or women might wish to drink, so the use of the drinking reed would 
obviate no small amount of danger and discomfort. 
· 1 Shityast la-shllyast, cap. 3, par. 32, p. 284 (Max Miiller edition, Oxford, 1880). When the "dron" has 
been marked with three rows of fin~er-nail scratches it is called a "frasast." 
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,Ya.t r wa arri d in reed by the Dyak of Borneo, according to 
Bock.1 The manner in which the natives of the New Hebrides and 
th r i land f the South Pacific Ocean carry water in bamboo joints 
re all th Zufii m tho<l of pre erving the acred water of the ocean in 
hollow r ed .2 
1!'10. 43:.!.-The scratch stick and drinking reed. 
Mr. F. H. Cushing shows that 
"so far as language indicates the 
character of the earliest water 
vessels which to any extent met 
the requirements of the Zuni an-
cestry, they were tubes of wood 
or sections of canes." 3 Long af-
ter these reeds had disappeared 
from common use, the priests still 
persisted in their use for carry-
ing the wa.ter for the sacred cer-
emonies. The mother of the king 
of Uganda gave to Speke "a 
beautifully-worked pombe suck-
ing-pipe." 4 For ordinary purposes these people have "drinking gourds." 
In Ujiji, Cameron , aw an old chief sucking pombe, the native beer, 
through a reed; 5 and, later on in his narrative, we learn that the reed 
i generally u ed for the purposes of drinking. "The Mala bars reck-
oned it in olent to touch the vessel with their lips when drinking." 6 
They made u ·e of ve els with a spout, which were no more and no 
le than the mall hollow-handled soup ladles of the Zuni and Tusa-
yan, through , llicb th y ipped their hot broth. 
In an ancient grave excavated not far from Salem, Massachusetts, in 
1 73, were found five keletons, one of which was supposed to be that 
of the chief Nanepha emet, who was killed in 1605 or 1606. He was 
the king of amkeak. On the breast of thi skeleton were discovered 
" everal mall opp r tube . from 4 to 8 inches in length, and 
from one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch in diameter, made of copper 
rolled up, with the edge lapped.m 
Alarcon r late that the trib seen on the Rio Colorado by him in 
1541, wore on one arm "certain small pipe of cane." But the object 
or purpo of wearing these is not indicated. 8 
Th nativ of the Friendly I lands carried in their ears little cylin-
f r .d, although we learn that these were "filled with a red solid 
1 H ad-Ilunt rs of Borneo, London, 1881, p. 139. 
2 c, for the N w H brid s. Forster, Voyage Round the World, vol. 2, p. 255. 
1 R port of tho Bur au of Ethnology, 1 82- '83, p. 482. 
4 p k , urc of the Nil ·, London, 1863, pp. 306, 310. 
'Cameron, .A.cross Africa, London, 1877, vol. 1, p. 276. 
'D Gama's Disco'°ery of the East lndie , in Knox, Voyag , London, 1767, vol, 2, p. 324. 
7 Andrew K. b r, in tho alem Gazette, Salem, Mass. 
<!Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. 3, p. 508; also, Teruaux-Compans, Voy., vol. 9. pp. 307,308. 
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substance." 1 Among the N arrinyeri of Australia, when young men are 
to be initiated into the rank of warriors, duriug the ceremonies "they 
are allowed to drink water, but only by ucking it up tp.rough a reed." 2 
Admiral vou Wrangel says of the Tchuktchi of Siberia: "They suck 
their broth through a small tube of reindeer bone," which "each indi-
vidual carries about with him." 3 Padre Sahagun says that the human 
victim whom the Aztecs offered up in sacrifice was not allowed to 
touch water with his lips, but had to suck it through a reed." 4 
"The Mexicans had a forty-days' fast in memory of one of their sacred 
persons who was tempted forty days on a mountain. He drink through 
a reed. He is called the Morning Star." 5 The Mexicans, according to 
Fray Diego Duran, placed before the statues of tl.ieir dead bowls of 
"vino," with "rosas," tobacco (this seems to be the proper tran lation 
of the word "humazos," smokes), and a reed called the "drinker of the 
sun," through which the spirit could imbibe. 6 
"The suction pipes of steatite," mentioned by Schoolcraft, as found in 
the mounds, may have been the equivalents of our drinking reeds, and 
made of steatite to be the more readily preserved in the ritual of which 
they formed part. 
Copper cylinders 1¼ inches long and¾ of an inch in diameter were found 
in the mounds of the Mississippi Valley by Squier and Davis. The 
conjecture that they had. been used "for ornaments" does not seem 
warranted.7 
We should not forget that there was a semidei:fication of the reed 
itself by the Aztec in their assignment of it to a place in their calendar 
undet the name of'' acatl.'' 8 
Mrs. Ellen Russell Emerson speaks of the custom the warriors of the 
northern tribes had which suggests that she had heard of the drinking 
reed withoutexactlyunderstandingwhatitmeant. She says that warriors 
carry bowls of birch bark "from one side of which the warrior drinks 
in going to battle-from the other, on his return. These bowls are not 
carried home, but left on the prairie, or suspended from trees within a 
day's journey of bis village." 9 
Among the Brahmans practices based upon somewhat similar ideas 
are to be found: every morning, upon rising, "ils prennent trois fois de 
l'eau dans la main, & en jettent trois fois dans leur bouche, eyjtant d'y 
toucher avec la main." 10 
1 Forster, Voyage Round the World, vol. 1, p. 435. 
2 Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 1, p. 66. 
3 English edition, New York, 1842, p. 271. 
4 Kings borough, vol. 6, p. 100. 
6 Godfrey Higgins, Anacalypsis, vol. 2, book 1, cap. 4, sec. 9, p. 31. 
6 Y ponia delante un canuto grande y queso [grueso 1] para con que bebiese: este canuto llamaban 
"bebedero del Sol. "-Diego Duran, vol. 1, cap. 38, p. 386. 
7 Smithsonian Contributions, vol. 1, p. 151. 
8 The reed, which is the proper meaning of the worci "acatl," is the hieroglyphic of the element 
water. Veytia, quoted by Thomas, in 3rd Ann. Rep. , Bu. Eth. , 1881-1882, p. 42 et seq. 
9 Indian Myths, Boston, 1884, p. 260. 
10 Picart, Ceremonies et Coutumes Reli~ieuses de tons les Peuples du Monde, Amsterdam, 1736, 
vol. 6, part 2, p. 103 
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The fuudam ntal rea on upon which the u e of the drinking reed is 
ba · di, that th warrior or devotee hall not let water touch his lips. 
It i, ,·trauge to find among the regulations with regard to taking water 
by th~ warrior ca:t : "Ile ·hall not sip water while walking, standing, 
lyiug down, or bending forward ." 1 
The Dharma- utra, traditionally connected. with the Rishi-Vasishtha, 
ofth Seventh Mandala oftbe Rig-Veda, is a relic of a Vedic school of 
the highc t autiquity. It ·eat wa in the present northwestern prov-
inc ,' of India, and, like the Dharmasastra of Gautama, it iR the sole 
urviviug record from this sourc:e. 2 
There wa another service performed by reeds or tubes iu the domestic 
economy of nation around the north pole. As the Apache are derived 
from an .A.retie ancestry it does not seem amiss to allude to it. Lord 
Low,dale, in describing the capture of a whale which he witnessed, says 
that the Eskimo women "first of all gathered up the harpoons and 
then pulled out all the spears. As each spear was withdrawn a blow-
pipe ·was pushed into the wound and the men blew into it, after which 
the opening was tied up. When every wound had been treated in this 
manner the whale resembled a great windbag and floated high in the 
water." 
In the National Museum at Washington, D. C., there a.re many pipes 
made of the bones of birds, which were used by the Inuit as drinking 
tub when water had to be taken into the mouth from holes cut in the 
ice. These drinking tubes seem to be directly related to our subject, 
although they may al o have been used as Lonsdale describes the pipes 
for blowino- the dead whale full of air. .Another 11oi11t to be mentioned 
i · that the eagle pipe kept in the mouth of the you11g warrior undergo-
ing the torture of the sun <la.nee among the Sioux a11<l other tribes on 
tbe plains is appareutly connected with the "bebedero del Sol" of the 
I oplr to the soutu.3 
Th u e of thL drinking reed, shown to have been once so intimately 
a :ociated with human, acrifice, may have djsappeared upon the intro-
duction of labret , which , eem, in certain ca es a.t leaHt, to Le associated 
with th memory of euemies killed in battle, which woul<l be only 
· auoth r form of human acrifice. This sugge tion is advanc('d wW1 
·om miHgiving ·, and only a a hypothe ' is to assist in determining for 
wha purpo labrets and drinking tubes have beeu employed. The 
pa ·h have di contiuu d the u e of the labret, which still is to be 
found among their congener along the Lower Yukon, but not among 
ho: living along the low r river. 4 .According to Dall the custom was 
probably adopted from the Inuit; he al. ·o Hhows that whenever labrets 
ar worn in , trib th y ar worn by both exe , and that the women 
a :nm th mat the fir.:;t appearance f the catameuia. 
1 Vasishtha, cap . 8, pars. 26-30, pp. 20- 21. , 'acrecl Books of the East, Oxford, 1882, vol. 14, edition of 
Max ~liiller. 
2 Ih ic l. 
3 Di •go Duran, lo· . cit. 
' • e Dall, Masks ancl Labr ts, p. 151. 
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"This is to be noted, that how many men these Savages [Brazilians] 
doe kill, so many holes they will have in their visage, beginning :first in 
their nether lippe, then in their cheekes, thirdly, in both their eye-browes, 
.and lastly in their eares." 1 
Cabeza de Vaca speaks of the Indians near Malbado Island, "They 
likewise have the nether lippe bored, and within the same they carrie a 
piece of thin Cane about halfe a finger thicke." 2 Herrera relates very 
nearly the same of ihe men of<• Florida": "Traian una tetilla oradada, 
metido por el agujero un pedago de Cana, i el labio baxero tambien 
agujereado, con otra can.a en el." 3 But Herrera probably obtained his 
data from the narrative of Vaca. 
In looking into this matter of labrets as connected or suspGcted as 
being in some way connected with the drillking reed, we should not 
expect to :find the labret adhering very closely to the primitive form, 
because the labret, coming to be regarded more and more as an orna-
ment, would allow greater and greater play to the fancy of the wearer 
-0r manufacturer, much the same as the crosses now worn by ladies, 
purely as matter of decoration, have become so thoroughly examples of 
-dexterity in filagree work as to ha-ve lost the original form and signi:fi-
·cance as a declaration of faith. But it is a subject of surprise to find 
that the earlier writers persistently allude to the labrets in the lips of 
the Mexican deities, which probably were most tenacious of primitive 
forms, as being shap.ed like little reeds-"cafiutillos." 
Herrera says of Tescatlipoca: "Que era el Dios de la Penitencia, i 
-de los J ubileos Tenia Qarcillo de Oro, i Plata en el labio baxo, 
-con un cafiutillo cristalino, de un geme de largo." 4 The high priest, 
he says, was called topilgin, and in sacrificing human victims he wore 
~, debaxo del labio, jun to al medio de la barba, una piega como cafiutillo, 
-de una piedra agul." 5 
Father Acosta also speaks of the tube (canon) of crystal worn by 
'Tezcatlij:>0ca in the lower lip: "En la leure d'embas un petit canon de 
-crystal, de la longueur d'un xeme ou derny pied." 6 
Speaking of Quetzalcoatl Clavigero says : "From the under lip 
hung a crystal tube." 7 From Diego Duran's account of this "bezote" 
-or labret it must have been hollow, as he says it contained a feather: 
•' En el labio bajo tenia un bezote de un veril cristalino y en el estaba 
metida una pluma verde y otras veces azul." 8 
In the Popul Vuh is to be found a myth which gives an account of 
the origin of labrets. It relates that two night watchers over the :flowers 
1 Peter Carder, an Englishman captive among the Brazilians, 1578-1586, in Purchas, vol. 4, lib. 6, 
-<iap. 5, p. 1189. 
2 Purchas, vol. 4, lib. 8, cap. 1, sec. 2, p. 1508. 
3 Dec. 4, lib. 4, p . 69. 
4 Dec.3, lib. 2, p. 67. 
6 Ibid., p. 70. 
6 Histoire Naturelle des Indes, Paris, 1600, lib. 5, cap, 9, }). 224. 
7 History of Mexico, Philadelphia, 1817, vol. 2, }). 6. 
-llDnran, op. cit., vol. 3, cap. 4, p. 211. 
9 E'l'H--32 
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in the garden of Xibalba had in some manner proved derelict in duty, 
and had their lips split as a punishment. 1 
In Paraguay a tribe called the Ohiriguanes, "se percent la levre 
inferieure & ils y attachent un petit Oilindre d'etain ou d'argent, ou de 
Resine transparente. Ce pretendu ornement s'appelle Tembeta." 2 
1 Brasseur de Bourbourg's translation, cap. 12, p . 175. 
- 2 Picart, Ceremonies etCoft.tumes Religieuses de tons led Peuples clu Monde, Amsterdam, 1743, 
vol. 8, p. 287. 
CHAPTER II. 
HODDENTIN. THE POLLEN OF THE TULE, THE SACRIFICIAL 
POWDER OF THE APACHE; WITH REMARKS UPON SACRED 
POWDERS AND BREAD OFFERINGS IN GENERAL. 
"Trifles not infrequently lead to important results. In every wa.Ik of 
science a trifle disregarded by incurious thousands has repaid the 
inquisitiveness of a single observer with unhoped-for knowledge." 1 [ 
The taciturnity of the Apache in regard to all that concerns their 
religious ideas is a very marked feature of their character; probably no 
tribe with which our people have come in contact has succeeded more 
thoroughly in preserving from profane inquiry a complete knowledge 
of matters relating to their beliefs and ceremonials. How much of this 
ignorance is to be attributed to interpreters upon whom reliance has 
necessarily been placed, and how much to the fadisposition of the 
.Apache to reveal anything concerning himself, it would be fruitless to 
inquire, but, in my own experience, when I first went among them in 
New Mexico and Arizona twenty-three years ago, I was foolish enough 
to depend greatly upon the Mexican captives who had lived among 
the Apache since boyhood, and who might be supposed to know exactly 
what explanation to give of every ceremony in which the Apache might 
engage. Nearly every one of these captives, or escaped captives, had 
married among the Apache, and had raised families of half-breed 
children, and several of them had become more Apache than the .Apache 
themselves. Yet I was time and again assured by several of these in-
terpreter::1 that the Apache had no religion, and even · after I had made 
some progress in my investigations, at every turn I was met by the 
most contradictory statements, due to the interpreter's desire to inject 
his own views and not to give a frank exposition of those submitted by 
the .Apache. Thus, an .Apache god would be transmuted into either a 
"santo" or a "diablo," according to the personal bias of the Mexican 
who happened to be assisting me. ".Assanutlije" assumed the disguise 
of" Maria Santissima," while ceremonies especially sacred and benefi-
cent in the eyes of the savages were stigmatized as "brujeria" and 
"hechiceria" (witchcraft) in open defiance of the fact that-the .Apache 
have as much horror and dread of witches as the more enlightened of 
their brethren who in past ages suffered from their machinations in 
!Deane, Serpent Worship, London, 1833, p. 410. 
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Emor , aud nPl'ita. Th in terr ret rH had no intention to deceiYe; 
th y w r i-;imply nuabl to di, engag thems Ives from t1rnir own preju-
di · , and th il' ow ignora11c ; th y could not, aud they would not, 
FIG. 433.-Bag (·ontaining l1odden tiu. 
credit the ex.ii-;tence ofany such thing as 
religion, save ~wd excepting that taught 
them at their mothers' knees in the petty 
hamlets of Sonora and of which they still 
preserved hazy aucl distorted recollec-
tions. Oueofthe:firstthings to be noticed 
among the Apache, in this connection, 
was the very general appearance of little 
bag of buckskin, sometimes oruamented, 
sometimes plain, which were ordinarily 
attached to the belts of the warriors, and 
of which they seemed to be especiall 
careful.1 
What follows in this chapter was not 
learned in an hour or a day, but after a 
long course of examination and a com-
parison of statem~nts extracted from dif-
ferent authoritieR. 
The bags spoken of revealed when opened a quantity of yellow colored 
flour or powder, re embling cornmeal, to which the Apache gave tlie 
name of' hoddentin," or" hadntin," the meaning of which word is "the 
)OW , or ollen of the tule," a variety of the cat,-tail rush, growing in 
all tlie little ponds and cienega ofthe Sout]lweRt. 
I mad it the touch tone of friendship that every scout or other 
Apach who wi b cl for a favor at my band should relate something 
concerning hi, reliofous belief. I did not care much what topic he se-
lected; it might be myths, clan laws, war customs, medicine-anything 
h pl a eel, but it had to be omething and it had to be accurate. 
llodd ntin having :fir t attracted my attention, I very naturally made 
many of my :fir, t inquiries about it, and, while neglecting no opportunity 
for incl p ndent obs rvation, drew a,bout me the most responsible men 
and worn n, h arcl what each ]iad to say, carefully c0111pared and con-
tra:t d it with th ,·tatement!::l of the others, and now give the result. 
I noti · d that in th dance · for the benefit of the sick the mediciue-
m n in th intervals between chants applied this yellow powder to the 
f r h ad of th" pati ut, then in form of a cro s upon his breast, then in 
, ·ir ·I ' ar nnd hi.' couch, then upon the heads of the chanters and of 
, ympa hiziI1 · fri nd , and la tly upon their own heads and foto their 
own m uthH. Ther i.' a on, idcrabl difference in method, as medi-
·iue-meu allow tb m ~Ive. gr at latitude, or a large '' personal equa-
1Tb nwdici11e sack or bag of th .A.parhr, rontaiuing their "hodde11ti11, 11 dosely resembles the 
"hulla•" of thl• Romans-in wl1ic-h " 011 .Y m ttait des pr(lAervatif,i contre le,i malefices. 11 Musee de 
apl •s, London, l 36, p. 4. opy shown me hy Mr., 'pofford, of the Library of Congress. 
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tion," in all their dealings with the supernatural. No Apache would, 
if it could be avoided, go on the warpath without a bag of this precious 
powder somewhere upon his person, generally, as I have 8aid, attached 
to his ammunition belt. Whenever one was wounded, hurt, or taken 
sick while on a scout, the medicine-man of the party would walk in 
front of the horse or mule ridden by the patient and scatter at interval 
little pinches of hoddentin, that his path might be made easier. As 
was said to rne: "When we Apache go on the warpath, hunt, or plaut, 
we always throw a pinch of hoddentin to the sun, saying 'with the 
favor of the sun, or permission of the sun, I am. going out to fight, 
hunt, or plant,' as the case may be, 'and I want the sun to help rne.'" 
I have noticed that the Apache, when worn out with marching, put 
a pinch of hoddentin on their tongues as a restorative.· 
"Hodd en tin is eaten by sick people as a remedy." 1 
"Before starting out on the warpath, they take a pinch of hoddentin, 
throw it to the sun, and also put a pinch on their tongues and one on 
the crown of the head. When they return, they hold a 
dance, and on the morning of that day throw pinches of hoddentin to 
the rising sun, and then to the east, south, west, and north, to the four 
winds." 2 
I am unable to assert that hoddentin is used in any way at the 
birth of .a child; but I know that as late as 1886 there was not a babe 
upon the San Carlos reservation, no matter how tender its age, that did 
not have a small bag of hoddentin attached to its neck or dangling 
from. its cradle. Neither can I assert anything about its use at time of 
marriage, because, among the Apache, marriage is by purchase, and 
attended with little, if any, ceremony. But when an Apache girl at-
tains the age of puberty, among other ceremonies performed upon her, 
they throw hoddentin to the sun and strew it about her and drop on 
her head flour of the pin.on, which flour is called by the Chiricahua 
Apache" nostchi," and by the Sierra Blanca Apache'' ope." 3 
"Upon attaining the age of puberty, girls fast one whole day, pray, 
and throw hoddentin to the sun." 4 When an Apache dies, if a medi-
cine-man be near, hoddentin is sprinkled upon the corpse. The Apache 
buried in the clefts of rocks, but the Apache-Mohave cremated. "Be-
fore lighting the fire the medicine-men of the Apache-Mohave put hod-
dentin on the dead person's breast in the form of a cross, on the fore-
head, shoulders, and scattered a little about." 5 
The very first thing an Apache does in the morning is to blow a little 
pinch of hoddentin to the dawn. The Apache worship both dawn 
and darkness, as well as the sun, moon, and several of the planets. 
1 Information of Tze-go-juni. 
2 Information of Concepcion. 
3 See notes, a few pages farther on, from Kohl; also the'.Je from Godfrey Higgins. The word ''ope" 
suggests the name the Tusayan have for themselves, Opi, or Opika, "bread people." 
4 Information of Tze-go-juni. 
6 Information of Mike Burns. 
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Wh nth un l'i s w ca ta pinch of hoddentin toward him, and 
w do th thing to the moon, but not to the stars, saying 'Gun-
ju-1 , chigo-na-ay, i-clli-zi, gun-ju-le, inzayu~ ijanale,' meaning 'Be good, 
O Sun, be good.' 'Dawn, long time let me live'; or, 'Don't let me die 
for a long time,' and at night, 'Gun-ju-le, chil-jilt, si-chi-zi, gun-ju-le, 
inzayu, ijmial',' meaning 'Be good, 0 Night; Twilight, be good; do not 
let me die." "In going on a hunt an Apache throws hoddentin and 
say, 'Gun-ju-le, chigo-na-ay, cha-ut-si, ping, kladitza,' meaning 'Be 
good, 0 Sun, make me succeed deer to kill." 11 
The name of the full moon in_ the Apache language is "klego-na-ay," 
but the crescent moon is called "tzontzose" and hoddentin is always 
offered to it.2 
"Hodclentin is thrown to the sun, moon (at times), the morning star, 
and occasionally to the wagon." 3 "The Apache offer much hoddentin 
to 'Na-u-kuzze,' the Great Bear." 4 '' Our custom is to throw a very 
small pinch of hoddentin at dawn to the rising sun.":i "The women of 
the Chiricahua throw no hoddentin to the moon, but pra,y to it, saying: 
"Gun-ju-le, klego-na-ay," (be good, 0 Moon). 0 
When the Apache plant corn the medicine-men bury eagle-plume 
sticks in the :fields, scatter hoddentin, and sing. When the corn is 
partially grown they scatter pinches of hoddentin over it. 7 
The" agle-plume sticks" mentioned in the preceding paragraph sug-
geHt the "ke-thawn" meutioue<l by Matthews jn "The Mountain 
Chant.''° 
''When a person is very sick the Apache make a great :fire, place the 
patient near it, and <lance ju a circle around him and the fire, at the 
ame time, inging and sprinkling him with hoddentin iu the form of a 
cro' on head, brea t, arm , and legs." 9 
In November, 1885, while at the San Carlos agency, I had an inter-
view with Nanta<lotash, an old blind medicine-man of the Akai'ie or 
Willow gen , who had with him a very valuable medicine-hat which he 
refu cl to ell, and only with great reluctance permitted me to touch. 
Taking advantage of hi~ infirmity, I soon had a picture drawn in my 
not b ok, a11d the text added giviug tlie symbolism of all the orna-
mentation attached. Upon discov ring this, the old man became much 
excit <l, and in i:tecl upon putting a, pinch of hoddentin upon the draw-
ing, and tlien r cited a pray r, which I afterwards succeeded in getting 
v rbatim. fter the prayer was finished, the old man arose and 
markN1 with l10d<l ntin the brea t of liis wife, of Mo~es, of Antonio, 
I Information of Mickey Free. 
2 Informat,on of .A.lchiso, Mike, and others. 
3 I nforrnation of Francesca and other captive Chil'icahua Kquaws. 
4 Information of :Mo!! !l H encl rflon. 
6 Information of Cha.to. 
6 I11formalion of 'rz -go-j uni. 
7 Informatio11 of Mo!lr:; Ilender;ion and otltrr Aparl1c at San Carlos. 
& Bnr au of ]Mlmulogy, Report for 1883-'84. 
9 I11for111atio11 of FrauceKca ancl others. 
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of other Apache present, and then of myself, putting a large pinch 
over my heart and upon each shoulder, and then placed the rest upon 
his own tongue. He explained that I had taken the "life" out of his 
medicine hat, and, notwithstanding the powers of his medicine, returned 
in less than a month with a demand for $30 as damages. His hat 
never was the same after I drew it. My suggestion that the applica-
tion of a little soap might wash away the clots of grease, soot, and 
earth adhering to the hat, and restore its pristine efficacy were received 
with the scorn due to the sneers of the scoffer. 
"In time of much lightning, the Apache throw hoddentin and say: 
'Gun-ju-le, ittindi,' be good, Lightning." 1 
Fm. 434.-Nan-ta-do-tash's medicine hat. 
Tzit-jizinde, "the Man who likes Everybody," who said he belonged 
to the Inoschujocbin- Manzanita or Bearberry clan- showed me how 
to pray with hoddentin in time of lightning or storm or danger of any 
kind. Taking a small pinch in his :fingers, he held it out at arm's 
length, standing up, and repeated his prayer, and then blew his breath 
hard. I was once with a party of Apache while a comet was visible. I 
called their attention to it, but they did not seem to care. On the 
other hand, Antonio told me that the "biggest dance" the Apache 
ever had was during the time that "the stars all fell out of the sky" 
(1833). 
"The only act of a religious character which I observed . . was 
shortly after crossing the river they fi. e., the American officers] were 
1 Information of Tze-go-juni. 
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met by a mall I art of tb Indiau , one of whom chalked a cross on 
th brea t of each with a yellow earth, which he carried in a satchel at 
bi b It. Pr viou to doing ·o he muttered ome words very solemnly 
with hi hand' uplifted and eye thrown upwards. .Again, on arriving 
at the camp of the people, the chief and others in greeting them took 
a imilar vow, touchiug thereafter the yellow chalked cross. Sonora 
ma,y have furni hed them with some of their notions of a Deity." 1 
"The yellow earth," seen by Dr. Smart was, undoubtedly, hoddentin, 
carried in a medicine bag at the belt of a medicine-man. Some years 
ago I went out with .Al. Seiber and a small party of Apache to examine 
three of their" sacred caves" in the Sierra Pinal and Sierra Ancha. No 
better opportunity could have been presented for noting what they did. 
The very la t thing at night they intoned a" medicine" song, and at early 
dawn they were up to throw a pinch of hoddentin to the east. 
Moses and John, two of the .Apache mentioned above, requested per-
mission to go off in the mountains after deer and bear, supposed to be 
plentiful in the higher altitudes. Before leaving camp, Moses blew a 
pinch of hoddentin toward the sun, repeating his prayer for success, 
and ending it with a sharp, snappy "ek," as if to call attention. In 
one of the acred caves visited on this trip, the Apache medicine-men 
as embled for the purpose of holding their snake dance. This I have 
never seen among the .Apache, but that they celebrate it and that it is 
fully the equal of the repulsive rite which I have witnessed and noted 
among the Tu ayan 2 I am fully assured. I may make reference to some 
of its feature in the chapter upon animal worship and ophic rites. 
From a multiplicity of statements, the following are taken: Concep-
cion had seen the nake dance over on the Carrizo, near Camp Apache; 
the medicine-men threw hoddentin upon the snakes. He said: "After 
getting through with the snake, the medicine-man suffered it to glide 
off, covered with the hoddentin, thrown by admiring devotees." 
Mike Burn had no remembrance of seeing hoddentin thrown to the 
un. He had seen it thrown to the snake, ''in a kind of worship." 
Nott and Antonio , tated that ''when they find that a snake has 
wriggled across the trail, especially the trail to be· followed by a war 
party, they throw hodd ntin upon the trail." Nott took a pinch of 
hodd ntin, ·bowed how to throw it upon the snake, and repeated the 
prayer, which I record d. 
Corbu. ier in tance a remedy in use among the Tonto Apache. This 
con i t d in applying a rattlesnake to the head or other part suffering 
from pain. He continues : "After a time the medicine-man rested the 
nake on th ground again, and, till retaining his hold of it with his 
right hand, put a pinch of yellow pollen into its mouth with his left, 
and rubb d some along it.· belly." 3 
1, mart, in, mithsonian R port for 1867, p. 419. 
2 nak Dau o ot' }foqui!l of ..1c\.rizooa1 N w York, 1884. 
5 In the thircl vol um of Kingshorough, on plat 17 (Azte picture belonging to M. Pejernavy, Pesth, 
HUDgary), an Azt , probably a priost, i!l Hl1own offering food to a snake, which eats it out of his hand. 
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He then held his hand out to a man, who took a pinch of the powder 
and rubbed it on the crown of a boy's head. Yellow pollen treated in 
this manner is a common remedy for headache, and may frequently be · 
seen on the crowns of the heads of men and boy~ .'11 
Hoddentin is used in the same manner as a remedy for headache among 
the San Carlos Apache, but the medicine-men apply a snake to the 
perRon of a patient only when their" diagnosis" has satisfied them that 
he has been guilty of some unkindness to a, snake, uch as stepping 
upon it, in which case they pretend that they can cure the man by 
applying to the part affected the portion of the reptile's body upon 
which he trampled. 
The Apache state that when their medicine-men go out to catch snakes 
for their snake dance, they recite a prayer and lay their left hand, in 
which is some hoddentin, at the opening of the snake's den, through 
which the reptile must crawl, and, after a short time the 1make will 
come out and allow himself to be handled. 
Hoddentin is also offered to other animals, especially the bear, of 
which the Apache, like their congeners the Navajo, stand in great awe 
and reverence. When a bear is killed, the dance which is held becomes 
frenzied; the skin is donned by all the men, and much hod dentin is 
thrown, if it can be obtained. One of these dances which I saw in the 
Sierra Madre, Mexico, in 1883, lasted all night, without a moment's 
cessation in the singing and prancing of the participants. 
A great deal of hoddentin is offered to the "ka-chu" (great or jack 
rabbit). 2 
The Apache medicine-man, Nakay-do-klunni, called by the whites 
"Bobbydoklinny," exercised great influence over his people at Camp 
Apache, in 1881. He boasted of his power to raise the dead, and pre-
dicted that the whites should soon be driven from the land. He also 
drilled the savages in a peculiar dance, the like of which had never been 
seen among them. The participants, men and women, arranged them-
selves in files, facing a common center, like the spokes of a wheel, and 
while thus dancing hoddentin was thrown upon them in profusion. 
This prophet or" doctor" was killed in the engagement in the Cibicu 
canyon, August 30, 1881. 
In a description of the "altars" made by the medi-cine-men of the 
Apache-Yuma at or near Camp Verde, Arizona, it is shown that this 
sacred powder is freely used. Figures were drawn upon the ground 
to represent the deities of the tribe, and the medicine-men dropped on 
all, except three of them, a pinch of yellow powder (hoddentin) which 
was taken from a small buckskin bag. This powder was put upon the 
head, chest, or other part of the body of the patient. 
Surgeon Oorbusier, U.S. Army,3 says thatthecercmonyjust described 
was" a most sacred one and entered into for the purpose of averting the 
1 Corlmsier, in .c\.merican .Antiquarian, November, 188}. pp. 33ti-37. 
? Information of Moses Henderson. 
3 A.merican .\.ntiquarian, Sept. aml Nov., 1886. 
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di a x with which h . Apa h at 1arnp Verde had been afflicted the 
umm r pr viou, . 
I am not , nr that th, Apache-Yuma have not borrowed the use of 
hod eutin from th pache. My rea on for expressing this opinion js 
that I have never , nan Apache without a little bag of hoddentin 
wh n it was po:sible for him to get it, whereas I have never seen an 
Apache-Yuma with it except wheu he was about to start out on the 
warpath. Th " altar " referred to oy Col'lmsier are made also by the 
Apache, Navajo, Zuni, and Tusayan. rhose of the Apache, as might be 
inferred from their nomadic state, were the crudest; those of the Navajo, 
Zuiii, and Tm;ayan display a wonderful degree of artistic excellence. 
The altar f the Navajo have been described and illustrated by Dr. 
Wa.·hington Matthew , 1 a.nd tho e of the Tu, ayan by myself. 2 
Mo ei-; Bender on, wishing me to have a profitable interview with his 
father, who wa a great snake doctor among the Apache, told me that 
when he brought him to see me I should draw two lines across each 
other ou hi right foot, and at their junction place a bead of the chal-
chihnitl, the cros to be drawn with hoddentin. The old man would 
then tell me all he kue-w. 
The Apache, I learned, a_t times offer hoddentin to fire, an example 
of pyrodulia for which I had been on the lookout, knowing that the 
Navajo have fire dances, the Zufii the Feast of the Little God of Fire, 
and the .Apache them elves are not ignorant of the fire dance. 
Hoddentin s em~ to be u ed to· strengthen an solemn compacts and 
to bind faith. I had great trouble with a very bright medicine-man 
named Na-a-cha, who obstiuately refused to let me look at the contents 
of a phylactery which he constantly wore until I let him know that I, too, 
wa a medicin -man of eminence. The room in which we had our con-
ver ation wa the quarter of the po 't surgeon, at that time absent on 
cout. The chimney pi ce was loaded with bottles containing all kinds 
of dru , and medicine . I remarked carelessly to Na-a-cha that if he 
d ubted my powers I would gladly burn a hole through his tongue with 
a drop of fluid from the vial marked ".Acid, nitric," but he concluded 
that my word wa ufficient, and after the door was locked to secure us 
from iutru ·ion he con euted to let me open and examine the phylactei-y 
and make a k t h of it. content . To guard again t all possible 
trouble, b put a pinch of hoddentin ou each of my shoulders, on 'the 
crown of my h ad, and on my che ,t and back. The same performance 
wa.' gou through with in hii::; own ca, e. He explained that hoddentin 
wa · good for men to eat, that it wa good medicine for the bear, aud 
hat Im bear lik d to eat it. I thought that herein might be one clew 
to h r a:on why the Apache u · l it a a medicine. The bear loves 
tb tule wamp from whi ·h, in day ' primeval, he allied out to attack 
th(' . quaw and hildren gath ring the tule powder or tule bulb. Poorly 
1 Ann. Rep. 13u. Eth., 1883-'84. 
2 nako nauce of the Mo<1uis. 
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armed, as they then were, the Apache must have had great trouble in 
resisting him; hence they hope to appease him by offering a sacrifice 
acceptable to his palate. If acceptable to the chief animal god, as the 
bear seems to have been, as he certainly was the most dangerous, then 
it would have been also acceptable to the minor deities like the puma, 
snake, eagle, etc., and, by an easy transition, to the sun, moon, and 
other celestial powers. This opinion did not last long, a will be shown. 
From its constant association with all sacrifices and all acts of worship, 
hoddentin would naturally become itself sanctified and an object of 
worship, just as rattles, drums, standards, holy grails, etc., in differ-
ent parts of the world have become fetichistic. I was not in the least 
surprised when I heard Moses Hender on reciting a prayer, part of 
which ran thus: "Hoddentin eshkin, bi hoddentin ashi" (" Hoddentin 
child, you hoddentin I offer"), and to learn that it was a personification 
of hoddentin. 
The fact that the myths of the .Apache relate that Assanut-li-je 
spilled hoddentin over the surface of the sky to make the Milky Way 
may be looked upon as an inchoate form of a calendar, just as the 
Aztecs transferred to their calendar the reed, rabbit, etc. 
So constant is the appearance of hoddentin in ceremonies of a reli-
g'ious nature among the Apache that the expression "hoddentin 
schlawn" (plenty ofhoddentin) has come to mean that a particular per-
formance or place is sacred. Yet, strange to say, this sacred pollen of 
the tule is gathered without any special ceremony; at least, I noticed 
none when I saw it gatl1ered, although I should not fail to record that 
at the time of which I speak the Apache and the Apache-Yuma were 
returning from an arduous campaign, in which blood had been shed, 
and everything they did- the bathing in the sweat lodgM and the sing-
ing of the Apache and the plastering of mud upon their heads by the 
Apache-Yuma- had a reference to the lustration or purgation necessary 
under such circumstances. Not only men but women may gather the 
pollen. When the tule is not within reach our cat-tail rush is used. 
Thus, the Chiricahua, confined at Fort Pickens, Florida, gathered the 
pollen of the cat-tail rush, some of which was given me by one of the 
women who gathered it. 
Before making an examination into the meaning to be attached to the 
use of hoddentin, it is well to determine whether or not such a powder 
or anything analogous to it is to be found among the tribes adjacent. 
1'HE '' KUNQUE" OF THE ZUNI A.ND OTHERS. 
The term "kunque" as it appears in this chapter is one of convenience 
only. Each pueblo, or rather each set of pueblos, has its own name in 
its own language, as, for example, the people of Laguna and .A.coma, 
who employ it in all their ceremonies as freely as do the Zuni, call 
it in their tongue " · awa." In every pueblo which I visited- and 
I visited them all, from Oraibi of Tusayan, on the extreme west, to 
I 
I 
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Pi urL, on the extr m ea t; from Tao , in the far north, to Isleta del 
Sur, in Texa -I ame upon thi kunque, and generally in such quan-
titi ,· and o openly expo ed and o freely used that I was both aston-
i bed and gratified· a toni hed that after centuries of contact with the 
Cauca ian the native hould still adhere with such tenacity to the 
ideas of a religion uppo ed to have been extirpated, and gratified to 
di cover a lever which I could employ in prying into the meaning of 
other u age and ceremonials. 
Bebiud the main door in the houses at Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, 
Picuri , Laguna, Acoma, San Felipe, Jemez, and other towns, there is a 
niche containing a bowl or saucer filled with this sacred meal, of which the 
good bou ewife is careful to throw a pinch to the sun at early dawn ancl 
to the twilight a.t eventide. In every ceremony among the Pueblos natu-
rally enough, more particularly among those who have been Ii ving farthest 
from the Mexicans, the lavish scattering of sacred meal is the marked 
feature of the occasion. At the snake dance of the Tusayan, in 1881, 
the altars were surrounded with baskets of pottery and with flat 
plaques of reeds, which were heaped high with kunque. When the 
procession moved out from under the arcade and began to make the 
rouud of the sacred stone the air was white with meal, and in my imag-
ination I could see that it was a procession of Druids circling about a 
'' acred stone " in Ireland previous to the coming of St. Patrick. When 
the prie ts threw the snakes down upon the ground it was within a 
circle traced with kunque, and soon the snakes were covered with the 
same meal flung upon them by the squaws. There was only one scalp 
left among the Tusayan in 1881, but there were several among the Zuni, 
and one or two each at Acoma and Laguna. In every one of these 
town kunque wa offered to the scalps. 
At the feast of the Little God of Fire among the Zuni, in 1881, my 
per onal notes relate that" the moment the head of the procession 
touched the knoll upon which the pueblo is built the mass of people 
began throwing kunque upon the Little God and those with htm as well 
a on the ground in front of, beside, and behind them. This kunque 
wa contained in acred basket-shaped bowls of earthenware. The 
pectator kept the air fairly nu ty with clouds of the sacred kunque. 
Thi proce ion pa ed around the boundaries of the pueblo of Zuni, 
,'toppinrr at eight hole in the ground for tlle purpose of enacting acer-
em nial of con ecration uggestive of the 'terminalia' of the Romans. 
They vi ited ea •h of the holeH, which were 18 inches deep and 12 inches 
quar , with a sandstone slab to , erve as a cover. Each hole was filled 
withkunqueand acrifidalplumes. * * * 'Everymorningoftheyear, 
wh n the kyi' clear,at the ri. ing of Lucero [the morning star], at the 
crowing of th cock, we throw corn flour f kunque] to the sun. I am never 
without my bag ofkunque; here it is [drawing it from his belt]. Every 
Zufii ha,.: on . We offer it to the , nn for good rain and good crops."n 
1 In terview with Pedro Pino. 
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Subsequently Pedro went on to describe in detail a phallic dance and 
ceremony, in which there was a sort of divination. The young maiden 
who made the lucky guess was richly rewarded, while her less fortunate 
companions were presented with a handful of kunque, which they kept 
duringtheensuingyear. This dance is called ''ky'akln," and is independ-
ent of the great phallic dance occurring in the month of December. 
Pedro also stated that until very recently the Zuni were in the habit of 
celebrating a fire dance at Noche Buena (Christmas). There were four 
piles of wood gathered for the occasion, and upon each the medicine-
men threw kunque in profusion. This dance, as Pedro described it, 
closely resembled one mentioned by Landa in his Co ~a de Yucatan. 
High up on the vertical face of the precipice of Taaiyalana there is a 
phallic shrine of the Zuni to which I climbed with Mr. Frank Cu hing. 
We found that the place had been visited by young bride who were 
desirous of becoming mothers. The offerings in every case included 
kunque. 
In the account given in the National Tribune, Washington, District of 
Columbia, May 20, 1886, of the mode oflife of the Zuni woman Wehwa 
while in the national capital, and while engaged in the kirmes, we read: 
She also strewed sacred corn meal along on her way to the theater to bring good 
luck to her and the other dancers. * * " She has gone from her comfortable room 
to pray in the street at daylight every morning, whatever the weather has been. " 
* At such times she strews corn meal all around her until the front-door steps 
and the sidewalk are much daubed with dough. Bnt this is not the corn meal in 
common use in the United States, but is sacred meal ground in Zufli with sacred 
stones. 1 
So long a time has elapsed since any of the Pueblos have been on the 
warpath that no man can describe their actual war customs except from 
the dramatic ceremonial of their dances or from the stories told him by 
the " old men." The following from an eyewitness will therefore be of 
interest: "Before the Pueblos reached the heights they were ordered to ) 
scale they halted on the way to receive from their chiefs some medicine 
from the medicine bags which each of them carried about his person. 
This they rubbed upon their heart, as they said, to make it big and 
brave, and they also rubbed it upon other parts of their bodies and 
upon their rifles for the same purpose." 2 
The constant use of kunque by the different Pueblo tribes has been 
noticed from the first days of European contact. In the relation of 
Don Antonio de Espejo (1583) we are told that upon the approach of 
the Spaniards to the town of Zaguato, lying 28 leagues west of Zuni, 
"a great multitude of Indians came forth to meete them, and among the 
rest their Cac;iques, with so great demonstration of joy and gladnes, 
1 Kunqne has added to the cornmeal the meal of two varieties of corn, blue and yellow, a small quantity 
of pulverized sea shells, and some sand, and when possible a fragment of the blue stone called '' chalchi-
huitl." In grinding the meal on the metates the squaws are stimulated by the medicine-men who 
k eop up a constant singing and drumming. 
2 Simpson, Expedition to the Navajo Country, in Senate Doc. 64, 31st Cong., 1st sess., 1849-'50, p. 95· 
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that they c.. t mu h meale of }laiz upon the ground for the horses to 
tread upon.' 1 • 
I am und r the impre ion that the ruins of this village are those near 
the ran ·h of Mr. Thoma V. Kearn, at Keam's Canyon, Arizona, called 
by the Navaj "Talla-hogandi," meaning" singing house," in reference 
to the pani h mis 'ion which formerly existed there. This village is, 
as I have hitherto ·hown, the ruin of the early pueblo of A watubi. 
In hi , po m de crjptive of the conquest of New Mexico, entitled 
" n va M Jico," Alcala de Henares, 1610, Villagra uses the following 
language: 2 
Passando a. Mohove, Zibola, y Zuni, 
Por cuias nobles tierras descubrimos, 
Una gran tropa de Indios que venia, 
Con cantidad harina que esparcian, 
Sobre la gente toda muy apriessa, 
Y entrando assi en los pueblos las mngeres 
Dierou en arrojarnos tanta clella, 
Que dimos en tomarles los costales, 
De dou<l.e resulto tener con ellas, 
Unas carnestolendas bien renidas. 
It i , gratifying to observe that the Spanish writer in the remote wilds 
of America struck upon an important fact in ethnology: that the throw-
ing of "harina" or fl.our by the people of Tusayan (Mohoge or Moqui), 
Cibola, a,nd Zuni (ob erve the odd separation of "Zibola" from either 
Moqui or Zuni) was identical with the "carnestolendas" of Spain, in 
which, on Shrove Tue ·day, the women and girls cover all the men they 
meet with fl.our. The men are not at all backward in returning the 
compliment, and the treets are at times filled with the farinaceous dust. 
"Harina de maiz azul" is used by Mexicans in their religious cere-
monie , e pecially those connected with the water deities. 3 The Pe-
ruvian , when they bathed and sacrificed to cure themselves of sickness, 
"untaudose primero con Harina de Maiz, icon otras cosas, con muchas, 
i diver ·a ceremonias, i lo mi mo hacen en los Bai'ios." 4 The kunque of 
the P ruvians very lo ely resembled that of the Zuni. We read that 
it. wa a compound of different-colored maize ground up with sea shells.5 
Th P ruvians had a Priapic idol called Hua-can-qui, of which we 
r ad: '' On offre a c tte idole une corbeille ornee de plumes de di verses 
coul ur, et r mplie <l'herbe. odoriferantmi; on y met aussi de lafarine 
de ma'is qu l'on rnuou velle tou les mois, et les femmes se la vent la 
1 Hakluyt, Voyages, vol. 3, p. 470. ''Echavanmucha harina de maiz por el suelo para que la pisassen 
los caballos."-Padre Fray Juan Gonzales cle Mendoza, De las Cosas de Chino, etc.,Madrid, 1586, p.172. 
ee also the Relacion of Paclr Fray .Alonso Fernandez, Ilistoria Eclesiastica de Nuestros Tiempos, 
Tol do, 1611, pp. 15, 16. 
2 P. 162. 
3 Die ro Duran, vol. 2, cap. 49, pp. 506, 507. 
'II •rr •ra., d •c. 5., lib. 4, cap. 5, p. !)2. 
6 Padre Chris wal <le Molina, Fahl sand Rites of the Yncas, translated by Markham in Hakluyt Soc. 
Trane , vol. 48. p. 6.1, London, 1873. 
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figure avec celle que Fon ote, en accompagnant cette ablution de plu-
sieurs ceremonies superstitieuses." 1 
The tribes seen on the Rio Colorado in 1540 by .Alarcon ' carry also 
certaine little long bagges about an ha1acl broade tyed to their left arme, 
which serve them also instead of brasers for their bowe. , full of the 
powder of a certaine herbe, whereof they make a certaine beverage.2 
We are at a loss to know what thi powder was, unle. s hoddentin. The 
Indians came down to receive the on of the sun, a · Alarcon led them to 
believe him to be, in full gala attire, and no doubt neglected nothing 
that would add to their safety. 
"Ils mirent clans leur bouche du ma'is et d'autr emence , et Jes 
lancerent vers moi eu disant que c'etait la maniere dont il · faisaient les 
sacrifices au soleil." 3 
Kohl speaks of seeing inside the medicine wigwam, during the great 
medicine ceremonies of the Ojibwa, "a snow-white powder." 4 In an 
address delivered by Dr. W. J . Hoffman before the Anthropological 
Society of Washington, D . C., May 2, 1888, upon the symbolism of the 
Mide', Jes'sakkid, and Waheno of the Ojibwa of Minnesota, he stated 
in reply to a question from me that he had not been able to :find any of 
the "snow-white powder" alluded to by Kohl in Kitchi-gami. 5 
In Yucatan, when children were baptized, one of the ceremonies 
was that the chac, or priest in charge, should give the youngster a 
pinch of corn meal, which the boy threw in the fire. These chacs were 
priests of the god who presided over baptism and over hunting.6 
At the coronation of their kings the Aztecs had a sacred unction, 
and a holy water, drawn from a sacred spring, and "about his neck is 
tied a small gourd, containing a certain powder, which is esteemed a 
strong preservative against disease, sorcery, and treason." 7 
"At the entrance to one of the narrow defiles of the Cordilleras 
a large mass of rock with small cavities upon its surface, into 
which the Indians, when about to enter the pass, generally deposit a, 
few glass beads, a handful of meal, or some other propitiatory offering to 
the 'genius' supposed to preside over the spot and rule the storm." 
Again, "on receiving a plate of broth, an Indian, before eating, spills 
. a little upon the ground; he scatters broadcast a few pinches of the 
meal that is given him, and pours out a libation before raising the 
wine cup to his lips, as acts of thanksgiving for the blessings he 
receives." 8 
When Capt. John Smith was captured by the Pamunkey tribe of Vir-
1 Montesinos, pp. 161, 162, in Ternaux-Compans, ,ol. 17, Memoires sur l'ancien Perou . 
2 Relation of the voyage of Don Fernando Alarcon, in Hakluyt Vcyages, vol. 3, p. 508. 
3 Alarcon in Ternaux-Compans, Voy. , vol. 9, p. 330. See also in Hakluyt Voyages, vol. 3, p. 516. 
4 Kitchi-gami, London, 1860, p. 51. 
5 See also on the subject Acosta, Hist. Naturelle des Indes, lib. 5, cap. 19, p . 2*1. 
6 Lauda, Cosas de Yucatan, Paris, 1864, page 148. 
7 Bancroft, Native Races, vol. 2, p. 145. See also Clavigero, Hist. of Mexico, Philadelphia, 1817, vol. 
2, p. 128. 
8 Smith, Araucanians, 1855, pp. 274-275. 
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inia in 1 7 h wa tak u to "a loug bou ·e," where, ou the morning fol-
l win · a gr at grim fellow" came , kjpping in, " all painted over with 
·o, l, mingl d with oyl . With mo t trange gestures and passions he 
b ·an hi invocation, and enviroued the fire with a circle of meale." 
Thi.· prie t wa.· follow d by six other , who "with their rattles began 
a ong, which nd.ed, the chiefe priest layd downe five wheat cornes." 
Thi c r mony wa. apparently continued during the day and repeated 
on the following two days. 1 Oapt. Smith's reception by the medicine-
men of the Yirginian is de cribed by Picart. 2 These medicine-men are 
called ' pretre ," and we are informed that they sang "des chants 
rnagique .' The grain of wheat (" grains de ble") were "rangez cinq 
a cinq." 
Gomara, tell us that in the religious festivals of Nicaragua there 
wer . u d certain ''taleguillas con polvos," but he does not tell what 
these "polvos" were; be only says that when the priests sacrifice them-
selv s they cured the wounds, "curan las heridas con polvo de herbas 
6 carbon."~ 
While the Baron de Grafl'enreid was a prisoner in the hands of the 
Tu carora, on the Neuse River, iu 1711, the conjurer or high priest 
(" the priest are generally magicians and even conjure up the devil") 
"made two white rounds, whether of fl.our or white sand, I do not 
know, just in front of ui;i." 4 
Lafitau say of one of the medicine women of America: "Elle com-
menya d'abord par preparer un espace de terrain qu'elle netoya bien & 
qu'elle couvrit de farine, o-q de cendre tres-bien bluttee (je ne me souviens 
pa xactemcnt laq uelle de deux)." 5 
In a de cription of the ceremonial connected with the first appear-
anc of the catamenia in a Navajo squaw, there is no reference to a use 
of anything like hoddentm, unless it may be the corn which was ground 
into meal for a grand feast, presided over by a medicine-man. 6 
Whrn a woman js grinding corn or cooking, and frequently when 
auy of the N av~jo, male or female, are eating, a handful of corn meal is 
put in the fire a an offering (to the . un). 7 
The Pueblo of New lVIexico are described as offering sacrifices of food 
to their idol:,;. " Lo. Indio. del orte tienan multitud de Idolos, en 
p qu iio Adoratorios, donde los ponen de comer." 8 
M~j. Backus, . S. Army, describe certain ceremonies which he saw 
performed by the avajo at a acred ·pring near Fort Defiance, Ari-
zona, which e m.· to hav once be n a geyser: 
1 .'milh, Tru • Travehi, dventur s a11d Ob ervation , Richmoncl , 1819, vol. 1, p.161. 
2 ' ·remo11i<·s <'t Cofltum , Am terdaru, 1735, vol. 6, p. 7~. 
3 Ilii1toria d<' lai; India. , 1>. 284. 
4 'olonial R corclij of North 'arolina, l 6, vol. 1, p. o:m. 
5 ~Ire11r:-1 <1 s , ·auvag s, Paris, 1724, Yol. 1, p. :1 6. 
6 _P r,rnual not s of May 26, 1881 ; r·onversation with Ghi ancl Damon at F'orl Dethfu(·e. Tavajo Ag-ency, 
Arizona . 
; lhi!l . 
8 Bar<·ia, Emm,ro Cronologico, p. 160. 
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I once visited it with three other persons and an Indian doctor, who carried with 
him five small bags, each containing some vegetable or miner al ubstance, all differing 
in color . At the spring each bag was opened and a small quantity of its contents was 
put into the right h and of each person present. Each visitor, in succession, was then 
required to kneel down by the spring side, to place bis closed hand in the water up 
to his elbow, and after a brief interval to open his hand and let fall its contents 
into the spring. The hand was t hen slowly withdrawn and each one was then per-
mitted to drink and retire. 1 
Columbus in his fourth voyage touched the mainland, going down 
near Brazil. He says : 
In Cariay and the n eighboring country there are great en ch anters of a very fearful 
-0haracter. They would h ave given the world to prevent my r emaining there an hour. 
When I arrived they sent me immediately two girls very showily dre sed; the eld-
est could not be more than eleven years of age and the other seven, and both exhib-
ited so much immodesty that more could not be expected from public women. They 
-carried concealed about t h em a magic powder. ~ 
The expedition of La, Salle noticed, among the Indians on the Missis-
sippi, the Natchez, and others, "todos los dias, que se detuvieren en aqueJ 
Pueblo, ponia la Cacica, encima de la Sepultura de Mar le [i. e., a French-
man who had been drowned], una Oestilla llena de Espigas de Maiz, 
tostado." 3 
"He showed me, as a special favor, that which give him his power-
a bag with some reddish powder in it. He allowed me to handle it and 
.smell this mysterious stuff, and pointed out two little dolls or images, 
which, he said, gave him authority over the souls of others; it was for 
their support that flour and water were placed in small birch-rind 
.saucers in front.'' 4 
On page 286, narrative of the Jeannette A.retie expedition, Dr. New-
comb says: "One day, soon after New Year's, I was out walking with one 
,of the Indians. Noticing the new moon, he stopped, faced it, and, 
blowing out his breath, he spoke to it, invoking success in hunting. The 
moon, he said, was 'Tyunne,' or ruler of deers, bears, seals, and walrus." 
The ceremony herein described I have no doubt was analogous in 
-every respect to hoddentin-throwing. A.s the Indians mentioned were 
undoubtedly Tinneh, my surmise seems all the more reasonable. 5 
Tanner relates that among the Ojibwa the two best hunters of the 
band had "each a little leather sack of medicine, consisting of certaiu 
roots pounded :fine and mixed with reel paint, to be applied to the little 
images or figures of the animals we wish to kill." 6 
"In the parish of Walsingham, in Surrey, there is or was a custom 
which seems to refer to the rites performed in honor of Pomona. Early 
in the spring the boys go round to the several orchards in the parish 
1 Schoolcraft, Ind. Tribes, vol. 4, p. 213. 
2 Columbus Letters, in Hakluyt Soc. Works, London, 1847, ·vol 2, p. 192. 
:; Barcia, Ensayo Cronologico, p. 279. 
4 The medicine-men of the Swampy Crees, as described in Bishop of Rupert.'s Land's works, quoted 
by H enry Youle Hind, Canadian Exploring Expedition, vol. 1, p. 113. 
5 Personal notes, November 22, 1885, at Baker's ranch, summit of the Sierra .A.ncha, Arizona. 
6 Tanner's :Narrative, p. 174. 
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and whip the apple trees. . The good woman gives them 
ome meal." 1 
mong the ru tics of Great Britain down to a very recent period 
there were in use certain " love powder ," the composition of which is 
uot known, a mall quantity of which had to be sprinkle.cl upon the 
food of the oue beloved. 2 
Attached to the necklace of human fingers before described, cap-
tured from one of the chief medicine-men of the Cheyenne Indians, is a 
bag containing a powder very closely resembling hoddentin, if not hod-
dentin itself. 
It is said that the Asinai made sacrifice to the scalps of their ene-
mies, as did the Zuni as late as 1881. "Ofrecen a las calaveras pinole 
molido y de otras cosas comestibles." 3 
Perrot says the Indians of Canada had large medicine bags, which 
he call "pindikossan," which, among other things, contained "des 
racines ou des poudres pour leur servir de medecines." 4 
In an article on the myth of Manibozho, by Squier, in American His-
torical Magazine Review, 1848, may be found an account of the adven-
tures of two young. heroes, one of whom is transferred to the li::i t of 
gods. He commissioned his comrade to bring him offerings of a white 
wolf, a polecat, some pounded maize, and eagles' tails. 
Laplanders sprinkle cow and calf with flour. 5 
Cameron met an old chief on the shores of Lake Tanganyika, of whom 
he say : "His forehead and hair were daubed with vermilion, yellow, 
and white powder, the pollen of flowers." 6 
In the incantations made by the medicine-men of Africa, near the 
head of the Congo, to preserve his expedition from fire, Cameron saw 
the sacrifice of a goat and a hen, and among other features a use of 
powdered bark closely resembling hoddentin: "Scraping the bark off 
tbe roots and sticks, they placed it in the wooden bowl and reduced it 
to powder." The he,1:1,d medicine-man soon after "took up a handful of 
the powdered bark and blew some toward the sun and the remainder 
in the opposite direction." 7 
The magic powder, called "uganga," used as the great weapon of 
divination of the mganga, or medicine-men of some of the African tribes, 
a, mentioned by peke, 0 must be identical with the powder spoken of by 
Cameron. 
ear the village of Kapeka, Cameron was traveling with a caravan 
1 Blount,T nur . of Land and Customs of Manors, London, 1874, p. 355. 
2 Brand, Popular .Antiquiti s, Loudon, 1882, Yol. 8, pp. 307 et seq. 
a Cr6nica erafica, p. 434. 
4 Ni olas Perrot, Moours, Coustumes et Relligion de sauvages cle l '.Amerique Septentrionale (Ed. 
of R v. P. J . Tailban, . J. ,) Leipzig, 1864. Perrot was a coureur de bois, interpreter, and donne of tbe 
Je uit missions among the Ottawa, Sioux , Iowa, etc., from 1665 to 1701. 
6 L ms', Account of Danis h Lapland, in Pinkerton 's Voyages, London, 1814, vol. 1, p. 484. 
G cro. s Africa, London, 1 77, vol. 1, p . 'n7 . 
7 Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 118, 120. 
s Source of the Nile, London, 1863, introd. , p. xxr. 
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in which the principal man was a half-breed Portuguese named Alvez. 
"On Alvez making hjs entry he was mobbed by women, who shrieked 
and yelled in honor of the event and pelted him with fl.our." This was 
Alvez's own home and all this was a sign of welcome. 1 
Speke describes a young chief weadng on his forehead "antelope 
horns, stuffed with magic powder to keep off the evjJ eye." 2 
After describing an idol, in the form of a man, in a small temple on 
the Lower Congo, Stanley says: "The people appear to have con idera-
ble faith in a whitewash of cassava meal, with which they had sprinkled 
the fences, posts, and lintels of doors." 3 
"According to Consul Hutchinson (in his interesting work 'Impres-
sions of Western Africa'), the Botikaimon [a medicine-man], previou to 
the ceremony of coronation, retires into a deep cavern, and there, through 
the intermediary of a 'rukaruka' (snake demon), con ults the demon 
Maon. He brings back to the king the message he receive , sprinkles 
him with a yellow powder called 'tsheoka,' and puts upon his head the 
hat his father wore." 4 In a note, it is stated that: "Tsheoka is a vege-
table product: obtained, according to Hutchinson, by collecting a creamy 
coat that is found on the waters at the mouth of some small rivers, 
evaporating the water, and forming a chalky mass of the residue." 5 
Schultze says 6 that the Congo negroes "appease the hurricane" by 
"casting meal into the air." 
The voudoo ceremonies of the negroes of ·New Orleans, which would 
seem to have been transplanted from Africa, include a sprinkling of the 
congregation with a meal which has been blessed by the head medicine-
man or conjurer. 
At the feast of Huli, at the vernal equinox (our April fool's day), the 
Hindu throw a purple powder (abir) upon each other with much sport-
ive pleasantry. A writer in" Asiatick Researches"-; says they have the 
idea of representing the return of spring, which the Romans called 
"purple." 
During the month of Phalgoonu, there is a festival in honor of Krishna, 
when the "Hindus spend the night in singing and dancing and wander-
ing about the streets besmeared with the dolu (a red) powder, in the 
daytime catrying a quantity of the same powder about with them, 
which, with much noise and rejoicing, they throw over the different 
passengers they may meet in their rambles. Music, dancing, :fireworks, 
singing, and many obscenities take place on this occasion." 8 
On pages 434-435 of my work, " Scatalogic Rites of all Nations," are 
to be found extracts from various authorities in regarit to the Hindu 
1 Cameron, Across Africa, London, 1877, vol. 2, p. 201. 
2 Source of the Nile, London, 1863, pp. 130, 259. 
3 Dark Continent, vol. 2, p. 260. 
4 Schultze, Fetichism, New York, 1885, p. 53. 
6 Ibid., footnote, page 53. 
6 Ibid., p . 67. 
7 Asiatick Researches, Calcutta, 1805, vol. 8, p. 78. 
8 Coleman, Mythology of the Hindus, London, 1832, p. 44. 
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£ a, t of tatement occurs: "Troops of men 
and worn n, w-r ath d with :flower and u.runk with bang, crowd the 
tre t , arrying ,' , k full of bl'ight-red vegetable powder. With this 
th y a ail th pa· er ·-by, covering them with elouds of dust, which 
·oou dye their clothes a startling color." 
R d powder (gulal) i a sign of a bad design of an adulterous char-
acter. During the Holi holidays, the Maharaj throws gulal on the 
brea 't of female and male devotees." 1 
" In India, the devotees throw red powder on one another at the fes-
tival of the Huli, or vernal equinox. This red powder, the Hindoos 
ay, i the imitation of the pollen of plants, the principle of fructifica-
tiou, the :flower of the plant." 2 
The women of the East Indies (Brahmins), on the 18th of January, 
celebrate a feast in honor of the goddess Parvati: "Leur but est d'ob-
tenir 1me longue vie pour leurs maris, & qu'elles ne deviennent jamais 
veuves. Elles font une Image de Parvati avec de la farine de riz & du 
grain rouge qu'elle y melent; elles l'orner1t d'habits & de fleurs & apres 
l'avoir ainsi servie pendant neuf jours, elles la portent le dixieme dans 
un Palenquin hors de la Ville. Une foule de femmes mariees la suivent, 
on la jette ensuite dans un des etangs sacrez, ou on la laisse, & chacune 
s'en retourne chez elle." 3 
Speaking of the methods in use among the Lam as for curing disease, 
Rev. Jam es Gilmour says : "Throwing about small pinches of millet seed 
is a, usual part of such a service." 4 
Dr. W. W. Rockhill described to_ me a Tibetan festival, which in-
clude. a proces ion of the God of Mercy, in which procession there are 
masked prie ts, holding blacksnake whips in their hands, and carrying 
bag· of fl.our which they throw upon the people. 
The use of the e ·acred powders during HO mauy different religious 
f'e tivals and ceremonies would seem to resemble closely that made by 
the Apache of hoddentin and the employment of kunque by the Zufii 
a11d others; and from A ia it would seem that practices very similar 
iu character found their way into Europe. Of the Spanish witches it 
i, r lat d: 
When they entered people's house they threw a powder on the faces of the inmates, 
who w r thrown thereby into so deep a slumber that nothing could wake them, until 
the witches were gone. . . . . ometimes they threw these powders on the 
fruit of the field and produced hail which destroyed them. On these occasions the 
-d mon accompanied them in the form of a husbandman, and when they threw the 
powder they said: 
"Polvos, polvos, 
Pierda se tado, 
Quedcn los nnestros, 
Y abrasense otros." 0 
1 Hi tory of tlrn · t of the Mabar{ijahs, quoted by Inman, Ancient Faiths, etc. , vol. 1, p. 393. 
2 Higgins, na alypsis, vol. 1, p. 261. 
3 Picart. •r <imoni · et Coutumes, tc., vol. 6, part 2, p. 119. 
4 Among tlte Mongols, London, 18 3, p.179. 
6 Wright, Sor ery and Magic, Loudon , 1851, vol. 1, p. 346. 
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Higgins says: "The flour of wheat was the sacrifice offered to the 
Xpr;<; or Ceres in the Euzu.purr{a." 1 
What relation these powders have had to the "came tolenda "of 
the Spanish and Portuguese, already alluded to, and the throwing of 
"confetti" by"the Italians, which is a modification, it would be hard to 
say. Some relation would appear to be suggested. 
USE OF POLLEN BY THE ISRAELITES .A.ND EGYPTIANS. 
There are some suggestions of a former use of pollen among the 
Israelites and Egyptians. 
Manna, which we are assured was at one time a source of food to 
the Hebrews, was afterward retained as an offering in the temple . 
Forlong, however, denies that it ever could have entered into general 
consumption. He says: 
Manna, as food, is an absurdity, but we have the we11-known produue of the de ert 
oak or ash-Fraxinus. . . . .A.n omer of this was precious, and in this 
qua,ntity, at the spring season, not difficult to get; it was a specially :fit tribute to 
be "laid up" before any Phallic Jah, as it was the pollen of the tree of Jove and of 
Life, and in this sense the tribe lived spiritually on such "spiritual manna" as this 
god supplied or was supplied with. 2 
The detestation in which the bean was held by the high-caste people 
of Egypt does not demonstrate that the bean was not an article of food 
to a large part of the population, any more than the equal detestation 
of the occupation of swineherd would prove that none of the poor 
made use of swine's flesh. The priesthood of Egypt were evidently 
exerting themselves to stamp out the use of a food once very common 
among their people, and to supersede it with wheat or some other 
cereal. They held a man accursed who in passing through a field 
planted with beans had his clothing soiled with their pollen. Speke 
must have encountered a survival of this idea when he observed in 
equatorial Africa, near the sources of the Nile, and among people whose 
features proclaimed their Abyssinian origin, the very same aversion. 
He was unable to buy food, simply because he and some of his followers 
had eaten "the bean called maharagiie." Such a man, the natives 
believed, "if he tasted the products of their cows, would destroy their 
cattle." 3 
One other point should be dwelt upon in describing the kunque of 
the Zuni, Tusayan, and other Pueblos. It is placed _upon one of the 
sacred flat baskets and packed down in such a manner that it takes 
the form of one of the old-fashioned elongated cylindro-conical cheeses. 
It should be noted also that by something more than a coincidence this 
form was adhered to by the peoples farther to the south when they ar-
ranged their sacred meal upon baskets. 
At the festival of the god Teutleco the Aztecs made "de harina de 
1 .AnacaJypsis, vol. 2, p. 244. 
2 Rivers of Life, vol. 1, p. 161. 
3 Source of the Nile, J,ondon, 186&, PIJ, 205, 208. 
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maiz un monte ·illo muy tupido de la forma de un queso." 1 This closely 
r mbl th com meal heap een at the snake dance of the Tusayan. 
The Zttfii, in preparing kunque or sacred meal for their religions 
fe tival , invariably made it in the form of a pyramid resting upon one 
of their flat ba ·ket . It then bore a striking resemblance to the pyra-
mid C, or phalli which the Egyptians offered to their deities, and which 
For long think mu t have been "just such Lingham-like sweet-bread 
a we still see in Indian Sivaic temples." 2 Again, "the orthodox His-
lop, in his Two Babylons, tells us that 'bouns,' buns, or bread· offered 
to the god from the most ancient times were similar to our 'hotcross' 
bun of Good Friday, that . the buns known by that identical 
name were used in the worship of the Queen of Heaven, the goddess 
Ea ter (Ishtar or Astarti) as early as the days of Kekrops, the foun<ler 
of Athens, 1500 years B. 0." 3 
Forlong 4 quotes Capt. Wilford in Asiatick Researches, vol. 8, p. 365, as 
follows: 
When the people of Syracuse were sacrificing to goddesses, they offered cakes 
called 11inl.loi, shaped like the female organ; and Dulare tells us that the male organ 
was similarly symbolised in pyramidal cakes at Easter by the pious Christians of 
Saintogne, near Rochelle, and handed about from house to house; that even in his 
day the festival of Palm Sunday was called La Fete des Pinnes, showing that this fete 
was held to be on account of both organs, although, of course, principally because 
th tlay was sacred to the palm, the ancient tree Phallus. . . We may believe 
that the .Jewish cakes and show bread were also emblematic. 
Mr. Frank H. Cushing informs me that there is an annual feast among 
the Zuiii in w bich are to be seen cakes answering essentially to the 
preceding description. 
HODDENTIN .A PREHIS'fORIC FOOD. 
The peculiar manner iu which the medicine-men of the Apache use the 
hoddentin (that is, by puttin°· a pinch upon their own tongues); the fact 
that m n and women make use of it in the same way, as a restorative when 
exhau ted; its appearance in myth in connection with Assanutlije, the 
g <lde who upplied the Apache and Navajo with so many material 
b n .fit , all combine to awaken the suspicion that in hoddentin we 
lrnv ·tumbled upon a prehi toric food now reserved for sacrificial pur-
po e, only. That th underlying idea of sacrifice is a food offered to 
om' god i · a propo i ion in which Herbert Spencer and W. Robertson 
mith concur. In my opinion, thi d fiuition ii:, incomplete; a perfect 
a rifi e i, that in which a prehistoric food is offered to a god, and, 
alth ugh hi the family oblation of everyday life we meet with the 
:£ l of h pr nt g neration, it would not be difficult to show that 
wh r th whol ·ommunity unite in a function of exceptional impor-
1 'ahagun, vol. 2, in Kings!Jorough, vol. 6, p. 29. 
2 Forlong, Rivers of Life, vol. 1, p. J.84. 
3 Ibid., pp. 1 5, 1 u. 
4 Ibirl., p. 186. 
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tance the propitiation of the deities will be effected by foods who e use 
has long since faded away from the memory of the laity. 
The sacred feast of stewed puppy and wild turnips forms a promi-
nent part of the sun dance of the Sioux, and had its para1lel in a colla-
tion of boiled puppy (catullus), of which the highest civic and ecclesias-
tical dignitaries of pagan Rome partook at stated intervals. 
The reversion of the Apache to the food of his ancestors-the hod-
dentin-as a religious offering has its analogue in the unleavened bread 
and other obsolete farinaceous products which the ceremonial of more 
enlightened races has preserved from oblivion. Careful consideration 
of the narrative of Cabeza de Vaca sustains this conclusion. In the 
western portion of his wanderings we learn that for from thirty to forty 
days he and his comrades passed through tribes which for one-third 
of the year had to live on "the powder of straw" (on the powder of 
bledos), and that afterwards the Spaniards came among people who 
raised corn. At that time, Vaca, whether we believe tllat he ascended 
the Rio Concho or kept on up the Rio Grande, was in a region where 
he would certainly have encountered the ancestors of our ..Apache tribe 
and their brothers the Navajo. The following is Herrera's account of 
that part of Vaca's wanderings : "Padeciendo mucha hambre en 
treinta i quatro J ornadas, pasando por una Gente que la tercera parte 
del Afio comen polvos de paja, i los huvier()n de comer, por haver llegado 
en tal ocasion." 1 
This powder (polvo) of paja or grass might at first sig~t seem to be 
grass seeds; but why not say" flour," as on other occasions~ The phrase 
is an obscure one, but not mor:e obscure than the description of the 
whole journey. In the earlier writings of the Spaniards there is am-
biguity because the new arrivals endeavored to apply the names of their 
own plants and animals to all that they saw in the western continent. 
Neither Castaneda nor Cabeza de Vaca makes mention of hocl.-
dentin, but Vaca does say that when he had almost ended his journey: 
'' La cote ne possede pas de ma'is; on n'y mange que de la poudre de 
paille de blette." "Blette" is the same as the Spanish'· bledos." 2 "Nous 
parvinmes chez une peuplade qui, pendant le tiers de l'annee, ne vit que 
de poudre de paille." "We met with a people, who the third part of 
the yeere eat.e no other thing save the powder of straw." 3 
Davis, who seems to have followed Herrera, says : "These Indians 
lived one-third of the year on the powder of a certain straw . 
After leaving this people they again arrived in a country of per-
manent habitations, where they found an abundance of maize. 
The inhabitants gave them maize both in grain and flour. 4 
The Tusayan Indians were formerly in the habit of adding a trifle of 
I Dec. 6, lib. 1, }J. 9. 
2 Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, vol. 7, pp. 242, 250. 
3 Relation of Cabeza cle Vaca iu Purchas, vol. 4, lib. 8, cap. 1, sec. 4, p . 1524. 
4 Conquest of New Mexico, p. 100. · 
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hopp cl ra, t th ir brea 1, bu mor a our own baker would u e 
ran than a a regular arti ·l of diet. 
Barcia I mak no allu ion to a,nything re embling houdentiu or" polvos 
de ledo "in hi brief account of Vaca's journey. But Buckingham 
mith, in hi. x ellent tran lation of Vaca',· narrative, renders "polvos 
de paja" thu · : "It was probably the seed of gra 'R which they ate. I 
am told by a di tingui h d explorer that the Indians to the west col-
lect it of different kind and from the powder make bread, some of which 
i quite palatable." And for "polvos de bledos": 'iThe only explana-
tion I can offer for these words is little satisfactory. It was the prac-
tice of the Indians of both New Spain and New Mexico to beat the ear 
of young maize, while in the milk, to a thin paste, hang it in festoons in 
the un, and, being thus dried, was preserved for winter use." 
This explanation i, very unsatisfactory. Would not Vaca have 
known it was corn and have said so, On the contrary, he rema.rks in 
that very line in Smith's own translation: "There is uo maize on the 
coat." 
The appearance of all kinds of grass seeds in the food of nearly all 
the aborigines of our southwestern territory is a fact well known, but 
what is to be demonstrated is the extensive use of the "powder" of the 
tule or cat-tail rush. Down to our day, the Apache have used not only 
the seeds of various grasses, but the bulb of the wild hyacinth and the 
bulb of the tule. The former can be eaten either raw or cooked, but 
the tule bulb i al ways roasted between hot stones. The taste of the 
hya inth bulb is somewhat like that of raw chestnuts. That of the 
roa ted tule bulb is • weet and not at al\ disagreeable. 2 
Father ,Jacob Baegert 3 enumerates among the foods of the Indians of 
southern California ''the roots of the common reed" (i.e., of the tule). 
Father Alegre, speaking of the tribes living near the Laguna San 
P dro,4 in latitude 28° north-two hundred leagues north of the City of 
Mexico- ays that they make their bread of the root, which is very 
frequent in their lake , and which i like the plant called the "anea" 
or ru h in Spain. "Forman el pan de una raiz muy frecuente en sus 
laO'una , em~jante a las que llaman aneas en Espafia." 5 
The Indian of the Atlantic Slope made bread of the bulb of a plant 
which Capt. John mith 6 say "grew like a flag in marshes." It was 
roast d and made into loave called "tuckahoe." 7 
Kalm, in hi Travels in North America, 8 says of the tuckahoe: 
I arows in everal swamps and marshe and is commonly plentiful. The hogs 
are dily dig up it root with their noses in such place , and the Indians of Carolina 
likewi r gath r it in their rambles in the woods, dry it in the sun, grind, and make 
1Ea ayo ronolo~i o, pp. 12 et s q. 
2
, al o on tliis point Corbusi r, in American ntiquariau, November, 1886. 
3Rau's translation in 'mitl1sonian Ann. Rep., 1863, p. 36.i. 
• Probably th Lak of Parras. 
6 llist ria cle la nompafiia d J sus en Nueva-J<:spafia, vol. 1, p. 284. 
6 Ilistory of Virginia. 
1 
• also articl by J. Howard Gor , , mithsonian Report, 1881. 
8Pinkerton, oyage , London, 1814, vol. 13, p. 468. 
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bread of it. Whilst the root is fresh it is harsh and acrid, but, being dried, it loses 
the greater part of its acrimony. To judge by these qualities, the tuckahoe may 
very likely be the Arum virginianum. 
The Shoshoni and Bannock of Idaho and Montana eat the tule bulb.1 
Something analogous to hoddentin is mentioned hy the chronicler of 
Drake's voyage along the California coast about A. D. 1-40. Speak-
ing of the decorations of the chiefs of the Indian seen near where San 
Francisco now stands, he says another mark of distinction was "acer-
tain downe, which groweth up in the countrey upon an her be much like 
our lectuce, which exceeds any other downe in the world for :finenesse 
and beerng layed upon their cawles, by no winds can be removed. Of 
such estimation is this herbe amongst them that the downe thereof is 
not lawf'u.11 to be worne, but of such persons as are about the king, 
and the seeds are not used but onely in acri:fice to their 
gods." 2 
Mr. Cushing informs me that hoddeutin is mentioned as a food in the 
myths of the Zuni under the name of oneya, from oellu, " food." 
In Kamtcbatka the people dig and cook the bulbs of the Kamtchatka 
lily, which seems to be some sort of a tuber very similar to that of the 
tule. 
"Bread is now made of rye, which the Kamtchadals raise and grind 
for themselves; but previous to the settlement of the country by the 
Russians the only native substitute for bread was a sort of baked paste, 
consisting chiefly of the grated tubers of the purple Kamtchatkan lily.m 
HODDENTIN THE YI.A. UHTLI OF THE .A.ZTE CS. 
There would seem to be the best of reason for an identification of 
hoddentin with the "yiauhtli" which Sahagun and Torquemada tell 
us was thrown by the Aztecs in the faces of victims preparatory to sac-
rificing them to the God of Fire, but the explanation given by those 
authors is not at all satisfactory. The Aztecs did not care much whether 
the victim suffered or not; he was sprinkled with this sacred powder 
because he had assumed a sacred character. 
Padre Sahagun 4 says that the Aztecs, when about to offer human 
sacrifice, threw "a powder named 'yiauhtli' on the faces of those whom 
they were about to sacrifice, that they might become deprived of sensa-
tion and not suffer much pain in dying." 
In sacrificing slaves to the God of Fire, the Aztec priests "tomaban 
ciertos polvos de una semilla, Hamada Yauhtli, y polvoreaban las caras 
1 Personal notes, .A.pril 5, 1881. 
2 Drake, WorluEncompassed, pp.124-126, quoted by H. H . Bancroft, Native Races, vol. 1, pp. 387-388. 
(This chaplain stated so many things ignorantly that nothing is more probable than that he attempted 
to describe, without seeing it, the plant from which the Indians told l1im that hoddentin (or downe) 
was obtained. The principal chief or ''king" would, on such an awe-inspiring occasion as meeting 
with strange Europeans, naturally want to cover himself and followers with all the hoddentin the 
country afforded.) 
3 Kennan, Tent Life in Siberia, p. 66. 
4 Quoted by Kingsborough, vol. 6, p. 100. 
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·on ella ·, para que perdiesen el sentido, y no sintiesen tanto la muerte 
ru l ue la daban." 1 
uautli g nerally pelled "yuautli," one of the foods paid to Monte-
zuma a. tribute, may have been tule pollen. Gallatin says: "l can not 
<li cover what is meant by the guautli. It is interpreted as being semilla 
de Bledo; but I am not aware of any other native grain than maize 
having been, before the introduction of .European cereales, an article 
of food of such general use, as the quantity mentioned seems to indi-
cate." 2 
Among the articles which the king of Atzapotzalco compelled the 
Aztecs to raise for tribute is mentioned "ahuauhtli ( que es como 
bledos)." 3 
"BLEDOS" OF ANCIENT WRITERS-ITS MEANING. 
Lafitau4 gwes a description of the Iroquois mode of preparing for 
the warpath. He says that the Iroquojs and Huron called war 
"n'ondoutagette" and "gaskenragette." "Le terme Ondouta signifie 
le duvet qu'on tire de l'epy des Roseaux de Marais & signi:fie aussi la 
plaute toute entiere, dont ils se serveut pour faire les nattes sur quoi ils 
couchent, de i:;orte qu'il y a apparence qu'ils avoient a:ffecte ce terme 
pour la Guerre, parce que chaque Guerrier portoit avec soy sa natte· 
dans ces ortes d'expeditions." 
This does not seem to be the correct explanation. Rather, it was 
because they undoubtedly made some sacrificial meal of this "duvet," 
or pollen, and used it as much as the Apache do hoddentin, their 
acred meal made of the pollen of the tule, which is surely a species 
of " ro eaux de marais." 
The great scarcity of corn among the people passed while en route 
to Cibola i commented upon in an account of Coronado's expedition 
to Cibola, in Ooleccion de Documentos Ineditos, relativos al descu-
brimiento, conquista y colonizacion de las posesiones Espailolas de 
America y Ocean fa. 5 
We are al o informed 6 that the people of Cibola offered to their idols 
" polbo amarillo de :fl.ores." 
a taileda speak of the people beyond Chichilticale making a bread 
of the me quite which kept good for a whole year. He seems to have 
been well informed regarding the vegetable foods of the tribes passed 
through by Coronado' expedition. 7 
That the "blette " or " bledo " did not mean the same as grass is a 
certainty after we have examined the old writers, who each and all 
1 Torquemada, Monar bia Indiana, vol. 2, lib. 10, cap. 22, p. 274. 
2 Gallatin , in Trans. Am. Ethnol. Soc., vol. 1, pp. 117-118. 
3 Vetancurt, Teatro Mexicano, vol. 1, p. 271. 
4 Mceurs des 'auvages, vol. 2, pp. 194, 195. 
6 Madrid, 1870 vol. 14, p. 320. 
6 lbid. 
7 Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, vol. 9, p. 159. 
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show that the bledos meant a definite kind of plant, although exactly 
what this plant was they fail to inform us. It can not be intended for 
the sunflower, which is mentioned distinctly by a number of writers as 
an article of diet among the Indians of the South west.1 
TZOALLI. 
An examination of the Spanish writers who most carefully transmit-
ted their observations upon the religious ceremonies of the Aztec and 
other nations in Mexico and South America brings out two most inter-
esting features in this connection. The :first is that there were 
commemorative feasts of prehistoric food ', and the second that one or 
more of these foods has played an important part in the religion of 
tribes farther north. The first of these foods is the" tzoalli," which wa 
the same as "bledos," which latter would seem beyond question to bave 
been hoddentin or yiauhtli. Brasseur de Bourbourg's definition sim-
ply states that the tzoalli was a compound of leguminou grains pecul-
iar to Mexico and eaten in different ways: "Le Tzohualli etait un 
compose de graines legumineuses particulieres au lVIexique, qu'on man-
geait de diverses manieres." 2 
In the month called Tepeilhuitl the .Aztecs made snakes of twigs and 
covered them with dough of bledos (a kind of grain or hay seed). 
Upon these they placed :figures, representing mom1tains, but shaped 
like young children.:i This month was the thirteenth on the Mexican 
calendar, which began on our February 1. This would put it Octo-
ber 1, or thereabout. 
Squier cites Torquemada's description of the sacrifices called Ecato-
tontin, offered to the mountains by the Mexicans. .In these they made 
:figures of serpents and children and covered them with "dough," 
named by them tzoalli, composed of the seeds of bledos. 4 
A dramatic representation strongly resembling those described in 
the two preceding paragraphs was noted among the Tusayan of Ari-
zona by Mr. Taylor, a missionary, in 1881, and has been mentioned at 
length in The Snake Dance of the Moquis. Clavigero relates that 
the Mexican priests "all eat a certain kind of gruel which they call 
Etzalli." 5 
Torquemada relates that the Mexicans once each year made an idol 
or statue of TTuitzlipotchli of many grains and the seeds of bledos and 
other vegetables which they kneaded with the blood of boys who were 
sacri:fied for the purpose. " J untaban muchos granos y semilla de 
1 Among others consult Cronica Sera:fi.ca y .A.postolica of Espinosa, Mexico, 1746, p. 419, speaking 
of the .A.sinai of Texas in 1700: "Siembran tambien cantidad de Gyrasoles que sedan muy corpu-
lentos y la flor muy grande que en el centro tienen h semilla como de pin.ones y de ella mixturada con 
el maiz hacen un bollo que es de mucho sabor y sustancia." 
2 Brasseur de Bourbourg, Hist. Nations Civilisees, quoted by Bancroft, Native Races, vol. 3, p. 421. 
3 Salrngun, in book 7, Kingsborougb, p. 71. 
4 Squier, Serpent Symbol, p. 193, quoting Torquemada, lib. 7, cap. 8. 
5 History of Mexico, Philadelphia, 1817, vol. 2, p. 79. See the additional note from Clavigero, which 
would seem to show that this etzalli was related to the espadafia or rush. 
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y tra. I 1m br moliaula con mucha devocion, y recato, y 
< ma a an, . formaban la diclta E tatua, del tamai'io y estatura 
d un 01 br . El Ii or, con que ere olbian y de leian aquellas harinas 
ra . anO'r de Nino , qne para e. te :fin e acri:ficaban." 1 
I i.· r markable th word "maiz" doe not occur in this paragraph. 
uitzlipokhli b inO' the God of War, it was na,tural that the ritual 
d voted to hi ervi e hould con erve some, if not all, of the foods, 
grain , and eel u eel by the Mexicans when on the warpath in the 
ear lie t day. of their hi tory; an l that this food should be made into a 
dough with the blood of children saeri:ficed as a preliminary to success 
is al o per£ ctly in accordance with all that we know of the mode of 
rea oni1w of thi and other primitive peoples. Torquemada goes on .to 
ay that this tatue was carried in solemn procession to the temple 
and idol of Huitzlipotchli and there adorned with precious jewels 
( chalchihuitl), embedded in the soft mass. Afterward it was carried to 
the temple of the god Paynalton, preceded by a priest carrying a 
snake in the manner that the priests in Spain carried the cross in the 
procession of the church. "Con una Culebra mui grande, y 
gruesa en las manos, tortuosa, y con muchas bueltas, que iba delante, 
levantada en alto, a manera de Cruz, en nuestras Procesiones." 2 This 
dough idol, he says, was afterwards broken into "migajas" (crumbs) 
and distributed among the males only, boys as well as men, and by 
them eaten after the manner of communion; " este era su manera de 
comunion." 3 Herrera, speaking of this same idol of Vitzliputzli, as he 
calls him, says it wa made by the young won1en of the temple, of the 
flour of bledo and of toa, ted maize, with honey, and that the eyes 
w re of green, white, or blue beads, and i.he teeth of grains of corn. 
After the fea t wa over, the idol was broken up and distributed to the 
faithful, "a manera de comunion." "Las Doncellas recogidas en el 
templo, dos Dias antes de la Fiesta, amasaban harina de Bledos, i de 
Maiz to tado, con miel, y de la masa hacian un Idolo grande, con los 
ojos de u ntas grande , verdes, agules, o blancas; i por dientes granos 
de maiz. 4 
H. H. B:mcroft peaks of the festival in honor of Huitzilopochtli, 
'th £ ti val of th wafer or cake." He says : "They made a cake of 
th meal f bledo , wliich i' called tzoalli," which was afterward divided 
in a ort of communion.~ Die o Duran remarks that at this feast the 
chief pri . t ·arried an idol of dough called "tzoally," which is made of 
th , e d f bledo. and corn made into a mas with honey.6 ''Un 
dolo de ma a, d una ma a que llaman tzoally, la cual se hacc de 
milla d bl do y maiz ama ado con miel." This shows that 
1 Monarchia Indiana, vol. 2, lib. 6, ap. 38, p. 71. 
2 Ibid., p. 72. 
arbid. , p. 73. 
4 D c. 3, lil>. 2, pp. 71, 72. 
6 ... ' ath- Ra s, vol. 3, p. 323. 
6 Di go Dnran, vol. 3, p . 1 7. 
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''bledos" and "maiz" were different things.1 A few liues farther on 
Duran tells us tLat this cake, or bread, was made by the nuns of the 
temple, "las mozas del recogimiento de este templo," and that tlley 
ground up a great quantity of the seed of bledo , which they call 
huauhtly, together with toasted maize. "Molian mucha cantidad de 
semilla de bledos que ellos llaman huauhtly juntamente con maiz 
tostado." 2 He then shows that the "honey" ( miel) spoken of by the 
other writers was the thick juice of the maguey. '' Despues de molido, 
amasabanlo con miel negra de los magueis." · 
Acosta describes a Mexican feast, held in our month of May, in which 
appeared an idol called Huitzlipotchli, made of "mays rosty," " e-
mence de blettes," and "amassoient avec du miel.113 
In the above citations it will be seen that huauhtly or yuauhtli and 
tzoally were one and the same. We also find so me of the earliest if not 
the very earliest references to the American popped corn. 
That the Mexicans should have had sucll festivals or feasts in honor 
of their god of battles is no more extraordinary than that in our own 
country all military reunions make it a point to revert to the "hard 
tack" issued during the campaigns in Virginia and Tennessee. Many 
other references to the constant use as a food, or at least as a sacrificial 
food, of the bledos might be supplied if needed. Thus Diego Duran 
devotes the twelfth chapter of his third book to an obscure account of 
a festival among the Tepanecs, in which appeared animal gods made 
of "masa de semilla de bledos," which were afterwards broken and 
eaten. 
Torquemada speaks of such idols employed in the worship of snakes 
and mountains.4 In still another place this authority tells us tllat sim-
ilar figures were made and eaten by ·bride and groom at the Aztec 
marriage ceremony.5 
The ceremonial manner in which these seeds were ground recalls the 
fact that the Zuni regard the stones used for grinding kunque as sacred 
and will not employ them for any other purpose. 
Idols made of dough much after the fashion of the Aztecs are to be 
found among the MongolE:. Meignan speaks of seeing "an idol, quite 
open to the sky and to the desert, representing the deity of travelers. 
It was made of compressed bread, covered over with some bituminous 
substance, and perched on a horse of the same material, and held in its 
hand a lance in Don Quixote attitude. Its horrible features were sur-
mounted with a shaggy tuft of natural hair. A great number of offer-
ings of all kinds were scattered on the ground all around. Five or six 
images, formed also of bread~ were bending· in an attitude of prayer 
before the deity." 6 
l See notes already given from Buckingham Smith's translation of Vaca. 
2 Diego Duran. vol. 3, p. 195 . 
3 .Jose Acosta, Hist. des Indes, eel. of' Paris, 1600, liv. 5, cap. 24, p. 250. 
4 Monarchia Indiana, lib. 10, cap. 33. -
6 Ibid., lib. 6, cap. 48. 
6 From Paris to Pekin, London, 1885, pp. 312, 313. 
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r. Edwin Jam th ditorof Tann r' arrative,1 cite the" Calica 
Purau t h w that m di inal image are employ d by the people of 
th Ea Indi wh n reveng i ought upon au enemy; " water must 
be prinkl d ou he meal or earthen victim which represents the sacri-
fi r' n my." 
In tho part, of India wh re human sacrifice had been abolished, a 
,ub. titutive ceremony was practiced "by forming a human figure of 
flour-pa te, or clay, which they carry into the temples, and there cut 
off it. head or mutilate it, iu variou. ways, in presence of the idols." 2 
Gomara de cribe the fe tival in honor of the Mexican God of Fire, 
called" Xocothuecl," when an idol was used made of every kind of 
eed and wa. then en wrapped in sacred blankets to keep it from break-
ing. "Hacian a']_uella noche un idolo de toda suerte de semillas, en-
volvianlo en mantas benditas, Y liabanlo, porque no se deshiciese." 3 
The e ble ed blankets are also to be seen at the Zuni feast of the 
Little God of Fire, which occurs in the month of December. It is a 
curiou thing that the blessed blankets of the Zuni are decorated with 
the butterfly, which appeared upon the royal robes ofMontezuma. 
What other seeds were u ed in the fabrication of these idols is not 
very essential to our purpose, but it may be pointed out that one of 
them was the seed of the "agenjo," which was the "chenopodium" or 
" artemi ia," known to us as the " sagebrush." 
Of the M xican, we learn from a tru tworthy author: "Tambien 
u aban alguna manera de comunion 6 recepcion d.el sacramento, yes 
que haciau unos idolito chiquitos de semilla de bledos 6 cenizos, 6 de 
otra · y rba ·, y ello mismos se los recibian, como cuerpo 6 memoria 
de u d.io e ." 4 
Mendi ta wrot his Hi toria Eclesi~stica Indiana in 1596, " al 
tiempo qu e to escribo (que e' por Abril del afio de noventa y seis)" 6 
and. ao-ain,6 "al tiempo que yo e to escribo." 
Th Meri ans, in tb month of November, had a festival in honor of 
T zcatlipuca. "Hacian uuos bollo de masa de mafa y semejante de 
aO' njo ', aunque 'on de otra , u rte que los de aca, y echabanlos a cocer 
en olla · con agua ola. Entre tanto que hervian y e cocian los bollos, 
tanian lo muchacho un atabal . . y despues comfanselos con 
gran d "vociou." 7 
Gomara'. tatement, that while the e cake of maize and wormwood 
cl w re ooking the young men were beating on drums, would find 
it.· parall 1 in auy account that might be writt,en of the behavior of the 
Zuni whil pr parin ,. for their acred fea t . The squaws grind the 
1 N w York, 1830, p. 191. 
2 Dubois, People of India, London , 1817, p. 490. 
3 Gomara, Historia de Mejico, p. 445. 
4 Mendieta, HiMt. Eclesiastica Ind ., p.108. 
6 Ibid. , p. 402. 
6 Ibid., p. 515. 
7 Gomara, Ilistoria de Mejico, p. 446. 
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meal to be used on these occasions to tbe accompaniment of singing by 
the medicine-men and much drumming by a band of as istants selected 
from among the young men and boys. 
Mr. Francis La Fleche, a nearl3 full-blood Omaha Indian, read be-
fore the Anthropological Society of Washington, D.O.,in 1888, a paper 
descrjptive of the funeral customs of his people, in which he related that 
when an Indian was supposed to be threatened with death tl.Je medi-
cine-men would go in a lodge weat-bath with him and sing, and at the 
same time '' pronouncing certain incantation and sprinkhng the body 
of the client with the powder of the artemisia, supposed to be the food 
of tb e ghosts." 1 
To say that a certain powder is the food of the ghosts of a trite is to 
say indirectly that the same powder was once the food of ~he tribe's 
ancestors. · 
The Peruvians seem to have made use of the same kind of sacri:ficiaJ 
cakes kneaded with the blood of the human victim. We are told that 
in the month of January no strangers were allowed to enter the city of 
Cuzco, and that there was then a distribution of corn cakes made with 
the blood of the victim, which were to be eaten as a mark of alliance 
with the Inca. "Les daban unos Bollos de Mafz, con sangre de el 
. sacrificio, que comian, en sen.al de confederacion con el Inga." 2 
Balboa says that the Peruvians had a festival intended to signalize 
the arrival of their young men at manhood, in which occurred a sort of 
communion consisting 9f bread kneaded by the young virgins of the 
sun with the blood of victims. This same kind of communion was also 
noted at another festival occurring in our month of September of each 
year. (" Un festin compose de pain petri par les jeunes vierges du 
Soleil avecle sang des victimes." 3) There were other ceremonial usages 
among the Aztecs, in which the tule rush itself, " espadafia," was 
employed, as at childbirth~ marriage, the festivals in honor of Tlaloc, 
and in the rough games played by boys. It is possible that from being 
a prehistoric food the pollen of the tule, or the plant which furnished 
it, became associated with the idea of sustenance, fertility, reproduction, 
and therefore very properly formed part of the ritual necessary in wed-
dings or connected with the earliest hours of a child's life, much as rice 
has been used so freely in other parts of the world. 4 
Among the Aztecs the newly born babe was laid-upon fresh green tule 
rushes, with great ceremony, while its name was gjven to it. 4 
Gomara says that tlie mats used in the marriage ceremonies of the 
Aztecs were made of tules. "Esteras verdes de espadanas." 5 
"They both sat down upon a new and curiously wrought mat, which 
was spread in the middle of the chamber close to the fire." The mar-
riage bed was made "of mats of rushes, covered with small sheets,. 
1 From the account of lecture appearing in the Evening Star, Washington, D. C., May 19 1888. 
2 Herrera, dee. 5, lib. 4, cap. 5, p. 92. · 
3 Balboa, Histoire du Perou, in TerI.taux-Compans, Voyages, vol. 15, pp. 124 an<l 127. 
4 See the explanatory text to the Codex Mendoza, in Kingsborough, vol. 5, p. 90, et seq. 
6 Historia de Meiico, p. 439. 
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with · 1iiain feath r and a gem of chalchihuitl in the middle of 
th m. 1 
Th third fe tival of Tlalo · wa celebrated in the sixth month, which 
would ~ bont ·orre pon<l. to our 6th of June. 2 But there was another 
fe1;;tirnl in honor of the Tfaloc, which seems very hard to understand. 
A full de, ·cription i , giv n by Bancroft. 3 To celebrate tllis it was incum-
b nt upon the prie t to cut and carry to the temples bundles of the 
tul which were woven into a acred mat, after which there was a cere-
monial proce ion to a tule swamp in which all bathed. 
Tb Aztecs, like the Apache, had myths showing that they sprang 
originally from a reed swamp. There was an Aztec god, N apatecutli, 
who wa the god of the tule and of the mat-makers. 4 This rush was 
al ·o trewn a part of everal of their religious ceremonies. 
Fosbrooke 5 has this to sayaboutcertain ceremoniesin connection with 
the churches in Europe: "At certain seasons the Choir was strewed with • 
hay, at other with sand. On Easter sabbath with ivy-leaves; at other 
time with rushes." He shows that hay was used at Christmas and 
the vigil of .All Saints, at Pentecost, Athelwold's Day, Assumption of 
the Blessed Virgin, and Ascension, etc. 
The Mexican populace played a game closely resembling our "blind 
man's buff" in their seventeenth month, which was called Tititl and 
corresponded to the winter solstice. In this game, called "nechichiqua-
vilo," men and boys ran through the streets hitting every one whom 
th y m t with mall bags or nets (" taleguillas 6 redecillas") filled with 
tule powder or fine paper (''llenas de fl.or de las espadaiias 6 de algunos 
papel rotos'') . b 
The arne thing is narrated by other early Spanish writers upon 
Mexico. 
Iu the myth of Guatemala it is related that there were several dis-
tinct generations of men. The first were made of wood, without heart 
01· brains, with worm-eaten feet and hands. The second generation 
wa an improvement upon thi , and the women are represented as made 
of tule. "La~ mugere,' fueron hechas de corazon de espadaiia." 7 
Picart, enumerating the tree godH of the Romans, says that they had 
deified "le· Ro eaux pour le Rivieres." 8 
GENERAL p 'E OF THE POWDER .A.MONG INDIANS. 
Tbi very general di emiuation among the Indians of the American 
contin nt of the acred u e of the powder of the tule, of images, idols, 
or acrificial ·ake made of uch prehistoric foods, certainly suggests 
1 Clad g ro, Ilistor_y of Mexico, Philadelphia , 1817, vol. 2, p . 101. 
2 " They tr w d the t mplo in a curious wa_y with rushes ."-lbicl., p. 78 . 
3 ~ativ Ra ·e , v ol. 3, pp . 334-343. 
4 , 'aha!!un , iu King:;boroug l1 , vol. 7, p. lG. 
5 Britii; lt Monachi1m1 , L ondon , 1 17, p . 2 9. 
6 Kiug I, r ugh, vol. 7, p . 83, from , aha ' WJ . 
1 Xim u C' z, r11 at mala, Transla,t d by , 'ch , rzer, p. 13. 
'er moni s et CoO.tumes , etc., vol. 1, p. 27. 
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that the .Apache and the Aztecs, among whom they seem to have been 
most freely used on ceremonial occasions, were invaders in the country 
they respectively occupied, comparatively recent in their arrival among 
I 
the contiguous tribes like the Zuni and Tusayan who on corresponding 
-Occasions offered to their gods a cultivated food like corn. The Tlas-
caltec were known in Mexico as the "bread people," possibly because 
they had been aequainted with the cultivation of the cereals long before 
the Aztecs. Similarly, there was a differentiation of the Apache from 
the sedentary Pueblos. The ~l\_pache were known to all the villages of 
the Pueblos as a "corn-buying tribe," as will presently be shown. It 
is true that in isolated cases and in widely separated sections the 
Apache have for nearly two centuries been a corn-planting people, be-
-cause we find accounts in the Spanish chronicles of the discovery and 
destruction by their military expeditions of '' trojes" or magazines of 
Apache corn near the San Francisco (or Verde) River, in the present 
Territory of .Arizona, as early as the middle of the last century. But 
the general practice of the tribe was to purchase its bread or nieal from 
the Pueblos at such times as hostilities were not an obstacle to free 
trade. There was this difference to be noted between the Apache and 
the Aztecs: The latter had been long enough in the valley of .Anahuac 
to learn and adopt many new foods, as we learn from Duran, who relates 
that at their festivals in honor of Tezcatlipoca, or those made in pur-
suance of some vow, the woman cooked an astonishing variety of bread, 
just as, at the festivals of the Zuni, Tusayan, and other Pueblos in our 
own time, thirty different kinds of preparations of corn may be found. 1 
I was personally informed by old Indians in the pueblos along the Rio 
Grande that they had been in the habit of trading with the .Apache 
and Comanche of the Staked Plains of Texas until within very recent 
years; in fact, I remember seeing such a party of Pueblos 011 its return 
from Texas in 1869, as it reached Fort Craig, New Mexico, where I was 
then stationed. I bought a buffalo robe from them. The principal 
article of sale on the side of the Pueblos was cornmeal. The Zuni also 
-carried on this mixed trade and hunting, a~ I was informed by the old 
.chief Pedro Pino and others. The Tusayan denied that they had ever 
traded with the Apache so far to the east as the buffalo country, but 
.asserted that the Comanche had once sent a large body of their people 
over to W alpi to trade with the Tusayan, among whom they remained 
for two years. There was one buffalo robe among the Tusayan at their 
.snake dance in 1881, possibly obtained from the Ute to the north of 
them. 
The trade carried on by the "buffalo" Indians with the Pueblos was 
noticed by Don Juan de Ofiate as early as 1599. He describes them as 
"dressed in skins, which they also carried into the settled provinces to 
.sell, and brought back in return cornmeal." 2 
1 "Tanta diferencia de manjares y de generos de pan que era cosa estraiia. "-Diego Du~·an, vol. 3 
-cap. 4, p. 219. -
2 Davis, Conquest of New Mexico, p. 273. · 
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of th omancheros" or Mexicans and Pueblos who 
ntnr d out on he plain to trade with the Comanche, the principal 
artid f traffic b ing bread. Whipple 2 refers to this trade as carried 
n with all th nomadic tribe of the Llano Estacado, one of which we 
know to hav been the eastern division of the Apache. The principal 
arti ·l ~ bartered with the wild tribes was flour, i. e., C()rnmeal. 
In another plac he t lls us of "Pueblo Indians from Santo Domh1go, 
with flour and bread to barter with the Kai-o-was and Comanches for 
buffalo robe.· and hor es." 3 Again, Mexicans were seen with flour, 
bread, and tobacco, "bound for 0omaucne land to trade. We had no 
previou idea of the extent of this Indian trade." 4 Only one other 
r fe.rence to this intertribal commerce will be introduced. 
Vetancurt 5 mentions that the Franciscan friars, between 1630 and 
1680, had erected a magnificent "temple" to "Our Lady of the Angels 
of Porciuncula," and that the walls were so thick that offices were 
e tabli hed in their concavities. On each side of this temple, which 
wa erected in the pueblo of Pecos (situated at or near the head of the 
Pecos River, -about 30 miles southeast of Santa Fe, New Mexico, on 
the ea tern rim of the Llano Estacado ), were three towers. At the foot 
of the hill waH a plain about one league in circumference, to which the 
Apache re orted for trade. These were the Apache living on the 
plain of Texa . They brought with them buffalo robes, deer skins 
and other , things to exchange for corn. They came with their dog-
train loaded, and there were more than five hundred traders arriving 
each year. 
b erve that here we have the first and only reference to the use of 
dog train' by the Apache who in every other case make their women 
carry all plunder in baskets on their backs. In this same extract from 
Vetancurt there is a valuable remark about Quivira: "Este es el paso · 
para lo reino de la Quivira-." 
- ANALOGUES OF HODDENTIN. 
In th citation from the Spanish poet Villagra, already given, the sug-
g stion o cur that ome relation hip existed between the powder scat: 
tered o freely <l.uring the Spanish "carnestolendas" and the i'kunque" 
thrown by the people of Tusayan upon the Spaniards and their horses 
when the paniards first entered that country. This analogy is a very 
, tril ing on , even though the Spaniards have long since lost all idea 
of h meanin " of the practice which they still follow. It is to be 
not d, how ver, that on of the occasions when this flour is most freely 
1 ommerce of the Prairi s, vol. 2, p. 54. 
2 Pa ·iflc R . R. Report, 1856. vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 34. 
a Ibid., 1). 34. 
4 Ibirl. , p . 38. 
6 Lo . .Apachl)!l traian pieles de cibola. , gamuzas y otras cosas, a hacer cam bio por maiz. " " Venian 
con Rll!i r cu de perros cargadoR mas de qninientos mercaderes cada aiio."- Teatro Mexicano 
vol. 3, p. 32:-1. ' 
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used is the Eve of All Saints ( Hallowe'en), when the ghosts or ances-
tors of the community were to be the recipients of every attention. 1 
In the East, the use of the redilish or purple powder called tile ' g-u-
lal" is widely prevalent, but it is used at the feast of Huli, which occurs 
at the time of the vernal equinox. 
There seems to have been used in Japan in very ancient day a pow-
der identical with the hoddentin, and, like it, credited with the power 
to cure and rejuvenate. 
In the mythical period, from the most ancient times to about B. 0. 
200, being the period of the so-called pure Japanese "medicine," it is 
related that Ona-muchi-no-mikoko gave these directions to a, hare which 
had been flayed by a crocodile: "Go quickly now to the river mouth, 
wash thy body with fresh water, then take the pollen of the edges and 
spread it about, and roll about upon it; whereupon thy body will cer-
tainly be restored to its original state.".2 
There is no indication that in the above case the "pollen of the sedges" 
had ever occupied a place in the list of foods. It would appear that its 
magical effects were strictly dependent upon the fact that it was recog-
nized as the reproductive agent in the life of the plant. 
No allusion has yet been made to the hoddentin of the Navajo, who 
are the brothers of the A. pache. Surgeon Matthews 3 has referred to 
it under the name of tqa-di-tin', or ta~di-tin', "the pollen, ·especially 
the pollen of corn1" 
This appears to me to be a very interesting case of a compromise be-
tween the religious ideas of two entirely different systems or sects. The 
Navajo, as now known to us, are the offspring of the original Apache 
or Tinneh invaders and the refugees from the Rio Grande and Zuni 
Pueblos, who fled to the fterce and cr.uel Apache to seek safety.from the 
fiercer and more cruel Spanish. 
The Apache, we have shown, offer up in sacrifice their traditional 
food, the pollen of the tule. · The Zurn., as we have ~lso shown, offer up 
their traditional food, the meal of corn, to which there have since been 
added sea shells and other components with a symbolical significance. 
The Navajo, the p:r;ogeny of both, naturally seek to effect a com-
bination or compromise of the two systems and make use of the 
pollen of the corn. Kohl narrates an Ojibwa legend to the effect t,hat 
their god Menaboju, returning from the warpath, painted his face with 
"pleasant yellow stripes . of the yellow foam that covers the 
water in spring," and he adds that this is "probably the yellow pollen 
that falls frqmt he pine." He quotes 4 another legend of the magic red 
1 In burlesque survivals the use of fl.our prevails not only all over Latin Europe, but all such portions 
of America as are now or have been under Spanish or Portuguese dq_mination. The breaking of egg-
shells over the head1, of gentlemen upon entering a Mexican ball room is one manifestation of it .For-
merly the shell was filled with :flour. 
2 Dr. W. Norton Whitney, Notes from the History of Medical Progress in .Japan, Yokohama, 1885, 
p. 248. • 
3 The prayer of a Navajo Shaman, in American Anthropologist, vol. 1, No. 2, 1888, p. 169. 
4 Kitchi-gami, pp. 416, 423, 424. 
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pow l 'l' for c·uring di ·em; :-i one given Ly the , nake spirjt of the waters 
to au Ojibwa. 
1 odfr y Higgin · 1 ha , thi., to ,ay of the u ·e of pollen by the ancients 
which h r cognize, as C'Onnected with the principle of fertility: 
Apwµa, th w et smell, means also a flower, that is I ushpa or Pushto. This was 
th, lauguage of the followers of the Phasah or the Lamb-it was the language of 
the Plower, of the Natzir, of the l<'los-floris of' Flora, of the Arouma, and of' the 
fionr of' ores, or the Eucharistia. It was the ln.nguage of' the pollen, the pollen of' 
plan , the priuciple of generation, of the Pole or Phallus. 
Again he ays : 
Bu<l.<l.ha was a flower, becaus as flour or pollen be was the principle of fructi-
fication or generation. He was flour bemmse flour was the fine or valuable part of 
tho p1ant of Ceres, or wheat, the pollen which, I am told, in this plant, and in this 
plant alone, renews itself when destroyed. When the flour, pollen, is killed, it grows 
again 8everal times. This is a very beautiful type or symbol of the resurrection. 
On this account the flour of' wheat was the sacrifice offered to tho XprJ<; or Ceres in 
the Ev;rapuma. In this pollen we have the name of pall or pallium and of Pallas, in 
the fir t language meaning wisd01n. . . . When the devotee ate the bread he ate 
tho pollen, and thus ate the body of the God of generation; hence might come tran-
ubstautiation. 
Lupton,2 in 1660, describes a" pow<l.er of the flowers [pollen?] of elder, 
g·athered on a mi<l.summer day,'' which was taken to restore lost youth. 
Brand, it may be as well to say, traces back the custom of throwing 
·flour into the faces of women and others on the streets at Shrovetide, 
in Minorca and elsewhere, to the time of the Romans.3 
In writing the description of the Snake Dance of the Moquis of Ar-
izona, I ventured to advance the surmise that the corn flour with 
which the acred uak.e were covered, and with which the air was 
whitened, would be found upon investigation to be closely related to 
th critbomancy or divination by grains of the cereals, as practiced 
among the ancient Greeks. Orithomancy, strictly speaking, meant a 
livination by grains of corn. The expres ·ion which I should have em-
ployed wa alphitomancy, a divination '' by meal, flower, or branne." 4 
But both method of divination have been noticed among t,he aborig-
ine' of America. 
In Peru the medicine-men were divided into classes, as were those of 
ancient Egypt. These medicine-men "made the various means of divi-
nation pecialitie ." Some of them predicted by "the shapes of grains 
, f maize taken at random." 5 In Guatemala grains of corn or of chile 
wer n d indi criminately, and iu Guazacualco the medicine-women 
u d o-rain of frijole or black bean . In Guatemala they had what 
th y call d "ahquij." "E te modo de adivinar se llama ahquij, malol-
1 nacalypsis, Lonclon, 1836, vol. 2, pp. 242-244. 
2 Brand, Pop. Antiq., vol. 3, p. 285. 
3 Ibi<l. , YOl. 1, p. 69. 
4 lbid., vol. 3, Jlp. 329 et seq . 
5 Brfoton, Myths of the New World, New York, 1868, pp. 278, 279. 
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tzite, malol-ixim, esto es : el que adivina por el sol, 6 por granos de 
maiz 6 chile." 1 · 
In Guazacualco the medicine-women "hechaban uertes con granos de 
Frisoles, a manera de Dados, i hacian sus invocacione , porque eran 
Hechiceros: i si el Dado decia bien, proseguian en la cura, diciendo 
que sanaria: i si mal, no bolvian al enfermo." 2 
Herrera in the preceding paragraph recognizes the close imilarity 
between this sacred ceremony of casting lots or divining, and the more 
orthodox method of gambling, pure and simple, which ba in every case 
been derived from a sacred origin. 
"Les Hachus [one class of Peruvian priests] consultaient l'avenir au 
moyen de grains de ma'is ou des excrements des animaux." 3 
The Mexicans "para saber si los enfermos habian de morir, 6 sanar 
de la enfermedad que tenian, echaban un pun ado de ma.fa lo mas grueso 
que podian haber, y lanzabanlo siete 6 ocho veces, como Jarizan los dados 
los que los juegan, y si algun grano quedaba enhiesto, decian que era 
sen al de muerte." 4 
Father Breboouf relates that at the Huron feast of the dead, which 
occurred every 8 or 10 years and which he saw at Ossossane, "a few 
grains of Indian corn were thrown by the women upon the sacred 
relics." 5 
THE DOWN OF BIRDS IN OEREMONIA.L OBSERV .A.NOES. 
No exhaustive aud accnrate examination of the subject of hoddentin 
could be made without bringing the investigator face to face with the 
curious analogue of "down" throwing and sprinkling which seemingly 
obtains with tribes which at some period of their history have been 
compelled to rely i1pon birds as a main component of their diet. Ex-
amples of this are to he met with on both sides of the Pacific as well 
as in remote .Australia, and were the matter more fully examined there 
is no doubt that some other identifications might be made in very 
unexpected quarters. The down used by the Tchuktchi on occasions 
of ceremony had a suggestion of religion about it.6 "On leaving the 
shore; they sung and danced. One who stood at the head of the boat 
was employed in plucking out the feathers of a bird's skin and blowing 
them in the air." 
In Langsdorff's Travels 7 we learn that some of the dancers of the 
Koluschan of Sitka have their heads powdered with the small down 
feathers of the white-headed eagle and ornamented with ermine; also, 
that the hair and bodies of the Indians at the mission,of Saint Joseph, 
New California, were powdered with down feathers. 8 
1 Ximenez, Guatemala, p. 177. 
2 Herrera, dee. 4. lib. !J, cap. 8, p. ]88. 
3 Balboa, Hist. du Perou, in Ternaux-Compans, Voy., vol. 15, p. 29. 
4 Mendieta, Hist. Eclesiastica Ind., p. 110. 
5 Henry Youle Hind, .A.ssiniboine and Saskatchewan Expecl., vol. 2, pp.165, 166. 
6 Lisiansky, Voyage Round tlie World, London, 1814, pp. 153, 221, 223. 
7 Londou, 1814, pt. 2, pl. nr. p. l 13. 
8 lbid. , JJl. JV, pp. 104, HJ5. 
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Tli Indian from the North Pacific coast seen visiting the mission 
of an Franci co, by Kotzebue in 1816, '' had their long disordered 
hair covered with down." 1 • 
Bancroft ays of the Nootka of the northwest coast of British 
America: "the hair is powdered plentifully with white feathers, which 
are regarded a the crowning ornament for manly dignity in all these 
regions." 2 
The bird' down used by the Haida of British North America in 
their dances seems very closely related to hoddentiu. They not only 
put it upon their own persons, but" delight to communicate it to their 
partner in bowing," and also " blow it into the air at regular intervals 
throuO'h a painted tube." They also scattered down as a sig!l of wel-
come to the :first European navigators. 3 
In all these dances, ceremonial visits, and receptions of strangers the 
religions element can be discerned more or less plainly. The Indians 
west of the Mississippi with whom Father Hennepin was a prisoner in 
1680, and who appear to have been a branch of the Sioux (Issati or 
Santee and Nadouessan), had a grand dance to signalize the killing 
of a bear. On this occasion, which was participated h1 by the "prin-
cipaux chefs et guerriers," we learn that there was this to be noted in 
their dre s: " ayant meme leurs cheveux frottez d'huile d'ours ·& parse-
mez de plumes, rouges & blanches & les tetes chargeeR de duvet 
d'oiseaux." 4 
"Swan' and bustard' down" wa used by the Accancess [i. e., the 
Arkan a of the Siouan stock] iu their religious ceremonies.5 
Of the war dress of the members of the Five Nations we learn from 
an early writer : " Their heads [previously denuded of all hair except 
that of the crown J are painted red down to the eye-brows and sprinkled 
over with white down." 6 
The Indians of Virginia at their war dances painted themselves to 
make them more terrible: " Pour se rendre plus terriblee, ils sement 
de vlume , du duvet, ou du poil de quelque bete sur la peinture toute 
.fraiche." 7 Down was also used by the medicine-men of the Oarib.8 
The down of birds was used in much the same way by the tribes of 
Ouman(t, a district of South America not far from the mouth of the 
Orinoco, in the pre ent territory of Venezuela; 9 by the Tupinambis, of 
Brazil who covered the bodies of their victims with it; 10 by the Obi~ib-
1 Voyag , vol. l, p. 282. 
2 Native Jlaces, vol. 1. p. 179. 
3 Ibi,l., vol. 1, pp. 170, 171. 
4 P r Louis Ilennepin, Voyag , etc., Amsterdam, 1714, pp. 339-240. Ibid. , translated l>y .B. I~. 
Frcn ·h, in Ilistorical Uollections of Louisiana, pt.1, 18-16. 
4 Jont{'l's Jonrnal, in Historical Coll ctions of Louisiana, tr. by B. ] !'. ]'rencli, J>p. 181, 1846. 
GMaj. Rog rs, A count of North Am rica, in Knox's Voyages, vol. 2, Lomlo11, 1767, p.167. 
7 Pi art, Cer moni . ot Coi'ltumes Religieuses, tc., Amsterdam, 17:15, Yol. 6, p. 77. 
~ Ibid., p. 0. 
0 ,J olm D La t, lil,. 18, cap. 4; Gomara, Ilist. de las Imlia,; 1 p. 203; J>adrn Gum ilia, Orinoco, pp. 68, 96. 
10 Ilafts , 'tad u, in Ternau.x- ompans, Voyag s, vol. 3, pp. 269, 290. 
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chi, of South America,1 and by the tribes of the Isthmus of Darien.2 
This down has also been used by some of the Australians in their 
sacred dances.3 "The hair, or rather the wool upon their heads, was 
very abundantly po · dered with white powder. They powder 
not only their heads, but their beards too." 4 
In China" there is a widespread superstition that the feathers of birds, 
after undergoing certain incantations, are thrown up into the air, and 
being carried away by the wind work blight and destruction wherever 
they alight." ,, 
The down of birds seems not to have been unknown in Europe. To 
thiK day it is poured upon the heads of the bride and groom in wed-
dings among the Russian peasantry. 5 
This leads up to the inquiry whether or not t.hc application of tar 
and feathers to the person may not at an early period have been an 
act of religious significance, perverted into a ridiculous and infamous 
punishment by a conquering and unrelenting hostile sect. The sub-
ject certainly seems to have awakened the curiosity of the learned 
Buckle, whose remarks may as well be given. 
Richard, during his stay in Normandy (1189), made some singular 
laws for regulating the conduct of the pilgrims in their passage by 
sea. "A robber, convicted of theft, shall be shaved in the manner 
of a champion ; and boiling pitch poured upon his head, and the 
feathers of a pillow shaken over bis head to distinguish him; and be 
landed at the first port where the ships shall stop." 6 
The circumstances mentioned in the text respecting tarring and 
feathering· is a fine subject for comment by the searchers into popular 
antiquities. 7 
HAIR POWDER. 
Speaking of the "duvet" or down, with which many American savage 
tribes deck themselves, Picart observes very justly: "Oet ornement est 
bizare, mais dans le fond Fest il beaucoup plus que cette poudre d'or 
dont Jes A.nciens, se poudroient la tete, ou que cette poudre composee 
d'amidon avec laquelle nos petits maitres modernes affectent de blan-
chir leurs cheveux ou le1irs perruques ,,, 8 
Picart does not say, and perhaps it would not be wise for us to sur-
mise, that these modes of powdering had a religious origin. 
The custom of powdering the hair seems to, be a savage "survival;" 
at least, it is still to be found among the Friendly Islanders, among 
1 Peter Martyr, in Hakluyt's Voyages, vol. 5, p. 460. 
2 Bancroft, Nat. Races of the Pacific Slope, vol. 1, p . 750. 
3 Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 1, p. 73; vol. 2, p . 302. See also Carteret's description of the 
natives of the Queen Charlotte Islands, visited by him in 1767. 
4 Hawkesworth, Voyages, vol. 1, p. 379. 
6 Perry S. Heath, ..A. Hoosier in Russia, New York, 1888, p. 114. 
6 Fosbrooke, British Monachism, p. 442. 
7 See works cited in Buckle's Common place Book, vol. 2, of" Works," London, 1872, p. 47. 
8 Picart, Ceremonies et Coutumes Religieuses, vol. 6, p. 20. 
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whom it wa. ob 'erv d by Fornter. 1 These islanders used a white lime 
powd r, also one of blu and another of orauge made of turmeric. 
The Sandwich ! 'lander pla tered their hair over ~'with a kind of 
lime made from burnt , hells,m and Dillon spe~ks of the Friendly 
I ' land r, using lime, as Forster has already informed us. 3 The Hot-
tentot' made a lavish u e of the medicinal powder of the buchu, which 
they pla tered on their heads, threw to their sacred animals, and used 
liberally at their funerals. 4 Kolben dispels all doubt by saying : 
"The e powderings are religious formalities." He also alludes t.o the 
u r, in much the same manner, of ashes by the same people. 5 
The use of ashes also occurs among the Zuni, the Apache (at times), 
and the Abipoue of Paraguay. Ashes are also "thrown in the way of 
a whirlwind to appease it." 6 
In the Witche ' Sabbath, in Germany, "it was said that the witches 
burned a he goat, and divided its ashes among themselves." 7 
In all the above cases, a,s well as in that of the use of ashes in the 
Christian churches, it is possible that the origin of the custom might 
be traced back either to a desire to share in the burnt offering or else 
in that of preserving some of the incinerated dust of the dead friend or 
relative for whom the tribe or clan was in mourning. Ashes in the 
Christian church were not confined to Lent alone; they " were worn 
four times a year, as in the beginning of Leut." 8 
Tuphramancy or divination by ashes was one of the methods of fore-
ca t in u e among the priests of pagan Rome. 9 
In Northumberland the custom prevailed of making bonfires on the 
hills on St. Peter's day. :, They made encroachments, on these oc-
ca ·ion , upon the bonfires of the neighbouring towns, of which they took 
away Home of the ashes by force: This they called 'carrying off the 
flower (probably the flour) of the wake.' 10 Moresin thinks this a ves-
tige of the ancient Cerealia." 
The mourning at Iddah, in Guinea, consists in smearing the forehead 
"with wood a hes and clay water, which is allowed to dry on. They 
likewise powder their hair with wood ashe ." n 
1 Voyage Round th World, London, 1777, pp. 462,463. 
2 .A.rrhibalcl Campb 11, Voyag Round the World, N. Y., 1819, p. mo. 
3 Voyag of La P erouse, London, 1829, vol. 2, p. 275. 
4 Pot r Kolben'f:I Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, in Knox's Voyage anu Travels, London, 1767, 
vol. 2, pp. 391, 395, 406, 407. 
6 Ibid., p. 40G. 
6 p ncer, D sr. ociology, art. ".A.bipones." 
7 Gubernatis, Zoological Mythology, London, 1872, vol. 1, p. 423. 
8 Fo. bro ke, Briti h Monachism, p. 83. 
9 Gaule, Mag-astromancers Posed ancl Puzzel'd, p. 165, q noted in Brand, Popular Antiquities, 
vol. :1, pp. 329 t seq. 
10 Brancl, Popular ntiquities, vol.1, pp. 337, 338. 
11 Laircl and Oldfteld'H Exp dition into the Interior of .Africa, quoteu iu Buckle's Common place 
Book, p. 466. 
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DUST FROM CHURCHES-ITS USE. 
The last ceremonial powder to be described is dust from the ground, 
as among some of the .Australians who smear their heads with pipe-
clay as a sign of mourning.1 
The French writers mention among the ceremonies of the Natchez 
one in which the Great Sun "gathered dust, which he threw back over 
his head, and turned successively to tu.e four quarters of the world in 
repeating the same act of throwing dust." 2 
Mention is made of" an old woman who acted a,s beadle" of a clmrcl.t, 
who "on.cg brought to the bedside of a <l.yingperson some of the sweep-
ings from the floor of the altar, to ease and shortJn a very lingering 
death." 3 
.Altar dust was a very ancient remedy for disease. Frommann says 
that, of the four tablets found in a temple of Esculapius, one bore this 
inscription: "Lucio affecto lateris dolore; veniret et ex ara tollerit 
cinerem et una cum vino comisceret et poneret supra latus; et con-
valuit," etc. 4 
It seems then that the medireval use of altar dust traces back to the 
Roman use of altar ashes. 
So hard is it to eradicate from the minds of savages ideas which have 
become ingrafted upon their nature that we need not be surprised to 
read in the Jesuit relations of affairs in Oanach1, (1696-1702) that, at 
the Mission of Saint Francis, where the Indians venerated the memory ' 
of a saintly woman of their own race, Catheraine Tagikoo-ita, "pour 
gu_erir les malades que les remedes ordinaires ne soulagent point, on 
a vale dans l'eau ou dans un bouillon un pen de la poussU~re de , son 
tom beau." 
A few persons are to be found who endeavor to collect the dust from 
the feet of one hundred thousand Brabmins. One way of collecting this 
dust is by spreading a cloth before the door of a house where a great 
multitude of Brahmins are assembled at a feast, and, as each Brahmin 
comes out, he shakes the dust from his feet as he treads upon this cloth. 
Mapy miraculous cures are declared to have been performed upon per-
sons using this dust. 5 
.A widow among the.Armenian devil-worshipers is required "to strew 
dust on her head and to smear her face with clay." 6 
CLAY-EATING. 
The eating of clay would appear to have once prevailed all over the 
world. In places the custom has degenerated into ceremonial or is to 
1 Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 2, p. 273. 
2 Gayarre, Louisiana, 1851, p . 308. 
3 Notes and Queries, 4th ser., vol. 8, p . 505. 
4 Tractatus de Fascinatione, Nuramberg, 1675, 197. 
6 Southey, quoting Ward, in Buckle's Common place Book, London, 1849, 2d ser., p. 521. 
6 North American, October 27, 1888. 
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b found only in myth . The Aztec devotee picked up a pinch of clay 
in th temple of Tezcatlipoca aud ate it with the greatest reverence.1 
Sahagun i quoted by Squier 2 as saying that the Mexicans swore by 
th un and "by our overeigu mother, the Earth," and ate a piece of 
earth. 
But the u ... e of clay by the Mexicans was not merely a matter of cer-
emony; -lay . eem to have been an edible in quite common use. 
Echbleearth wa. sold openly in the markets of Mexico; "y aun tierra," 
say,' omara in the list of food · given by him. 3 
The eating of clay was forbidden to Mexican women during preg-
nancy. 
Diego Duran describes the ceremonial eating of clay in the temples 
of Mexico; " Lleg6 el dedo al suelo, y cogiendo tierra en el lo meti6 en 
la boca; a la cual ceremonia llamaban comer tierra santa."4 And again 
he ay that in their sacrifices the Mexican nobles ate earth from the 
feet of the idols. "Oomian tierradela que estaba a los pies del Ydolo." 5 
But the Mexicans did not limit themselves to a ceremonial clay-eating 
alone. Tllomas Gage relates that " they ate a kind of earth, for at one 
sea ·on in the yeer they had nets of may le, with the which they raked up 
a certaine dust that is bred upon the water of the Lake of Mexico, and 
that is kneaded together like unto oas of the sea." 6 
Diego Duran 7 mentions the ceremonial clay-eating at the feast of 
Tezcatlipoca agreeing with the note already taken from Kings borough. 
There i reference to clay-eating in one of the myths given in the 
Popol-Vub. The Quiche deities Hunahpu and Xbalanque, desiring to 
overcom the god Oabrakan, fed him upon roasted birds, but they took 
care to rub one of the bird with "tizate" and to put white powder 
around it. The circle of white powder was, no doubt, a circle 0f hod-
dentin or omething analogous thereto, intended to prevent any bale-
ful influence being exerci ed by Oabrakan. " Mais ils frotterent l'un 
de ... oi aux avec du tizate et lui mirent de la poussiere blanche a l'en-
tour." n 
In a footnote the word " tizate" is explained to be a very friable 
whiti h arth, u ed in poli hing metals, making cement, etc. : "Terre 
blanchatre fort friable, et dont ils se servent pour polir les metaux, 
faire du ciment, etc." 
abeza de Vaca ays that the Indians of Florida ate clay-"de la 
terre." 9 He say al o 10 that the natives offered him many mesquite 
beans, which they ate mixed with earth-" mele avec de la terre." 11 
1 Kings borough, vol. 5, p. 198. 
2 • 'erpent ymbols, p. 55. 
3 Ilist. cl Mejico p . 34 . 
4 Lib. 2, cap. 47, p. 400. 
6 Lib. I, ·ap. 1 , p. 20 . 
41 w .'urv y of the West Incli s, London, 1648, p. 51. 
7 Op. it., vol. 3, cap. 4. 
8 Popol-Vuh (Bra seur de Bourbourg) , 1i. 65. 
9 Tern, me- 'ompau , Voy., vol. 7, p. 143. 
10 Ihirl. , p. 202. 
11 Pnr ha , vol. 4. lib. . ap. 1, p. 1519; also, Davis, Conquest of New Mexico, p. 84. 
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The J aguaces of :Florida ate earth (tierra). 1 
At the trial of Vasco Pocallo de Figueroa, in Santiago de Cuba, in 
1522, "for cruelty to the natives," he sought to .make it appear that the 
Indians ate clay as a means of suicide: '' el abuso de los Indios en 
comer tierra seguian matandose de intento comiendo tierra.nz 
The Muiscas had in their langu.ag·e the word "jipetera," a "disease 
from eating dirt." 3 Whether the word "dirt" as here employed means 
filth, or earth and clay, is not plain; it probably means clay and earth. 
Venegas asserts that the Indians of California ate earth. The tra-
ditions of the Indians of San Juan Capistrano, California, and vicinity 
show that "they had fed upou a kind of clay," which they "often used 
upon their heads by way of ornament." 4 
The Ta.tu Indians of California mix "red earth into their acorn bread 
to make the bread sweet and make it go further." 5 
Long 6 relates that when the young warrior of the Oto or Omaha 
tribes goes out on his first fast he "rubs his person over with a whitish 
clay," but he does not state that he ate it. 
Sir John Franklin 7 relates that the banks of the Mackenzie River in 
British North America contain layers of a kind of unctuous mud, iwob-
ably similar to that found near the Orinoco, which the Tinneh Indians 
"use occasionally as food during seasons o·f famine, and even at other 
times chew as an amusement. It has a milky taste and the 
flavour is not disagreeable." 
Father de Smet 8 says of the Athapascan: "Many wandering families 
of the Carrier tribe have their teeth worn to the gums by the 
earth and sand they swallow with their nourishment." This does not 
seem to have been iutentionally eaten. 
"Some of the Siberian trib~, when they travel, carry a small bag of 
their native earth, the taste of which they suppose will preserve-them 
from all the evils of a foreign sky." 9 
We are informed that the Tunguses of Siberia eat a clay called " rock 
marrow," which they mix with marrow. "Near the Ural Mountains, 
powdered gypsum, commonly called 'rock meal,' is sometimes mixed 
with bread, but its effects are pernicious." 10 
"The J ukabiri of northeastern Siberia have an earth of sweetish and 
rather astringent taste," to which they" ascribe a variety of sanatory 
properties." 11 
·-----------------------------
1 Gomara, Hist. de las Indias, p. 182. 
2 Buckingham Smith, Coleccion de Vario Documentos para la Historia de Florida, London, 1857, 
vol. 1, p. 46. 
a Bollaert, ResearchPs in South .America, London, 1860, p . 63. 
4 Boscana, Cbinigchinich, pp. 245, 253. 
5 Powers, Contrib. to N . .A. Etlmol., vol. 3, JJ. 140. 
6 Long's Expedition, vol. 1, p. 240. 
7 Second Expedition to the Polar Sea, p. 19. 
8 Oregon Missions, p . 192. 
9 Gmelin, quoted by Southey, in Common place Book, 1st ser., London, 1849, p. 239. 
10 Malte-Brun, Univ. Geog., Philadelphia, 1827, vol. l, lib. 37, p. 483. 
11 Von Wrang:el, Polar Expedition, New York, 1842, p. 188. 
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Th re i no lung in the r .cords relating to Victoria respecting the 
n: of any arth for th purpo e of appeasing hunger, but Grey men-
tion: that on kind of earth, pounded and mixed with the root of the 
Mene (a specie of Hremadorum), is eaten by the natives of West Aus-
tralia.1 
Th Apache and Navajo branches of the Athapascan family are not 
uua qnainted with the use of clay as a comestible, although among the 
former it i:,; now scarcely ever used and among t.he latter used only as 
a condiment to relieve the bitterness of the taste of the wild potato; in 
the ame manner it is known to both the Zuni and Tusayan. 
Wallace says that eating dirt was " a very common and destructive 
habit among Indian. and half-breeds in the houses of the whites. 2 
'Lo apa sionado a comer tierra son los Indios Otomacos." 3 
" The earth which is eaten by the Ottomacs [ of the Rio Orinoco] is 
fat and unctuous." 4 
Waitz 5 cites Heusinger as saying that the Ottomacs of the Rio Ori-
noco eat large quantities of a fatty cla.y. 
Clay was eaten by the Brazilians generally. 6 
The Romans had a dish called " alica" or " frumenta," made of the 
grain zea mixed with chalk ~rom the hills at Puteoli, near Naples. 7 
According to the myths of the Cingalese, their Brahmins once " fed 
on it [earth] for the space of 60,000 years." 8 
PREHISTORIC FOODS USED IN COVENANTS. 
It ha been hown that the Apache, on several occasions, as when 
going out to meet strangers, entering into solemn agreements, etc., 
made u e of the hoddentin. A similar use of food, generally prehistoric, 
can b noted in other regions of the world. 
It was a kind of superstitious trial used among the Saxons to purge 
t1J mselve ' of any accuRation by taking a piece of barley bread and eat-
i11g it with olemn oaths and execrations that it might prove poisonous 
or their la t morsel if what they asserted or denied was not true.9 
Tho· piece.· of bread were fir t execrated by the priest, from which he 
rnfer , that at a still earlier day sacramental bread may have been used 
for the, am purpo e. 
At Rome, in the time of Cicero and Horace, a master who suspected 
tihat hi . lav · had robbed him conducted them before a priest. They 
wer each obliged to eat a cake ov r which the priest had" pronounced 
·om magical word ( carmine infectum )." 10 
1 myth, borigin s of Victoria, vol. 1, p. xxxiv. 
2 Trav ls on the Amazon, p, 311. 
3 Gumilla, Orinoco, Madricl, 1741, p. 102; the Guamas, also, ibid. , pp. 102 and 108. 
4 Malte-Brun, Univ. Geog., Phila., 1827, vol. a, lib. 87, p. 323. 
6 .A.nthropology, vol. 1, p. 116. 
6 'pencer. Desc. ociolo ;y. 
7 Pliny, Nat. Ilistory, lib. 18, caJJ. 29. 
H .A.siati k R sear ·hes, Calcutta, 1801, YOl. 7, p. 440. 
Blount. T nur s of Laml ancl rn,toms of Manor. , London, 1 74, p. 2233. 
10 'alv •rt•, Philo ophy of Magi , vol. 2, p. HO. 
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The people living on the coast of Coramandel have an ordeal con-
sisting in the chewing of unboiled rice. No harm will attach to him 
who ·tells the truth, but the perjurer is threatened with condign pun-
ishment in this world and in that to come.1 Bread iH bitten when the 
Ostaaks of Siberia take a solemn oath, such as one of fealty to the Czar.2 
SACRED BREADS AND CAKES. 
Since the employment of hoddentin, or tnle pollen, as a acred com-
memorative food would seem to have been fairly demonstrated, before 
closing this section I wish to add a few para 0 -raphs upon the very gen-
eral existence of ritualistic farinaceous foods in all parts of the world. 
They can be detected most frequently in the ceremonial reversion to a 
grain or seed which ha,s passed or is passing out of everyday use in 
some particular form given to the cake or brea,cl or some circumstance 
of time, place, and mode of manufacture and consumption which stamps 
it as a "survival." So deeply impressed was Grimm 3 with the wide lrnri-
zon spreading around the consideration of this topic that he observed: 
"Our knowledge of heathen antiquities will gain both by the study of 
these drinking usages which have lasted into later 1,imes and also of 
the shapes given to baked meats, which either retained the actual forms 
of ancient idols or were accompanied by sacrificial observances. A 
history of German cakes and bread rolls might contain some unexpected 
disclosures. Even the shape of cakes is a remiuiscence of the 
sacrifices of heathenism." 
The first bread or cake to be men.tioned in this part of the subject is 
the panca,ke, still so frequently used on the evening of Shrove Tuesday. 
In antiquity it can be traced back before the Reformation, before the 
Crusades were dreamed of, -before the Barbarians had subverted Rome, 
before Rome itself had fairly taken shape. 
There seems to have been a very decided religious significance in the 
preparation of pancakes on Shrove Tuesday. In Leicestershire, "On 
Shrove Tuesday a bell rings at noon, which is meant as a signal for the 
people to begin frying their pancakes." 4 
"The Norman Orispellce (Du Cange) are evidently taken from the 
.Fornacalia, on the 18th of February, in memory of the method of mak-
ing bread, before the Goddess .Forna.1J invented ovens." 5 
Under "Orispellre," Du pange says: "Rustici apud N ormannos vocant 
Crespes, ova pauca mixta cum farina, et in sartagine frixa," and says 
that they are "ex herba, farina et oleo." 6 These same Crispellre are to 
be seen on the Rio Grande during Christmas week. 
In the Greek Church and throughout Russia there is to the present 
time a" pancake feast" at Shrovetide.7 
1 Voyage of Capt. Amasa Delano, Boston, 1847, p. 230. Compare with the ordeal of Scotch conspir-
ators, who ate a fragment of barley bread together. 
2 Gauthier de la Peyronie, Voyages de Pallas, Paris, 1793, vol. 4, p. 75. 
3 Teutonic Mythology, vol. 1, p. 63. 
4 Macaulay quoted in Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 1, p. 85. 
5 Jfosbrooke, Brit.ish Monachism, p. 83 . 
6 Du Uange, Glossarimn, articles "Crispell:e " ancl "Crespellre." 
7 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 1, p. 88. 
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tone time a cu tom prevailed of goin°· about from one friend's 
hou e to another, ma ked, and committing every conceivable prank. 
'Then the people fea ted on blinnie -a pancake similar to the English 
crumpet." 1 
In the pancake we have most probably the earliest form of farina-
ceou food known to the nation which derived their civilization from 
the ba in of the Mediterranean. Among these nations wheat has been 
in u e from a, time far beyond the remotest historical period, and to ac-
count for it· intrpduction myth has been invoked; but this wheat was 
cooked without leaven, or was fried in a pan, after the style of the tor-
tilla till used in Spanish-speaking countries, or of the pancake common 
among ourselves. Pliny2 says that there were no bakers known in 
Rome until nearly ix hundred years after the foundation of the city, 
in the days of the war with Persia; but he perhaps meant the public 
bakers authorized by law. The use of wheat and the art of baking 
bread, a· we under tancl it to-day, were practically unknown to the na-
tion of northern Europe until within the recent historical periocl.3 
1 Heath, .A. Iloosier in Ru sia, p. 109. 
2 Nat. Hist., lib. 18, cap. 28. 
J Wheat, which is now the bread corn of twelve European nations and is fast supplanting maize in 
AmP.rica and several inferior grains in India, was no doubt widely grown in the prel1istoric world· 
The Chinese cultivated it 2700 B. (). as a gift direct from Heaven; the Egyptians attributed its origin 
to Isi and the Greeks to Ceres. .A. classic account of the distribution of wheat over the primeval 
worl<l shows that C res, ha.-ing taught her favorite Triptolemus agriculture and the art of breafl. 
making, gave him her chariot, a celestial vehicle which he used in useful travels for the purpose of 
distrilmting corn to all nations . 
..Ancient monuments show that the cultivation of wheat had been established in Egypt before the 
mvasion of the sl1 pherds, and there is evidence that more productive varieties of wheat have taken 
the place of one, at least, of the anci nt sorts. Innumerable varieties exist of common wheat. Colonel 
Le 'outeur, of Jer y, cultiYatecl 150 varieties; Mr. Darwin mentions a :French g:entleman who hacl col-
lect eel 822 varieties, and the great firm of Frenuh seerl mercliants, Vilmorin-.A.nclrieux et Qi•, cultiYate 
abotLt twic-<' as many in th ir trial grouml near Paris. In tlieir recent work on Les meilleurs bles 
M. JI nr,v L. cl Vilmorin has described sixty.eight varieties of best wheat, which he has classed into 
vt•n groups, lhoug-h these groups can hardly be called distinct species, since M. Henry L. de Vilmorin 
has crossbred tbr e of them, Triticum vulgare, 1riticum turgidum ancl 1riticum duru1n, and has found 
th offopring fertil . 
Three Rm:ill-grainecl varietie,; of common wheat were cultivated by the Jirst lake dwellers of Switzer-
Janel (tim of Trojan war), as well as by the less ancient lake dwellers of western Switzerland and 
of Italy, by the people of Hungary in the stone age, and by the Egyptians, on evidence of a brick of a 
pyramid in which a grain was embedded ancl to which tl1e elate of 3359 B. C. has been assigned. 
Tb xist n e of names for wheat in the most ancient languageR confirms this evidence of the antiqu-
ity of its culture in all the more temperate parts of Enrope, ..Asia, aml .Africa, but ii seems improbable 
that wheat has ever been found growing persistently in a wild stale, although the fact has often been 
assert d by po ts, travelers, and historians. In the Odyssey, for example, we are told that wlieat grow 
in .'i •ily without the aid of man, but a blind poet co11ld not have seen tl1is l1imself, and a botanical 
fad can hardly be accepted from a writer whose own exiatencebas been conte ted. Diodorns repeats 
th tradition that Osiris fo11ncl wheat antl barley growing promiscuously in Palestine, but neither this 
nor other discoveri of persistent wild wh at seem to us to be er dible, fleeing tl1at wheat does not 
a11p ar to be endow ·d with a pow r of persistency except under cultnre.-Edinburgh Review. 
Tb origin of bakinir pr edes the period of history and is invoh·ed in the obscurity of the early 
ag s of th hnman race. Excavations mad in Switz rlancl gave evidence that the art of making bread 
wati practiced lly our prehifitoric ancestors as early as the stone p riod. From the shape of loaves it is 
thought that no oven wcr used at that time, but the dough wa. rolled into small round cakes and 
lai<l on hot ston s, being ·ov red with glowing ashes. Bread is mentioned in the book of Genesis, 
wb r .Abraham, wi hing to utertain thr angels, offered to '' fetch a morsel of bread." Baking is 
a«ain r t rr d to where :arah haR instructions to '·make ready qnickly three mea. ures of fine meal, 
kn ad it and make cakes upon tl1 hearth. " Lot entertain d two angels by giving them unleavened 
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Nothing would be more in consonanee with the mode of reasoning of 
a primitive people than that, at certain designated festivals, -there should 
be a recurrence to the earlier forms of food, a reversion to an earlier 
mode of life, as a sort of propitiation of the gods or goddesses who 
had cared for the nation in its infancy and to secure the continuance of 
their beneficent offices. Primitive man was never so certain _ of the 
power of the gods of the era of his own greatest development that he 
could rely upon it implicitly and exclusively and ignore the deities who 
had helped him to stand upon his feet. Hence, the recurrence to pan-
cakes, to unleavened breads of all kinds, among various peoples. This 
view of the subject was made plain to me while among the Zuni In-
dians. Mr. Frank H . Cushing showed me that the women, when bak-
ing the "loaves" of bread, were always careful to place in the adobe 
ovens a tortilla with each batch of the newer kind, and no doubt for 
the reason just given. 
UNLEAVENED BREAD. 
The unleavened bread of the earliest period of Jewish history has 
come down to our own times in the Feast of Unleavened Bread, still 
observed by the Hebrews in all parts of the world, in the bread used in 
the eucharistic sacrifice by so large a porfiion of the Christian world, 
and apparently in some of the usages connected with the half-under-
stood fast known as the "Ember Days." Brand quotes from an old 
work in regard to the Ember Days: "They were so called 'because 
that our elder fathers wolde on these days ete no brede but cakes made 
under ashes.'" 1 · 
The sacred cake or " draona" of the Parsi "is a small round pancake 
or wafer of unleavened bread, about the size of the palm of the hand. 
It is made of wheaten fl.our and water, with a little clarified butter, and 
is :flexible." 2 A variety of the "draona," called a '' frasast," is marked 
with the finger nail and set aside for the guardian spirits of the <le-
parted.3 _ 
Cakes and salt were used in religious rites by the_ancients. The 
Jews probably adopted their appropriation from the Egyptians. 4 "Dur-
bread. The mere mention of unle:wened bread shows that there were two kinds of bread made even at 
that time. 
The art of baking was carried on to a high perfeotion among the Egyptians, who are said to have 
baked cakes in many fantastic shapes, using several k inds of fl.our. The Romans took up the art of 
baking, and public bakeries were numerous on the streets of Rome. In England the business of the 
l>akcr was considered to be one so closely affecting the interests of the public that in 1266 an ant of 
Parliament was passed regulating the price to be charged for bread. This regulation continued in 
operation until 1822 in London and until 1836 in the rest of the country. 'rhe art of making bread bas 
not yet reached some countries in Europe and A..sia. In t,he rural parts of Sweden no bread is made, 
but rye cakes are baked twice a year and are a-s hard as fl.int. It is less than a century ago that bread 
was used in Scotland, the Scotch people of every class living on barley bannocks and oaten cakes,.:_ 
Chicago News. 
1 Pop. A..ntiq., vol. 1, p. 96. 
2 Shtiyast !A-ShAyast, par. 32, note 6, pp. 283,284 (Max M iiller's ed., Oxford, 1880) . 
:i Ibid., p. 315, note 3. -
4 ''A..ncl if thou bring an oblation of a meat offering baken in the oven, it shall be unleavened cakes of 
fine flour" <Levit., II, 4); ~'With all thine offerings thou shalt offer salt" (Ibid., 13)- Brand, Pop. A..nt., 
vol. 2, p. 82. · 
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in · all h" Pa , ·over week-14th to 21st Nisan, i. e., <luring this week'R 
moon- h mite: fa t, only eating unleavened bread, and most dili-
ff ntly-not without rea on-cleansing their houses." "And especially 
had c 11 1 aven d matter to be removed, for the new ieavener had now 
ari ·en, and prayers with cur ·es were offered up against any portions 
which might have eHcaped observation. The law of their fierce J ahveh 
wa that, whoever during all this festival tasted leavened bread, 'that 
oul ·hould be cut off,' which Godwyn mollifies by urging that this only 
meant the offender hould die without children; which was still a 
pretty eon iderable punishment for eating a piece of bread!" 1 
"The great day of Pentecost is the 6th of Sivan, or, say, the 22d 
of May, 1874. From the first barley two loaves were then made, 'the 
offering of which was the distinguishing rite of the day of Pentecost."' 2 
On 't. Bridget' Eve every farmer's wife in Ireland makes a cake, 
call d bairinbreac; the neighbors are invited, the madder of ale and 
the pipe go round, and the eveniug concludes with mirth and festivity. 3 
Vallencey identifies this as the same kind of offering that was made to 
C res, and to "the queen of heaven, to whom the Jewish women burnt 
incense, poured out drink offerings, and made cakes for her with their 
own hanrl, ." 4 
'rHE HO'l.' CROSS BUNS OF GOOD FRIDAY. 
Tb belief prevailed that these would not mold like ordinary bread.5 
"lu ' veral counties [in England] a small loaf of bread is annually 
bak d on tM morning of Good Friday and then put by till the same 
anniver, ary in the ensuing year. This bread is not intended to be 
eaten, bu to be used as ;l, medicine, and the mode of administering it is 
by grating a mall port.ion of it into water and forming a sort of panada. 
It L believed to be good for many disorders, but particularly for a diar-
rh a, for which it i considered a sovereign remedy. Some years ago 
a ·ottag r lamented that her poor neighbour must certainly die of this 
complaint, becau e he had already given her two doses of Good Friday 
bread without any benefit. No information could be obtained from the 
doctr ,. , respecting her nostrum, but that she had heard old folks say 
that i wa a <rood thing and that he always made it."6 
Brand q trnte a writer in tbe Gentleman's Magazine who shows that 
h y were "form rly, at least, unleavened," p. 156. They" are con-
tautly marked with the form of the cro ·s." "It is an old belief that 
tJi ob ervan · of th cur-;tom of eating buns on Good Friday protects 
be hou,· from fire, and everal other virtue are attributed to these 
bun "p. 156. "llutchin,·ou, in hi · Hi tory of Northumberland, follow-
1 lforlong, Riv , rs of Lit , ,·ol. 1, p. 441. 
2 Ibid., p. 447. 
3 Brarnl , P op . Ant i(} ., vol. 1, pp. :1<15, 346, quoting Gon. Vallencey's E s1:my on the Antiquity of the 
Iri h Lang uag<·. 
4 Ibid., p. 345. 
• !hid ., p . 154. 
'-' ll, itl. , pp. 155, 156. 
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iug Bryant's Analysis, derives the Good Friday bun from the sacred 
cakes which were offered at the Arkite Temples, styled Boun, and pre-
sented every seventh day," p. 155. A very interesting dissertation 
upon these sacred cakes as used by the Greeks, .Egyptians, and Jews 
in the time of their idolatry, is to be found in Brand's work, pp. 155-
156.1 
Practices analogous to those referred to are to be noted among the 
Pueblo Indians. They offer not only the kunque, but bread also in their 
sacrifices. 
In the sa~red rabbit hunt of the Zuni, which occurs four times a year 
and is carried on for the purpose of procuring meat for the sacred eagles 
confined in cages, a great fire was made on the crest of a hill, into 
which were thrown piles of bread crusts and in the smoke of which the 
boomerangs or rabbit sticks were held while the hunter recited in an 
audible tone and with downcast head the prayers prescribed for the 
occasion. One of the early Spanish writers informs us that the women 
of the pueblo of Santo Domingo, on the Rio Grande, offered bread on 
bended knees to their idols and then preserved it for the remainder of 
the year, and the house which did not have a supply of such blessed 
bread was regarded, as unfortunate and exposed to dang·er. 2 
A prehistoric farinaceous food of the Romans survives in our bride-
cake or wedding cake. It is well understood that among the Romans 
there were three kinds of marriage: that called "coemptio," that called 
"concubitu" or "usu," and the highest form of all, known as "confar-
ratio," from the fact that bride and groom ate together of a kind of 
cake or bread made of the prehistoric flour, the" far." We have pre-
served the custom of having bridecake, which is still served with many 
superstitious ceremonies: "it must be cut by the bride herself; it must 
be broken in pieces (formerly these pieces were cast over the heads of 
the uridesmaids), and, after being passed through a wedding ring acer-
tain number of times, it must be placed under the pillow of the anxious 
maiden to serve as a basis for her dreams." 3 
Exactly what this prehistoric food was it is-now an impossibility to 
determine with exactness. Torquemada shows that long after the Ro-
mans had obtained the use of wheat they persisted in the sacrificial use 
of the "nola isla," "farro," and "escanda," forms of wild grain o;ce 
roasted and ground and made into bread by their forefathers. 4 A simi-
lar usage prevailed among the Greeks. Pliny speaks of "the bearded 
red wheat, named in Latin 'far,"' and tells us that rye was called 
"secale" or "farrago." 5 The radical "far" is stm to be found all over 
'See also "Buns" in Imnan's Ancient Faiths. 
2 
'' Ofrecian el pan al idolo, bincados de rodillas. Bendezianlo los sacerdotes, y :repart-ian como pan 
bendito, con lo qual se acabaua la fiesta. Guardauan aquel pan toclo el afio, teniendo por desdichada, y 
sugeta a muchos peligros la casa que sin el estaua."-Padre Fray .Alonso Fernandez (Dominican). 
Historia Eclesiastica de Nuestros Tiempos, Toledo, 1611, p. 16. 
3 Brand, Popular .Antiquities, vol. 2, pp. 100 et seq., quoting Blount, Moffet, and Moresin, 
4 Torquemada, Monarchia Indiana, vol. 2, lib. 7, cap. 9, p. 100. 
6 Nat. Hist., lib. xviii, caps 10 et seq. and 39. 
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Europ in th word for :flour, "farina," "farine," or" harina," while jt is 
al o Io. ible that it may be detected in the ever-to-be-honored name of 
Farragut. 1 
In the eight marriage rite described by Baudbayana, the initiatory 
oblation in thP, fourth (that in which the father gives his daughter 
away) consist of" parched gTain." This rite is one of the four which 
are lawful for a Brahman. The parched grain to be used would seem 
to be either sesamum or barley, although this is not clear. Vasishtha 
ay,, chapter 27, concerning secret penances: "He who ... uses 
barley (for his food) becomes pure." 2 
The pages of Brand 3 are filled with references to various forms of 
cake wbich seem properly to be included under this chapter. In Eng-
land there formerly prevailed the cnstom of prepa,ring "soul cakes" for 
di ' trilmtion among visitors to the family on that day anct to bands 
of waw · or sin gen;, who expected them as a dole for praying and sing-
ing in the interests of the souls of the dead friends and relatives of the 
family. On the island of St. Kilda the soul cake was "a large cake in 
the form of a triangle, furrowed round, and which was to be all eaten 
that night." 4 In Lancashire and Hertfordshire the cake was made of 
oatmeal, but in many other parts it was a" seed cake" 5 and fo War-
wick hire, " at the end of barley and bean seed time, there is a custom 
tht-l'e to give the plowmenfroise, a species of thick pancake." 6 "All-
soul cake " were distributed at time of All Souls' Day. 
Ju England and Scotland the old custom; was to have a funeral feast, 
which all friends and relati011s were expected to attend. Wine, cur-
rant cake, meat, and other refreshments, varying according to the for-
tune of the family, were served libera.lly. The bread given out was 
called "arvil-bread." Thei-e is no special reason for believing that 
thi could be called a hoddentin custom, except that the writer himself 
callR attention to the fact that in the earlier times the bread was in the 
form of " wafers." 8 
The Romans bad a college of prie ts called the" Fratres Arvales," 
nin , or, a· ome ay, twelve in number, to whose care were committed 
th . ·a ·riti · · in honor of Cere at the old limits of the city, to propitiate 
that godd H and induce her to bestow fertility upon the fields. These 
1 "Var (from the Hebrew word var, frumentum,) Grain. II. not only means a particular kind of grain, 
b tw en wheat nucl barley, less nouri shing than the former, but more so than the latter, according to 
Vossi11s; hut it means broad corn, grain of any kind. 2Etius gives this application to any kind of 
frumentaceous grnhi, decorticated, cleansed from the husks, ancl afterwards bruised and dried." 
Lon<lon M dical Dktionary, Bartholonww Parr, M. D., Pl1iladelphia, 1820, article "Far". 
".A.dor or A.thor was the most sacred wheat, without b ard , offered at adoration of gods. In Latin 
.Adorea wa!I a pres nt of such after a victory, and. .A.d-oro is' I adore,' from oro, 'I pray to.' ''-Forlong, 
Rivers of Life, vol. 1, p. 473, footnote, peaking ofhoth Gr eks allcl Romans. 
2 , acr d Books ofth East, edition of Max Miiller, vol.14, pp.131, 205. 
8 Brand, Popular Antiquities, vol. 1, pp. 391 et seq., article" .AllhallDw even." 
4 Ibid., p. 301. 
6 Ihicl., JJ, :J02. 
G Ibicl. , J). 303. 
7 Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 237 t seq. 
IIJbid., J). 244. 
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ceremonies, which are believed by the editor of Bohn's Strabo to sur-
vive in the Rogation Day processions of the Roman Catholic Church, 
recall the notes already taken upon the subject of the Arval bread of 
the Scotch.1 The sacrifices themselves were designated ".A.mbarva" 
and ".A.mbarvalia." 
In Scotland and England it was customary for bands of singers to go 
from door to door on New Year's Eve, singing and receiving reward. 
In the latter country ': cheese and oaten cakes, which are called.far3s, 
are distributed on this occasion among the cryers." In the former 
country "there was a custom of distributing sweet cakes and a particu-
lar kind of sugared bread." 2 
.A. fine kind of wheat bread called" wassail-bread" formed an impor-
tant feature of the entertainment on New Year's Day in old England.3 
Among love divinations may be reckoned the dumb cake, so called 
because it was to be made without speaking, and afterwards the parties 
were to go backward up the stairs to bed and put the cake under 
their pillows, when they were to dream of their lovers. 4 
References to the beal-tine ceremonies of Ireland and Scotland, in 
which oatmeal gruel :figured as a dish, or cakes made of oatmeal and 
carraway seeds, may be found in Brand, Pop. Antiq., vol. 1, p. 226; in 
Blount, Tenures of Land and Customs of Manors, London, 187 4, p. 131; 
and in Pennant's Tour in Scotland, in Pinkerton's Voyages, vol. 3, 
p. 49. In "A Charm for Bewitched Land" we find the mode of making 
a cake or loaf with holy water. 
The mince pie and plum pudding of Christmas are evidently ancient 
preparations, and it is not unlikely that the shape of the former, which, 
prior to the Reformation, was that of a child's cradle, had a reminiscence 
of the sacrifice of b~bies at the time of the winter solstice. Grimm has 
t,aught that where human sacrifice had been abolished the figure of a 
coffin or a cradle was still used as a symbol. 
There is a wide field of informatfon to be gleaned in the investigation 
of the subject of bean foods at certain periods or festivals of the year, 
and upon this point I have some notes and memoranda, but, as my 
present remarks are limited to prehistoric farinaceous foods, I do not 
wish to add to the bulk of the present chapter.5 
"Kostia-boiled rice and plums-is the only thing partaken of on 
Christmas Eve." (j 
1 Strabo, Geography, Bohn's edition, London, 1854, vol. 1, pp. 341,342, footnote. 
2 Brand, Popular .Antiquities, vol. 1, p. 460. 
3 Ibid., p. 7. 
4 Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, pp. 3, 180. On the same page: "Dumb cake, a species of dreaming 
bread prepared by unmarried females with ingredients trailitionally suggested in witching doggerel. 
When baked, it is cut into three divisions; a part of each to be eaten and the remainder put under 
the pillow. When the clock strikes twelve, each votary must go to bed backwards and keep a pro-
found silence, whatever may appear." 
5 .A writer in the Gentleman's Magazine for July, 1783, inquires: "May not the mincedpye, a com-
pound of the choicest productions of the East, have in view the offerings made by the wise men who 
came from afar to worship, bringing spices, etc." Quoted in Brand, Pop . .Ant., vol. 1, p. 526. '.rhe mince 
pie was before the Reformation made in the form of a crib, to represent the manger in which the holy 
child lay in the stable. Ibid., p. 178. 
6 Heath, .A Hoosier in Russia, p. 109. 
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GALEN.A. 
At time one ma find in the "medicine" of the more prominent and 
influential of the chiefs and medicine-men of the Apache little sacks 
which, when opened, are found to contain pounded galena; this t~ey 
t ell me i a" grea.t medicine," fully equal to hoddentin, but more diffi-
cult to obtain. It is used precisely as hoddentin is use<l; that is, both 
a a face paint and as a powder to be thrown to the sun or other ele-
ments to be propitiated. The Apache are reluctant to part with it, 
and from living Apache I have never obtained more than one small 
sack of it. 
No one seems to understand the reason for its employment. Mr. 
William M. Be~be has suggested that perhaps the fact that galena 
a1way crystallizes in cubes, and that it would thus seem to have a 
mysterious connection with the cardinal points to which all nomadic 
peoples pay great attention as being invested with the power of keep-
ing wanderers from going astray, would not be without influence upon 
the minds of the medicine-men, who are quick to detect and to profit by 
all fal e analogies. The conjecture appears to me to be a most plausi-
ble one, but I can submit it only as a conjecture, for no explanation of the 
kind was received from any of the Indians. .All that I can say is that 
whenever procurable it was always used by the Apache on occasions 
of unusual importance and solemnity and presented as a round disk 
painted in the center of the forehead. 
The significance of all these markings of the face among savage and 
half-civilized nations is a subject deserving of the most careful research; 
like the sectaria1 marks of the Hindus, all, or nearly all, the marks 
made upon the faces of .American Indians have a meaning beyond the 
ornamental 01· the grotesque. 
Galena wa ' ob erved in use among the tribes seen by Cabeza de Vaca. 
"II nou donnerent beaucoup de bourses, contenant des sachets de mar-
ca. ite et d'antimoine en poudre." ('' Taleguillas de margaxita y de 
alcohol molido.") 1 This word "margaxita" means iron pyrites. The 
En ·yclopredia Britannica say that the Peruvians used it for" amulets;" 
o al ·o did the Apache. What Vaca took for antimony was pounded 
o-alena no doubt. He was by thi · time in or near the Rocky Mountains. 2 
On the north we t coast of America we read of the natives: "One, 
bow ver, a he came near, took out from his bosom some iron or lead-
colored micaceou earth and drew marks with it across his cheeks in 
the hap of two pear ', tuffed his nostrils with gra, s, and thrust thin 
i e · of bon through the cartilage of his nuse." 3• 
I i more than probable that some of the face-painting with "black 
arth' ' rround char oal" etc., to which reference is made by the early 
writ r , may hav b en galena, which substance makes a deep-black 
1 h-ar Tufi z Cab ,~a d Vaca, in 'l'crnaux-Compans, Voy., vol. 7, p. 220. 
2 I' al o Dad., onqu st of w Mexico, p. 00. 
""William 'ox •, Ru !<ian Dis o,·(1ri s h tw c·n A~iaancl America, London, 1803, p. 57, quoting Stellea-. 
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mark. The natives would be likely to make use of their most sacred 
powder upon :first meeting with mysterious strangers like Vaca and his 
companions. So, when the expedition of La Salle reached the mouth of 
the Ohio, in 1680, the Indians are described as fasting and making 
superstitious sacrifices; among other things, they marked themselves 
with "black earth" and with "ground charcoal." "Se daban con 
Tierra N egra o Carbon molido.'·' 1 
From an expression in Burton, I am led to suspect that the applica-
tion of kohl or antimony to the eyes of Arabian beauty i not alto-
gether for ornament. " There are many kinds of kohl used in medicine 
and magic." 2 
Corbusier says of the Apache-Yuma: "Galena and burnt mescal are 
used on their faces, the /former to denote anger or as war paint, being 
spread all over the face, except the chin and nose, which are painted 
red." 3 
In Coleman's Mythology of the Hindus, London, 1832, page 165, may 
be found a brief chapter upon the subject of the sectarfal marks of the 
Hindus. With these we may fairly compare the marks which the 
Apache, on ceremonial occasions, make upon cheeks and forehead. 
The adherents of the Brahminical sects, before entering a temple, must 
mark themselves upon the forehead with the tiluk. _._l\.mong the Vish-
nuites, this is a longitudinal vermilion line. The Seevites use several 
parallel lines in saffron.4 • Maurice adds that the Hindus place the tiluk 
upon their idols in twelve places.5 "Among the Kaffir the warriors 
are rendered invulnerable by means of a black cross on their foreheads 
and black stripes on the cheeks, both painted by the Inyanga, or 
fetich priest." 6 
A piece of galena weighing 7¼ pounds was found in a mound near 
Naples, Illinois.7 Occasionally.with the bones of the dead are noticed 
small cubes of galena; and in our collection is a ball of this ore, weigh-
ing a pound and two ounces, which was taken from a mound, and which 
probably did service, enveloped in raw hide, as some form of weapon.8 
Galena was much prized by the former inhabitants of North America.-
" The frequent · occurrence of galena on the altars of the sacrificial 
mounds proves, at any rate, that the ancient inhabitants attributed a 
peculiar value to it, deeming-it worthy·to be offered as a sa<1ri:ficial gift." 9 
See also Squier and Davis. 10 
1 Barcia, Ensayo Cronologico, Madrid, 1723. 
2 Arabian Nights, Burton's edition, vol. 8, p. 101 footnote. 
3 American Antiquarian, September , 1886, p. 281. 
4 Maurice, Indian Antiquities, London. 1801, YOl. 5, pp. 82 and 83. 
6 Ibid., vol. 5, p. 85. 
6 Schultze, ]'etichism, N. Y. , 1885, p. 32. 
7 Paper by Dr . .Tonn G. Henderson on " Aboriginal r emains near Naples, Ill. ," Smith. R ept. , 1882.' 
8 .J. F. Snyder, " Indian remaJ.Ls in Cass County, Illinois," Smith. Rept .. 1881, p. 575. 
9 Ra11, in Sm. Rept., J872, p. 356. 
10 "Aucient monuments of the Mississippi Valley," in Smithsonian Contributions, vol. 1, p. 160. 
CHAPTER III. 
THE IZZE-KLOTH OR MEDICINE CORD OF THE APACHE. 
There is probably no more .mysterious or interesting portion of the 
religious or" medicinal" equipment of the Apache Indian, whether he 
be medicine-man or simply a member of the laity, than .the "izze-
kloth" or medicine cord, illustrations of which accompany this text. 
Les , perhaps, is known concerning it than any other article upon 
which he relies in his distress. 
I regret very much to say that I am unable to afford the slightest 
clew-to the meaning of any of the parts or appendages of the cords 
w bich I have seen or which I have procured. Some excuse for this is to 
be found in the fact that the Apache look upon these cords as so sacred 
that strangers are not allowed to see them, much less handle them or 
talk about them. I made particular effort to cultivate the most 
friendly and, when possiule, intimate relations with Sn<!h of the Apache 
and other medicine-men as seemed to offer the best chance for obtain-
ing information in regard. to this and other matters, but I am compelled 
to say with no success at all. 
1'' 1G. 435.- ingle-strand medicine corrl (Zuiii) . 
did advan •e o far in my chemes that Na-a-cha, a prominent medi-
cine-man of the Tonto Apache, promi ed to let me have bi cord but as 
an ruption of Lo tility on the part of the tribe called me away from the 
an Alrlo. Ag ncy the opportunity was lo t. Ramon1 one of the prin-
5:-0 
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cipal medicine-men of the Chiricahua Apache, made me the same 
promise concerning the cord which he wore and which figures in these 
plates. It was, unfortunately,,ent me by mail, and, although the best 
in the series and really one of the best I have ever been fortunate 
enough to see on either living or dead, it was not accompanied by a 
description of the symbolism of the different articles attached. Ramon 
also gave me the head-dress which he wore in the spirit or ghost 
dance, and explained everything thereon, and I am satisfied that he 
would also, while in the same frame of mind, have given me all the in-
formation in his power in regard to the sacred or medicine cord as well, 
had I been near him.-
There are some things belonging to these cords which I understand 
from having had them explained at other times, but there are others 
about which I am in extreme doubt and ignorance. There are four 
specimens of medicine cords represented and it is worth while to 
observe that they were used as one, two, three, and four strand cords, 
but whether this fact means that they ·belonged to medicine-men or to 
warriors of different degrees I did 
not learn nor do I venture to con-
jecture. 
The single- strand medicine 
cord with the thirteen olivella 
shells belonged to a Zufii chief, 
one of the priests of the sacred 
order of the bow, upon whose 
wrist it was worn as a sign of his 
exalted rank in the tribe. I ob-
tained it as a proof of his sincer-
est friendship and with injunc-
tions to say nothing about it to 
his own people, but no explana-
tion was made at the moment of 
the signification of the wristlet or 
cord itself or of the reason for 
using the olivella shells of that 
particular number or for placing 
them as they were placed. 
One of the four-strand cords 
was obtained from Ramon and is 
the most beautiful and the most 
valuable of the lot. Ramo IL 
called my' attention to the im-
portant fact that it was com-
:Fw. 436.-Four-strand medicine cord (Apache). 
posed of four strands and that originally,each had been stained a dif-
ferent color. These colors were probably yellow, blue, white, and black, . 
although the only ones still discernible at this time. are the yellow and 
the blue. 
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Th - trand ·ord wa. i"ent to me at W a hington by my old 
fri nd, iber as ·out who ha, b en living among the Apache for 
tw nty-fi ear·. o explanation ac panied it and it was probably 
pro ur d from the body of ome dead warrior during one of the innu-
m rable out and kirmishe which Seiber has bad with thjs warlike 
ra e during hi. long term of 'ervice against them. The two strand 
cord wa obtained by my elf o long ago that the circumstances con-
ne ted with it have e caped my memory. These cords, in their perfec-
tion, are d corated with beads and shells · strung along at intervals, 
with piec of the sacred green chalcbihuitl, which has had such a 
mysterious ascendancy over the 
minds of the American Indfans-
Aztec, Peruvian, Quiche, as well 
as the more savage tribes, like the 
Apache and Navajo; with petrified 
wood, rock crystal, eagle down, 
claws of the hawk or eaglet, claws 
of the bear, rattle of the rattle-
snake, buckskin bags of hodden-
tin, ciJ."cles of buckskin in which 
are inclosed pieces of twigs and 
branches of trees which have been 
struck by lightning, small frag-
ments of the abalone shell from 
the Pacific coast, and much other 
sacred paraphernalia of a similar 
kind. 
That the use of these cords was 
reserved for the most sacred and 
imp o rt an t occasions, I soon 
learned; they were not to be seen 
on occasions of no moment, but 
the dances for war, medicine, and 
summoning the spirits at once 
brought them out, and every medi-
cine-man of any consequence would 
Fm. 437.-Tbree-strand medicine cord (.A.pa0be). appear with one hauging from his 
right shoulder over bis left hip. 
Only th c_bi f m dicine-meu c!:},n make them, and after being made 
an before eing a umed by the new owner they must be sprinkled, 
Ramon told me, with "heap hoddentin," a term meaning that there is 
a great d al f attendant cer mony of a religious character. 
Th ord will protect a man while on the warpath, and many of 
th pa h b Ii ve firmly that a bullet will have no effect upon the 
warri r w aring one of them. This is not their only virtue by any 
mean ; th w ar r an t:,11 who ha, . tolen ponies or other property 
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from him or from his friends, can help the crops, and cure the sick. If 
the circle attached to one of these cords (see Fig. 436) is place~ 
11pon the head it will at once relieve any ache, while the cross attached 
to another (see Fig. 439) prevents the wearer from going astray, no 
matter where he may be; in other words, it has some connection with 
cross-trails and the four cardinal points to which the Apache pay the 
strictest attention. The Apache assured me that these cords were not 
mne~onic and that the beads, feathers, knots, etc., attached to them 
were not for the purpose of recalling· to mind some duty to be performed 
or prayer to be recited. 
Fm. 438.---:--Two-stran<l medicine cord (Apache). 
I was at :first inclined to associate these cords with the quipus of the 
Peruvians, and also with the wampum of the aborigines of the Atlantic 
coast, and investigation only confirms this :first suspicion. It is true 
that both the wampum and the quipu seem to have advanced from 
their primitive position as '' medicine" and attained, ethnologically 
speaking, the higher plane of a medium for facilitating exchange or dis-
seminating information, and for that reason their incorporation in this 
chapter might be objected to by the hypercritical; but a careful perusal 
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of all th not ,' upon the uhj t can not fail to convince the reader that 
th u f ju u •h medicine cord prevailed all over the world, under 
one form or anoth r, and ha ' urvived to our own times. 
~ ir t 1 t m ay a word about ro aries, the invention of which has 
b en attributed to t. Dominick, in Spain and to St. Bridget, in Ireland. 
Neith r of th e 'aint had anything to do with the invention or intro-
du tion of the ro ary, although each in his or her own province may 
ha e adapted to new and better uses a cord already in general service 
among all the people of Europe. The rosary, as such, was in general 
u, e in parts of the world long before the time of Christ. Again, the 
.1!'10. 439.-Four-strand medicine cord (Apache). 
cord of th variou religiou · ord n; were looked upon as medicine 
cord· and employed in that manner by the ignoraut peasantry. 
In thi c hapt r I will iu ert note howiug the use of such cords by 
oth r trib ·, and follow with J.escription, of the uses to which the cords 
of 1 • Fra ci. and oth r, were put, an<l with references to the rosaries 
of different ra e or different creed ; finally, I will remark upon the 
up r tition · onn cted with cord , belt , and tring~, knotted or un-
kn t l mad of . rpent kin,humanskin,orhumanhair. Thestrangest 
thin about it all is that ob, rv rs have, with scarcely an exception, 
· nt nt d th m.· lv · with noting the xi tence of such cords without 
me kin h ·light . t effort to determine why they w re used. 
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There are certain cords with medicine bags attached to be seen in the-
figures of medicine-men in the drawings of the sacred altars given by 
Matthews in his account of the Navajo medicine-men. 
Cushing also has noted the existence of such cords in Zuni, and there 
is no doubt that some at least of the so~called "fishing lines" found in 
the Rio Verde cliff dwellings in Arizona were used for the same pur-
poses. 
Describing the tribes met on the Rio Colorado, in 1540-1541, Alarcon 
says: "Likewise on the brawne of their arm es they weare a streit string, 
which they wind so often about that it becommeth as broad as one's 
hand." 1 It must be remembered that the Indians thought that Alarcon 
was a god, that they offered sacrifice to him, and that they wore all 
the "medicine" they possessed. 
In 1680, the Pueblos, under the leadership of Pope, of the pueblo of San 
Juan, were successful in their attempt to throw off the Spanish yoke. 
He made them believe that he was in league with the spirits, and "that 
they directed him to make a rope of the palm leaf and tie in it a number 
of knots to represent the number of days before the rebellion was to 
take place; that he must send this rope to all the Pueblos in the king-
dom, when each should signify its approval of, and union with, the con-
spiracy by untying one of the knots." 2 
I suspect that this may have been an izze-kloth. We know nothing 
about this rebellion excepting what bas been derived through Spanish 
sources; the conquerors despised the natives, and, with a very few 
notable exceptions among the Franciscans, made no effort to study 
their peculiarities. The discontent of the natives was aggravated by 
this fact; they saw their idols pulled down, their ceremonial chambers 
closed, their dances prohibited, and numbers of their people tried and 
executed for witchcraft. 3 Fray Geronimo de Zarate Salmeron was a 
striking example of the good to be effected by missionaries who are not 
above studying their people; he acquired a complete mastery of the 
language of the pueblo of Jemez, " and preached to the inhabitants in 
their native tongue." He is represented as exercising great influence 
over the people of Jemez, Sia, Sai;ita Ana, and Acoma. In this rebel-
lion of 1680 the Pueblos expected to be joined by the Apache. 4 
The izze-kloth of the Apache seems to have had its prototype in the 
sacred string of beans with which Tecumseh's brother, the Shawnee 
prophet, traveled among the Indian tribes, inciting them to war. Ev~ry 
young warrior who agreed to go upon the warpath touched this "sacred 
string of beans" in token of his solemn pledge..5 
Tanner says in the narrative of his captivity among the Ojibwa: "He 
[the medicine-manJ then gave me a small hoop of wood to wear on my 
1 Relation of the Voyage of Don Fernando Alarcon, in Hakluyt's Voyages, vol. 3, p. 508. 
2 Davis, Conquest of New Mexico, p. 288. 
8 Davis, ibid., pp. 280, 284, 285. 
4 Ibid., pp. 277, 292. 
5 Catlin, North American Indians, London, 1845, vol. 2, p. 117. 
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h ad like a cao. On one-half of thi hoop wa marked the :figure of a 
nak , who ~ffice, a the chief told me, wa to take care of the water." 1 
The" mall hoop of wood" of which Tanner speaks, to be worn on the 
head, seem to be analogous to the small hoop attached to the izze-kloth, 
to be worn or applied in cases of headache (Fig. 436). Reference to 
omething very much like the izze-kloth is made by Harmon as in use 
among the Carriers of British North .America. He says: " The lads, as 
soon as they come to the age of puberty, tie cords, wound with swan's-
down, around each leg a little below the knee, which they wear during 
one year, and then they are considered as men." 2 Catlin speaks of 
"my tery-beads" in use among the Mandan.3 "The negro suspends 
all about his per on cords with most complicated knots." 4 
The female inhabitants of .Alaska, Unalaska, and the Fox Islands 
were represented by the Russian explorers of 1768 (Captain Krenitzin) 
to "wear chequered strings around the arms arid legs." 5 These cords 
bear a striking resemblance to the "wresting cords" of the peasantry 
of Europe. SQme of the .Australians preserve the hair of a dead man. 
"rt' is spun into a cord and fastened around the head of a warrior." 6 
".A cord of opossum hair around the neck, the ends drooping down on 
the back and fastened to the belt," is one of the parts of the costume 
as umed_by those attaining manhood in the initiation ceremonies of the 
.Australians.7 Again, on pages 72 and 74, he calls it "the beltof man-
hood." "The use of amulets was common among the Greeks and 
Romans, who e amulets were principally formed of gems, crowns of 
pearl , necklaces of coral, shells, etc." 8 
When I :first saw the medicine cords of the .Apache, it occurred to 
me that perhaps in some way they might be an inheritance from the 
Fraoci cans, who, two centuries ago, had endeavored to plant mis-
ion among the .Apache, and did succeed in doing something for the 
Navajo part of the tribe. I therefore examined the most convenient 
authoritie and learned that the cord of S. Frangois, like the cord of St . 
.Augustine and the cord of St. Monica, was itself a medicine cord, rep-
re enting a descent from a condition of thought perfectly parallel to 
that which has given birth to the izze-kloth, Thus Picart tells us: 
"On appelle 1ordon de S. Frangois la grosse corde qui sert de ceinture 
aux Eeligieux qui vi vent ous la Regle de ce Saint. . . . Cette corde 
eint le corp du Moine, & pend a peu pres ju qu'aux pieds. Ellelui se~t 
d di. cipline, & pour cet e:ffet, elle est armee de distance en distance de 
fort gro nreud . . . . La Corde de S. Frangois a souvent gueri les 
malades, facilite le accouchemens, forti:fie la sante, procure lignee & fait 
1 Tanner's Narrative, p. 188. 
2 Journal, p. 2 9. 
3 North American Indians, London, 1845, "ol. 1, p. 135. 
• hultze, Feticbism, N w York, 1885, p. 32, quoting J3astian. 
a Cox , Russian Discoveries between merica and Asia, London, 1803, p. 254. 
1 myth, Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 1, pp. xxix, 112. 
7 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 6 . 
1 Pettigrew, Medical uperstitions, Philadelphia, 1844, pp. 67, 72, 74. 
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uue infinite d'autres miracles edifians." 1 This author says of the gir-
dle of St. Augustine "Elle est de cuir," and adds that the Augustin-
ians have· a book which treats of the origip.. of their order, in which 
occurthese words: "11 est probable que nos premiers Peres, qui vivoient 
sous la Loi de nature, ctant habilles de peau devoient porter une 
Ceinture de meme etoffe." i This last assumption is perfectly plausible. 
For my part it has always seemed to me that monasticism is of very 
ancient origin, antedating Christianity and representing the most con-
servative element in the religious part of human nature. It clings 
obstinately to primitive ideas with which would naturally be associated 
primitive costume. The girdle of St. lVlonica had five knots. "The 
monks [of the Levant] use a girdle with twelve knots, to shew that they 
are followers of tlI e twelve apostles." 3 Among the '' sovereign remedies 
for the headache" is mentioned "the belt of St. Guthlac." 4 Buckle 
refers to the fact that English women in labor wore'' blessed girdles." 
He thinks that they may have been Thomas Aquinas's girdles. 5 .... 
An<l good Saynt Frances g-yrcUe, 
With the hamlet of a hyrdle, 
Are w holsom for the pyppe. 6 
Some older charms are to be found in Bale's Interlude concerning the 
Laws of Nature, Moses, and Christ, 4to, 1562. Idolatry says: 
For lampes and for bottes 
Take me Saynt Wilfride's knottes. ; 
The "girdle of St. Bridget," mentio_ned by 1Ylooney 8 and by other 
writers, through which the sick were passed by their friends, was 
simply a "survival" of the '' Cunni Diaboli" still to be fourrd in the 
East Indies. This " girdle of ~t. Bridget" was made of straw and in 
the form of a collar. 
The custom prevailing in Catholic countries of being buried in the 
habits of the monastic orders, of which we know that the cord was a 
prominent feature, especially in those of St . .Francis or St. Dominick, 
is alluded to by Brand.9 This custom seems to have been founded _ 
upon a prior superstitious use of magical cords which were, till a com-
paratively recent period, buri~d with the dead. The Roman Catholic 
church anathematized those "qui s'imaginent faire plaisir aux morts ou 
leur mettant entre les mains, ou en jettant sur Ieurs fosses, ou clans 
leurs tombeaux de petites cordes nouees de plusieurs namds, & d'autres 
1Ceremonies et Co1itumes Religieuses, .Amsterdam, 1739, vol. 2, Jlp. 28, 29. 
2 Ibid., p. :l9. 
3 Higgins, .Anacalypsis, vol. 2, book 2, p. 77. 
4 Pettigrew, Medical Superstitions, Philadelphia, 1844, p. 61. See also Black, Folk-Medicine, p. 93. 
6 Citations, Common place Rook, p. 395, London, 1872. 
6 Brand, Popular .Antiquities, vol. 3, pp. 310, 311. 
7 Brand, Popular .Antiquities, vol. 3, p. 310. 
8 Holiday Customs of Ireland, pp . B81 et seq. 
9 Popular .Antiquities, vol. 3, p. 325. 
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,lllulal>l , c, qui e t expr ssem nt condamne par le Syuode de Ferrare 
n 1612.' 1 Evidently the de ire wa to be buried with cords or amulets 
whi h in lifi they dar d not w ar. 
We may infer that cord and other artielcs of monastic raimeut can 
be trac cl back to a mo t remote ancestry by reading the views of God-
frey Iliggin , in Anacalyp. ·i , to the effect that there was a tradition 
maintained among the Oarmelites that their order had been established 
by th prophet Eli ha and that J ei-ms Christ himself had been one of 
it m mber . Ma siugbcrd~ peaking of tLe :first arrival of the Oar-
melite · in England (n,bout A. D. 1215), says: "They professed to be 
newly ::trriv d iu Italy, driven out by the Saracens from the Holy La11d, 
where they had remained on Mount Carmel from the time of Elisha 
the prophet. They a ert that' the sons of the prophets' had con-
tinued on l\Iount Carmel as a poor brotherhood till the time of Christ, 
oon after which they were miraculously converted, and that the Virgin 
Mary joined their order and gave them a precious vestment call(4(,l a 
capular." 2 
ANALOGUES TO BE FOUND .A.MONG THE AZTECS, PERUVIANS, .A.ND 
OTHERS. 
According to the different authorities cited below, it will be seen that 
the .Azte prie t were in the habit of consulting Fate by casting upon 
the ground a handful of cord tied together; if the cords remained 
bun h d tog ther, the , ign wa that the patient was to die, but if they 
_str tchecl out, then it wa · apparent that the patient was soon to stretch 
out hi · leLrH and r cover. Mendieta say : "Tenian unos cordeles, hecho 
de llo · un manojo como llavero donde la rnujeres traen colgadas las 
llavc ·, fanzabanlo en el 'uelo, y si quedaban revueltos, decian que era 
fial d mu rte. Y si alguno 6 algunos salian extendidos, tenfanlo por 
sei1al <le vie.la, diciendo: qu ya comenzaba ·el enfermo a extenderlos pies 
y la. mano ." 3 Diego Duran speaks of the Mexican priests casting lots 
with kuott d ·or<l. ·, "con nudillo de hilo echaban suertes." 4 When 
th army of Oort advanced into the interior of l\lexico, his soldiers 
found a for ,t of pine iu which the trees were interlaced with certain 
cord· and pap r · which the wizards ha<l. placed there, telling the Tlas-
calt hat th y would r train the advance of the strangers and 
d priv th m of all . ·trength: 
Hallaron un Pinar mui •sp o, Ueno de hilos i papelc, que enredaban los Aruolel:l, 
i atrav aban 1 camino, de qn mucho se rieron los Castellanos; i dixeron graciosos 
clonair , quando luego snpi ron que los Hechiceros havian dado a entender a los 
Tla. ca 1t a (] n c·on aqu llo hilo , i papele havian de ten er a, los Castellanos, i qui-
fuer~a . 6 
1 Picart. er~moni 8 et CoO.tumes, etc., vol. 10, p. 56. 
2 Massingberd, The English Reformation, London, 1857, p. 105. 
3 M ndi ta, p. 110. 
1 Vol. 3, ap. 5, p. 234. 
6 H rr ra, d . 2, hli. 6, p. 141. 
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Padre Sahagun speaks of the Aztec priests who cast lots with little 
cords knotted together: "Que hechan suertes con unas cordezuelas que 
atan unas con otros que Haman Mecatlapouhque." 1 Some such method 
of divining by casting cords must have existed among the Lettons, as 
we are informed by Grimm. 2 "Among the Lettons, the bride on her 
way to church, must throw a bunch of colored threads and a, coin into 
every ditch and pond she sees." :i 
Iu the religious ceremonies of the Peruvians va~ue mention is made of 
"a very long cable,"'' woven in four colours, black, ,vhite, red, and yel-
low." 4 The Inca wore a "llautu." "This was a red fringe in the fashion 
of a border, which he wore across his · forehead from one temple to the 
other. The prince, who was heir apparent, wore a yellow fringe, which 
was smaller than that of his father." 5 In another place, Garcilaso says: 
"It was of many colours, about a finger in width and a little Jess in 
thickness. They twisted this fringe three or four times around the 
head and let it hang after the manner of agarland." 6 "The Ynca made 
them believe that they were granted by order of the Sun, according to the 
merits of each tribe, and for this reason they valued them exceedingly.m 
The investiture was attended with imposing ceremonies. "When the 
Grounds of the Sun were to be tilled [by the Peruvians], the principal 
men went about the task wearing white cords stretched across the 
shoulders after the manner of ministers of the altar " 8 is the vague 
description to be gathered from Herrera. 
Knotted cords were iu use among the Carib; "ce qui revient aux 
QuipposdesPeruviens. " 9 The accompanying citation from Montfaucon 
would seem to show that among the Romans were to be found sacred 
baldrics in use by the war priests; such baldrics are to be seen also 
among the American aborigines, and correspond very closely to the 
medicine cords. Montfaucon describes the Saliens, who among the 
Romans were the priests of Mars, the god of war; these priests in ~ 
the month of March had a festival which was probably nothing but a 
war dance, as that month would be most favorable in that climate for 
getting ready to attack their neighbors and enemies. He says that these 
Saliens "sont vetus de robes de di verses couleurs, ceints de baudriers 
d'airain." These would seem to have been a sort of medicine cord with 
plates of brass affixed which would rattle when shaken by the dancer.10 
1 Kingsborough, vol. 7, chap. 4. 
2 Tentonic Mythology, vol. 3, p. 1233. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Fables and Rites of the Incas, Padre Christoval de Molina (Cuzco, 1570-1584), transl. by Clements 
R. Markham, Hakluyt Society trans., vol. 48, London, 1873, p. 48. 
5 The common people wore a black" llautu." See Garcilaso, Comentarios, Markham's transl. , Hak. 
Soc., vol. 41, pp. 88, 89. 
6 Ibid., p. 85. 
7 lbid. , p. 89. 
8
" Quando van a sembrar las Tierras de! Sol, van solos los Principales a trabajar, i van con insignias 
blancas, i en las espaldas unos Cordones tendidos blancos, a modo de Ministros del Altar. "-Herrera, 
dee. 5, lib. 4, cap. 6, pp. 94-95. 
9 Picart, Ceremonies et Cofttumes, etc., Amsterdam, 1735, vol. 6, p. 92. 
10 Montfaucon, L'antiquite expliquee, tome 2, pt. 1, p. 33. 
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1aptaiu 100k found that th men of the tribe· seen in Australia 
wore ' bracelet of mall cord, wound two or three times about the 
upper part of their a.i·m. 1 
"Whil t their f the Congo native ' 'J children are young, these people 
bind them about with certain superstitious cords made by the wizards, 
wl10, likewi e, teach them to utter a kind of spell while they are bind-
ing them." 2 Father Merolla adds that sometimes as many as four of 
th ·e cord al'e wurn. 
Bo man remarks upon the negroes of the Gold Coast as follows: "The 
child is no sooner born than the priest (here called Feticheer or Consoe) 
i ,·ent for, who binds ~L parcel of ropes and coral and other trash about 
the head, body, arms, and legs ·of the infant; after which he exorcises, 
according to their accustomed manner, by which they believe it is 
armed again ·tall sickness and ill accidents." 3 
In the picture of a native of U zinza, Speke shows us a man wearing 
a cord from the right shoulder to the left hip.4 
In the picture of Lunga Mandi's son, in Cameron's .Across Africa, 5 
that young chief is represented as wearing a cord across his body from 
his right shoulder to the left side. 
On the Lower Congo, at Stanley Pool, S~anley met a young chief: 
~'From hls shoulder depended a long cloth of check pattern, while over 
one shoulder was a belt, to which was attached a queer medley of small 
gourds containing snuff and various charms, which be called bis Inkisi." 6 
This no doubt was a medicine cord. "According to the custom, which 
seem · to belong to all Africa, as a sign of grief the Dinka wear a cord 
round the neek." 7 "The Mateb, or baptismal cord, is de rigueur, and 
worn when nothing else is. It formed the only clothing of the young at 
Seramba, but was frequently added to with amulets, sure safeguards 
again t orcery." 8 The .Abyssinian Christians wear a blue cord as a sign 
of having been baptized, and" baptism and the blue cord are, in the 
.Abyssinian mind, inseparable." 9 '' The cord, to or mateb, without which 
nobody ca,n be really said in Abyssinia to be respectable."ll It further 
re embl s the Apache medicine cord, inasmuch as it is "a blue cord 
around the neck." 12 The bapth,mal cords are made of" blue floss silk." 13 
THE MAGIC WIND KNOT'l'ED CORDS OF '.rHE LAPPS .A.ND O'l'HERS. 
"The navigatol':s of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries have 
related many wonderful ·torie · about the magic of the Finns or Finno 
1 Hawk<'sworLh, Voyages, vol. 3, p. 229. 
2 Voyago to Congo, in Pinkerton's Voyages, vol. 16, p. 237. 
3 Pinkerton, Yoyages, YOl. 16, p. 388. 
4 peke, , 'om·c of the Nile, London, 1863, p. 125. 
6 London, 1877. rnl. 2, p. 131. 
6 tanley, Through the Dark Continent, YO!. 2, p. ,l30. 
7 chweinfurth, Ileart of Africa, London, 1873, vol. 1, p. 154. 
H Winstanley, byssinia, vol. 2, p. 68. 
9 ThL~ <'Orel is worn abont the neck. lbid., p. '257. 
IO Ibid., YOl. 1, p. 235. 
II Ibid., YOl. 2, ll. 1!'12. 
12 Ibid, p. 165. 
13 Ibid, p . 292. 
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Lappes, who sold wind contained in a cord with three knots. If tlle 
first were untied, the wind beca.rne favourable, if the second, still more 
so, but, if the third were loosed, a tempest was the inevitable conse-
-quence." 1 The selling of wind knots was - ascribed not only to the 
Laps and Finns, but to the inhabitants of Greenland also.2 "'The 
northern shipmasters are such dupes to the delusion of these impos-
tors that they often purchase of them a magic cord which contains a 
number of knots, by opening of which, according to the magician's di-
rections, they expect to gain any wind they want." 3 "They [Lapland 
witches] further confessed, that while they fastened three knots on a 
linen towel in the name of the devil, and had spit on them, &c., they 
-called the name of him they doomed to de truction." They also 
.claimed that, "by some fatal contrivance they could bring on men dis-
orders," as "by spitting three times on a knife and anoint-
ing the victims with that spittle." 4 
Scheffer describes the Laplanders as having a cord tied with knots 
for the raising of the wind; Brand says the same of the Finlanders, of 
Norway, of the priestesses of the island of Sena, on the coast of Gaul, 
in the time of the Emperor Claudius, the "witches" of the Isle of Man, 
etc.5 
Macbeth, speaking to the witches, says: 
Though you untie the winds, and let them fight 
Against the churches; though the yesty waves 
Confound and swallow navigation up. 6 
ROSA.RIES A.ND OTHER MNEMONIC CORDS. 
The rosary being confessedly an aid to memory, it will be proper to 
include it in a chapter descriptive of the different forms of mnemonic 
cords which have been noticed in various parts of the world. The use 
of the rosary is not confined to Roman Catholics; it is in service among 
Mahometans, Tibetans, and Persians. 7 Picart mentions "chaplets" 
among the Chinese and Japanese which very strongly suggest the izze-
kloth.8 
Father Grebillon, in his account of Tartary, alludes several times to 
the importance attached by the Chinese and Tartars to the privilege of 
being allowed to touch the "string of beads" worn by certain Lamas 
met on the journey, which corresponds very closely to the rosaries 
of the Roman Oatholics.9 
1 Malte-Brun, Universal Geography, vol. 4, p. 259, Phila., 1832. 
2 Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, vol. 2, p. 640. 
3 Nigbtingale, quoted in Madden, Shrines and Sepulchres, vol. 1, pp. 557,558. 
4 Leems, Account of Danish Lapland, in Pinkerton, Voyages, London, 1808, vol. 1, p. 471. 
6 Brand, Popular Antiquities, vol. 3, p. 5. See also John Scheffer, Lapland, Oxford, 1674, p. 58. 
-6 Act IV, scene 1. 
·7 Benjamin, Persia, London, 1877, p. 99. 
8 Ceremonies et Coutu.mes, vol. 7, p. 320. 
'9 Du Halde, History of China, London, 1736, vol. 4, pp. 244. 245, and elsewhere. 
9 ETH--36 
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)1r. tl in£ rm u that th fir t bine"e letter::i were knots on 
cord, ." 1 
p aking of the ancient J a pane e, the Chine e chronicles relate: 
"They have no writing, but merely cut c rtain marks upon wood and 
make knot in cord." 2 In the very ear lie t myths of th e Chinese we 
read of " knotted cords, which they u eel instead of characters, and to 
instru t their children.'' 3 Malte-Brun call attention to the fact that 
" the hieroglyphics and little cords in use amongst the ancient Chinese 
recal in a triking manner the :figured writing of the Mexicans and 
the Quipo of Peru." 4 "Each combination [of the quipul had, how-
ever, a :fixed ideographic value in a certain branch of knowledge, and 
thu , the quipu differed essentially from the Catholic rosary, the Jewish 
phylactery, or the knotted strings of the natives of North America and 
Siberia, to all of which it has at times been compared." 5 
E. B. Tylor differs in opinion · from Brinton. According to Tylor, 
"the quipu is a near relation of the rosary and the wampum-string." 6 
The u e of knotted cords_ by natives of the Caroline Islands, as a 
mean of pre erving a record of time, is noted by Kotzebue in several 
places. For instance: "Kadu kept his journal by moons, for which be 
made a knot in a string." 7 
During the years of my service with the late Maj. Gen. Crook in the 
Southwest, I was surprised to discover that the Apache scouts kept 
record of the time of their absence on campaign. There were several 
m thods in vogue, the best being tha,t of colored beads, which were 
strung on a string, six white ones to represent the days of the week 
and one black or other color to stand for Sundays. This method gave 
ri e to some confusion, because the Indians had been told that there 
were four weeks, or Sundays ("Domingos"), in each" Luna," or moon, 
and yet they soon found that their own method of determining time by 
the appearance of the crescent moon was much the more satisfactory. 
Among the Zuni I have seen little tally sticks with the marks for the 
day and month incised on the narrow edges, and among the Apache 
another method of indicating the flight of time by marking on a piece 
of paper along a horizontal line a number of circles or of straight lines 
acros the horizontal datum line to represent the full days which had 
pa d, a heavy straight line for each Sunday, and a small crescent for 
the beginning of each month. 
Farther to the south, in the Mexican state of Sonora, I was shown, 
ome tw nty year ago, a piece of buckskin, upon which certain Opata 
or Yaqui Ind.iau -I forget exactly which tribe, but it matters very 
1 Higgins, .A.nacalypsis, vol. 2, p. 218. 
2 Vining, .A.n Inglorious Columbns, p. 635. 
3 Du Halde, History of China, London, 1736, vol. 1, p. 270. 
4 Univ. Geog., vol. 3, book 75, p . 144, Phila., 1832. 
6 Brinton, Mytl1 s of the New World , . Y ., l 68, p. 15. 
6Early History of Mankind , London, l 70, p. 156. 
7 Voyages, vol. 3. p . 102. 
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little, as they are both industrious and honest-had kept account of 
the days of thefr labor. There was a horizontal datum line, as before, 
with complete cfrcles to indicate full days and half circles to indicate 
half days, a long heavy black line for Sundays and holidays, and a 
crescent moon for each new month. These accounts had to be drawn 
up by the overseer or superintendent of the rancho at which the Indi-
ans were employed before the latter left for home each night. 
'.CHE SACRED CORDS OF THE P .A.RSIS .A.ND BRAHMA.NS. 
I have already apologized for my own ignorance in regard to the 
origin and symbolical signification of the izze-kloth of the .Apache, 
and I have now to do the same thing for the writers who have referred 
to the use by the religious of India of the sacred cords with which, un-
der various names, the young man of the Parsis or Brahmans is invested 
upon attaining the requisite age. No two accounts seem to agree and, 
as I have never been in India and cannot presume to decide where so 
many differ, it is best that I should lay before my readers the exact 
language of the authorities which seem to be entitled to greatest con-
sideration. 
".A sacred thread girdle (kftstik), should it be made of silk, is not 
proper; the hair of a hairy goat and a hairy camel is proper, and from 
other hairy creatures it is proper among the lowly." 1 
Every Parsi wears "a triple coil" of a "white cotton girdle," which 
serves to remind him of the "three precepts of his morality-' good 
thoughts,' 'good words,' 'good deeds."' 2 
Williams describes the sacred girdle of the Parsis as made" of seventy-
two interwoven woollen threads, to denote the seventy-two chapters of 
the Yasna, but has the appearance of a long fl.at cord of pure white wool, 
which is wound round the body in three coils." The Parsi must take 
off this kusti five times daily and replace it with appropriate prayers. 
It must be wound round the body three times and tied in two peculiar 
knots, the secret of which is known only to the Parsis.3 
.According to Picart, the " sudra," or sacred cord of the Parsis, has 
four knots, each of which represents a precept.4 
Marco Polo, in speaking of the Brahmans of India, says: "They are 
known by a cotton thread, which they wear over the shoulders, tied 
under the arm, crossing the breast." 5 
Picart described the sacred cord of the Brahmans, which he calls the 
Dsaudhem, as made in three colors~ each color of nine threads of cotton, 
which only the Brahmans have the right to make. It is to be worn after 
the manner of a scarf from the left shoulder to the right side. It must 
be worn through life, and, as it will wear out, new ones are provided at 
1 ShAyast rn-ShAyast, cap. 4, pp. 285, 286. In Sacred Books of the East, Max Muller's edition, vol. 5. 
2 Monier Williams, Modern India, p. 56. 
3 Ibid., pp. 179, 180. 
4 Ceremonies et Coutmnes, vol. 7, p. 28. 
5 Marco Polo, Travels, in Pinkerton's Voyages, vol. 7, p.163. 
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a fi a. t durino- the month of Augu t. 1 The Brahman "about the age of 
ven or nin i inve ted with 'the triple cord,' and a badge 
whi h hang from hi" left houlder." 2 
The Upavita or, acred cord, wound round the shoulders of the Brah-
man i mentioned in the Hibbert Lectures on the Origin and Growth 
of Religion. "Primarily, the sacred cord was the distinguishing mark of 
ca te among the Aryan inhabitants. It consisted for the Brahmans of 
three cotton thread ; for the Kshatriyas or warriors of three hempen 
thread ; and for the Vaisyas or artisans and tradesmen of woollen 
threads." 3 
"All coiling roots and fantastic shrubs represent the serpent and are 
recognized as such all over India. In Bengal we find at the present 
day the fantastically growing Euphorbia antiquorum regularly wor-
hippeo, as the representative of the i,erpent god. The sacred thread, 
worn alike by Hindoo and Zoroastrian, is the symbol of that old faith; 
the Brahman twines it round his body and occasionally around the neck 
of the sacred bull, the Lingam, and its altar. With the 
orthodox, the serpent thread should reach down to its closely allied 
faith, although this Ophite thread idea is now no more known to Hin-
doos than the origin of a,rks, altars, candles, spires, and our church 
fleur-de-lis to Jews and Christians." 4 
General For long alludes to the thigh as the symbol of phallic worship. "The ser-
pent on head denoted Holiness, Wisdom, and Power, as it does when placed on gods 
antl great ones of the East still; but the Hindoo and Zoroastrian very early adopted 
a Rymbolic thread instead of the ophite deity, and the throwing of this over the 
head is also a very sacred rite, which consecrates the man-child to his God; this I 
should perhaps have earlier descril>e<l, and will do so now. The adoption of the 
Poita or sacred thread, called also the Zenar, and from the most ancient pre-historic 
times by these two great Bactro-Aryan families, points to a period when both had 
the same faith, and that faith the Serpent. The Investiture is the Confirmation 
or second birth of the Hindoo hoy; until which he can not, of course, be married. 
After the worship of the heavenly stone-the Saligrama, the youth or child takes a 
branch of the Vilwa tree in his right hand, and a mystic cloth-bag in the left, when 
a JJoita is formed of thre fibres of the Sooroo tree (for the first cord must always 
be made of the r;enuine livingfi,breso f anorthodoxtree), and this ishung to the boy's 
left boulder; he then raises the Vil wa branch over his right shoulder, and so stands 
for ·ome t~me, a cornplete figure of the old faiths in Tree and Serpent, until the priest 
offers up various prayers and incantations to Soorya, Savitri or Sot, the Eternal God. 
Th ooroo-Poita is then rcmovccl as not durable enough, and the permanent thre~ul 
i put over the neck. It also is formed of three threads, each 96 cubits or 48 yards 
long, folded and twistecl together until only so long that, when thrown over the 
1 ft boulder, it extends half-way down the right thigh, or a little less; for the ob-
j ct a.pp .ars to be to unite the Caput, Sol, or Seat of intellect, with that of passion, 
ancl so form a, p rfect man. 0 
All Parsis wear th<> acred thread of serpent and phallic extraction, anu the in-
ve ti ure ofthi i a sol 0 mn ancl essential rite with both sects [i.e., the Hindus and 
1 Picart, oremoni t oCltumes, etc., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 99. 
2 }!all Bmn, T"niv. Geog., vol. 2, lib. 50, p. 235, Philadelphia, 1832. 
3 Dr. J. L. ugnst Von Eye, T!Je !Jistor.v of culture, in Iconographic Encyc., Philadelphia, 1886, vol. 2, 
Jl. 10!1. 
4 Forlrm<T, Ri,-ers of LiC , Yol. 1, p.120. 
6 Ibitl., pp. 240-241. 
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Parsis], showing their joint Aryan origin in high Asia, for the thread is of the very 
highest antiquity . T_?e Parsi does not, however, wear his thread across the shoulder, 
and knows nothing of tho all-but-forgotten origin of its required length. He wears · 
jt next to his skin, tied carefully round the waist, and used to tie it round his right 
arm, as is still the cu:::;tom with some classes of Bra.hmins who have lost purity of 
caste by intermarriage with lower classe.~. 1 
At the baptism or investiture of the thread, which takes the place of the Christian 
confirmation ceremony, but between the ages of 7 and 9, Fire ancl "\Vater are the 
great sanctifying elements, and are the essentials. The fire is kindlecl from the 
droppings of the sacred cow, then sprinkled over with holy water and blessed; and 
when so consecrated by the priest it is called u Holy Fire." :i 
"The Brct;hrnc'1ns7 the Rajas, and the 1l!lerchants, distinguish them elves 
from the various casts of Sudras by a narrow belt of thread, which they 
always wear suspended from the left shoulder to the opposite haunch 
like a sash." 3 But, as Dubois speaks of the division of a.JI the tribes 
into "Right-hand and Left-hand," a distinction which Ooleman4 ex-
plains as consisting in doing exactly contrariwise of each other, it is 
not a very violent assumption to imagine that both the present and a 
former method of v.earing the izze-kloth, akin to that now followed by 
the .Apache, may once have obtained in India. The sectaries of the 
two Hands are bitterly antagonistic and often indulge in :fierce quarrels, 
ending in bloodshed.5 
'' .All the Brahmans wear a Cord over the shoulder, consisting of three 
black twists of cotton, each of them formed of several smaller threads. 
The three threads are not twisted together, but separate from 
one another, and hang from the left shoulder to the right haunch. 
When a Brahman marries, he mounts nine threads instead of three." 
Children were invested with these sacred cords at the age of from 7 
to 9. The cords had to be made and put on with much ceremony, and 
only Brahmans could make them. .According- to Dubois, the material 
was cotton; he does not allude to buckskin.6 · 
Coleman 7 gives a detailed description of the manner in which the 
sacred thread of the Brahmans is made: 
The sacred thread must be made by a Brahman. It consists of three strings, each 
ninety-six hands (forty-eight yards), which are twisted together: it is then fol<led 
into three and again twisted; these are a second time folded into the same number 
and tied at each end in knots. It is worn over the left shoulder (next the skin, ex-
tending half way down the right thigh), by the Brahmans, Ketries and Vaisya castes. 
The first are usually invested with it at eight yea.rs of age, the second at eleven, and 
the Vaisya at twelve. . The Hindus of the Sutra caste do not receive the 
poita. 
The ceremony of investiture comprehends prayer, sacrifice, fasting, 
etc., and tbe wearing of a preliminary poita "of three threads, made of 
the :fibers of the suru, to which a piece of deer's skin is fastened." 8 
This piece of buckskin was added no doubt in order to let the neophyte 
1 Forlong, Rivers of Life, vol. 1, p. 828. 
2 Ibid., p. 828. 
3 Dubois, People of India, p. 9. 
4 Mythology of the Hindus. 
5 Mythology of the Hindus, pp. 9, 10, 11. 
6 Ibid., p. 92. 
1 Ibid. , p. 155. 
8 Ibid., pp. 185, 154, 155. 
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know that once buck 'kin formed an important part of the garment. 
The Brahman u e three cords, while the Apache employ four; on this 
ubje t we shall have more to learn when we take up the subject of 
numbers. 
Maurice ay that the "sacred cord of India," which he calls the 
zennar, i "a cord of three threads in memory and honor of the three 
great deities of Hindostan." 1 It" can be woven by no profane hand; the 
Brahmin alone can twine the hallowed threads that compose it and it 
is done by him with the utmost solemnity, and with the addition of 
many mystic rites." 2 It corresponds closely to the izze-kloth; the Apache 
do not want people to touch these cords. The zennar "being put 
upon the left shoulder passes to the right side and hangs down as low 
as the fingers can reach." 3 The izze-kloth of the Apache, when pos-
sible, i made of twisted antelope skin; they have no cord of hemp; 
but when the zennar is "put on for the first time, it is accompanied 
with a piece of the skin of an antelope, three fingers in breadth, but 
shorter than the zennar." 4 
On p. 128 of Vining's An Inglorious Columbus, there is a figure of 
worshipers offering gifts to Buddha; from Buddha's left shoulder to 
his right hip there passes what appears to be a cord, much like the 
izze-kloth of the Apache. 
Examples of the use of such cords are to be found elsewhere. 
In the conjuration of one of the shamans, " They took a sniall line 
made of deers' kins of four fathoms long, and with a small knot the 
prie t made it fast about his neck and under his left arm, and gave it 
unto two men standing on both sides of him, which held the ends to-
gether."5 It is difficult to say whether this was a cord used on the 
pre ent occa ion only or worn constantly by the shaman. In either 
ca e the cord was " medicine." 
Hao-enn,aar relates that he "saw men wearing ropes with knots jn 
them, flung over their shoulders, whose eyes turned round in their 
head , and who were called Jammaboos, signifying as much as conju-
ror or xorci t ' ." 6 
The Mahometans believe that at the day of judgment Jesus Christ 
and Mahomet are to meet outside of Jerusalem holding a tightly-
tr tch d cord between them upon which all souls must walk. This 
may or may not preserve a trace of a former use of such a cord in their 
'' m di ·in ," but it i well to refer to it.7 
1 Maurice, Indian Antiquities, London, 1801, vol. 5, p. 205. 
2 lbid., vol. 4, p. 375, where ad scription of' the mode of weaving and twining is given. 
3 Ibid., p. 3?6, 
4 Ibid. , vol. 5, p. 206. 
6 rot . of Richard John on, Voyages of ir Hugh Willoughby and others to the northern part of 
Ru ia ancl ib ria, Pink rton' Voyages, vol. 1, p. 63. 
6 aron'1-1 a ·ouut of' Japan in Pinkerton's Voyage., vol. 7. p. 631. 
7 Rev. Fath r Danclini's Voyage to Mount Libanus, in Pinkerton's Voyages, vol. 10, p. 286. 
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The sacred thread and garment which were worn by all the perfect 
among the Cathari, and the use of which by both Zends and Brahmans 
shows that its origin is to be traced back to a pre-historic period.1 
"No religious rite can be performed by a ( child) before he has b43en 
girt with the sacred girdle~ since he is on a level with a Sudra before 
his (new) birth from the Veda." 2 
In explaining the rules of external purification-that is, purification 
in which water ~s the medium-Baudhayana says: 3 
The sacrificial thread ( shall be made) of Kusa grass, or cotton, ( and consist) of 
thrice three strings. 
(It shall hang down) to the navel. 
(In putting it on) he shall raise the right arm, lower the left, and lower the head. 
The contrary (is done at sacrifices) to the manes. 
(If the thread is) suspended around the neck (it is called) nivita. 
(If it is) suspended below (the navel, it is called) adhopavna. 
A former use of sacred cords would seem to be suggested in the con-
stant appearance of the belief in the mystical properties and the power 
for good or evil of the knots which constitute the characteristic append-
age of these cords. This belief has been confined to no race or people; 
it springs up in the literature of the whole world and survives with a 
pertinacity which is remarkable among the peasantry of Europe and 
among many in both America and Europe who would not hesitate to 
express resentment were they to be included among the illiterate. 
The powers of these knots were recognized especially in strengthening 
or defeating love, as aiding women in labor, and in other ways which 
prove them to be cousins-german to · the m~gic knots with which the 
medicine-men of the Lapps and other nations along the shores of the 
Baltic were supposed to be able to raise or allay the tempest. " One of 
the torments with whicll witchcraft worried men was the Knot by which 
a man was withheld so that he could 110t work his will with a woman. 
It was called in the Latin of the times N odus and Obligamentum, and 
appears in the glossaries, translated by the Saxons into lyb, drug." 
"To make a 'ligatura' is pronounced 'detestable' byTheodorus, Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, in 668. The knot is still known in France, and 
Nouer l'aiguillette is a resort of ill-will." Then is given the adventure 
of Hrut, prince of Iceland, and his bride Gunnhilld, princess of Nor-
way, by whom a "knot" was duly tied to preserve his :fidelity during 
his absence. 4 "Traces of this philosophy are to be found elsewhere," 
(references are given from Pliny and Galens in regard to "nod" ).5 
"A knot among the ancient northern nations seems to have been the 
symbol of love, faith, and friendship, pointing out the indissoluble tie 
of affection and duty. Thus the ancient Runic inscriptions, as we 
gather from Hickes's Thesaurus, are in the form of a knot. Hence, 
1 Henry Charles Lea, History of the Inquisition in the Middle Ages, vol. 1, p. 92, New York, 1888. 
2 Miiller, Sacred Books of the East, vol. 14, Vasishtha, cap. 2, par 6. 
3 Ibid., BaudhAyana, prasna 1, adhyaya 5, kandika 8, pars. 5-10, p. 165. 
4 Saxon Leechdoms, vol. 1, pp. xli-xliii. 
6 Ibid., p. xliii. 
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am ug h northern Engli ·h and cots, who still retain, in a great 
m a ur th lauguag and manners of the ancient Danes, that curious 
kind of a kuot, a mutual pre 'ent between the lover a.ucl his mistress, 
which being con idered as the emblem of plighted :fidelity, is therefore 
all <.l a true-love knot: a name which is not derived, as one would 
naturally ·uppose it to be, from the words 'true' and 'love,' but formed 
from the Danish verb Trulofa, fidem do, I plight my troth, or faith . 
. . . H 1rne, evidently, the bride favors or the top-knots at marriages1 
which ham been con ·i<lered as emblems of the ties of duty and affec-
tion between the bride aud her spouse, have been derived." 1 
ir Thomas Browne, in his Vulgar Errors, 2 says "the true-lover's knot 
i much magnified, and still retained in presents of love among us; 
which, though in all points it doth not make out, had, perhaps, its 
01·iginal from Nodus Herculanus, or that which was called Hercules, his 
knot re em bling the snaky complications in the caduceus or rod of Hermes 
and iu which form the zone or woolen girdle of the bride was fastened, 
as Turuebus observes in his Adversaria." Brand 8hows 3 that the 
true-lover's knot had to be tied three times. Another species of knot divi-
nation is given in the Connoisseur, No. 5G: " Whenever I go to ]ye in 
a trange bed, I always tye my garter njue times round the bed-post, 
aud knit nine knots in it, ;;md say to myself: 'this knot I knit, this 
knot I tye, to see my love as he goes by,' etc. There was also a sugges-
tion of color ymbolism in the true-lover's knot, blue being generally 
accepted as the mo t appropriate tint. I find among the illiterate Mex-
ican population of the lower Rio Grande a firm belief in the power pos-
"e ed by a Jock of hair tied into knots to retain a maiden's affections. 
"I find it stated that headache may be alleviated by tying a woman's 
fillet round the head. 4 To arre t incontiuence of urine, the extremities 
f the g nerative organs should be tied with a thread of linen or 
p:: pyrus, and a binding passed rouud the middle of the thigh.5 It is 
quite surprising how much more speedily wouuds will heal if they are 
bound up and tied with a Hercules' knot; indeed, it is said that if the 
·inlle which w w ar every day is tied with a knot of this description, 
it will be productive of certain beneficial effects, Hercules having been 
th fir t to di cover the fact." 6 "Healing girdles were already known 
to Marc llu .. " 7 
" n our time 'ti a common thing, saith Erastus in his book de 
Lamii , £ r witch · to take upon them the making of these philters, to 
force m n and wo en to lov and hate whom they will; to cause tem-
p st , di ea , &c., by charms, pels, characters, knots." 8 
1 Brand, l'opulnr Antiquiti s, YOl. 2, pp.108, 109. 
~ .Browu , R ligio M diri, p. 392. 
3 Brand, op. it., p. 110. 
4 Pliny, .r~at. Hist., lib. 28, cap. 22. 
6 Ibid ., lib. 28, cap. 17. 
G Ibid. 
7 rimm, Teutonic .Mythology, vol. 3, p. 1169. 
8 Burt n, natomy of Melancholy, London, 1827, vol. 1, p. 91 ; vol. 2, pp. 288, 290. 
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Burton 1 alludes to the "inchanted girdle of Veuus, in which, saith 
:N atales Comes, all witchcraft to enforce love was contained." 
The first general council of Milan, in 1565, prohibited the use of what 
were called phylacteries, ligatures, and reliquaries ( of heathen origin) 
which people all over Europe were in the habit of wearing at neck or 
on arms or knees. 2 
"King James 3 enumerates thus: 'Such kin de of charmes as . 
staying married folkes to have naturally adoe with each other, by knit-
ting so many knots upon a point at the time of their marriage.'" 4 
"Tying the point was another fascination, illustrations of which may 
be found in Reginald Scott's Discourse Concerning Devils and Spirits, 
p. 71; in the Fifteen Comforts of Marriage, p. 225; and in the British 
Apollo, vol. 2, No. 35, 1709. In the old play of The Witch of Edmonton, 
1658 Young Banks says, 'Ungirt, unbless'd, says the proverb.'" 5 
Frommanu speaks of the frequent appearance of knots in witchcraft, 
but, beyond alluding to the " N odus Oassioticus" of a certain people 
near Pelusia, who seem, like the Laplanders, to have made a business 
of fabricating and selling magic knots, he adds nothing to our stock of 
information on the suQject. He seems to regard the knot of Hercules 
and the Gordian knot as magical knots. 6 
Bogle mentions the adoration of the Grand Lama (Teshu Lama). 
The Lama's servants " put a bit of silk with a knot upon it, tied, or 
supposed to be tied, with the Lama's own hands, about the necks of the 
votaries." 7 
.A. girdle of Venus, "possessing qualities not to be described," was 
enumerated among the articles exhibited at a rustic wedding in England. 8 
In 1519, Torralva, the Spanish magician, was given by his guardian 
spirit, Zequiel, a '' stick full of knots," with the injunction, "shut your 
eyes and fear nothing; take this in your hand, and no harm will happen 
to you." 9 Here the idea evidently was that the power resided in the 
knots. 
"Immediately before the celebration of the marriage ceremony [in 
Perthshire, Scotland] every \mot about the bride and bridegroom (gar-
ters., shoe-strings, strings of petticoats, &c.), is carefully loosened.mo 
"The precaution of loosening every knot about the new-joined pair is 
strictly observed [in Scotland], for fear of the penalty denounced in the 
former volumes. It must be remarked that the custom is observed even 
in France, nouer l'aiguillette being a common phrase for disappoint-
ments of this nature." 11 
1 Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy, London, 1827, vol. 1, p. 91; vol. 2, p. 290. 
2 Picart, Ceremonies et Coutumes, etc., vol. 10, pp. 69-73. 
3 Dremonology, p. 100. 
4 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 3, p. 299. 
6 Ibid., p. 170. 
6 Frommann, Tractatus de Fascinatione, Nuremberg, 1675, p. 731. 
7 Markham, Bogle's mission to Tibet, London, 1876, p. 85. 
8 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 2, p. 149. 
9 Thomas Wright, Sorcery and Magic, London, 1851, vol. 2, p. 10. 
10 .Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 2, p. 143. 
11 Pennant, in Pinkerton, Voyages, vol. 3, p. 382. 
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In m part of Germany " a bride will tie a string of flax around her 
left 1 g, in the belief that h will thereby enjoy the full blessing of the 
marri d tate." 1 
"There wa formerly a cu tom in the north of England, which will be 
thought to have bordered very closely upon indeceucy . . . for the 
young men present at a wedding to strive, immediately after the cere-
mony, who could fir t pluck off the bride's garters from her legs. This was 
done before the very altar . . I have sometimes thought this a frag-
ment of the ancient ceremony of loosening the virgin zone, or girdle, a 
cu tom that needs no explanation." "It is the custom in Normandy for 
the bride to bestow her garter on some young man as a favour, or some-
times it is taken from her . . I am of opinion that the · origin of 
the Order of the Garter is to be traced to this nuptial custom, anciently 
common to both court and country." 2 
Grimm quotes from Hincmar of Rheims to show the antiquity of the 
use for both good and bad purposes of" ligatures," "cum filulis colorum 
multiplicium." 3 
To undo the effects of a'' ligature," the following was jn high repute: 
"Si quern voles per noctem cum fremina coire non posse, pistillum cor-
onatum sub lecto illius pone." 4 But a pestle crowned with flowers could 
be nothing more or less thau a phallus, and, therefore, an offering to 
the god Priapu . 
"Owing to a supposed connection whfoh the witches knew between 
the relation. of husband and wife and the mysterious knots, the bride-
groom, formerly in Scotland and to the present day in Ireland, presents 
bim elf occasionally, and in rural districts, before the clergyman, with 
all knots and fastening on his dre s loosened, and the bride, imme-
diately after the ceremony is performed, retires to be undressed, and so 
rid of her knots." 5 
USE OF CORDS .AND KNO'.l'S .AND GIRDLES IN P.A.R'.l'URI'.I.'ION. 
Folk medicine in all region is still relying upon the potency of mys-
tical cord and girdles to facilitate labor. The following are a few of 
the many example which might be presented: 
Delivery was facilitated if the man by whom the woman has con-
e ived unties his girdle, and, after tying it round her, unties it, s_aying: 
"I have tied it and I will untie it," and then takes his departure.6 
"Henry, in hi History of Britain, vol. 1, p. 459, tells us that' amongst 
t he ancient Briton ·, when a birth was attended with any difficulty, they 
pu c rtain girdl made for that purpose about the women in labour 
which h y imagined gave immediate and effectual relief. Such girdles 
~ r kep with care tm very lately in many families in the Highlands 
1 R ffman, quoting Friend, in .Tonr. Am. Folk Lore, 1888, p. 134. 
2 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 2, pp. 127 et seq. 
3 rimm, T utonic __ J ytbology, vol. 3, p.1174. Re al o speaks of the '' nouerl'aiguillette, ibid., p.1175. 
4 axon e bclom , vol. l , p. xliv. 
6 Bla •k, Folk-M dicin , London, 1 83, pp. 1 5, 186. 
4;Pliuy, Tat. Hi t., lib. 28, cap. 0. 
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of Scotland. They were impressed with several mystical figures; and 
the ceremony of binding them about the woman's waist was accom-
panied with words and gestures, which showed the custom to have 
been of great antiquity, and to have come originally from the Druids."n 
"But my girdle shall serve as a riding knit, and a fig for all the 
witches in Ohristendom." 2 The use of girdles in labor must be ancient. 
''Ut mulier concipiat, homo vir si solvat semicinctum suum et earn 
pr::ecingat." 3 "Certum est quod partum mirabiliter facilirent, siveinstar 
cinguli circumdentur corpori." These girdles were believed to aid labor 
and cure dropsy and urinary troubles.4 
''The following customs of childbirth are noticed in the Traite des 
Superstitions of M. Thiers, vol. 1, p. 320: 'Lors qu'une femme est preste 
d'accoucher, prendre sa ceinture, aller a l'Eglise, lier la cloche avec cette 
ceinture et la faire sonner trois coups afin que cettc femme accouche 
heureusement. Martin de ..A.rles, ..A.rchidiacre de Pampelonne (Tract. 
de Superstition) asseure que cette superstition est fort en usage dans 
tout son pays.' " 5 
In the next two examples there is to be found corroboration of the 
views advanced by Forlong that these cord~ (granting that the princi-
ple upon which they all rest is the same) had originally some relation 
to ophic rites. Brand adds from Levin us Lemnius: "Let the woman 
that travels with her child (is in her labour) be girded with the skin 
that a serpent or a snake casts off, and then she will quickly be delivered." 6 
.A. serpent's skin was tied as a belt about a woman in childbirth." Inde 
puerper::e circa collum aut corporem apposito, victoriam in puerperii 
con:flictu habuerunt, citissimeque liberatre fuerunt." 7 
The following examples, illustrative of the foregoing, are taken from 
Flemming: The skins of human corpses were drawn off; preferably by 
cobblers, tanned, and made into girdles, called "Cingula" or Chiroth-
ec::e, which were bound on the left thigh of a woman in labor to expe-
dite delivery. · The efficacy of these was highly extolled, although 
some writers recommended a recourse to tiger's skin for the purposes 
indicated. This '· caro humano" was euphemistically styled " mummy" 
or "mumia" by Von Helmont and others of the early pharmacists, when 
treating of it as an internal medicament. 
There was a'' Cingulum ex corio humano" bound round patients during 
epileptic attacks, convulsions, childbirth, etc., and another kind of belt de-
scribed as "ex cute humana con:ficiunt," and used in contraction of the 
nerves andrheumatismofthejoints, 8 also bound round the bodyincramp.9 
1 Brand, Pop . .Ant., vol. 2, p. 67. 
2 Ibid., p. 170. 
3 Sextus Placitus, De Medicamentis ex .Animali bus, Lyons, 1537, pages not numbered, article "de 
Puello et Puellre Virgine." 
4 Etmiiller , Opera Omnia, Lyons, 1690, vol. 2, p. 279, Schroderii Dilucidati Zoologia. 
5 Brand, Pop . .Ant., vol. 2, p. 68, footnote. 
6 Ibid., p. 67. 
7 Paracelsus, Chirurgia Minora, in Opera Omnia, Geneva, 1662, vol. 2, p. 70. 
8 Ibid., p. 174. 
0 Beckherius, Medicus Microcosmus, London, 1660, p. 174. 
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"The girdle was an e ential article of dress, and early ages ascribe 
toitothermacicinfluen e : .g.,Thor' divinestrengthlayinhisgirdle." 1 
In peaking of the b lief in lycantrophy he ays: "The common belief 
among u .· i , that the tran formation is effected by tying a strap round 
the body; thi girth i only three :fingers broad, and is cut out of 
human kin." 2 Scrofulous tumors were cured by tying them with a 
linen thread which had choked a viper to death.3 "Filum rubrum se-
raceum [ ilk] cum quo strangulata fuit vipera si circumdatur collo an-
gina laborantes, eundem curare dicitur propter idem strangulationis et 
su:ffocationis." 4 
"Quidam commendant tanquam specificum, ad Anginam :filum pur. 
pureum cum quo strangulata fuit vipera, si collo circumdetur." 5 
'' MEDIDAS," "ME.A.SURING CORDS," "WRESTING THREADS," ETC. 
Black ays: 6 "On the banks of the Ale and the Teviot the women 
have still a cu tom of wearing round their necks blue woollen threads or 
cord till they wean their children, doing this for the purpose of avert-
ing ephemeral fevers. These cords are handed down from mother to 
daughter, and esteemed in proportion to their antiquity. Probably 
the e cords had originally received some blessing." 
Black's urmi e is well founded. These cords were, no doubt, the same 
a the ''medidas" ormea urements of the holy images of Spain and other 
parts of Continental Europe. " The ribands or serpent symbols [ of 
Our Lady of Montserrat] are of silk, and exactly the span of the Vir-
gin' head, and on them i printed 'medida de la cabeza de Nuestm 
Senora Maria Santisima de Montserrat,' i. e., exact head measurement 
of Our Lady of Montserrat." 7 
These ame " medidas " may be found in full vogue in the outlying 
di trict of Mexico to-day. Twenty years ago I saw them at the 
"funcion" of San Francisco, in the little town of Magdalena, in So-
nora. I watched carefully to see exactly what the women did and ob-
serv d that the statue of St. Francis (which, for greater convenience, 
wa expo ed outside of the church, where the devout could reach it 
without di turbing the congregation within) was measured from head 
to foot with piece of ribbon, which were then wrapped up and packed 
away. In reply to my queries, I learned that the " medida" of the 
h ad wa a p ci:fic for headache, that of the waist for all troubles in 
th abdominal region, tho e of the legs, arms, and other parts for the 
ailm nt uliar to each of them re pectively. This was in a commu-
nity almo t, if not ab olutely, Roman Catholic; but in the thoroughly 
rote tant neighborhood of Carlisle, Pa., the same superstition exists 
1 rimm, Teutonic My thology, vol. 3, p. 1094, footnote. 
2 Ibid., T> - 1096. 
a P liny Ta.t. Ilist. , lib. 30, cal). 12. 
4 E tmtiller, pera Omnia, Lyons, 1690, vol. 2, pp.282, 283, Schroderii Dilucidati Zoologia. 
6 Ibid .. p . 27 a . 
6 Black, Folk-Medicin , London, 1883, p. 113. 
7 Forloni;r, Rivers of Life, London, 1883, vol. 2, p. 313. 
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in full vigor, as I know personally. Three years ago my second 
child was suffering from the troubles incident to retarded dentition and 
had to he taken to the mountains at Holly Springs, within sight of 
Carlisle. I was begged and implored by the women living in the place 
to have the child taken to" a wise woman" to be "measured," and was 
assured that some of the most intelligent people in that part of the 
country were firm believers in the superstition. When I declined to 
lend countenance to such nonsense I was lookeo upon as a brutal and 
unnatural parent, caring little for the welfare of his offspring. 
'' In John Bale's Comedye concernynge thre Lawes, 1538 
Hypocrysy is introduced, mentioning the following charms against bar-
renness: 
Auel as for Lyons, there is the length of our Lorde 
In a great pyller. She that will with a coorcle 
Be fast hound to it, ancl take soche chaimce as fall 
Shall sure have chylde, for within it is hollowe all." 1 
When a person in Shetland has received a sprain "it is customary to 
apply to an individual practiced in casting the 'wrested thread.' 
This is a thread spun from black wool, on which are cast nine knots, 
and tied round a sprained leg or arm." It is applied by the medicine-
man with the usual amount of gibberish and incantation.2 These 
"wresting or wrested threads" are also to be found among Germans, 
Norwegians, Swedes, rmd Flemings. 3 
Grimm quotes from Chambers's Fireside Stories, Edinburgh, 1842, 
p. 37: " During the time the operator is putting the thread round the 
afflicted limb he says, but in wuch a tone of 'l'oice as not to be heard by 
. the bystanders, nor even by the person operated upon: "The Lord rade, 
and the foal slade; he lighted, and he righted, set joint to joint, bone to 
bone, and sinew to sinew. Heal in the Holy Ghost's name! " 4 
" Eily McGarvey, a Donegal wise woman, employs a green thread in 
her work. She measures her patient three times round the waist with 
a ribbon, to the outer edge of which is fastened a green thread. 
She next hands the patient nine leaves of 'heart fever grass/ or dande-
lion, gathered by herself, directing him to eat three leaves on successive 
mornings." 5 
Miss Edna Dean Proctor. the poet, told me, June 9, 1887, that some 
years ago, while visiting relations in Illinois, she met a womau who, 
having been ill for a long time, had despaired of recovery, and in hope 
of amelioration had consulted a man pretending to occult powers, who 
prescribed that she wear next the skin a certain knotted red cord which 
he gave her. 
Ou a previous page the views of Forlong have been presented, show-
ing that there were reasons for believing that the sacred cords of the 
1 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 2, p. 69. 
2 Notes anu Queries, 1st series, vol. 4, p. 500. 
3 See also Black, Folk-Medicine, London, 1883, p. 79. 
4 Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, vol. 3, p . 1233. 
6 .Black, Folk-Medicine, London, 1883, p. 114. 
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Ea ·t Indi · uld b trac d back to an ophic origjn, and it has also 
be n h wn that, until the pre ent day, among the pea antry of Europe, 
ther ha obtained tbe practice of making girdle of snake kin which 
ha be n mployed for the cure of di ease and as an assistance in 
hildbirth. The snake itself, while till alive, as has been shown, is 
applied to the per 5m of the patient by the medicine-men of the .Amer-
ican Indian . 
In connection with the remark taken from Forlong's Rivers of Life 
on this ubject, I hould like to call attention to the fact that the long 
knotted blacksnake whip of the wagoners of Europe and America, 
which, when not in use, is worn across the body from shoulder to hip, 
ha been identified as related t.o snake worship. 
There is another view to take of the origin of these sacred cords 
which it is fair to submit before passing final judgment. The izze-kloth 
may have been in early times a cord for tying captives who were taken 
in war, and as these captives were offered up in sacrifice to the gods of 
war and other8 they were looked upon as sacred, and all used in con-
nection with them would gradually take on a sacred character. The 
ame kind of cords seem to have been used in the chase. This would 
explain a great deal of the superstition connected with the whole sub-
ject of "hangman's rope" bringing luck, curing disease, and averting 
troubl of all sorts, a superstition more widely disseminated and going 
back to more ancieut times than most people would imagine. One of 
the tribe of New Granada, '' quando iban :'i, la Guerra llevaban Cor-
deles pa.ra atar :1 Io Preso ." 1 This recalls that the Apache them-
Ive u ed to throw lariats from ambush upon travelers, and that the 
Thu()', who erved the goddess Bhowani, in India, strangled with cords, 
aft rward with handkerchiefs. The Spaniards in Peru, under Jorge 
Rob] do, going toward the Rio Magdalena, in 1542, found a large body 
of savages '' que Ilevaban Cordeles, para atar a los Castellanos, i sus 
Pedernale , para de pedagarlos, i Ollas para cocerlos.112 The .Austral-
ian carried to war a cord, called "N erum," about 2 feet 6 inches 
long, made of kangaroo hair, u ed for strangling an enemy.3 
Th ea ie ·t method of taking the hyena "is for the hunter to tie his 
girdle with, even knot , and to make as many knots in the whip with 
whi h he guide hi horse." 4 Maj. W. Cornwallis Harris 5 describes a 
ar h made for a lo 't camel. A man was detailed to search for the 
animal and provid d with the following charm to aid him in his 
ar h: "Th rope with which the legs of the lost animal had been fet-
t red wa' rolled betwixt hi (the Ras el Kafilah's) hands, and sundry 
abali tic word' having been muttered whil t the Devil was dislodged 
1 Ilerr ra, dee. 6, lib. 8, cap. 1, p. 171. 
2 Iliicl., dee. 7, lib. 4, cap. 5, p. 70. 
3
, mytb, bori¢nes or Victoria, vol. l, p. 351. See also previous references to the use of such cords 
by th ustralian . 
Pliny, -at. Hi t., lib. 2 , cap. 27. 
6 Highland of 1Etbiopia, vol. I, p. 247. 
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by the process of spitting upon the cord at the termination of each 
spell, it was finally delivered over to the Da.nka.Ii about to be sent on 
the quest." Stanley describes the "lords of the cord" at the court of 
Mtesa, king of Uganda, but they seem to be provost officers and exe-
cutioners merely.1 "In cases of quartan fever they take a fragment of 
a nail from a cross, or else a piece of a halter that has been used for 
crucifixion, and after wrapping it in wool, attach it to the patient's 
neck, taking care, the moment he has recovered, to conceal it in some 
hole to which the light of the sun can not penetrate." 2 There is a wide-
spread and deeply rooted belief that a r~pe which has hanged a man, 
either as a felon or suicide, possesses talismanic powers. 3 Jean Bap-
tiste Thiers 4 says: "Il y a des gens assez fous pour s'imaginer qu'ils 
seront heureux aujeu . . pourvu qu'ils ayent sur eux un morceau 
de corde de pendu." Brand says: "I remember once to have seen, at 
Newcastle upon Tyue, after a person executed had been cut clown, men 
climb upon the gallows and contend for that part of the rope which 
remained, and which they wished to preserve for some lucky purpose or 
other. I have lately made the important discovery that it is reckoned 
a cure for the hea.dache." 5 "A halter with which one had been hanged 
was regarded within recent times in England as a cure for headache if 
tied round the head." 6 
In the long list of articles employed by the ancients for the purpose 
of developing affection or hatred between persons of opposite sex, 
Burton mentions "funis strangulati hominis." 7 "A remarkable super-
stition still prevails among the lowest of our vulgar, that a man may 
lawfully sell h_is wife to another, provided he deliver her over with a 
halter about her neck. It is painful to observe that instances of this 
frequently occur in our newspapers." 8 While discussing this branch 
of the subject, it might be well to peruse what has already been 
inserted under the head of the uses to which were put the threads 
which had strangled vipers and other serpents. 
UNCLASSIFIED SUPERSTITIONS UPON THIS SUBJECT. 
In conclusion, I wish to present some of the instances occurring in my 
studies which apparently have a claim to be focluded in a treatise upon 
the subject of sacred cords and knots. These examples are presented 
without comment, as they are, to all intents and purposes, "survivals," 
which have long ago lost their true significance. .Attention is in-
vited to the fact that the very same use seems to be made by the 
1 Through the Dark Continent, vol. 1, p. 398. 
2 Pliny, Nat. Hist.,lib. 28, cap.11. 
3 Notes and Queries, 4th series, vol. 5, pp. 295, 390. 
4 Traite des Super.;titions, tome 1, chap. 3, paragraph 3; 
6 Pop. Ant., vol. 3, p. 276. 
6 Black, Folk-Medicine, p. 100. 
7 .A.nat my of Melancholy, v"l. 2, pp. 288, 290. 
8 Brand, Pop. Ant., yo]. 2, p.107. 
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Iri h of hair ord a we have already een ha been made by the 
u tralian . 
The J ewi h garment with knot at the corners would appear to have 
been a prehi toric garm nt preserved in religious ceremonial; it would 
eem to be very much like the short blanket cloak, with tufts or knots 
at the four corner , till made by and in use among the Zuiii, Navajo, 
Tu ayau, and Rio Grande Pueblos. But magic knots were by no means 
unknown to Jews, A syrians, or other nations of Syria and Mesopo-
tamia. 
"In Memorable Things noted in the Description of the World, we 
read: About children' necks the wild Irish hung the beginning of St. 
John' Go pel, a crooked nail of a horseshoe, or a piece of a wolve's 
skin, and both the sucking child and nurse were girt with girdles finely 
plaited with woman' hair." 1 
Gainsford, in his Glory of England, speaking of the Irish, p. 150, 
says: "They use incantations and spells, wearing girdles of u_ioman's 
haire, and locks of their lover's." 
Camden, in his Ancient and Modern Manners of the Irish, says that 
"they are observed to present their lovers with bracelets of women's 
hair, whether in reference to Venus' cestus or not, I know not." 2 
Thi idea of a resemblance between the girdle of Venus and the use of 
tbe maiden's hair may be worth consideration; on the same page Brand 
quotes from Beaumont and Fletcher: 
Bracelets of our lovers' hair, 
Which they on our arms shall twist, 
and garter' of the women were generally worn by lovers. 3 
"Ohaque habit qu'ils [the Jews] portent doit avoir quatre pands, & a 
chacun un cordon pendant eu forme de houppe, qu'ils nomment Zizit. 
Ce cordon e t ordinairement de huit :fils de Jaine fl.lee expres pour cela, 
av c cinq namd chacun, qui occupent la moitie de la longueur. Ce qui 
n' st pa noue etant efilt~ ach ve de faire une espece de houppe, qu'ils 
fas ent, dit la Loi, des cor<lons aux pands de leurs babits." 4 
The following i from Black: 5 
When Marduk [Assyrian god] wishes to comfort a, dying man bis father Rea 
say : " o-
'fake a woman' linen kerchief! 
Bind it round thy left hand: loose it from the left hand! 
Knot it with seven knots: do so twice: 
'prinkl it with bright wine: 
Biml it round the head of the sick man: 
Bincl it ronnd hi hands and feet, like manacles and fetterc. 
it ronnd on hi bed: 
, prinkl • holy water over him. 
H hall hear the voic of Hea. 
Davkfoa hall protect him! 
An<l 1arclnk, Elde t on of heaven, shall find him a happy habitation." 
----- ------------ -
1 Brand, Pop . .Ant., YOl. 2, 1). 78. 
2 Ihid., p. 91. 
4 Picart, Ctiremonies et Cofttumes, etc., vol. 1, p. 41. 
6 Folk-Medicme, London, 1883, pp.185, 186. 
a Ibid., p. 93. 
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A variant of the same formula is to be found in Frangois Lenormant's 
Chaldean Magic. 1 Lenormant speaks of the Chaldean use of "magic 
knots, the efficacy of which was so :firmly believed in even up to the 
middle ages." 
Again, he says that magic cords, with knots, were " still very common 
among the N abatbean sorcerers of the Lower Euphrates," in the four-
teenth century, and in his opinion the use of these was derived from 
the ancient Chaldeans. In still another place he speaks of the "magic 
knots" used by Finnish conjurors in curing diseases. 
"The Jewish phylactery was. tied in a knot, but more generally knots 
are found in use to bring about some enchantment or disenchantment. 
Thus in an ancient Babylonian charm we have-
'Merodach, the son of Rea, the prince, with his holy hands cuts the knots. 
That is to say, he takes off the evil influence of the knots. So, 
too, witches sought in Scotland to compass evil by tying knots. 
Witches, it was thought, could supply themselves with the milk of 
any neighbor's cows if they had a small quantity of hair from the tail 
of each of the animals. The hair they would twist into a rope and then 
a knot would be tied on the rope for every cow which had contributed 
hair. Under the clot.hes of a witch who was burned at St. Andrews, in 
1572, was discovered' a white claith, like a collore craig, with stringis, 
wheron was mony knotti_s vpon the stringis of the said collore craig.' 
When this was taken from her, with a prescience then wrongly inter-
preted, she said: 'Now I have no hope of myself.' 'Belyke scho 
thought,' runs the cotemporary account, 'scho suld not have died, 
that being vpon her,' but probably she meant that to be discovered 
with such an article in her possession was equivalent to the sentence of 
death. So lately as the beginning of the last century, two persons 
were sentenced to capital punishment for stealing a charm of knots, 
made by a woman as a device against the welfare of Spalding of 
Ashintilly." 2 
"Charmed belts are commonly worn in Lancashire for the cure of 
rheumatism. Elsewhere, a cord round the loins is worn to ward off 
toothache. Is it possible that there is any connection between this 
belt and the cord which in Burmah is bung round the neck of a 
possessed person while he is being thrashed to drive out the spirit 
which troubles him 1 Theoretically the thrashing is given to the 
spirit, and not to the man, but to prevent the spirit escaping too soon 
a charmed cord is hung round the possessed person's neck. When the 
spirit has been sufficiently humbled and has declared its name it may . 
be allowed to escape, if the doctor does not prefer to trample on the 
patient's stomach till he fancies he has killed the demon." 3 
"The numerous notices in the folklore of all countries of magic stones, 
holy girdles, and other nurses' specials, attest the common sympathy of 
the human race." 4 
1 P. 41. 
2 Black, Folk-Medicine, p. 186. 
9 E'l'H--37 
3 Ibid., (after Tylor) pp. 176, 177. 
4 Ibid,, p. 178. 
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Thi i, from Brand :1 "Devon hire cure for w~rts. Take a piece of 
twine, tie in it as many knot as yon have warts, touch each wart with 
a kn t, and then throw the twine behind your back into some place 
where it may oon decay-a pond or a hole in the earth; but tell no one 
what you have done. When the twine is decayed your warts will dis-
appear without any pain or trouble, being in fact charmed away." 
"In our time, the anodyne necklace, which consists of beads turned 
out of the root of the white Bryony, and which is hung round the necks 
of infants, in order to assist their teethillg, and to ward off the con-
vul ion sometimes incident to that process, is an amulet." 2 
"Rowan, ash, and red thread," a Scotch rhyme goes," keep the devils 
frae their speed." 3 
For the cure of scrofula, grass was selected. From one, two, or three 
stems, as many as nine joints must be removed, which must then be 
wrapped in black wool, wjth the grease in it. The person who gathers 
them must do RO fasting, and must then go, in the same state, to the 
patient's house 'rhile he is from home. When the patient comes in, 
the other must say to him three times, " I come fasting to bring a 
remedy to a fasting man," and must then attach the amulet to his 
person, repeating the same ceremony three consecutive days. 4 
For long says: ·" On the 2d [ of May], fearing evil spirits and witches, 
Scotch farmers used to tie red thread upon their wives as well as their 
cows, saying these prevented miscarriages and preserved the milk." 5 
In Scotland "they hope to preserve the milk of their cows, and their 
wive · from miscarriage, by tying threads about them." 6 
Brand gives a remedy for epilepsy: "If, in the month of October, 
a little before the full moon, you pluck a twig-of thP, elder, and cut the 
cane that is betwixt two of its knees, or knots, in nine pieces, and these 
pieces, being bound in a piece of linnen, be in a thread so hung about 
the neck that they touch the spoon of the heart, or the sword-formed 
cartilage." 7 
Black says :8 '' To cure warts a common remedy is to tie as many 
knot on a hair as there are warts and throw the hair away. Six knots 
of elderwood are used in a Yorkshire incantation to ascertain if beasts 
ar dying from witchcraft. Marcellus commended for sore eyes that a 
man hould tie as many knots in unwrought :flax as there are letters in 
hi name, pronouncing each letter as be worked; this he was to tie 
r und hi neck. In the Orkneys, the blue thread was used for an evil 
purpo e becau e u h a colour avored of Popery and priests; in the 
north rn ountie it wa u ed because a remembrance of its once pre-
1 Pop. Ant., vol. 3, p. 276. 
2 Salvert, Philosophy of Magic, vol. l, JI. 195. 
3 Bla k, Folk-Mcdicin , London , 1883, 1,. 197. 
4 Pliny, Nat. Ilist., lib. 24, cap. 118. 
5 Forlon ,, Ri ,. rs of Life, vol. 1, p. 451. 
6 P nnant, qnot cl by Brand , Popular A.ntiqttitics, vol. 3, p. 54. 
7 Ibicl. , p. 2 5. 
8 Folk-Medicine, London , 18 3, pp. 185, 186. 
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eminent value still survived in the minds of those who wore it, uncon-
sciously, though still actively, influencing their thoughts. In perhaps 
the same way we respect the virtue of red threads, because, as Con-
way puts it, 'red is sacred in one direction as symbolising the blood 
of Christ.' " 1 
"To cure ague [Hampshire, England] string nine or eleven snails on 
a thread, the patient saying, as each is threaded, 'Here I leave my 
ague.' When all are threaded they should be frizzled over a fire, and 
as the snails disappear so will the ague." 2 
Dr. Joseph Lanzoni scoffed at the idea that a red-silk thread could 
avail in erysipelas; "N eque filum sericum chermisinum parti affectre 
circumligatum erysipelata fugat." The word "chermesinum" is not 
given in Ainsworth's Latin-English Dictionary, but it so closely re-
sembles the Spanish "carmesi '' that I have made bold to render it as 
"red" or " scarlet." 3 
"Red thread is symbolical of lightning," and is consequently laid on 
churns in Irel;1nd "to prevent the milk from being bewitched and yield-
ing no butter." "In Aberdeenshire it is a common practice with the 
housewife to tie a piece of red worsted thread round the cows' tails 
before turning them out for the first time in the season to grass. It 
secured the cattle from the evil-eye, elf-shots, and other dangers." 4 "It 
[blue] is the sky color and the Druid's sacred colour. 5 "In 1635, a man 
in the Orkney Islands was, we are led to believe, utterly ruined by nine 
knots cast on a blue thread and given to his sister." 
"In a curious old book, 12mo., 1554, entitled A Short Description of 
Antichrist, is this passage: 'I note all their Popishe traditions of con-
firmacion of yonge children with oynting of oyle and creame, and with 
a ragge lcnitte about the neclce of the younge babe.' " 6 
A New England charm for an obstinate ague. "The patient in 
this case is to take a string made of. woolen yarn, of three colors, and 
to go by himself to an apple-tree; there he is to tie his left hand loosely 
with the right to the tree by the tri-colored string, then to slip his hand 
out of the knot and run into the house without looking behind him." 7 
The dust "in which a hawk has bathed itself, tied up in a linen 
cloth with a red string, and attached to the body," 8 was one of the reme-
dies for fevers. Another cure for fever: "Sorne inclose a· caterpillar in 
a piece of linen, with a thread passed three times round it, and tie as 
many knots, repeating at each knot why it is that the patient performs 
that operation." 9 
"To prevent nose-bleeding people are told to this day to wear a skein 
of scarlet silk thread . round the neck, tied with nine knots down the 
front; if the patient is a man, the silk being put on and the knots tied 
1 Folk-Medicine, Lo~don, 1883, p. 113. 
2 Ibid., p . 57. 
3 Ephemeridum Physico-medicarum, Leipzig, 
1694, vol. I, p. 49. 
4 Black, Folk-Medicine, p·. 112. 
5 Elacli, Folk-Medicine, p. 112. 
· 6 Brand, Pop. Ant., -vol. 2, p. 86. 
7 Black, Folk-Medicine, p. 38. 
8 Pliny, Nat. Hist., lib. 30, cap.~~-
9 Ibid. 
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by a woman; and if the patient is a woman, then these good services 
being r nd r d by a man." 1 
cord with nine knot in it, tied round the neck of a child suffering 
from whooping cough, was esteemed a sovereign remedy in Worcester, 
England, half a century ago. 
Again,_ references will be found to the superstitious use of "liga 
ture " down to a comparatively recent period, and '' I remember it was 
a cu tom in the north of England for boys that swam to wear an eel's 
skin about their naked leg to prevent the cramp." 2 
THE MEDICINE HA.T. 
The medicine hat of the old and blind Apache medicine-man, Nan-
ta-do-tash, was an antique affair of buckskin, mueh begrimed with soot 
and soiled by long use. Nevertheless, it gave life and strength to him 
who wore it, enabled the owner to peer into the future, to tell who had 
tolen ponies from other people, to foresee the approach of an enemy, 
and to aid in the cu:r:e of the sick. This was its owner's own statement 
in conversation with me, but it would seem that the power residing in · 
the helmet or hat was not very permanent, because when the old man 
di covered from his wife that I had made a rude drawing of it he 
became extremely excited and said that such a delineation would 
de troy all the life of the. hat. His fears were allayed by presents of 
money and tobacco, as well as by some cakes and other food. As a 
measure of precaution, he insisted upon sprinkling pinches of hoddeutin 
over myself, the hat, and the drawing of it, at the same time muttering 
variou half-articulate prayers. Ile returned a month afterwards and 
d mantled the sum of $30 for damage done to the hat by the drawing, 
since which time it has ceased to ''work" when needed. 
Thi same old man gave me an explanation of aU the symbolism 
d picted upon the hat and a great deal of valuable information in 
regard to the profession of medicine-men, their specialization, the 
prayers they recited, etc. The material of the hat, as already stated, 
was buckskin. How that was obtained I can not assert positively, but 
fr man inci1lent occurring under my personal observation in the Sierra 
Madre iu Mexico in 1883, where our Indian scouts and the medicine-
m "ll with th m , urrounded a nearly grown fawn and tried to capture 
it alive, a well a from other circumstances too long to be here inserted, 
I am of the opinion that the buckskin to he used for sacred purposes 
among th pache mu~ t, whenever po ible, be that of a strangled 
animal, a i the case, according to Dr. Matthews, among the Navajo. 
The o y f an-ta-do-ta h's cap (Fig. 434, p. 503) was unpainted, but 
th figure upon it w re in two colors, a brownish yellow and an earthy 
blu , r mbling a dirty Pru ian blue. The ornamentation was of the 
wny fi ather and bla ·k-tipp d plume of the eagle, pieces of abalone 
hell, nd hal hibuitl, an l a nake' rattle on the apex. 
1 Black, Folk-Medicin , p. 111. 
2 Brand, Pop. Ant., vol. 3, pp. 288, 324. 
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Nan-ta-do-tash explained that the characters on the medicine hat 
meant: .A, cl<?uds; B, rainbow; C, hail; E, morning star; F, the God of 
Wind, with his lungs; G, the black '' kan"; H, great stars or suns. 
"Kan" is the name given to their principal gods. The appearance 
of the kan himself and of the tail of the hat suggest the centipede, an 
important animal god of the .Apache. The old man said that the figures 
represented the powers to which he appealed for aid in his "medicine'' 
and the kan upon whom he called for help. There were other doctors 
with other medicines, but he used none but those of which he was going 
to speak to me. 
Fm. 440.-Apacbe war bonnet. 
When an .Apache or other medicine-man is in full regalia he ceases 
to be a man, but becomes, or tries to make his followers believe that he 
has become, the power he represents. I once heard this asserted in a 
very striking way while I was with a party of .Apache young men who 
had led me to one of the sacred caves of their people, in which we came 
across a great quantity of ritualistic paraphernalia of all sorts. 
"We used to stand down here," they said, "and look up to the top 
of the mountain and see the kan come down." This is precisely what 
the people living farther to the south told the early Spanish missiona-
ries. 
I 
5 2 MEDICINE-MEN F THE AP .A.CHE. 
Th M xi an w r wont to ry out 'Here come our god !" upon 
., eing h ir prie t ma 'ked and di gui ed, and e peci'ally when they 
ha donn d the skin of the worn n offered up in acrifice.J 
The h adclre worn by the gods of the .American Indians and the 
I 
prie t. or m dicine-men who erv d them were persistently called "mi-
ter " by the early panish writer . Thus Quetzalcoatl wore "en la 
cabec;a una Mitra de papel puntiaguda." 2 When Father Felician Lopez 
went to preach to the Indians of Florida, in 1697, among other matters 
of r ord i · one to the effect that "the chief medicine man called him-
elf bi hop." 3 Po ibly thi title was assumed because the medicine-
men wor "miters." 
Duran goe further than his fellows. In the headdress used at the 
spirit dance he recognizes the tiara. He says that the Mexican priests 
at th feast of Tezcatlipoca wore "en las cabezas tiaras hechas de ba-
rilla ' . 4 The ghost danceheaddres illustrated in this paper(Fig.441) is 
known to the Ohiricahua .Apache as the "ich-te," a contraction from 
"cha -a-i-wit-te," according to Ramon, the old medicine-man from whom 
FIG. 441.-Gbost-dance headdress. 
I obtain d it. Ile explained all the , ymboli m connected with it. The 
round I)i of tin in the center is the sun; the irregular arch under-
n e, th it i the rainbow. Stars and lightning are depicted on the side 
, lat.· and under them ; the parallelograms with serrated edges are 
1 ud · th p ndaut green tick are rain drops; there are snakes and 
n k head on both horizontal and vertical slats, the heads in the 
firm r e being repre ntative of hail. 
Th re a,r :£ ather of the eagle to conciliate that powerful bird, tur-
key :£ ath r to appeal to the mountain spirits, and white gull feathers 
:£ r the pirit' of the water. There are also small pieces of nacreous 
h 11 · and one or two fragments of the" duklij," or cha.lchihuitl, with-
out whi h no medicine-man would feel competent to discharge his func-
piri dance it elf i called "cha-ja-la." I have een this dance a 
num r f ime , but will confine my de cription to one een at Fort 
1 This fact is stated by Torq n mada, Monarchia Indiana, lib. 10, cap. 33, and by Gomara, Hist. of the 
onq. of ,[ xiro, p. 446; s ali;o Di go Duran, lib. 1, cap. 20, p. 226. 
2 Il rr ra, <1 •r. 3, lib. 2, p. 07. 
3 John ,ilmary h a, Th Catholic 'hurch in Colonial Days, p. 472. 
4 Di go Duran, vol. 3, cap. 4, p. 217. 
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Marion (St . .Augustine, Fla.), in 1887, when the Chiricahua.Apache were 
confined there as prisoners; although the accompanying figure repre-
sents a ghost dance headdress seen among the Apache in the winter of 
1885. .A great many of the band had been suffering from sickness of 
one kind or another and twenty-three of the children had died; as a 
consequence, the medicine-men were having the 0ha-ja-la, which is en-
tered into only upon the most solemn occasions, such as the etting out 
of a war party, the appearance of an epidemic, or something else of like 
portent. On the terreplein of the northwest bastion, Ramon, the old 
medicine-man, was violently beating upon a drum, which, as u ual, had 
been improvised of a soaped rag drawn tightly over the mouth of an iron 
kettle holding a little water . 
.Although acting as master of ceremonies, Ramon was not painted or 
decorated in any way. Three other medicine-men were having the :fin-
ishing touches put to their bodily decoration. They had au under-coat-
ing of greenish brown, and on each arm a yellow snake, the head to-
ward the shoulder blad·e. The snake on the arm of one of the party 
was _double-headed, or rather had a head at each extremity. 
Each had insignia in yellow on back and breast, but no two were exactly 
alike. One had on his breast a yellow bear, 4 inches long by 3 inches 
high, and on his back a kan of the same color and dimensions. .A sec-
ond had the same pattern of bear on his breast, but a zigzag for light-
ning on his back. The third had the zigzag on both back and breast . 
.All wore kilts and moccasins. 
While the painting was going on Ramon thumped and sang with vigor 
to insure the medicinal potency of the pigments and the designs to 
which they were applied. Each held, one in each hand, two wands or 
swords oflathlike proportions, ornamented with snake-lightning in blue. 
The medicine-men emitted a peculiar whistlingnoise and bent slowly 
to the right, then to the left, then frontward, then backward, until the 
head in each case was level with the waist. Quickly they spun round 
in full circle on the left foot; back agairr in a reverse circle to the right; 
then they charged around the little group of tents in that bastion, mak-
ing cuts and thrusts with their wands to drive the maleficent spirits 
away. 
It recalled to my mind the old myths of the angel with the flaming 
sword guarding the entrance to Eden, or of St. Michael chasing the dis-
comfited Lucifer down into the depths of Hell. 
These preliminaries occupied a few moments only; at the end of that 
time the medicine-men advanced to where a squaw was holding up to 
them a little baby sick in its cradle. The mother remained kneeling 
while the medicine-men frantically struck at, uponJ around, and over the 
cradle with their wooden weapons. 
The baby was held so as successively to occupy each of the cardinal 
points and face each point directly opposite; first on the east side, fac-
. ing the west; then the north side, facing the south; then the west side, 
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facin h ea t; then the outh ide, facing the north, and back to the 
inal po. ition. While at each po ition, each of the medicine-men in 
. ion, after making all the pa ses and gestures described, seized 
th radle in his hand , pressed it to his breast, and afterwards lifted it 
up to the ky, next to the earth, and lastly to the four cardinal points, 
all the time prancing, whi tling, and snorting, the mother and her squaw 
friend adding to the dismal din by piercing shrieks and ululations. 
That ended the ceremonies for that night so far as the baby person-
ally wa concerned, but the medicine-men retired down to the parade 
and resumed their saltation, swinging, bending, and spinning with such 
violence that they resembled, in a faint way perhaps, the Dervishes of 
the Ea t. The understanding was that the dance had to be kept up as 
long as there was any fuel unconsumed of the large pile provided; any 
other course would entail bad luck. It was continued for four nights, 
the color and the SJmbols upon the bodies varying from night to night. 
Among the modes of exorcism enumerated by Burton, we :find " cutting 
the air with swords.'' 1 Picart speaks of the "fleches ou les baguettes 
dont les Arabes Idolatres se servoient pour deviner par le sort." He 
ays that the diviner" tenoit a la main" these arrows, which certainly 
suggest the swords or wands of the Apache medicine-men in the spirit 
dance.2 
There were four medicii1e-men, three of whom were dancing and in 
conference with the spirits, and the fourth of whom was general superin-
t nd nt of the whole dance, and the authority to whom the :first three 
reported the re ult of their interviews with the ghostly powers. 
The ma k: and headdress of the first of the dancers, who seemed to 
be the leading one, was so elaborate that in the hurry and meager light 
upplied by the flickering fires it could not be portrayed. It was very 
much like that of number three, but so fully covered with the plumage 
of th eagle, hawk, and, apparently, the owl, that it was difficult to as-
, ert thi positively. Each of these medicine-men had pieces of red flan-
n 1 tied to his elbows aud a stick about four feet long in each hand. 
umber one' ma k wa spotted black and white and shaped in front 
lik the nout of a mountain lion. His back was painted with large 
arr whead in brown and white, which recalled the protecting arrows 
tightly bound to the backs of Zuni fetiches. Number two had on his 
ba ·k a :figure in white ending between the shoulders in a cross. Num-
r thr back wa imply whitened with clay. 
11 the.· h addre .· were made of slats of the Spanish bayonet, un-
painted, , cepting that on number two was a figure in black, which 
ould not m~ de out, and that the horizontal crosspieces on number 
tbr w re paint d blue. 
Th d mino. or ma· Jr were of blackened buckskin, for the two 
c round he neck y garter or a he ; the neckpiece of nmn-
wa · pc inted r cl; he eye. eemed to be glas. knobs or brass 
1 A natomy of )1<-lan C'holy, Loudon , 1 27, vol. 1, p. 337. 
2 Picart, Cer (lmoni . t '0C1tumes, t ., Amsterdam , 1729, vol. 5, p. 50. 
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buttons. These three dancers wer~paked to the waist, and wore b au-
tiful kilts of fringed buckskin bound on with sashes, and mo ca in 
reaching to the knees. In this guise they jumped into the cent r of th 
great circle of spectators and singers and began running about th fire 
shrieking and muttering, encouraged by the shouts and the ·inD'in°· aud 
by tbe drumming and incantation of the chorus which no-w welled fi rth 
at full lung power. 
THE SPIRIT OR GHOS'.l' DANCE HEADDRESS. 
As the volume of music swel1ed and the cries of the on-look r ame 
fiercer, the dancers were encouraged to-the enthu iasm of frenzy. They 
darted about the circle, going through the motions of lookinO' £ ran 
enemy, all the while muttering, mumbling, and singing,jumping way-
ing, and whirling like the dancing Dervishes of .Arabia. 
Their actions, at times, bore a very considerable resemblance t the 
movements of the Zu,iii Shalako at the ]?east of Fire. Kla hidn t 1 
me that the orchestra was singing to the four willow branches plant d 
near them. This would indicate a vestige of tree worship, such as i to 
be noticed also at the sun dance of the Sioux. 
At intervals, the three dancers would dart out of the ring arid disap-
pear in the darkness, to consult with the spirits or with other medicine-
men seated a considerable distance from the throng. Three several times 
they appeared and disappeared, always dancing, running, and whirling 
about with increased energy. Having attained the degree of mental or 
spiritual e_xaltation necessary for communion with the spirits, they took 
their departure and kept away for at least half an hour, the orchestra 
during their absencerehdering a mournful refrain, monotonous as a funeral 
dirge. My patience became exhausted and I turned to go to my quar-
ters. A thrill of excited expectancy ran through the throng of Indians, 
and I saw that they were looking anxiously at the returning medicine-
men. All the orchestra now stood up, their leader (the principal medi-
cine-man) slightly in advance, holding a branch of cedar in his left 
hand. The first advanced and bending low his head murmured some 
words of unknown import with which the chief seemed to be greatly 
pleased. Then the chief, taking his stand in front of the orchestra on 
the east side of the grove or cluster of trees, awaited the final cere-
mony, which was as follows: The three dancers in file and in proper 
order advanced and receded three times; then they embraced the chief 
in such a manner that the sticks or wands held in their hands came 
behind his neck, after which they mumbled and muttered a jumble of 
sounds which I can not reproduce, but which sounded for all the world 
like the chant of the "hooter" at the Zuni Feast of Fire. They then 
pranced or danced through the grove three times. This was repeated 
for each point of the compass, the chief medicine-man, with the orches-
tra, taking a position successively ori the east, south, west, and north 
and the three dancers advancing, receding, and embracing as at first. 
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This terminated the "medicine" ceremonies of the evening, the glad 
shouts of the A pacbe testifying that the incantations of their spiritual 
leaders or their necromancy, whichever it was, promised a successful 
Fig. 442.-Apache kan or gods. (Drawn by Apa<ihl'.) 
campaign. The e dancer were, I believe, dressed up to represent their 
g d or kan, but not content with representing them aspired to be mis-
taken for them. 
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.A.MULE TS .A.ND T .A.LISM.A.NS. 
THE II TZI-DALTAI." 
TheApache, both menand women, wear amulets, called tzi-daltai,ma~e 
oflightning-riven wood, generally pine or cedar C?r fir from the mountam 
tops, which are highly valued and are not to be sold. These are shaved. 
very thin and rudely cut in the 
semblance of the human form. 
They are in fact tJ?-e duplicates, on 
a small scale, of the rhombus, al-
ready described. Like the rhom-
bus, they are decorated with in-
cised lines representing the light- TI 
ning. Very often these are to be ~ 
found attached to the necks of 
children or to their cradles. Gen- FIG. m.-Tzi-daltai amulet (A.pacbe). 
eral1y these amulets are of small size. Below will be found figures of 
those which I was permitted to examine and depict in their actual size. 
They are all unpainted. The amulet represented was obtained from a 
OhiricahuaApache captive. Deg11ele, an Apache of the Klukaydakaydn 
clan, consented to exhibit a kan, or god, which he carried about his 
person. He said I could have it for three ponies. It was made of a 
flat piece of lath, unpainted, of the size here given, having drawn upon 
it this figure in yellow, with a narrow black band, excepting the three 
snake heads, a, b, and o, which were black with white eyes; a was a 
yellow line and o a black line; flat pearl buttons were fastened at m and 
k respeetively and small eagle-down feathers at k on each side of the 
idol. The rear of the tablet, amulet, or i:dol, as one may be pleased to 
call it, was almost an exact reproduction of the front. 
The owner of this inestimable treasure assured me that he prayed to 
it at all times when in trouble, that he could learn from it where his ponies 
were when stolen and which was the right direction to travel when lost, 
and that when drought had parched his crops this would never fail to 
bring rain in abundance to revive and strengthen them. The.symbol-
ism is the rain eloud and the serpent lightning, the rainbow, rain drops, 
and the cross of the four winds. 
These small amulets are also to be found inclosed in the phylacteries 
(Fig. 447) which the medicine-men wear suspended from their necks-or 
waists. 
Sir Walter Scott, who was a very good witness in all that related to 
prehistoric customs and -' survivals" among the Celtic Scots, may be 
introduced at this point: 
A heap of wither'd boughs was piled 
Of juniper and rowan wild, 
Mingled with shivers from the oak, 
Rent by the lightning's recent stroke.' 
1 Lady of the Lake, canto 3, stanza 4, Sir Rhoderick Dhu, summoning Clan Alpine against the ki:ug. 
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CHALCHIHUITL. 
The articles of dress depicted in this paper are believed to repre-
sent all "those which exclusively belong to the office of the Apache 
"diyi" or" izze-nantan." Of late years it can not be said that every 
medicine-man has all these articles, but most of them will be found in 
the possession of the man in full practice. 
No matter what the medicine-man may lack, he will, if it be possible, 
provide himself with some of the impure malachite known to the whites 
of the Southwest as turquojse. In the malachite vein::; the latter stone 
Front view. Rear view. 
Fm. 444.-Td-daltai amulet (Apache). 
is ometime found aud is often of good quality, but the difference be-
tween the two i, apparent upon the slightest exammation. The color of 
the malachite i a p a green, that of the turquoise a pale sky blue. The 
ch mica! compo ition of the former is a carbonate of copper, mixed with 
earthy impuritie, ; that of the latter, a phosphate of alumina, colored 
with th oxide of opper. T.he u e of this malachite wa. widespread. 
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anyon f h 
r 1 ut than au T th r and tu • gr n 
tone to b pnr ha dfr m th Pi rande 
Pu blo alway wa in o-r at d mand, a it 
is to thi day. V tan art 1 p ak of the 
Apache between they ars 1630 and 16 O, 
coming to the pueblo of Pe os to trade 
for "chalchihuites. ' John de Laet speak 
of "petites pierres verdes" worn in the 
lower lip by the Brazilians. 2 
Among the Mexicans the chalchihuitl 
seems to have been the distinguishing 
mark or badge of the priesthood. Duran, 
in speaking of the consecration of a sacri-
ficial stone in Mexico by Montezuma, tb.e 
elder, and his assistant or coadjutor, Tla-
caclel, says: "Echaronse a las espaldas 
unas oJ.letas [I do not ·know what this 
Fm. 446.-Tzi-daltai amulet (.Apache). word means] hecbas de piedras Verdes 
muy ricas, don.de significaban que no solamente eran Reyes, pero jun-
tamente Sacerdotes." 3 
.Among the tribes in Central America, a cbalchihmtl was placed in 
1 Tr.atro Mexicano, YOJ. 3, JJ. 323. 2Lib. 14, cap. 4, and lib. 16, cap. 16. 3 Lib. 1, cap. 23, pp. 251-252. 
/ 
., 
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the mouths of the dying to receive their souls: "que era para que 
recibiese su anima." 1 
One of the Mexican myths of the birth of Quetzalcoatl narrates that 
his mother, Chimalma, while sweeping, found a cbalchihuitl, swallowed 
it, and became pregnant: "Andando barriendo la dicha Cbimalma 
hall6 un chalchihuitl, ( que es una pedrezuela verde) y que la trag6 y 
de esto se ernpreii6, y que asi pari6 al dicho Quetzalcoatl." 2 The same 
author ~ tells us that the chalcbibuitl (which he calls "pedrezuela 
verde") are. mentioned in the earliest myths of the Mexicans.3 • 
In South America the emerald seems to have taken the place of the 
chalchihuitl. Bollaert 4 makes frequent mention of the use of the emerald 
by the natives of Ecuador and Peru, "a drilled emerald, such as the 
Incas wore;" ''large emeralds, emblematic of their [the Incas'] sov-
ereignty." -
From Torquemada we learn that the Mexicans adorned their idols 
with the chalchihuitl, and also that they buried a chalchihuitl with their 
dead, saying that it was the dead man's heart.5 
"Whenever rain comes the Indians [Pima and Maricopa] resort to 
these old houses [ruins] to loolr for trinkets of shells, and a peculiar 
green stone." 6 The idols which the people of Yucatan gave to Juan de 
Grijalva in 1518 were covered with these stones, "cubierta de pedre-
cicas." 7 Among the first presents made to Oortes in Tabasco were 
"unas turquesas de poco valor." 8 The fact that the Mexicans buried a 
"gem" with the bodies of their dead is mentioned by Squier, but he 
says it was when the body was cremated.9 
The people of Cibola are said to have offered in sacrifice to their 
fountains "alguna turquesa que las tienen, aunque ruines." 10 
"Turquesa "were given to the Spaniards under Coronado by the 
people of the pueblo of Acoma.11 
"The Mexicans were accustomed to say that at one time all men have 
be n stone , and that at last they would all return to stones; and, act-
i1ig literally on this convfotion, they interred with the bones of the dead 
a , mall green tone, which was called the principle of life." 12 
The great value set upon the chalchihuitl by the Aztecs is alluded 
to by Bernal Diaz, who was with the expedition of Grijalva to Yucatan 
1 Ximenez, Hist. Orig. Indio., p. 211. 
2 Mendieta, p. 83 . 
a Ibid., p. 78. 
4 R s arches in outh .A.merica, l' · 83 . 
6 Monar hia Indiana, vol. 2, lib. 13, cap. 45, and elsewhere. 
6 Emory, R connoissance, p. 88 . 
7 Gomara, Historia de la Conquista de Mojico, Veytia's eclitio11 , p. 200. 
1 Ibid ., p. 310. 
9 miths nian Contributions, "..A.ncicntmonum nts of New York," vol. 2. 
10 Buckingham mith, R lacion d la Jornada d Coronado a Cibola, Coleccion de Doc11meutos para la 
Ilisloria d l!'loricla, London, 1857, vol. 1, p. 148. 
11 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 150. 
12 Brinton, Myths of the New ·world, p. 253 . 
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PHYLA TE IE . 
The term phylactery, as h rein mploy d m n any 
skin or other material upon which are in rib d · rtain 
symbols of a religious or "medicine natur _ whi h lip 
is to be worn attached to the per ·on eekin · to b n ti 
this phylactery differs from the amulet or tali man in b in · n al d 
from the scrutiny of the profane and kept a ecr ta p ibl . Tbi 
phylactery, itself" medicine," may be employed to en wrap oth r •' med-
icine" and thus augment its own potentiality. Indian in g neral 
object to having their "medicine" scrutinized and touched· in thi 
there is a wide margin of individual opinion; but in regard to pJ1yJac-
teries there is none that I have been able to discover, and the rule may 
be given as antagonistic to tl1e display of these sacred "rP.lics," as my 
Mexican captive interpreter persisted in calling them. 
The first phylactery which it was my good fortune to be allowed to 
examine was one worn by Ta-ul-tzu-je, of the Kaytzentin gens. It was 
tightly rolled in at least half a mile of orange-colored saddlers' silk, 
obtained from some of the cavalry posts. After being duly uncovered, 
it was found to be a small piece of buckskin two inches square, upon 
which were drawn red and yellow crooked lines which the Apache said 
represented the red and yellow snake. Inside were a piece of green 
chalchihuitl and a small cross of lightning-riven twig (pine) and two 
very small perforated shells. The cross was called "intchi-djjin," the 
black wind. 
A second phylactery which I was also allowed to untie and examine 
I London, 1844, vol. 1, pp. 26, 29, 36, 93. 
2 Ibid., p. 278. 
3 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 389. 
4 Monarchia Indiana, lib. 6, cap. 45, p. 80. 
6 Ibid., Iii>. 19, cap. 22. pp. 357-358. 
6 Ternaux-Compans, vol. 10, p. 240. 
7 London, 1843, p . 248. 
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belonged to Na-a-cha and consisted of a piece of buckskin of the same 
size as the other, but either on account of age or for some other reason 
no characters could be discerned upon it. It, however, enwrapped a 
tiny bag of hoddentin, which, in its turn, held a small but very clear 
crystal of quartz and four feathers of eagle down. Na-a-cha took care 
to explain very earnestlythat this phylacterycontained not merely the 
"medicine" or power of the crystal, the hoddentin, and the itza-chu, 
or eagle, but also of the shoz-dijiji, or black bear, the shoz-lekay, or 
Fm. 447.-Phylacterics. 
white bear, the hoz-litzogue, or yellow bear, and the klij-litzogue or 
yellow imake, though ju tin what manner he could not explain. 
It would take up too much time and space to describe the manner 
in whi hit wa n ce ary for me to proceed in order to obtain merely 
a glim e f the e and oth r phylacteries, all of the same general 
tYI ; how I ha to mak it evident that I was myself possessed of great 
' m dicin " pow rand able to give presents of great" medicine" value . ' 
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:F10. -U .-..lpache m diciu a I.I . 
Such as the reader can imagine th m diciue-man to ue from thi 
description of his paraphernalia, such h hm, b n inc tbe white man 
:first landed in ..America. Never de ~irou of winning pro eJyte. to hi 
own ideas, he has held on to tho e idea with a tenacity never sus-
pected until purposely investigated. The first of the Spanish writers 
seem to have employed the native terms for the medicine-men, and we 
come across them as cemis or zemis, bohiti, pachuaci, and others; but 
soon they were recognized as the emissaries of Satan and the preachers 
of witchcraft, and henceforth they appear in the documents as "hechi-
cheros" and "brujos" almost exclusively. "Tienan los Apaches pro-
fetas 6 adivinos que gozan de la mas alta estimacion. Esos adivinos 
pratican la medicina la mas rudimen tal, la aplicacion de algunas yerbas y 
-esto acompaffado de ceremon1as y cantos supersticiosos." 1 Pimentel 
seems to have derived his information from Cordero, a Spanish officer 
who bad served against the ..Apache at var10us times between 1770 and 
.. 1795, and seemed to understand th!3ru well. 
"There was no class of persons who so widely and deeply influenced 
the culture and shaped the destiny of the Indian tribes as their priests. 
ln attempting to gain a true conception of the race's capacities and 
1 Pimentel. Lenguas IncHgenns de·Jl,fexico, yo]. 3, pp. 498, 499. 
9 ETH--38 
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history there is no one element of their social life which demands closer 
attention than the power of these teachers. . . . However much 
we may deplore the use they made of their skill, we must estimate it 
fairly and grant it its due weight in measuring the influence of the i·e-
ligious sentiment On the history of maJ1." 1 
'' Like Old Men of the Sea, they have clung to the neck of their 
nations, throttling all attempts at progress, binding them to the 
thraldom of superstition and profligacy, dragging them down to 
wretchedness and death. Christianity and civilization meet in them 
their most determined, most implacable foes." 2 
In spite of all the zeal and vigilance of the Spanish friars, supported 
by military power, the Indians of Bogota clung to their idolatry. 
Padre Simon cites several instances and says tersely: "De manera · 
que no lo hay del Indio que parece mas Cristiano y ladino, de que no 
tenga idolos a quien adore, como nos lo dice cada dia la experiencia." 
(So that there is no Indian, no matter how we11 educated he may appear 
in our language and the Christian doctrine, who has not idols which 
he adores, as experience teaches us every day.Y3 
"The Indian doctor relied far more on magic than on natural reme-
dies. Dreams, beating of the dmm, songs, magic feasts and dances, 
and howling to frighten the female demon from the patient, were his 
ordinary methods of cure." 4 
In a very rare work by Padre Jose de Aniaga, published in Lima, 
1621, it is shown that the Indians among whom this priest was sent on 
a special tour of investigation were still practicing their old idolatrous 
rites in secret. This work may be found quoted in Montesinos, Memoires 
sur l' Ancien Perou, in Ternaux-Compans, Voyages, vol. 17; the title of 
Arriaga's work is Extirpacion de la Idolatrfa de los Indios del Peru. 
Arriaga also states that the functions of the priesthood were exercised 
by both sexes. 
It will only be after we have thoroughly routed the medicine-men 
from their intrenchments and made them an object of ridicule that we 
can hope to bend and train the mind of our Indian wards in the direc-
tion of civilization. In my own opinion, the reduction of the medicine-
men will effect more for the savages than the giving of land in severalty 
~ or in truction in the schools at Carlisle and Hampton; rather, the 
latter hould be conducted with this great object mainly in view: to 
let pupil in en ibly absorb such knowledge as may soonest and most 
completely convince them of the impotency of the charlatans who hold 
the tribes in bondage. 
Teach the cholars at Carli le and Hampton some of the wonders 
of electricity, magnetism, chemistry, the pectroscope, magic lantern, 
1 Brinton, Myths of the N ew ·w orlcl, pp. 285, 286. 
2 Iuid ., p. 264. 
3 Kini:tRborough, vol. 8, sup .. p . 24!l. 
4 Parkman, Jesuits, introduction, p . lxxxiv. 
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